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I THE ARCHITECTURE OF RED VIENNA I 



In trod uct I on In 1919 the Social Democratic city council of Vienna initiated a radical program 

of municipal refonns designed to reshape the social and economic infrastructure 

of the Austtian capital along socialist lines. The centerpiece of this program and 

the most enduring achievement of "Red" Vienna was the construction of the Wiener Gemeindebauten, 400 

communal housing blocks in which workers' dwellings were incorporated with kindergartens, libraries, medical 

and dental clinics, laWldries, workshops, theaters, cooperative stores, public gardens, sports facilities, and a wide 

range of other public facilities. Disttibuted throughout the city, the Gmuindrbtnuen provided Vienna with not 

only a large amount of new living space-64,000 units in which one-tenth of the city's population was rehoused

but also a vast new infrastructure of social services and cultural institutions (figure i.l). 

The building program was carried out by the first As architecture, too, the Gmuindrbtlutm have 
socialist city administta.tion to govern a major Euro- been understood largely in tenns of the political 
pean capital and mettopolis of two million inhabitants. events that overtook them: as an example of architec-

As that government's most visible achievement, the ture allied to political purposes and shaped by political 

Gmrrinddautm were understood to have been shaped and economic forces.! But just what those political 

by its political purposes, and they became its symbol. purposes and forces were, and what their relationship 

Yet throughout the socialist building campaign, the was to the architectural fonns and spaces produced by 
capital was an enclave in a country ruled by a conser- Red Vienna, is still far from clear. 

vative, clerical, and rabidly antisocialist political rna- To the British journalist G. E. R. Gedye, who wit-

jority. The architecture of Red Vienna, therefore, took. nessed the shelling of the Karl-Marx-Hof and the rout 
shape not only within the context of a socialist pro- ·of the socialist administration from Vienna by Doll-

gram of municipal refonns but also in the midst of fuss and the Heinrwlbr in 1934, as well as the sub-

highly charged, and often violent, political conRict be- sequent annexation of Austria and Adolf Hider's 
rween right and left (figures i.2 and i.3). In February ttiumphant entry into Vienna in March 1938, the sig.. 

1934, when the government troops of Chancellor En- nificance of the GmrinJrbtmtm was evident: they pro-
geJbert DoUfuss and the Austro-fascist Hrimuehr (mi- vided "the best object lesson in the world of what 

litia) stonned the housing blocks, the Gemrintkbautm Socialism can and cannot do on a democratic basis in 

became an actual battleground, as well as the sire of a Socialist capital of an anti-Socialist Stare." Shell-torn 

the first armed resistance to fascism by a European and bullet-sctrred in 1939 (figure i.S), they spoke not 

party of the left.• Defeated after three days of fighting, only of socialism but also of "the meaning of Fas-

both the resistance and Red Vienna itself succumbed cism."1 The Gemrindrlumtm were the very embodi-

to the forces of reaction that would soon overpower ment of ideological conftict. 

much of democratic Europe. In the contemporary It is my concern in this book to understand how 

press, the tom and battered GnnrindtiNmtm were por- that conftict both marked and shaped the buildings of 

ttayed as Europe's "Fallen Bastions," and became the Red Vienna-in tenns of their program, spatial con-

symbols not so much of resistance and political resolve ception, language, and use-as well as how political 

as of defeat (figure i.4). Indeed, as symbols, the build- meaning itself is manifest in architecture. My purpose, 

ings of Red Vienna, which were so inextticably bound therefore, is not only to explore how the political ide-

up with the politics of the time, were shaped and re- ology of those who sponsored their making is ex-

shaped by political events and by history. pressed (or reified) in the fonns of the Gemrindrlmutm, 
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or how this episode reveals the contradictions and 

ideological conflicts inherent in the historical mo

ment. Rather it is to ask how the architecture of Red 

Vienna itself consttucted meaning in relation to the 

ideological conflicts that defined Austrian politi~ in 

the interwar period; it is to examine both how that ar

chitecture was shaped by the conditions of its making 

and how it engaged its own codes, practices, and his

tory to stake out a political position in relation to 

those conditions. To ask this question is to propose a 

methodology that combines analysis of ideological 

currents and of social, economic, and political history 

with a dose reading of the architecture itself, one that 

allows for both the operations of ideology and the in

strumentality of a form of knowledge particular to 

architecture. The underlying premise for such a meth

odology emerges from a consideration of the histori

ography of Red Vienna itself. 

At the time they were built, the Gemti11Jtba11tn1 repre

sented an extraordinary achievement under difficult 
circumstances. Vienna had emerged from World War 

I bankrupt and diminished, the capital no longer of an 

empire but of a group of rural and alpine provinces 
named the Republic of German-Austria.-t Cut off from 

its former sources of coal, oil, and food, Vienna, in 

the first years of the republic, hovered on the edge of 
economic collapse and famine. Operating at continu

ously increasing deficits, AusD'ia itself survived by se

curing loans and inflating the currency. By the time 

the AusD'ian crown (krone) stabilized in 1922, it was 

worth a fraction of its prewar value.' 

During this period the socialists played a key role 

in sustaining the republic. Founded in 1889, the Social 

Democratic Workers' Party of Austria had won a few 

seats in Parliament, but had otherwise been unable to 

achieve much before World War I. After the war, how

ever, the Social Democrats emerged as the only politi

cal group that was capable of controlling the masses 

of unemployed workers and ex-soldiers and averting a 



Bolshevik revolution in Austria (as occurred in neigh
boring Hungary and Bavaria in 1918). But once the 
threat of a communist revolution in Austria had sub

sided at the end of 1919, the Social Democnts ~gan 

to lose influence in national politics, and by June 1920 

the party ceased to play a central role in the power 

politics of the Republic.•In the meantime, the first so

cialist mayor of Vienna had been elected in May 1919. 

The Social Democrats therefore retreated to the capi

tal, where they decided to make "Red Vienna" a model 

of municipal socialism that would prefigure the future 

socialist society. 

When they ctme to power in Vienna, the Social 

Democrats inherited nor only a depleted municipal 

budget but an acute housing shortage. This was the 
result primarily of a long history of official neglect of 
the living conditions of Vienna's industrial workers, 

who were housed in quaners considered ro be among 

the worst in Europe. It was also the consequence of an 

urban economic structure that pennitted landlords in 

Vienna to maintain quasi-monopolistic control over 

the housing market. The inequity of this situation Jed 

to violent conAict between tenants and landlords, and 

to a deeply felt class hatred between the proletarian 

and petit bourgeois house-owning classes in Vienna. 

It was therefore a matter not just of ideology but 

of the utmost political urgency that the Social Demo
crats address this problem swiftly and decisively. Con-
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sequendy, in 1923, as soon as the Austrian currency 

stabilized, the socialist city council began building on 

a large scale. By 1934, during a fifteen-year period of 

polltial and economic instability, 64,000 dwellings 

were built in which 200,000 people were rehoused. 

The new housing was financed out of taxes, which 

were sharply graded to put the burden on the rich, and 

built at a nonrecoverable cost to the municipality. 

(The rents that the city charged its tenants amounted 

to less than 3.5 percent of the average semiskilled 

worker's income, and they were intended to cover only 

regular maintenance and repair costs.) 

For the Social Democrats the building program 

was the centerpiece of a wide-ranging program of mu

nicipal refonns designed to reshape the traditional 

Vollulrultur (popular or folk culture) of the Viennese 

working class into a new Arbriterlrultur (socialized 

working-class culture) through a broad set of social 

and cultural institutions concerned with education, 

housing, health, and child care. Through these organi

zations, which drew male and female workers into an 
extensive network of communal activities (from ath

letic competitions to travel clubs and music societies), 

the Social Democrats set about to transform the Vien
nese proletariat into "a new socialized humanity." The 
Grmr:indehimtm, which were distributed throughout 

Vienna (most within two to three miles of the city cen

tet) were to be the principal sites for the development 

of this new socialized urban culture. Incorporating 

worker housing with the new cultural and social in

stitutions, they were pan dwellings, pan public 

buildings. 
Even before fighting broke out in 1934, the Gt:

mt:indebautm were the focus of intense ideological 

conflict in Vienna. Throughout the 1920s and early 

1930s there W11S almost no public discussion of the 
buildings that was not politically partisan and 

factious.7 The conservative opposition consistendy at

tacked both the tax policies and techniques imple

mented by the Social Democrats and the forms of the 

buildings themselves. In antisocialist propaganda the 
Gemeindrlnmttn were portrayed as socialist "voter 

blocks" and "red fortresses," which, it was suggested, 

were monumentally built and strategially sited 
throughout the city (in middle-class districts and near 

bridges, railway stations, and major traffic aneries) for 

paramilitary or defensive purposes. 
Yet the same qualities of the buildings, in particu

lar their monumentality and dense urban chattcter, 

were construed by critics on the far left as the products 

of (compromised) reform socialism and reflections of 

petit bourgeois ideology. By far the harshest (and the 
only substantive) critique of the Gmreindr:Muttn was 

that offered by architects who were sympathetic not 

only to the Social Democrats' social policies but also 

to the progressive social and cultural program of inter
national modern architecture. As architecture, in other 

words, the GmreindeiNmttn were problematic from the 

"""· Advocates of the peripheral Sitlllhmg in Vienna-

Adolf Laos, Josef Frank, Franz Schuster, and Mai-ga
rete Lihotzlcy, among others-were sharply critical of 

the Social Democrats' building program (though they 
participated in it) because it seemed to lack the com

prehensive plan, technologically advanced building 
methods, and innovative spatial arrangements that dis

tinguished the housing built under the banner of "the 
new architecture" in Germany during the same pe

riod. Favored by the International Federation for 

Housing and Town Planning (which met in Vienna in 

1926), the exurban German Sied'lrmgen-especially 

those built outside Berlin under the direction of Mar

tin Wagner and outside Frankfurt under Emst May 

(who had worked with Raymond Unwin before the 
war)-were conceived as garden city satellite rowns. 

The housing typology favored (particularly after 
1929) by the architects and planners of the German 

Siedlrmgm was a new form: the ZeilmiNm. Fully within 

the modem idiom, with Rat roo&, smooth stucco

faced walls, and horizontal strip windows, these were 



widely spaced row-blocks of Taylorized apartments 
oriented away from the street, preferably along a 
north-south axis, so that they would face east-west for 
cross-ventilation and daylong exposure to sun. The 
SieJhmg composed of Uilenlmutm, containing cellular 
dwelling units, was the product of extensive typologi
cal and technological research into standardization of 
both spatial units and structural elements and ratio
nalization of the building industry, including experi
ments in prefabrication, carried out at Frankfurt 
and within the German housing research instimte 
(&i""fombo•fln'S'Ik<b.ft for WlrtKhaftli<bluit im 
Bmmnd WObmmgswtsm).' 

The Viennese Gnneindebtlutm, by contrast, were 
designed by architects who had trained in Vienna be
fore World War I, many in Otto Wagner's master class 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. Unlike the 
German Zeilenlmuten, their design derived from an in
digenous urban building typology; the Hof-HIIUI, or 
perimeter block. Urban blocks four, five, or six stories 
high, ranging in size from 20 to 2,000 units, the Ge
meindtlmuten were generally larger than the tnditional 
Viennese apartment house; they often occupied an en
tire city block, sometimes several. Most had gardens, 
playgrounds, wading pools, and other facilities in their 
large central courtyards. 

Unlike their counterparts in Gennany, the Vi
ennese did not experiment with prefabrication; they 
instead made a special point of using a purposely 
labor-intensive method of stucco-covered bearing wall 
construction as a means of creating employment. The 
buildings, which were designed by more than 190 ar
chitects in a period or less than ten years, varied con
siderably in quality and articulation. Again as part of 
the city's employment program, in this case for artists 
and artisans, they were in general elaborately and in
dividualistically detailed with sculpture, molded and 
painted decoration, glazed tiles, and ornamental brick 
and metalwork. The Viennese did, however, standard-

ize and mass-produce doors, windows, stairs, and 
other fittings. 

Compared to the Taylorized living environments 
of the German Siedhmgen, with their built-ins and 
rationalized plans, the individual apartments in the 
Gemeindtbauten were small and minimally equipped. 
They had running water, toilets, gas, and electricity, 
but no "luxury fittings" such as bathmbs or showers, 
built-in cupboards, or closets. Instead, the emphasis in 
the Gemtindtbtmtm was on public, communal facilities 
such as laundries equipped with modem appliances, 
bathhouses with rubs, showers (some even equipped 
with steam baths and swimming pools), kindergartens, 
child-care facilities, clinics, libraries, carpentry shops, 
meeting rooms, theaters, and even cinemas. 

As housing, the Viennese Gmttindtlmutm 

"worked" in ways that the Gennan housing did not: 
they were affordable and well served by public trans
portation (which the Gennan Sittlhmgrn often were 
not), to the general satisfaction of the inhabitants. Ar
chitecturally, however, the buildings seemed to lack 
just those features that had distinguished the Gennan 
building prognms: a unified planning concept, ad
vanced building techniques, and innovative spatial or
ganization. Intricately woven into the existing fabric 
of the city, and filled with local reference and historical 
allusion, the Gemtindtlmutm appeared regressive from 
both a technological and a typological point of view. 

International opinion wts negative on the same 
grounds. Werner Hegemann, writing in WlfJ'IIlflths 

Mrmntsheftt in 1926,lamented that the Viennese build
ing prognm, which at the time was the most extensive 
urban architectural undertaking in Central Europe, 
represented a "missed opportunity." Rather than 
"large-scale artistic unity" the Social Democrats in Vi
enna were fostering "architectonic fonn-chaos:• Mar
tin Wagner, city building director of Greater Berlin 
and a socialist, likewise condemned the Viennese pro
gram for failing to "find the proper artistic character 

"' 
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[of socialism) , , , which is unity and equality."91n gen

eral, the Viennese Gnntindtbautm were considered by 
the architectural advance guard to be an eclectic "ar
chitecture of compromise, .. heterodox, self-reflexive, 

cut off from, and seemingly unaware of, the larger dis

course of modernism in European architectural 

culture.10 

Subsequendy, the Gemeindtbtruttn were written 
out of the history of modem architecture. Sigfried 

Giedion ignored the building program entirely in his 

canonical history of the "'new tradition;• SJH«t, Tnnt, 
tmdArtbitrctttrt (1941). 11 After World Wu II, the for

mal pluralism of the Viennese buildings as well as the 

political content of Red Vienna's program militated 

against its absorption (especially in the United States 

in the early years of the cold war) into either a positiv
ist or formalist conception of "'international style,. 

modern architecture. In the 19S0s, for example, 

Henry-Russell Hitchcock claimed that "The interna

tional acclaim that Viennese low-cost housing of this 

period received when new seems rather exaggerated 

now. From the first its significance was more political 
and sociological than architectural. It happened to be 

built, moreover, mosdy by men not of the newest gen
eration of architects at just the time when an archi

tectural revolution was taking place in France and 
Holland and German)t .. u But even historians of the 

lefi:: in EUrope, including Leonardo Benevolo, evinced 

little interest in the heterodox modernism of the Gt
meimltbil'tlttn. For Benevolo, the significance of the 

Viennese building program lay in the techniques em

ployed, especially the system of financing, and the ex

tensive social facilities provided. The architecture, in 

contrast, did little more than propagate a superficial 

and "'escapist" eclectic modernism of"'form,. without 

principle, although the buildings themselves were no

table (and notewonhy) for the "Wagnerian monu

mentality" of their conceprion.n 

In fact, the architecture of Red Vienna reached 

back into the history of modem architecture through 

its association with the school and legacy of Otto 

Wagner. One of the most interesting, but also least 

carefully examined, aspects of the Viennese building 

program is the central role played in it by students of 

Otto Wagner. Of the 190 or so architects employed by 
the socialist municipality, only around 20 were munic

ipal employees. Most were private architects, and this 

large majority included internationally known figures 

like AdolfLoos,Josef Hoffmann,JosefFrank, and Pe

ter Behrens. Most of the large and important commis

sions, however, went to architec!S who had trained 

with Wagner at the Academy of Fine Ans in Vienna; 

thirty-three of the architects who designed the Gt

,,;,dt/Nmtm were Wagner students. These included, 

among others, Karl Ehn, Hubert Gessner, Heinrich 

Schmid, Hennann Aichinger, and Rudolf Perco, who 

designed the largest and most significant monuments 

of Red Vienna: the Karl-Marx-Hof, Reumannhof, 

Kari-Seitzhof, Rabenhof, Fuchsenfeldhof, and Eng

elsplatzhof. As Benevolo recognized, it was their work 

that gave the Viennese program its distinctive 

character. 
These facts are well known, but the questions 

they raise-why designers of the Wagner School 
played such a key role in the Viennese building pro

gram and why the Social Democrats entrusted the 

conception of their building program to these archi
teca-have never been satisfactorily answered. In the 

early research on the Wagner School these questions 
were not even addressed.•~ 

The critical rediscovery of Wagner and the 

Wagner School in the 1960s and 1970s took place 

within the context of a ge1;1eral reevaluation of the 

myths, value systems, and methods of the Modern 

Movement that began in the 19SOs; as part of a re

newed concern for contex.tualism and historical con

tinuity in postwar architectural practice. 11 In this 

context, Wagner, whose own practice and pedagogy 

focused on urban architecture and in particular on the 

problem of reconciling the old with the new-of 



building in the existing city at a scale commensurate 
with t:he rechnological social character and economic 
organization of the modern metropolis-seemed to 
offer a way of connecting with an architectural tradi
tion at once creatively engaged with the facts of mod
ern urban life and rooted in the craft of building and 
the city. The work of Wagner's students represented 
not only the legacy of Wagner's own practice and 
teaching but also the continuation of this tradition. 
[t connected as well to another important tum-of
the-century Viennese school of urban architectural 
thought: that of Camillo Sitte, whose ideas regarding 
the three-dimensional conception of urban space were 
assimilated along with Wagner's monumentally con
ceived cosmopolitan metropolis into what Friedrich 
Achleimer has called "a scintillating traditionalism" in 
the Grmeimlelmutm of Wagner's students." 

In 1965 Sitte's principles of artistic city planning 
were made available to English-speaking audiences by 
George C. Collins and Christiane Crasemann Col
lins's translation of Der StiiJteiHm narb seinm ltihutltr
iuben Gnmd.riitz.m (City Phnming II«<JYding to Attistk 
Priruiplrs), Sitte's central treatise of 1889.17 Mean
while, Vincent Scully, in the revised edition of his 
Motlern Artbitectlm (1974), reintegrated the Viennese 
Gemeintle/Nmtm and the tradition of Otto Wagner and 
his school (along with other neglected work of the 
teens and twenties outside the modernist canon) into 
the history of modem architeCture; and he placed an 
image of the Karl-Marx-Hof, the showpiece of the Vi
ennese program, on the book's cover. 11 

In Vienna during these decades, connection to the 
traditions of building and urban thought represented 
by Wagner and Sitte was never severed. Research on 
the Ringstrasse, on the fin de siecle, on Sitte, Wagner, 
Loos, and Wagner's best-known students, josef Ol
brich, Josef Hoffmann, and Josef PleCnik, was ongo
ing.'' The 1980s saw major monographs on Wagner, 
the Wagner School, Loos, Hoffmann, and PleCnik, as 
well as exhibitions on all aspects of late-nineteenth-

and early-twentieth-century Viennese architecrural 
culture.lO 

In the meantime, the political and economic his
tory of Red Vienna and its building program had been 
written. The first book-length study of the Viennese 
program was by an American, Charles 0. Hardy, 
whose Housing Progntm qftbt City ofV'rnma, sponsored 
and published by the Brookings lnstirution in 1934, 
was based on statistics supplied by the municipality. 
Concerned with the applicability of techniques em
ployed in Vienna to U.S. conditions, Hardy's account 
downplays the political and focuses on the economic 
circumstances (the financing and management) of Red 
Vienna's building program. Charles A. Gulick's monu
mental two-volume Austria ftvm Habslnwg to Hitler 
(1948), the first detailed history of the First Republic, 
is a much larger, more complex, and more impas
sioned study. The product of sustained research over 
many years, it was written during and immediately 
after World War II. As a specialist in comparative la

bor history, Gulick was concerned with the historical 
and political evolution of the labor movement in Aus
tria and the economic and social refonns it achieved 
during the interwar period. His exhaustive study, 
which laid the foundation for all future research, re
mains a fundamental as well as a profoundly moyjng 
text.11 

The first comprehensive tteatment of the munici
pal program of Red Vienna was Felix Czeike's two

part Wirtsclmfts- und Sozialpolitilt dw Gt:mehule Wim ;, 
Jw mtm RepubJilt (1919-1934) (1959), which he fol
lowed with a comparative study of the policies of 
Vienna's successive Liberal, Christian Socialist, and 
Social Democratic municipal administrations between 
1861 and 1934. Based on unpublished documents in 
the municipal archives (of which Czeike was director), 
this research provided the first history of the policies, 
programs, and achievements of the Social Democratic 
city council and M11gistrtlt (administrative branch of 
the municipal government) in the period from 1919 to '" 



'"'"'""'""" 

1934.u Detailed research on the building program it
self began with the groundbreaking work of Renate 
Schweitzer (later Banik-Schweitter), whose doctoral 
dissertation, QDer staatlich gefarderte, der kommu

nale und gemeinntltzige Wohnungs- und Siedlungs
bau in Osterreich bis 1945" (1972), incorporated a 

close reading of the minutes of the city council meet
ings in which fundamental budgetary and policy de-

. cisions were discussed.n This work, which also 

examined the nineteenth-century history of working
class housing in Vienna, was followed by research into 
the sociospatial history of Vienna by Banik

Schweitter and other historians in the Wiener Stadt

und Landesarchiv (Vienna city and provincial archive) 
and Ludwig Boltzmann lnstimt ftlr Stadtgeschichts

forschung (Institute for Urban History), including 

the monumental ongoing Himwischw AtiiiS von Wim 
(1981-).~ 

The architecture of Red Vienna was rediscovered 

as a critical focus in the 1970s, in connection with both 
this research and the revisionist uend in architectural 

history during these years. But the new attention was 
also due in some measure to a revival of interest (par

ticularly after 1968} in the theory and politics of 
Austro-Marxism, as Eurocommunist and Eurosocialist 

groups renewed their efforts to find a "third way" 

between orthodox Marxist-Leninism and reform 

socialism. Th leftist political groups in Europe-par

ticularly in Germany, Austria, and ltaly-Austro

Marxism seemed to provide a possible model for a new 

democratic and pluralist, non-Soviet left in Europe. 

During this period three new institutions in Austria 

became centers for research on Austrian Social De

mocracy and the political history of the First Republic: 

the Institute for Contemporary Hist:ory at Vienna 

University; the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for the 
History of the Working-Class Movement at the Uni

versity for Social Economic Studies, Linz; and the 
Scientific Commission for Research on the History of 

Austria between 1927 and 1938.u In the late 1960s and 

1970s, Felix Czeike's fundamental documentation was 

followed by critical analyses of Social Democratic 

communal policies by Norbert Leser (1968), Anton 

Pelinka (1977), Rainer BaubOck (1979), Klaus Novy 
(1979), and Maren Seliger (I 980).1• Important contri

butions to the critical reassessment of the political and 

sociocultural project of Red Vienna came from schol

ars outside of Austria, most notably Anson Rabin bach, 

TIN Crisis of Atutritm Soci11linn (I ~83), and Helmut 
Gruber, Red Virnr~11: Experiment ;, Worlthtg-CIRss Cul
ture, 1919-1934 (1991). The last was part of an effort 

that began in Austria in the 1980s (see below) to de

mythologize the sociocultural achievement of Red Vi

enna that had been celebrated uncritically in a series of 

exhibitions held in Vienna between 1977 and 1988.17 

Indeed, the bulk of critical writing on the Grmein

de/Nmten themselves in Austria in the I 970s was from 

the left and was directed toward an assessment of the 

Viennese (Austro-Marxist) legacy in social housing 

and city planning. Much of this research-by Karla 

Krauss and Joachim Schlandt (1970), Peter Haiko and 

Mara Reissberger (1974), Wilhelm Kainrath (1977), 
Gottfried Pirhofer (1978), Klaus Novy (1979), Hans 

Hautmann and Rudolf Hautmann (1980), and oth

ers-which aimed at unraveling the complex interre

lation of political ideology and architectural form, 

tended to focus discussion on expressive content, of
ten reviving without significantly advancing the de

bates of the twenties, when the Gemeindtlmutnr were 

interpreted alternatively as reflections of socialist ag

gression (by the right), and petit bourgeois ideology 

(by the left).28 One result, as Friedrich Achleimer re

marked in 1980, was "to make the debate on the mean

ings appear [to be) more important than the fact 

itself:'1' 

In the early 1980s Achleimer and others at

tempted to get beyond this semiological debate and to 

recover the "facts." Achleimer himself suggested that 

the linguistic/expressive contradictions embodied in 

the pluralistic fonns of the Gtmtindtlmutnr should be 



viewed in a larger historical context-as reBec:tions of 
Austrian society and culrure at the rime, of contradic
tions C'irritationsj inherent in the historical siruation. 
The result was an "architecrure of compromise," het
erodox and self-reBexive, but containing within it the 
seeds oHertile furure developments, particularly in the 
"theoretico-architectural positions" of Adolf Loos,Jo
sef Frank, and Oskar Strnad.JO This is the line of re
search followed in Vienna since 1979 by Achleimer 
himself as well as by Johannes Spalt and Hennann 
Czech, Burkhardt Rukschcio and Roland Schachel, 
and others who have examined-in exhibitions, es
says, and monographs-the modernist polemics of 
these architects and their own antifunctionalist, anti
regionalist theoretical positions.J1 In recent years 
other architects associated with Frank, Strnad, the 
Austrian Werkbund, and the progressive School of 
Applied Arts in Vienna-Franz Schuster, Ernst 
Plischke, Ernst Lichtblau, and Margarete Schiitte
Lihotzky {who celebrated her hundredth birthday in 
January 1997)-received monographic treatment in 
exhibitions, catalogues, and books.u 

In the early and mid-19805 interest in the build
ing program shifted away from the Gemeindebtmtm to 
aspects of the housing program neglected or under
played in previous accounts of the episode. This led to 
the recovery of the .. lost" history of Vienna's coopera
tive settlement movement by Wilfried Posch, Klaus 
Novy, and Wolfgang F6rster. The assimilation of this 
"other" history, often incorporating the "view from 
below" as well as the intense typological debates 
within the profession itself, led to a new understand
ing of the architecrural discourse surrounding the 
housing program.u The larger revisionary history of 
the 1980s and early 1990s soon included monographs 
on architects (such as Theiss &: Jaksch and Robert 
Oerley) who ha~ made significant contributions to the 
socialist building program, but whose extensive pri
vare practices spanned the first half of this cenrury." 
Other works examined the municipal housing within 

the broader context of architecrural production (pub
lic and private) in the interwar period (Helmut Weihs
mann, Dtu Rote Wim [1985)), in relation to housing 
and urban refonn in Hamburg and Frankfurt in the 
1920. (Gert Kibler, ~!m .. g mu/ StAdt [198S]), ond 
as a practical application of Austro-Marxist theory 
and the Gramscian concept of cultural hegemony (AJ
fred Georg Frei, Rotel Wim {1984J).n The voices of 
working-class tenants of the Gemeindelumtm were re
covered in interviews conducted in the 1980s (by Re
inhard Sieder and Gottfried Pirhofer) and assembled 
into an oral history of recalled ex.perience.J6 

Recendy a broad range of conceptual tools and 
critical methods have been brought to bear on the 
ideological content of the .,red" municipality's social 
and cultural policies. These studies-which include 
Helmut .Gruber's comprehensive study of Red Vien
na's "experiment in working-class culrure" (1991), 
Doris Byer's examination of the municipality's public 
health policies in renns of social Darwinism (1987), 
Pirhofer and Sieder's analysis of the methods of wel
fare officials as well as the spatial organization of the 
housing and communal facilities in tenns of Michel 
Foucault's panopticism (1982), and Gerhard Melinz 
and Gerhard Ungar's "inter-caesura" perspective on 
social policy in "red" and "black" Vienna from 1929 to 
1938 (1996)-have demythologized the sociocultural 
achievement of Red Vienna and provided important 
new insights into the relationship between subject and 
object, culrural and political hegemony, space and 
power in Red Vienna.J7 

Yet none of these works has had the impact or 
critical authority of Manfredo Tafuri's sustained analy
sis of the "experience of Red Vienna" and the research 
into the archirecture of social democracy carried out 
under his direction at the Institute of Architecrural 
History at the University of Venice in the 1970s.J1 For 
Tafuri, Red Vienna was a hopeless political project. 
Both Marxist and utopian, it was a .. declaration of war 
without any hope of victory," doomed to fililure be- 10111 



cause of the contradiction between its revolutionary 
aims and refonnist policies. Never, Tafuri wrote in the 
introduction to V'mma Rosra (1980), were technology, 
ideology, and form so in oonftict as in Red Vienna.'' 
The revolutionary content of Red Vienna's architec
ture was, Tafuri argued, like the revolutionary content 
of its political program, largely rhetorical. The sym
bolic world of the Gemeimleltauttu-of a communitar
ian, democratic society-was illusory, anachronistic, 
and powerless in the world outside. It was founded, he 
claimed, on a conception of the city as a large philan
thropic and pedagogical institution, an instrument for 
the progressive reform of society and not (as it in fact 
was) a money-making enterprise. The monumental 
forms of buildings lilre the Kari-Marx-Hof, which Ta
furi characterized as the "magic mountain" of Red Vi
enna, "proud, self-confident, affirmative," were more 
self-assertive than the exurban "white housing" of 
Weimar Germany.40 Nevertheless, Tafuri argued, in
tellectual labor associated with architecture took a de
cided leap ahead qualitatively and quantitatively with 
the projects in Weimar Germany, whereas the Vi
ennese buildings, which (he claimed) derived their 
organization from monastic and conventual archi
tecture, were hopelessly regressive from a typological 
point of view. Therefore, even though they were in
serted into the fabric of the existing city (rather than 
isolated on the periphery, as in Germany), the Gnnein

drlmutm were closed off from it; like Red Vienna itself, 
they were interiorized, isolated enclaves in a city their 
makers were ultimately unable to rule."1 

This is. of course, the only conclusion possible 
within the terms ofTafuri's critical discourse, and Ta
furi's purpose in "deconstructing" (as he called it) the 
architecture of Red Vienna is to discover and lay bare 
the ideological confticts in the historical moment."l It 
is an analytical process (as Robert Maxwell observed) 
that is as "exhilarating in its impetus as it is cleansing 
in its action." In Vimna Rossa, the central conftict be
tween technology, ideology, and form that doomed the 

architectural project of Red Vienna to failure before it 
started is resolved in the dramatic cadences of an "epic 
tragedy."41 The heroic forms, communitarian spaces, 
and eclectic details (filled with local reference and his
torical allusion) of the Gmuindebautm are read against 
the technological backwardness of Austtian industry, 
the ideological pluralism of Austto-Marxist political 
philosophy, and the empirical methods of the Social 
Democratic municipal administration. Along the way, 
as each project is interrogated and searched for its 
ideological contents, Tafuri provides profound in
sights into the interrelation of social and architectural 
ideas and the confticts they reveal. 

Yet revelation of those oonfticts and of the ways in 
which ideology operates in architecture does not ac
count fully for the architecture. To do this requires a 
different historiographical method, one that takes into 
account the operations of both ideology and a form 
of knowledge that is particular to architecrure-that 
allows us to ask not only, What is the ideological con
tent of the architecture? but also, In what ways can 
architecture (filled with ideological conrent) be instru
mental, operative, straregic? Where, in effect, is the 
locus of politics in architecture? 

In attempting to frame such questions I have 
turned to theoretical conceptions of the production 
of space, in particular those elucidated by Henri Le
febvre and Edward Soja, that understand spatial struc
tures and relations as the concrete manifestations of 
social struCtures and relations, and as an integral part 
of the inslrllmentality of political power. In The fu
duaiMr of Space Lefebvre explains the conception of the 
social production of space: "What we are concerned 
with ... is the long history of spau, even though space 
is neither a 'subject' nor an 'object' but rather a social 
reality-that is to say, a set of relations and forms. 
This history is to be distinguished from an inventory 
of things i7l SJHite (or what has recendy been called ma
terial culture or civilization), as also from ideas and 
discourse about spau. It must account for both repre-



sentational spaces and representations of space, but. 

above all for their interrelationships and their links 

with social practice."'" The central idea here is that 

space is historically produced and therefore both 

shapes and is itself shaped by social practice. In other 

words, spatial structures such as architecture do not 

merely reftect political and social practices; in shaping 

the spaces in which social life takes place, they also 

condition those practices. 
As Edward Soja points out, this understanding of 

the sociospatial dialectiC departs from Marx's concep

tion of the spatial contingency of social action (as fe

Dshization and f.alse consciousness) in its assertion that 

"social relations of production and class can be recon

figured and possibly transfonned through the evolving 

spatiality which makes them concrete." He elaborates: 

"If spatiality is both outcome/embodiment and me

dium/presupposition of social relations and social 

structure, their material reference, then social life 
mwt be seen as both space-fanning and space contin

gent, a producer and a product of spatiality. This two

way relationship defines-or perhaps, redefines-a 

socio-spatial dialectic which is simultaneowly part of 

a spatia-temporal dialectic, a tense and contradiction 

filled interplay between the social production of geog

raphy and history."'" If we can understand from this 

that spatial structures such as architecture participate 

in a sociospatial dialectic, and are dynamic and muta

ble, then it would seem that architecture can produce 

new meanings within the terms of its own discipline 

and thereby enter into the process of society's trans

fonnation. Following from this one could suggest that 

it is at the level of typology in architecture-where so

cial and spatial practices would seem most. clearly to 

intersect with each other and with the dynamics of his

tory-that architecture itself can become active, in

strumental, political. 

This idea requires some clarification. The con

cept of architectural typology or type has~ been vari

ously conceived since it was first formulated by 

QuatremCre de Quincy in the late eighteenth century 

as a logic of form that derived from reason, use, and 

cwtom-qualities that bound each architectural ob

ject to nature, society, and the classical tradition of ar

chitecture.46 For Quatremere, type had both formal 

and social properties; it pertained to both the forms of 

architecture and their culturally constructed meaning. 

AI; Anthony Vidler, Rafael Monee, and others have 

discwsed, this loosely conceived and evocative notion 

of type ("the idea of an element which ought itself to 

serve as a rule for the model"} was "flattened" (to use 

Monee's word) in the nineteenth century into a pro

gnmmatic conception of type as an index of func

tional and formal character: the basis for a system of 

architectural composition that could be taught and ap

plied to the production of architectural objects to 

serve a wide range of social uses with convenience and 

clarity.47 In the early twentieth centwy, both these no

tions of type were rejected by the theorists of the 
Modem Movement in favor of a concept of type as 

prototype, unburdened by history or the rules of aa

demic prtctice and conceived instead in tenns of sci

entific methods of inductive reasoning and the rational 

processes of modern industrial mass production.4' 

The original Enlightenment concept of type as 

connected to use, memory, and conventions of prac

tice was recovered in the critique of modem architec

ture in the 1960s and 1970s.49 It was developed most 

fruitfully by a group of architects and architectural 

historians associated with the School of Architecture 

in Venice (Saverio Muratori in the 1950s and Massimo 

Scolari, Aida Rossi, Carlo Aymonino, and other archi

tects associated with the neorttionalist tendenZII in the 

1960s and 1970s): first into a method of research into 

the temporal and spatial morphology of the city, and 

subsequendy into a theory of architecture that sought 

to reconnect design to the continuow traditions of 

city building and to reaffirm the disciplinary auton

omy of architecture. Ia 
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Since that time, .. typological consciousness" has 

come to be regarded as a habit of mind that classifies 

experience: as an ontological condition of architecture 

according to which the acquisition, structure, and use 

of architectural knowledge are conditioned by con

ventions of practice and cultural memory. Implicit in 

this conception of type are the (disputed) notions of 
intersubjectivity, of cultural consensus, and of a shared 

frame of reference within which architectural fonns 

are generally intelligible and socially meaningful to ar

chitects, beholders, and users within a given society.11 

However differendy it has been conceived and 

challenged, the idea of architectural type or typology 

has in some way described a relationship between pro

duction and object. Or to put it another way, the con

cept of typological consciousness at the same time 

establishes a link between society and architecture and 

manifests a form of knowledge, a mode of thought, 

and a body of theory and techniques that are specific 

to the discipline of architecture itself. It would seem 

therefore that it is at the level of typology-in the 

organization, use, and representation of space in ar
chitecture and in the relationship between the archi

tectural object and conventions of culture-that 

ideological content and a fonn of knowledge specific 
to architecture converge; here the transfonnational, 

active, instrumental function of a politically charged 

urban architecture such as that of Red Vienna might 

be found to operate. 

This idea infonns a series of investigations in this 

book, framed in tenns of questions regarding the con

ception, realization, reception, and representation of 

the building program of Red Vienna. In the first part 

of the book. the central question regarding the con

ception of the program-What was the political sig

nificance of housing for the Social Democrats and 

how was the building project conceived in relation to 

the larger sociopolitical objectives of Red Vienna?

is addressed in three chapters. Chapter I, "''Against the 
Idea afForce, the Force ofldeas': Municipal Socialism 

and the Politics of Austro-Marxism;' examines the role 

of the building program within the larger political 

program of Red Vienna. It traces the theoretical roots 

of that program in Austro-Marxist thought and argues 

that the Gnn1indelltlutm were conceived not in tenns 

of housing refonn but rather as instruments in the 

"'slow revolution" toward socialism-as the spatial 

correlatives of the Austro-Marxist concept of hinein
'IJNichsm, the process of slow growth from within, by 
which the gradual ascent to power was to be achieved. 

Chapter 2, "The Historical City: Patterns of Growth 

and Urban Life," examines the sociospatial structure 

of Vienna. It reconstructs the history of Vienna's 

dense, imbricated fabric and the conditions (socioeco

nomic, political, physical) that made large-scale urban 

intervention not just a matter of ideology but an abso

lute political necessity for the Social Democrats. 
Chapter 3, '"Wohncn lernen': Learning to Live" {a 

quotation from Adolf Laos), recovers the prehistory 

of the building program in the period between 1918 

and 1923, before major building operations began. It 
gives a critical account of the settlement, or Si«<hmg, 
movement in Vienna, where it grew out of allonnent 
gardening (rather than garden city ideas). Under the 

leadership of Adolf Laos and the political economist 
Otto Neurath, it took a direction-antipicturesque, 

urban, and bound to the cultivation of food-that 

made it entirely different from the Si«<lungen in Ger

many and elsewhere in Europe during this time. A re

sponse to the conditions of near famine in Vienna 

after World War I, the Siedlung was abandoned as a 

housing fonn for the socialist municipality in the early 

1920s, when the worst of the economic crisis was over. 

The middle chapters attempt to answer key ques

tions regarding the realization of the building pro

gram: What were the techniques of financing, 

production, and administration used by the socialists 

to execute their massive building program? And what 

led them, once they had the funds and instruments in 

place, to select an urban building typology and to con-



stnJCl: the new socialist city within the confines of the 
old? "'Vienna Builds on Irself" (chapter 4} provides a 
detailed account of some of the most original aspects 

of Red Vienna's building program: the legal and fi
nancial struCtUres put in place, including radical tax 

reforms; new land acquisition policy; techniques and 
organization of production, including standardization 

of building parts; and a massive reorganization of the 
municipal administration ro supply, execute, coordi

nate, and oversee citywide building operations, ro al

locate living space, and ro integrate the new social 

welfare, educational, and cultural facilities inro the 

new buildings. This chapter also clarities issues that 

until now have remained obscure: the processes by 
which the buildings were planned, designed, and built 

and the means by which crucial decisions regarding 

policy, program, and design were reached. Chapter 5, 
"'Gnssst11tlt and Proletariat;' questions the terms of the 
Hothbnu odtr Flllchlnm (high-rise versus low-rise} de

bate triggered by the socialists' decision to build ur

ban Gnneindebtmten rather than suburban settlement 

houses; shifting the focuS from housing typology to 

the city itself. Indeed, the evidence suggests, at issue 

was a decision on the part of the Social Democrats to 

engage the hisrorical city of Vienna and ro 01entcr into 
debate" with the forces that had shaped it-to gener

ate a dialectical space in the city between the spaces of 
the "old" and the "new" Vienna. 

The remaining chapters examine the buildings 

themselves and their reception and representation 

in relation to existing typologies, the spatial structure 

of the historical city, and the experiments of the 
avant-garde in the 1920s. Beginning with the new 

living space, chapter 6, "The New Dwelling: 'The 
Gemeinde-Wien-Type,'" asks how the Viennese con

ception of working-class domestic culture differed 

from traditional fonns of dwelling as well as from the 

rationalized spaces of the new Gennan housing. Close 

analysis of the so-called Gnneinde-Winr-1Yfn apart

ment plan developed in Vienna shows that this new 

apartment unit not only represented a transfonnation 

of traditional working-class living space but also had 
consequences for the organization of public space in 

the city. The difference between the Viennese plans 

and the rationalized apartments in the new C':rerman 

housing are shown to be a matter of fundamental so

ciopolitical purpose not just of spatial organization. 

Chapter 7, "The Red Hof Social Democratic 

Program and Wagner School Practice," posits new ty

pological roots for the GnnUndebtm in the relatively 

new tum-of-the-century building type known in Aus
tria as the Arlniterheim (working men's home) and ex

amines the role of Otto Wagner's students in shaping 

it. In examining the relationship between Wagner 

School practice and the Social Democrats' building 

program-along with the question of why the ~cial
iSts entrusted the conception of important aspects of 

their progi'am to architects who, in general, were not 
themselves socialists or otherwise associated with the 

party-it suggests that Wagner School design meth

odology, with its emphasis on urban architecture and 
the "'facts" of modem life, enabled the architects who 

had trained with Wagner to embody both the big-city 

(Gromtsdt) ideals and the social content of Red Vien

na's political program in their buildings. 

Chapter 8, "Building and City: The Politics or the 
Plan," asks how the buildings relate to and engage the 

historical spaces of the city into which they are in
serted. Careful analysis of building and street plans 

shows how the Gnneindtlnmtm introduced both a new 
scale and a new organization of building in Vienna. 

Intricately woven into the city's existing fabric, they 

generated a discursive space that destabilized, while it 

seemed ro reinforce, traditional relationships between 

inside and outside, insider and outsider, public and 
private (in tenns or both property and space). 

Chapter 9, "Architecture and Proletari2t: TheSe

mantics of Fonn," asks what principle underlay the 
pluralism of Red Vienna's building forms. The linguis

tic dimension or the architecture is considered in the 14115 
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context both of prewar debates on tectonics, the ver
nacular, and the metropolis {Semper, Wagner, Laos, 
Behrens, and others) and of postwar polemics regard

ing rationalism, functionalism, and the machine aes
thetic {Schuster, Frank, and Neurath). In this final 
chapter it is argued that by means of a carefully con
ceived language of type-fonns, the discourse regard
ing architecture and politics in Vienna-stymied in 
the press by partisan politics-was displaced from the 
printed page to the street, transposed from slogan and 

headline to the facades of the buildings themselves. 
The Gemrindtbauten thus became legible in them
selves and in relation to the city, communicating not 
only the way in which each building was to be used 
but also its relationship to the larger program of Red 
Vienna, as well as to the history and physical fabric of 

Vienna itself. 

Politics in interwar Vienna precluded nonpartisan ar
chitectural discourse, which accounts in part for the 
difficulty historians and critics of Red Vienna\! archi
tecture have had in disentangling architectural from 
political signification, without disengaging the two 

entirelr. But when the Grmtindrhlmten are understood 
as constructing a discourse rather than as an objective 
presence on the sb'Cet, their polysemic fonns cast ar
chitecture itself in an active instrumental role, com
municating the purposes of the political project, as 
well as shaping the spaces, of Red Vienna. By reengag
ing the tenns of that discourse, this book attempts to 

shed light both on the complex relationship among 
political program, architectural practice, and urban 
history in interWar Vienna and on the process by 
which architecture itself can generate a collective dis

course that includes all members of society. 









I VIENNA'S CONTRIBUTION TO WORLD HOUSING IS INDEED GREAT. ITS FINANCIAL PLAN HAS 

NOTHING TO OFFER LONDON OR AMSTERDAM, NEW YORK OR CHICAGO. BUT ITS VERY 

EXISTENCE AS A GREAT CITY THREATENED, UNE~PLOYMENT RIFE, ALL PRIVATE CAPITAL 

CONSUMED IN THE WAR, IT SET ITSELF TO THE TASK OF PROVIDING NOT ONLY HOUSES, 

BUT THE VERY BEST POSSIBLE HOMES FOR ITS WORKERS-THEREBY PUTTING TO SHAME 

WEALTHY AND POWERFUL MUNICIPALITIES WHICH HAVE TALKED BUT NOT BUILT.-Louls Pink, 

The New Day In Housing (1928) I 

I WITH THE FUNDS AVAILABLE THE HOUSING SHORTAGE COULD HAVE BEEN RELIEVED 

MORE QUICKLY, WITHOUT SACRIFICING THE IMPROVED STANDARDS OF HEALTH AND COM· 

FORT. BY DEVOTING THE AVAILABLE RESOURCES TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LARGER 

NUMBER OF PLAIN TEMPORARY ONE· OR TWO-STORY. BRICK OR HOLLOW TILE DWELLINGS 

OF A BARRACKS TYPE, THAN BY THE ERECTION OF STRUCTURES WHICH IF PERMITTED 

WILL STAND FOR TWO CENTURIES ...• THE REAL EMERGENCY WAS TEMPORARY; IN THE 

LONG RUN, IF VIENNA SURVIVED AS A GREAT CITY, NEWER AND BETTER HOUSING STAN-

DARDS WERE BOUND TO DEVELOP; IF THE CITY DID NOT SO SURVIVE, TEMPORARY STRUC

TURES WOULD SUFFICE.-C. 0. Hardy, The Housing Program of the City of Vienno (1934) I 



"UHICIPAL SOCIALISM AND AUSTRO-MARXISM 

As the world economic depression £astencd its grip on 

American cities, devastating the construction industry, 
putting millions of workers in the building trades out 

of work. and bringing housing and urban building in 

general to a virrual standstill in the early 1930s, U.S. 

economists, public health officials, and toWn planning 

and housing experts began to tum their attention 

overseas to discover what the United States might 

leam £rom the European post-World War I experi
ence in housing. It was time, Survey Gr.phic an

nounced, £or "Uncle Sam to take finn hold of his 

hammer and trowel and to £ollow in the footsteps of 

Europe, where practically every countty has resorted, 
since the Great War, to one fonn or another of public 

subsidy of low-cost housing!'• In the period between 

1930 and 1938, numerous studies (many sponsored by 
government agencies) were undertaken by American 

as well as European housing specialists to assess the 

European postwar achievement. 2 

For these housing and planning specialists, who 
were looking to the European examples to CJttract gen
eral principles and identi£y models that were trans

ferable to other contexts, Vienna was particularly 

problematic. While admiring the Viennese achieve

ment, the international housing community in the 
1930s was uncertain of its larger significance, finding 
little in the Social Democratic housing program of 

Red Vienna that could be usefully applied elsewhere. 

"Though quite rational for the Austrian capital," Louis 

Pink declared, the housing policy of Vienna "would 
spell madness almost anywhere else."J Charles 0. 

Hardy, who in 1934 wrote the first book-length study 

of the Viennese project, The Housing Program of the 
CityofVienna, reached a similar verdict. Hardy\; exam

ination of the Viennese experience was directed to

ward answering a question of special concern to the 

Brookings Institution, the sponsor and publisher of 

the study: "could [residential building activity in the 

United States) be revived by private agencies or •.• 

would [it) be necessary or desirable to tum to govern-

mental activity?" The Viennese "experiment" was 

considered to be pertinent as a "unique project of mu

nicipal building and municipal administration of resi

dential property"; but it was also of"peculiar interest" 

because it was "carried on under the auspices of the 
Social Democratic Party;' which had enjoyed "the lon

gest continuous period of authority •.• by a Marxian 

Government anywhere outside of Soviet Russia."4 

Hardy's conclusion, based on detailed statistical 

analysis, was that the Viennese program was too par

ticular to have any wider application: "the housing 

program of Vienna was a development out of specific 

housing conditions, tax policies, building regulations, 

war-time adjustments, and class conttoversies, most of 
which were peculiar to Vienna:'Furthennore, the basic 

premise-that the municipality should provide hous
ing at the expense of the community-was economi

cally and socially unsound: "Neither the acute housing 

shortage which characterized the early postwar years 

and called for emergency relief, nor the very bad hous

ing tradition of the city which was the occasion for 
the pennanent policy, goes far to demonstrate that the 
provision of shelter is in general one of those services 

which cannot be per£onned satisfactorily through 

private enterprise without governmental subsidy or 
governmental participation."s Since the economic via

bility of Vienna, its future as a center of industry and 

trade, was itself in question, a £ar more expedient solu
tion, Hardy suggested, would have been to -use the 

available resources to build cheap temporary barracks, 
which "would have emptied a much larger number of 

old bad dwellings."' The United States had little to 

learn from the Viennese experiment, the Brookings 

Institution concluded. 

Housing specialists, including Catherine Bauer, 

who declared that "the entire situation was fundamen

tally an uneconomic one from the start," concurred 

that there was little in the Viennese program that 

could be usefully applied to 'other cities/ Werner 

Hegemann (1881-1936), the Gennan city planner and 20121 
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architect who spent much of the period between 1905 
and 1921 in the United States and who had organized 
international planning exhibitions in Boston, Berlin, 
Dusseldorf, and London in 1909 and 1910, had by far 
the most sophisticated understanding of the VieMese 
situation and its relevance for American and European 
cities.• Throughout the 1920s, when he was editor of 
WJUmutbs Mtmatsbeftc for Baulnmst und Stiidtebau (Ber
lin), Hegcmann himself had both contributed to and 
fostered discourse on the Viennese building program. 
After emigrating to the United States in 1933, he 
worked until his death on City Pkmning Ht~U~ing; this 
was a sequel to hiss~ written with Elbert Peets, of 
the aesthetics of city planning: The Ameriam Vitruvius; 
An Artbitm's Htmdhoolt of Civic Art {1922).9 ln the first 
volume of City Plmming Hot~Sing, which appeared just 
before he died in 1936, Hegemann devoted a chapter 
to the question: "What hope or danger is there of see
ing the Viennese housing experiment imitated in 
America?" His answer, "not much:' was based on an 
assessment that "Vienna's splendid housing policy ... 
would have been even more splendid if the worldng 
masses served by it could have hoped for economic 
survival and if a poJicy of resettlement and national re

grouping had not been more immediately impentive 
than subsidizing by cheap tenements an industry 
which had lost its market." 11' Red Vienna's housing, in 
other words, was not an end in itself but rather a stra
tegic decision in a much broader combat. 

Most housing professionals in the 1930s failed to 
comprehend the Viennese program, not only because 
of the complex historical circumstances of its produc
tion but because this new housing was the product not 
of a housing program but of a far-reaching program 
of municipal socialism, of which the construction and 
provision of housing was but one component. Only 
when it is considered within the context of that larger 
program does the significance of the municipal hous
ing policy of Red Vienna become dear. 

The program itself which, as I have mentioned, 
evolved in the years immediately following World 
War I, resulted in pan from political events of that pe
riod, as the Social Democrats were gradually excluded 
from the national political scene and were forced to 
retreat to their political stronghold in Vienna. The 
theoretical foundations for the program, however, had 
been laid long before: they are to be found in Austro
Marxist theory, the branch of socialist thought devel
oped by the intellectual leaders of the Austrian Social 
Democratic Party-Max Adler, Otto Bauer, and Karl 
Renner, among others-in the 1890s and early 1900s. 
The municipal prognm of Red Vienna therefore has 
an important prehistory in the intellectual foundations 
of Austrian Social Democracy and the evolution of the 
party in the decades preceding World War I. 

AUSTRIAN SOCIAL DEMOCRACY BEFORE 1911 
The Austrian labor movement began in the 1860s with 
the establishment of constitutional monarchy in Aus
tria in 1867 and the legalization of workers' organiza
tions. Before that time such organizations had been 
officially banned, along with strikes and all forms of 
collective agreement among workers. The new legisla
tion, enacted in 1867 and 1870, permitted workers' as

sociations but granted them no political rights; it also 
prohibited organizations of a political nature deemed 
"dangerous to the state:•u To circumvent this, the 
early workers' organizations, such as the Wiener Ar

beiterbildungsverein {Vienna Worker's CulturaVEdu
cational Association) founded in November 1867, 
defined themselves as educational societies. Thus re
strictive legislation and offici.ally sanctioned perse
cution in the Habsburg Empire were indirectly 
responsible for detennining the character of the early 
workers' organizations and through them the orienta
tion toward Bildung (education), helping to create the 
emphasis on the pedagogical role of the party that dis
tinguished Austrian Social Democracy. 12 
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Despite official suppression of its activities and 
publications, the labor movement in Austria contin
ued to grow in the 1870s. However, the stock market 
crash in 1873 and internal disputeS within the labor 
organization itself weakened the movement and kept 
the socialists from pursuing an effective course of ac
tion throughout the 1880s. In the 1890s industrial 
expansion, economic prosperity, and new leadership 
Jed to a reconciliation of moderate and radical factions 
within the socialist movement. This new harmony was 
due largely to Victor Adler (18S2-1918), a physician 
whose experience treating the poor had made him 
aware of the condition oC the proletariat in Vienna and 
led him to join the socialist movement. An intellectual 
committed to the peaceful acquisition or power, Adler 
was a powerful and moving speaker as well as an able 
politician; he was responsible Cor unifying the li.bor 
movement and consolidating its many factions into a 
political party whose compassionate leader he re
mained until his death in 1918.11 

The Social Democratic Workers' Party of Austria 
was founded in 1988/1889. Uke the Habsburg Empire 
itself, it was multinational and multiethnic in consti
tution. From the beginning it was cast by its leaders 
and by circumstance as the ideological and political 
heir to Austrian liberalism. Though based on Marxist 
principles, the new Social Democratic Party was also 
committed to parliamentarism and to a program of re
form. In the period from 1890 to 1907, the party's ef
forts were concentrated on obtaining parliamentary 
representation.14 

Nevertheless, during this period the socialists' ex
traparliamentary activities were more effective than 
their parliamentary efforts. A succession of mass dem
onstrations in industrial cities in the western part of 
the empire eventually led to parliamentary reforms 
that abolished the old curial electoral system and in
ttoduced universal male suffrage (though not Cor pro
vincial and municipal elections; they were included 
only after 1918). In the first elections held in May 

1907 after the extension of suffrage, the Social Demo
crats won 23 percent of the popular vote and 87 ofS16 
seats in the new parliamenr.u Yet the party's represen
tatives were not able to accomplish much in Parlia
ment in the years preceding the outbreak of war. None 
of the reforms proposed during this period-includ
ing the eight-hour workday, the regulation of women's, 
children's, and night labor, and the introduction of 
health, disability, and old-age insurance-were even 
discussed. Parliament itself was more or less paralyzed 
by the "nationalities conftict"-the movements Cor 
political and cultural self-determination within the 
empire-which preoccupied government and oppo
sition, as they threatened Habsburg hegemony and 
socialist party unity in their challenge to the "multi
national principle" underlying both.1' It was during 
this period of political stalemate around 1900 that the 
major theoretical work of the Austrian socialists, or 
·~ustro-Marxists:' as they came to be known, was ac
complished and the foundations were laid Cor the poli~ 
cies and program of Red Vienna. 

THEORmCAL PREPARATION: THE POLmCS OF 

AUSTR().MARXISM The Austro-Marxists, so named 
by the America.n socialist Louis Boudin a few yea.rs be
Core World War I, were a group of Marxist thinkers in 
Vienna. They included the intellectual leaders of the 
Austrian socialist movement: Max Adler (1873-1937}, 
Otto Bauer (1881-1938), Karl Renner (1870-19SO}, 
and Rudolf HiiCerding (1877-1941}.17 The major the
oretical work of the group was published in the first 
decade and a half of the twentieth century in Mnn

Studim, founded and edited by Adler and Hilferding, 
which began publication in 1904. 

Focusing on the analysis of specific historical phe
nomena, the Austro-Marxists were committed to de
veloping Man::ism as an empirical social science 
through systematic historical and sociological re
search. Austro~Marxist sociological theory, as Cormu~ 
lated by Max Adler, who elaborated the conceptual ""' 
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and theoretical foundations of Austro-Marxism, wts a 

set of causal statements, open to empirical testing, that 

dealt with a specific object, "socialized humanity!'•• 

The causal relationships in social life, Adler asserted, 

are not "mechanical" but mediated by consciousness. 

Rejecting the view of ideology as a "reflection" of eco

nomic determinants, in ldeobJgy liS Appunmte (1930) 

he argued that 

IF Man initially describes the economy as the basis or soci

ety, this vivid image itselF should suffice to exclude the view 

that ideoloBY is less real or effective than the economy. For 

where is there a superstructure, however airy and delicate its 

construction, which is not just as real as the Foundation? .. 

For a Foundation is not constructed as an end in itselF but 

only so that a superstructure can sub.sequendy be erected 

upon it .... The supersb'UCture is therefore that part oF the 

building in which its meaning and purp01e are accomplished. 

In the same way the social superstructure is that part of soci

ety in which historical actions take shape; but in order to 

become effective they have to operate on the basis and within 

the limits and capacities oF the Foundarion.l9 

Ausb"O-Marxist social theory was thus an attempt to 

depict a social process or development in which eco

nomic, political, and ideological elements were both 

inter-dependent and interwoven.19 It also ascribed an 

active role in social development to ideology and to 

cultural values, a theoretical orientation that was to 

have considerable impact on Social Democratic poli

tics in the interwar period. 

Indeed, Austrian Social Democracy was distin

guished by a close relationship between theory and 

practice. From the beginning, the Austro-Marxist the

orists were committed to active engagement in Aus

trian party politics. The "school" itself grew out of the 

socialist student movement at the University of Vi

enna; its members remained actively involved in the 

practical politics of the Austrian Social Democratic 

party, occupying key positions in the federal, pro-

vincial, and municipal governments. The Austro

Marxists also contributed regularly not only to the 

theoretically and philosophically oriented M~ 

Studinr but also to the Social Democratic party's 

monthly journal, Der Kampf (founded in 1907), and 

daily newspaper, the Arieiter-Ztinmg. As a result, the

oretical considerations often played a major part in 

Social Democratic party politics. At the same time, in 

their theoretical concerns and the subjects of their re

search the Austro-Marxists attended to particular his

torical phenomena and the analysis of specific social 

problems in the Habsburg Empire and later in the 
First Republic. 

A major focus for research in the prewar period 

that wts to have considerable bearing on Social Dem

ocrttic policy in Red Vienna was the nationalities con

flict in the empire. In 1899 the Social Democrtts had 

proposed, in an attempt to maintain unity within the 

empire as well as the party, the transfonnation of the 

empire itself into a Natitmnlitlitmstnat: a democratic 

Federation of nation-states whose boundaries were to 

be defined by the territories occupied by the different 

language groups within the empire. Though this con

cept of the Nationalitlitmstllnt was idealistic, given the 
complex intenerritoriality of the national groups 

within the Habsburg Empire, the idea of a political or

der transcending the national provided a model For fu

ture socialist organization. Also implicit in this model 

wts an understanding or the Mttiunalitiltmfmge (na

tionalities question) itselF as a matter of cultural rtther 

than geopolitical identity. Subsequent studies or the 

phenomenon of nations and nationalism in the prewar 

period, particularly those by Otto Bauer, developed 

this concept further and laid the theoretical ground

work For social and cultural policies implemented by 

the Social Democrats in Red Vienna. In Die Natirmali
tiitmftwge rmd die Sozialdnnokratie (1907), Bauer, like 

Anronio Gramsci in the 1920s, argued that the nation 

is defined not by territorial boundaries but by shared 

culrural values. Traditionally, in societies based on pri-
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vate ownenhip of the means of labor, only the ruling 
classes "constitute the nation as the totality.ofl:hose in 
whom a similar upbringing resulting from the history 
of the nation, and a common language and national 
education, produces an affinity of character:' National 
identity, Bauer argued, has thus been the prerogative 
of the ruling classes; it has not encompassed the popu
lar masses because "the age-old community of descent 
no longer binds them closely enough together; and ... 
they are not fully incorporated in the developing sys

tem of education."11 Thus recasting the nationalities 
conftict in the Awtro-Hungarian Empire as in essence 
a class conflict, Bauer proposed that in a socialist soci
ety this situation would be corrected through socialist 
education, which would "give the whole people a share 
in the national culrure."n "With the uprooting of the 
population through social production, and the devel
opment of the nation into a homogeneous community 
of education, labor, and culture, .. he wrote, "the more 
circumscribed local associations will lose their vigor, 
while the bond which unites all members of the nation 
will become increasingly strong:• As a result, .,all those 
who share in national education and national cultunl 
values, whose character is therefore shaped by the des
tiny of the nation which determines the content of 
these values, will constitute the nation." Socialist edu
cation, by providing "every individual with the cul
tural objects of the whole nation," would, therefore, 
not only "abolish particularism within the nation" but 
also "strengthen the principle of political national
ity."U This conception of cultural hegemony-as the 
means toWards political hegemony and the peaceful 
acquisition of state power-was the foundation on 
which the Austro-Marxists' political strategy in the in
terwar period was built. 

At the time, however, in the years immediately 
preceding the war, the Social Democrats' affirmation 
of the hegemony of the state and endorsement of the 
multinational principle cast them as the "inadvertent 
party of the state."H Accused of .,Burgsozialismus" 

(palace socialism) by nationalist groups within the so
cialist movement, the Social Democratic party in 
1914, like the empire itself, had begun to unravel.u 
The war led to further internal crises within the Social 
Democratic Pany, primarily over the issue of coopera
tion with the Habsburg war effort. Here the socialists 
were split between the older generation of the party 
leadership-in particular Viktor Adler, who had com
mitted the socialists to "civil peace" for the duration 
of the war-and the younger generation, who main
tained an antiwar position. These included, among 
others, Adler's son Friedrich (who, in October 1916, 
assassinated the Imperial Prime Minister Count 
StUrkgh, was subsequendy sentenced to death in May 
1917, and then pardoned in November 1918 by the 
last Habsburg Emperor Karl only days before his ab
dication) and Otto Bauer, who was to emerge as the 
new leader of the party in October 1917, a position he 
retained throughout the First Republic." 

Toward the end of 1917 this antiwar faction, un
der the leadership of Bauer, challenged the «chauvinis
tic and reformist" policies of the old pany leaders and 
set the Social Democrats on a more radical courseP 
At the same time food and fuel shortages in Austria, 
following the Bolshevik revolution in Russia, led to a 
series of mass strikes (including the mutiny of the 
Habsburg Fifth Fleet at Cattaro in the winter of 1918) 
and increased the power of the socialists, on whom the 
Habsburg administrators had come to depend for con
trol over the workers' and soldiers' councils.z• As the 
dissolution of the supranational empire accelerated in 
the final months of the war, the Social Democrats as
sumed an increasingly critical role; with their new 
power, they exacted previously unattainable conces
sions, including the resumption of Parliament and re
scission of the imperial ban on political meetings and 
assemblies. With the final collapse at the end of Octo

ber 1918, the Social Democrats, who had earlier been 
cast in the role of defenders of the multinational state, 
emerged as the custodians of the nascent republic. "''" 
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POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS. 191~1922 TheRe

public of German-Austtia was proclaimed on 12 No

vember 1918. In the days preceding, a provisi01181 

government had been formed, comprising representa

tives from the three largest political parties: the Social 
Democrats, Christian Socialists, and Gennan Nation

tlists. The Social Democrats rapidly emerged as the 

strongest party in the provisional council in which 
Karl ReMer was chancellor; Viktor Adler was minis

ter of foreign affairs (though he died the day before 

the new republic W111S officially proclaimed and was 

succeeded in this position by Otto Bauer); and Ferdi

nand Hanusch (1866-1923), who had formerly been 

secretary of the textile workers' union and leader of 

the trade unions, W111S minister of public welfare, a post 

he held until his death in 1923. Despite the party's pre

Mr defense of the multinational state, the Social 
Democrats were less tainted by associations with the 

old regime than either of the other two major political 
parties. Furthennore, the socialists were the only lead

ers in Austria at the time who had a political concept 

for the future and were capable of controlling the 
masses-demobilized soldiers and unemployed work

ers-agitating for revolution in the 6rst months of the 

republic.!' One of the Social Democrats' 6rst actions 
was to consolidate the hegemony of the party by or

ganizing a republican army, the JiiJI.t.rlW'br, to keep or

der within the country. Responsible only to the Social 

Democratic leadership, the Volkmehr, which drew 

thousands of otherwise unemployed Mr veterans into 

its ranks, was instrumental in avening a communist 

revolution and Bolshevik dictatorship in Austtia, a fate 

that befell neighboring Hungary and Bavaria in early 

1919.JO 

In February 1919 the 6rst national elections were 

held in the Austrian Republic. The Social Democrats 

won a dear though not a decisive victory. While the 
party secured 41 percent of the vote and 69 seats in 

the new National Assembly, most of its support came 

from the capital and surrounding industrial regions. 11 

The clerical Christian Socialists, representing conser

vative, agrarian interests, won most of the provincial 

seats. Throughout the First Republic, party loyalties 

remained divided along these lines, with the Social 

DemocratS dominating in urban and industrial areas, 

particularly in Vienna, and the Christian Socialists 

maintaining a strong following in rural villages, espe

cially in the Alpine provinces and Lower Austria. In 

mid-March 1919 the Social Democrats, recognizing 

that they would be unable to govern effectively on 

their own because of this split, formed a coalition gov
ernment with the Christian Socialists, though they 
continued to hold the key positions.n 

In the subsequent months all efforts were directed 

toward averting total economic collapse and famine in 

the new republic. The dismemberment of the Habs

burg Empire had disastrous economic consequences 
for the "residual" state of Austria, whose provinces 

were the poorest in natunl resources and the most ex

pensive to maintain of all parts of the old monarchy 

(6gure 1.1). Before the war only a fnction·ofthe coal 

and raw materials required for industry, and only 
enough food to feed one-6fth of the population, was 

actually produced in those provinces. During the war 

these resources were much depleted. With the dnw
ing of the new national boundaries, Vienna, where 

both indwtty and population were concentrated in the 

new state-its 1.8 million inhabitants in 1918 repre

sented a little less than one-third of the total popula

tion of the republic-was suddenly cut off from 

essential supplies of coal from Silesia and Bohemia, oil 

from Galicia, and food produced in Hungary, Mort

via, and southern Styria. These resources were now 
beyond Austrian borders and were inaccessible be

cause of high tariff barriers erected by hostile succes

sor states. The English historian C. A. Macarmey gave 

a vivid contemporary account of Austria's desperate 

plight: "The old economic structure was torn violently 

asunder. Whatever remained was among the poorest 

of all parts of the Habsburg Monarchy, and withal the 
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most highly organised and the most expensive to keep 

up. There were expensive industries, highly developed 

railways, a great administrative appararus, the middle

class population of a vast Imperial city. A splendid 

sttucture, but one not built to stand alone. It had been 

built up as the central point of a great Empire, depen

dent for its very existence on the resources of that Em
pire. Now these resources were cut off. Behind new, 

bristling barriers lay the food, the coal, the raw materi

als without which it could not live."u 

The lack of coal brought industrial production to 

an almost complete standstill. In 1919 six of the seven 

blast furnaces of the Alpine Montan works in Styria, 

the new republic's largest industrial concern, had to be 
extinguished. Of the twenty-four Martin Steel fur-

AUSTRIA AFTER 1919 
Auslria·Hungary before 1919 

naces, only three could remain in operation, with the 

result that iron and steel production in Austria virtu
ally ceased, and with it a large pan of the machine in

dustry. Brick, lime, and cement works also closed 

down, bringing the building industry to a halt. The 
paper manufacturing trade was cut to 20 percent of 

its former capacity. Electric current was restricted ~nd 

occasionally cut off altogether, so that there W11S often 

no streetcar service in Vienna. Rai1W11y service was 

confined chiefly to food transpon, and this too was 

frequently interrupted. These conditions, together 

with the demobilization and collapse of the W11r indus

tries, resulted in massive and ever-increasing unem

ployment in Austria that lasted well into 1919." 

1
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Food shortages in Vienna were severe. The ag

ricultural districts of Gennan-Austria, whose produc

tion had in any case diminished during the war, were 

generally hostile toward the capital, with which of 

course they had no closer national, historical, or eco

nomic bonds than with any of the other provinces of 

the old empire. The central requisitioning system in

troduced during the war had only increased the antag

onism between country and city, making the agnrian 
provinces more intent than ever on preserving what

ever food they could produce for themselves. Czech, 

Yugoslav, and Hungarian blockades further limited 

supplies to Vienna, where food was rationed and cer
tain products such as milk and butter were totally un

obtainable (figure 1.2). Macartney summed up the 

situation: "Certainly, no nation has ever lain more 

helpless at its conqueror's feet than did Austria, and 

this situation created a curious vacuum in which its 

first government worked. As statesmen they could do 

nothing; as socialists, only so much as would not call 

down a stoppage of supplies. The situation was diffi

cult, the more so as it was not understood except by 
the leaders."" 

During this period the Social Democrats averted 

economic collapse in Aumia by securing loans and in

Rating the currency. Inftation and the depreciation of 
the Austrian krone in the immediate postwar years 

created one of the horror stories of the interwar pe

riod. As in all of the belligerent countries, the gold 

standard had been abandoned in Austria-Hungary 

early on in the conflict, and the war was largely fi

nanced by currency inftation. By 1918 the crown was 

worth less than half of its prewar value. But the real 

inftation began only after the annistice. From Novem

ber 1918 until the autumn of 1921, the state operated 

at continuously increasing deficits. Since those deficits 

could not be covered by borrowing from investors, the 

federal government resorted to uncovered advances of 

notes from the national bank. The currency in circula

tion increased from 12,000 million at the end of 1918 

to over 400,000,000 million at the end of 1922. The 

net depreciation, by the time the krone had stabilized 

in 1921, was about 1/140 of I percent of the prewar ex

change rate. Prices advanced more slowly, but by 1923 

they were ranging at a level of 11,000 to 14,500 rimes 
their prewar figures.u 

The immediate effect of the currency catastrophe, 

however, was to drive prices down. This made is pos

sible, in spite of the difficulties with coal and raw 

materials, to restart industry in the spring of 1919. Im

ports and exchange were also gradually facilitated by 

commercial agreements with Czechoslovakia and Ger

many, from whom most of Austria's purchases for in
dustry had to be made.,, As the falling currency brought 

cheap labor and low prices, the need to replenish stocks 

depleted by the war created a considerable market for 

finished products. This situation created a temporary 
boom in Austrian industry. Unemployment ceased, fac

tories were working at capacity, expons increased, and 

within Austria trade prospered; there was rapid rum

over of cash and goods, as no one wanted to be left with 

the devaluating currency. But by June 1922 the boom 
was over and unemployment figures shot up; in the 

following rwo months, the cost of living rose 260 
percent.,• 

While attending to the economic crisis, the Social 

Democrats also moved to defuse communist influence 
and the radicalism of the workers' council movement 

in Austria in the early months of the republic. Unlike 

their counterparts in Germany at the time, the Austri

ans did not forcibly suppress the workers' councils but 

neither did they grant them sovereignty. Instead, they 

used parliamentary means to secure progressive re

fonns, thereby diminishing the power of the council 

movement, stabilizing the political situation, and en

abling the gm-ernment to remain on a democratic 

course at a time when either a Bolshevik revolution or 

military intervention by the Allied powers seemed in

evitable. In early 1919 extensive social legislation was 

enacted, improving working conditions (eight-hour 
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day, higher wages, holidays with pay, subsidized rail 
fares, collective contracts), guaranteeing workers' 

rights, providing social insurance, and setting up fac
tory councils and other organizations (Arbtittrltnm

mtr) to represent workers' economic interests.'" A 
Socialization Commission, empowered to expropriate 

"economically necessary enterprises," was also set up 

in March 1919, though there was no intention of im

mediately abolishing capitalist ownership; in fact, the 

work of the commission came ta an end within a few 

months.* 

A "THIRD WAY" From the beginning, the socialists 

in Ausoia were cast in a counterrevolutionary role in 

the new republic, maintaining the economic starus quo 

but using the threat of violent proletarian revolution 
to gain concessions from the conservative bourgeoisie. 

Yet for the Social Democrats themselves, the reforms 
legislated in the spring of 1919 were but the prelimi

nary steps toward the party's larger project: the consol

idation of the "political revolution" through a gndual 
process of "social revolution:• More than a program 

of socialization, this was the practical application of a 

theory of society. 

That theory (put simply) translated into a politi

cal position between refonnism and orthodoJC Marx
ism.~' The Austro-Marxists were critical of Gennan 

social democracy and the revisionism of Eduard Bern

stein for maintaining (in Bauer's words) that "society 

could 'grow' peacefully into socialism, without any 
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need for a violent revolution ... They also rejected the 
neo-Kantian critique of Marx current in Gennan uni
versities at the time, which reduced socialism "to 

an ethical postulate, a simple maxim for value

judgements and action withln the existing social or
der."4.1 The Austro-Marxists instead were committed 
to the revolutionary character of Marxism and to 

Marx's theory of the historical inevitability of social 

revolution. 
At the same time, however, the Austro-Marx.ists 

also rejected the revolutionary violence of orthodox 
Marxist theory, opposing the "despotic socialism" of 
the new communist parties as well as the dictatorship 
of the proletariat established in Russia. In Austria, 
Otto Bauer claimed in Dit Osttrnicbircbe RtvOiutitm 
{1924), the establishment of such a dictatorship in the 
immediate postwar period "'would have meant nothing 
less than suicide for the revolution." It would have led 
inevitably to a conservative counterrevolution in the 

agrarian provinces, to civil war, and finally to interven
tion by the Entente powers, who "could not have tol
erated the interruption of communications by civil 
war in a country which provided their passage from 
the Adriatic to Czechoslovakia and Poland" and who 
were furthermore "determined not to allow the revo
lution to develop beyond the limits of democracy." Ac

cording to Bauer, "Had the 'peace and order' which 
they desired been destroyed, they would have stopped 
the food trains and the coal trains and thus brought 
famine upon the whole industrial district; they would 
have given permission to the Czechs and the Yugoslavs 
to march and thus have involved us in war; they would 
have caused the most important railway junctions and 
towns to be occupied by Italian troops and thus made 
an end of the revolution. The dictatorship of the pro
letariat, .. he concluded, "would have ended with the 
dictatorship of foreign nders."41 

Rejecting both dictatorship and the use of force 
as means of obtaining and maintaining power, the 
Austro-Marxists advocated a combination of reformist 

and revolutionary action: "revolution through re

form." Otto Bauer described this as "sober Renlpolitik 
and revolutionary enthusiasm united in tme spirit." 
That synthesis of the "realistic sense of the workers' 
movement with the idealistic ardor for socialism," 
Bauer maintained, is "the particular intellectual posi
tion of our party, as compared with the social demo
cratic parties of other countries." It is indeed "what 
may be called ..• 'Austro-Marxism."044 

In elaborating the concept of revolution through 
reform, the Austro-Marxists emphasized Marx's dis
tinction between ptJiitiall and soda/ revolution. "Polit
ical revolution:• Bauer claimed in Der Wrg zrmt 
Sozia/imnu (1919), "is only half the revolution. It abol
ishes political oppression, but allows economic exploi
tation to continue."" Max Adler reemphasized the 
point with an architectural metaphor in Zur Soziologie 
der Rtvolutitm {1928): "political revolution ... leaves 
the pillars of the house untouched. It does not change 
anything in the economac foundations of the social or
der, and attempts simply to modify the structure by 
redistributing power and thus changing the circle of 
those who are entided to profit from society."* The 
social revolution in contrast, "presupposes the seizure 
of political power by the proletariat, and the proletar
iat , • , can seize state power only by revolutionary 
means. But once this political power has been seized:' 
Bauer claimed, "the proletariat faces an entirely new 
task, which can no longer be accomplished with the 
means appropriate to the political revolution. All that 
the political revolution can ever do, as Marx said, is 
'to set free the elements of the future society'; but to 
construct the new society from these elements is a task 
which cannot be accomplished in street battles, or in 
civil war, but only through creative legislative and ad
ministrative work ..... 1 

That constructive work was what Bauer called the 
"slow revolution;• the evolutionary progress toward 
socialist society once political power had been se
cured. The concept itself was based on the conviction 
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that the revolutionary process involved seizing-not 
destroying-state power, and consolidating and ex
tending reforms already introduced in the bourgeois 
state. Indeed, the state was to play a key role in the 
revolutionary process, establishing ''the organizational 
preconditions for socialism" through social legislation 
and active intervention in the econom)t411 The slow 
revolution would be effected by a gradual ascent to 
power through a process of binehrwnchsm, or gradual 
growth from within.~9 This ascent was to have two fac
ets. Politically, the party would steadily grow, leading 
eventually to a socialist majority in parliament; eco
nomically, industry would be gradually socialized and 
management systematically democratized-first in 
heavy industry (coal, iron, steel) and then sl~ly ex
panding into all sections of the economy. The proce.ss 
was expected to take generations. 50 

The concept of hineimDaehsm also had a signifi
cant cultural component. The Social Democrats, true 
to the party's origins, continued to place particular 
emphasis on education (Bildtmg) as the principal 
means of advancing the social interests of the working 
class and preparing the patty spiritually and intellectu
ally for power. The party's understanding of ics accul
·tunting mission-to raise the education~ level of the 
worker and make the benefits of high culture available 
to the masses-was indebted to the traditions of 
nineteenth-century Austrian liberalism and the classi
cal German philosophy that infonned it.n Directed 
toward the development of a new "socialized human
ity." socialist Bildtmg, by giving the workers a share in 
high culture, would give them a share in political 
power. In Bauer's words, "the social pedagogical activ
ity of Social Democracy lays the groundwork for the 
power of the prolctariat:•n The key to power was cul
tural, not political, hegemony; this was a lesson that 
the Austro-Marxists felt they had learned from the fate 
of the multinational empire. 

But the acculturating role ascribed to the party by 
Austto-Marxist theory was problematic, and it has 
drawn some of the harshest criticism of the program 

from recent historians. As Helmut Gruber has pointed 
out, it left fundamental questions unanswered: 

Was all of bourgeois elite culaue to be rejected, or were the 

worken; to be given their share of what was considered a na

tional heritage? In the latter case, how were elite fonns to be 
given a socialist interpretation in order to make them appro
priate for working-class appreciation? And what wu the her

itage of elite culture to which the workers were entided: the 

classics, or t:he modern and avant-garde as well? Whose 

canon of taste would be used to make selections, or was a 

consensus of taste among leaders presumed? And how could 
they square the circle of denouncing the worldriew of the 

bourgeoisie while at the same time eductting workers to ap
preciate the historical treuures of that milicu?SJ 

Because they were never fully acknowledged or di
rectly addressed, these questions remained theoret
ically unresolved. As we will see, however, some 
resolution did occur in practice. 

Politically, the process of binehtwatlmn and the 
concept of the slow revolution were both founded on 
a firm commitment to parliamentary democracy.s-t For 
while the Austro-Marxists were committed to political 
activity, they were also committed to the belief that a 
peaceful transition to socialism was both possible and 
desirable. Indeed, it was their commitment to demo
cratic republicanism, coupled with a belief in the ac
tive role of ideology and cultural values in effecting 
social change, that led the Austrian Social Democrats 
to seek an alternative to both Leninism and Kautsky
ism-adopting a political strategy whereby the party 
assumed a tutelary role-that would prepare the way 
through education, social policy, and parliamentary 
politics for the working class to assume its historical 
role. Thw eschewing both revolution and pure parlia
mentarism, the Awttian Social Democrats, in the 
words of Otto Bauer, were committed to finding a 
"third way" between Bolshevism and reformism, real
izing a genuinely democratic socialism through radical 
cultural and social change." 

30131 
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VIENNA A PROVINCE Already by the end of 1919 

circumstances had changed, and the Social Democrats 

had begun to lose ground in the republic. The signing 

of the Treaty of St. Gennain in October 1919 dealt 

socialist hegemony in Austria a severe blow, for the 
terms of the treaty were much harsher than antici

pated. Not only were heavy financial burdens im

posed, which accelerated the downward plunge of the 
krone as well as price and wage inflation, but Austria 

was also deprived of all the disputed frontier districts 

and most important, was absolutely precluded from 

political union or Arucbluss with Gennany.'6 At the 
rime. union with Gennany seemed to many to be the 

only solution to Austtia's economic problems. Com

pared to the Ausaian krone the German reichsmark 

at the time was remarkably stable and on the way to 

recovering its old value. Anschluss with the new Ger

man Republic, it was generally felt, would provide 

Austtia with a sound currency as well as both access to 

the raw materials necessary for Austrian industry and 

an unrestricted market for the country's manufac

tured products. 
For the Social Democrats, anschluss with Social 

Democratic Gennany had been a primary objective 

toward which all of their policies had been directed. 
The new Austrian Republic was deemed, in Otto 

Bauer's words, "an impossible state:• Neither politi

cally nor economically viable, it was considered to be 

lrbennmfiibig (incapable of survival). Though it was "a 

possible federal state within a federation,'" Austria was 

not "a state which could persist alone, because it (had] 

no self-enclosed area, and because it [was( much too 

small to maintain its large industry."17 Cultural factors 

were as significant as, if not more significant than, the 
country's political weakness and economic Lebens
unfiihigkeit, which in any case (hindsight has con

firmed) was more myth than reality. Unlike the other 

national groups that had constituted the Habsburg 

Empire, there was, Bauer argued, no '~ustrian nation

aliry."" The national ties ofGerman-AuSirians, cultur-

ally conceived, were to Germany. More specifically, 

German-speaking Austrians identified themselves as 

Tyroleans, Styrians, Carinthians, Viennese, and so on 

radter than as Austrians. The new state was "a mere 

contrivance of military defeat, national dissolution, 
and Entente imperialism'"; it was not, in Bauer's words, 

a "unitary nation (conceived] as a community of edu
cation, work, and culture."t9 

Even before the new republic was proclaimed, the 

Social Democrats had declared their intention to pur

sue the creation of Deutsch-Ostnnith, a democratic, 

socialist, and republican Austtian state, soon to be 

united with the Social Democratic German Republic, 

which was established on 9 November 1918, three 

days before the Austrian Republic.110 Until 1933 the 

Social Democrats remained convinced of dte desir

ability of union with Germany and committed to the 

position that Austria was not viable as an independent 

state. Consequendy, toward the end of 1919, once 

anschluss with Germany was no longer a possibility 

and the threat of a communist revolution in Austria 
had subsided, the power and influence of the Social 

Democratic party in national politics rapidly declined. 
In October 1919 a coalition government was 

formed with much stronger Christian Socialist repre
sentation. This reflected, on the one hand, a growing 

conservatism in the rural provinces, where the central 

government's requisitions of food for the capital were 

deeply resented. It also marked, on the other hand, an 

increasing disaffection among the middle classes, who 

were hardest hit by the currency crisis and who had 

not benefited from the progressive labor legislation 

introduced by the Social Democrats earlier in the year. 

In june 1920 this second coalition was dissolved. In 

the parliamentary election of 17 October 1920, the 

Christian Socialists gained control of the National As

sembly, and the Social Democrats ceased to play a cen

tral role in the power politics of the republic.61 

In the meantime, however, the strength of the So

cial Democrats in Vienna had been growing steadily 
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since 1918. A significant factor in this development 
was the passing of a suffrage law in January 1919 that 
extended the franchise to women and established pro
portional representation of parties as well as a secret 
ballot. The following March, municipal voting rights 
in Vienna were extended to include all Austrian citi
zens over the age of twenty who had been residents of 
Vienna before the first day of the election year. The 
result was immediately evident in the municipal elec
tions held on 4 May 1919. The Social Democratic 
party received an absolute majority of 54 percent of 
the vote, and 100 out of 165 seats on the city council. 
On 22 May 1919, the first socialist mayor of Vienna, 
Jacob Reumann (1853-1925), wts elected by the new 
council. ReumaM, a tu.mer by profession, had finn 
working-class roots. He was also a respected politician 
who had been a member of the Social Democratic 
Party since its foundation and a councilman since 
1900.6l 

The retreat of the Social Democrats to the party's 
stronghold in Vienna widened the gap between the 
capital and the rural provinces, whlch soon led to a 
major change in the political structure of the republic. 
According to the constitution of November 1918, Vi
enna was both the country's capital and part of the 
province of Lower Austria. This meant that all of the 
municipality's ordinances were subject to ratification 
by the provincial legislature and that its own taxing 
powers were extremely limited. It also meant that the 
Social Democrats in Vienna had a say in matters per
taining to the predominandy Christian Socialist rural 
and agrarian districts of Lower Austria. City and prov
ince were equally dissatisfied with this arrangement.61 

In addition, the other (largely Christian Socialist) 
provinces in the republic did not want to see Lower 
Austria become the "Prussia of Austria"-that is, 
larger, more populous, and economically more power
ful than all the other provinces. They were intent, 
therefore, on limiting Social Democratic hegemony 
toVienna.6-l 

Negotiations regarding Vienna's status had begun 
long before confederation. As early as 1896 the Social 
Democrats had called for the "Reichsunmittelbarkeit 
von Wien," or administrative independence of the im
perial capital. When the idea of an independent Vi
enna was revived in 1919, it was associated with the 
creation of a separate Imnduland Wim, or Province of 
Vienna. In the autumn of 1919, after the Treaty of St. 
Gennain was ratified Vienna's status became a central 
issue in drafting the new constitution of the republic. 
In March 1920 rwo schemes for a new lhmdu/Jmd 
Wim were put forward by the Social Democrats; one 
by Karl Renner, first president of the republic, and an
other by Max Enners, head of the Vienna Siedlung
samt. Though the boundaries were differendy drawn, 
both incorporated surrounding industrial areas includ
ing the district of Wiener Neustadt south of Vienna 
(figure 1.3). An alternative scheme developed by the 
Christian Socialist Party in Vienna involved expansion 
toward the north to encompass an expanded Danube 
harbor and canal system linked to new industrial 
development in the area, as well as a projected trans
continental Rhein-Main-Donau-Oder system of 
waterways.61 

None of these schemes was fully developed, since 
both parties were split over the principle of territorial 
expansion and the creation of a separate Imnduland 
Wim. The Christian Socialists in Vienna were op
posed to socialist control of Austrian industry, whlch 
they saw as a consequence of the annexation of Wiener 
Neustadt in the Social Democratic schemes. The 
Christian Socialists' own scheme was opposed by their 
constituents in the rural districts of Lower Austria, 
who resisted the enlargement of the urban area of Vi
enna altogether. The Social Democrats for their part, 
were unable to resolve what they perceived as a con
Aict of objectives: by strengthening the position of the 
party in Vienna they were weakening it outside the 
capital. They sa.w this conflict aS the unavoidable con
sequence of all schemes for an expanded lhmdedand 3%133 
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Wim. In the end, unable to find a solution that would 

strengthen the party as a whole and not just the Vien

nese, the Social Democrats, whose position had in any 
case weakened considenbly since negotiations began, 

agreed to provincial status for Vienna without territo

rial addition.66 

In October 1920 the first, and decisive, step to

ward legal sepantion was taken. On the first of the 
month a law was passed by which Austria became a 

federal state composed of independent provinces. 
Within this confedeN.tion the Province of Lower Aus

tria was subdivided into two parts: Vienna and rural 

Lower Austria. City and state could use their common 

provincial diet only for matters pertaining to both ter
ritories. The new legislation also included the proviso 

that a "separate state ofVienna may be formed by con
current laws of the City Council of Vienna and the 

state Parliament of Lower Austria.0061 By this time the 

Social Democrats, no longer in a position of power in 

the National Assembly, had realized that they would 

be forced to abandon their attempts to enlarge the 

metropolitan area; they instead concentrated their ef

forts on obtaining maximum constitutional indepen
dence and legislative powers for Vienna. In an article 

published in the Arbtittr-Ztinmg in December 1920, 

Robert Danneberg, president of the new Provincial 

Assembly of Vienna and one of the principal Social 
Democratic negotiators, explained the party:, ratio

nale for this strategy: 

It is of the utmost imponance that the Social Democratic 

municipal government obtain independence from the bour· 

geois provincial government. To increase its power by be

coming a provincial government is in the interests of not 

only the Viennese proletariat but the entire working class of 

German-Austria, since Vienna is, and will remain, the center 

point of revolutionary development. The Social Democratic 

municipal and provincial government of Vienna can by its 

policies provide an example to comrades in the other prov

inces of German-Austria, where the pnty is in the minority. 

Vienna gives them all support. The destiny of the Viennese 

labor movement is the destiny of the movement in the whole 

republic ... 

The Social Democrats were able to resolve the di

lemma that independent provincial status for Vienna 

seemed to present for the party by detemUning a spe

cial role for the capital. 
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Little more than a year later, on 29 December 

1921, Vienna and Lower Austtia became, by mutual 

agreement, separate and independent provinces of the 

federation (in practice this had been the case since De

cember 19l0).69 Thus on 1 January 1922, Vienna be

came a state. The mayor of the city presided over the 

city council, which also functioned as a provincial diet, 

though the meetings of the diet were held separately 

and were presided over by its own president. 70 

Provincial status after 1920 had two major conse

quences for Vienna, which were in tum to have a sig-

nificant impact on the Social Democrats' municipal 

building plans. First, it restricted the physical growth 
of the city, since under the new constitution Vienna 

could not ~pand beyond its existing municipal 

boundaries without constitutional amendment. Vien

na's inability throughout the 1920s and early 1930s to 

expand beyond boundaries set in 1905 was a factor in 

determining the character of the city's housing pro

gram. Second, it gave the municipality unprecedented 

constitutional independence, allowing it for the first 

time to determine and implement its own policies. 

Since the Social Democratic city council could now 

make laws that need not be ratified by the provincial 

assembly of Lower Austria, it could levy both city and 

provincial taxes. It also had access to federal funds as 

both a city and a province. Thus provincial status gave 

Vienna access to far greater financial resources than 

ever before.71 

The Social Democrats' strength in Vienna pro

vided the party with an attractive alternative to playing 

a central role in the power politics of the republic. As 
Robert Danneberg noted a few years later, "Capital

ism cannot be abolished from the Town Hall. Yet it 

is within the power of great cities to perform useful 

instalments of socialist work in the midst of capitalist 

society. A socialist majority in a municipality can show 

what creative force resides in Socialism. Its fruitful la

bors not only benefit the inhabitants of the city, but 

raise the orestift: of Socialism elsewhere."" Precluded 

from implementing such a program in the countty as 

a whole, the Social Democrats decided to work toward 

constructing an "anticipatory socialism" in Vienna by 
creating a "model new society within the confines of 

the old."7l Because theirs was the first socialist party 

to govern a major European capital and metropolis of 

almost two million inhabitants, the Social Democrats 

detennined to make .. Red Vienna" a showplace of so

cialist achievement: a model of municipal socialism 

that would prefigure the coming socialist society. 

Of course real socialism was not possible at the 

municipal level, though the municipality could pre

pare in various ways for the socialist future-by ex

ploring new legal fonns for the socialization of the 

economy, democratizing management in municipal 

concerns, identifying the most important problems 

that can develop in a socialist economy, creating posi

tions of power in various branches of the economy, 

and so on/" As we will see, the municipality did move 

to communalize certain manufacturing concerns, par

ticularly bakeries and breweries and some parts of the 

building industry.71 But socialization and communal 

policy were basically limited to the sphere of repro

duction; to the worker's leisure, cultural, and domes

tic life. 

Even before this time the Social Democrats had 

begun to develop the outlines of a socialist municipal 

policy for Vienna. At the party congress in Graz in 

1900, Franz Schuhmeier, the leader of the Social 

Democratic party in Vienna, had proposed a compre

hensive program of municipal reforms for the party's 

consideration. Schuhmeier (1864-1913) was one of 

the most significant political figures in turn-of-the

century Vienna. The son of an unemployed ribbon 

maker, he was a self-taught intellectual, a natural poli

tician, and a charismatic leader and speaker whose 

popularity with the working class rivaled that of his 

contemporary Karl Lueger (Vienna's Christian So

cialist mayor), with the petit bourgeoisie. Elected to 

the citv council in 1900 bv the workinsr-class disttict 
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of Ottakring, Schuhmeier tumed the district into a 
"laboratory for socialist political education."76 ln 1889 
he founded the Workers' Educational Club Apollo, 
where laborers could receive an elementary education, 
use the library, or take courses in a range of subjects 
from Gennan and Czech to bookkeeping and Marxist 
thought. Later he similarly transformed the Ottakring 
Arbeiterhrim {labor club or working men's home and 
district party headquarters) into what he called a "fu
ture university of the working class ... Schuhmeier's 
conviction that the "working class should absorb the 
best of the past to shape the furore" and his activities 
in this area-cutshortbyhis assassination in 1913 by 
the brother of Leopold Kunschak, the Christian So
cialist labor leader-established the pattern for the 
socialist organization ofVieMa in the 1920s.77 

Schuhmeier's proposed municipal reforms, pub
lished in 1900 as "Grundsatze fiir das Wirken der So
zialdemokraten in der Gemeinde" ("The Principles of 
Social Democratic Activity for the Community"), was 
an elaboration of a list of demands, "Was die Sozial
demokraten von der K.ommune fordem!" ("What the 
Social Democrats Demand of the Municipality"), 
which had been published in 1896 in the Arbeittr
Ztitrmg.7' Schuhmeier's "Principles" called for a radi
cal reform of the municipal welfare services, the estab
lishment of city-run health- and child-care facilities, 
and a comprehensive overhaul of the public school 
system.79 Schuhmeier was prescient in stipulating that 
a comprehensive program of reforms such as the one 
he proposed could be carried out only if the Vienna 
City Council was granted legislative and administra
tive independence from the Province of Lower Aus
aia. Only then would Vienna be able to restructure its 
system of taxation in such a way that the city would be 
provided with sufficient revenues to finance the pro
gram. Schuhmeier's proposal also called for an in
crease of the municipal real estate holdings through 
large-scale acquisitions of land on which, he proposed, 
inexpensive housing should be built by the city itself.• 

This last proposition was neither radical nor unique t< 

Schuhmeier. Bourgeois reformers and architects, in· 
eluding Otto Wagner, were proposing similar solu· 
tions to the housing problem and methods of curbint 
building speculation in Vienna during these years (set 
chapterS). 

Nevertheless, it is clear from Schuhmeier's pro· 
posal that as early as 1900 the Social Democratic lead· 
ership in Vienna regarded the city's housing problen 
as a part of the general problem of social legislatior 
and its solution-the construction of new housing b) 
the municipality-as a major component of the party~ 
wide-ranging Kflltlmunalpolitilt (municipal policy). Re· 
issued in 1912, and published two years later under tht 
title Wilr frwdern dit Sozinldtmoltratm von der Gemtind• 
Wim? Dtu mzialdnnoltnztir&bt KD'Inmu,alprogrtmm. 
(What do tht Social Dem«rrrts Demand for Vinma? Tb. 
Social Democratic CrmnmmaJ P,YJgrif'IIJ), Schuhmeier~ 

proposals became the basis for the Social Democrats 
subsequent municipal policy and program in the post· 
war period." 

MUNICIPAL SOCIALISM As soon as Vienna oh· 
tained independent provincial status, in 1920/1921 
the Social Democrats began to formulate a long-term 
strategy of reform that built on, and in tenns of social 
planning went far beyond the scope of, municipal ac· 
tivities undertaken by previous Vienna city govern· 
ments. These, as we will see in the next chapter, had 
been exemplary in other ways, providing a preceden1 
for the municipal sponsorship of large-scale urban 
projects as well as for turning such projects to the po
litical advantage of the ruling party. 

The Liberals and Christian Socialists, who ad
ministered the city from 186i to 1918-whooversaYI 
Vienna's transformation from preindustrial walled ciey 
to metropolitan We/tstadt (world city) of two million 
inhabitants-had created the municipal infrastructure 
of transportation, power, water, sanitation, green 
spaces, and industrial areas that made this growth pos· 
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sible. The Social Democrats inherited this substantial 

legacy, u wellu a depleted municipal budget. Yet far 

greater than the fiscal deficit in the municipal budget 

)eft by the Christian Socialists was the social deficit in 

Mayor Karl Lueger's municipal program. As we will 

also see in the next chapter, the Christian Socialists 

had grossly neglected the shameful living conditions 

of the growing mass of Vienna's industrial workers 

who, unprotected by social or labor legislation, were 

housed in quarters so overcrowded and squalid as to 

be considered among the worst in Europe. 

This mixed legacy-the extensive provision of 

technical infrasttucture and the almost total absence 

of social legislation or planning-made it both pos

sible and imperative for the Social Democrats to con

centrate on the sphere of reproduction and to focw 

their program of municipal refonns on improving the 

living conditions of the mass of the population. To ac

complish this, however, it was necessary not only to 

transfonn the city's existing housing system but also to 

reshape its entire social and economic infrastructure. 

The primary instrument of tran.st"ormation was 

w: reform and systematic reorganization of the city's 

finances (discussed in relation to the building program 

in chapter 4), upon which all other reforms and pro

grams were founded. But the cornerstone of the Social 

Democrats' program was a broad set of municipal in

stitutions designed to shape a new "socialized human

ity" within the existing framework of capitalist society. 

These included not only the trade unions, workers, 
councils, works committees, cooperative societies, and 

other party organizations and institutions of commu

nal self-government, but also an extensive and inte

grated network of social, cultural, and pedagogical 

institutions!1 Administration of this program required 

a radical overhaul of the municipal government. 

Administtadve Reorganization The efficient and 

democratic reform of the city administration was de

sie:ned to close the R'BP between the upper levels of 

government (the elected city councillors) and the ad

ministrative departments (the Mflgi$tmt) responsible 

for municipal operations. It was also intended to redis

tribute among the elected councillors in the Gtmeinir
mt (city council) some of the executive powers and 

administrative duties of the mayor.'J 

In the new organization the Magistmt, or admin

istrative branch of the city government, was parti

tioned into seven divisions (Vtr~~~~~ltrmgsgniPJJm), 

within which the fifty-four Magistmts Ahttihmgm, or 

administrative departments, were distributed. At the 

head of each division was an aldennan, elected by the 
city council from the majority party, who functioned 

as chief executive officer (/lmtsfllbrtntler Sttultrat) of 

the division. Each head of division was also pennanent 

chairman of an executive committee (Gtmeinierats 
Ausscbuss) composed of city councillors, proportion

ally chosen from both parties, who were responsible 

for deliberating matters of business within the division 

before those matters were presented to the city coun

cil for final decision. The division heads (Staitrlttt, 

who were all Social Democrats) together with the 

mayor and vice-mayors constituted the city senate, or 

Stt1itsmt1t iw Stadt Wim. Generally, all major matters 

of business or policy percaining to the municipality 

were discwsed first in the relevant executive commit

tee(s), after which they were sent to the Sttultsmtlt and 

from there to the Gemeinierat for final approval. Once 

a project or policy had been approved by the city 

council, it was passed on to the responsible division 

and depanment(s), who were charged with either de

veloping it further or implementing it. After the rele

vant department had completed this work, the matter 

of bwiness or policy was reviewed by the executive 

committees, senate, and city council for final confir

mation of satisfactory completion. This procedure was 

intended to effect a closer connection between those 

branches of the municipal government responsible for 

decision making (the city council) and those charged 

with executing the decisions (the M11gistrat). It also as- 361'H 
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sured the majority party complete control over the op

erational functions of the city adminisb'ation. 

After little more than a year in city hall, the Social 

Democrats' new administrative structure was in place; 

it was officially decreed by constitutional amendment 

on 31 May 1920." The fifty-four Magistrt~ts Ahui
lungen were grouped into seven administrative divi

sions: Penonnel (Pmrmallmgelrgmbtitm tmd J.ir

VHIItungmform}, Finance (FintmZ1llfSePI.}, Public Health 

ond Welfare (Woblfobrtstinricbtongm, Jogm~ 
rmJ Gurmtlbtitrwesm), Social Policy and Housing (So
z.ialpolitilt fl'lltl BWmungmesen), Public Works and 

Technical Infrastructure (Trchnischr Angelrgmbtitm), 
Food and Stores (Ernilhrungr- rmJ Wirtrcllllftsangelr
gmbtitm), and General Administration (IIOgemeine 
Vn"'WIIItrmgttmgelrgmheiten), which gathered together 

areas that did not fall into any of other divisions. An 
eighth division, Urban Enterprises (Stiitltisthe Un

ln"nehmrmgen), was concerned with the management 

of city-owned and city-run public utilities and 
business enterprises, including water, gas, elecb'icity, 

public baths, cemeteries, building materials, street

car service, a brewery and a bakery, funeral services, 

and an advertising agency; it was not part of the 
Magistrtlt.ts 

Public Health and Welfare A major component of 

the new municipal program was the Depanment of 

Welfare and Public Health under the direction of Dr. 
Julius 18ndler (1869-1936), a prominent physician 

and anatomist (and one of a very few chaired profes

sors in the medical faculty at Vienna University who 

were Jewish) who had been undersecretary of state for 

public health in the republic's first coalition govern
ment in 1919. Tandler's program differed fundamen

tally from earlier approaches to social welfare in 
Vienna. 86 Rather than targeting individuals or groups 

considered to be particularly needy, deserving, or 

threatening to the existing social order, it addressed 

the entire community. Instead of providing only for 

the absolutely essential needs of a limited number of 

people (the aged, orphaned, indigent, and insane, for 

ex11mple), the new welfare programs were conceived as 
supplements to the social and labor legislation intro

duced by the Social Democrats-a means, in fact, of 

extending the aims of this legislation to those not di

rectly protected by it, by providing health and welfare 

services as a right of citizenship to all members of 

society.17 

The gravest problem facing health and welfare 

officials at the time, Tandler maintained, was the high 

rate of infant and child mortality in Vienna, which had 

not decreased after the war but instead had increased 

100 percent. In addition, tuberculosis was so wide

spread (particularly in working-class neighborhoods) 

that it became known during this time as the "Vien

nese disClllse:•• Politically, the only viable course of ac

tion was to launch an aggressive attack on the problem 

by eradicating its causes. Those same conditions of 

working-class life in Vienna-overcrowding and its 

attendant physical, social, and psychological miser

ies-that were responsible for the high mortality rates 

had also made it materially impossible for the majority 

of working-class men and women to marry and estab

lish households." The attack on WJbealthy physical 
and social conditions was linked therefore to the need 
to create "optimal conditions for the rearing of chil
dren" by fostering "proper" proletarian family life. 

For the purposes of both its "population policies and 

welfare measures," the municipality decreed the nu

clear family the "basic social unit.1190 Though founded 

on pragmatism, this construction was also based on a 

nineteenth-century model, proposed by middle-class 

refonners as a means of stabilizing the urban industrial 

workforce. It also represented a rejection of Marxist 

canon, according to which the dissolution of the fam

ily under capitalism would be followed by communal 

fonns of social organization.91 

Tandler summarized the ideas underlying this 

policy: "the health of the people as a whole is depen-
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dent on the health of each individual as detennined 
both by his constitution and by his environment. 
Therefore, the first step must be to improve the hered
ity of each person. Next, the environment must be im
proved to the extent that it affects favonbly the 
growing generation from both the physical and men
tal standpoints. Such effon must include not only the 
prevention of disease, but the eradication of condi
tions that might lead to other physical handicaps. Any 

ntional, all-embracing policy will, therefore, need to 

be governed chiefly by the concept of preventive med
icine." For such a program to succeed, the family as 
the basic social unit amust be preserved insofar as it 
is possible to preserve it."92 To this end an extensive 
network of social services was created and widely dis
tributed throughout the city to provide "cradle-to
grave" care, counseling, and instruction in all aspects 
of public health and welfare. Future oriented in its ob
jectives, the program placed special emphasis on the 
care of children and youth. Child care began before 
birth with prenatal and maternity clinics (MutteriJml
ampullm) that administered blood tests, provided 
counseling, and supplied all new mothers with a free 
layette (figure 1.4). Child welfare centers ran well
baby, dental, and tuberculosis clinics; provided school 
medical and dental euminations; and arranged for 
foster care where necessary (figure I.S). 

The Welfare Department was also responsible for 
early childhood education. To care for the children of 
working mothen, the city provided day-care facilities 
throughout working-class districts, as well as summer 
camps and programs for after-school care. The munic
ipality also opened 120 new municipal kinderganens, 
whose methods of instruction were based on Froebel 
and Montessori principles of child development. All 
children enrolled in the municipal kinderganens were 
given three free, or nearly free, meals a day. Wann 
lunches were also provided for older children at
tending municipal schools.9J 

Adult welfare services provided marriage counsel
ing, as well as legs! advice to Wlmarried expectant 
mothets.91 The Welfare Department also assisted hos
pitals with training programs, founded a kindergarten
training institute in 1924, built public bathing and 
swimming facilities throughout the city (including the 
palatial Amalienbacl in the proletarian district of Fa
voriten, decanted throughout with colored tiles and 
equipped with tubs, showers, and swinuning pools as 
well as Turkish steam baths, other medicinal baths 
with doctors in attendance, hairdressing salons, sham
poo cubicals, resting rooms, etc.), reorganized the mu
nicipal burial and cemetery services, and built the first 
crematorium in Vienna.95 

The achievements of Tandler's programs were 
considerable. The change in mortality figures alone is 
striking: the death rare dropped 2 S percent, and child 
mortality dropped SO percent from prewar levels. The 
incidence of tuberculosis, particularly among chil
dren, was also considerably reduced.96 Yet the compre
hensive cradle-to-grave program was both eyed with 
suspicion and resisted by those whose lives it was 
intended to improve. Recent studies, such as Doris 
Beyer's analysis of social Danvinism in Tandler's pop
ulation politics and Reinhard Sieder's examination of 
family life in Red Vienna, based on interviews con
ducted in the 1980s with men and women who were 
recipients of the Social Democrats' welfare, have 
shown that resistance to Tandler's program had a great 
deal to do with how it was implemented by welfare 
and health-care workers and other enforcement agen
cies.97 But the antagonism went beyond the methods 
used: the Social Democrats' emphasis on the "proper" 
or "orderly" nuclear family as the nonnative model for 
the new socialist society was at variance with the "half 
open" and extended families of traditional proletarian 
culture. Enforcement of the new standards, concern
ing orderliness as well as moral probity, led to some
times violent conRicts between. workers and welfare 

"'" 
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officers. Other social v:~~lues emphasized by the weUare 
policies, including the importance placed on mother

hood as the chief function of women and the implied 
sanction on working mothers, were seen as proscrip

tive, authoritarian, and nonnative." 

One of the most concroversial new welfare insti
tutions was the foster care system. Children in families 
that, in the eyes of welfare officials, could not provide 
"proper" conditions for child rearing (because of ill
ness, homelessness, extteme poverty, alcoholism, etc.) 
were forcibly removed to /(jndwiibtrnshmstelltn, or 
foster care centers. While these centers were often 

beautifully appointed (descriptions of them proliferate 

throughout the official literature on the program; one 

was located in Schloss Wilhelminenberg, a former 

Habsburg palace), the trauma of such separation, and 

the social stigma attached to it, was often devastating 

to proletarian families." Sieder's subjectS (the objects 

ofTandlerS population policies) complained of the co

ercive, authoritarian methods employed by welfare of

ficials and made clear that they often felt as if their 

private lives were under surveillance. 100 Yet these con

ditions were not new to proletarian life: Austrian soci

ety had always been hierarchical, authoritarian, and 

proscriptive. Furthennore, as others have also pointed 

out, there was no tndition of individuality or even 

democratic practice in Austrian society that might 

have infonned welfare workers' methods of dealing 

with what were considered to be cases of deviancy.1111 

But as Helmut Gruber emphasizes, ttadition does 

not fully account for either the authoritarian methods 

used to implement the Social Democrats' welfare poli

cies or the social controls they seemed to impose. Fun

damental to the Austro-Marxists' welfare policies was 

the notion that the physical and social health of the 

working class could be improved only by changing 

proletarian habits of behavior through direct interven

tion in the daily lives of workers by specialists and pro

fessionally tnincd experts.10l In other words, inherent 

in these policies was an objectification of the worker, 

who was conceived as "unformed" and "malleable": 

the passive object of expert care and counsel. Such re

lationships of subject and object, as Michel Foucault 

revealed, are endemic to social welfare and particu

larly to medical discursive practices, and are a subject 

to which we will rerum. 1111 

Education and Culture The Social Democrats (fol

lowing Max Adler) made a clear distinction between 

public and socialist education. While it was the task of 

public schools to educ.~te and tnin workers' children 

to succeed in existing society, the task of socialist edu

cation was to prepare the proletariat iuelf for revolu

tion and the future socialist society.•~>~ The 

municipality's educational programs were bifurcated 

along these lines-and heavily weighted in favor of 

the latter. 
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The public eduation prognm under Otto 

GIOckl, councillor for education, followed a prospec
rus of reforms that GIOckl himself in the early 1900s 

had helped prepare (along with Karl Seitz, mayor of 

Vienna from 1924 to 1934, who like Glodcl had been 

a schoolteacher before the war). Directed toward dis

mantling the conservative, hienrchical, and authori

tarian public school system established under the 

monarchy, its purpose was to restructure public edua

tion in Vienna along egalitarian lines. In this massive 

overhaul of the public school system, the old hienr-

chical class divisions (Einhtitmh11/e) and corponl pun

ishment were abolished, tracking was postponed to 
give working-class students increased access to higher 

education, school administration was democratized, 

parents' associations were established, and a new em

phasis was placed on experimentation, the promotion 

of social mobility, and the inculcation of democratic 

values. 101 To further equalize opportunity within the 

system, students were given free books and educa

tional materials, and libnries were established in pub

lic schools. Democratization ex~ended to higher 
40141 
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education as well. New trade schools were opened, 

and for the first time women were admitted to the fac· 
ulties of law, engineering, and agronomy.106 

To supplement these programs more than forty 

cultural organizations were founded, and libraries, 

bookstores, and BiiJungsltammisrionm (educational 

commissions) were set up in all Vienna districts (figure 

1.6). The Social Democratic Art Office (Snialdmrolt-

rtltis(ht IWnmttHt) opened theaters and distributed 
reduced-price tickets to the State Opera and Burg

theater (the fanner imperial theater) to the mass of 

workers; it organized exhibitions, public lecrures, film 
screenings, and courses of insauct:ion, as well as trips 
to foreign countries.10' The party also published sev
eral daily newspapers and weekly maguines directed 
toward workers; founded Mruiltvtrt&!t (music socie-
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tics), freethinkers' leagues, a temperance league, and a 
number of athletic and sporting clubs; and organized 
athledc competitions (including a workers' olympics), 
mass festivals, ceremonies, and other forms of public 
spect1cle (figure 1.7).•• As Helmut Gruber points out, 
these participatory cultural events were among the 
most popular and successful components of the Social 
Democrats' cultural program; combining physical ex
ercise with relaxation, they offered workers the oppor
tunity to excel and provided an easy form of collective 
association. Funhennore, the enormous public spec
tacles of uniformed athletes and gymnasts marching 
in formation or exercising in unison seemed to pro
vide tangible evidence of working-class power, disci
pline, and conttol.1011 

It was through these organizations and events, de
signed to encompass every aspect of a worker's life and 
to draw men and women of all ages and professions 
into a wide network of communal activities, that the 
Social Democrats set about to transform the tra

ditional Volltslrultur (popular or folk culture) of the 
Viennese working class into a new Arlllitrrlrultur 
(socialized worker culture) and the worker himself 
into a .. new socialized individual.10110 They also repre
scna:d a serious attempt on the part of the Social 
Democrats to raise the educational level of the worker 
and to make the benefits of culture available to the 
mass of the population. Through them the nruer 
Mmscb, ina:grated into the new socialist society, could 
at last lay claim to the "national" culture. 

Yet as historians of working-class culture in Red 
Vienna have noted-in particular Gruber, whose 
monograph on working-class culture in Red Vienna is 
an essential text on the subject-there were inherent 
contradications in the Social Democrats' program be
tween the democratic aims and the authoritarian 
methods used to achieve them, between the goal of 
empowerment through education and programs that 
cast the worker as the passive recipient of welfare and 
consumer of party-approved culture. The workers 

themselves were rarely consulted or allowed to partici
pate as subjects in the shaping of policy. 111 Red Vien
na's cultural programs reflected the party leadership's 
ambiguous stance (already noted in relation to Austro
Marxist theory) toward bourgeois elite culture, which 
was held to be both a right of citizenship and a neces
sary part of socialist political education. The directors 
of the Social Democratic cultural programs-joseph 
Luitipold Stem, David Joseph Bach, and Richard 
Wagner-condemned bourgeois values but at the 
same time labored to make available to the proletariat 
the products of that culture. Underlying these prac
tices was the untheorized notion that artistic quality 
was in itself progressive, that great works of art were, 
within the tenns of their own practices, advanced, 
even revolutionary. 111 As Richard Wagner himself 
noted, Austrian Social Democracy had developed no 
cultural theory or policy comparable to its political. 
theory and policy. m 

Oral histories conduca:d recendy have shown thai 
there was considerable grassroots resentment of the 
perceived paternalism and dismissive attitude on the 
part of the Social Democratic leadership toward tradi
tional working-class culture, as well as toWard the new 
forms of the dominant mass culture such as radio and 
film.••~ Of course, the Ausuo-Marxists were not alone 
among socialist leaders in evincing little direct knowl
edge of working-class cultural life. Certainly the Wei
mar Social Democratic leadership was equally (if not 
more) out of touch with authentic proletarian culture, 
social habits, and psychological needs. 115 Incompre
hension of and resistance to new forms of popular cul
ture on the part of party leaders reflected both a class 
and a generational divide. 

Though socialist counterculture in Vienna failed 
to lure the proletariat away from popular forms of tra
ditional·commercial culture or the new mass culture, 
the party organiutions and activities did promote 
class solidarity, and they contributed substantially to 
strengthening the Social Democrats' power base in "''"' 
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Vienna. The broad insrirutional network of Red Vi
enna, with its comprehensive social services and enor

mous range of intellectual and physical activities, 

conferred new political, social, and economic starus on 
the worker. But it WliS the municipal building program 

that gave Vienna's workers politial control over the 

space of the city itself. Distributed throughout Vi

enna, the new socialist Gemtintlthnrmn opened a dis

cursive space between themselves and the historical 

city, between the old and new orders, a space in which 
workers for the first rime were subjects of their own 
environment. 

Building Program The municipal building program 

was launched in 1923 in conjunction with an emer-

gency scheme for the alleviation of unemployment, 

whereby generous contracts wert awarded to private 

builders and carpenters. 116 The building proceeded 

with record speed; By the end of the year, 2,256 dwell

ings had been . built in fifteen apartment blocks or 

GnntiwJtbautm and three suburban conage settle

ments or Sitdlungm; only 1,000 had been projected. In 

addition, unemployment in the consttuction indus

tries and building trades in Vienna had dropped from 

12,453 at the end of February to 3,826 by the middle 

of June. 111 Encouraged by the unanticipated success of 

the 1923 building program, the city council began in 

the summer of that year to formulate long-range plans 

for developing a housing prognm to be carried out 

over an extended period of time. By the early fall of 

1923 these plans wert complete, and the city council 

was ready to initiate its first five-year building 

program. 

On 21 September 1923, a few weeks before gen

eral parliamentary elections were to take place, the So

cial Democrats announced the municipality's plans to 

build 25,000 housing units over five years, beginning 

in january 1924. Like the earlier program, this plan 

was linked to efforts to curb unemployment in Vienna; 

it was intended to provide jobs for thousands of con

struction workers, craftsmen, sculptors, and architects, 

since, it was announced, the new housing was to con

tribute significantly to the beautification of the city."' 

The estimated budget for the building program was 

400 billion crowns per year (the equivalent of approxi

mately $5,700,000 in 1923), which was to be paid for 

out of the Wohnbaurttllt'l' (housing construction tax) 

and other tax revenues without recourse to new taxes. 

The housing itself was to be built a fo,uls ptrdtiS, with 

the city forgoing any return on the invested capital; 

the invesnnent was to be wrinen off entirely as a non

recoverable cost to the municipality (see chapter 4, 

below)."" 

Given the timing of its announcement, the Social 

Democrats' five-year program was at first dismissed as 
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little more than an election ploy, a campaign promise 
that would {and could) not be realized once the elec

tions were over. This proved false. Construction of the 

new housing began almost immediately. By the end of 
1924, a year of serious economic crisis in Awuia dur

ing which the stock exchange collapsed and industry 

was crippled by 380 successive strikes involving over 

.l6S,000 workers, the municipality nevertheless man

aged to complete construction of 2,478 dwellings. In 
192S building at the projected rate began, and a fur

ther 6,387 units were completed in that year. In 1926 

the construction figures rose to 9,034, so that by the 

end of that year a total of 20,849 dwellings had been 
built since the inception of the five-year program; 

a further 7,000 were under construction. In Decem

ber 1926, therefore, the city decided to add another 

S,OOO dwellings to its program for 1927. By the end 

of that year all but 2,378 of the projected 30,000 units 

had been completed, and 6,000 more were under 
construction. uo 

In May 1927 the Social Democrats announced 

their second five-year program. Scheduled to begin in 

1928, it involved the construction of an additional 
30,000 dwellings. This accelerated schedule, unlike 

the first, was not maintained. Political tension, the 
failure of the Bank of Austria in 1928, and the world

wide economic depression during these years crippled 

the program. Nevertheless, between September 1923, 
when the building program began, and the end of 

1933, a total ofS8,667 dwellings had been built by the 
city. By the end of 1934, when buildings begun before 

the Austro-fascist coup of February 1934 had been 
completed, this number increased to 61,17S.IU 

Thus the total number of new dwellings built by 
the municipality of Red Vienna, including those con

structed betWeen 1919 and 1923, was 64,12S. In addi

tion to this new construction, the city had provided a 

futther 2,14S dwellings in renovated or requisitioned 

old buildings. By the end of the Social Democrars' 

tenure in city hall, the municipality owned and admin-

istered 66,270 of the 613,436 total living quaners re

corded in the census taken in the capital in 1934. In 

their nearly fifteen years of governing Vienna from 

May 1919 to February 1934, the Social Democrats had 
increased the bowing resources in the city by t 1 

percent. By 1934, somewhere between one-tenth and 

one-eighth of the total population of Vienna was 

housed in municipal dwellinp built almost entirely 

out of the city's annual income. 11z 

Many of the municipality's communal facilities

the clinics, counseling centers, libraries, playgrounds, 

kinderganens, youth centers, gymnasiums, day-care 

facilities, laundries, carpentry shops, theaters, cine

mas, and post offices, as well as the city-run cafes, co

operative stores, and other communal facilities and 

occasionally also the offices of various municipal de

partments-were located in the new housing blocks. 

Incorporating workers' dwellings with the party's new 
social and cultural organizations, the Gemeimlebimtm 
thus became the frame and focus for intense socialist 

activity. Though only one of several institutions de

signed to reshape the social and economic infrastruc

ture of the city along socialist lines, the housing, as 
the locus for so many of the municipality's communal 

organizations and facilities, was the news of Red Vi
enna's institutions and the spatial embodiment of irs 

communitarian and pedagogic ideals. 

THE SECOND STRATEGY: POWER OR ILLUSION 
Politically, the institutionalism of Red Vienna signaled 
the Social Democrats' abandonment of their earlier 

postwar strategy, framed when the party had been op

timistic about the its future in the republic. This strat

egy, based as we have seen on the concept of the nslow 

revolution," had been predicated on the achievement 

of political revolution, "the seizure of political power 

by the proletariat."IZI By 1920 that power had eroded. 

After the collapse of the federal coalition, when the 

Social Democrats were once again no longer a politi

cal force outside Vienna, the party reverted to prewar ... , ... 
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notions of hegemony and in particular to the Austro
Marxist concept of a gradual ascent to power through 
a process of bintin'lllllcbstn, the slow growth toward 
socialism from within capitalist society. As Anson Ra

binbach has pointed out, this W11S not so much an 
admission of defeat as an acknowledgment of postwar 
political realities: no class could exercise hegemony 

without at least tacit participation of the opposing 
class.•H The preparatory strategy of hintimJNZchrm dis

placed the political revolution, which the Austro
Marxists had insisted (in 1919 to 1920) was the neces

sary precondition for social revolution, to the future. 

Equally unable to carry out any effective socialiution 

of production, the Social Democratic city administra
tors focused on the sphere of reproduction-on t:rans

fonning the living conditions and leisure time of the 

workers and using the present to prepare the wty 
through education, social policy, and parliamentary 

politics for the eventual seizure of power by the 
proletariat. us 

As political historians have pointed out, this strat

egy led to a political impasse that resulted ultimately 

in the defeat of Red Vienna itself.l26 Rather than poli

tics providing a protected environment for culture, 

Helmut Gruber observed, culture became a substitute: 

for politics. In other words, the strength of Red Vien

na's institutions created an illusion of political power 

that it did not in fact have. 127 Critics from within the 
socialist camp, including the political economist and 

philosopher Otto Neurath, who contributed concep

tually though not administratively to the Social Dem

ocrats' spatial politics in Vienna, warned against 

confusing cultural with political power and putting 

too much wlue on the outward fonns of cultural pro

duction. Neurath rejected the Austro-Marxist posi

tion, fonnulated by Max Adler, that only socialist man 

can create socialist society; he claimed instead that po

litical revolution was a necessary prerequisite for so

cial revolution, that only socialist society could create 

socialist man. 121 But, as Neurath himself acknowl-

edged, there was another dimension to politics and 

power in Red Vienna. 

It is true that in 1934, Social Democratic Vienna 

was unable to withstand the forces of reaction that 

would soon overpower much of democratic Europe. 

But within Red Vienna itself, power was not an illu

sion. It was evident and tangibly manifest to every 

Viennese worker, who recognized in the massive 

institutional infrastructure and 400 new buildings 

erected throughout Vienna the instrumentality of po

litical power and his or her own control-as enfran

chised citizens of a democratic society-over its 

deployment (figure 1.8). Nor was the power manifest 

in Red Vienna's new buildings merely symbolic. In
deed, the buildings themselves were testimony to the 

political control that the urban poor ofVienna had ac

quired over the shape and use of space in their city. 

To Charles Gulick, writing just after World War 

II, the significance of that power was dear: "Probably 

more than anything else, the city houses ... made the 

Vienna worker realize that he was not a propertyless 

stranger in a society that was not his .... In the days 

when a brutal dictatorship ordered and commanded, 

when liberty and peace were trodden under foot, the 

stone witnesses of a ten-year building policy reminded 

the men and women of Vienna of the peaceful forces 

of democracy which created through the people and 

for the people."119 Forty years later, viewing the struc

tures from the perspective of the corroded social fab
ric of American cities, Peter Marcuse recognized the 

renewed relevance of this dimension of the Viennese 

building program; "It was what the city's housing pol

icy st1id to the people of Vienna about their own lives, 

their roles in society, the respect to which they were 
entided, the importance of their welfare, and their ul

timate control over the conditions of their lives .... 

Housing was not seen as shelter alone, but rather as 

part of an overall reconstruction of life around goals 

of human dignity and public responsibility."uo 
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I THE CITY GOVERNMENT OF VIENNA REGARDS THE BUILDING OF HOMES AS THE TASK OF 

THE WHOLE COMMUNITY, JUST AS IT DOES THE ERECTION OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND 

HOSPITALS. THE PRESENT VIENNA CITY COUNCIL. IN AN OVERWHELMING MAJORITY, IS OF 

THE OPINION THAT THE UNWHOLESOME HOUSING CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE POPULA-

TION OF VIENNA SUFFERS IN THE PRESENT DAY ARE DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE 

PROVISION OF HOUSING DOWN TO 1918 WAS LEFT TO PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. A GOOD ROOMY, 

WELL-LIGHTED DWELLING IS A MAJOR CULTURAL FACTOR IN THE LIFE OF EVERY 

PEOPLE.-Anton Weber, Dos Neue Wlen (1926) I 

From the wide nnge of institutions and activities or

ganized by the Social Democnts in Vienna, it is clear 

that the Austro-Marxists understood culture in its 

broadest civilizing sense, as encompassing almost all 

aspects of everyday life.• It was this broad concept of 

culture that led the party to put special emphasis on 

housing and, since nothing affects the quality of a 

worker's life more directly and completely than his or 

her living conditions, to regard the provision of hous

ing as the primary duty, and the core component, of 

the party's Sozit~lpolitilt or reformatory social policies 

in Vienna. But, as Anton Weber noted in 1926, it was 

not enough for the Social Democnts to provide new 

living accommodation; the party had also to develop a 

new WoJmltultur, to establish a new cultunl standard 

of living in Vienna. This commitment to shaping a 

new form of socialized proletarian life led the Social 

Democnts to regard the housing program as the cen

terpiece of the party's reformatory municipal policy in 

Red Vienna. 

But, as I have mentioned, the decision to give pri

ority to housing was not just a matter of ideology. It 

was an issue of the unnost political significance and 

uraencv. When the Social Democrats came to power 

in Vienna in May 1919, they inherited an acute hous

ing shortage in the city. This shortage was due in part 

to wartime immigration, to the lack of new and the 

deteriontion of old building during the war, and to a 

SO to 90 percent increase in marriages and new house

holds formed after the war.l But though these factors 

contributed to the shortage, they did not create it. A 

long history of official neglect of the living conditions 

ofVienna's industrial workers had led to gross inequi

ties in the housing system, to violent hostility between 

tenants and landlords, and to a deeply felt class hatred 

becween the proletarian and house-owning classes in 

the city. It was absolutely imperative therefore that the 

Social Democrats-if they hoped to survive politi

cally-address the "housing problem" in Vienna and 

attempt to remedy it by promoting housing both as a 

product and as an insttument of their political pro

gram. To comprehend the Social Democnts' solution 

to the housing problem, it is necessary to understand 

not only the precise nature of the problem but also the 

historical conditions-Vienna's npiiand late indus

trialization and the patterns of urban and economic 

growth it set in motion-that created it. 
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THE LIBERAl lEGACY In the 1860s and 1870s, dur· 

ing the period known in Austria as the GriindtrUit, or 

period of industrial expansion, the Liberal ci')' council 

under Mayor Kajetan Felder began to develop the 

technical infrastructure of Vienna by regulating the 
Danube and providing the city with its 6rst high

quality drinking-water conduit, as well as building the 
central market, the first city hospital, public bathing 

facilities, ISO elementary and secondary schools 

(Volkr- mul Mitttlschulm), and a central cemetery.' On 
the whole, however, the municipal improvements car
ried out during this period were either pan of or were 

in some way related to the monumental development 

of the R.ingstrasse.• 

In 1858 the fortifications that had encircled the 

inner city of Vienna since the thirteenth century were 

torn down by imperial decree, and the moats and 

ditches in the 570-meter-wide glacis surrounding 

them were filled in (figures 2.1 and 2.2)-S In their place 

were built two parallel ring roads known collectively 

as the Ringstrasse zone. The first, the Ringstrasse it
self, was a wide, tree-lined boulevard, laid our to fol

low the pentagonal outline of the old rampartS around 

the inner core of the old city. In 1865 this was com

pleted, and in the course of the next two decades along 

it were built the institutions and monuments of the 

Liberal era: Parliament, city hall, museums of an and 

natural history, the opera, Court Theater, the univer

sity, and a school and museum of applied an. Between 

these public buildings were sited speculatively built 

palatial apartment blocks-as monumental in scale as 

the public buildings-that housed the haute bourgeoi

sie. Around this representational ring and running 

parallel to it was the outer ring road, the Lastenstrasse, 

a more utilitarian (or service) traffic anery.6 

The Ringstrasse development was administered 

by an imperial commission, not by the municipality. 

However, the Liberal city council did have a hand in 

determining (and paying for) major components of it, 

includinP: the new RathlliiJ (citv halh.1 The council abo 

provided a number of new parks: the Stadtpark and 

Kinderpark along the Wien River on the southeastern 

rim of the Ring, as well as the Rathauspark in front of 

the city hall (figure 2.3). At this time also the council 

enlarged the Volksgarten next to the Hofourg(imperial 

palace) and laid out gardens in the new public squares 

along the Ringstrasse, including the Maximilian

platz. in front of the Votivkirche and the Maria

Theresienplatz between the two new museums facing 

the Hofourg. Over the next two decades, the city grad

ually provided additional infrastructure-widening 

the main axes of the inner city and building squares, 

parks, public utilities, and ninety new streets-in con

nection with the development of the R.ingstrasse and 

adjoining inner city and suburbs.-

The municipal improvements of the Liberal city 

council, the party of big business and the ascendant 

middle classes, were centered around the R.ingstrasse 

and surrounding districts because, as Carl Schorske 

has shown, that is where their interests lay. But it is 

imDOrtant tn nnte that this area also demarcated the 
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extent of the council's jurisdiction at the time. While 
the inner city and thirty-four surrounding inner sub
urbs (or Vontildtt) had been incorporated into Vienna 
in 1850, becoming districts I through IX, the outer 
suburbs (or Uworrt) were not incorporated into greater 
Vienna until 1890. Before that time they were sepa
rated from the city proper by the rampart and Fosse of 
the outer city wall or defense line, the so-called Linie
n'WIIII, and were also all separately administered (figure 
2.4).' As a result, throughout most of the nineteenth 
century, during a period of rapid industrial develop
ment and urban expansion, there was no administra
tive coordination between the city and its suburbs. 
The Liberal city council was reluctant to shoulder the 
fiscal burden of providing urban infrastructure, police, 
and poor relief for these rapidly proletarianizing out
lying districts; in addition, both the council and the 
court were wary (following the bourgeois revolution 
of 1848) of the revolutionary potential of these dis
tticts.10 Indeed, when the inner suburbs were incorpo
rated in 1850, the fortifications around the inner city 
were reinforced; new military blockhouses, barracks, 
and an arsenal were built in the vicinity of the walls to 
protect the inner city and ensure its control over the 
new distticts. 11 This administrative and physical sepa
ration of center and periphery, which persisted until 
the 1890s, had significant consequences for the urban 
development of Vienna. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, patterns 
of settlement in Vienna were much like those in other 
industrializing cities in Europe. Over the course of the 
eighteenth century Vienna had grown steadily as a 
manufacturing and distribution center for textiles 
(particularly silk), furniture, leather, paper, and luxury 
goods. As Vienna's export trade increased toward the 
end of the century. textile manufacturers in the inner 
suburbs in particular began to expand their operations 
and to employ sweatshop labor. This brought a new 
wave of migration into Vienna of unskilled and semi
skilled workers. As in other capital cities that were 

centen of manufacture and of national as well as inter
national distribution-like London, Paris, and Ber
lin-the new immigrants who came to work in 
Vienna's silk and other textile workshops first settled 
around the inner city. By the 1850s the city center it
self was evolving into the capital's central business 
quarter, where banks, insurance companies, and large 
commercial premises were gradually replacing the res

idences and workshops of independent artisans and 
tradesmen along the main thoroughfares: Klimt
nerstrasse, Rotentunnstrasse, Graben, Wollzeile, and 
Freyung around St. Stephen's Cathedral in the core of 
the (still) walled inner city. Behind these thorough
fares settled a new immigrant population: unskilled 
workers for the most part, who found irregular 
employment in service jobs in the inner city itself. 
Meanwhile, the "old" middle classes-prosperous 
tradesmen and independent artisans pushed out of die 
inner city by rising land values and rents-had moved 
to the less congested suburbs or Vrmtildte outside the 
glacis and inner city wall.11 

These patterns of settlement were common to 

many industrializing cities in Europe in the early nine
teenth century. The results-the development of 
overcrowded slums separated from, but spatially con
tiguous with, bourgeois centers of business and com
merce-were vividly described by Friedrich Engels in 
Tht Crnu/ititm of the Working CIIISS in Engltmd (1845).u 
In Vienna, however, the urban consequences of these 
early patterns of migration were mitigated, largely be
cause the mass of urban migration occurred later in 
the cenrury and took place on the periphery rather 
than in the center of the city. The difference was due 
in part to an imperial decree issued by Francis II early 
in the century, which prohibited indusb'ies from locat
ing inside the city walls. Following in the wake of the 
French Revolution, this regressive legislation was de
signed to counter the demographic shifts triggered by 
the Industrial Revolution and tO hold back the mob 
from the gates of the city.14 1t succeeded in forcing Vi- ""' 
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enna's industries and industrial worken to settle in the 
outer districts of the city. However, the mass of urban 
migration and industrial development did not occur 
until the period between 1840 and 1870.15 

In the meantime, in the early decades of the nine
teenth cenrury the iMer suburbs siNated just outside 
the city center evolved into VieMa's manufacruring 
districts. Until the eighteenth century this area had 
been only sparsely and impennanendy settled. Be
tween 1529, when the Ottoman armies of Suleiman 
the Magnificent first laid siege to Vienna, and 1683, 
when the last Turkish siege commanded by Kara Mus
tafa was finally broken, the Vtwstiitlte had been rou
tinely razed by the defenders of the city to leave the 
approaching Turkish annies without cover outside the 
city walls. Therefore, it was not until the very end of 
the seventeenth century, after the Habsburg and Otto
man emperors had signed the Treaty of Karlowitz in 
1699 and the threat of further Turkish raids was over, 
that the inner suburbs began to be more pennanendy 
settled.•~ 

By that time Vienna had become a densely popu
lated, vertical city with tall five- or six-story buildings 
packed tightly in between narrow, winding streets and 
high city walls. The largest inftw: of population had 
occurred when the Habsburg court moved from Wie
ner Neustadt to Vienna in ISH, bringing with it not 
only the imperial household but also an extensive reti
nue of court personnel and bureaucrats, all of whom 
needed to be accommodated within the confines of the 
walled city. In order to house courtiers and govern
ment officials, a system of quartering known as Hof
IJIIIITtierwtstn was introduced, according to which all 
space contained within the walls of the city of Vienna 
was registered so that it could be allocated by the court 
to its personnel. 17 The system of quartering (which 
continued until 1781) had two significant conse
quences. First, by the middle of the sixteenth century 
three-fourths of Vienna's population were tenants. In 
other words, the majority of Viennese during the six-

teenth and seventeenth cenruries were living in rented 
quarters. This included a large part of the aristocracy, 
whose principal residences were located in their home 
provinces, often far from the capital. In fact two-thirds 
of the nobility and all court personnel in Vienna lived 
in rented apartments.•• Second, the system of Hofiluor
titrvlum gave Vienna's inhabitants little incentive to 
build in the city, since spat.-e would immediately be ap
propriated by the court. This was particularly the case 
in the early years, when landlords were given no remu
neration; later, court-assigned tenants paid rent. But 
in the meantime many property owners had let their 
houses deteriorate, partly in order to circumvent the 
Hoffu4rtierwesm. 19 

The final rout of Kara Mustafa in 1683 was fol
lowed by a building boom both inside and outside the 
old city Mils. Inside the wtlls a new kind of baroque 
burgher house and inner-city palace began to Uike 
shape in the early eighteenth cenrury. The old gable
fronted medieval burgher houses along the narrow 
streets of the inner city were gradually replaced by 
Hfljhltuer, or courtyard houses. Unlike the medieval 
houses, the new Hofhouses had wide frontages with 
the roof ridge parallel, instead of perpendicular, to the 
street (figure 2.5). Two or three stories above the 
ground Roar, they were six or seven bays wide and usu
ally had a central entrance. The entrance was a broad 
rounded archwty, big enough for a coach to pass 
through, which led into the distinctive fearure of the 
Hojbtnts: its large open central courtyard or Hof(figuce 
2.6). In the side and back wings of the Hofwere the 
stables, workshops, and living quarters for employees 
and apprentices. 2o 

The new city palaces, many of which were de
signed by the Italian-trained master architects of Vi
enna's late baroque, Johann Lukas von Hildebrandt 
and Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach, were con
centrated in the area around the Hujlmrg. Like the bur
gher howes described above, the town palaces were 
also courtyard buildings, designed on the Italian '"55 
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model to enclose long open courtyards that extended 
far back into the interior of Vienna's deep inner-city 
blocks. Their one visible streedacade was usually in
tensely sculprunl and plastic, deconted with deeply 
undercut moldings and figural sculpture. Ranged 
along the narrow streets of the inner city, the animated 
facades of these buildings-in which the reflective 
surfaces of the windows were flush with the exterior 
surface of the wall-fracture and refract the intense 

Viennese light that rakes across them (figure 2.7).11 

The Vomiidtt, the small villages just outside the 
city walls, were the scene of equally intense building 
activity. During this period many of the nobility, 
whose town residences were clustered around the im
perial Hojburg and along the adjacent Herrengasse in 
the inner city, built summer palaces and prdens in the 

area between the fonilled inner city and the outer de
fense line (LinimWIIII), which was built in 1704 to pro
tect these es~tes from the new threat of Hungarian 
rebellion.u Between the gardens and summer palaces 
of the aristocracy, the Vontiidtt urbanized along traffic 
arteries dating from the Middle Ages that radiated out 
from the city's eleven gates to connect the capi~l to 

its provinces (llgure 2.8). To the north, the Tabor
strasse and Pratersttasse leading to Bohemia and 
Moravia became the core of development in 
Leopoldstadt, Vienna~ second district. To the south
east, the Landsttasser Hauptsttasse and Rennweg, the 
main routes to Hungary, became the central spine of 
urban development in what was to become the third 
district of Landstrasse. The Mariahilferstrasse, Ler
chenfelderstrasse, and Josefstiidterstrasse leading west 
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toward the alpine provinces of Upper Austria, as well 

as to German Bavaria and Swabia, became the ccnrral 

commercial thoroughfares of VieMa's sixth, seventh, 
and eighth districtS. The northwest axes of the W:ih

ringerstrasse and Alsersrrasse, leading into the Vienna 
Woods, became the centtalspines of the ninth district. 

Favoriten, due south of the city, grew up around the 

Favoritenstrasse, Laxenburgersttassc, and Wiedner 

HauptsO'asse, the principal trade routes coMecting 

Vienna to Venice and the Habsburg Adriatic port of 

Trieste. Expanding out from these spines, as the large 

landowning religious orders began to parcel and sell 

off their propeny inside the Linienwall, prosperous 

merchant~, independent craftsmen, and artisans .built 
residences and workshops; they gradually transformed 

the agricultural villages and coach stops along these 

routes into bourgeois centers of residence, trade, and 
manufacrure.u 

The Linienwall itself was modernized and rein

forced, and its earthworks replaced by masonry walls, 
at the time of the Napoleonic Wars.'• Until 1848 ur

ban development inside and outside the Linienwall 

w.Js almost entirely left up to the ground landlords in 

these districts. The principal landowners here were 

the Augustine and Benedictine orders of Klostemeu

burg and Schonen. Entitled to levy taxes on property 

built on their land, they were also responsible for pro

viding the necessary urban infrastructure at their own 

expense. Typically, a ground landlord would lay out 

and build the streets and sewers on a site slated for 

development (usually adjacent tO an already developed 

area) and connect them to the preex.isting so-eets and 
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sewers. The individual city blocks would then be sub

divided into lors and sold individually to artisans, or in 

clusters to small builders. After 1848 landowners lost 

the right to levy taxes, but they were also no longer 

obligated to provide urban infrastructure at their own 

expense.zs 

BIEDERMEIER URBANISM, 1815-1848 Generally, 

development according to this system was small in 

scale and usually comprised only a limited number of 

city blocks at a time. The urban forms produced were 

also modest in scale and scope. Often the development 

would be centered around an equal-sided or rectangu
lar square or Pkaz, which would be quartered by cross 

streets that intersected at irs center, leaving the four 

comers as open park space framed by buildings. The 
result was a tighdy interwoven filbric of street, square, 

park, and building mass-a filbric that was to be 

pulled apart into irs constituent parts by late

nineteenth-century urban development. (Still-extant 

examples of Biedermeier squares include the Albert

platz and Bennoplatz in district VIII; see map, figure 
2.4, section C-6.)2'1 

The houses consttucted on these small parcels of 

land between roughly the Congress of Vienna in 181 S 
to the bourgeois revolution in 1848, a time known as 

the Biedermeier period, were likewise modest, small 
in scale and compass. This was ·a period characterized 

by repressive bureaucratic rule (instituted by the 
German-born Austrian minister Clemens Prince von 

Mettemich) as well as economic collapse and massive 

unemployment brought on by the Napoleonic Wars 

and state bankruptcy in 1811.l1 These circumstances 

limited the scope of public life, diminished possibili

ties for effective political action, and fostered a frame 

of mind described in German as "die innere Emigra

tion" (interrial emigration), a retreat from public polit

ical life to the private domestic world of the filmily. 

Biedermeier, the tenn used to designate the ascendent 

middle-class culture and values of this period in Aus-

tria (and southern Germany), has generally also been 

viewed as the embodiment of cohesive preindustrial 

gesellschaft society.ll Biedenneier architecture has 

correspondingly been understood to follow directly 
from the needs and values of the ascendent middle

class subject, to be focused on the private life offamily, 

small-scale manufacture, and domestic enterprise.~' 

In Vienna, however, the Biedermeier period also 

marked the beginning of big-city urbanism.JO The 

houses built in the Vmtildte in the 1820s, 1830s, and 

1840s were the first examples (inside the Linienwall) 

of urban design and of buildings conceived as an en

semble, in relation to each other and particularly to 

the public spaces of streets and squares around them. 

These ensembles were also the first architectural pro
duction in Vienna to be regulated by a legal building 

code (see below). 
Typologically, the houses themselves derived (as 

did the somewhat earlier inner-city Hajlums) from the 
traditional rural farm or vintners' houses of Vienna's 

outlying wine-producing districts. Like these, they 

were organized around large open courtyards, were 
two or three stories high, and had wide street front

ages, with anywhere from two to six bays on either side 
of a central entrance leading into the enclosed court

yard (figure 2.9).1ntemally, Biedenneier howes were 

combined dwellings and workplaces. In the main 

street-fronting block there were at ground level a large 

workroom and a showroom. Above this, facing onto 

the street, were the living quarters of the owner and 

his &mily. Employees and apprentices were generally 

housed alongside the workshops in the side wings 

above the stables. The water supply and outhouses 

were located at the back of the courtyard, while the 

inner courtyard facades generally opened out onto 
balconies.,. 

The most distinctive aspect of the Biedermeier 

house was irs public filce: the front filcade and its rela

tionship to the street, both of which were strictly regu

lated by the building code (figure 2.10). The first legal 
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codification of building regulations took place in 

1829." According to this code, buildings in the Vor.r
tiidtt were pennined to have no more than four stories 
above ground; ceiling heights were set at 2.7-J.OS me

ters. This restricted the height of the building to just 

under IS meters, a height directly related to the width 
of the street, which was pennined to be no less than 

9.5 meters wide. Therefore, both the organization and 

proportions of the Biedermeier facade, as well as its 

relation to the spaces and buildings around it, were 

precisely determined and legally controlled. 

Biedermeier buildings were distinctive not only 

for the proportional relationships of their facades but 

also for the vernacular classicism of their ornamenta

tion. This generally took the form of inexpensive 

stucco relief work, which was concentrated around 

windows and doors (figure 2.1 1). Derived in pan from 
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pattern books and in part from the austere neoclas

sicism favored by the Emperor joseph II, Biedenneier 

decoration was identified with the work of the court's 

French-trained official architects, Isidor CaneV111e and 

1<2.rl von Moreau.u It was characterized by a re

strained use of pedimented door and window frames, 

projecting bays, oriel and Palladian windows, and a 

classicizing neobaroque fonn of srucco relief 

strapwork, named after the emperor and known lo

cally as Jrmfinitthtr Plotttnttil. H 

It is both interesting and significant (because it 

has a bearing on the Social Democrats' architectural 

program a century later) that the design of Bieder

meier facades was regulated by a commission for beau

tifying the city, the Stadrwn,hi;,rmmgs-Komminitm, 

presided over by the court engineer. This commission 

was responsible for approving all architectural designs 

and often designed the facades of buildings itself, 

which the clients for these buildings were then obli

gated to build. The commission's mandate was not 

only to make cenain that builders adhered to the 

building code but also (as Adolf Loos noted in 1911, 

in reference to his controversial building on the Mi
chaelerplatt) to preclude ostentation and maintain a 

social hierarchy of architectural embellishment, by en

suring that bourgeois houses, in relation to those of 

the aristocracy, were simple, straightforward, and 

modest." In other words, as one recent critic has ob

served, "the impetuS for ruming Vienna into a 'bour

geois' society came from above."'' The practice had 

still another consequence: the symmetries and hierar

chies of Biedenneier street facades were often unre

lated to the organization and spatial hierarchies within 

the house. This was noted by Renate Wagner-Rieger 

as one of the identifying chancteristics ofBiedermeier 

architecture. It reAecu the essentially urban character 

of this architecture, its conception as wall in relation 

to street and streetscape, and in tenns of the city and 

public space, rather than the private space of the do

mestic interior." 

There was also another Biedenneier urban build

ing typology: the five- or six-story purpose-built apart

ment block. Apartment blocks were built in the inner 

city as well as in the suburbs, and they were usually 

grouped around one or more interconnected court

yards. n Many were built by the great landowning mo

nastic orders as revenue-genenting enterprises. One 

of the largest and most splendid of these was the 

Schottenhof built in 1831-1834 in the heart of the in

ner city in the Freyung (sec building footprint, figure 

2.4, sections G-5 and 6). Designed by Josef Kom

hiiusel, Vienna's preeminent Biedermeier architect, it 

was five and six stories high and built around several 

courtyards, the two largest of which were planted with 

gardens and furnished with fountains and benches. 

The Schottenhof itself had a main entnnce on the 

street (figure 2.12), bur most of the apartments were 

accessed from stairwells located in the courtyards.'~ In 

the suburbs the buildings, and the apartments they 

contained, were more modest. Though built around 

courtyards, these structures were genenlly small, as 

were the aparunenu (which were so-called Mitttl-, 

Kftin·, and Kft in.rt'WOhmmgm-middle, small, and 

smallest dwellings of three, two, or one room per 

uNt); and the buildings were entered from the street, 

not the courtyard. ill 



INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION Though much of the area 

within the Linienwall remained semirural, with large 

tracts of farmland, market gardens, and vineyards per

sisting well into the nineteenth century, the western 

suburbs-in particular, Gumpendorf and Neubau 

(later, districts VI and Vll}-evolved into manufactur

ing quarters in the early decades of the nineteenth 

century (see map, figure 2.4, lower left quadrant). 

They were situated along the Wien River, which 

provided the necessary water for VieMa's principal 

tnldes: manufacture of silk and other textiles, fumi· 

rure, clothing, leather, paper, and other luxury goods. 

Skilled anisans lived among the workshops and small 

factories of these Vontndt businesses. 

As they expanded to reach international markets, 

the Vomndt industries increasingly employed sweat

shop labor. These unsk.illed and semiskilled workers 

employed in the wor:kshops of Gumpendorf and Neu

bau generally did not live in the iMer suburbs where 

they worked. Instead, they settled in the Vorortt (outer 

suburbs) beyond the Linienwall, such as Ftinfhaus, 

Sechshaus, Gaudenzdorf and Meidling in the Wien 

River valley, which became the predominantly 

working~dass districts of Meidling (XII), Penring 

(XIV), Ftlnfhaus (XV), Ottakring (XVI), •nd Hem•ls 
(XVD). Though it no longer had a defensive purpose, 

the Linienwall throughout the nineteenth century still 

had a fiscal function as a toll barrier. a tax was levied 
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on all food, as well as on heating and building materi

als (coal, wood, etc.), entering the city.41 The cost of 

living therefore was considerably lower in the oudy

ing Vororn. 
It was here also that heavy industry located in the 

1840s following the opening of Vienna's first major 

railway lines. The Ntmllmhn or northern line, which 

linked Vienna to the coal mines of Morava-Ostrava 

(now in the Czech Republic), was completed in 1838. 

Construction of the southern line or Siidlmhn began in 

Vienna three years later and in 1857 had reached Tri
este. In 1859 the two lines were connected,linking the 

steel mines of Styria and the coal mines and industrial 

regions of Bohemia and Moravia to each other and to 

the monarchy's principal Adriatic port. In the mean

time, the Ostlnllm ruMing between VieMa and Buda

pest had opened in 1856. Four years later the Westhtllm 
from Vienna to Linz, and connecting Austria to Swit

zerland and the rest of western Europe, was com

pleted; it opened in 1860. By its links to the northern, 

southern, and eastern railways, this line connected the 
coal-producing regions in the north to the steel

producing regions and shipping ports in the south, as 
well as to the agricultural plains of Hungary in the 
easr.4.1 

Yet Vienna, the hub of this transportation net
work that linked together the extremities of the Habs

burg Empire, was itself untouched by them. Because 

of the (militarily ineffective) ramparts and fosse of the 

outer defense line the (Linienwall), which included a 

190-meter cleared zone outside and a 22.75 meter 

cle111red zone inside this wall that separated the inner 

from the outer suburbs, the major railway lines serving 

Vienna terminated outside its boundary. One result 

W11S that Vienna had no central railway station. Other 

consequences for the urban development of Vienna 

followed from it. 

Construction of the railways brought heavy in

dustry to Vienna. In the 1840s these industries were 
direcdy tied to the railways and to producing materials 

and equipment for the railway construction itself. The 

first large metal-producing and machine-building fac

tories in Vienna were sited alongside the new southern 

and northern railway lines, adjacent to their main ter

minals just outside the LinienW1111. Subsequendy, as 

industrial production and the demand for heavy ma

chinery expanded, new engineering and electrical in
dustries also located on the outskirts of the city. 

Though not direcdy involved with producing railway 
equipment, they tOo clustered along the railway lines, 

not only to be near transportion for raw materials, 

coal, and finished products, but also because large 

tracts of inexpensive building land were available 
alongside the railW11y lands. 4, 

The construction of the railways and develop
ment of heavy industry created new patterns of settle

ment in Vienna. In the period from about 1840 to 

1870, industrial production shi~ from the Wien 

River to a new axis, created by the north and south 

railW11y lines, that skirted along the outer edge of the 
Linienwall. In the 1840s and 1850s Vienna's heavy in

dustries settled along this axis in oudying parts that 

subsequendy became Vienna's industrial districts
Brigittenau (XX) and Floridsdorf (XXI} straddling the 

Ntmlhtllm and the Danube; Favoriten (X} and Sim

mering (XI) along the SUd- and OniNIIm lines; and 
parts of the inner districts of Leopoldstadt (II) and 

Landstrasse (Ill) through which, after 1859, the Ver

bimbmp/llllm (connecting line) ran, joining the north

em and southern lines. In the meantime, the textile 

industry had mechanized and moved oul of Vienna ro 

less expensive locations in northern Bohemia, which 

had been made easily accessible by the new raiiW11y 

lines. In its place the clothing industry, which also ex

perienced tremendous growth during this period, re

located to the Wien River valley, an area (since the late 

1850s) also served by the Wrstlmhn.+l 
This period of developing industry and economiC 

expansion in Vienna coincided with the passing of a 

bill in 1848 (the GrtmdmtltiSttmg) that freed peasants 
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(rom forced labor on country estates, as well as from 
the "robot" or feudal dues and other obligations to 

ground landlords;ts An effort to contain the revolu
tionary fervor of that year by preventing its spread to 

the countrySide, the Gnnulmtlllltlmg, which gave ev
ery individual the right to move freely within the 
Habsburg Empire, resulted in a flood of migration 
into VieMa from rural areas. 

In the 1850s this newly arrived population, for the 
most part unskilled and semiskilled workers, found 
employment in railway construction and related in
dustries, as well as in the rapidly expanding clothing 
industry. Subsequendy, the development of the Rings
trasSe and the building activity it generated-some 
five hundred new public and private buildings and 
ninety streets and squares in the Ringstrasse zone and 
surrounding suburbs-created a boom period of 
growth in the building trades and related industries 
that draw heavily on semiskilled and unskilled labor."" 
Indeed, between 1867 and 1873 it appeared to con
temporary observers as if the entire city had become 
an enormous construction site. Parliament, ciry hall, 
and a number of other Ringstrasse buildings were all 
under construction. In the inner suburbs the small 
one- and two-story houses, which had been built along 
main thoroughfares and trading streets in the eigh
teenth century, were rapidly being replaced by taller 
urban slrUCtUres. Several of the large estates with ex
tensive parkland, also built in the eighteenth century, 
were parceled out, sold in lots. and speculatively devel
oped at this time (see map, figure 2.4, sections H-9 
andl-9).47 

The municipality also launched its large-scale in
frastructural building projects in the 1870s, including 
the construction of the first Kaiser Franz-Josef Hoeh
qurht1I'WIISStt'leittmg (the city's new 100 km long 
drinking-water conduit from the Schneeberg, com
pleted in 1873) and the regulation of the Danube. Be
tween 1870 and 187 5 a new riverbed was dug, the 

lower course of the Danube Canal was straightened, 
and a shlp caisson installed at its entrance. In the pro
cess 230 hectares of building land had been won, mak
ing possible induse;rial development of the north bank 
of the Danube in the new municipal district of 
Donaustadt.~• 

The ill-fated International Exposition of 1873, 
which opened eight days before the stock market 
crash, also involved a tremendous amount of new con
sttuction. On the fairgrounds themselves, which were 
located in the Prater, the former royal hunting pre
serve in Leopoldstadt between the Danube Canal and 
River, over two hundred exhibition buildings were 
built. In the surrounding district new streets, squares, 
and streetcar lines, as well as three new bridges over 
the Danube Canal, were built. The fair also stimul~ted 
private speculative building. Of the forty-four private 
land speculation companies (Temzingudlstlmftm) op
erating in Vienna during this period, half were 
founded in the year of the exposition. Several large 
hotels (the first in Vienna) were constructed to accom
modate the anticipated 20 million visitors to the city 

over the six months of the fair's duration. Numerous 
cafes, restaurants, and smaller guesthouses were also 
built in the immediate vicinity of the Prater. However, 
because of the stock market crash in May, an outbreak 
of cholera in July, unusually rainy weather throughout 
the summer months, and outrageously inRated hotel 
prices, attendance fell far short of expectation. Only 
7.25 million people visited the fair before it closed in 
November 1873.~9 

Vienna's urban population had also increased dra
matically between 1850 and 1870. At midcentury 
4 31,000 people lived in the inner ciry and suburbs, and 
67,000 in the urbanized areas of the outer suburbs. By 
around 1870, 64,000 people lived in the inner city, 
544,000 in the inner suburbs, and 221,000 in the outer 
suburbs. so In twenty years, therefore, the population 
of the outer suburbs had more .than e;ripled. Yet the 
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building boom during these years had almost no im

pact on the production of inexpensive housing in Vi

enna's oudying districts. The tax exemptions granted 

by both city and state for new building did not apply 

in the J.inwtm, which were in any case still not a part 

of Vienna. 51 High interest rates (brought on by the 

heightened business activity and a shortage of capital 

in the city) made it unprofitable for investors to put 

their money into housing consttuction in neighbor
hoods where the demand was mostly from workers 

with low earnings. The new immigrant population, 

therefore, who came to work in Vienna's machine

building factories, electrical plants, and sweatshops 

during this period, crowded into existing buildings in 

the districts where these businesses were located. 

HOUSING CONDinONS The buildings the immi

grant workers occupied in these outer districts were 

basically of two types. The first, and most common, 

were adaptations of late-eighteenth- and early

nineteenth-century Biedermeier period artisans' 

houses, known as 1'4vlllttthm houses beause of their 

distinctive open galleries or balconies, called Ano
/atschm in Czech (many of the new industrial workers 

in VieMa came from the Czech lands of Bohemia and 
Moravia). The Pitwlatsrbm houses were U-shaped in 

plan, usually two or three stories high, and set on deep 

lots (see map, figure 2.4, section 0-9) with narrow 

frontages. As we saw earlier, this was a type of house 

generally thought it to have derived from medieval 

vintners' houses built on the outsldrts of the old city.n 

Its distinctive feature was the central courtyard (figure 

2.13), from which all the rooms in the house could be 

reached, either from the courtyard or open galleries 

(Pawlntschm) on the upper levels. Since they were orig

inally built as combined dwellings/workplaces, the 
Pltw/atschm houses were quite large, with at least six 

rooms on each floor. The rooms themselves were usu

ally undifferentiated as to function, though the larger 

rooms, provided with hearths and tiled stoves, tended 

to be used as kitchens and living rooms.H To accom

modate those aspects of production that took place 

outdoors, the courtyards in the Ptrw/Jitsehm houses 

were large, origjnally with gardens at the back that 

abutted those of the houses behind and to either 

side-creating a narrow strip of greenery down the 
middle of the city block (see map, figure 2.4, section 

D-9). 
With the breakdown of preindustrial patterns of 

production, many Pltwllltschm houses were subdivided. 

Often the owner kept an apartment in the street

fronting block and rented the remaining rooms as in
dividual family units. By the end of the nineteenth 

century many of these houses had degenerated into 

overcrowded slums. In the middle of the nineteenth 

century, variants of the ttaditional artisan's house were 
Hpurpose-built" to accommodate worker families. 

Usually three rather than two stories high, they re

tained the U-shaped plan but transformed the open 
gallery into an enclosed corridor. Toilets and water 

supply were brought into the house itself and usually 

located along the corridor.H The apartments, con

sisting of a kitchen and one room, and sometimes 
an additional small Kahinttt, were ranged along this 
spine.ss A distinctive feature of these buildings was 

their layout, characterized as the Gtmgltikhtnp/tm 
(corridor-kitchen plan), in which the kitchen opened 

directly onto the enclosed corridor. 

Single workers without families often lived in 

shelters or hostels known as Frnmlmberbergtn or Mns
smherlttrgtn. These were adaptations of older apart

ment blocks that had been abandoned by their original 

middle-class tenants and converted into lodging 

houses when the districts in which they were located 

began to industrialize and proletarianize. The Htrbtr

gen were remarkable primarily ror their density of oc

cupancy-from basement to roof (including attic), 

with usually two tenants occupying each bed-and the 

resulting squalor of the living conditions within them. 

At the height of the building boom (1867-1873), when 
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rents throughout the city increased by 40 percent, 

stables, warehouses, wood and coal sheds, green
houses-in fact, any form of even the most primitive 

shelter-were converted into this kind of "lodging 

house."u 
Between 1869 and 1890, Vienna's population 

figures escalated even more dramatically than they had 

in the previous two decades. The Ringstrasse develop

ment increased the population of the inner city by 
3,000 (to a total of 67,000).ln the inner suburbs the 

population grew by 200,000 to a total of743,000; the 

number of people living in the outer suburbs nearly 

uipled again, from approximately 220,000 to 

600,000. S? By this time a second, new type of purpose-

built working-class tenement began to appear in the 

outer suburbs to accommodate the most recent influx 
of indusuial workers. The new tenements differed 

only in plan from the apartment blocks being built in 

middle-class districts at the time. Rather than being U

shaped, they were generally 1-T- or H-shaped (figure 
2.14). This made it possible to increase the number of 

apartments in a building by grouping them around 

two small courtyards rather than around a single cen
tral courtyard as in the Pawlatstlnn house. 

The interior arrangements of the new tenements 

were more or less standard. The buildings were usually 

five or six stories high, with a single staircase (a con

siderable ecomony in the building costs) that gave ac-
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cess to long interior corridors, off which were loaned 
the apartments. The individual apartments, which 

genenlly consisted of a kitchen and one room, were 
entered via the kitchen. In the corridor were also the 
toilets and one water spigot on each floor. Because 
of these last fearures-the corridor and water basin
the new tenements were known as GtmgkiichmhOtutr 

(corridor-kitchen houses) or Bassmahiiustr (water ba-

sin houses)." The one-room-and-kitchen dwelling be
came the nann for worker families from the 1890s on, 
constiruting 90 percent of the eJtisting housing stock 

in working-da~s districts. The dimensions of these 
apamncnts-in which an entire family lived, in many 

cases, together with one or two subtenants-were tiny, 

averaging 30 square meters (figure 2.15).s• The kitch

ens giving onto the corridors had neither direct light 

nor air, while the courtyards, which were often less 

than three meters across, were little more than narrow 

airless shafts (figure 2.16). 

Rather than protecting tenants from such living 

conditions, the existing building codes encouraged 

them. New codes that went into effect in 1859 were 

intended to set panmeters for the otherwise unregu

lated new building in the inner suburbs, which was not 

subject to the 1829 regulations. According to the 

&uminung (building code) of 1859 all new streets had 

to be no less than 15.17 meters wide and as straight 

as possible. Building heights were restricted to 24.65 

meters, with each story no less than three meterS high 

(which generally permitted live stories plus an attic 

above the ground floor and often also a mezzanine

in other words, seven or eight Boor levels); and 

"smaller dwellings consisting of one room and kitchen 

or even a single room with a provisional hearth" were 

acceptable.*' These provisions regarding streets and 

buildings naturally gave form to both the characteris

tic Bl«lmmnnn (gridiron) street plan and typical 

Baublodr (building block) of proletarian districts in Vi

eMa's indUStrial suburbs. There were almost no pre

scriptions regarding building density, sanitation, or 

ventilation.~• 

In 1868 the codes became even more liberal, 

when the already very general provision that room and 

courtyard sizes should be "adequate" was removed. 

Thus there were no regulations regarding the size of 

rooms or courtyards.61 These codes remained in effect 

until the 1880s, when the municipality, under pressure 

from the architectural profession as well as health-care 
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official s, 6nally moved to regulate the unresuained de~ 

velopment it had encouraged. According to the build~ 
ing code of 1883, new buildings could cover no more 

than 85 percent of a given lot, the top floor of a build~ 

ing could be no more than 20 meters above the level 
of the pavement, and sueets on which buildings were 

set back behind "fore~gardens" (known as Vurgarttns~ 
tramn) could be reduced in width to 10 meters. Oth~ 

erwise the prescriptions remained more or less the 

same as before. The building code of 1883 remained 

on the books until 19)0.61 

The living conditions in such buildings were de~ 

scribed in a fa mous study by Eugen von Philippovich, 

an economist, social reformer, and founding member 

of the Austrian Fabian Society. PhilippovichS inves~ 

tigation into "Wiener Wohnungsverhilmisse" (Vien~ 

nese housing: conditions), published in 1894, was a 

.. personal inquiry" carried out independentJy, without 
sponsorship or funding. Citing some of the worst ex~ 

amples of worker housing in VieMa, Philippovich de~ 
scribed families who were crowded into dark cellar 

rooms, their walls streaming with water, or who were 

packed into tiny one~room apamnents that had no 

ruMing water, heat, or natural or arti6cial light and 
were compelled to use outdoor privies shared by 120 

people. Philippovich's evocation (6red with middle~ 

class moral oucnge) of the misery and degradation of 

life lived within such places was frequently quoted in 

the publications of Red VieMa: 

The dwelling is only a cover agairut the grimness of the 

weather, only a bedstead for the night which provides-in 

the narrow space, laclcing air, cleanncs.s, and quiet, into 

which the people are pressed-rest only to a completely ex· 
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hausted body. The life of this class of 1he population moves 

uneuily between this bedstead and work and worries. There 

is comple1e lade of everything that we are accustomed tore· 

gard as the basis of 11 healthy middle-class life: the indepen· 

dent existence of the f1mily, the special anention to the 

fundamental n«ds of ""'tryday life, 10 the sick and to those 

pafticularly needing care, protection of modescy by sepan

tion of the s~es. concealment of the parents' sexual life from 

the children, and educative ;mention of the puents for their 

children in 1hc hours of rest and relaxation. These dwellings 

offer no comfon and no relaxation; they have no anncrion 

for those who come home tired after work. Whoever was 

bom in these places or sank into them must degenerate and 

wither, bodily and mentally, or grow brut.~l ... 

(Indeed, it was in such a place that Adolf Hider lived 

in Vienna before World War I, and of which he wrote 

in Mtin IGtmpps) The examples cited by Philippovich 

were among the worst he encountered, but as Renate 

Banik-Schweitter has pointed out, they were not far 

from the nonn: 

It frequendy happened that 6- 8 persoM lived in one room 

and a kitchen. Children nften had no bed of their own but 

had to share one with brothers or sisters. The youngest child 

nonnally slept in the parents' bed. Meals were cooked on a 

hearth built of bricks and fired with coal, which was nonnally 

the only heater for the whole dwelling. The ingredients for 

the meals had to be fresh b«ause there was no storage. Once 

a week the family bathed in a movable rub in the kitchen. 

Water had to be heated on the hearth and was used by all 

family members one after another beginning with father .. 

The dwellings were so small that they forced the inhabiunts 

to develop special techniques !hat secured them the neces

sary recreation. After work many men went 10 pubs with 

their friends before they went home(;) ... children .. . stayed 

at home as little as they could unless they had to help !heir 

parents in domestic production, which was quite common. 

If possible they tried to play with other children from the 

neighborhood in the streets and on empty areas not far from 

home. Nonnally they were left to themselves and elder 

brothers and sisters were expected to cue for the younger 

ones ... 

It is significant (in the light of later developments) 

that the true character of the living spaces within the 

buildings-confined, fetid, dank-was not visible 

from the street. In general, the street facades of the 

tenements built in the latter part of the nineteenth 

cenrury-in terms of massing, proportions, and orna

mentation-were indistinguishable from the middle

class apamnem blocks built at the same time in other 

pans of the city (figure 2.17). The speculative builders 

of both Vienna's middle-class and working-class apart

menrs made much use of prefabricated poured-cement 
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(Gw-Miirttl) ornaments (figure 2.18) produced by the 

Wienerberger Brick Factory and Construction Com
pany (Zitgt/fobrilt tmd 8augmllsthAft)-which, inci

dently, was one of Vienna's major industries and 

housed its own seasonal labor in hutmenu on its own 

land that were even more primitive than the tene
ments.•7 The deception involved in this combination 

of exterior propriety, even modishness, with interior 

squalor and human degradation (characteriud locally 

as ''aussen hui, innen pfui": outside wow! inside 

phew!) was due in pan to antiquated government reg
ulations regarding the design of street facades, in ef

fect since the early nineteenth century, which called 

for a certain degree of elaboration and allowed the 

practice to persist." 
On one level, therefore, the grand facades of the 

Viennese tenements, like the sham palaces of Vienna's 

bourgeois apartment blocks on the R,jngstrasse, vili

fied by Adolf Loos, were but another example of what 

Loos called "Potemlcin City" or facade architecture in 

Vienna.69 But in the case of the tenements, the decep

tion served not only to disguise the true character of 

the dwellings within but also to marginalize, by hiding 

from view, an entire social class. This added to the 
geographical marginalization of the Viennese worlcing 

class, already noted. Though the majority of worker 

1
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tenements, and therefore also the mass of industrial 

workers in Vienna, were loated outside the city's 

outer walls, much of Vienna's industry(which was pre

dominantly light forms of manufacture) was situated 

inside the walls. Though they worked in the city, the 
mass of Viennese workers did not live in it, :and until 

1890 they had no status :as residents, or rights to space 

(public or private) within it. 

Nevertheless, for :a number of reasons neither the 

new proletarian districts nor the older working-class 

quarters of Vienna degenerated into slumlands, as had 

many such areas in other European cities that also ex

perienced rapid growth and industtial development in 

the nineteenth century. In large measure this can be 

explained by the chronology of Vienna's development: 

industrialization and the major influx of population 

that followed upon it occurred after the inner city had 
modemiud. Consequent1y the middle-and upper

classes never moved out of, and the prolet<~riat never 

moved into, the city center. But the most significant 

factor in this development, of course, was the pro
tracted survival of the old city walls. Once the fortifi

cations had been cleared and the glacis around them 
released for development in the late 1850s, the center 

could expand to llll its new functions without the 

large-scale demolitions and displacements occasioned 

by mid-nineteenth-century urban projects :and im
provement schemes in London, Paris, Hamburg, and 

other European cities. Furthermore, in Vienna major 

thoroughfares leading out from the center already ex

isted (the old tnde routes) and were adequate, so that 

no demolition was necessary to carve out new traffic 

aneries. The oonsttuction of the new railway lines in 

the 1850s and 1860s, as we saw, also involved almost 

no land clearance, since neither lines nor stations pen

etnted the inner districts but instead ran through 

sparsely settled areas outside the Linienwall.10 Unlike 

other European capitals, therefore, the urban elpan

sion ttiggered by indusuial development in Vienna in 

the nineteenth century created neither slums nor the 
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large·scale displacements associated with their clear· 

ance and with the construction of new boulevards and 

civic and commercial buildings in the cicy center. 
Instead, urbanization in Vienna during this pe

riod rook place largely on the periphery; in the semi

rural districts outside the municipal boundary, where 

Vienna's industries and industrial workers had settled 

in the third quarter of the century (figure 2.19). By the 

t890s many of these outlying areas, which had been 

rural villages only a few decades earlier, had industrial· 

iud and urbanized, even though they were almost 

totally lacking in urban infrastructure. Indeed, in 

many areas local authorities responsible for providing 

streets, sewers, and water were unable to keep up with 
the rapid pace of tenement construction during these 

years. As a result, mcts of worker housing were built 
in areas that had neither paved streets nor sewers.11 ju

lius Rodenberg, a Berlin writer who visited Vienna at 

the time of the International Exposition, published his 

impressions of such an area in 1875 in his memoir, 
Wirntr Sommmagt: .. Defense lines, wall and moat, . .• 

wide, desolate squares sparsely grown over with green

ery, high and low lands between which by day it is 

hardly pleasant to wander, and at night is not without 

danger for body and soul. ... Outer suburb, an in
between thing, between a factory city and a village .. • 

unpaved streets . . . noisy population . . . dust . 

building upon b~:~ilding, an inn or at least a tavern with 
long steamy, smoky public rooms, all filled with ca

rousing people:m 

THE INCORPORATION OF GREATER VIENNA By 
the 1880s the lack of administntive coordination be

tween the Vorortt and the city, and among the forty

three individual ·SUburban villages themselves, had 

become a serious obstacle to Vienna's further urban

ization and modernization. It was responsible not only 

for the unpaved streets, absence of proper sewers, and 

lack of gas and water supply to the new worker dis

tricts but also for the complete absence of public 

transportation or even an integrated network of mf
ficarteries.11 

Construction of the Glirtelsmsse (ring or belt 

road) along the outer edge of the Linienwall, for ex

ample, was first approved by the Emperor Franz-josef 
in 1861. The project had then to be considered and 

approved by the Ministry of the Interior, the governor 

of the province of Lower Austria, and the city council 

of Vienna, as well as by the town councils of each of 

the twenty-one or so Vorortt through which the new 

boulevard was to run. After considerable alteration it 

was finally approved twenty-two years later, in 1883. 7~ 

In December 1889, after years of effort on the 

part of the Osterreichischen lngenieur- und Architek

tenverein (Austrian Association of Engineers and 

Architects) and other professional organizations to 

convince municipal authorities of the need to coordi
nate development in the city and surrounding areas, 

the Vienna City Council resolved to expand the 

boundary of the municipality to include the forty· 

three Vorortt outside the Linienwall. A year later im

perial assent was granted, and a law incorporating the 

outer suburbs into the newly designated metropolitan 
area of Greater Vienna was passed. The new metro

polit.m status of Vienna was proclaimed by the gover-
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nor of Lower Austria in December 1891, and the law 

went into effect on 1 January 1892. With the incorpo

ration of the oudying suburbs the urban area of Vi
enna more than tripled, expanding from 55 to 178 

square kilometers. The addition of the 599,000 inhab

itants of the Hnm, which became districts XI-XIX 

(district X, Favoriten, had been created in 1874, and 

district XX, Brigittenau, had been incorporated along 

with the other Vorstiidtt in 1850), increased the urban 

population from around 800,000 to 1,400,000.7' 

Incorporation permitted the municipality for the 

first time to address its increasingly acute circulation 

and sanitation problems and to devise a comprehen

sive plan for the further development of the metropo

lis. To this end a new Gentmlstttdtpltm (general city 

plan) was drawn up at a scale of 1:2880, and an inter

national open competition was annOWlced for a Gm
erslrtgnlienmgsp/fi1J (general development plan) that 

would encompass the entire new metropolitan area 

and incorporate a range of infrastructural systems, in
cluding a metropolitan railway.u The program for the 
competition was adopted by the city council on 6 May 

1892 and published in the journal of the Austrian As
sociation of Engineers and Architects later that 

month. The competition itself was annOWlced on 27 

October 1892, and competitors were given a year in 

which to prepare their submissions, which were due 

on 2 November 1893.77 

The brief for the Generslreplimmgsphm put par

ticu1ar emphasis on circulation and sanitation. Plans 

were to include provision for mass transportation, 

modernization of the meet system, and controlled 

expansion according to a new zoning plan (itself the 

result of an amendment to the building code in De

cember 1890 that received final approval only in 

March 1893, halfway through the year during which 

·the planning schemes were being developed). The new 

zoning plan, in line with current German pJanning 

theory, was based on the principle of three-dimen

sional zoning according to use, which regulated build-

ing heights and called for the separation of residential 

from industtial zones, dwelling from factory. 78 Desig

nating areas for industrial use (in the outer southeast

em districts), high-density mixed residential and 

commercial use (in the center and inner districts), 

high-density residential use (in the inner districts), 

and lower-density terraced and detached houses (in 

the northwestern outer districts at the edge of the Vi

enna Woods), the plan met with little opposition since 

it more or less reinforced existing pattcrns.79 

Within the designated residential zones, building 

up to four or five stories above ground level was per

mitted in the center and iMer districts, three stories 

in the area just outside these districts, and no more 

than two stories in the western, prcdominandy 

middle-class outer districts on the fringe of the Wie
nerwald (VieMa Woods). The traditional industrial 

areas-the southern, southeastern, and northeastern 

districts-kept their designation as industrial wncs. 

Significandy, they also remained functionally mixed in 

character and included dwelling houses "with propor

tionally large gardens or courts" (presumably for 

workers), interspersed among the factories and "large 

public workshops."~~~ 

Driven by the city council's preoccupation with 

problems of traffic and hygiene, the two winning 

schemes-by the German planning theorist Josef 

StHbben (1845-1936) and by Otto Wagner (1841-

1918)-emphasizcd communication, transportation, 

and technical infrastructure.•• Neither scheme was 

adopted. Rather, a new Rtgulimmgsburetm (develop

ment office) was created in the city building office 

(Stadtbautnllt) in 1894, which was mandated to draw 

on the winning schemes in preparing its own workable 

plan for a metropolis that was expected to double in 

size by 1950.N 

The resulting Rtplienmgsplan was designed to 

regulate and control speculative building in the outer 

suburbs, but not to curb it. The Vorortl!' were divided 

up to create as much building land as possible by ex-
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tending a regular grid of streets and blocks across on

built land without much regard for topography. But 

the new plans also incorporated new planning ideas: 

iiffmtlicbe Pliitze, public squares or open spaces desig

nated for some future public use (park, playground, 

sports, schools, hospitals, markets, etc.), were liberally 

interspersed among the Bauh/iiclu (city blocks desig

nated for building) (figure 2.20). In rural hilly terrain, 

topographical plans were made in which streets fol

lowed the contours of the land. Streets were differenti

ated and planned according to their intended use: 

main thoroughfare, commercial, residential. The last, 

for example, were to be relatively short in order to 

avoid becoming wind tunnels and were to have trees 

planted at interVals along them-or at least were to 

provide views of nearby greenery." 
In general, the new Regulierungsp/tm of the 1890s 

is a curious mix of Grinderzeit and 6n de si«le plan

ning concepts in which an essentially Grlmderzeit 
gridiron (Raskrblodr) plan, driven by the speculative 

building market, is tempered by concepts of Stadtbi/J 
Guttthtmg (shaping of the cityscape) derived ulti

mately from Camillo Sitte. Of course Sitte, whose 

treatise on the subject, DerStiidtelmu nacb seinm kllrtstl
erischm Gnmdsiltzm (City Planning Acconling to Artistic 
PrinDples), had appeared in 1889, was a vociferous 

critic of the municipality's plans for modernizing the 

inner city iri the 1890s ... Though his ideas regarding 

the importance of planning in three dimensions, of 

conceptualizing and visualizing the city in a three

dimensi.onal Verbtnnmgsp/lm (building-fabric plan), 

and of composing urban space according to visual 

principles were officially rejected (even ridiculed) by 

city planning authorities, they nevertheless seem to 

have permeated city building practices. Certainly Sit

te's ideas (many of which were also espoused by Josef 

Stiibben) are reflected in comments by Heinrich Gol

demwtd (an official in the Stmltlmrunnt and its director 

from 1913 to 1920) in reference to the principles fol

lowed in the ReguJienmgspkm: attention to natural to-

pography and to providing prospects of hills and 

woods, use of old pathways and patterns of circulation, 

and the careful disttibution and siting of public build

ings in terms shaping the cityscape (die Gstahtmg des 

Stadtbi/Js)." 

THE CHRimAN SOCIALIST PROGRAM OF 

MUNICIPAL REFORM In the second half of the 
1890s and early 1900s, other pans of the Gmerairegu
limmgsplan competition brief were implemented by 

the Christian Socialist administration of Karl Lueger 

(1844--1910), which succeeded the Liberals in city hall 

in 1895.86 Champion of the "little people," the "ten 

Gulden men" or small taxpayers of the third elector

ate, Lueger-the charismatic mayor of Vienna from 

1897 to 1910, who founded the powerful Catholic, 

anticapitalist, anrisocialisr, and anti-Semitic Christian 

Socialist Party that dominated Austrian politics until 

World War 11-supported the interests of this group 

against those of both big business and the industrial 

proletariat. Lower-middle-class shopkeepers and arti

Hns, Lueger's constituents, felt disadvantaged by the 
capitalist expansion of the Liberal era and the laissez

faire (pro-big hwiness) economic and planning poli

cies of the previous administration,B'I The majority 

also lived in parts of the city that had been neglected 

by the Liberals and that in many cases still lacked basic 

urban infrastructure. 

The priority in the Christian Socialist Party's 
program of muDicipal refonns, therefore, was to pro

vide and comm\Ulalize technical infrastructure. Under 

Lueger's administration, all parts of the city were pro

vided with gas, electticity, drinking water, a new sew

age system. electtified streetcar lines, and mWlicipal 

railway service. All of these utilities were communal

ized, paid for, and henceforth run by the city.•s 

Otto Wagner, the Vienna S'ltldtbalm, and Other 

Parts of the Ge.ertdnguliemnpp~m~ The greatest 

technical achievement of the "Lueger era" was the 
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construction of the StadtbAhn or metropolitan railway. 

Built between 1894 and 1908, it was designed by Otto 

Wagner, in whose master class at the Academy of Fine 

Arts many of the architects who were later to design 

the Gontindtbmum of Red Vienna were tnined. 

Wagner, who was appointed professor at the Academy 

in the year he began work on the Stadtbahn, had in

cluded a group of rendered perspectives in his Gmmrl
rtgtliitnmgipbm competition entty that showed how 

the new metropolitan railway could be architecturally 

integrated into the existing fabric of the city (6gure 

2.11). Apparently these drawings (as well as the plan

ning ideas manifest in his winning entty) were so con

vincing to city building authorities that Wagner was 

awarded the commission to design the stations and 
other structures for the metropolitan railway.•• 

The St~~Jtbahn was a major work of engineering 

(6gure 2.22).90 One branch ran through the hilly ter-

rain alongside the Gt.irtelstrasse, on the site of the old 

Linienwall. The two other branches ran along the 

banks of the Wien River and the Danube Canal, ne

cessit1ting the regulation of these two waterways. By 

means of a lock and weir at Nussdorf, the risk of 

flooding on the canal was eliminated and its use as a 

harbor made possible. The Wien River was subject to 

even worse ftooding than was the Danube Canal. Be

cause of the impermeable rock (known as .. Rysch") 

through which it Rowed, in wet weather the river 

would suddenly tnnsform into a rushing torrent, 

causing Rash Roods along its course through the 

inner-city districts III-VI. During the nineteenth cen

tury, the Wien River had become an open sewer into 

which poured not only household waste but also .ef

ftuent from the factories and worksh'opslocated along 

its banks. To eliminate the health hazard this pre

sented, the Wien was treated, canalized, and arched 
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over for much of its course through the built-up in

nerdistticts. 

Thus the planning of the Stadtbahn required the 
imegntion of the new railway with the GiinelstraSSe 

and the uneven terrain along its length, as well as the 

regulation of the two inner-city waterways (figure 

2.23). Its construction involved embankments, weirs, 

locks, sluice gates, viaducts, tunnels, bridges, and 

thiny-six municipal railway stations. Wagner's design, 

with which we will be concerned in more detail later, 

is remarkable both as a feat of engineering and as a 

piece of urban design. Each element-station, via

duct, bridge, embankment, tunnel-was carefully 

studied and adjusted to the topography and archltec

ture of its site. At the same time, through the consis

tent use of a common vocabulary of fonns, each 

structure also establishes itself as pan of a larger archi

tectural prognm, conceived in relation to, and at the 

scale of, the entire city (see figures 7.31-33). 

The Stadtbahn itself for the first time linked the 

outlying districts of Vienna to each other. (A radial 

streetcar system, begun in 186S,Iinked the outer dis-

-~ --·-...... 

tricts to the iMer city.) The Stadtbalm therefore made 

all pans of the metropolitan area equally accessible.•• 

In so doing, it placed those parts in a new relationship 

with each other and with the city as a whole, radically 

changing the character, intemal rhythms, and under

lying structure of VieMa-without, however, sub

stantially altering its outward appearance. This aspect 

of the Stadtbabn (a project on which a number of 

Wagner's students worked in the 1890s and early 

1900s) had considerable significance for the Social 

Democrats' building program in the 1920s. 

Other pans of the Gmn-alngulimmgrplan of 1893 

were also completed when Lueger was in office. Street 

connections within the inner city were improved, and 

the principal radial streets outside the Ringstrasse it

self were extended toward the Giirtelstrasse. A new 

boulevard, the Wienz.eile, extending from the Stadt

park to the Palace of SchOnbrunn, was laid out (again 

according to plans by Wagner) along the course of the 

arched-over Wien River. Finally, the central cemetery 

(Zmtra/fritdho/) was expanded and made newly acces

sible by rail, and several parks, including a public 
beach on the Danube, were opened.91 

The last piece of large-scale planning in the 

Lueger era was the designation of a conservation area 

in 1904, known as the uald- und Wimngiiru/ (belt of 
woods and meadows) (see figure i.l). This was a ring 

of (mostly state-owned) forest and meadowland that 

had been incorporated into Greater VieMa in 1890.1t 

included the Wienerwald northwest of the ciry 

(through which a new 40 km long scenic road, the HO

henstrasse, first proposed by Stii.bben in his competi

tion design in 1894, was built in 1934), the Lobau and 

Prater forests southeast of the ciry, and the Wie

nerberg due south, as well as a number o£ large garden 

complexes that penetrated deep into the newly incor

porated outer districts.01 Together the new green belt 

and gardens comprised 4,400 hectares of protected 
forest, pasrure, and parkland. 
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The W./d- ur~d WiumgfbUI was a foresighted 
piece of planning. It was originally conceived by Eu
gen Fassbender (in his second prize-winning compe
tition scheme for the Genmdngulimm&'Jikm) as a 
Volksri71g (people's ring), an "air reservoir" within the 
city, which it was predicted would soon grow far be
yond it to encompass four million inhabitants by 
1950.91 This, of course, did not happen, and the imme
diate effect of the Wa/J- mul Wiuengiirtrl was to con
strict the outward expansion of the urban area of 
Vienna in all directions except northeast across the 
Danube. That restriction had two consequences. The 
first was the inflation of real estate prices within the 
constricted areas. 95 The second was the incorporation 
of Floridsdorf on the north bank of the Danube into 
the metropolitan area and the creation of district XXI, 
which brought the total area of Greater Vienna up to 
273 square kilometers. Floridsdorf, it was anticipated, 
would accommodate one million inhabitants, a com
mercial center, industry, and a shipping port.16 As we 
will see, the district became the site for major develop
ment in Red Vienna in the 1920s. 

The Political Position of the Landlord Under 
Lueger's stewardship the Christian Socialists had 
sponsored the creation of a number of public institu
tions designed to serve the social and economic inter
ests of Vienna's small businessmen and independent 
tradesmen, but not the city's industrial workers. The 
most prominent of these institutions was the Partspar
lt~~m (postal savings hank), a financial institution for 
small depositors whose combined savings (so the 
Christian Socialists argued) would offset the power of 
the big banlcs.97 The Postsparkasse building (see fig
ures 7.25-7 .27), designed by Otto Wagner, occupied a 
conspicuous site near the Stubenring, the last segment 
of the Ringstrasse completed in the 1890s and early 
1900s. During this period the Christian Socialists also 
founded and placed under mwlicipal control a life in
surance company and a pension fund, as well as anum
ber of hospitals, old-age homes, and orphanages." 

The fiscal policies of the Christian Socialist ad
ministration did little to benefit the urban proletariat, 
which in 191 0 comprised 56 percent of the population 
of Greater Vienna.99 ln 1892 a law exempted owners 
of tenements in the outer districts from real estate tax
ation for a period of thirty years. Ostensibly intended 
to encourage the construction of inexpensive housing, 
this law triggered a decade of widespread specula
tion.1110 Tenements, which became known at this time 
as "renud barracks," became the property of small in
vestors who exploited the legal building prescriptions 
to build on every inch of space allowed by law. 101 

As a result, the proletarian living conditions in Vi
enna, described by Philippovich and others in the 
1890s, persisted well into World War I. According to 

the housing census of 1917, the number of Klri71stwob
mmgm or smallest dwellings (one-room-and-kitchen 
apartments, the largest of which also had a small KAbi

nm) was 405,991, or 73 percent of the SS4,52S living 
quarters in Vienna. In the" seven predominandy prole
tarian districts, such small apartments constituted over 
90 percent of the existing housing stock. A subsequent 
census taken in 1919 showed that these quarters lacked 
even the most basic facilities. Over IS percent had no 
kitchen, 39 percent had no storage space in the cellar 
or elsewhere, almost 77 percent had neither electricity 
nor gas, and over 90 percent were without toilets or 
waterfaucets.102 

These Klriflstwobnungm were not only small and 
ill equipped but also expensive, absorbing about one
quarter of the average worker's salary.''' As a result, 
many working-class families (somewhere around 20 
percent of those living in KltinmDolmrmgen before the 
war) were compelled to take in subtenants, lodgers, 
and "Bettgehern or bed-tenants, who rented time in a 
bed but were otherwise entided to no further use of 
the apartments space or facilities. In the years just be
fore World War I there were between 60,000 and 
70,000 bed-tenants in Vienna, who occupied a bed 
that was often shared with a family member. Such con
ditions of overcrowding, in quarters that were already 
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insufficient in size, not only precluded any possibility 

of private conjugal or family life but also created 

breeding grounds for disease-physical as well as 

psychological. •ot 

The supply of rental properties was also grossly 

inadequate. Instead of the 3 to 4 percent vtancy rate 

considered necessary to ntisfy demand in most large 

cities, in Vienna in 1914 only 1.39 percent of the ex

isting housing stock was vacant. In the case of small 

apartments {the only type of accommodation the aver

age worker could afford), the rate of vtcancies was 

even lower: between 0.89 and 0.39 percent. 105 There 

were therefore thousands of homeless in the city who 

lived in makeshift shacks, under bridges, on boats, and 

in caves dug into railway embankments. 

Because of the housing shortage in pre-World 

War I Vienna, the landlord enjoyed a quasi-mono

polistic position in the housing market. The shortage 

of living quarters in the city forced tenants to hold 

onto apartments, even those that were inadequate to 

their needs. They were also at a great disadvantage in 

bargaining with the landlord. Most leases in worker 

tenements were for no longer than one month. Land

lords had the right to arbitrarily increase rents and to 

evict at short notice. Tenants, in contnst, had almost 

no rights-not even to a key to the apartment-and 

there were no institutions to which they could appeal 

for protection. 11111 This made it particularly difficult for 

new immignnts and for so-called undesinble tenants 

(with large families) to find \lCCOmmodation, and once 

they occupied an apartment they lived under constant 

threat of eviction and forced relocation.107 Instances of 

the eviction oflarge (lthrdnnicM) families were legion, 

and the consequences, as reported in the Arbtitw

Zeitungin 1911, were often dire. 

On August 15 the landlord Georg Pawlas gave the art metal

workeT J. Patzak ... notice to quit his dwelling because he 

hid six children. On September 1st Patzak was to move out 

but he could not find another dwelling in rime because of his 

many children. 'The following day Pattak wu evacuated, his 

furniture wu bt-ought to a storage depot after it had been left 

For hours on the street and was soaked with rain. He went 

with his children to the po1ice station where he myed over

night. Two foJiowing nights he stayed in the asylum and 

workhouse where he was given only 20 crowns to rent a 

dwelling. Naturally he-with his six children-did not find 

a sui1able one. h was not before four children ..• were given 

to municipal asylums that he Found a kitchen For himseJf and 

the remaining two children.1111 

It is important to remember that the inhabitants of 

these KJeinstwohntmgm in Vienna, including the sub

tenants and lodgers, were not the lowest class of so

ciety-the absolutely poor and unemployed-but 

rather the salaried and rent-paying working class, who 

were the mainstay of Vienna's expanding industries. 109 

But since inexpensive labor was not only available but 

plentiful in Vienna, their substandard living condi

tions were of little concern to employers. 

An even more significant factor militating against 

the working-class tenant was the crucial role played by 
the house-owning landlord in supporting Vienna's 

economy. Despite the npid and intensive industrial

ization of Austrian manufacture in the mid-nineteenth 

century. Vienna never really became an indwtrial city 

on the scale of other national ~pitals like Berlin. Ex

cept for the large electrical and engineering plants, 

most of Vienna's industries were much the same as 

they had been earlier in the century; light industries 

producing clothing, textiles, furniture, paper, leather 

goods, and graphic materials in small factories and 

workshops. Statistics of the period show that in 1902 
about 80 percent of all manufacturing concerns in Vi

enna were workshops employing between one and five 
people. Of the 56,104 indwtrial establishments in the 

city at the time, only 85 had over 300 employees, and 

of these only 8 factories employed more than 1,000 
workers {as compared to Berlin at the same time, 

where there were 20). By 1913 there were 16 of these 71179 
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larger concerns, but more than half (in particular, the 
metal-producing industries) were closed down a few 
yer.rs later by the shortage of coal after the war. To 
look at it another way, in 1914, 70 percent of all wage 

earners were industtial workers; one-tifth were em
ployed in heavy industry, and four-fifths worked in 
workshops,IIO 

Because of the dominance of small trades in Vi
enna, municipal revenues from corporation and in
come taxes were relatively small. The political power 
of the landowning aristocracy kept city and state from 
raising taxes on land. The one substantial source of 
revenues to be tapped wu the renttl income of the 
landlord. Since 92 percent of all residential buildings 
in Vienna in 1910 were multiple-story, multiple
family rental apartment houses, this amounted to a 

considerable sum. 111 Beginning in 1820, the so-ailed 
Htmnins- rmd Gritihulesteuer (rent and building taxes) 
were levied on the annual rental income of the land
lord. These taxes, which amounted to more than 40 
percent of the landlord's gross rental income, were the 
main source of revenue for both city and state.111 

The high rent taxes in Vienna (more than twice 
those of Berlin at the time) had two significant conse
quences for the housing system in Vienna. First, they 
led to increased building density. Second, they made 
large-scale investment in land speculation unprofit
able. Most of the rental property in Vienna, as a result, 
was owned by individuals or groups of individuals 
rather than by large corporations. According to statis
tics gathered in 1910, 70 percent of all Viennese resi
dential buildings were owned by a single individual, 
20 percent by groups of individuals, and the remaining 
10 percent by companies, cooperative societies, reli
gious institutions, and the central, provincial, and mu
nicipal govemments.m Most of Vienna's house 
owners owned only one building, in which they usu
ally also lived. For these small landlords (a large pro
portion of whom were women, usually widowed or 
single), the building and rentable space within it was 

their principal, and often only, source of income.114 

Since the livelihood of Vienna's landlords depended 
on the amount of rent they could collect, they were 
naturally opposed to any measures such as rent control 
or tenants' protection that might reduce their income. 

As a group, Vienna's small landlords accounted 
for a large part of the Christian Socialist Party mem
bership. Between 1873 and 1900 they also comprised 
58 percent of the city council. 115 There were essen
tially two ways in which the interests of the landlord 
could best be served: by lowering mortgage interest 
rates and by lowering taxes. The mWiicipality could 
do neither directly. It could not influence mortgage 
rates, was unable to reduce state taxes, and was unin
terested in reducing its own tax on rental income 
(though between 1873 and 1914 all attempts to raise 
taxes were defeated), which in the period between 
1862 and 1890 provided 66 percent of the city's reve
nues.116 The municipality could, however, make sure 
that nothing interfered with the landlord's ability 
to control the rental housing market. Therefore, 
throughout the prewar period the Christian Socialist 
party (in power in Vienna until1918) staunchly sup
ported the interests of the landlord against those of the 
tenant, resolutely refusing to intervene in the housing 
market and opposing any legislative reforms-includ
ing planning measures, new building regulations, rent 
control, and expropriation laws-that would compro
mise the position of the landlord.111 

During much of that period (until 1900), the So
cial Democratic party, which alone defended the inter
ests of working-class tenants, was unrepresented in the 
city council. The inequity of this s.ituation led to a 
deeply felt class hatred between proletarian and petit 
bourgeois house-owning classes, who were known as 
"rent vultures" and "house tyrantsa by their tenants.••• 

PREWAR HOUSING REFORMS Until the last years 
of World War I there was virtually no municipal or 
state intervention in the housing market. Nor were 
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any significant attempts made to ameliorate the living 
conditions of the growing working population in Vi
enna. Instead, sporadic efforts were made by philan
thropic organizations and some of the larger industrial 
corporations to provide housing. 

An example of the fonner is housing built by the 
Verein flir Arbeiterhiuser (Association for Workers' 
Housing), founded in 1884 by the philanthropist 
Or. Maximilian Steiner. With financing from the 
City Expansion Fund (Stadterweitenmgsfonds}, which 
oversaw the development of the Ringslr8SSC zone, the 
Venin built eighteen terraced houses with gardens in 
Favoriten (X), to be sold on a hire-purchase system. 
An effort, like so many of its kind, to de-proletarianize 
the industrial workers and prevent the lower middle 
classes from joining their ranks, in this case by making 
them house owners, it failed because the cost of the 
houses was far beyond the means of the average 
worker.''' 

The most innovative and inftuential late
nineteenth-century philanthropic effort at housing 
refonn, the Kaiser Franz-Josef 1-Jubiliums-Stiftung, 
followed shortly after the publication of Eugen von 
Philippovich's famous study of 1894. Though Philip
povich's study itself did little to actually change 
working-class housing conditions in Vienna, the pub
lic outrage that it evoked directed criticism toWard the 
inactivity of the municipal legislarure and the inhu
mane building codes of 1883."0 Gaining even more 
attention was Philippovich's warning that neglect of 
the living conditions and welfare of the mass of Vien
na's workers posed a serious threat to social order. 

If everything is allowed to stay as it is, if we put our hands in 
our laps, then the ghastly devastating effects of our housing 
conditions on life, health, and the mental development of the 

population will continue. 1ime and again diseases will break 
out and carry their destructive gcnns f1r beyond the pre
cincts of the poor classes; sick people will become a burden 
to the communities; the dead bodies of those who had to die 

before their rime will raise their mute complaint and will 
provoke in the hellrts of the living deeper hatred againn the 

owning classes and our order of society than the most elo
quent agitator ever could produce; the moral feelinp of the 
people will be extinguished and choked by the rougher in
stincts of animal life. Not only humaneness, compassion 
with the suffering of our fellow men, but also sober reRcc
tion and enlightened n~istmll'llllt make it imperative to inter
vene and organize in a sensible way the basic condition of 
all orderly physital and psychital life-the dwelling of the 
people. Ill 

The solution, Philippovich and others suggested, was 
to foster proper family life through housing.uz It was 
to this end that thejubilliums-Stiftung Uubilee Chari
table Trust}, a foundation of industrialists and philan
thropists, sponsored a competition in 1896 for model 
workers' housing to be built on the occasion of the 
Emperor's Jubilee in 1898. The competition was won 
by the architectural partnership ofTheodor Bach and 
Leopold Simony. The first eleven blocks of the so
called Jubilee Houses were built in the same year with 
credits from the City Expansion Fund. By 1901, the 

remaining seventeen blocks projected in the original 
scheme were completed. 

Bach and Simony's design (figures 2.24 and 2.25}, 
which followed the competition brief, departed from 
convention in the planning and layout of both the in
dividual apartments and complex as a whole. Two 
blocks were for single tenants, the rest for families. 
The twenty-six blocks of family dwellings housed 
1,700 people in 392 apartments. The blocks them
selves were five stories high and enclosed large court
yards. All of the dwellings, which were generally larger 
than the standard Klrimtwobmmg, were provided with 
their own toilets, though in half of them the toilet was 
located outside the apartment itself. The most sig
nificant departure from conventional practice was the 
stack organization of the apartments within the hous
inR" blocks, which made it POSSible for all rooms, in- 10181 
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eluding the kitchens, to have direct light and air. 
Extensive facilities, including steam·powered laun
dries, showers and baths, a public library, lecture hall, 

plots for veget.~ble gardens, play areas for children, 
and the services of a "house doctor" who held daily 
consultation hours, were provided. Tenants were for

bidden to sublet or take in lodgers or Bengthtr, which 
made it difficult for most workers to afford the rent. 
lndeed, the majority of tenants in the buildings were 
skilled blue-collar and white-collar workers. 111 

The Jubilee Houses-and especially Ono Thie
nemann's more frequendy published second prize-

wiMing design of monumentally proportioned apan
ment blocks arranged around a very large courtyard 
within which were located a number of smaller struc

tures containing the communal recreational and ser
vice facilities-are often cited as the fonnal prototype 
for Red Vienna's Gmtthldtbat~trn (a point to wh.kh we 
will retum). 114 Their immediate effect on the contem
porary housing situation in VieMa, however, was 
negligible. 

In the early 1900s anempts were made to take 
housing out of the market by institutions such as 

the St.~te Railways, the Workers' Accident Insurance 
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Company of Lower Austria (NiederOsterreichische 
Arbeiter-Unfallversicherungsanstalt), and the city of 
Vienna itself, which used pension and social security 
funds to finance consuuction of housing for its em
ployees. But these funds did not provide enough capi
tal for any large-scale building. us 

The first reforms to the housing system in Vienna 
pushed through the city council before World War I 
came as the result of violence. In 1911 simultaneous 
increases in rent (of 20 percent) and food prices led 
to a .. rent strike" and widespread rioting. 116 The city 
responded to this sudden show of revolutionary spirit 
by making some relatively insignificant amendments 
to the building code and providing funds to set up a 
limited liability company to build 250 emergency 
dwellings for homeless families. Two years later a 
small-housing bureau was created, but neither it nor 
the bowing committee set up by the council in the 
same year did anything substantial to alter the existing 
organization of the housing market. 117 Only after the 
outbreak of war did the unchecked power of the land
lord began to diminish. 

WARnME MEASURES The immediate effect of war 
was to ease pressure in the housing market in Vienna. 
Despite an increase in marriages at the outbreak, few 
new households were established during the war. In
deed, many were disbanded when men were con
scripted into the army and women moved back to their 
parents' homes. In addition, new construction in Vi
enna did not decrease radically untill91S', though the 
demolition of old buildings stopped more or less im
mediately in 1914.•n 

This situation soon changed. Vienna was the cen
ter of mobilization and the imperial war effort. At

tracted by the high wages to be earned in the war 
industries, a vast labor force was soon drawn to the 
capital from all parts of the monarchy. Moreover, in 
the early months of the war, Vienna was inundated by 
two further waves of immigration from the eastern 

and southern provinces, following the Russian inva
sion of Galicia in autumn 1914 and the Italian declara
tion of war in 1915. The availability of housing rapidly 
became a problem. Lack of labor, materials, and mort
gage credits brought building activity in Vienna to a 
standstill. Older buildings, though no longer demol
ished, were also not repaired and soon became unin

habitable. Other quarters, panicularly in the inner 
districts, were appropriated and converted into offices 
for military and official business use. This in tum cre
ated a new demand for larger apartments for displaced 
middle-class tenants, a demand that encouraged land
lords to evict working-class renters from small apart
ments in order to knock them together into single 
large Rats. 119 By 1917, therefore, the shortage of hous
ing in Vienna (measured in tenns of vacancies) was al
ready worse than it had been before the war. 

At the same time, wanime inftation, which had al
ready caused a significant rise in prices by 1915, in
duced landlords to raise rents repeatedly and to throw 
out tenants who could not meet their payments (and 
then to convert the small apartments into larger 
middle-class accommodations). This form of wanime 
profiteering was allowed to persist well into the third 
year of the war.uo By the end of 1916, however, it 
became clear to state and city authorities that the po
litical tension and general unrest caused by the combi
nation of rising prices, scarcity of food and supplies, 
and especially forced evictions-suffered by families 
of soldiers who we~ fighting in the imperial annies
could easily erupt into open conftict and seriously 
affect the Austrian war effort. In 1917 and 1918, there
fore, the central government finally took legal action 
to curb these practices. Strict limitations were im
posed on the landlord's rights to raise rents and to give 
notice.IJI These restrictions had the side effect of ex
acerbating the already acute housing shortage in the 
city. Since there were no longer forced evictions, the 
number of vacancies declined dramatically in 1917 
and 1918. There was also almost no turnover in the '" ~ 
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housing market, since the shortage of vacancies in
clined tenants to hold onto apartments that had be
come either too small or too big for their needs. Thus 
matters became worse. 

"WILD" SEnUMENT OF PUILIC LAND Both rho 
housing and food crises in Vienna intensified in the 
third year of the war. By this time paaiotic enthusiasm 
for the Habsburg military effort had waned. The orig
inal objective of the conflict, as far as Austria-Hungary 
was concerned, had been met in 1915 with the defeat 
of Serbia. Engaged in a war with no apparent national 
purpose, Vienna could neither contain conflict within 
the empire nor feed its two million inhabitants. 

In the capital, a combination of Hungarian em
bargoes and poor local harvests had led to food short
ages as early as 1915. At the end of May 1915, bread 
and flour were being rationed; white flour was unob
tainable. By 1916 milk, coffee, sugar, fats, potatoes, 
clothing, footwear, and tobacco were rationed. Under
nourishment, especially among children, was wide
spread. The food situation worsened as relations 
between Vienna and ils principal food suppliers, Hun
gary and the Czech provinces, deteriorated in 1917. 
In May 1917 there were saikes in Vienna's munitions 
factories as workers protested the lack of effective 
measures to increase the food supply. Six months later, 
bread and ftour rations were reduced.m Finally, in 
early 19181argerconsignments of food made it to Vi
enna from Hungary. But by April these arrangements 
had broken down and the capital lacked not only bread 
but also gas, electricity, public transportation, and 
fuel. In October 1918, as the empire collapsed, the 
starving population of Vienna also began to freeze. 

In increasing numbers during the last two years 
of the war, groups of hungry Viennese, urban dwellers 
otherwise unconnected to the land, began to plant 
vegetable gardens and to grow their own food in the 
belt of forests and meadows on the periphery of the 
city (the Witld- u•d Witsmgiiml), as well as on military 

parade grounds and in inner-city parks. Officially the 
municipality turned a blind eye to this illegal appro
priation of public land and, as conditions worsened, 
even began to lend its support to the self-help effort. 
In 1916 the city council issued a legal summons for 
the cultivation of vegetables in ''w1r gardens" or 
Kriegsgmt.fisegilrten; and in the dry summer months the 
allotments were supplied with water from municipal 
fire trucks.111 As the war dragged on and rationing re
duced food supplies to starvation levels, the number of 
allotment gardens in Vienna increased dramatically. In 
1915 there were 3,000 allotment gardeners registered 
in the city; by 1918, 18,SOO. And by 1919 there were 
officially between 40,000 and 50,000 allotments in Vi
enna, though the number of unregistered subsistence 
gardeners was considerably higher, estimated at 
around t5o,ooo.u .. 

Soon the allotment gardens, particularly those lo
cated on the periphery of Vienna, began to transform 
into shantytowns (figure 2.26). First sheds for tools 
were converted into primitive shelters for small ani
mals-goats, pigs, and other livestock raised for food. 
Then toward the end of the war, as fuel and electricity 
became unavailable and public transportation ceased 
in the city, the gardeners themselves began to live on 
their allotments. Gradually sheds and stalls were ex
panded and converted into living space, families 
moved in, and the allotments became colonies of ur
ban settlers squatting on public land. Hans Kampff
meyer, who later became director of Vienna's 
settlement office, described this development .,Since 
in most of the cases the allotment gardeners had to 

travel long distances: from their homes to their gar
dens, it occurred to many of them to establish lodges, 
so that it would at least be possible to live in the gar
dens during the summer. Then the housing shortage 
forced many to stay in these huts through the winter 
as well. Whole shantytowns developed in this way."111 

Though conditions in the shantytowns, which gener
ally had neither electricity nor proper plumbing, were 
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primitive, they were hardly worse than in the city, 
where residents not only went without light and heat 

for much of the time but also without food in the last 

months of the war. 
The end of the hostilities did little to alleviate ei

ther the food or housing crisis in the city. Throughout 

the war economists and municipal officials had as

sumed that Vienna's wartime housing shortage was 

temporary, caused by the concenunion of war indus

tries in the capital and by the Rood of refugees from 

the beleaguered border provinces who had settled in 

Vienna in the early months of the war. Once the war 
was over, they reasoned, there would be a reverse mi

gration from the city, and the housing shortage would 

naturally disappear.116 This did not happen. 

The Austrian defeat and subsequent dissolution 

of the Habsburg Empire completely altered the ex

pected migration pattern and led to unforeseen popu

lation shifts. Large numbers of Czech laborers left 
Vienna for the factories of Moravia and Bohemia, but 

most of those who left had lived in Vienna (without 

their hmilies) as subtenants or bed-tenants. Those 

with families in Vienna tended to leave them behind 

until they had reesr.~blished themselves in their home

lands. The Czech emigration from Vienna thus low
ered the density of occupation, particularly in small 

apartments, but it did not significantly increase the 

housing supply in the city. At the same time, a reverse 
migration of Austrian civil servants, expelled from the 

Succession States, created a new demand for housing. 
The SO to 90 percent increase in marriages and num

ber of new households fonned immediately after the 

war further intensified the need.111 

Though the population of Vienna dropped from 

2,199,000 in 1914 to 1,841,)26 in 1920 (an attrition 

caused by war casualties, emigration, and the devts

rtting inftuenza epidemic of 1918, which claimed the 

lives of Viktor Adler, Otto Wagner, Gustav KJimt, 

Egon Schiele, and thousands more), the number of 

families living in the city increased by over 40,000 

during the same period."' By 1919, therefore, the 
housing shortage was no longer measured in terms of 
vacancies, since these had dwindled to almost nothing, 

but rather in terms of the numbers of absolutely 

homeless. Gradually, many of the homeless also 

moved to the periphery of the city and built makeshift 

shelcers on public land. Again the statistics are telling. 

In 1919therewerearound 14,000squaner-households 

on city-owned land; by 1921 there were over 
)0,000.119 

In general the "wild" settlers we.re bound by nei

ther ideology nor class. From all sttart of society, they 

included out-of-work laborers, war veterans, new im-
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migrants, government officials, intellectwlls, and of

fice workers-all those who bAd been forced into self

help by desperate circumstances and the failure of 

organized government to provide for its cirizens.140 

Many wild settlers, for example, were former civil ser

vants. Their plight was described by Ueutenant Wil

liam Otho Potwin Morgan, an American officer 

appointed to the Peace Commission in Vienna after 

the armistice: 

Before rhe war it was uid that 83'1. or the Vaennese de

pended on the government for employment and these were 

the large •middle-class." One morning they woke up and 

there was no government. These people had nowhere to 

tum. They knew no ttade. They were as unable to stand star

vation as city clerks anywhere. Their children were corre

spondingly weak u compared to the peasana. The strongest 

went to day labor and the weakest died, and rheir children as 

a whole suffered most. Needless to say, thi5 once solid 

middle-class is disappearing with this generation. A small 

band or them fonned a settlement. The government as

signed them a rocky and wooded hillside. This they cleared 

borrowing a few dollars From the Mission for dynamite to 

use on the stumps .... (N]o one would believe what they 

were able to do in a Few weeks .... seventy-five percent or 

these city men have developed heart trouble. What they have 

sacrificed to succeed in building this settlement can only be 

known to those who have seen them, and then individual 

cases oF Families add to the long list orVienna's privation and 

suffering.141 

Morgan, who had served in a machine gun battalion 

of the U.S. First Infantry Division {which had one of 

the highest casualty rates of all U.S. divisions), was 

profoundly affected by the hardship and suffering of 

the Viennese settlers, but he was also moved by their 

resourcefulness. In notes for an article intended for 

The New lhpublk, (but, it seems, never published) 

Morgan described two setdements founded by war in

valids: "In early spring of 1920, a body of I,SOO ex-

soldiers, 60% disabled, petitioned [the) Austrian govt. 

for land; were refused, and then marched to [the) em~ 

peror's hunting park, appropriated thirty acres, cleared 

the trees and built about twenty double houses from 

the stOnes of the park's high wall. At the entrance to 

the royal preserve now stands a simple stone slab 

erected by these soldiers naming their new city dle 
'City of Peace.'"•n 

The individual houses built by the settlers varied 

widely in size, accommodation, and architectural elab

oration, according to the skills and material resources 

of each settler-builder. Generally, however, the setders 

showed the same disregard for the city's building codes 

as they had for its legal prescriptions regarding land 

use. "Among them are many solidly built houses, 

though most are wooden shacks thrown together with 

all kinds of imaginable cheap materials:• Kampffineyer 

wrote.141 The guiding principle in all, however, was co 

occupy as little of the 100-300 square meter area of 

the allotment as possible in order to maximize the 

food-producing (and often revenue-producing) po

tential of the plot. 1+1 One such allotment was de
scribed in the Mztirnull Gtopph;r by an American 

journalist: 

On the edge or the ciry the traveler will come upon curious 

little patches or gardens, each with a makeshiFt Fence and a 

wooden building that looks like a child's playhouse. Women 

and children are weeding and carrying water. They do not 

waste ground by having paths, but step carefully between the 

plants. Blocks or scarlet poppies, raised For their delicious 

seeds, dot the hillside ...• rrlhere is no end to these garden 

home.s. They surround the ciry like a ragged girdle, and are 

the result or the housing Famine that has driven thousands or 

families to live here in huts, even in cold weather, where they 

add to the city's Food supply by raising vegetables about the 

Front door.'"'' 

Though neither the allotment garden nor the cot

tage settlement were new to Vienna, their synthesis in 
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the "wild" Siedhmgm was both novel and particular to 

Vienna at the time. Cottage settlements had been built 

before the war by the cooperative building societies 

that had access to the welfare housing fund. The allot

ment garden, an import from Germany where it was 
known as the Stbnbergtn1m after the Leipzig ortho
pedist Daniel Gottlieb Moritz Schreber (1808-1861}, 

who was credited (albeit falsely) with its introduction 

in his home city around 1860, 6rst appeared in Vienna 

in 1903/1904.Introduced in connection with the tum

of-the-century Lebemre.fonn and Bodennform move

ments (generally conservative, antiurban, nationalist, 
back-to-nature, and back-to-the-land movements), al

lotment gardening was originally promoted for recre

ational rather than productive purposes; as a respite 
from the "steinemen Stadt" (the city of stone).'""' 

Wohnl1mben or garden pavilions, used for storing tools, 

produce, and garden furniture, as well as for tempo

rary shelter and even part-time living in the summer, 

were standard features of Scbnber- or Kleingttrten allot

ments in both Germany and Austria. So too was the 

Schutzhnus, a central pavilion that wts a gathering 

place and a cross between "a miniature delicatessen 
stand and an open-air beer hall," where food and drink 

were dispensed. 147 

The transformation of the allonnent into a pri

marily productive working garden was a wtrtime de

velopment. Its preeminent posrwar proponent was the 
German landscape architect Leberecht Migge (1881-

1935), whose ideas regarding productive gardening 

were published in 1918, under the tide Jedermtmn 
Selbstwrstwgw (Etm'J'01'e Stif-mfficient; their inRuence 

in Vienna is considered in the next chapter). Migge's 

concern was for the countryside, which he believed 

needed to be protected from "colonization" by the 

city. Productive gardening, whereby "every family 

must be self-sufficient on its own land by cultivating 

irs own vegetables, fruit, and animal produce," would 
militate against the alienation of urban life; more im

portant, such gardening would transform the city into 

an autonomous entity so that it would neither en
croach upon nor exploit the adjoining countryside.1411 

The wild setdement and cultivation of Vienna's 

greenbelt during and immediately following World 

War I had little to do with the conservative Boden
reform (back-to-the-land) ideas that informed the 
German &brebergtlrten movement.,.., Rather, it was a 

direct consequence of Vienna's inability to provide 
nourishment and shelter for its urban population dur

ing and immediately after the war. The garden-cottage 

form of housing associated with these settlements was 
promoted in immediate postwar Vienna as an alterna

tive not to traditional forms of urban housing but to 

the socioeconomic organization of the city itself. The 

"wild" settlement movement represented a rejection 

of organized government, of the institutional and so

ciopolitical structure of the big city, but not necessar

ily an embrace of either the antiurban ideology of 

Bodenrefrmn or the anarcho-socialist call for the disso
lution of the city.ua Instead, as Peter Marcwe recog

nized, it was "the simple and logical product of dire 

necessity."151 

In the end, the lesson learned in Vienna from 

both World War I and the long history of official ne

glect that preceded it wts that improvement of the liv
ing conditions of the mass of urban poor in Vienna, 
was a matter not of techniques, or even of housing re

form, but rather of politics; that it wts necessary to 
gain control over, and transform, the social and eco

nomic structure of the city. As we will see in the next 

chapter, that process which began with the spontane

ous wild settlement of public land soon evolved into a 

highly organized cooperative settlement movement in 

Vienna that was a significant (though often neglected) 

precursor and countermodel to the Social Democrats' 

later program of municipal building. 

86187 







The wild settlement movement in Vienna was a direct consequence of the political and economic collapse that 

preceded Austria-Hungary's military defeat in World War I. Beginning in 1915, as the prospect of an early peace 
had faded and it became clear that neither the imperial bureaucracy nor the city administration was capable of 

providing shelter or enough food to sustain the two million inhabitants of the capital, private citizens took it 

upon themselves to find their own solution to the housing and food crisis. Squatting on public land, they built 

makeshift shelters and planted subsistence gardens on the outskirts of the city. By 1918 more than 100,000 people 

were living in shelters they had built themselves and from produce they were growing in vegetable gardens 

planted on public land. By this time 6.S million square meters had been turned into arable land and were being 

cultivated by 14,000 families. According to the allounent gardeners' newspaper, G111"tmfrt~mJ, the produce grown 

in 1918 amounted to 1,200 railway cars of vegetables and provided nourishment for 160,000 people.• Described 

by Peter Marcuse as "probably the most widespread example of physical self-help in housing in the twentieth 

century in an industrialized nation," the wild settlements were also an index of the catastrophic conditions in 

VieMa as it emerged from World War I bankrupt, diminished, its population on the brink of starvation.z 

In the period between 1919 and 1923, the wild Adolf Loos, Josef Frank, Margarete Lihottky, Franz 

Siedlungm began to stabilize into more pennanent Schuster, Gustav Scheu, Max Ermers. and Otto Neu-

communities, and the settlers began to organize them- rath-who were sympathetic to garden city ideas but 

selves politicaUy and economically into cooperative who also strongly supported the Social Democrats' so-

associations that took it upon themselves to grow their cial and economic policy for Vienna. As a result, the 

own food, produce their own building materials, and settlements they produced were very different from 

construct and manage their own housing. In VieMa the ownership-oriented suburban SieJitmgm built in 

and Austria as a whole this was a period of continued Central Europe before the war. Radically independent 

economic instability, of uncontrollable inflation and of bourgeois structures, the Viennese settlements were 

currency devaluation. It was also a time of political un- antipicturesque, urban, and inextricably bound ro the 

certainty, when the Social Democrats' stams in the cultivation of food! 
federal government, as well as Vienna's status and fu-
ture dimensions as city and state hung in the balance. 

Until Austria's monetary and constirutional crises 

were finally resolved in 1922, it was impossible for the 

municipality of Vienna to fonnulate a coherent hous

ing program, much less to begin building on any sig

nificant scale. The immediate postwar years were 

therefore a period of indecision and doubt on the part 

of city and state authorities, whose sporadic and piece

meal interventions contrasted sharply with the vig

orous antigovernment activity of the settlers and 

cooperative associations. 

The cooperative settlement movement itself took 

an entirely different direction from the Sietlhmgm and 

garden suburb developments in Germany. It was 

shaped by architects and intellectuals-including 

MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY MEASURES On 3 De

cember 1918, when the provisional Vienna City 

Council assembled for the first time since the end of 

the war, the Social Democratic Party declared that 

along with increasing food supplies and reforming the 

electoral, education, and youth welfare systems in the 

city, alleviating the housing crisis was an immediate 

priority of the new council.4 But for the time being, 

the Austrian currency crisis made it impossible for ei

ther city or state to do any sort ofbuilding.s The mu

nicipality was able to provide only a small amount of 

provisional shelter in Vienna; some 2,000 dwellings in 

renovated military barracks and other existing build

ings.' The city's most effective measures during this 

period were aimed at the forced redistribution of the 
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existing living space in Vienna. The first intervention 
of this kind was the requisition of "underutilized'" 
space in private dwellings with more than three rooms, 
with the "surplus,. assigned to the homeless. 7 Though 
a substantial amount of living space was reallocated 
through requisitioning, the Social Democrats never 
regarded this as more than an emergency measure to 

relieve a crisis. Furthermore, redistribution did no1 
significandy increase supply, and the demand for 
housing in Vienna was continuing to rise. Berween 
1922 and 1924 the number of registered home seekers 
increased from 42,642 to 68,17S.' 

GUSTAV SCHEU AND THE WILD SETTLEMENT 
MOVEMENT The most urgent task facing the new 
municipal administration was regulation of the wild 
settlements. In p~rticular, officials were concerned 
that settlement of the Vienna's protected green spaces 
would transfonn the city's prized JJi/d- und Wiesm
giirtrl {belt of forest and meadows) into a "belt of tim
ber sheds and gypsy villages" if measures were not 
taken to regulate and control the movement.9 

In May 1919 jacob Reumann appointed his friend 
and fellow Social Democratic city councillor Gustav 
Scheu (187S-193S) as advisor on housing matters (Be

rater in Fnzgm du Wobmmgswsm). Scheu was to play a 
major role in early housing policy. A lawyer by profes
sion, he had impeccable socialist credentials and was 
both knowledgeable about and active in housing re
form. His father, josef Scheu, had been a founding 
member of the Austrian Social Democratic Party. 10 

His uncle, Andreas Scheu, had been closely involved 
with the Scottish Social Democratic Party and in 1883 
had joined William Morris, in voting for a public 
housing policy in Britain." Before the war Scheu and 
his wife, the writer Helene Scheu-Reisz, had become 
acquainted with Ebenezer Howard and other leading 
6gures in the garden city movement in England and 
Germany, and they had embraced its philosophy. 
Scheu himself was a founding member of the Zentral-

stelle ftlr Wohnungsrefonn in Osterreich, and during 
the war he had been one of the authors of rent control 
legislation in Austria. 

Gustav Scheu's own ideas regarding a Social 
Democratic housing program for Vienna were 6rst 
published in a programmatic essay, "Zur Wohnungs
refonn" ("On Housing Refonnj, which appeared in 
DerSaziaklemolmlt in Aprill919, a few weeks before 
the first postwar municipal elections in Vienna.'z 
Scheu proposed that the city not participate direcdy 
in the production of housing but instead promote 
housing by attending to the related traffic and trans
portation problems: providing rapid transit service be
tween center and periphery and supplying areas to be 
developed for new housing construction with streets, 
sewage, water, gas, electricity, and other necessary ur
ban infrastructure. Regarding building type, Scheu 
proposed low-rise single-family row houses with gar

dens in peripheral areas, where building land was plen
tiful and cheap. But since the municipality already 
owned a significant amount of inner-city land, Scheu 
proposed that building should begin within the city, 
where urban apartment blocks should be favored, be
cause of the high land values and urban character of 
these districts (and because the municipality could 
proceed rapidly since it already owned the land).u On 
the one hand, Scheu's proposal reRects the fact that 
circulation and public transponation were still major 
problems in Vienna.•~ On the other hand, it also seems 
clear that Scheu, like other members of the Zentral
stelle fur Wohnungsrefonn, favored the decentraliza
tion of housing and the development of oudying areas 
where extensive tracts of land were available and not 
burdened with high city taxes. 

In many ways Scheu's proposal differed little from 
prewar proposals for the planned expansion ofVienna 
put forward by the bourgeois Zmtnzl.mlle and Chris
tian Socialist city administration.'5 These were to a 
large extent informed by the ideas of Adolf Da
maschke, founder of the conservative Bund Deutscher 90191 
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Bodenreformer (Union of Gennan Land Refonners) 

in 1898.16 Opposed to speculative urban land develop

ment in metropolitan building zones, the BumJ main

tained that such zones should be put to collective use. 

Yet Damaschke and the Botlennformer never proposed 

the abolition of private ownership but advocated in

stead the wide distribution oflanded property, reason

ing that if people who lived in large cities could own 

property within the city, they would feel "rooted" in 

its soil. Wide distribution of urban land was seen as a 

means not only of combating urban alienation but of 

resolving class conflict. In other words, while rejecting 

land speculation, the Bodmrtformer proposed no radi

cal change to the existing social structure. Like other 

conservative tum-of-the-century refonn groups, in

cluding the Htim~rtsthutz (preservation of the home

land) movement, which was dedicated to preserving 

the unadulterated national culture of the German (or 

Austrian) counttyside, the ideology of Botlnmform was 

essentially anti-big city, anti-rental apanment house 

living, and p~home ownership, favoring indigenous 

forms of construction and architecture. Though less 
nationalistic and racialist than the Htimtltschutz back

to-the-land movement, it was eqm1lly conservative po
litically and economicallyY 

Where Scheu's program differed radically from 

the proposals of the Bodmrifunn groups was in the 

techniques he proposed: expropriation of available 

building land in the city for municipal uses, acquisi

tion of interests in the large insurance institutions for 

investment in communal housing construction, man

agement of construction through an efficiendy orga

nized municipal building office that would coordinate 

the building operations of cooperative building socie

ties, supervision of the production and distribution of 

building materials, and, finally, establishment of a sys

tem of tenant self-government for the administration 

of the new housing. The role of the Gemtimlt (munici

pality) was to provide funds, land, public transporta

tion, and urban infrasttucrure. All the rest, including 

the design and construction of the buildings them

selves, would be carried out by cooperative building 

societies.18 Scheu's program also departed from the 

methods proposed by the Social Democrats before the 
war (sec-chapter 1), when they had favored the direct 

participation of the municipality in the construction 

of housing, rather than limiting the involvement of the 

municipality to "town planning questions" (stildttlmu

litbt Fmgen). 
Scheu's housing refonn proposals are significant. 

Published in an official organ of the Viennese Social 

Democratic party, by a city council member, on the 

eve of a municipal election, they can be assumed to 

represent if not the official position of the party itself, 

then one that it evidently endorsed; Scheu's proposals 

were also the first indicl[ion since 1914 of the meth

ods the Social Democrats intended to employ to com

bat the housing problem in Vienna. What led to this 

change of policy? Cenainly the state of the city's fi

nances in 1919 made it difficult to contemplate the or

ganization of large-scale building operations. But the 

shift: was also ideological, and Scheu and the Social 
Democratic leadership, particularly the new mayor ja

cob Reumann, were clearly influenced by English gar

den city ideas of cooperative ownc1-ship and 
management.19 

In 1919 Scheu also participated in organizing an 
Austrian branch of the Garden City Association, 

known as the Gennan-Austrian Garden City Associa

tion (Deutschosterreichische Gartenstadtgesellschaft:); 

it was founded on 4 May 1919, the day the Social 

Democratic Party came to power in Vienna. Unlike 

its Gennan counterpan, the Austrian association was 

committed to Howard's original cooperative concep

tion of the garden city: common ownership of land, 

exclusion of private property, production based on co

operative rather than competitive, capitalist prin

ciples.zo The Gennan Gtntensbtdtgue/Jsd111ft, founded 

in 1902 (by among others Hans Kampffmeyer, who 

later became director of the Settlement Office in Vi-
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enna), had by 1919 moved away from the more radical 
tenets of Howard's program and become decidedly re
visionist. Committed to using the means and tech
niques of capitalism-"to stand on the shoulders of 
the capitalist economy .•. in order to advance beyond, 
and thus overcome, the problems brought about by 
capitalism"-it was progressive only in the sense that 
it did not promote a return to a precapitalist econ
omy.ll The Austrian association, in contrast-and the 
Viennese branch in particular-attracted socialists as 
well as progressive architects and intellectuals, includ
ing Adolf Loos and the journalist and art historian 
Max Enners.U Throughout the 1920s, the Scheu resi
dence in the Vienna suburb of Hietting (XIII), which 
was a gathering place for left-leaning intellectuals and 
artists (including among others Eugenic Schwarzwald, 
philanthropiSt and feminist educator, and the writer 
Robert Musil, author of TIN Mtm vithout Qu11lities), 
also functioned as the intellectual and spiritual center 
of the Austrian garden city movement, whose adher
ents regularly assembled there. The house itself, de
signed for Scheu and his wife by Adolf Loos in 1912, 
was, significantly, the first of Loos's stepped terrace 
houses, a type he was later to develop for multiple-unit 
worker housing in Vienna.u 

The Social Democratic leadership may also have 
been inspired by the example of Amsterdam, where a 
relationship between Social Democratic municipal au
thority and cooperative building societies (much like 
that proposed by Scheu) had resulted in the exemplary 
development of Amsterdam South.z.t Whatever the 
reason, Social Democrats' housing policy took a new 
direction after Scheu's appointment as housing 
advisor. 

GfNEIIALSifD1UNGSPIAN COMPEDTION Scheu's 
first task was to develop an extension plan for Vienna, 
which the city adntinisb'ation assumed would soon be
come a province independent of Lower AUSb'ia and 
thereafter expand dramatically in size.!' The extension 

plan was to prepare for this eventuality and to address 
Vienna's housing problem, which, Scheu maintained, 
would remain "insoluble if considered separately from 
the social conditions that had created it"-that is, if it 
were considered as a planning rather than as a social 
and political problem.u 

Instead of appointing an architect (as the Amster
dam council had appointed H. P. Berlage in 1900) to 

draw up a plan, Scheu decided to hold a limited com
petition for the development of a GenemlsitdhmfiPI•" 
(general settlement plan) that could be used as a model 
for future development of the city.17 Scheu's aspira
tions for the competition, aMounced in the Arlni~ 
Zritrmg in February 1920, were to develop a unified 
plan for the construction of "flourishing garden cities 
•.. in and around Vienna." "With.reprd to the pres
ent competition," Scheu noted, "the question is not 
metropolis or town (Grossst.dt oder Klrinstt~dt); rather 
we start from the position that Vienna will continue 
to exist as a metropolis, but one that can also develop 
in a healthy maMer."21 By the end of February 1920, 
six architects had been invited: five Viennese-Alfred 
Keller, Robert Oerley. Adolf Loos, and the partners 
Siegfried Theiss and HansJaksch-and one German, 
Heinrich Tessenow. The criteria for selection (never 
fully articulated) would seem to have been a combi
nation of professional staNre and previous Sitdhmg 
work. With the exception of Adolf Laos, all of the in
vited architects were either officers of professional 
associations, high-placed city officials, or university 
professors. (Loos had foWlded his own Ihnutbulr, or 
school of architecture, in 1912.)29 

Tessenow, of course, had the greatest renown as a 
theoretician and the most distinguished record of 
achievement in Sitdlung planning and small house de
sign. His collaboration (beginning in 1909) with Her
mann Muthesius and Richard Riemerschmid at 
Hellerau, the garden city outside Dresden, had gained 
him an international reputation, as. well as a chair at 
the Kunstgewerbeschule (School of Applied Arts) in "'"' 



Vienna, a position he held from 1913 to 1919, when 

he returned to Dresden.10 Tessenow had written his 

two most impomnt books on house design and the 
city while teaching in Vienna: Hau.sbm. uml tlergleicben 
(Honse Building and Smb Thing, 1916}, his personal 

design credo and a primer of principles for the design 
of"small houses,N and Handwerlt umJ Kleinstadt (Htmdi
cmft tmd the Small City. 1919). The latter, written in the 

last year of the war, was a discourse on (among other 

things) the proper scale of urban life; Tessenow sug
gested that the middle-sized town (Kleinstndt) of 

20,000 to 60,000 inhabitants (unlike the Gromtndt or 

Dtnf, metropolis or village} allowed for the integration 
of the intellectual and physictl dimensions of work 

and life. 
According to the competition brief, each architect 

was asked to develop plans for a model Siedlung of 

1,000 cottages; this entailed a site plan showing the 

entire Sietllung and designs for individual houses, in

cluding proposals for exterior treatment, materials, 

and interior furnishing. The propo511ls were to reflect 

a knowledge not only of loctl housing and building 

techniques, but also of developments in foreign coun
tries. The choice of site, site plan, housing typology, 

and size of attached garden were left entirely to the 
architects, as were the "aestheticN character and inte

rior organization of the houses themselves. The guid

ing principle in all was economy; to be as inexpensive 
as possible.JI 

In the meantime, a new Division of Social Policy 

and Housing {Verwaltungsgruppe fUr Sozialpolitik 

und Wohnungswesen), under Gustav Scheu as nmts
fiihrmtler Stntltmt (alderman}, was created in April 

1920 to expedite the projected plans. Max Ermers

journalist, art historian, head of the new town

planning section of the Institute of Art History at 

Vienna University, and close friend of Scheu and 

Loos-was appointed advisor for settlement housing 

(Referent for Siedhmgrwesm}, a newly created position 
with a special mandate to organize a Settlement Office 

(Siedlungsamt). 

But within a few weeks a series of events brought 

the city's planning activities to a standstill, and Er

mers's objective to build 41,000 cottages was never 

realized.n In early June 1920 the Social Democrats 

were forced out of the federal coalition government. 

This greatly weakened the party's position in the 

negotiations regarding Vienna's expansion. By 10 June 

the negotiations had reached an impasse and the Social 

Democrats' chief negotiator, Karl Renner, resigned. 

Shortly thereafter, Gustav Scheu, no doubt discour

aged by this sequence of events, stepped down as Stlld
trnt fiir m,Jmunpesen in order to resume his legal 

practice. (According to the city's newly ratified consti
tution, a St11dtrnt was a politictl appointee and as such 

was not permitted to also practice law as well. Scheu 

did, however, remain on the city council until1923.) 

Scheu's resignation in June 1920 scunled the city's 

settlement plans. The Gmemlriedhmy;pltm competi

tion did not nke place; and neither the Sietlhmgspltm 
itself nor Vienna's expansion plan was developed any 
further.u Scheu was replaced by Julius Griinwald, a 

son-in-law of Jacob Reumann, who accomplished little 
before the position was abolished and the department 
itself restructured in September 1922.'~ 

SEmERs• DEMONSTRATIONS The absence of 

strong leadership in the housing authority after Scheu 
had departed, combined with uncertainty about where 

Vienna's municipal boundaries would eventually be 

drawn, resulted in a stalemate. The housing author

ity's prolonged inaction led to two massive demonstra

tions in Vienna. The first, on 26 September 1920, 

involved fifty thousand settlers and allotment garden

ers carrying placards inscribed with their demands: 

that the city provide land, either through expro

priation or by leasing city-owned property at reduced 

rates to the settlers, and immediately change the build

ing code to legalize the wild Siedhmgen. They as

sembled in front of the RBthmu, chanting "Give us 

land, wood, and stone, and we will make bread out of 

it!"JS The settler's demands were not met. Only weeks 
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later, on 20 October 1920, Lower Austria officially 

split apart. Expansion of the metropolitan area was no 
longer possible, but Vienna did not yet have the full 

legislative powers of a state or BundtSbmd (which it ac

quired only on I january 1922). On) April1921, the 

settlers once again took to the streets. A second dem

onstntion was held in front of city hall, larger and bet

ter organized than the first. No longer a motley 

assembly of otherwise unaffiliated squatters and allot
ment gardeners, the demonstrators this time rep

resented a politically organized union of cooperative 

settlement associations.'6 

By 1921 the settlement movement itself was no 

longer "wild." Many of the original squatters and sub

sistence gardeners had decamped when conditions in 
Vienna began to improve in spring 1919. The re

maining settlements stabilized into more permanent 

communities with their own systems of cooperative 

self-government. After 1919, the majority of settlers 

were better-paid skilled workers, who had skills useful 

to the community and were active in the labor move

ment, the Social Democratic party, and the tnde 

unions.'' They brought not only political engagement 

to the settlement movement but also methods oflabor 

organization that radically changed it from a sponta
neous self-help effon into a union whose purposes 

went far beyond the production and management 

of settlement housing." In 1921 one of the leaders of 
the cooperative movement declared, "To work for the 

Sitdlung is to work for Socialism. We Marxist and 
labor union-trained proletarians . . . today are the 

standard-bearers of the settlement movement."" 

THE COOPERATIVE SmLEMENT ASSOCIATIONS 

Initially the settlement associations had been rather 

loosely conceived cooperative self-help societies, 

whose structure w.~s determined by a shonage of cash 

and the need to economize on building costs. As an 

alternative to paying a deposit or making some other 
cash investment (as was customary in cooperatives 

elsewhere in Europe), settlers could contribute their 

own labor(figure ).I). A minimum of tO to 15 percent 

of the total estimated building costs were provided by 
the direct labor of the settlers themselves. On average, 

each settler worked 1,600 hours, in this way covering 

up to 80 percent of the labor costs and 30 percent of 

the total building costs. The remaining financing was 

provided by government loans.• The division and or

ganization of the labor. was determined by the skills of 

the settlers themselves. The required participation in 

construction naturally privileged settlers with profes

sional training in the building ttades, and they had 

preferred status within the societies. Anistic skills 

were also recognized, and painters and craftsmen con

tributed murals and ornamental stucco work as fonns 

of payment. 
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Many of the settlers, however, had neither special 

skills nor training. Unskilled labor, which included 

mbdng cement, building formwork, quarrying stone, 

and other aspects of site preparation, was carried 

out by men and women, with heavy and light work 

apportioned according to individual strength rather 

than sex. Working hours were Rexible. The unem

ployed could contribute their time during nonnal 

work hours. Those who were employed generally 

contributed four hours at the end of a regular eight

hour workday {legislated in 1919), and eight hours a 

day on the weekends.4 • 

Work on the site was described by an American 

observer writing for the Nt~titmal Geographic: "thou

sands of women and children are working continually 

in several settlements on the outskirts ofVienna, earn

ing their future homes. They make bricks, dig founda

tions, sift sand, and mix mortar. On Saturday and 

Sunday the men arrive and work from dawn til dark." 

In one of the first settlements built by war invalids 

in the imperial hunting grounds of SchOnbrunn Pal

ace, .,the park walls were pulled down for material with 

which to build the first houses. The bricks, each 

stamped with the double eagle of the Hab.sburgs, will 

now help to shelter the human wrecks that fought in 

vain to preserve the great empire."4l 

Lieutenant Morgan described work at a different 

settlement known as Siedlung Hirschstetten, which 

was founded by war invalids; 

The work or building is slow and laborious .•.. They first 
built a road, then began the digging or Foundations, ac

cording to splendid blueprint plans. The bricks were hauled 

in wheelbarrows from the Fortress, some cement was pur

chased and momr made with nearby sand. The screening or 
the sand and mixing of the mortar is done by the women who 

are able to contribute more hours than the men. They may 

be seen on any day and all day building roads, shovelling in 

the Foundations, carrying bricks and helping in almost every 

phase or the work. Nothing smps these senlers. Many ex-

soldiers with both legs gone would ask for sympathy and 

richly deserve it, but there is none to be given in Austria. 

These soldiers work under all conditions, and to see a man 

with two wooden legs carrying an annful of bricks up an im

provised ladder is but one example of the many; Tuberculosis 

is their worst enemy and provided they do not overwork, as 

they too often do, the open air labor generally improves 

them . .u 

The labor contributed by the settlers went into 

the construction of their own houses and also of the 

institutional buildings in which facilities serving the 

entire community were housed. These included child

care centers, meeting halls, schools, churches, the
aters, and concert halls. The houses themselves were 

cooperatively built and collectively owned with the 

tide retained by the settlement society. Settlers could 

bequeath houses to family members, but could only 

sell to the association.+~ Lieutenant Morgan described 

the case of "One old man [who] was building roads 

and had contributed 1,1 00 hours, he was not a skilled 

laborer except with a shovel, being a· boiler-room 

fireman for several years. Upon completion of I,SOO 

hours he would own a house in behalf of his son who 

had had a severe wound in his face and was unable to 

work:141 

Before 1921 all the work was done by the settlers 

themselves. Soon, however, it became necessary to 

contract work out to skilled labor. Morgan noted the 

Among the settlers there [are) a goodly number of machinists 

and carpenters but in addition labor must be hired to hasten 

the bricklaying and certain other skilled work such as tiling 

the roofs. The difficulties encountered can not be described 

and scarcely visualized. When the government loans money 

to the settlers it must be converted into a commodity or ma

terial the same day so that the falling value ohnoney will not 

shrink the loan. The senlers save from their wages a few 

cents a week and when they use these cents to buy a shovel 
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at the end of the week, they find that the value of the cent 

has depreciated and they cannot buy the shovel. This works 

more severely when larger sums of money are handled,.,. 

One consequence wu an important alliance between 

the settlements and the trade unions. At 6rst, the 
unions had been hostile toward the self-help move

ment, seeing it as not only a violation of the (hard

fought) eight-hour day but also as a threat to the 

unions themselves, depriving their members of work. 
Critical of the settlers' workmanship, union leaders 

also objected to the "property fanaticism" of the set

dement movement and the settlers' use of their "lei

sure" time for acquiring "private property" rather than 

engaging in political activity.~7 Soon, however, mem

bers of the construction unions contracted with the 

settlement · cooperatives for carpentry and other 

slcilled work; they formed their own ''workers' build

ing cooperatives.N one of the largest of which, founded 

in 1921, was named Grundstein (foundation stone). 

In 1921 some 2,200 workers were employed in such 

cooperatives, and from that time on the settlement 

movement had the full support of the unions.~• This 

development had interesting consequences, as Mor

gan noted: 

It cannot be emphasized too much that a most interesting 

point of view among the working men is developing. They 

are workers for eight hours and "capitalists" the rest of the 

rime. The speed with which they work is astonishing. The 

labor which they hire is hurried from morning to night be

cause for instance the wages of bricklayers went up 70 per

cent on july 7, 1922, and up 40 percent on july 14th. The 

settlers must pay for this with their own savings from the 

previous week\1 pay before their wages also go up, or from 

government money loaned previously before the further de

preciation of currency.: Wages are based on the government 

cost of living issued weekly and automatically rise as the 

money drops in value. These settlers however are learning 

economics as no other group in the world are learning it. 

There is no theory mixed up with them in any fonn 

whatever."" 

The socioeconomic theory that did underlie the 

organization of the cooperative settlement asso

ciations, certainly rro~ 1921 on, derived from the 

economic reform ideas of English guild socialism, 

according to which the settlers were to be both the 

producers and consumers of their own housing, social 

institutions, and food. In this Otto Neurath (1882-

1945)-economist, philosopher of mathematics, mem

ber of the Vienna Circle, and socialist who had served 

in the Bavarian revolutionary government in 1919 and 

embraced the settlers' cause as a project of socializa

tion from below-played a key role, as he did in so 

many other aspects of Red Vienna's municipal pro

gra.m.J0 In 1921 Neurath, who was then secretary of 

the ForschungsinstiCut fur Gemeinwirrschaft (Re

search Institute for Socialization), helped found the 
Siedlungs- Wohnungs- und Baugilde Osterreichs 

(Settlement, Housing, and Consttuction Guild of 

Austria). 51 Organized along guild socialist lines of 

self-government, the Btmgi/Jr brought together the 
Austtian Tenants Union, Union or Settlement and 

Allotment Associations, and Central Union or Con

struction Workers. u An organization or 400,000 

people, the Btntgi/Jr coordinated the building and 

maintenance activities of the cooperative building as

sociations. It established a centralized organization for 

purchasing building materials, furniture, and insur

ance; a number or building and agricultural bureaus, 

which provided settlers with technical advice on de

sign, consttuction, and interior decoration, as well as 

on farming and animal husbandry; a bank; and a 

settlement museum.11 

Neurath was also insttumental in founding the 
Ausuian Union of Settlements and Allotment Gar

dens (Osterreichischer Verband fur Siedhmgs- und 

Kleingartenwesen, or OVSK) in-September 1921, and 

he was its fim general secretary. The OVSK, a branch ..,, 
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organization of the Baugillh, was the central organiza
tion of the settlement associations and had its own 

building office (see further below). The OVSK also 
had educational programs for settlers, which included 
lectures and courses on a variety of subjects related to 
settlement housing design and theory taught by Otto 
Neurath, Max Enners, Adolf Loos, Margarete Li
hottky, Josef Frank, Hans Kampffineyer, and others.'4 

After his term as city councillor ended in 1923, Gustav 
Scheu ran the OVSK's legal protection agency 
(R«htmb"""'dl•) until 1934. In 1922 the OVSK had 
around 50,000 members belonging to 230 different 
associations. 55 

In 1921 a non profit building enterprise-the 
Public Utility Settlement and Building Material 
Corporation (Gemeinwirtschaftlichen Siedlungs
und Baustoffanstalt), known as the GESIBA-was 
founded. Owned joindy by the municipality and the 
cooperative settlement associations, the GESIBA 

bought building materials centrally at prices under 
municipal control and carried out the construction of 
the settlement housing. The GESIBA also organized 
five immensely popular Allotment Garden and Settle
ment Housing Exhibitions, which took place annually 
from 1921 on the Rathausplatz in front of city hall; 
they showcased full-scale model houses, with interiors 
designed and furnished by architects in the OVSK 
Bnubfiro and city-run Siedlungsamt (see below). 56 

"GROSSE ARCHITEKTSN FOR KLEINE HAUSER," 

IIG ARCHmCTS FOR LITTLE HOUSES: ADOLF 

LOOS AND THE SIEDLUNGSAMT, 1921-1921 By 

1921 the settlement movement had garnered the sup
port of the mayor and a number of Social Democratic 

politicians, as well as the left-leaning architects, jour
nalists, and intellectuals-Adolf Loos, Margarete 
Lihotzky, Max Enners, and Otto Neurath-who at
tended the second large settlers' demonstration in 
front of city hall on 3 April 1921 and helped to publi

cize its cause. 

Loos and Lihotzky had attended the first demon
stration in 1920, at which Loos saluted the crowd, 
"Hut ab vor den Siedlem!" (hats off to the settlers!), 
and called for a new "Siedhmg-oriented" development 
plan for Vienna. 57 According to Lihotzky, Loos was 
"the only architect who understood the idea of the set
dement movement!'51 In fact Loos had been enlisted 
into the settlement movement by Scheu and Ermers 
earlier in 1920; he worked for several months as an 
unsalaried advisor to the housing department, locating 
and examining potential building sites, preparing site 
and house plans as well as working drawings for the 
cooperatives, and making himself available to settlers, 
who streamed into the Siedlungsamt offices (tempo
rarily located in the former town palace of Prince 
Eugen on the Ringstrasse) in search of design and 
planning advice." 

On the day the second demonstration took place, 
Loos published an article in Dit Nmt Fnit Prust tided 
"'Der 1tg der Siedler" ("The Day of the Settlers"). It 
presented the settlers' cause in tenns of the national 
economy: "The allotment garden saves not only the 
people but the state. It will be the task of the state to 
best exploit the industrious labor to which a part of 
the city's inhabitants will voluntarily subject itself, for 
the general good. The work of the allotment garden
ers produces food, which would otherwise have to be 
imported. The allotment gardeners ofVienna in 1920 
have produced one billion crowns worth of food.1160 

For that reason alone, Loos asserted, it was imperative 
that the municipality grant land to all workers who 

wanted to grow food in their leisure time. But to do so, 
he argued, the proletarian gardener had to live close 
to his garden. The combination of house and working 
garden would not only allow the worker to make pro
ductive use of his leisure time but would transform the 

home itself from a place of retreat into a center of pro

duction. The working-class family could thereby 
become the autonomous subject of this domestic 

economy; As the locus of food production and con-
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sumption, the working-garden house would stabilize 
the proletarian family, gathering its members around 
the dining table and reversing the trend al"long Vien
nese workers roward taking their meals outside the 
home (according to Loos, 80 percent of Viennese 
working-class did families did not regularly eat to

gether). Thus, Loos claimed, by granting the worker 
land, the municipality was also granting him his table. 

This second settlers' demonstration produced im
mediate results. On IS April1921, twelve days after 
the cooperative associations had marched on city hall, 
a law (long supponed by the Social Democrats) was 
finally passed in the National Assembly to create 
a Federal Housing and Setdement Fund (Bundes 
Wohn-und Siedlungsfonds) that would provide the 
settlement associations with building subsidies. The 
Siedlungsamt, which was charged with allocating land, 
disuibuting building credits to the cooperatives, pro
viding assistance with design and building control, and 
generally handling matters of settlers' welfare, was 
created on 24 May 1921 to deal specifically with set
tlement housing.61 

Max Enners, who had become increasingly frus
b'ated by the bureaucracy in city hall, resigned as Rtf

~-mt fib· SitdlrmtpJUDl and was succeeded by one of 
the founding members of the German Garden City 
Movement, Hans Kampffmeyer (1876-1932).61 Kam
pffmeyer had been associated with the Forschungsins
titut fiir Gemeinwirtschaft, where he met Neurath and 
worked with him to develop the Btzugildt structure." 
He was best known in Vienna, however, for his "Frie
denstadt" (city of peace) proposal of 1918, in which 
he suggested that a fitting memorial to Germany's war 
dead would be the construction of a setdement and 
model garden city for war veterans to be named "Frie
denstadt." Kampffmeyer was first invited to Vienna in 
1920 to help with the planning of an Austrian settle
ment of this kind on the grounds of Sch6nbrunn 
Palace."' 

The architectural direction of the Siedlungsamt, 
however, was entrusted to Adolf Leos, who was its 

chief architect from May 1921 until June 1924. Dur
ing that period Loos played a significant part in de
termining the architectural and ideological character 
ofVienna's Sitdlrmgen. As the Siedlungsamt's architec
tural authority, he established design and planning 
guidelines and vetted all the schemes produced and 
approved by the Settlement Office.'' 

Settlement Zoning Plan Leos's first undertaking as 
chief architect was to draw up an Allotment Garden 
and Settlement Zoning Plan for Vienna (Kleinganen 
und Siedlunpzone im Generalregulierungsplan fOr 
Wien), designating certain areas for settlement and al
lotment purposes. According to this plan (figure 3.2), 
approved by the city council on 15 july 1921, 1,215 
hectares (3000+ acres) of city-owned land were allo
cated for settlement housing, and another 710 hect
ares (approximately 1,900 acres) for allotment 
gardens. Three principal suburban areas-northeast, 
southeast, and west of the city center--were zoned for 
one- and two-story (above ground) buildings and pro
tected from the encroachment of taller high-density 
construction." The streetcar lines were extended, and 
those which had not already been convened were elec
trified.'7 New houses in the settlement zones were ex
empt from certain taxes, and the city (like the federal 
government) provided funds in the form of loans 
through the short-lived Wohnungs- und Siedlungs
fonds (Housing and Settlement Fund).018 The settle
ments in each of these areas were grouped together 
administratively into Grossgmosrensdmftm, or greater 
cooperative associations, comprising local groups 
(Orugrnppm). 

"Wohnen Lemen!" One of the most urgent tasks of 
the Siedlungsamt, according to Loos, was to establish 
design and construction guidelines for the settlement 
housing. Much of the early settlement housing was 
judged to be unsighdy as well as unsafe. The houses 
constructed during and after the war had been built 
without regard for the existing building codes and 
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with substandard materials {ETSJuz/mrn»tism).69 Along 
with quality control in construction, it was felt that 
planning and design also needed to be brought under 
the purview of the municipality. 

In Hans Kampffmcyer's view, the problem was 
unfamiliarity with the principles of planning settle
ments. Those principles were founded on a concep
tion of the Siedlung as an architectonic unity-an 
urban ensemble of streets, squares, gardens, and build
ings, not an assemblage of individually conceived 
houses. Sitt/hmgdesign for Kampffmeyer was a matter 
of Plntzhildung (place making) according to the prin
ciples of Camillo Sitte's Btlmtnmgspllm (volumetric 
plan).70 

For Loos, the problem was cultural, and therefore 
a question of typology rather than of urban plan.71 

"To become settlers;• Loos wrote in 1921, "we have to 
leam to live .. as settlers. "'What should a settlement 
house look like? ... We must start with the garden. 
The garden is primary; the house secondary. The gar
den will naturally be the modern garden. It should be 
small, 200 square meters at the most. The smaller the 
garden, •.. the more rationally it will be laid out, and 
the more productive it will be."n 

Of primary significance, Loos determined, are the 
waste disposaVcollection facilities and work spaces
the Abort (toilet), tool and animal sheds, work space, 
and washroom-all of whlch were to be located in, or 
oriented toward, the garden. The Abon in particular 
{which was to be a latrine, not a water closet) was to 

be removed from the living space of the house and lo
cated in the garden, where its contents could be con
vened into fertilizer.71 Within the house, day and 
night activities were to be spatially separated. Daytime 
activities were allocated to the ground Roor in the 
large living room/kitchen (Wohnltiicbe), in the work 
spaces, and in the garden. The upper floor with bed
rooms and clothes closets was exclusively for sleeping 
and was not to be used during the day. 

With regard to site planning and orientation, 
Loos's recommendations were at variance with both 
Kampffmeyer's Sitteesque principles of urban com
position and the Gennan prescriptions for siting 
row-block consbuction (Uilmlnm), which were later 
adopted by the Congres lntemationaux d'Architec
ture Modemc (CIAM)-that it be aligned with the 
cardinal points and oriented east-west.H Since for 
Loos the garden, not the interior space of the house, 
was of primary significance, the streets rather than the 
houses were to be oriented east-west, so that the long, 
narrow vegetable gardens, following the recommen
dation of allotment-garden experts-in particular, 
Leberecht Migge-would be aligned with~ cardinal 
points and would have sun all day." Migge lectured 
in Vienna in 1922 and 192 3 at the invitation of the 
Siedlungs:amt and OVSK; even before that time his 
ideas had been embraced by settlers as well as by mu
nicipal officials. 76 As they assimilated Migge's ideas re

garding the Nutz.gtmm (productive garden), they 
accepted one of the principal tenets of his garden the
ory: that the Nutzprtm (figure 3.3) was an urban gar
den fonn. Whether or not the city is hannful, Migge 
wrote in 1919, "the reality is that it exists, and [it] must 
therefore be made suitable for habitation."77 Particu
larly for the working classes, who were especially vul
nerable to fluctuations in the economy, the Nutzgnrtm 
provided the means for reducing the family's financial 
burden, increasing its living space, and broadening its 
sphere of social regeneration. 78 

Loos's settlement houses were all row houses in 
whlch the WoJmkiiche, the principal living/work space 
of the house, and as many bedrooms as possible faced 
south. If located on the north side of the street, the 
houses were relatively narrow with work rooms facing 
north onto the garden and the Wohnlrfkbe facing"south 
toward the street. If located on the south side of the 
street, the houses were wider ~ince both Wohnltikhe 
and workrooms faced south onto the garden.79 
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The same principles were followed in the Sitdltmg 

house designs prepared by o thers working under 

Loos's direction in the Siedlungsamt as well . In 1921 

and 1922 the Siedlungsamr, in collaboration with the 

&mbiiro of the OVSK set standards, provided design 

guidelines for settlement housing, and oversaw the 

construction of thirty settlements in Vienna. The 
Baubiiro prepared comprehensive site plans, designed 

individual houses, and examined all building projects 

before they Were submitted to the Siedlungsamt and 

city building authorities for approval. From 1922 to 

1925 Franz Schuster and Georg Karau were chief ar

chitects of the Baubilro; Margarete Lihotzky w.~s a full
time employee for a short time, and Josef Frank served 
as an advisor on building questions.10 

Loos himself was directly involved in the design 

of four Sitdhmgtn, in each case in collaboration with 

another architect. Usually he designed the site plan 

and one or two rows of housing, leaving the rest to 

his co llabo111tors. In total Loos designed somewhere 

between 40 and SO Sitdhmg houses during his associa

tion with the Siedlungsamt.11 

Loos's Friedenstadt Houses Laos's 6rst Sitdhv.g 

designs were for the cooperative association " Krieger~ 

heim," on whose board of directors he served. The first 

project was for the Siedlung Friedenstadt in the 

Lainzer Ti"t;artm. This had been one of the original 

"wild" settlements, described by Lieutenant Morgan, 

in which wn invalids had illegally occupied a portion 

of the Zoological Gardens of SchOnbrunn Palace. In 

1920 the municipality had granted the cooperative 30 

hectares of land on lease. In the same year Loos was 

asked to prepare a site plan for the new settlement. 

Laos's plan (figure ).4), which he described as "in

tentionally unpicruresque," retained the preexisting 

broad, str1ight, brick~paved allee that coMected two 

ponds at the summit and base of a hill on the site. At 

the elevated end Loos placed a tower, at the lower end 

a community center and school buildings. The princi

pal residential streets of the Sitdhmg were sited on axis 

with these monuments and perpendicular to the allee, 

with the houses set back from the street, interspersed 

amongthettees. 

For the houses Loos designed a snndard plan~ 

type 6 meters deep and 7 meters wide, with stairs per

pendicular to the sueet and with living and work 

rooms facing south toward the garden (figure l.S). 

(Larger versions of this type, 8 or 9 meters wide, were 

also developed.)': The gardens were long and narrow, 

covering an area of about 400 square mete rs. An alter

native 7 -meter-wide type, developed for Lainz but 

built in a subsequent Sitdhmg in Hirschstenen, incor

porated Loos$ Rmmtplan, volumetric conception of 

the plan, with interstitial men.anine spaces inserted 

midway between the main floor levels of the house." 

Laos's site and house plans were rejected by the 

coopentive association and the Fede111l Housing and 

Settlement Fund (the agency providing funds for the 

development), who objected to the regular stnight 

streets, the north-south orientation of the houses, and 

the long, narrow gardens-just those aspects of the 

design which for Loos were the defining features of 
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the garden settlement house type. In defense of the 

project Loos explained (in a private publication) that 
the streets were stnight because they traced the most 
direct routes from the entrance of the park to the Sitd

lung itself. The north-south orientation of the houses, 
he argued, did not preclude south-facing rooms; in

deed, according to the submitted plans, the living 
room, work room, and all but one bedroom face south. 
Furthennore, the north-south orientoltion of the 

houses protects them from exposure to the prevailing 

westerly winds of the district. Long, narrow gardens 
(oriented nonh-south), Loos noted, were recom
mended by gardening experu, particularly Migge, if 
they were to be productive, as they have more usable 

space for cultivation (fewer paths), get more sun, and 
are protected from the wind. Finally, in answer to 

the charge that the st:night streets in the submitted 

plan were monotonous, Loos claimed that it is not 

st:nightness but sameness that is dull.*' 
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In the end, however, only one row of eight houses 
designed by Laos was built. At the end of September 
1921 the cooperative held a competition for a new 
site plan for the Lainz settlement. Loos resigned from 
the board, and a design by another architect was 
selected.as But the subsequent development of the 
settlement, which between 1922 and 1924 included 
thirty-six houses designed according to Loos's plans, 
was piecemeal and uncoordinated, failing to adhere to 

any unilied plan.16 

The built houses designed by Loos were the stan
dard 7-meter-wide-plan type, with full basement; 
ground floor Wohnkiitbt, work, and wash rooms; sec
ond floor master bedroom and two children's bed
rooms (to allow for separation of the sexes); and an 
attic. Built of srucco-faced hollow cement block, with 
gable roofs, standard mullioned casement windows, 
and wood floors and stairs, they were entirely conven
tional in their sttict adherence to the building code. 
The code itself had been modi6ed in june 1920 in or
der both to legalize and to facilitate the construction 
of cottage housing (known as K/einhnu.sblm) in Vienna's 
outer suburbs. The new legislation, which introduced 
the concept of the "'Kleinhans" (literally. "small 
house") as well as the "Wohnstrasse fur Kleinhaussied
lungenn (residential street for small house or cottage 
settlements), established less stringent building stan
dards for both. Until this time the same building stan
dards had applied to single-family houses as to large 
apartment blocks, which made the construction of 
small houses inordinately expensive. According to the 
new codes the minimum pennissible ceiling height 
was reduced from 300 to 260 em (10ft. to 8ft. 6 in.) in 
single-family houses, hollow-block wall construction 
was permitted, roofs did not have to be 6reproofed, 
wooden stairs with 90 em stair width and 20 em risers 
were pennitted, and gravel (rather than paved) side
walks were allowed in the cottage-lined streets of the 
Sietllun~n. One of the more interesting amendments 
to the code was the dispensation from 6reproof party 

walls between houses in a row. This was based on an 
expedient redefinition of the row house as a (hori
zontal) multiple dwelling housing type, which made it 
legal to build party walls like the partition walls within 
the dwelling. To reduce construction costs further, ad
jacent houses could share a single chimney staclc built 
into the party waJI.P 

The completion of the first house designed by 
Laos was celebrated with great fanfare on 3 Septem
ber 1921. A plaque commemorating the Siedlung 
Friedenstadt was unveiled by the mayor, who was ac
companied by government officials and city council 
members; present were the administtative heads of the 
Departments of Welfare (Julius Tandler), Personnel 
(P1ul Speiser), and Housing (Anton Weber). Kampff
meyer, Ermers, and Laos were all in attendance. On 
the following day the house, furnished by Loos with 
built-in cupboards, benches, and tables, as well as cur
tains, rugs, books, kitchen equipment and utensils, 
vases, flowers, pictures, and even ashtrays, was opened 
to the public, who were greeted at the door by the ar
chitect and shown around the house by his students. 
(Subsequently it became standard procedure for archi
tects to furnish and outfit a model house, which would 
be opened to the public at the official opening 
ceremonies.) 

EJsie Altmann-Loos, the architect's second wife, 
described the event and the interior, furnishings, and 
impact of Laos's lirst house at Lainz (which seems to 
differ slightly from the surviving house plans for the 
s;<JJnng), 

the plan or the house •.. was a miracle or exploitation of 
space. Since it was very small, I could immediately under
stand its spatial conception. From the outside the house was 
tiny. On crossing the threshold one found oneself in a long 
and narrow corridor that divided the ground floor into two 

parts. At the end or the corridor a door opened onto the veg
etable garden. Through this doqr streamed green-hued 
light, reflected off the vegetation outside. On the leFt were 1CWI105 
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two rooms, completed and provided with beautiful windows, 

but unfurnished, so that each tenant could arrange things to 

his own Hrisfaction. The rooms [unlike the standard Vien· 

nese dwelling) were not interconnected, so that the occu· 

pants would not disrurb each other. The first room was 

conceived as the father's workroom and had space for a join· 

er's bench or a writing desk, whichever suited the tenant. 

The other room at the end of the corridor could be tnlnS· 

fanned into a bathroom since there was a tap on the outside 

wall and a large roofed·over area with a basin (f"or washing 

laundry and/or vegetables) facing onto the garden. The 

space could be used f"or other purposes as well: playroom, 

pantry, storage, ironing, or sewing room. It was left up to the 

senlers to determine its use. 

To the right of the entnnce was the door of the living 

room/kitchen. Here Loos had installed a comer bench and a 

beautiful table. The windows were large and hung with light· 

colon:d curtains through which a pleasant light filtered. Un· 

der the windows were shelves for plates and crockery. On 

this side ohhe house there was no partition wall; one passed 

direcdy from the kitchen into the living room. A beautiful 

bench was set beneath a large window, on the wall were 

bookshelves, and at the back of the room, near the door lead· 

ing to the vegetable prden and outdoor basin, was a wooden 

flight or stairs leading to the UPPer floor. Here twO bedrooms 

were located, one large and the other smaller. Tucked under 

the stair was the cooking niche, with a large metal hood over 

the stove. The Walmkikht furniture was made from a soft 

wood (pine), painted white. The kitchen and living spaces 

could be separated by 1 cretonne curtain. Yes, it is tJUe that 

the staircase was narrow and inconvenient, with very steep 

stairs; yet it was the only kind or staircase that could have 

fim:d into that space, and the steepness or the stairs allowed 

the builders to economize on wood." 

Elsie, whose job it was ro listen to visitors' com
ments, was shocked by the negative reception of 
Loos's design {which she deemed "so enchantingly 
beautiful that it made poverty seem like a privilegej. 
"All these people who lived in miserable tenements," 

she reported, "were furious about the house and found 
fault with everything."""' In panicular the extemai wa. 
ter tap and basin were considered inconvenient, while 
the Wolmkiicbe and bedrooms were deemed too small 
to accommodate conventional furnishings. This was a 
common complaint, and a significant problem also in 
the Gmuindebat1ten. It was finally addressed in the mid 
1920s, when the municipality organized exhibitions 
and opened an advice bureau to help tenants find suit· 
able, reasonably priced furniture for small dwelling 
spaces {see chapter 6).90 

Despite its tone of condescension, Elsie Altmann. 
Loosta description points up the significance of the 
houses designed by Laos at Lainz. Both the tech· 
niques and forms Laos employed were conventional. 
Typologically. the houses derive from neither the rural 

peasant cottage nor the suburban middle-class cot· 
tage; nor (as has also been suggested) are they de· 
scended from the English worldng·class row house.91 

Instead they evince knowledge of all three as well as 
of the prewar garden city row house cottages or 
Raymond Unwin-at Letchworth and Hampstead 
Garden Suburb, in panicular-and of Muthesius, 
Riemerschmid, and Tessenow at Hellerau. Certainly 
the row house type itself was neither original nor new 
ro Gennan or Austtian Sietlhmg design. In the imme· 
diate postwar period, the urban, economic advantages 
of the small, attached row house had been argued 
by Muthesius, Tessenow, Theodor Fischer, and Peter 
Behrens in a series of publications that appeared 
around 1918 and were clearly aimed at postwar recon· 
struction.91 Closer to home, Leopold Bauer, an archi
tect who had studied with Otto Wagner but did not 
share his enthusiasm fur the "'unbegrenue Grossstadt" 
(unbounded metropolis), had published a proposal in 
1919, tided "'Healthy Living and joyful Work: Prob
lems of Our Time," advocating a ecologically correct" 
row houses for Vienna interspersed with green spaces 
and gardens.', 
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Loos~ houses acknowledge all these sources and, 

significantly, also conform to the Viennese building 

code for Kltinhausbau. But ultimately their form, or

ganization, and structure derive from the logic of the 
problem of the Gnnmsitdlrmg house itself. The urhan 

settler who undertook to grow his own food and par

ticipate in the construction of his own house was nei

d1er a farmer nor a builder, but was instead employed 
in a factory, workshop, or office at a job to which he 

tnveled daily by streetcar or on foot, and at which he 

worked eight hours each day. Limited means, space, 

time, and skills were, therefore, determining condi
tions for the design of house and productive garden. 

House and prden had to be not only economical but 

also simple-both to produce and to use. 

The typified and simplified forms of Loos's 
houses emerged out of an analysis of the needs and 

purposes of the proletarian prdener. And it was an in

vestigation into the social practices, habits, and cus

toms of the modem urban settler, not a concern for 

ideal regional or national typeS, that underlay their de
sign. Although the space and physical amenity pro

vided were correspondingly minimal, the conceptual 

simplicity of Loos's Gnrtmsitdlung house-designed 
to be built, operated, and molded to the individual 

needs and purposes of each settler household-cre
ated possibility for the proletarian subject, expanding 

rather than limiting the uses to which it could be put. 

"House with One WaU: System Loos" In the 

model houses Loos designed for the Heuberg Sied

lung (figures ).6 and ).7), he applied the same logic to 

the development of an integrated system for the struc

ture and organization of Gnrttnsitdlung housing.91 

Loos first introduced his new structural system, called 

the "System Loos" or "Haus mit einer Mauer" ("house 

with one wallj in a row of eight houses on the Plachy

gasse. The purpose of Loos~ invention (figure ).8), 
which was patented in December 1921, was to cut 

building costs by reducing materials and labor. In the 

"house with one wall," Loos explained, "the founda

tions of the rwo external walls are dispensed with. This 

is done by suspending them from, rather than basing 
them on, the foundation that supports them."9S Ac

cording to this scheme, the front and back walls of the 

houses were hung on the lateral walls. It was necessary, 

therefore, to lay foundations only for the lateral parry 

walls since the outer walls were suspended from them 
on wooden beams 5.5 meters long, which spanned the 

width of the house. The structural parry walls were 

shared by adjacent houses in the row-hence the name 
"house with one wall ..... Two significant changes fol
lowed from this. First, the narrow street fronts and 

hung walls made it necessary for the stairs to rise in 
the direction of the sauctural beams; that is, parallel 

(rather than perpendicular) to the street. The base

ment and attic stories were eliminated, along with the 

pbled roof, which was replaced by a A atone. The only 

Sitdllmg housing with Aat roofs built in the early 

1920s, the Heuberg houses and terraced gardens that 

stepped down the steep slope of their site were a 

"sU11ngely graceful" anomaly in Vienna.97 (ln presen

tation drawings of the "house with one wall" that Loos 

prepared in 1921, the roofs were developed into ter

races.)" Equally alien to Vienna was their wood shin
gle cladding, a material and .technique Loos had 

1
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encountered and admired in North America; much of 

the original cladding was subsequently removed and 

replaced with asbestos tiles or rendered cement. 
Along with floor plans, sections, and elevations of 

the houses, Loos's presentation drawings for the 

Heuberg howes (see figure 3.7) included the plot lines 

of the long, narrow kitchen gardens and their plant
ings, with the various vegetable beds laid out ac

cording to principles propounded by Migge. In d1e 
Heuberg plans Loos carried the logic of the unroman

tic, antipicturesque, urban, productive garden house

a structurally and spatially integrated system to be 
built and opented by the settlers themselves-further 

than in any of his other settlement house designs. The 

individual unit, like the Sitt!ltmg as a whole, derived its 

forms, organization, and structure from the social and 

technical problems of the Garttmittllrmg itself. The 

constructional .. System Loos," had little in common 

with contemponry efforts in Germany (by Ernst May 

and others) to rationalize the building process." Loos's 
system was economical and logial, but its purpose W1S 

not to facilitate mass production of standardized haw

ing; nther it was to be simple and inexpensive enough 
that urban factory workers could afford and build the 

housing themselves. The "System Loos" thus focused 
not on efficient serial production of mass howing but 

rather on the autonomy of the urban working-class 
subject, enabling the proletarian family to build its 

own shelter and grow its own food. 
Loos's conception of the Gartmsitt!lung also had 

little to do with either the decentrist ideal of the gar

den city movement or the presernnionist purposes 

and nationalist ideals of the Heimat.scbtltz movements 

in Germany and Austria. For Loos the modem urban 

Garttmitdlung house, like the modern city dweller, 

was ideally a world citizen; knowledgeable of the 

world, yet comfomble at home. Loos's howe designs 

were conventional in adhering to the (newly revised) 

Viennese building code, but also in the more profound 

sense that Loos conceived the tenn, in being derived 

RJ.otf t.oos 
-ff.i'alJI'IH\1' 

199..1 

from social practice and careful considention of the 

culrunl problem of combining productive gardening 

with proletarian urban Jiving. 100 As chief architect of 

the Siedlungsamt, Loos established the organizational 

standard (or the Siedhmg house, and the settlements 

built during his tenure followed his type-plans. But 

neither his authority nor the rigorow logic of Loos's 

designs extended beyond his own work to that' of the 

other architects employed by t!'e Siedlungsamt and 

cooperative societies, all of whom developed their own 

13.8 ""-"'h .. netMou.,..l 
(tloulewllhonowoll),by 
Loo.,1921. 
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Chapter) 

architecrural solutions to the problem of the Gartm

sitdiUtJg house and community.''' 

Rosenhtlgel The settlement plan for the Heuberg 
Siedlung had been developed by Hugo Mayer, an ar

chitect who had been enpged in settlement design 
before the war and who aher the war became one of 

the more prolific architects of Red Vienna. Along with 
Loos, Mayer had been associated with Kriegerheim, 

the cooperative of W11r invalids, and had likewise de

signed houses for both the Lainz and Hirschstetten 

setdements. 

But his involvement with Sitdhmg design as well 

as his association with the coopcntive Kriegerheim 

preceded this work. Employed in the city building of

fice since before the war, Mayer had been commis
sioned by the Vienna city council in 1915 to prepare 

a design for the "Kaiser Karl-Kriegerheimstatte;• a 

housing estate for returning soldiers and war widows 

to be built in Aspem (which was then part of disuict 

XXI). The idea for the Kritgwhtimstiine originated in 

Germany with AdolfDamaschke,first president of the 

Bund deutscher Bodenreformer. 100 In keeping with the 

Bunl's back-to-the-land agenda the KriegerhtimJtiinm 
projects were conceived as models of exurban settle

ment, designed to provide war invalids and their 

families with housing, and were developed within 

the context of the international "homes for heroes" 

movement. Mayer's scheme (figure 3.9), which was 

never built, adhered closely to the picturesque plan

ning principles and the medievalizing village imagery 

of prewar German and Austrian SieJ/ung and garden 

city design. For the most part, the housing consisted 

of two-story rows of two- and four-family dwell

ings, grouped around allottment gardens, parks, and 

squares in which were located play areas, schools, and 

other community facilities. 101 

In 1918 Mayer had designed a settlement for war

time emergency housing, known as Siedlung Schmelz, 

on a 100,000 square meter site on the western pan of 

the former imperial parade grounds in Fiinfhaus 

(XV).•~ Mayer's original site plan (figure 3.10) and the 

neo-Biedermeier houses he designed (figure 3.11) 

were likewise finnly within the prewar tradition of 

German Sitdlung and garden city design; but they also 

drew on the wartime GartmsTIIdt Staaken, designed by 

the German architect Paul SchnUtthenner and built in 

PruSiia in 1914 to 1917 for employees of the Gennan 

State munitions factories in Spandau. 10' Widely pub

lished at the time, Staaken was intended to be, and 

indeed became, a Mtuunitdltmg (model settlement) 

for wartime SieJ/ungm of around I ,000 units. 106 Sied

lung Schmelz itselfis an amalgam; part Gartensied/ung, 

pan cluster of aparunent houses with kitchen gardens. 

The picturesque sightlines and preindusuial village 

imagery evoke the KltinstAtlt idyll that was so much a 

part of prewar Sitdltmg ideology. But the relationship 

between dwelling and garden, and the emphasis on 

food cultivation and subsistence gardening, places it 

within the typology of postwar Gannuittlhmg. 101 

Mayer's cooperative Siedlung designs in the early 

1920s merged these prewar community design prin

ciples more effectively with the postwar economic 

stringency of the Gannuitdlung. Most of his work W2S 

done for the Altmannsdorf-Henendorf Association, 

one of the largest and most politically active coopera

tive associations in Vienna, whose original members 

were railway workers. Mayer designed the association's 
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first Sietlhmg, Rosenhilgel (Xll), which was built in 
1921, when building materials were largely unavail
able. The settlers, who became known as the "Rosen
hiigel Pioneers" (both after the Rochdale Society of 
Equitable Pioneers and in reference to their founding 
role in the cooperative movement), made their own 
bricks-Jmown as "Pax Ziegel" (peace bricks)-out of 
cinder, sand, and cement pressed into hollow blocks. 108 

Because of the high level of political engagement 
among the settlers, Rosenhilgel became a focus for So
cial Democratic activity and the locus of a number of 
the party's social and cultural organizations, including 
workers' singing and gymnastics associations, a man
dolin orchestra, and groups of freethinkers and teeto
ulers, as well as a company of the ScbutzlnnuJ (Social 
Democratic militia). The communal center of the set
dement, where much of this activity took place, was 
the G"""""""'fuhmu (ooopentive hou .. ). M.x Enn
ers described its significance: 

(It) is the hean and the brain of a settlement, simultaneously 

a town hall and a home for recreation, a club, a theater, a 

concert hall, a people's university. Here the otherwise easily 

narrowed mind of the allotment gardener and of the inhabit

ant of the single family house grows into the social, the 

universal, the important. Here the individuals become a 

sensitive community. Here the ideology of the settlement as 

a social category is "born and spreads over the whole of its 

parts. Here is the seat of the freely elected administration, 

of political fights, of the diffusion of knowledge, of anistic 

experiences, of celebrations. And a high degree of intellectu

ality of the V~eMese settlers' movement is revealed in the 

fact that right from the beginning such an intellecrual

cultural center stood in the middle of the aspirations for al

most all settlements. 1011 

The m~derlying civic image of Rosenhilgel, as Mayer 
described, it was 

a city within the metropolis, having an economic, social, and 

cultural life of its own; a place of progress and of a higher 

conduct of life. The cooperative house with assembly and 

lecture rooms, a library, reading room, and offices ... right 

in the middle of an expansive green, as a center of cultural 

life. The market square with cooperative stores, workshops, 

artisans' houses and the cooperative nunery are to concen

trate the economical life at the center of the settlement. On 

the nonhem edge, en route to the tramway, is the young 

people's welfare building; the kindergarten and creche are at 

the center of a playground. Each city block is to contain a 

playground; two larger playgrounds are planned in conjunc

tion with fish-stocked duck ponds. A medical building •• , 

with solarium and a swimming pool are also envisaged. uu 

Mayer's site plan (figure 3.12) merges the tradi
tional civic scale and order of the prewar Sirtlltmg with 
the long, narrow lots of the productive garden/dwell
ing units of the postwtr G1111ensifdhmg. The continu
ous rows of narrow houses give the streets they flank a 
scale and spatial order that is densely urban. Behind 
them, however, is arable land, comprising over two

thirds of the total area of the Sitdhmg, on which food 
is grown. But as the population of Rosenhiigel grew, 
and more houses were built, the dimensions of the gar
den plots were reduced from 400 to 200 square me
ters. Much of the public parkland as well as some of 
the more civic public spaces-the market square, play
grounds, and fishponds-were jettisoned and the land 
reallocated for housing. The planning of this later 
phase was the work of another architect, Ferdinand 
Krause, who funher reduced the size of the individual 
gardens to 100 square meters in an effort to accommo
date more housing. 111 

The houses at Rosenhilgel (figure 3.13) were de
signed to the standards established by the Siedlung
samt. Though they differed slighdy in dimension from 
Loos's houses, their organization was essentially the 
same.112 But unlike the houses designed by Loos, they 
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were decorated with neo-Biedermeier ornamental 

pediments over the doorways, string courses, and 
other simple stucco moldings. Rather than articulating 
each unit individually and identically as Loos had done 

at Lainz. and Heuberg, Mayer often paired the units, 

overlaying their otherwise asymmetrical arrangement 

of windows and doors with the classicizing vernacular 

of the old Viennese Vontndt, transforming them visu

ally into rows of bilaterally symmettical double 
houses. 

It has been suggested that the neo-Biedermeier 

scylism of RosenhUgel was imposed on the coopera

tive by city building authorities, who rejected earlier 
simpler designs as too plain.m Indeed, Mayer was 
clearly working within the tradition of bourgeois pre
war Sitdltmg design in Austria and Germany, which fa

vored the vernacular Htimauril (indigenous style) of 

the rural village and was informed by the urban design 

principles of Camillo Sine. The German-Austrian 

Biedermeier, or classicizing vernacular of "around 

1800" popularized by publications such as Paul 

Mebes's Um /800 of 1908, was one of a number of 

vernacular modes considered appropriate for commu-

nity design. 1 ' 4 In Vienna the Biedermeier had particu

lar resonance as the urban vernacular of the Viennese 

Vtmtadt itself. The evocation of that preindustrial civic 

urbanism at RosenhUgel was perhaps (as Max Ermers 

maint1ined) a reflection of the immaturity of the Gar

tmsitdlung concept. "Only after a long flowering of the 

setdement movement," he wrote in the RosenhUgel 

Festschrift, "after a long series of fumbling experi-

.. will we come to an architectonic resolution 

of the new building types. We are only at the 

beginning."''' 

JOSEF FRANK: SllDlUNG HOFFINGlRGASSl 
The one architect who, along with Loos, grasped the 

cultural significance of the urban Gartmsitdltmg was 

josef Frank. Frank was associated with the Vienna Cir

cle of philosophers through his brother Philipp Frank 

(a theoretical physicist) and Ono Neurath. Like Neu

rath, Frank was a socialist and advocate of low-rise 

Sitdlung housing. Neurath, who criticized what he 

called Loos's "sensationalism:' commended Frank as 

"the one socialist (architect) who tries to make his 

style accessible to young people, the setders, [and! 

municipal authorities."' 1 ~ Frank, who had trained un

der Carl KOnig at the technologically advanced but 

stylistically conservative Technical University, was a 

professor at Vienna's progressive design school, the 

Kunstgewerbeschule (where Oskar Kokoschka, Kolo 

Moser, Josef Hoffmann, and Oskar Sunad also 

U~ught), from 1919 until1925; he then founded an in

terior design firm, .. Haus und Ganen" (House and 

Garden), with Oskar \Vlach. A member of the Aus

trian Werkbund, Frank was the only Austrian invited 

to participate in the German Werkbund's 1927 Weis

senhofsiedlung exhibition in Stuttg1rt. Subsequently 

he was a founding member of ClAM and president of 

the Austrian Werkbund from 1930 to 19H.111 

Frank's Hoffingergasse Siedlung, designed and 

built in 1920 to 1921 for the Cooperative Altmanns

dorf-Hettendorf, was the second lar£est Sitdfun(l after 
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Rosenhtigel and was located close to it in Vienna's dis
trict XJI. Like Rosenhtigel, Hoffingerpsse was exem

plary in the rich socialist culrurallife it supported. The 

locus of a V11riety of worker associations-for gym

nasts, freethinkers, choral singers-it also had exten

sive carpentry and machine workshops.'" 

In plan, Frank~ houses (figure 3.14) were similar 

to Laos's 9-merer-wide type developed for Lainz. 
Fnnk, however, located the stairs along the inside wall 
of the street Cront. This both opened up the ground

floor living space and allowed all rooms in the house, 

including the three upstairs bedrooms, to face onto 
the garden. The Arbtittr~llittmg recognized this inno

vation and declared the Hoffingergasse houses the 
ideal four-room proletarian dwelling.119 The Hof-

fingergasse Siedlung (figure }.IS) was innovative in 

other ways as well. Facing neither nonh·south as Loos 

prescribed nor east·west as Eberstadt (and suhse· 

quently Emu May, Gropius, and ClAM) prescribed, 

Fran~'s rows of houses were oriented at a 45·degree 

angle to the meridian so that no faade (or garden) 

would face due north or be exposed to 1he prevailing 

wes1 winds.110 The gardens, as in most of the early 

Gmmsirdlungtn, measured 400 square meters; they 

were long and narrow, and (because of the graded site) 

they were accessed from the basement of the house. 

The site plan of Hoffingergasse differed from the 

picruresquely conceived arrangement of squares, 

parks, and carefully framed prospects of Hugo Mayer's 

schemes as well as from the classical symmetries and 
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monumental axes of Laos's (rejected) plan for the 

Lainz Siedlung. Frank's plan is both antipicturesque 

and anticlassical, conceived without regard For biaxial 

or other symmetries, visual terminating points, framed 

prospects, or enclosed squares. Instead, the rows of 

houses slide past each other in alignment with the ex

isting streets and grid of paths and lanes established by 

the allotment gardens to give the Sietlhmg the quality 

of seeming incomplete and open-ended, a fragment of 

the larger shifting grid of the city itself. 111 

Frank's facades (figure 3.16), like those of Loos, 

were undecorated, faced with rendered cement in 

earth tones, and overlaid with the ordering grid of a 

wall trellis on which climbing roses and vines were 

trained. Loos had also applied trellises to the facades 

of the prototypical house designs he prepared for 

Lainz and Hirschstetten; and of course Heinrich Tes

senow had made much use of trellises of all kinds at 

Hellerau and in his drawings for small cottages illus

trated in HIIUsbatt u11d llil-gltitben (1916). Indeed, the 
wall trellis was incorporated into the iconography of 

the working-class home during this period-a kind of 

"'poor man's omament"-that achieved its most re

fined treatment and its theoretical underpinning in the 

working-class housing designs of josef Hoffmann {see 

chapters 8 and 9, below). 

For Frank the uniformity of the houses in the set
dement was as important for the conception of the 

Gmtensietllmrg as the productive or kitchen garden. It 

was both a democratic principle and an expression of 

the equal status of all members of the cooperative. 

That principle, or at least its architectonic manifesta

tion, was lost on the settlers. Shortly after the 300 

houses Frank designed for the Hoffingergasse Sied

lung were completed, the settlers, who were displeased 

with the plainness and unifonnity of the howes, 

reconfigured them to give the Sietlhmg a more 

"VOikisch" (regionall"folkishj popular, vernacular 

character.~:: 

LIHOTZKY AND SCHUmR: THE SIEDLUNG 
INTERIOR AND THE VIENNESE LEGACY OF HEIN· 
RICH TI!SSENOW Two younger architects, Margar

ete Lihottky (known after her marriage to Wilhelm 

Schiitte in 1927 as Schfitte-Lihotzky) and Franz 

Schuster, both students at the Kunstgewerbeschule 

during and just after the war, played significant roles 

in the Sietllrmg movement. Lihotzky, who began her 

studies in 191 S and received her diploma in 1919, was 

the first woman to complete her architectural training 

at the school and to practice as an architect. Indeed, 

before 1919 it was not possible for women to study 
architecture at either the Technical University or the 

Academy of Fine Arts. Lihottky studied primarily 

with Oskar Sttnad, who taught the basic design course 

and ran one of the three architecture studios at the 

school (the other two were run byjosefHoffinann and 

Heinrich Tessenow). m Lihottky worked for Strnad 

while still a student, but after graduating she went to 

Holland (accompanying a transport of undernour

ished children to foster families in Rotterdam), where 

she worked for six months for an architect named Ver

meer, studied Dutch housing, and attended lectures by 

H. P. Berlage.•H On her return to Vienna in 1920, Li

hotzky, together with landscape architect Alois Berger, 

entered a competition for an allotment garden com

plex. Their scheme won fourth prize, but in the pro

cess Lihotzky became acquainted with Max Enners, 

who introduced her to Loos. She began working in the 

OVSK Bnttbiiro in 1920, and collaborated with Loos at 

Lainz and Hirschstetten.•n 

In l92l Lihotzky designed a row of model houses 

for the "Refonnsiedlung Eden" (1922-1923) in dis

Diet XIV. One of the original "wild" settlements, Eden 

was distinctive for the social, political, and cultural di

versity of its settlers. "Here there is really no differ

ence between the intellectual and manual worker," a 

contemporary newspaper reported. "Factory workers, 

railway employees, art historians, writers, office work-

1161 
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ers, anarchists and Christian Socialists, freethinkers 
and Baptists, theosophists and ~ocialists, German na
tionalists and Jews work side· by side and together. 
Here they are not ':-ists,' but only settlers."11' The 
settlement received funding fi-om a variety of chari
table organizations including the Society of Friends, 
the World Brotherhood Federation, the Free Church 
of Sweden, and the Theosophist Brotherhood for 
Education. 117 

The same individualistic, a~archic spirit appears 
to have informed the architectonic order of the Sied
lung Eden, which was notable for its lack of a cohesive 
plan and urban infrasttucture. The original detached 
houses were randomly sited on the sloping hills of 
the Wienerwald. In 1921 the architect Ernst Egli, for 
whom Lihotdcy was then working, was brought in to 

regularize the development and give it a coherent 
plan. Lihotzky was assigned the task of developing a 
design for a theosophical Kintlerbeim (hostel for chil
dren), house types (along the lines of Loos's types), 
and a row of houses on the Edenstrasse, which are no
table mainly for their large (SOO square meter) gar
dens, small front gardens, and stone filcing that was 
quarried locally.u• 

Lihottky made a more significant contribution to 
the Refonnsiedlung Eden, and to the Gsrtt~~sinlhmg 
development generally, in the field of interior and fur
niture design. For Eden and Lainz, and for the annual 
Alloanent Garden Settlement and Housing Exhibi
tions held on the Rathausplatz, she designed model in
teriors equipped with simple artisanal lhform and 
EinbtitsmiJ"btl (reform and uniform furniture). The idea 
behind the Einbeitsmlihel (figure 3.17) was uniformity 
of production (mass production) and use. Each piece 
was designed to meet fundamental needo; and to be 
easily accommodated in the average dwelling of the 
ordinary citizen or worker. This notion of fundamen
tal, basic furniture adaptable to as wide a range of con
ditions and circumstances as possible was an offshoot 
of a wartime project and exhibition, "The Simple 

Household," organized by Strnad at the Kunstgewerb
eschule in 1916. The exhibition, which included de
signs by Sttnad and his students-Lihotzy among 
them-was intended to provide "war-ravaged areas" 
with an alternative to the "usual commercially pro
duced goods ... 119 Lihotzky's designs of the 1920s in
cluded built-in cupboards, but they were mostly light, 
movable pieces-unupholstered wooden chairs, drop
leaf tables, sideboards, and benches with woven rush 
seats-derived from English as well as simple Bieder
meier models. They are very much in the manner of 
Strnad's and Frank's furniture designs of the period. no 

Lihotzky's most significant contribution to the 
Sinlhmflhmu interior was the design of the kitchen. 
Beginning in 1921 she undertook a thorough investi
gation into the optimal organization and equipment 
of the modem kitchen, a study that culminated in the 
"Frankfurter Kiiche" the model kitchen she developed 
fortheNew Frankfurt in 1926.111 In Vienna, however, 
her primary concern was the Wohnlditbt, the kitchen/ 
living room of the traditional proletarian dwelling. 
The principle from which Lihotzky's designs were de
veloped (see chapter 6) was the separation, within the 
kitchen itself, of "dry" and ''wet" spaces, or of activi
ties involving water from those that did not.m 

From 1922 until 1926, when Ernst May invited 
her to join the Typification Department in the Frank
furt City Building Office, Lihotzky was a full-time 
employee in the OVSK &mbliro in Vienna, where she 
was involved in developing a new building concept: 
the Sirtlltrbtme, or setder's hut, designed to meet the 
need for shelter while the settlement house itself was 
under consuuction. The Skdlerbiitte was to be a sim
ple habitable structure in which the settler (and fam
ily) could live temporarily. Lihottky's designs were for 
extremely simple, small, one-room hutments that con
tained cooking facilities and sleeping quarters. She de
veloped several different types. According to ''Type A, .. 
the Sirtllerhtine would convert to a garden shed or 
small animal stall once the full house was completed. 
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1n "Types A6 and 8" (figure 3.18), the hut would be

come the Wohnltikht o( the full house, onto which 

rooms were added or an upper story W2S built."' 

Related to the Sitdlt:rhiine W1S the Kn-nhmu, or 

core house, a project initiated by the GESIBA in 1923 

tO Facilitate the phased financing and construction or 

houses. Lihottky, George Karau, and other architects 

enlisted in the project were charged with developing 

the house rypes. The initial construction oF these 

dwellings would be financed out o( credits advanced 

by the city, and the core house would be "finished" at 

a later date by the settlers, who would also provide the 

financing For this second phase o( the work. 

The &rnhmu project (figure 3.19) was moder

ately successful. More than seven types were devel

oped, the smallest o( which consisted o( Wohnltficht, 

bedroom, and washroom. One o( the drawbacks o( the 

scheme (wiUch W1S strongly opposed by Loos, who 

disagreed with both the economic and architecrura.l 

principles o( the Kt:rnlnuu) was the expense to the set

tJer. The construction costs For the smallest type were 

60 million crowns, oF which 25 million had to be pro

vided by the settler. Since the average monthly salary 

o( a streetcar driver was l.S million krone, and that or 

a starting schoolteacher was 2 million krone this house 

was out oF reach oF most workers. And indeed, only 

about two-thirds o( the settJers who occupied the 198 

Kmthiilllt:r actually built were workers. Yet the project 

generated considerable interest. Two fuii-SC11le models 

or KmtbAIIS types "4" and "7," with fully finished inte

riors designed by Lihotzlcy and Karau, were exhibited 

at the fiFth Rathausplatt Allotment Garden Settlement 

and Housing Exhibition in September 1923.U" Two 

years later GESJBA drew From this experience to de

velop the "Heimbauhil(e Aktion" (home-building as

sistance drive); according to this scheme, the settlers 

made a down payment or 25 percent or the total con

struction costs and covered the rest with a 4 percent 

long-term loan From the city. At the end oF the period 

or the loan (fifteen years) the settlers owned their 

. i. H 
~~ 

·.f ·~ 

houses. The land was leased at a nominal rare through 
the year 2000. 1H 

The first setdement built according to this 

method was the Siedlung Am Wasserrurm in district 

X, designed by Franz Schuster and his associate Fnnz 

Schacherl. Schuster was Heinrich Tessenow's star pu

pil in Vienna. He srudied six semesters (1913-1916) 

with Tessenow at the Kunstgewerbeschule and then 

worked For him For six years (1916-1922), first in Vi

enna and then in Dresden-Hellerau. On his return to 

Vienna in 1923, Schuster until1925 ra.n the OVSK's 

building office with George Karau. Most o( Schuster~ 

Sitdlrmgtn thereFore were designed after LoosS tenure 

at the Siedlungsamt, and they are more closely allied 

to the community planning an.d design principles o( 

Tessenow.u• 

~~~ 
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Tessenow himself had designed only a small pan 

of one Sittllm1g in Austria before he returned to Dres

den in 1919. Kolonie Rannersdorfwas neither a coop

entive settlement nor a project of the Siedlungstmt; 

it WliS a housing development for officials of the city

owned Schwcchat brewery outside Vienna. Tessenow's 

houses (figure 3.20) were different from both the 
picturesque neo-Biedermeier cottages of Mayer's 

Rosenhngel Siedlung and from Laos's and Fnnk's 

standardized row houses. m A row of six two-unit 

houses with side entrances, the dwellings themselves 

were paired behind rigidly symmetrical pedimented 

stucco street facades; their sides, however, were 

timber-clad. Though semidetached, the paired houses 

were linked along the street by service wings that cre

ated a continuous wall along the Stankagasse. The ele

mental forms of the Rannersdorf houses exemplify 

Tessenow's notion of typification as a process of sim

plification and repetition. Through formal reduction, 

the inessential and the secondary were stripped away 

to achieve purity of form and clarity of idea. ForTes

senow, this rigorous fonnalism had intrinsic ethical 

and social value: the type was an ideal or essence re

sulting from extreme discipline of mind, aesthetic re

linement, and technical mastery. Typification itself, 

in Tessenow's view, represented the assimilation of in

dustrial processes to the fonns and practices of an au

thentic middle-class culture. It therefore faced up to 

the technological future, producing forms that were 

"strongly industrial" but remained rooted in tradi

tional practice and contained "a powerful communal 

quality."u• This idea of typification, of course, differed 

sharply from both Loos's notion of conventionalized 

building practice and Frank's concept of democratic 

unity. 

Schuster, who was a socialist, sought to reconcile 

Tessenow's conception of rooted, simple, understand

able fonn not only with industrialization but also with 

socialism. In 1926 he developed this position in an ar

ticle coauthored with Franz Schacher), "Proletarische 

Architektur" ("Proletarian Architecturej. "Does not 

each intellectual, social, economic, and cultural epoch 

have its own unambiguous, clearly recognizable out

ward expression?'" they asked. "An ideology of such 

incredible force as socialism, a mass emotion as we 

know it from the proletarian movement;• they argued, 

"already has its own expression." The relevant ques

tion therefore is "How can this new socialist ideology 

express itself in architecture?" The answer, however, 

is not easily found. "It is difficult, if not impossible, 

to declare that certain fonns which are not only just 
beginning to emerge in architecture, but are also so

cially, economically, and culturally unclear, undevel

oped, and in evolution, are the fonns which will be the 

definitive expression of socialist ideology." It is easier, 

Schuster and Schacher! conceded, to frame an answer 

negatively, in tcnns of "what such an architecture 

cannot and should not be .. -"petit bourgeois, , • , 

absolutist, monarchical,.. evocative of "sentimental 

small-townishness" or KHeimatstil Gemfidichkeit;• 

"charm"-indeed the entire "clutter of the bourgeois 

world."U9 

In the programmatic editorial in the first issue 

of Dtr Artfoau, Chtm-eithisdN Momttshrfte ftir Sietllm1g 
and Stlidtrbnu, a progressive journal of modem archi

tecture and urban planning founded by Schuster in 

January 1926, he recast this argument as a. ques

tion of architectural, rather than political, ideology. 

(Schuster's editorial board included josef Frank, Hans 

Kampffineyer, otro Neura.th, Bruno Taut, Heinrich 

Tessenow, Ernst May. and Martin Wagner. Twelve is

sues appeared before the journal ceased publication at 

the end of the year and Schuster left Vienna to work 

with Ernst May in Frankfurt.) The legacy of the nine

teenth century, Schuster argued, was a jumble of old 

and new, chaos, obscurity, disorder. "Our cities and 

homes," he wrote, "are a reftection of this fragmenta

tion and instability:• The task of the architect in the 

new century is to reestablish clarity and order, to sepa

rate old from new-to accord the old its appropriate 1201121 
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place and grant legitimacy to the new. "We accept 
technology with all of its limitations, because if we re~ 
ject it, we cannot overcome its negative consequences 
and improve conditions. If in striving for clarity we 
generate clear, simple architecrural forms, then we 
must boldly acknowledge them, because if we do not, 
but instead out of pettiness, banality, and sentimental~ 
ity build factories in the form of country estates, 
twentieth-cenrury worker housing in the form of me
dieval villages, we seriously inhibit furore develop
ment."14D Much of this program and the course it 

charts between the negative polarities of unchecked 
technological progress and the persistence of outworn 

ttaditions can be related to Tessenow's conciliatory 
conception of typification. 141 So can the forms of the 
Siedlung Am Wasserrunn, one of Schuster's first built 

works, designed before he had committed these ideas 

to paper. 
Completed in 1926, Am Wasserturm comprised 

188 houses on 200 square meter lots (figure 3.21). 

Seven different dwelling types were developed, rang~ 
ing in size from 35 to 64 square meters with 150 
square meter gardens. These were grouped in rows of 

two to seven units along the peripheral sttcets and 
around two cui-de-sacs to either side of a central ar
tery bisecting the site. All of the units had three bed
rooms; in the larger units one of the bedrooms was 
located in a third attic story. All had fully equipped 
bathrooms, central heating, and separate kitchens and 
living rooms, and they were fitted with built-in fumi
rure: cupboards, clothes closets, window seats, 
counter- and desktops, and ceiling lights, as well as an 
efficiently planned "functional" kitchen.••z 

Tessenow's influence is unmistakable in the bal
anced massing of the plain srucco-faced facades (fig
ures 3.22 and 3.23), the cubic proportions of the 
blocks, and especially the hipped roofs under which 
the units are variously grouped. Rather than being a 
fragment of a larger urban grid, the Sitdlrmg is self
contained and oriented inward toward the gardens and 
cui-de-sacs at its center. Each building, whether it 
contains two or seven units, is treated as a self
contained figural body; capped by its own hipped roof, 
it stands alone, complete in itself. The image-rein
forced by the model interior furnished by Schuster 
and the garden equipped with arbor, brick terrace, 
groomed lawns, and ornamental pathways and plant
ings-is of bourgeois gentility rather than proletarian 
subsistence. Indeed, the bourgeoisie were the settlers 
for whom the Sirdlung was intended and who bought 
into the community; workers could not afford the 
purchase price. At Am Wassertunn the Klrinrtadt 

forms do not (like the Heimatstil houses of Hugo 
Mayer's Rosenhtigel settlement) belie their urban 
proletarian contents. Schuster's Sitdlzmg is in fact a 

middle-class suburban settlement, not a working

class Garttnsitdlrmg. 
Yet its conception has little if anything to do with 

suburban middle-class Sitdlungm built before the war. 

Schuster's houses are the products of rigorous formal 
discipline and typological research. In the plans and 

accompanying text in Dtr Aujbau, Schuster carefully 
calculated the spatial needs of the modem settlement 
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house, calibrating the relationship between each piece 

of furniture, window, and door and positioning every 
flowering bush, fruit tree, and berry patch for opti

mum productivity and visual effect. Like "Thssenow's 

illustrations in Haus/Nm Wid Derglekbm, Schuster's 
houses (figure 3.24) have the timeless, ideal quality of 

a distillate from which all sentimentality, picturesque
ness, and randomness have been purified. Inside (fig

ures 3.21 and 3.25) the precise location and use of each 

table, cupboard, shelf, and curtain is not only pre

scribed but meticulously inscribed in the plan. Out

side, the attenuated proportions of window, door, wall, 

and roof, as well as the relationships between open

ings, rain gutters, drain pipes, and metal railings, are 

carefully calculated to achieve a balance so delicate 

and finely calibrated that any alteration or addition 
would threaten the stability of the whole and throw its 

parts into confusion. 

By the time the Siedlung Am Wasserrurm was com

pleted in 1926, the G~~ttmsiedlung idea had lost its 

force. Rooted in the ideology and politics of self-help 
and linked conceptually as well as materially to subsis

tence gardening, the cooperative settlement move

ment itself was both a result of the city's failure to 

provide nourishment and shelter for its population 

during and immediately after World War I and an in
dictment of the economic system that had allowed 

such conditions to prevail. In the early months of fam

ine and economic collapse, the community of urban 

row houses-each on its own plot of ground but part 

of a row of typified units, occupying litde more than 

one-tenth of its long narrow lot, which was otherwise 

given over to productive gardening-was considered 

not so much the appropriate housing form for a mod

em urban proletariat as the most effective solution, in 

economic as well as social terms, to the postwar hous

ing and food crisis in Vienna. 

Nevertheless, the link between settlement hous

ina: and allotment n.rdenintr fonred in the wartime 

1
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wild Sitt!llmgm continued to define the Viennese set

tlement movement throughout the early 1920s. It 

remained distinct not only from prewar Sitdlmrg hous

ing but also from the later Gtmtindtsitdhmgm (in 

which the gardens were recreational rather than pro

ductive) built by the municipality after 1916. Indeed, 

it was not the house but the guden, to be used for 

growing food rather than recreation, that set apart the 

Gartmsitdltmg as an urban architecrunl fonn . 1 ~J 

The emphasis on food cuh::ivation also distin

guished the early Viennese settlements from the fa

mous exurban Sitdltmgm built outside Frankfurt and 

Berlin in the middle and late 1920s. Though the Ger

man Sitdhmgtn (particularly outside Frankfurt) were 

also provided with alloanent gardens, producrive or 

subsistence gardening and urban proletarian living 

were not conceptually linked. I+~ As we have seen, the 

Viennese Garttntitdlrmg was conceived according to 

Migge's postwar theory of the Sthrtbwgartm, as an ur

ban inner-city allonnent garden that would permit 

"everyone to be self-sufficient." By enabling the city 

dweller to cultivate his own food, the allotment garden 

provided a means by which the city itself could be spa

tially contained, a means of preventing the outward 

spread and parasitic dependence of the Gromtt~dt (mc

c:ropolis) on the surrounding counttyside-a way, in 

other words, to preserve the integrity of both city and 

countryside.•~J It was the antithesis therefore of the 

garden city idea and the ideology of dcccnmlization, 

both of which underlay the conception of the German 

Sitdlrmgm: May's notion of the Tmhllnttnltadt (satellite 

town) as well as Martin Wagner's concept of the Gross
Jitdhmg (large or metropolitan settlement), and of 

course also Le Corbusier's "immeuble villas" in their 

peripheral parks in the Villt contnnparAint (1922). 146 

There is another, political dimension to the Vien

nese settlement movement. The Gartnuitdllmg house 

was conceived as the adjunct of the garden. But the 

combined working garden/dwelling was itself a part 

of the larger collectivity of the garden settlement. As 
Adolf MUller, chairman of the Charitable Allotment

Settlement Cooperative of AJnnannsdorf and Hetten

sdorf, wrote in 1921, "A settlement is not a ch•ster of 

individual houses with a few ornamental gardens, but 

a coherent group of kitchen gardens with residential 

accommodation together with all kinds of cultural 

provisions such as a cooperative house, a cooperative 

market, playgrounds, creches, etc:'147 Collective own

ership and collective identity were key to the o riginal 

concept of the GArttnsitdltmg. "The individual house 

is as a brick in a building," Neurath wrote of Frank's 

Hoffingergasse Siedlung in 1923. "A new community 

evolves here out of the class solidarity of the working 

population. The uniformity of the typified dwelling 

units, the uniformity of the standardized building 

parts, follows from economic necessity, but also from 

a sense of equality . . .. It is not the individual house 
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but the totality of houses that is the object which is 

shaped."148 

The radicalism of the early Viennese Gtwtmsietl
hmgm, as historians of the movement have pointed 

out, was due in large part ro the movement's lack of 

prewar bourgeois roots. In Vienna, unlike Germany, 

there had existed no petit bourgeois ownership

oriented allobllent or settlement movements (nor a 

prewar g.arden city or bourgeois cooperative SitdluPig 
movement) before 1914.14' Not only was there no ex

isting bourgeois model ro recast, but the origins of the 

movement itself were anarchic and radically indepen

dent of existing bourgeois slructures. 

DISSOLUTION Of THE GAinfNSIEDLUNG MOVE
MENT By the time the Austrian economy stabilized at 

the end of 1922, the Gtwtmsittlltmg as a cooperative 

productive self-help enterprise-to be built, operated, 

and lived in by urban 01settlers"-had already begun to 

lose its significance. Yet the municipality continued to 

build Siet/Jrmgm after 1923.1so These Gt:meindtsietl
ltmgm (municipal settlements) were different from the 
GmossmsciNJ.fissiedhmgm (cooperative settlements) of 

the early 1920s.151 No longer K/eingartmsiedlrmgm, or 

small working-g.arden settlements, but Wolmsietlhmgm 
(residential settlements), they were clusters of houses 

with recreational and ornamental, rather than produc

tive, gardens, which were reduced in size from 400 

ro around 100 square meters and often had neither 

toolsheds nor animal stalls. The houses were also re
conceived. Instead of the self-sustaining operational 

kitchen garden/dwelling units conceived by Loos, the 

houses revened to prewar Sitdhmg-rype, becoming 

traditional row houses with attached gardens. The 

WohPikiicbt (the working kitchen/living room) was of

ten replaced by separate Wolmsimmer (living room) 

and Kilche (kitchen), which were detached from the 
garden and frequendy oriented toward the street. 

A small number of representative examples illus

tnlre the tnlnsition from GDrtnuittlhl."" tn Gnnehult-

siedhmg. Two of the most prolific Sittlhmg architects 

were the parmers Franz Kaym and Alfons Hetmanek 

(who also designed Gemti11dt!Nmttn during the Hme 

period). Both had studied with Otto Wsgner from 

1910ro 1913 and had alsodesignedanumberofSied

hmgm for the cooperative societies in the early 1920s. 

Am FIOtzersteig (XfV), begun in 1921, and Weissen

bOckstrasse (XI), begun in 1923, were part coopera

tive, part Gtmtimksiedhmg. 1n In plan the units 

generally had large Wolmktkhm, toolsheds, and animal 

stalls in the gardens, which varied in size from 350 to 

100 square meters. Architecturally. Kaym and Hetma

nek's hoUses (figure 3.26) show the influence of En

glish garden city architecture, particularly the Arts and 

Crafts (C. F. A. Voysey-inspired) designs of Raymond 

Unwin for Letchworth and Hampstead Garden Sub

urb.m But the broad encompassing roofs with gable 

ends facing the street also reflect Kaym and Hetma

nek's Wagner School origins and their own engage

ment with the simple pmeai.es of alpine vernacular 

building in Upper Austria. 154 Intriguingly, in 1919 

Kaym and Hetmanek had published designs for inex

pensive standardized row houses that were remarkably 

close to Laos's designs for the Siedlung Am Heuberg 

a few years later; they were far more radical-with flat 

roofs, roof terraces, and Migge-inspired kitchen gar

dens-than anything the parmers later built. us 

Another Wagner student, Karl Ehn, who de

signed the Karl-Man:-Hof, the most famous Gnntin

dtbtm of Red Vienna, was also responsible for one 

of the municipality's earliest GtmtiPiduiedhmgm: the 
Siedlung Henneswiese (XIII) of 1923.u6 In Ehn's 

houses (figure 3.27) the transition from Gartet~Sittl

hmg to Wolmsiedhmg is complete. Kitchen and living 

room are disengaged, sometimes even separated by 
an entrance hall and central staircase. Alrogether 

Ehn's plans are distinctive for the careful delineation 

of spaces, separated by strong thresholds, that have 

prescribed programmatic uses: kitchen, living room, 

washroom. vestibule. and unstairs bedronm."'. Ehn's 
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houses (figure 3.28) were built to the same standard as 
the municipality's large Gnneindelmuten. Instead of the 
inexpensive Enatz (substitute, inferior) building mate
rials {such as hollow cement block) used for the early 
cooperative Siedhmgen, the Hermcswiese houses are 
brick, with rendered cement facing and ornamental 
brickwork around green-and-white-painted doorways. 
Like Kaym and Hetmanek, Ehn assimilated an En

glish Arts and Crafts sensibility to Austrian vernacular 
forms, particularly in his use of exposed brickwork, 
broad tile-hWlg gables, and simplified geometric 
forms. Each house had its own fenced-in front and 
back gardens, which were large (ca. 300 square meters) 
and provided with toolsheds and animal stalls. 

Still, it is the house and not the garden that domi
nates. From· Ehn's plans and photographs of th~ Sietl
lrmg published in contemporary journals, it is clear 
that the emphasis at Hermcswiese is on the house and 
the common space of street and square, rather than on 
the operational unit and productive function of the 
garden. An eJtensive, eight-page illustrated article on 
Henneswiese in 0Jtm"eichs Btm- und Wwkkumt (1925-
1926) includes not a single image of a garden or even 
a rear view of a house. Instead, the entire focus is on 
the public spaces of the Siedhmg-the continuous 
street facades and urban ensemble they create (figure 
3.29). m Unlike Loos's and Frank's Gtn'tensiedlungen, 
Hermeswicse is conceived in terms ofSitteesque Pilltz 
Bilthmg (place making); that is, as a discrete urban en
semble rather than a fragment of a larger urban grid. 
Indeed, Ehn himself noted that "the character of the 
Siedhmg is that of a self-contained district," a character 
that is .. emphasized by the gateway-like bridging of 
the principal residential street."158 This feature, and 
the internalized street, links Ehn's conception of the 
Siedhmg to Hugo Mayer's Schmelz and Schmitthen
ner's Staaken; it also, as we will see later, links his idea 
to the Gemeinde/Muten. In the late Gemeindniedhmgen, 
the connection to the GerneintkiHiuten is even closer. 
At Lockerwiese of 1928 (XIII), designed by Karl 
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Schartclmiiller (6gure 3.30), the GR1·tmsietlltmg para
digm of Loos and Frank, whereby the house is an in

dexical unit of a larger system, has been jettisoned in 

f'avor of a conception of the Sirtlhmg itself as a contin

uous, hierarchical, scenographically conceived archi
teCtonic unity that bridges and binds together street, 

square, and building into a single unitied structure. 119 

For Adolf Loos and the other architects who had been 
involved in the early years of the movement, the mu

nicipality's evident abandonment of the Gm·tmsietllung 
idea was disheartening. Yet Loos had long had an un

easy relationship with city building officials. "It is un

necessary to mention that only a few understood him 

in city hall, that the {architecturally) conservative bu
reaucrats were bitterly hostile towards him, [and) that 

they sabotaged his plans," Max Ermers wrote ofLoos's 

experience as chief architect in the Sirtllungsnmt. 
At the same time, it would seem that Loos himself 

W11S not always attuned to the needs and aspirations of 
his proletarian clients. Loos "had wanted to deprole

tarianize [the settlers), so as to become 'gentlemen' by 

means of their own houses:• Ermers noted, but "the 

settlers themselves loved their trivialities more than 

his strict objective functional-constructional manner 
of building!'160 Increasingly frustrated by the bureau
crats' and settlers' resistance to his ideas, Loos re

signed from the Siedlungsamt in june 1924. 

Not only Loos but the Siedlungsamt as a whole 
W11S isolated from power. As Werner Hegemann 

pointed out in Wnmmtbs Monntsheftt in 1926, the Sied

lungsamt was not part of the division of public works 

and was therefore unconnected to the Stadtbauamt, 

which was responsible for municipal building opera

tions. Thus Loos, Ermers, Kampffmeyer, and the 

Siedlungsamt in general had little inRuence with city 

building officials. Bureaucratic opposition was com

pounded by what Hegemann called the "hard-nosed 

individuality" of the settlers, who did not W11nt to have 

anything to do with the typification of settlement 

houses proposed by Loos and Frank, and had ob

structed attempts to implement such ideas-most no

tably at the Hoffingergasse Siedlung, where Frank's 

designs had been rejected and subsequently reworked 

bytheseulers.161 

But there were also organizational problems 

within the cooperative settlement movement. Ludwig 
Neumann, secretary of the OVSK, outlined them in 

Der Atiflmll in September 1926. In the early days of 

the movement there was an absence of control over 

building operations. The settlers lacked practical ex

perience in dealing with the organizational, economic, 

and technical problems they faced. As a result unsuit

able land was often selected, time and energy W11S 

wasted on "impossible" experiments with building 

materials and techniques, agricultural operations were 

begun without sufficient capital and located on infer
tile waste- or stubland, building workshops and factor

ies were set up without commercial foundation, and 

corrupt or merely incompetent individuals were en
trusted with large sums of public money.": The 
OVSK was also beset by problems. In 1924 lack of 
funds forced it to close its BnubWv, which, since 1922, 

had been supported by the Anglo-American Mission 

of the Society of Friends. A year Iacer, in july 1925, 
the OVSK's board of directors disbanded, and from 

then on the Vn-bnntf was primarily concerned with al

lotment gardening. In january 1926 the OVSK 
changed the name and focus of its journal from Sietfltl' 
1mtl KJeh1giir1nn· (settlers and allotment gardeners) 

to KJeingiir11ln; Sittller tmd Kltintitrzfichter (allot

ment gardeners, setders, and small animal breed

ers). 1M Neumann concluded that unless the municipal

ity assumed full responsibility for the construction and 

adminisuation of the Sirtlluugen, the movement itself 

would come to an end. 

In 1927 the municipality introduced a new system 

for financing the construction of settlement housing. 

From that time forward, settlers ~ no longer re

quired to contribute either down payments or labor 1301131 
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toward the cost of construction. Instead, settlement 

houses were financed , built, maintained, and owned by 

the municipality and rented to tenants.• .. Finally, in 

the fall of 1928, Hans Kampffmayer resigned as head 
of the Siedlungsamt, three years before his contr:~ct 
expired; he leh for Frankfurt to become secretary gen
enl of the newly founded International Housing lwo
ciation. Three years later, in 1931, the Siedlungsamt 
itself was disbanded. 

The last gasp of the setdement movement came 
in 1932 with the ill-fated Werkbund SitJhmg exhibi

tion in Vienna, which had originally been planned for 

1929. Organized by Josef Frank, it was meant as a re-

sponse or counterproject to the Stuttgart Werkbund 

exhibition (Weissenhofsiedlung) 0rg<1nized by Mies 
van der Rohe in I927. 16s Whereas at Weissenhofthe 

emphasis had been on materials and building technol

ogy, in Vienna the focus was on space and planning. 

According to Fr1nk's brief, the purpose was to develop 

dwelling plans that made maximum use of a limited 

amount of space, Each design was to "create the great

est living comfort that could be compatible with the 

principle of minimum expenditure of space." In other 

words, consonant with Frank-s antipathy toward the 

machine aesthetic of"das neue Bauen" or indeed any 

kind of aesthetic system, the objective was individual-
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icy (rather than unifonnity) within severely restricted 

financial and spatial limitations. Together the seventy 

units designed by thirty-one architects were to dem

onstrate the "greatest possible variety of types with 

this condition in mind."166 Originally the exhibition 

was conceived within the context of the municipal 

building program; it was to be financed by the city and 

was to include apartment buildings as well as small 

row houses. Subsequently, it was reconceived as a proj

ect of the Heimlmubilft Aktion, according to which the 

units were to be sold, not rented, and apartments were 

eliminated from the program. The site also changed 

from a relatively urban location on the Triesterstrasse 

(adjacent to the Am Wasserturm Siedlung) in district 

X, to a semirural one in the suburban villa district 

of Hietzing (XIII). Most of the architects invited 

were Viennese, and they included the "modern" con

tingent of the Sitdlung moVement-Laos, Uhotzky, 

Wlach, Strnad, Schuster, Anton Brenner, and Ernst 

Plischke167-as well as Werkbund members Josef 

Hoffinann, Clemens Holzmeister, Oswald Haerdtl, 

Hugo Gorge, Ernst Uchtblau, and others. Viennese 

expatriates practicing in the United States, Richard 

Ncutra and Arthur Grfinbcrgcr, were also invited to 

participate, as were a small number of foreign archi

tects including Gerrit Rietveld, G.lbriel Guevrekian, 

Hugo Hiring, and Andre Lu~at.•,.. 

In the final program for the exhibition there was 

no urban design component. The houses, mosdy rows 

of double units, were distributed without particular at

tention to overall composition along the peripheral 

streets and the one internal street of the site. Some 

of the designs were innovative in the Viennese con

text, introducing roof terraces (Lu~t, Hoffinann), 

double-height living room spaces (Loos in collabora

tion with Kulka), and open plan studio-cum-living 

spaces (Frank). All of the houses were in the modern 

idiom, with flat roofs and white- or pastel-washed 

smooth stucco walls. (Some of the foreign architects 

also made use of horizontal strip windows.) All of the 

houses were furnished by their architects for the dura

tion of the exhibition with chairs, tables, lamps, and so 

on, scaled to the circumscribed spaces of the modest 

exhibition house interiors. But as a whole the Werk

bund Siedlnng offered little that was new. By 1932 nei

ther the planning concepts nor the fonnallanguage of 

the houses was novel. Both were well established in the 

formal vocabulary of European modernism. 

The timing of the exhibition was disastrous in 

other ways as well. Whatever economic and social im

pact the exhibition might have had under normal cir

cumstances was dispelled by the world economic crisis 

and gathering political storm in Austria. Because of 

the worldwide economic depression, interest in the ex

hibition was less intense than anticipated, and the 

Werkbund was unable to sell most of the houses 

(which were subsequently acquired by the municipal~ 

ity). Politically, the Austrian Werkbund itself was in 

crisis. Within year it split apart into two factions: the 

old left-wing and "Jewish" Werkbund {Frank, Strnad, 

and Oskar Kokoschlca, among others) and the nation

alist, largely anti-Semitic Neuer Werkbund Oster

reichs (New Austrian Werkbund), whose members 

included Hoffmann, Behrens, and Holzmeistcr. 109 

Well before that time, the Viennese Sitdlnng 
movement had lost its original purpose: the postwar 

food shortages were long over. By l92) the worst of 

the currency crisis was also past and priorities had 

shifted. Rather than providing a starving urban popu

lation with provisional shelter and the means to supply 

its own food, the municipality was attempting to pro

vide a newly enfranchised urban proletariat with per

manent living space, social services, and employment. 

This required not just the revision of existing housing 

policy but a complete reorganization of the city's ad

ministrative and technical functions. 
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I THE MUNICIPALITY OF VIENNA WAS NOT THE ONLY ONE TO TACKLE THE HOUSING PROB

LEM ON A VAST SCALE AFTER THE LAST WAR. BUT IT WAS PROBABLY THE ONLY ONE 

WHICH TRIED NEW WAYS OF ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE COMBINED WITH A NEW LAND 

POLICY.-Max Ermers, "Housing Policy In VIenna, 1919-1934u (1941/1942) I 
The reclmiques used by the Social Democratic munic

ipality of Vienna to realize its building plans-revolu

tionary methods of financing involving a new tax 
structure, land acquisition policy, standardization of 

building parts, and massive reorganization of the mu

nicipal administration to supply. execute, coordinate, 

and oversee citywide building operations, as well as to 

integrate the new social welfare, educational, and cui

rural facilities provided by che municipality in the new 

buildings-were among the more original aspects of 

Red Vienna's building program. The program could 

be executed only with an enormous collective effort of 

will. Every department of government was engaged 

and directed toward transforming the sociospatial 
structure of the lives of Vienna's newly enfranchised 

working-class subjects. 
While many facets of this program are known, the 

processes by which the buildings were planned, de
signed, and built, as well as the means by which crucial 

decisions regarding policy, program, and design were 

reached, have remained obscure.• One reason is that 

records of internal departmental or interdepartmental 

meetings at which such decisions were presu1nably 

made apparently have not survived. It is likely that 

documentation of this kind disappeared in the course 

of the many political changes in Vienna between I 934 

and 1945.z City council minutes did survive, but there 

discussions of policy and the designs for specific build

ings-all of which were presented to the city council 

for approval-rarely went beyond the exchange of po

litical invective, since the approval of the measures 

proposed and the building designs presented was as-

sured by the Social Democrats' majority throughout 
the period that Red Vienna was building.1 Nonethe

less, it is possible from the available evidence to piece 

together the organizational structure of the adminis

trative appaHrus assembled to execute the building 

program, to determine the methods by which space in 

the new buildings was allocated once they were com

pleted, and to outline the processes by which decisions 

were made regarding the program and design of the 
buildings.~ 

FINANCE The foundation stone upon which the en

tire municipal program rested was the systematic reor

ganization of the city's finances. This was the work 

primarily of two key figures in the Social Democratic 
administration of Vienna: Robert Danneberg, presi

dent of the Regional Assembly (provincial parliament) 
of Vienna, and Hugo Breitner, councilor for finance. 

Danneberg, who died at Auschwitz in 1942 had stud

ied law at Vienna University and in 1908 assumed re

sponsibility for the party's educational and cultural 

programs, as well as editorship of the journal Die Bil
tlur~gsm-beit (&lumtior~al Work) in which these pro

grams were discussed. 5 I le was also responsible for 

developing the party's housing policy and for crafting 

the network of interlocking institutions that consti

tuted Red Vienna's housing program. In addition, 

Danneberg played a significant role in reforming Vi

enna's municipal and provincial tax structure. In this 

he worked together with the principal author of Red 

Vienna's new tax S}'Stem, Hugo Breitner, a banker and 

a socialist who was a fanner director of the Austrian 

Landerbank.6 
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Hated by consern~tives and admired by Social 

Democrats, Breimer ~s generally respected for his 

economic acumen and was considered by both parties 

to be something of a financial genius. Breimer's fi

nancial policy was defined by the decision to finance 

the building program out of current taxation rather 

than mortgage loans.1 "I am opposed to incurring 

debts," Breimer declared. "One cannot operate in 

these tumultuous times with borrowed money. I would 

rather limit my activities, and remain debt-free."' 

Since the Social Democrats' plans were to build on a 

large scale and for the long term, the accumulated 

debt, Breimer reasoned, would have made it necessary 

not only continually to raise taxes but also to raise 

rents in order to service the loans. Neither was consid

ered acceptable. Though it was not possible to raise 

sufficient revenues in the early years, after 1923 all of 

the city's new buildings were financed out of current 

tax receipts. This policy earned Breimer the sobriquet 
"tax sadist .. and made him the target of virulent antiso

cialist (as well as anti-Semitic) propag;~nda in VieMa 

(figure 4. 1). But the historical prerequisite for the pol
icy was the Federal Rent Control Act of 1922, one of 

the most imporunt pieces of post-World War I legis

lation in Austria. 

The Fedenl Rent Conttol Act The Rent Control 
Act itself was a direct consequence of the crisis in Aus

trian industry after World War I. The new republic 
had acquired 30 percent o( the industrial workers and 

20 percent of the steam-powered industry of the old 

empire. Yet domestic production of coal amounted to 

only O.S percent of that produced in the last years o( 

the monarchy, and the output was generally o( very 

poor quality. Consequently, almost all the coal needed 

(or industry, for the railways, and for household con

sumption in Austria had to be imported. This meant 

that Austria-s postwar economy was almost entirely 
dependent on industrial production and the ability to 

export over 70 percent of its products.9 But because o( 

1 
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Austria's large debts, its poor resources, and the high 

tariffs enacted by the neighboring Succession States, 

the only way for the new republic to undersell its com

petitors and dispose of its products was to keep labor 

costs down. It was therefore imperative that some 

means be found of lowering the wages of Austria's 

large industrial workforce, without overburdening 

the worker. 

The solution-Mietmdmtz (rent control)

meant sacrificing the landlord for the worker: 

Our competitiveness can only be maintained by relatively 

low wages, which are lower than ..• those of other indusuial 

nations. The qiiOtlll for food, clothing, education, and the 

small portion for enn:minment cannot stand reduction. 

There is only one component that can be eliminated from 

the worker's wages without the nea:ssiry of stepping up his 

productivity. That is rent. In the prewar years rent absorbed 

2S percent of the worker's wages. With rent control its cost 

hu become negligible, averaging only about 2 percent of the 

wages. When rent control ends, wages must rise. Our export 

industry, on which the fate of this country depends, cannot, 

in light of the described unfavonble production conditions, 

accommodate any such wage increases.10 

A permanent law, the Rent Control Act of 1922, 

fixed the basic rent a tena.nt paid at half the rent paid 

for a given apartment on 1 August 1914. 11 Because of 

the depreciation of the Austrian krone this meant that 

rents were reduced to practically nothing; they were 

less than I percent of their prewar value. (In U.S. dol

lar equivalents, a prewar rent of $600 per annum 

would have been reduced to approximately $0.04.) In 

addition to the basic rent, a maintenance charge (to 

cover repairs and the labor of management) was fixed 

at a nominal figure of ISO times the prewar rent. On 

top of this there was an additional variable charge for 

operating costs, insurance, and taxes. 11 In essence, the 

new Rent Control Act expropriated all of the land-

lord's income from rents beyond the amount actually 

needed to cover his expenditures on the building. 

It is important to note that the Rent Control Act 
was not a municipal but a federal law, legislated by the 

conservative Christian Socialist government to pro

vide a subsidy to industry. And though opposition to 

rent control was to become a rallying point for conser

vative groups throughout the interwar period, the law 

itself benefited not only tenants but also employers, 

most of whom were Christian Socialists-business

men who had little allegiance to, or sympathy for, Vi

enna's "rent vultures" and who found it expedient to 

expropriate the landlord for the worker. u The tradi

tional antagonism between landlords and big business 

(not only between landlords and tenants), therefore, 

led Austria to impose particularly stringent restric

tions, and, unlike other European countries also seri

ously affected by postwar inflation, to make rent 

control a fixed feature of the country's economy.~-t 

The Rent Control Act of 1922 had a number of 

consequences for Vienna. Because it more or less 

eliminated rent from a tenant's budget, each tenant 

became in effect the owner of an equity in his apart

ment. But it was an equity that the tenant could not 

sell and could protect only by continuing to occupy 

the apanment. This naturally reduced the number of 

vacancies to a point where there was practically no 

turnover in the housing market, exacerbating the need 

for new housing construction in the city. 15 

Rent control also destroyed private building spec

ulation (since no profits could be made) and pushed 

down land values. This made it possible for the city to 

buy land at gready reduced prices and to increase its 

already substantial holdings of urban building sites 

within the municipal boundaries.16 In this the Social 

Democrats were following in the footsteps of their 

Christian Socialist predecessors, who made exten

sive land purchases before and during World War I. 

By 1918, the municipality already owned 17 percent, 
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or 4,690 hectares (18 square miles}, of its areaY The 

Social Democrats increased municipal land ownership 

10 5,040 hectares by 1922 and doubled the city's real 

estate holdings by 193J.'H 

New Tax Structure and the Wohnlnmsteuw Rent 

control also had significant financial implications for 

Vienna. It not only provided an additional source of 

revenues-the tenants' s~wings on rent-but also 

made it possible for the municipality to restructure its 

systemoftaxation. 19 0n 1 February 1923,a new highly 

progressive tax, known as the "housing construction 

tax" or WO/mbtntsteun; was introduced. This was a tu 

on rent; but unlike the old rent tax, it was levied not 

on the landlord's income but on the fixed rent of the 

particular property and was sharply graded (from 2 

percent to 37 percent} according to the size of the 

apartment or commercial space rented. This meant 

rhat the tenants of small apartments and shops, which 

represented 86 percent of the total rental property in 

the city, paid only 23.6 percent of the total tax col

lected. The tenants of the largest and most luxurious 

flats or offices, which comprised less than O.S percent 

of the total rental property in the city, paid 41.7 per

cent of the tax. In other words, the 90 most expensive 

rental properties paid as much tax as the 350,000 least 

expensive. Thus the burden of the Wohnbnusteuer, the 

entire proceeds of which were earmarked for new 

housing construction, was placed on the rich.10 

Aside from the WohniHiustetm; Vienna introduced 

a series of other new city and provincial taxes. r:.xcept 
for a welfare tax (a flat assessment of 4 percent on all 

payrolls), most of the new taxes were, like the Woh11-

battsteuer, levied on goods and property: real estate, 

capital gains, investment and rental income, luxuries 

(automobiles, horses, specialty foods, brandy, and var

ious forms of entertainment, as well as domestic ser

vants, pets, etc.) rather than on income. Revenue from 

these taxes, together with the city's share of fedenl tax 

revenues, and the WohniNmsttuer was used to finance 

the municipal building program.11 By transforming 

rent control from an emergency measure into a per

manent law, the federal government had made it pos

sible for the socialists in Vienna to levy the 

WiJbnbmtstezte~· and other municipal and provincial 

taxes with which it could finance its building program. 

At the same time, it was only through such a building 

program that the continuation of rent control, on 

which the economic survival of the republic itself de

pended, could be ensured. n 

To emphasize this fact, the Social Democratic 

city council inaugurated its first major building pro

gram on 1 February 1923, the day the WohnbmaterteJ" 
went into effect.:1 This program, to build 1,000 dwell

ings in 1923, was followed eight months later by the 

inauguntion of Red Vienna's first "Five-Year Building 

Program" to provide 5,000 new dwellings annually. 

Forty percent of the necessary funds for this building 

program (estimated at 400 billion krone per year) were 

provided by the Wobnbnusteun: The remaining build

ing costs were covered by revenues from other munic

ipal and provincial taxes and by Vienna's share in the 

federal tax revenues. Among these, the funds distrib

uted by the federal government and the municipal 

welfare tax made up the largest part. F.xpenditures on 

housing construction amounted to approximately 20 

percent of Red Vienna's annual expendirures.1~ The 

city forwent any retum on the capital invested in the 

housing, since the investment was to he written off en

tirely as a nonrecoverable cost to the municipality. 

The decision to build R fonds perdu was founded on 

Breimer's determination not to incur large debts (as 

the socialists' predecessors had done) and, as far as 

possible, to maintain a balanced budget. 

Although the federal rent control laws did not 

apply to new construction, the Social Democrats de

cided to keep the rents in the new buildings on a par 

with those in older buildings. The new apartments, it 

was argued, were intended "for people earning moder

ate wa~res ... fthel economicallv weakest section of the 



people •.• [who) can only remain in [their) new sani

tary dwelling[s) if the rent [they have) to pay is really 

exceptionally low. Otherwise these dwellings will be 

abandoned by the people of modest means for whom 

they were built, and be taken over by those better situ
ated in life."15 

Rents in the new municipal housing blocks were 

fixed, therefore, at levels sufficient to cover only the 

cost of maintenance and repair, according to the fol

lowing calculation. The rent for a dwelling in a munic

ipal housing block was divided into four parts: the first 

three were a "basic rent" (determined by floor space 

and fixed at one-half the prewar rent for equivalent 

space), a repair and management charge (fixed at 150 

times the prewar rate), and regular maintenance costs 

(chimney sweeping, cleaning of sewers, caretakers' 

wages, and so on). Since it was alculated that the 

maintenance and repair costs would be relatively low 
in new buildings, a small surplus was added as a reserve 

fund to be used for future maintenance and to guard 

against having to raise rents. The fourth part was a 

sum to cover taxation charges. On top of this there 
were small extra charges for the use of some commu

nal facilities, such as the laundries, baths, and child

are services. On average, monthly rents in the new 

buildings amounted to around 3.4 percent of the in
come of skilled and semiskilled workers; this figure 

included the Wolmbmtsteuer, which every Vien

nese tenant was obliged to pay, as well as the cost of 

utilities.Z6 

LAND ACQUISITION In 1919 most of the city

owned land in ViCIUla could not be used for new hous

ing construction. The W.ld- rmd WieJengiinel was pro

tected green space, and most of the municipally owned 

building lots suited for development had been zoned 

for schools, public offices, and other civic purposes. 

The municipality, therefore, was forced to increa.~e its 

land holdings if it was to carry out its building plans. 

The Social Democrats began buying land during the 

worst period of inflation, and between 1919 and 1922 

they steadily accumulated holdings throughout Vi
CIUla at a fraction of prewar real estate prices.n 

Administered by the Division of Food and Stores, 
Red Vienna's Bodmpolitilt (land acquisition policy) was 
to a large extent determined by the fact that the city 

of Vienna had at its disposal no effective legal mea

sures for the compulsory acquisition of land to be used 

in the public interest. The existing laws of expropria

tion (in force since 1883) could only be invoked for 

the improvement of traffic circulation; that is, for con

structing streets, not housing.!' Consequently, all of 

the building land acquired by the municipality had to 
be bought in the open market, where the city had no 

conttol over prices. However, since there was almost 

no private building activity in Vienna at the time, the 

market was, in fact, filvorable to the city. As we have 
seen, the federal rent control laws also played an im

ponant role, as the virtual elimination of profits to be 

made from rent caused land values to plummet. 

To avoid losing this advantage once its intention 

to carry out extensive building operations over a pe
riod of several years was announced, at the end of 1922 

the municipality adopted a new policy regarding land 

purchases. Rather than acquiring sites individually 
or in small strips (Riemm), the Division of Food and 

Stores was charged with buying up large parcels of 
land all over the city before definite building plans had 

been made. Two such major purchases were made in 

1923: the Drasche-GU.rtel, the former clay pits of the 
Wienerberger Brick Factory in Favoriten, and the 

Frankei-Grnnde, also in Favoriten and the adjacent 

district of Meidling, along the old Linienwall; to

gether they amounted to 2.6 million square meters.~9 

At this time also the city began to employ a variety of 

different agents and middlemen in its negotiations 

with private owners, wishing to avoid either paying 

inflated prices for key pieces of ground needed for 

its immediate building plans or having those plans 

blocked by landowners who refused to sell. 
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The municipality also used its tax policies to reg

ulate prices and depress land values. Unbuilt urban 
land ready for development was taxed more heavily 

than land less well served by urban infrastructure. 

C~pital gains On J~nd s~Jes were ~Jso taxed sepaHteJy, 

and at~ higher rate than other property. Moreover, to 

prevent tax avoidance by understatement of purchase 
price in private sales, the city was legally empowered 

to intervene in such a t:Hnsaction and to purchase the 

given property at the value set for tax purposes. In ad

dition, the city used its planning powers to change the 

zoning (and thereby influence land prices) in ~reas in 

which it had plans to build.10 

OcctSionally plans for particular sites had to be 

abandoned because of unreasonable dem~nds made by 

landowners, but in general these methods were suc

cessful, even though the time required to assemble 

plots often delayed projects or forced them to be com

pleted in stages. Between 1922 and 1928, 1,550 hect
ares of urban land were purchased in this way (6gure 

4.2). By 1928 the municipality owned a total of 7,920 

hectares, or approlcimately one-quarter of the total 

area of Greater Vienna.' 1 

In 1929 a federal law of eminent domain author

ized Vienna to expropriate unsanitary residential 

buildings that required complete reconstruction, as 
well as small pieces of land (~cant lots on streets up 

to 30 meters long) that "could not be built up Htio

nally" and that prevented the unified development of 
neighboring pieces of ground already owned by the 

city. This law enabled the municipality to consider

ably increase its land holdings in the more densely 

built-up areas of the city in the following four years. 

It ~lso led to an increase in interstiti~l, in611 buildin_g, 

or LiicktiiVn-bnmmg, in the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

Together with the purchase from the Bodmlmditanst(l/t 
(land credit corpoHtion) of a 2.) million square meter 

area in Floridsdorfin 1929, the building land acquired 

by means of the new law increased Red Vienna's own

ership of urban land by419J hectares and brought the 

city's total holdings at the end of 1931 to one-third of 
itsare~ .u 

BUILDING OPERATIONS The creation of 5,000 
dwellings a year for five years, Breimer had noted in 
1923, represented .. ~n enonnous unden~k.ing for the 

municipal apparatus:• requiring massive reorganiza
tion of the administrative departments responsible for 

housing ~nd construction." Four of the seven divi
sions within the Magistmt (adminisuative branch of 

the municipal government) were di~tly concerned 

with the execution of the building program: Finance, 

Food and Stores, Public Works, Social Policy, ~nd 
Housing. A fifth, Public Health and Welfare, was re

sponsible for providing health ~nd welfare f~cilities in 

the new housing, and was therefore also an integHI 

part of the progHm. Departments within each of the 
remaining divisions (Personnel and General Admin

ist:Htion, as well as Municip~l Enterprises, which 

was not part of the Magistrat), particularly those con-
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cemed with population statistics, public education 

programs, and cooperative and other enterprises, were 

also variously involved in the planning and design of 

the city's housing projects. Thus the building program 

demanded interconnected and coordinated activity 

at all levels and in every branch of the municipal 

government.14 

The building program itself was administered by 
the Stadtbauamt (City Building Office), a department 

within the Division of Public Works (Verwalrungs

gruppe fnr Technische Angelegenheiten). While this 

division was responsible for overseeing all technical 

opemtions in the city, the Stadtbauamt was charged 

specifically with supervising the municipal building 

opemtions. At the head of the Stadtba.uamt was the 

Stmltlmudirektor (city building director), who super

vised all operations concerned with the design, con

struction, and equipment of the new municipal 
housing. In the period from 1920 to 1934 there were 
two directors." The first, Max Fiebiger (1867-19S8), 

was Stildtlmudirrlttor from 1920 until his forced early 

retirement in 1925. An engineer by profession, Fie

biger, who was an archconservative regarding archi
tectural matters, was by all accounts elevated to this 

position more for his organizational abilities than for 

his skill as an architect or planner. The principal man

date and achievement of his directorship was to sys
tematicaliy dismande the large bureaucracy of the 

prewar Stadtbauamt (a legacy of Vienna's imperial ad

ministration) and to devise a new and more efficient 

organization. This work earned him the nickname 

"de-construction director," or ''Abbaudirektor."J6 

Fiebiger was succeeded in january 1925 by Franz 

Musil {1884-1966), who oudasted Red Vienna (as well 

as "Black" and "Brown" Vienna) to retire in 1946. 

Musil was also an engineer by training and had spe

cialized in transportation and traffic planning. He be

gan working for the city before the war and from 1910 

to 1917 was employed by the Austrian National Rail

ways {Osterreichische Staatsbahnen) in Vienna, where 

he worked on traffic and rapid transit planning. Dur

ing that period he was sent by the Vienna transport 

commission on a tour to study metropolitan rapid 

transit systems and traffic conditions (gl'ossstiidtitther 
Verkthnwrhiiltnisse) in Gennany, France, England, 

and the United States. In 1917 he was appointed direc

tor of the Rapid Transit section in the Stadtba.uamt. 

When lack of funds forced the disbandment of this 

section in 1922, Musil transferred to the Depanment 

of Transport and became head of the bridge and dike 

construction section. just before he was appointed 

St11dtlmudirektor, Musil and Otto Hula (head of the 

building supply section of the Stadtbauamt) were sent 

to study housing and construction techniques in 
North America.U 

The St•dtbaudirelttor reported direcdy to the head 

of the Division of Public Works and Technical Infra

structure. While the fanner was an employee of the 

municipality (betnntrte Chrj), his superior was a Stad
trllt, a member of the majority party and the St11dtsenat 
(senate) who was elected to this post by the city coun

cil.18 From 1919 until his death from cancer in 1927, 

this political position was held by Franz Siegel (1876-

1927), an inftuential and respected party member who 

was a building foreman by profession. Siegel had both 

solid socialist credentials and a thorough understand
ing of the building operations under his purview." As 

head of public works, he was in charge of policy as well 

as operations. Siegel chaired the council's executive 

committee (Gemtindm~tsaussthuss) on public works and 

technical inFrastructure (of which he was ex officio 

head), and he reported on these matters to the senate 
and city council . ..., 

Immediately preceding the inauguration of the 

first five-year building program, the Stadtbauamt was 

reorganized into sixteen sections, each of which was 
responsible for executing a different aspect of the 
building opemtions connected to the new housing 

program. The most important and largest sections 

were concerned with providing and supervising the 
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dispersal of materials, with construction, and with de

veloping and vetting the architectural designs.41 

Materials The section in charge of the purchase and 

supply of building materials (Abttiltmg fiir Btmstojfgt
wimumg 1md Batutojfotrchaffimg) was run as a commer

cial business. A large part of the necess;~ry supplies 

were produced direcdy by the municipality in city

owned factories administered by the building supply 

section. Most of the sand used in the construction of 

the new buildings was produced by the city-owned Vi

enna Building Materials Company (Wiener Baustoff 

AG), which had its own ships and rugs and had been 

purchased by the municipality in 1918. Bricks and tiles 

were produced at the Ober-Laa brick kilns, acquired 

by the city in 1919 and subsequendy enlarged and 

modernized to increase their capacity:+: A new, smaller 

brick format (known as the German fonnat) was intro

duced for the new buildings(2S X 12 X 65 cminstead 

of 30 X t S X 7 .S em), as a cost-saving measure.41 All 

of the city's limestone came from the Hinterbrtihl 

limekiln and Kaltbrunn quarries, purchased in 1918 

and 1923 respectively. In the period between 1919 and 

1922 the municipality bought its own granite works, 

1 
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paving stone works, tile factories, and repair 
workshops .... 

Large quantities of building materials were also 

bought in the open market. Here the municipality's 

experience as producer not only provided insight into 

the real costs of production but also gave it a distinct 

bargaining advantage. Gene~lly, in order to obtain· fa

vorable prices, very large orders were placed with pri

vate concerns. Usually materials for an entire year's 

projected building program were ordered in advance, 

and up to one-half of the amount due on these orders 

was also paid in advance of their delivery. To further 

ensure economy, building pans such as doors and 
windows, as well as wooden and metal door and win

dow f~mes, metal fittings, stairs, banister rails, toiler 
bowls, wall faucets, gas stoves, and park benches were 

standardit.ed:" These were ordered by the ten thou

sand, or by W21gon load. By 1928 a total of 11),586 

wagon loads of such materials, weighing 10 tons each, 

had been delivered. A city publication offered an in

teresting statistic: "Put end to end, the II ),586 wag

ons would have stretched 695 kilometers-that is, 
from VieMa to the town of Bregenz. on AustriaS 

northwest border with Germany.146 

The advantages of this system for the producer 
were conside~ble. Large contracts over a number of 

years, at quanti~es that ohen comprised a finn's entire 

output, ensured both stability and cheapness of pro

duction. The city as contractor also benefited gready. 

By purchasing materials in bulk direcdy from produc

ers, the municipality was able to eliminate the middle

man, reduce the number of inquiries for materials, 

and control the quality of the materials. All of the build

ing materials produced and purchased were also qual

ity rested by city inspectors at municipal (and SUite) 

testing stations, as well as on the building sires 

themselves."~7 

Tnnsport Usually building materials were delivered 
tlin>rtlv frnm thl!.ir nb~e of m~nnf~r.nlrl' to thf" huilrl-

ing site (figure 4.)). They were transponed in city

owned trucks, goods cars on the municipal tramways 

(particularly at night), and bnnch nilway trades espe

cially laid down for the purpose. Only small quantities 

of supplies were held in municipal sto~ge yards on the 

Erdbergerlande along the southern ~ilway line in dis

trict UI. These were intended as reserves, should the 

delivery of materials from factories to the construction 

sites be delayed. Since the yard had both a nilway con

nection and a loading dock on the Danube Canal, the 

sto~ge costs were minimal.•• 

Construction The construction section (Hochbnuab

ttilung) of the St2dtbauamt was charged with supervis

ing the execution of the buildings themselves. All the 
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labor on the new buildings was done by contnct, and 

all building contracts were awarded through public ad

venisement; thus one of the primary functions of this 

section was to evaluate tenders from private building 

finns and tradesmen. Given the lack of private build

ing activity, the number of competing finns was high 

and the city was able to get very reasonable prices.~' 

Aside from handling the building contracts, the 

construction section also monitored work on the site 

once construction had begun. The methods used were 

dictated by the needs both to contain construction 

costs and to combat unemployment. Standardized ele

ments, extensive use of reinforced concrete for pillars, 

roofs, and lloors, heavy machinery for dredging and 

cement-mixing, and practical systems of scaffolding 
were used to keep the costs of construction down 

(figures 4.4 and 4.5). At the S9me time, the stucco

faced load-bearing brick masonry construction used 

throughout the new buildings was a labor-intensive 

method that required little skill and gave jobs to large 

numbers of otherwise unemployed manual laborers. 

The extensive millwork, joinery, and other carpentry 
work involved in the buildings, as well as the specially 

commissioned sculpture, painted decoration, and or

namental stucco, metalwork, and ceramic tile work 
with which the buildings were embellished, employed 

thouSt~nds of additional skilled workers, craftsmen, 

andanists.10 

Design and Planning The architectural supervision 

of the municipal building operations was handled by 
the Architecture Bureau (Architekturabteilung), which 

had a permanent staff of around twenty architects, all 

of whom were municipal employees; many had been 

in the city building depamnent since before World 

'War I." Until 1923, almost all of the actual planning 

and design work was done by the bureau itself. In 

1923, according to a repon in the Litschrift drs Ostw
nkbiscbtn lngrnieur-um/Arcbitrlttrn-Vmines, theStadt

bauamt was working day and night on twenty-two 

large buildings, with five private architects working on 

the designs and the depanment architects managing 
all the rest, including the preparation of working 

drawings, estimates, subconttacting, materials, and so 

on.u Once the five-year building program was 

launched and the volume of work became too great for 

the architectural section to handle alone, the bureau 

began to employ a large number of private architects 

to assist in the preparation of designs for the munici

pal buildings; since there was almost no private build

ing activity in Vienna at the time, many were 

available.u 

Generally private architects were commissioned 

directly by the Stadtbauamt to design specific housing 

projects. Often they were grouped into design teams 

to work collaboratively on developing designs for 
some of the larger building complexes. Occasion

ally competitions were held for some of the larger, 

more complicated, and more prestigious building 

projects. These were usually juried by distinguished 

architects in private practice, heads of the professional 

institutions, and professors in the schools of architec
ture (e.g., Josef Hoffmann, Hubert Gessner, Peter Be

hrens, Siegfried Theiss, and Roben Oerley), together 

with one or two high-level officials in the Stadtbau
amt. Here, as with the distribution of contracts and 

hiring of skilled and unskilled workers, the guiding 

principle, according to official policy, was to give em

ployment to as many architects as possible.14 

While the municipal architects of the Architec

ture Bureau continued to execute designs for some of 

the new buildings (S4 of the 2SO buildings designed in 

the period (rom 1923 to 1928 were by architects in the 

city building depanment), the majority of the approxi

mately 400 new buildings completed by 1934 were de

signed by around 190 private architects. After 1923 

the Architecture Bureau functioned primarily as an ad

visory and review bureau (Bauhmltun&r- rmd Oimprs
fongsstelle) and an intennediary or coordinating link 

(Zwiscbnlglietl) betWeen the city administration as eli-
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ent and the priwte architects as temporary employees 

of the building department. 
The bureau itself was charged with drawing up 

the guidelines for ground coverage, layout, and gen
eral disposition of the interior spaces of the buildings; 

it also formulated the specifications regarding the size, 

organization, and equipment of the apartments in in

dividual buildings and designed the st1mdardized 
building elements. Policy on design guidelines, build

ing specifications, and facilities W11S established at the 

executive level by a joint committee of the Divisions 

of Public Works and Housing (see further below).11 

Once the program for a particular building or 

group of buildings had been determined, and an archi

tect commissioned to execute the design, the Architec

ture Bureau was responsible for overseeing the 
development of the design from the first preliminary 
sketches to the completed working drawings, to ensure 

that the bureau's guidelines and other architectural 

specifications were followed. Contracts with priwte 

architects specified site, program (i.e., number of 
apartments of different types and dimensions and the 

various communal facilities to be accommodated), 

budget, and delivery and fee schedules." Design draw

ings, including perspectives (At a scale of I :200) and 
working drawings at various scales (from I: 100 to I: 1), 

were to be submitted along with an "exact description 

of the facade articulation and all architectonic details 
both exterior and interior" and "a model (wood or 

cardboard), 1:360," as well as "plans and detail draw
ings of the landscaping for the entire complex:• Archi

tects were required to "assist the municipal Bnultitrmg 
(building authorities) in artistic and technical matters," 

"to attend all necessary meetings with building offi

cials, contractors, {etc.,] and to incorporate requesti::d 

changes to the design ... 57 

Aside from vetting And supervising the design of 

the buildings themselves, the Architecture Bureau was 

also in charge of commissioning craftsmen, painters, 

and sculptors, either directly or through competitions, 

to work on the decoration of the buildings. Finally, 

once the buildings were completed and occupied, the 
Architecture Bureau oversaw their repair.'R 

The thirteen remaining sections in the Stadt
bauamt were responsible for installing gas, electricity, 

water and sewage lines; providing bathing and laun

dry facilities, child-care services, and health-care clin

ics; planting trees and gardens; laying out parks and 

equipping them with outdoor furniture, playgrounds, 

and paddling pools; and constructing and maintaining 

streets and access roads. 59 

PROGRAM AND PROCESS The building program 
for a given year, including the distribution, dimen

sions, and layout of the dwellings in the new buildings, 

as well as the location, size, type, and equipment of the 

buildings themselves, was determined jointly by the 
Division of Public Works and the Division of Social 

Policy and Housing, who worked in close conjunction 
with the Division of Public Health and Welfare to 

determine which health-care facilities, kindergartens, 

clinics, and other welfare services would be incor

porated into individual housing blocks and to ensure 

that the new housing program meshed with the city's 
welfare policies regarding the family, hygiene, social 

education, and child care.110 Once ready, the proposed 

program W11S submitted to the senate and city council 
for approval to proceed with the design. Later in the 

process, after the buildings had been designed, each 

scheme was eumined and discussed by the executive 
committees of the divisions before being passed on to 

the senate and finally to the city council for approv111l 

to proceed with construction. At the executive level, 

therefore, Public Works, Housing, HeAlth and Wel

fare together shaped the policy and program for the 

new buildings.61 

After the death ofFnnz Siegel on October 1927 
the housing construction component of the Division 

of Public Works and the housing component of the 

Division of Social Policy and Housing merged to form 1461147 



a new Division of Housing and Housing Construction 
(Wohnungswesen und Wohnungsbau). A new direc
tor, Anton Weber (1878-1950), the fanner head of the 
Division of Social Policy, was appointed. Weber was 
first elected to the Gtmtintltn~t (city council) in De
cember 1918. InJanuary 1919, however, he won a seat 
in the National Assembly and left municipal politics 
briefly for federal politics. But five months later, after 
Vienna's first Social Democratic mayor had been 
elected, Weber returned to municipal politics, repre
senting the largely working-class district of Flor
idsdorf (XXI) in the Vienna City Council. Weber's 
own working-class roots were in Styria, where he was 
born, but he had trained and worked as an engine fitter 
(M4Scbinmsthlosser) in Russia before settling in Vi
enna. He remained head of the newly created division 
from 1927 to 1934.'z 

HOUSING ADMINISTRADON At an administrative 
level, the Division of Social Policy and Housing was 
principally concerned with managing the housing 
once it had been built, and with executing the city's 
social policies. From 1922 to 1925 the departtnent it
self was divided into two sections. The first was con
cerned with general policy: organizational, legal, and 
financial matters to do with the settlement office; 
questions of housing rights, rents, repairs, and book
keeping; and the management of allotment gardens 
and facilities such as central laundries and baths,6J 

The second section was concerned with individ
ual housing matters. These included allocating apart
ments in the new buildings as well as those in older 
buildings requisitioned by the city, and organizing a 
system of aparttnent exchange for tenants requiring 
more or less space because of changes in personal cir

. cumstances. Within this section a separate commis
•don of city council members was set up to devise an 
equitable "point system" for classifying applicants for 
municipal housing according to urgency of need. This 
system was adopted in 1922, first as a means forcvalu-

ating need for space in requisitoned private buildings 
and as a way to allocate apartments in the new build
ings. The point values of the conditions included in 
the schedule are given in table 4.1."' 

An applicant with 10 or more points was consid
ered to be in urgent need of housing and put in Class 
I. Penons with between S and 9 points were put in 
Class II, and those with fewer than S points in Class 
III. Once classified, each case was then considered in
dividually and all Class I cases were subjected to fur
ther analysis and occasionally reclassified. The highest 
priority cases, the absolutely homeless or those who 
were living in quaners that had been condemned as 
unsanitary, were designated Ia; single applicants, or 
those who had been married for less than one year, 
even if they rated 10 points or more, were excluded 
from Class I. The effect of the point system, together 
with the small size of the apartments themselves, fa
vored smaller families with one or two children; and 
since, before moving into city housing, such families 
had lived with parents or in-laws, the system ulti
mately worked to dismantle the traditional extended 
family and working-class household.'J 

The equity of the classification system and alloca
tion process was questioned at the time. The principal 
charge against it was partisanship. According to anti
socialist propaganda, "'the tenants are everywhere So
cial Democrats with the exception of a dwindling 
residue of I to 8 per cent!'<l6 Whether or not members 
of the Social Democratic party received preferential 
treatment and opposition party members were denied 
access to public housing is almost impossible to verify. 
Two-thirds of the voters in Vienna, and three-fourths 
of the inhabitants of small apartments (classified as 
Klein- and Kltinstwolmrmgen) in the city, were memben 
of the Social Democratic party. The demand and eligi
bility for housing of this group would likely have been 
proportional to their number in the city. It would also 
make sense that those who supponed the city's hous
ing policies would be more likely to apply for housing 
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TableU 
Poinr System of Classifying Applicants 
for Dwellings 

Austrian citizenship 
Domicile in Vienna 
Mariralstarus: 

Mall'ied less rhan one year 
Married or living together as husband and 

wife for more rhan one year 
Each child: 

Under 14 years of age 
Over 14 years ofage 

Residence in Vienna: 
Since birth 
Since August I, 1914 
For more than one year 

Legally binding notification to vacate present 
residence 

Unfitness of present dwelling for continued 
occupancy 

Disability: 
60%-99% 
Complete 

Pregnancy, more than 6 mos. advanced 
Illness that will be made materially wone by 

continuing to live in present dwelling 
Sublcnancy (not wirh parents or parenu-in-law) 
Each member of family who sleeps away from 

home and has no room of his own 
Household separated under such circumstances 

as to make it impossible to live with parents or 
parents-in-law 

Overcrowding: for each person too many in a 
dwelling• 

Lack of kitchen 
Applicant the principal tenant of a dwelling 

fit for occupancy which is not overcrowded, 

Poinu 

or has only one excess person -10 
Subtenancy where rooms are fit for occupancy 

and not overcrowded - 5 

'oven:ruwdins:cmorerhlnrhreeadui~;SorrwoadultsandtwOchildren 
occupyinJone~raom"(Zi.wMtr};II'IOftlhantwOaiullsorcmeaclultlnd 

rwochildn:nunder~enyeanoCapoc:cupyins:•"'slnpins:room"(IWi
IIM). Rooms wcre oonsiderecl10 be O¥en:rowded only i(oeeupied by the 
lelr.lnt's (extended} famil)llhuch gonditiDns were caused by lodpn or 
sub:teOin!;S, the dwellinJwvuld not qualify as O¥ftaUWI!ed. In 192S prox
imiry 10 place of employment IDd profftsiDnrd need for ~tlin types or 
livins:uconunodationwereaddedtolhelistofqualificationsrorhousiDJ. 
Staurt: Charles 0. HaRiy, assisled by Robert R. Kuczynski, "flw~ 
~."(!.':'_~ifJ r{llirmul (Wuhinpm, D.C.: Brookinp Institution, 

than those who opposed them. By the same token, 

those who profited from those policies, who were allo

cated housing in the new buildings, would also be 

more likely to support the party that provided it. (This 

was the explanation given by the city for the high pro

portion of Social Democnus in the municipal hous

ing.) At the same time, a sampling of election returns 
from the period showed that the percentage of Social 

Democratic voters in the municipal housing blocks 

was no higher than in buildings that were privately 

owned.67 On the whole, there was a great deal of over

lap between the supporters and beneficiaries of the So
cial Democrats' housing policies; those whose living 

conditions were the least satisfactory and were most 

in need of housing tended to support the party that 

declared decent housing a right of citizenship. 

In 1925 the municipality's appropriation law, 

which had been contested in the courts in 1922, was 

abolished; the city could no longer requisition under

utilized space in existing buildings. The focus of the 
housing department then shifted from redistributing 

space in old buildings to administering and managing 

the new buildings, of which there were an increasing 

number each year.• The organization of the depart

ment changed accordingly. The cwo subsections 

within the housing office were disbanded and replaced 

by six councils (Rtfenzu), which were in charge of allo

. eating apartments in the new buildings. Each council 

was responsible for a certain number of Vienna's 

twenty-one districts and for supervising the housing 

offices that were located in each district. The district 

housing offices, in tum, were responsible for pro

cessing applications and allocating housing within the 

disttict. They also handled appeals to the allocation 

and rent boards, and managed the inspection of the 

buildings themselves. Each district office was under 

the charge of a district inspector, who was available for 

consultation with tenants during regular office hours 

and who supervised the housing officers or caretakers 

of the municipal housing blocks in his district. The 1-481149 
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housing officers, who usually lived in the buildings un

der their charge, were responsible for collecting rents 

as well as for cleaning, lighting, and maintaining the 

safety and "orderliness" of the public and communal 

spaces: the stairwells, public rooms, gardens, pave

ments, and courtyards.69 

The administrative structure of the housing de

partment was hierarchical and centralized. The care

takers responsible for maintaining physical plant and 

order in the buildings were not authorized to make de

cisions regarding policy, nor did they determine the 

regulations they were responsible for enforcing. Nei

ther, significandy, did the tenants, though there were 

tenants' organizatiOns. Indeed, the residents of each 

stairwell (Stiege) in a building elected a representative 

to serve on a building committee. But these commit

tees were only responsible for the .. general welfare of 

the tenants" and had no authority to establish policy 

or affect the management of the buildings. Their role 

was "advisory," providing a forum for tenants to voice 

criticism and discontent.70 Philip 'V1s, a contemporary 

critic of the system, characterized the party's central

ized conuol as a form of"benevolent despotism": 

In these dwellings the a:nant lives under healthful condi

tions, he lives cheaply, he saves time and work; in short, as 

tenement houses they are ideal-the dream of many a hous

ing refonner is realized. But solicirude has gone too far. Indi

viduaJ needs caMot be satisfied. Lia:rally, every nail driven 

in the wall is conttolled by the city government. Every indi

vidual rule may be approved, but all the rules taken together 

tend to destroy the satisfaction of living in a building where 

everything is done mechanically and the bureaucracy, be

cause no rents are charged, is in a position lO exercise the 

most minute conttol in every pan of every dwelling.'' 

Recent critics have seen the party's system of con

ttol in tenns of Michel Foucault's Hpanopticism."7Z 

According to tenants of the time, interviewed in 

the 1980s, the system of conttol and supervision was 

repressive: carpets could be beaten and trash emptied 

only during specified hours; children were not allowed 

to play on the grass except in designated play areas 

(and therefore would play in the streets or on vacant 

lots outside the courtyards), and they were chastised 

for making noise. The we of the communal laundries 

was strictly regulated. Male supervisors intimidated 

wers, who were all women since men were not al

lowed in the laundries as a measure of protection for 

the female wers, who were further intimidated by the 

unFamiliar machinery provided. In addition, the stan~ 
dards of cleanliness and "orderliness" enforced by the 
caretakers were alien to many tenants and, it was felt, 

were aimed at breaking down traditional cwtoms and 

habits of working-class culture.n These issues, as well 
as questions of .. embourgeoisement," "panopticism;• 

the status of women, and the role of children in the 

Social Democrats' program, are problematic aspects 

of the social welfare and bowing programs to which 

we will return. 

POLICY AND PROCEDURE Final authority through

out the municipal administration lay with the execu

tive. While individual depanments were responsible 

for administering and executing aspects of the build

ing program, the decisions regarding policy and pro

gram were all made by the executive committees of 

those divisions, which were composed of city council 

members and were chaired by an Amtifibmulw Sttrd

trllt-an elected politician and member of the city 

senate. It was in these committees that the projected 

building program was first discussed and decisions 

were made regarding the location, size, and equipment 

of the structures to be built. 74 

Once approved by the senate and city council, the 

program for a building or group of buildings was sent 

on to the Stadtbauamt For development. There an 

architect (or team of architects) was hired, or one or 

more of the architects in the Stadtbauamt, a Stndt

fNit,'llt, was commissioned to design a given building 
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under the supervision of, and in consultation with, the 
Architecture Bureau. The completed design was then 
enmined by the executive committees of the Divi

sions of Public Works and Housing before being sent 

once again to the senate and council. Each building 

was reported on in council and discussion of it opened 

to the Roor. These discussions were remarkably repet

itive and lacking in substance. The issues raised most 

often by the opposition-that the buildings were 

too expensive, ugly. badly built; that the socialist 

administration of the program itself W11S riddled with 

corruption; that the city W11S building "rental barracks" 

and perpetuating old rather than introducing new 

standards ofliving-had little to do with the panicular 

building under review, or with the architectural pro
gram, and were for the most part politically 

motivated.'s 

After a building design had been approved by 
the council, builders were invited to tender bids for 

the construction. These were vetted by the construc
tion section (HociJ/munbtrihmg) of the building office, 

which selected contractors and subcontractors and 

then ordered and assembled the materials. Once the 

contracts with builders and suppliers had been exam

ined and approved by the executive committee of 
the Department of Public Works, construction could 

begin.741 

On site, a city engineer functioned as site man

ager and building foreman. In addition, a general in
spector of housing construction, an employee of the 

construction section, which W11S responsible for over

seeing and coordinating the construction throughout 

the city, traveled from site to site supervising the prog

ress of the work. Overseeing all of these activities W11S 

the AmtrfiibrrndtJ' Stntltmt, the head of Public Works 

(Franz Siegel for much of the period in question), who 

reported regularly to the city council on the progress 

of the building program. Altogether, the system en

sured complete control over the building operations, 

as well as the execution of housing and welfare policy 

by the majority party. 
After 192) the methods developed to implement 

the building program remained relatively constant 

throughout the period that Red Vienna W11S building. 

The groundwork for it had been prepared before the 
city actually began to build on a large scale. The sys

tems for financing, acquiring land, manufacturing and 

transponing building materials, developing and vet

ting architectural designs, organizing building opera

tions, allocating space in the new buildings, and 

integrating social and cultural facilities were all in 

place by the time large-scale building operations be

gan at the beginning of 1924. 

The one aspect of the Social Democrats' building 

program that was not fully developed by the time the 

municipality began to build on a large scale was the 

architectural program. The political leaders of Red 

Vienna assumed that the spatial and architectonic 
character of the "New Vienna" would emerge out of 

consideration of the political, social, and cultural com

ponents of the party's program for the Social Demo

cratic metropolis. The architecturtl program was a 

secondary ~~cern. "We anticipate that new ideas and 

plans will arise," Breitner declared in September 1923, 
"which will not only pertain to living space and living 

area, but which will establish a new cultural standard 
of living ... and funhennore will contribute to the 

embellishment of the city.'017 
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When Hugo Breibler presented the Social Democrats' first five~year building program to the city council on 21 

September 1923, he did not specify what proportion of the new housing was ro be provided in Sittlhmgm and 

what proportion in Gmui11tkbautm. 1 But it soon became clear that the emphasis in the new program W2S to be 

on aparunent construction, not on G.rtmsittlhmgm (figure S.l ). In 1921, S S percent of the total housing provided 

with the municipality's support was in the form of small Sitdhmg row houses, in 1923, when the city started its 

own building program, this percentage dropped to 28, in I ~24 ro 14, and in 192S to 4 percent.1 

"HIGH·RISE SOU~" OR ECONOMIC NECESSITY 
What led the Social Democrats, once they had the 

funds to build, to favor Grmeint/Wmtm over GMtm

sittlhmgm? The reasons given by the city officials re

sponsible for the housing and building programs were 

both political and economic. "If we want to build gar

den cities," claimed Franz Siegel, "then we will need 

money not only for construction, but also to acquire 

the necessary land on which to build. We would not 

have enough land in Vienna; we would have to go be~ 

yond city borders, perhaps enter into negotiations 

[with the province of Lower Austria] regarding incor

poration, with all its consequences.", 

Aside from the cost of ground preparation in 

places where there was no urban infrastructure, there 

were also insllmlountable political difficulties involved 

in the acquisition of building land outside the area of 

Greater Vienna. As Max Enners pointed out, Vienna's 

constitutional status in 1923 was a major factor in set

ding the fate of the Sittllung movement.4 After 1922, 
when Vienna became a city-state, it was virtually im

possible for the municipality to acquire land outside 

its boundaries, as these boundaries were also provin

cial borders. Any expansion of the city limits, there~ 

fore, required enacting laws not only of the 

municipality and province of Vienna, but also of the 

province of Lower Austria and the Federal Republic. 

Indeed, Brmdes/11114 Wien could not expand beyond the 

city's municipal boundary without constitutional 

amendment. "Because of a political situation which had 

become intolerable," Ermers wrote, "the centuries

old practical unity of Lower Austria and Vienna 

(had been] severed [in 1922] without providing the lat-

ter with the indispensible living, expansion, and settle

ment zone. All development, all scope for housing 

development, all tax revenue-generating industrial de

velopment, all improvement of transportation, all land 

banking is concentrated fatefully within the bound

aries of the old toll barrier [Verzehnmpteuerlmien)."5 

To build garden suburbs within the P.recinct of 
Vienna, city officials argued, was also beyond the ci

ty's means. 

A garden suburb for 25,000 families requires., reckoning 200 

square meters for a house with garden, or, including frontage 

and adjoining spaces 100 square meters, a site of7,S'OO,OOO 

square meters, i.e. 7 .S' square lan. Such an unbroken area was 
neither at the dispcml of the city nor could have been pro~ 

cured. Nor were several component spacc!s suitable for 

building, amounting in aggregate to this area, to be obtained 

at a reasonable price. Imagine the gigantic cost of develop

ment for an area of such dimensions! A main drainage sys

tem, main pipes for water supply, connections for laying on 

gas and electrici[}', a network ofstreets for communications 

and residences, would have had to be created. Such a great 

building area would of course have needed also a first~class 

quick railway connection with the hean or the city, the cost 

of which would have been excessively high [260 million 

schillings ..• or about one~third of the city's total investment 

in housing from 1921 to 1913), since for this purpose only an 

overhead or an underground railway could be contemplated.' 

Franz Siegel declared that athe realization of such a 

dream presented insurmountable obstacles. , , , We 

have the intention in the next five years to build 

2S,OOO dwelling units. If we were to insert these 
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25,000 units in settlement houses, {they) would oc
cupy ... an area equal to that of districts XVI, XVII, 
XVIII, XIX, and XXI ofVieMa joined together.»? 

It is true that many oudying parts of the cil)' were 
still not adequately served by public ~nsportation. 
Only the western {primarily middle-class) outer dis
tricts were linked to the cil)' center by the Wientalline 
of the StadtiHihn. The other StathiHihn lines along the 
GortelstrasSe and Danube linked the suburbs to each 
other, but not to the center. This was largely because 
the Sl'lllltiNrhn-wdike many municipal railways, such 
as the one in Paris-had been built by the state and 
was tied for military reasons to the state railway sys
tem. Both state and city railways were steam powered 
and shared tracks in Vienna. The inner StnthiHihn 
lines, however, were unconnected to the northern, 
northwestern, and southern state railway lines, which 
skirted the outer districts. Thus the northern, north 
western, and southern districts of the cil)', which were 

residential suburbs and partially developed industrial 
factory and tenement wnes, were unconnected to the 
city center.• In January 1924, however, a number of 
the St11thbalm lines were electrified and handed over to 
the mun.idpalil)' of Vienna, a change that had several 
consequences. First, the Stt1thbahn could no longer 
share tracks with the steam-powered state railways. It 
could, however, be joined to the electric streetcar sys
tem in Vienna. Beginning in 1925 the Stathbahn and 
Stnlssmbahn {streetcar) lines were linked, with the re
sult that public transportation within the city itself was 
gready improved, though connections beyond the cil)' 
limits became more cumbersome.' As Btmduminister 
Dr. Hans Scharff noted in the Neue Freie Prtsse in Jan
uary 1924, the combined St11dtlmhn and Strllsmllmlm 
system was a vast improvement, "offering a large part 
of the Viennese population better and easier transpor
tation possibilities from their homes to their places of 
work." It would also, Schtirff predicted, "create em
ployment oppornmities for workers, give industry lu
crative contracts," and notably it would "without a 
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doubt increase settlement activity on the periphery of 

Vienna."10 In 1923, however, none of this was yet pos

sible. Electric streetcar service, discontinued during 

the war, was not reestablished until1925; because of 

fuel shortages, befOre 192 3 neither streetcar nor Statlt
btzhn service was operational in Vienna. 11 

As we have seen, the situation regarding the avail
ability of building land within the city was complex. 

The largest area of open land was the Wtdtl- untl Wit
stngflrtt~ Vienna's protected green zone on which the 
city could not and would not build. 11 Except for dis

used military parade and exercise grounds, on which 

the Social Democrats built their first municipal hous

ing, the city possessed few large ttacts of land or urban 

parcels that had not been zoned for other purposes. 

The municipality, as we have noted, was also severely 

handicapped by the lack of an effective expropriation 

law. The existing staNte of4 February 1919 was use

less in the majority of cases. In the few cases when it 

had been used-for example, in acquiring land for the 

Hoffingergasse and Rosenhngel Sittlhmgm-the legal 

proceedings took four years, and the costs were equal 
to the purchase price of the land itself.11 Despite re

peated attempts to revise the law, the only result was 

political deadlock; it remained unchanged throughout 
the interwar period_.4 Therefore, all land had to be 

purchased in the open market, which was not only 

cosdy but also made it difficult to put together a suffi

cient number of adjacent lots for settlement housing 

purposes. 15 

Another factor in the Social Democrats' decision 

is often overlooked. The Wohnbmuteutr (housing con

struction tax) introduced by the municipality in 1923 

to finance its building program and earmarked for 

housing construction was restricted even more nar

rowl)t An amendment submitted by the Christian 

Socialist opposition and carried by the Vienna City 

Council limited the use of these tax revenues to hous

ing construction within the existing boundaries of 

Greater Vienna.16 

There were other factors in the Social Democrats' 

decision to favor the apartment Hof over the settle

ment Hmu. In November 1923 Jacob Reumann re

tired and a new Social Democratic mayor, Karl Seitz 

(1869-1950), was elected by the city council. Reu

mann had been a staunch supporter of the cooperative 

Gnrtnuittlhmg movement. As Vienna's first socialist 

mayor he had presided over the city's slow emergence 

from the devastation of the war. He had been sympa

thetic to and supponive of the self-help efforts of the 

wild settlers and had founded the Siedlungsamt to 

aS5ist them. During his tenure the building code 

had been revised to facilitate the construction of 

Kltinbitutr (small houses), Kltinprtm (allotment gar

dens) and Sittllun.g zones had been established, a settle

ment museum had been founded in city hall, and a 

series of settlement and allotment garden exhibitions 

had been held alUlually between 1919 and 1923. Reu

mann was perceived as a champion of the independent 

settler and allotment gardener, as well as of the coop

erative Gnrtmsittlhmg movement itselfY 

Reumann's successor, a fanner schoolteacher 
and captivating public speaker who in May 1919 had 
briefly been president {the first) of the Gennan

Austrian Republic, was viewed as having a "high-rise 

soul" and perceived as an opponent of the settlement 
movement.11 lnjune 1924 at the opening of one of the 

new housing complexes, Karl Seitz declared: "Now 

begins the new building period, in which we will no 

longer construct small single buildings with narrow 

courts, but large communal housing complexes, in 

which the people will live as a maS5 together, and yet 

each person, according to his individuality, can also 

live a particular and private life. The universal need 

for recreation and relaxation will be provided for in 

beautiful parks for the use of all. We want to educate 

our young not as individualists, outsiders, loners. 

Rather they should be raised communally and be 

brought up as socialized individuals."•• 
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Of course there was a long tradition of communal 

forms of housing within the socialist movement; 

Fourier's PhalanstCre, Godin's FamilistCre and Owen's 

New Hannony were utopian projects often cited as 

historical reference points for the Social Democrats' 

ideas regarding communal housing forms. !II And Seitz 

was not the only member of the Social Democratic 

leadership to advocate large communal housing blocks 

over settlement houses. In 1919, in Der Weg zmu Sozi
n/ismiiS, Otto Bauer had argued in favor of apartment 

living on feminist grounds. Large housing complexes 

provided with extensive communal facilities, he 

maintained, relieved working women of the "double 
burden" of job and household.11 Feminists within 

the socialist movement endorsed this, recommending 

both the professionaliZlltion of physically demanding 

domestic work and apartment living in general as less 
labor-intensive for women than single-family fonns of 

housing.:: Furthermore, extensive communal facili

ties, the Social Democrats argued, could only be pro

vided in large, unified housing blocks; it was not 

economically viable to supply settlements of single
family houses with such facilities/, Even Ernst May, 

building director of Frankfurt-am-Main, supported 
this view. In an article in Dn· Aujbn11 in 1926, "Hoch
bau oder Flachbau" {"High-Rise or Low-Rise Build

ing"), May noted that the debate regarding housing 

typology was so intense because it involved two con
flicting "worldviews," divided along gender rather 

than economic lines. "After becoming accustomed to 
big-city life women in particular, on whom the burden 

of physical labor in the home falls, find the return to 

living on the land most difficult.":.~ 

Yet such concerns were not the true focus of de

bate. In fact in Vienna the SieJ/uug house was never 

considered a viable alternative to the apartment house. 

The new era of GemeiuJebnuteu construction heralded 

by Seitz was conceived in relation not to the coopera

tive Gnl'ttusietlluug movement, but rather to the period 

of speculative building that had preceded it and pro-

duced the "desolate rental barracks" of prewar Vienna, 

"the period in which the Viennese had been the slaves 

of capitalism."15 The issue was not building type but 

organization of the housing market-and changing it 

required reorganization ofthe urban terrain and build

ing operations on a much larger scale than had hith

erto been attempted. 

In the period from 1919 to 1922, a total of 3,209 

housing units had been provided in Vienna with mu

nicipal help. Of these 673 were in cooperative SieJ
hmgeu. The organization and supervision of their 

design and construction had been inefficient, cumber

some, and expensive for the city to administer; and the 
results were modest.:' Furthennore, throughout that 

period the number of homeless registered in Vienna 

rose steadily.!' By the end of 1923, with public money 

in hand and the number or homeless in the city con

tinuing to rise, the Social Democrats needed quicker 

and more visible results. 

They were also in a unique position to concen

uate their resources on the construction oF housing 

without having to provide the urban infrastructure to 

support it. Under the Christian Socialist mayor Karl 

Lueger, the urban infrastructure of Vienna had been 

extensively modernized and all oF Vienna's newly in
corporated districts provided with drinking water, gas, 

electricity, sewage, road, and public transportation 
systems in the 1890sand early 1900s. That infrastruc

ture also allowed the Social Democrats to cut con

struction costs, since the streetcar and StnJtbnhu lines, 
could be used during the night to transport building 

materials from the city-owned factories directly to 

building sites. In this way both transportation and off

site storage costs were significantly reduced. 1" 

It seems clear that a series oF decisions-to build 

as many dwelling units as quickly as possible, to use 

funds From the Wohubnustt11n· and other taxes for con

struction rather than land purchase and infrastructure, 

to conuol building costs by cen~lizing the adminis

tration and management oF building operations, to 1561157 
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build in large units to a definite program over a precise 
period of time, and to mass-produce standardized 
components-were determining factors in the Social 
Democrats' decision in 1923 to favor urban Genuinde
batrn over suburban Siedhmgm. The choice of build
ing type, they maintained, was pragmatic; it was 
dictated by necessity, not ideology. "The multistory 
building type selected by the city council was the 
only one possible for Vienna:• Franz Musil claimed in 
june 1926. But it was "chosen with full awareness 

that thereby something good and superior would be 
achieved. The dwellings in these apartment blocks in 
fact represent a considerable advance in Viennese do
mestic culture (WOJmkulmrJ."29 

But there were also political and cultural factors 
in the decision. The choice of an urban housing typol
ogy, the Social Democrats claimed, was dictated by 
tradition and preference. The majority of Viennese, 
they argued, wanted to live in the city and had done 

so, in rented apartments. since the eighteenth century. 
Furthermore, green areas for recreation, as well as 
places of work, were generally accessible by streetcar 
or St11tltbtlbn. JO Against the charge that the Social 
Democrats were proposing to build "rabbit hutches," 
Franz Siegel claimed that "it was not accurate that all 
people wanted to Jive in such low-rise (Siftlhmg] 
houses"; indeed, there are people who ''purposefully 
and voluntarily intend to crawl into these so-called 
rabbit hutches, particularly once they are equipped 
and fitted as we intend to fit and equip them."n 

Even leading proponents of the settlement move
ment acknowledged that single-family settlement 
housing was not a universal solution to the housing 
problem in VieMa. "It is asking too much of the Vien
nese, who for I 00 years have lived in a green city, 
a proverbial garden city, to want to move out of the 
city into a modem garden city, .. asserted Friedrich 
Bauenneister, an associate of Otto Neurath's in the 
Sietlhmgsverbaml. Hans Kampffmeyer, director of the 
Siedlungsamt, also noted that Gtmmsietlltmg housing 

was not suited to all workers. A disadvantage of 
the cooperative Siet/Jtmg, he acknowledged, was that 
"settlement work {SiUhmprbeit] is understandably 
much harder physically and psychologically for intel
lecrual workers than for manual laborers"; conse
quendy a whole segment of the population is unsuited 
to settlement living. u Loos had also made the observa
tion that settlement housing was not for everyone. 
Only those who want to do so should grow their own 
food, he asserted. (But those who do, Loos proposed, 
should be granted the land, though they should be re

quired to pay for the houses in which they will live on 
that land.)n Even Otto Neurath conceded that 
it would not be possible, given the historica1 conditions, to 

meet the need for housing by building SitJirmgm. There is 

not enough land; indeed, it would perhaps be difficult imme
diately to create a sufficient number of well-functioning 
settlement associations to tackle the task. By the rime 
satisfactory land-use reforms are in place, too much time will 

have passed. TherefOre, even .•• opponents of the tnlditional 
Gnmttult, who favor the settlement fonn of housing, must 
consider high-rise building for a while longer, and the repte· 
scntati.ves of the settlement and alloanent garden movement 
must immediately come to terms with the high-rise issue. 
The question at the moment in Vienna i1 not whither to build 
aparanent blocks. but rather where and in what fonn." 

HOCHBAU VERSUS FIACHIAU Despite the seem
ing consensus on the inevitability of apartment blocks, 
the decision in 1923 to build urban Gem.eindtlmutm 
and not suburban SiMhmgm, unleashed a fierce typo
logical debate in Parliament, city council, and the 

architectural press, as well as in Vienna's politically 
affiliated daily newspapers, that raged with varying de
grees of intensity throughout the 1920s. n Though 
framed in tenns of Hoch/nnubml versus Fldlmu (high
rise versus low-rise building), the issue was not actu

ally building type so much as urban concentration: the 
centtalization of urban land development versus de· 
centralization and dispersed suburban settlement. 
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Before and during World Wu I, the ideology of 

decentralization had been espoused by liberal reform 

groups, in particular the German and Ausuian gar

den city associations.J6 But its principal advocates were 

radical conservative "back to the land" Bodnwtfomt 
groups. Urban historians have shown that the anti

urban ideology of these groups was founded variously 

on economic, biological, cultural, social, and psy
chological arguments, which tended to be broadly 

theoretical and to be allied with anti-industrial neo

romanric agrarianism or nationalism.17 In general, the 

socialist panies in both countries, whose constituen

cies and power base were concentrated in the urban 

industrial centers, opposed the principle of decentral

ization and dispersed fonns of settlement. The city 

was not only the proper "home" of the proletariat but 

also the social environment within which working

class consciousness itself would develop, could be fos
tered and heightened.111 Furthermore socialist theory 

held that in addition to these political benefits, the city 

offered positive cultural and social advantages to the 

proletariat. The city was a stimulant to body and intel

lect, the locus of the creative energy and the techno

logical and social progress that were shaping the 

modern world.19 

After the war, however, urban economic collapse 

in both Germany and Austria cast the Sitdlrmg and de

centralized forms of settlement in a new light. 1.3 we 

saw in chapter 3, during the immediate postwar period 

decentralization was embraced by the left as a possible 

solution to urban conditions of near starvation. In 

Vienna in panicular, where settlement housing was 
not associated with prewar garden city or conservative 

&dtm-eform ideas but had sprung from spontaneous 

self-help and subsistence gardening movements, the 

Sitdlung not only had come to be linked with progres

sive social reform and radical politics but also was seen 

as one of the key sites of typological and technological 

innovation in architecture in the 1920s, where new 

forms of social and spatial organization, new methods 

of consttuction and production, and new principles of 

site planning were being developed.'"' 

Therefore, for the architects involved in the Sitd

lrmg movement in Vienna-Adolf Loos, Josef Frank, 

Margarete Lihottky, Franz Schuster, and others then 

associated with the Siedlungsamt and BaubUro of the 

Osterreichischer Verband fUr Siedlungs- und Klein

gartenwesen (0VSK),-the Sitdlrmg movement was 

central to the architectural project of cultural modem

ism in Vienna.41 Conversely. its dissolution seemed to 

indicate clearly that the Social Democrats in Vienna 

had abandoned the modernist cause and rejected pro

gressive architecture and cultural practices generally. 

Loos himself attributed the Social Democrats' aban

donment of the cooperative Sitdlrmg movement to the 
influence of conservative bureaucrats in the city build

ing office; by Max Enners's account, they saw Loos 

and the other .. private" architects (who were not career 

civil servants) as their .. mortal enemies" and were con

standy trying to "trip us up," and .. sabotage [Loos's] 

plans.u.u As early as 1921 Kampffineyer had written to 

Jacob Reumann, "[T)he atmosphere in the Sitdlungr

rnnt is so poisoned by intrigues and friction of all kinds 

that I must refuse to assume responSibility for the 

calm, systematic execution of work, unless fundamen

tal changes are implemented." .. ' Anton Brenner, whose 

designs for built-in furniture were repeatedly rejected 

by city building officials, claimed that most of the 

bureaucrats were c~nservative in both their architec

tural attitudes and their political attitudes. Many. he 

claimed, were propenied, the sons of landlords, who 

had been employed in the building office since before 

the war and were bent on subverting the socialists' 

building program by throwing obst1cles in the way 

of the architects commissioned to design the new 

buildings.+~ 

In an editorial in Wssmuths Mrmatsheftt, Werner 

Hegemann suggested that it was the Social Demo

cratic politicians who were not ~II enough informed 

regarding architectural matters either to question or 1581159 
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to counter 1he arguments of dre professionals in 1he 

ci~y building office; who as architectural conservatives 

favored the traditional Viennese multistory apartment 

block over dre more innova1ive Siedlung house. At the 

same time, the majority ofViennese architects, Hege

mann claimed, had shirked their professional respon

sibility by taking no stand at all and simply "accep~ing 

the political program of building 25,000 dwellings 

without properly evaluating i1 or attempting to im

prove it from a cultural and social perspective." 

Instead dre "Austtian architectural profession praised 

the building program, but nol for its political and fi

nancial achievements-aspects which are indeed 

praiseworthy-but for irs architecrural and cultural 

achievements." This was negligence of a high order, 

Hegemann charged, since "The politicians and build

ing authorities were not dre right people to give such 

a vast project a cultural, urbanistic, and anistically sig

nificant direction." Moreover, "In Vienna because of 

the political attitude of the city officials. architects 

would have had a panicularly easy time inftuencing 

the architectural direction of the program, if only they 

had tried, and not just been concerned with getting 

contracts for themselves." He blamed the failure of 

the Sittlhmg movement in Vienna on its having had 

no prewar history in Ausuia: "Excep~ in architectural 

circles where tJ:ae German literature on the subject was 

known, the technical, financial, social, and cultural 

questions involved were a L-omplete Neultmd [unex

plored territory] in Vienna. Building officialdom, in 

particular~ [was] still ignorant of dre settlemenl move

ment, and largely resislant ro i1. The people who live 

in Sirdhmgm are pitied in Vienna.""s 

This was of course not entirely true; nor was 

the frequenl charge that Viennese Stadtbauamt archi

tects were unschooled and ignorant of developments 

in housing and town planning elsewhere in Europe. 

In fact, not only the heads of deparrmenrs, but also the 

regular suff of the Architekturabteilung (Archilecture 
Bureau of the Stadtbauamt) had undertaken studv 

tours of housing in the Netherlands, Sweden, Ger

many, Czechoslovakia, and England in the early 

1920s .... Though the Social Democratic politicians 

who were the administrative heads of the municipal 

departments of public works and housing may not 

have been familiar with the literature on the garden 

city movement or the larger discourse on town plan

ning of which it was a part-they were, after all, nei

ther intellectuals nor academically trained architects, 

but came out of the building trades-the professionals 

in the city building office most cenainly would have 

been. The first director of the Stadtbauamt after the 
war, Dr. Heinrich Goldemund (1863-1947), was an 

engineer trained at the Technical University who had 

held a number of different posts in 1he city's develop

menl office (/JUro fiir Stlldtngulienmg) between 1894 

and 1913, when he was appointed Stntltlmudirrktm: 
Goldemund had won second prize in a competition 

held in 1896 for the layoul of the Stubenviertel, the 

area around the last section of Ringstrasse (the Stu

benring), completed in the early 1900s. (First prize 

went to Otto Wagner, whose Postal Savings Bank or 

1904-1906, 1910-1912 was at the center of the dis

trict.) Both during his term as director and after his 

retirement in 1920, Goldemund wrote extensively on 

matters of urban design and planning in Vienna. His 

successors in the Sudlbauamt-Max Fiebiger, like 

Goldemund an engineer by training, and director 

rrom 1920 ro 1925; and especially Franz Musil, direc

tor from 1925 to 1942, who was an engineer and spe

cialist in transportation-would cenainly also have 

been familiar with the ideas and works or the German 

garden city and town planning theorists.~7 

According to Hegemann, the primary reason for 

the lack of official support for the Si"hmg movement 

in Vienna was the fact that "the Sietlhmgsnmt, which 

emerged out of the duress of postwar conditions, had 

no inftuence on the city building authority, and was 

not even affiliated with the Stadtbauamt, bu1 rather 

with the municiool Housinl!' Office.""• Yet both Franz 
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Siegel and Franz Musil repeatedly claimed to favor the 

single-family house and Sitdhmg over the apartment 

block. In March 1921 Siegel had declared in the city 

council that "if a building program is implemented in 

Vienna in the next f'ew years, it can only be low-rise 

construction (auf dem Gtbiett du Flt«hbattsbntltsj. I 

have always advanced and represented this point of 

view and do not intend to change my position." Else

where he asserted, "the real housing ideal .•. is the 

one-and two-family house in the Gm1ensietll11ng."'" 
As Siegel himself noted in the city council, 

"High- or low-rise is not a matter of party politics; we 
find advoc-ates of low-rise and high-rise building on 

both the right and the left."10 It is true that the political 

lines of the so-called typological debate were not 

dearly drawn, and there were indeed advocates and 

opponents of the single-family house as well as of the 

multistory apartment block in both political camps. 

On the whole, conservatives tended to favor the 

single-family house and to oppose the construction of 

large, centrally located municipal apartment com
plexes intended to house sizable numbers of industrial 

workers, who could also be assumed to be Social 

Democratic Party members. In right-wing propa

ganda, the socialist apartment blocks were portrayed 
as "Red Fortresses"; as both "voter blocks" and mili

t'llry "garrisons"; as "places of assembly for rebellious 

groups," nrategically sited at "every major point of 
communication, every avenue, and near all railroads 

and bridges."11 Yet many conservatives also favored 
HodJhnuslmu. And as we have seen, the inner-city 

apartment block was also strongly opposed by left

wing socialist groups, particularly those associated 

with the settlement movement. Here the issue was not 

so much type or location as the form the administra

tive organization would take-decentralized and co

operative, or centralized and municipaLS! 

Nevertheless, the oft-repeated claim by Social 

Democratic building officials that if it had been pos

sible, they would have built low-rise one- and two-

family houses in Vienna was something of a red 
herring-not so much because it was net t~ as be

cause housing typology was not the issue. Indeed, 
much of the debate was a smokescreen for what was 

really at stake: not building type, or even housing, but 

the city itself. On this point Social Democrats, 

whether they were proponents of Sietlhmg houses or 

multistory apartment blocks, were in agreement. "The 

question for us:' Gustav Scheu, who spearheaded the 

Sittlhmg movement in city hall, had declared in 1920, 

"is not metropolis or town [Gnusttndt odtl' Kltinstndtj; 
we start from the position that Vienna will continue 

to exist as a metropolis."" And whether they favored 

Hof- or Kltilrbn11s construction, the Social Democrats 
understood and approached the "housing question" it

self as a problem of planning that involved not only 
dwelling and community, but the entire city. Indeed, 

at the Party Congress in October 1923, a resolution 

(tabled by the OVSK) was passed stating that "wher

ever proletarian city council majorities exist, building 

activity should be brought into line with existing pro

letarian organizations and unified in a comprehensive 
development plan."'~ 

In October 1923 the OVSK requested a subven

tion from the municipality in order to prepare a com
prehensive development plan for consideration by 
the city building department. Five architects-Adolf 

Loos,josefFrank, Oskar Strnad, josef Hoffmann, and 

Peter Behrens (who had recently been appointed to 

the professorship held by Otto Wagner from 1894 to 
1912, at the Akademie fUr Bildende Knnste, and whose 

teaching contract stipulated that the Academy would 

provide him with building projects in Vienna)

were commissioned by the OVSK to prepare a Gtn
tmlarchittktr~,plmr (general architecrural plan) for Vi

enna. u The purpose of the plan was to designate cer

tain areas throughout the city as allotment and 

5cttlement zones.16 But its purview, as Otto Neurath 

explained in an article in the A,-beitei'-Zeitrmg in Octo

ber 1923, was to extend far beyond this to encompass 1601161 



the whole city as a .,cultunl, economic, and aesthetic 

unit," and all building types within it-residential, in

dustrial, commercial, institutional-in relation to 

each other as integrated components of an organic 

whole. 57 The Genm~larcbittkturplan was to differ fun
damentally from the old Genm~lreplimmgrpltm (gen

eral development plan) of 1893. Unlike the latter, it 

was concerned not only with the two dimensions of 
city planning-street plan, urban infrastructure, land 

and lot division-but with all three dimensions of 

building (BWmrmg); it would consider the .,architec

tonic unity" of the city as a whole. 51 

With regard to the distribution of housing, the 
architectonic conception of the city plan implied the 
full integration of Sitdltmg housing into the existing 

urban fabric. The settlement and allotment garden 

zones were not to be .,islands" on the periphery, but 

rather "green tongues'' reaching into the built-up in

ner districts of Vienna. Allotment gardens were to be 

maintained, not built upon. Tall buildings were to be 
located either on main traffic arteries or in vacant lots 

in areas where high-rise buildings already exiswi.J' In 
general, however, new residential building was to be 

in the form of low-rise Sietlbmgm, incorporating allot

ment gardens. The image behind this conception 

might well have been Rudolf Eberstadt and Bruno 

MOhring's third prize-winning scheme for the Gross

Berlin .competition of 1910, where green wedges 

driven into the old urban core created a system of 
parks radiating out from the city center. 60 MOhring 

and Eberstadt's design, which was published in Die 
Gartenkunn in 1910, was also interesting for the com

mingling of high- and low-rise housing. typologies it 

proposed; low-rise cottages ranged along residential 

stteets, encircled by high-rise apartment blocks flank
ing major commercial arteries.61 

But the principal image evoked in Neurath's pre

scriptions for the Gmm~lanbittltturplan, which would 

mix not only housing typologies but also urban social 

and economic functions throughout the city, was Otto 

Wagner's illustrated text Die Gromtadt: Emt StNdie 

1i1m- dim (1M M•""JW!i" A SmJy of tin &nn•), pub
lished in 1911 (figures 5.2-5.4).6.1 It is axiomatic, 

Wagner here declared, "that the administration of a 

great city demands its division into wards." These 

wards or distticrs (Brzir/u), which are bound together 

by the technical infrastructure of the metropolis, must 
still, in terms of their cultural and social infrastruc

ture, be complete in themselves. "rrJhere is no use in 

planning entire wards for particular classes or pur

poses since workmen, employees of high and low rank, 
officials, and so on will and must make their homes 
in their own particular wards:' Each ward, Wagner 

insisted, must have its own "parks, (public] gardens, 

playgrounds, schools, churches, traffic routes, mar

kets, municipal buildings, ... department stores, cen

ters for the handling of ..• traffic, garages, morgues, 

even cheaters, special museums, libraries, barracks, 

asylums, workshops, public halls, etc." Yet the munici

pal administtation of the metropolis must have strong 

centralized control over urban development: "It is 

possible for the city, by regulation of prices, allot

ments, etc., to direct its growth in certain directions, 

to reserve the necessary public lands in each ward, to 

limit the present flourishing speculation in real estate, 

and with the resulting profits to carry out plans 
for city improvement on a large scale.0061 Despite the 
somewhat chilling image of how .. largeness of concep

tion" could manifest itself in architectonic unity at a 

scale of S.l million square meters-Wagner's plan and 
bird's-eye perspective of "the future twenty-second 

district of Vienna" that accompanied his text (but were 

"not offered as models to be copied")-the text itself 

provided a convincing argument for municipal build

ing at large scale within the city as well as an example 

of how the urban morphology of the historical city 

could be adapted to the new mass scale and technolog

ical social character of the modem Grossstildt."' 
The GentnJI,mbitekturpkm proposed by Neurath 

and the OVSK was intended to be such a plan. It 
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would comprehend the city in its totality as an eco

nomic and cultural entity, rather than as a Sitteesque 

composition of discrete squares, views, and prospects. 

And yet it would be concerned with three-dimensional 

spatial relationships and the uarchitectonic unity" of 

each district and of the city as a whole. "The spirit of 

modern architecture" manifest in such a plan, Neurath 

claimed, "is the spirit of mass (extraterritorial) organi

zation (Gnusor;gmtiMtionJ, which is the spirit that lives 

in the labor movement.l>fis 

The Gmernlnrcbinltturplnn was to supersede the 

Sietllungrplnn developed by the OVSK and Siedlungs

amt in 1921. The earlier plan, according to Neurath, 
had established allotment and settlement zones, but it 

did not impinge upon the old city. It left the uclosed 

high-rise districts fundamentally unchanged" and 
merely designated areas within them: uislands handed 

over to the new time and its uncertain claims:'M The 

new plan was to be far more comprehensive, encom

passing both private and municipal building. It was in

tended to answer a fundamental question: "How can 

the extension of a great city like Vienna be systemati
cally carried out in a unified spirit and according to an 

overarching plan, while still allowing each architect to 

express his own personality and artistic vision, since 
only if such freedom exists can something vigorous 

and powerful be achieved?"~' It was also intended to 

preserve the existing allotment garden installations 
and to ensure that in the furure, the allotments planted 

on city-owned land would be protected by law and not 
sacrificed to high-rise building."' 

In a public hearing held in the Favoriten Arbeiter

heinl (Working Men's Home) in January 1924, the 

OVSK presented a preliminary scheme for the Gnn·

almrhitektmplan. On that occasion Neurath, as well as 

Adolf MUller (head of one of the largest cooperatives) 

and Peter Behrens, spoke about the project and the 

proper relationship between high-rise and low-rise 

buildings, allotment gardens and garden suburbs, in 

the overall plan of the ciry. Neurath presented a design 

for mixed-height inner-city building developed by 
Oskar Strnad (see figure 8.57) for an area in the dis

trict of Favoriten in which different housing typo

logies-low-rise Sittlltmg row houses, high-rise 

apartment buildings, and medium-height terraced 

blocks-were variously sited along main traffic arter

ies, in open parkland, along midsize commercial 

streets and so on, to demonstrate the synthesis of 

building types and urban spatial configurations that 

the new Gtnernlm"tbittlmnp/1111 was intended to pro

mote. In an effort to sway city building authorities, 

the OVSK invited foreign specialists and garden city 

advocates, including the Berlin town planner Her

mann Jansen, to participate in public discussions of 

theplan.69 

But by March 1924 it was clear that those efforts 

had failed. A series of decrees issued by the city coun

cil restricted the expansion of existing settlement 
zones.710 Finally, in August 1924 the A1·btitn·-Ztitung 
announced that in order to build the first I 0,000 

dwellings in the new building program, the municipal

ity found it necessary to appropriate city-owned allot

ment land. 71 In the end, despite the combined efforts of 

Neurath and the OVSK, a comprehensive Gmtmlnl'
rbittlrtmplnn for Vienna was never developed, though 
six settlement and allotment garden zones were cre

ated in areas where Sietllmtgtll had already been built 
(see figure 3.2): Heuberg, Lainz, Rosenhiigel, Hof

fingergasse, Laaerberg, and Strassiicker. 71 

Neurath, Schuster, Schacher!, and the other 
architects in Vienna associated with the journal Dtr 
Aufbntt continued to champion the idea of a compre

hensive expansion plan for Vienna and a centralized 
planning agency (as in Frankfurt and Berlin) in city 

hall. The project was revived in September 1926, 

when the International Federation for Housing and 

Town Planning (formerly the International Garden 

Cities and Town Planning Association) convened in 

Vienna. The themes of the Congress: uownership of 

the urban terrain and its impact on city and regional 1641 
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planning" and "the rational distribution of single fam
ily and multifamily housing," struck at the heart of the 
Social Democrats' building program/' Delegates 
from seventeen countries attended three days (14-16 
September) of discussions, followed by three days of 
routs of Vienna and nearby sile!l and towns. Of the 
1,100 participants, only 43 were Viennese and 14 of 
"those were official delegates representing the munici
pality. 74 Nevertheless, the congress had been eagerly 
anticipated by Siedltmg and garden city advocates in 
Vienna, who saw it as an opportunity to gamer inter
national support for the Gt~Ttmsiedltmg movement in 
Vienna and thus to pressure city officials into redirect
ing the building program roward low-rise suburban 
development. Their efforts were partly successful. 
The federation officially declared that though the ab
sence of effective laws of eminent domain made it nec
essary for the Viennese to build multistory aparttnent 
blocks in built-up areas where the city owned land, it 
was also to be hoped athat the construction of tall 
buildings would remain a passing apparition, and that 
building in general would move toward realization of 
the garden city idea!'75 

In the pages of Der Aufoau Schuster, Neurath, and 
others continued to press for the establishment of a 
planning office (outside the Stadtbauamt) in city hall 
and the creation of a new position of "Vienna city 
planner." Citing Berlin's recent appoinbllent of Martin 
Wagner as exemplary in this regard, Schuster, in the 
last issue of Der Aujb.m, even proposed a candidate; 
the Dresden planner, socialist, and author of Wirt

scbtzftJicher Stiidtdtm (Economic Tf1W11 Pllmning, 1926), 
Hans Ludwig Sierlrs.16 But by the end of 1926 the So
cial Democrats' five-year building program was well 
on its way and the fate of the settlement movement 
had been sealed.77 By early 1927 Franz Schuster, Mar
garete Lihotzky, and Anton Brenner had decamped for 
Frankfurt's Horbbmlamt (building office) where they 
took up positions that they had been offered by Ernst 

May when he visited Vienna in 1926.78 

TOWN PLANNING AND PROLETARIAT The failure 
of the Gmm~kwchittftturp/lm project signaled the end 
of the cooperative settlement movement, but Neurath 
expanded on some of the town planning ideas it con
tained in "Stidtebau und Proletariat" ("Town Plan
ning and Proletariat"), an article in the Austro-Marxist 
monthly Dtr Kampfin]Wle 1924."The success of a 
comprehensive development plan such as the Genmzl
tmhittftturp/lm, he asserted, was contingent on the city 
obtaining control over its own territory and having 
"authority over the disposition of land which deter
mines who can and is permitted ro build." Later he 
would note that athe prerequisite for a modem city 
plan, including the design of a regional Sitdltmgsplan, 
is a well-fanned picture of the economic and social fu

ture" of the city and region.• This was the only means 
by which the city could protect its large-scale, long
tenn plans against obstruction bf the bourgeois capi
talist order, which has persistendy kept the proletariat 
from obtaining land on which ro build. Vienna, ac
cording ro Neurath, ais poor in land compared to 

other European cities. The victory of the Social Dem
ocratic party in Vienna is, therefore, the first condition 
for transfonning the cityscape."11 

aWhat are the large building ideas that a victori

ous worker government will unleash?" Neurath asked. 
In the first place, the city would begin by building up 
the traditional worker districts: Floridsdorf, Favoriten, 
Ottakring, Hemals. Though neglected for decades 
by earlier bourgeois administrations, these districts, 
unlike the poorer districts of other cities, have wide 
streets, without slums or noisome narrow alleys; how
ever, he noted, they also lack gardens, cultural facili
ties, and decent living quarters. alt is self-evident," 
Neurath claimed, "that a worker administration will 
think of building large theaters, new school buildings, 
laboratories, and similar facilities that will have a 
significant cultural impact on these outer districts." 
The proletariat wiD not continue to concentrate public 
buildings in the inner city: "Instead, the new symbols 
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of significance and power in Vienna will take shape 

outside the center, and will entice even foreign visitors 

to travel outside [the old inner city] into the worker 

districts. Indeed, perhaps the most modern creations 

of the time will be visible where the new class, which 

has ascended to power, gives a new people a place for 

self-representation!'R 

Neurath's conception of the new "peripheral cen

ter" of the socialist city is particularly strildng given 
town planning ideas and theoretical conceptions of the 
city then current. Rather than decentralization, Neu

rath proposes a shift of focus from the old historic and 

business center to the proletarian outer edge. Instead 

of dissolving the boundary between city and country 

by means of exurban, cooperatively run Tmlmnt

enstidte (51tellite toWns), as in Fnmkfurt, Neurath 

suggests that a socialist building program should 

reinforce that boundary by strengthening the city's 

proletarian distticts. In other words, in the modern so

cialist city, the hitherto most neglected area, its ragged 

industtial edge, would be transformed into the new 

center of civic life and the locus of its representational 

institutions and symbols of power.•J 

Apart from the development of Vienna's tradi

tional worker districts, the "large building ideas of the 

victorious worker government" enumerated by Neu

rath in "Stll.dtebau und Proletariat" are remarkably 

similar to those of prewar bourgeois Gennan town 

planning theory, in particular those elucidated by Karl 
Scheffler, Walter Curt Behrendt, and Peter Behrens. 

In 1913 in Die Arcbitekmr der Grossn4dt (The Artbit«
ture of the Big City), Scheffler, an art critic and member 

of the Diirerbund and German Werkbund {who had 

also studied in Vienna under Hansen, van der Noll, 

and Sicardsburg at the Academy of Fine Arts), had 

suggested that capitalism was soon to enter a new 

phase in which the centralization of capital (Trnstbil

dut~g) would bring "profligate arbitrary individuality'" 

to an end. As capital and metropolitan building opera

tions centralized, cities would no longer be developed 

by "small unscrupulous speculators" in a piecemeal 

fashion but by large industtiaVfinancial conglomer

ates that would build on a correspondingly large 

scale." "Through this large-scale architectural

commercial synthesis, the concept of the guild, nowa

days represented in the organization of great business 

corporations, would find its aesthetical expression." 

Scheffler maintained. The new city of finance and in

dustry would, according to Scheffler, be organized 

into two functionally differentiated parts: a center "of 

worldwide business and industrial enterprise'" where 

cultural and religious institutions, as well as adminis

trative functions of city and state would be located; 

and residential zones, consisting of a dense urban belt 

of apartment buildings surrounded by suburban Htel

lite towns. 0 The architectural correlative of the new 

global order of finance and industry was a significant 

increase in scale. Instead of individual buildings, large 

complexes of apanment and office blocks as well as de

partment stores would be built according to a unified 

plan. The continuous street front (StrllsstmJJtf71{/) 

would be conceived as a single facade; whole districts 

would thus grow in unity and "in architectonic com

posure." "[O]ut of this noble unifonnity,'' Scheffier 

predicted, "there will emerge a representational mon

umental style that will have earned the designation 

'modern.'" The architectural corollary of the central

ization of capital was a new "large~scale, generous, 

monumental form-language'"-a Weltnutzllrcbitelttur 
(worldwide utilitarian architecture), conditioned by 
the organizational and operational processes of high 

finance and industrial production .... 

The impact of centralized control over urban land 

development on the architecture of the modern 

metropolis had already been suggested by Walter 

Curt Behrendt, whose dissertation, "Die einheitliche 

Blockfront als Raumelement in Stadtbau" ("The Uni

fied Block Facade as a Spatial Element in Urban De
signj, was published as a book, dCdicated to Scheffier, 

in 1911. Here Behrendt had argued that the new scale 
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of open spaces in modem cities-the broad, stnight 
boulevards, vast squares, and seemingly endless pros
pects of late-nineteenth-century planning-required a 
new scale and composition of building." Large unified 
and typified blocks were needed to define and control 

those spaces. As examples of building on this scale, he 
cited the 1860 Heinrichshof(figure S.S) in Vienna by 
Theophil Hansen, as well as the other large apartment 
blocks interspersed among the public buildings on the 
Ringstrasse. The Heinrichshof itself encompassed 
three building lots and comprised several apanment 

buildings. This grouping together of separate apart

ment blocks into an architectonic unity, Behrendt ar

gued, was not (as the planner Josef Stiibben had 
charged) a dishonest practice. On the contrary, it was 

less deceitful than the "false individuality" of giving 

each building on a street a different facade treatment, 

even though the buildings themselves were more or 

less identiol in terms of plan and prognm." Here 

Behrendt was drawing on Scheffler's article of 1902 on 

urban building, "Ein Weg zorn Sril" (''A Path Toward 

Style"), which suggested that uniformity of dwelling 

plan and external treannent were social requirements 

of "the democratic present." Indeed, the essential ob-

jectives of the new urban architecture (Stadthtmkmm), 

Scheffler maintained, were uniformity, typification of 

the apartment building itself, and the comprehensive 

coordinated design of entire city blocks.'' 

Peter Behrens made a similar argument, though 

on different grounds, in a lecture delivered to the 

German Werkbond and published in 1914: ''Einfluss 

von Zeit- ond RaoJTUlott.ong auf modeme Forment

wicldong" \The Influence of the Use of Time and 

Space on the Development of Modem Fonn'1. For 

Behrens the determining factors were not only eco

nomic and industrial organization bot also the emer

gence of a new model of perception conditioned by 

the tempo of modern metropolitan life. Expanding on 

themes developed earlier by Georg Simmel and Adolf 

Loos as well as by Scheffler, Behrens noted that "hurry 

is the elementary basis of our work, bot it has not yet 

become a cultural fo rm mastered by an:•oo The task of 

the architect building in the metropolis is to develop 

large-scale, simple, typified building forms, the pur

pose and character of which can be easily gnsped by 

the busy, disuacted, fast-moving urban dweller. There 

was a larger metropolitan dimension to this articula

tion of purpose and character. As Behrens explained 

elsewhere, that dimension was both spatial and tempo

nl: .. the business center differs from the dwelling 

districts; the shopping center or pleasure and enter

tainment quarters distinguish themselves by their 

strildng advertisements, their shop windows, and 

other features; they also look different at night- we 

are already allowed to speak of a systematic division of 

the town into day-and~night architecture by means of 

light .... • The starting point in town plaMing, Behrens 

wrote in the small manual he published on his Meister

scbt~le at the Vienna Academy in 19}0, is "simplici ty 

and boldness .. . Our age no longer sees architecture 

in the formation of detail, but rather in the propor

tional grouping of great masses • .. to secure a wholly 

appropriate total effect."'~ Within the German Werk

bund, uniformity, simplicity, and largeness of scale and 
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conception-Efflhritlichkeit, Einfochhrit, and Groufor-
111igkeit-were the characteristics of a new order that 

was both aesthetic and social. 

For Neurath, it wts the "spirit of the organized 

proletariat" rather than monopoly capitalism that 
would bring forth the new urban structure and space 

of the modem metropolis. Unity, largeness of scale, 
monumentality, coherence-all attributes that Schef

fler, Behrendt, and Behrens related to a new central

ized organization of capital and industry-Neurath 

claimed for the proletariat and organized labor: "In its 

organization, the proletariat is accustomed to think 

and feel on a grand scale [gJ'OSJjiirmig). If organized la
bor did not think in the dimensions of big industry, it 

would be ineffectual. All our worker organizations are 

of the largest conceptual scale [g?mten Sti/s]-the 

parry. the unions, the cooperative associations, and the 
settlement and allotment garden associations .... 

This Gnmjlh711igluit imprints itself architectonieally in 

the streetseape; the tendency toward long streets, uni

fied enclosed squares, monumental buildings."" In the 

new city, Neurath suggests, "the centralization that is 
characteristic of proletarian socialism is combined ar

chiteetonieally with ascendant democracy and self
gavcmment": "Big, clear, inherently truthful building 

ideas will once again be realized bCC111use the proletar
iat is a class in the ascendant, that knows what it wants, 

that has no need for empty appearances:• It wts thus 

hardly surprising "that architects (whatever their dif

ferent philosophical or artistic convictions may be), 

who, in the modern spirit, strive for usefulness and 

clarity in their buildings, should find (the design of the 

new socialist city] a desirable field of activity .... In his 

conclusion Neurath asked, "What will the future city 

look like?" His answer: "Above all else it will be shaped 

by the modern global industrial organization of world

wide business. Harbor installations, railway stations, 

silos, warehouses, factories, bold vibrating elevated 
railway lines, iron structures will characterize the fu

ture citv; at particular points, for particular purposes, 

skyscrapers stretching proudly upward will be incor

porated harmoniously into the total picture.""'' 
The modern proletarian city as conceived by 

Neurath differed little from the modem bourgeois 

city proposed by Schemer, Behrendt, and other Ger

man town planning theorists before the war. In each 

case the historic core was to be maintained as the ad
ministrative and business center of the metropolis. 
The new city of "worldwide business and industrial 

enterprise" -with its tall new office buildings and 

apartment complexes; factories; new social, cultural, 

and financial institutions; transportation networks; 
garden suburbs; and so on-was to be built in and 

around it. Whether socialist or capitalist, the new 

Stntltbtmltulut (urban architecture) was to be con

ditioned by the working and thinking processes of 

modern, technologically advanced, and rationalized 

industrial production. As Manfredo Tafuri observed, 

"programming and planned reorganization of building 

production and of the city as a productive organism" 

were seen at this time by both "democratic socialism 

and democratic capitalism" as solving the central 
problem of urban development by curbing speculation 

in the city. "Solutions to individual problems," Tafuri 

wrote, "tended to be presented as highly generalized 
models (policies of eminent domain and expropria

tion, technological experimentation, formal elabora
tion of the housing project as a st11ndard architectural 

type) but they revealed their limited efficiency when 
tested in actual fact.-

In Weimar Gennany the exurban Siedltmg, which 

combined the ideology of decentralization with the 

rationalization of industry, became the site for a new 

social parblership between capital and labor."' In the 

mid-19205, both Frankfurt and Berlin initiated munic

ipal building programs with objectives that went far 

beyond the production of housing. In Frankfurt Ernst 

May, who was given extraordinary administrative pow

ers by Mayor Ludwig Landmann (to direct all munici
pal building in the citv, to design a new development "" 
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plan, to concrol the building indusay, and to select and 
supervise a team of collaborators in the planning and 
design of new housing), synthesized the Trabtmtm
pritnip (principle of the satellite town) with rational
ization of production to create exurban SietHungm that 
were "built utopias," complete in themselves.• Tafuri 

describes the relendess Logic behind the "ideology of 
the plan" at Frankfurt: "The industrialization of the 
building yard involved the establishment of a minimal 
wlit of production. The minimal unit fixed upon wu 
the housing project, the Siedhmg. Within this complex 
the primary element of the industrial cycle wu pivoted 
on the service nucleus (the Frrmltfurnr Kikbe). The di
mensions given the new quarters and their position in 
the city were decided by the municipal policy on ter
rain directly administered by the municipality."" 

The Social Democrat Marrin Wagner, who be
came Berlin Sttldtblmdinlrtor(city building director) in 
1926 and oversaw the development of Berlin's periph
eral Grosssiedlungm (large settlements) in the later 
1920s, graduaUy came to realize the inadequacy of 
May's solution and the limitations of urban land re
form and rationalization at the municipal level. Such 
localized planning and organization of the urban 
economy, Wagner argued in 1929, allowed the historic 
centers and the productive areas of the city "to accu
mulate and multiply their conttadictions:• The closed 
economy of the peripheral Frankfurt Siedhmgm, Ta
furi agreed some forty years later, "reflected the frag
mentary character of the undertakings." The city itself 
remained intact, neither "concrolled (nor] restructured 

as a system in relation to the new decentralized posi
tion of the productive centers."100 The only solution to 

the split betWeen city and Siedlrmg-the monopolistic 

concentration of capital in the historic center and ter
ritorial decentralization of industrial nuclei-Wagner 

suggested, was global control of the economic plan; 
making architecture and urbanism the objects rather 
than subjects of the plan.101 Indway thus would not 
only accompany the Sietlhmg into the country, it would 

provide the organizational methods and technical 
means for producing that housing. 

In Austria there was not the same bond as in Ger
many between housing and indusay. The Siedhmg 
movement as we have seen evolved out of radical poli
tics and anarchy-out of the postwar council move
ments and self-help subsistence fanning, not 
conservative decentrist ideology. We have also seen 

thal economic and political circumstances in Vienna 
in the early 1920s precluded both the rationalization 
of building and the expansion of the urban area that 
occurred in Frankfurt and Berlin. Yet even advocates 
of Siedhmg housing among Social Democrats in Vi
enna did not reject the city, and few wholeheartedly 
embraced the economic postulate of the rationalized 
exurban Siedlrmg. 102 The Viennese had learned £rom 
the long history of official neglect o( working-class in
terests that the solution to the bowing problem was a 
matter not of technical modernization but of politics. 

A3 a result the Social Democratic administration 
ofVienna turned for some of the organizational details 
of its program to a source closer to home: the propos
als put forward by Otto Wagner in Die Grossttmlt. For 
the purposes of planning and development, Wagner, 
like the German theorists, conceived of the modem 
metropolis in two parts: the a old already existing part" 
and the "new and undeveloped quarters." Regulation 
of the old part involved little more than "maintaining 
its already existing beauty and making use of it advan
tageously in the city plan:• With regard to develop
ment in such areas, no large principles could pertain; 
each case had to be considered individually. The "un
developed quarters," in contrast, were to be the site of 
systematic "regulation on a large scale."•OJ Here, eco

nomic considerations were of primary significance. 
Though not all were realized, a number of Wagner's 

suggestions-that the municipality systematically ac
quire urban land for future development along prede
termined lines, that it obtain legal powen of 
expropriation, and that it develop revenue-generating 
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municipal enterprises to fund the construction of 

"things which are now scarcely thought of, bot which 

cannot be omitted from the plan of the future metrop

olis:' such as "people's dubs and dwelling houses, mu

nicipal sanitoriums, city warehouses, promenades, 

fountains, observatories, • . • museums, theaters, wa

terside pavilions" -reappeared eight years later in the 

Social Democrats' municipal prognm for Red 
Vienna . u~o~ 

Wagner emphasized two further features of the 

planned metropolis that derived from his own prac

tice. The 6rst was the vital importance of rapid ttansit 

systems and the recognition that circulation within the 

city occurs at multiple levels and in many directions 

within three dimensions. Railways are elevated above 

and depressed below street level; ttams, buses, and 

cabs circulate at grade; and all these local systems must 

be coordinated with long-distance rail and water 

transport networks. Wagner himself had been in

volved in the design of much of this network in Vienna 

in the 1890s, and hls own conception of the organiza

tion of the city and particularly of the street (at grade 
as well as above and below grade) as a complex three

dimensional mechanism was conditioned by that expe
rience. In Dit GroJSttatlr Wagner insisted on the "con

stant circulation through zones," the "movement to 
and fro through the radial streets," the importance of 

providing "means of connection between elevated, 

subway, and street car lines at points of intersection:'101 

In his own drawings of the Vienna StAtltbahn stations 

(ligure 5.6), Wagner provided the visual corollary to 

this image of the modern city as mechanized body, in 

elaborate sections that cut through buildings, bridges, 
viaducts, streets, railway tunnels, and riverbeds to 

show the vital interconnections among these systems, 

on which the life and proper functioning of the city 

itself depends. 
The second feature of the planned metropolis 

suessed by Wagner was the rented apartment, which 

he maintained was the only proper urban dwelling 

fonn. In Dit Grossstadt Wagner made the point (con

ceded by Neurath in "Stiidtebao und Proletariatj that 

"the longed-for detached house in the still more 

longed-for garden city can never satisfy the popular 
need, since as a result of the pressure of economy in 

living expenses, of the increase and decrease in the size 

of families, of change of occupation and position in 

life, there must be constant shifting and change in the 
desires of the masses. The needs which arise from such 

changing conditions can be satis6ed only by rented 
apartment dwellings, and never by individual houses:· 

In direct opposition to Camillo Sitte, Wagner added: 

"To hark back to tl'3dition, to make 'expression' or pic

ruresqueness the controlling consideration in design

ing homes for the man of today, is absurd in the light 

of modem experience. The number of city dwellers 

who today prefer to vanish in the mass as mere num

bers on apamnent doors is considerably greater t;han 

those who care to hear the daily 'good morning, how 

are you?' from their gossipy neighbors in single 
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houses:•ur' The same argument regarding tradition 
and preference wts subsequendy used by the Social 
Democrats to defend their choice of an urban housing 
typology for the municipal building program in 1923. 

Both these features of Wagner's planned metrop
olis-the emphasis on the dense, vertically stntified 
living, work, and circulation space of the city and the 
outright rejection of both the garden city and subur
ban single-family house-distinguished hiS concep
tion of the Grrnsst11tlt from those of the German 
Werkbund. And though the Social Democratic mu

nicipality ofVienna did not follow the implications of 

either idea through to its logical conclusion, these par
ticular features of Wagner's planned metropolis, as 
well as the extreme anonymity and mobility of the ur
ban dweller proposed by Wagner, reappear as central 
components of Ludwig Hilberseimer's theoretical 
conception of the Social Democratic high-rise city de
veloped a few years later and depicted in his Grusssttrdt
llnhitelttur in 1927 (figure 5.7). We might note that 
Hilberseimer's project was conceived as a critique 
of Le Corbusier's Ville contrmport~ine plan of 1922, in 
which the central business district is surrounded by 
residential garden suburbs. In other words, Hilber
seimer's critique was directed against just those fea
tures of Le Corbusier's plan that were closest to the 
urban conceptions of the German Werkbund, those of 
Scheffler and Behrens in particular, that Wagner also 
had so adamandy rejected in Die Gromtndt. 107 

The Social Democrats in Vienna thus had no clear 
conception of the socialist city, or rather their concep
tion did not differ significandy from reforms to the 
bourgeois city proposed before the war. The guiding 
principles for Neurath's plan of the proletarian 
Grossrtttdt-centralized control over urban land devel
opment, comprehensive planning, and large-scale 
building-were not new and had been proposed by 
bourgeois architects and urban theorists decades ear
lier. One reason for this dependence on preexisting 

models, suggested by GUnther Uhlig in reference to 
Germany, was that "anti-bourgeois architects and art
ists found it just as hard as the average Social Demo
crat to visualize the day when they would have to 
exchange their 'passive formal radicalism' for con
structive work. They were thus not prepared:'•• But 
though the Social Democrats in Vienna did not have 
a clear conception of the future socialist city, they did 
have a profound understanding of the historical city 
and the relationship between power and space that it 
shaped. Consequendy their understanding of housing 
was political and cultural, viewed in terms not only of 
the private space of the domestic interior but of the 
public space of the city, and as one of the many institu
tions that structure urban society. Committed to 
transforming that structure, the Viennese rejected the 
economic postulate of Trt~hnntmttttdt and Gromitdhmg 
and chose instead to engage the historic space of the 
city itself. 

To a large extent, the decision taken by the Social 
Democrats in 1923 to build urban Gemeindtbmlten 
rather than suburban Siedlungm was pragmatic. Be
cause of political and economic circumstances in Aus
tria after World War I, Vienna-unlike Frankfurt or 
Berlin-could neither expand territorially nor ratio
nalize its building indusuy. Yet, as we have seen, many 
of the measures taken by the municipality were not en
tirely the result of pragmatism, but had been recom
mended by German town planning theorists before 
the war. The city's choices were cenainly reinforced, 
if not informed by, prewar bourgeois town planning 
theory as it was assimilated into Social Democratic 
land reform policies. 

For much of the interwar period, as we have 
noted, the municipality was not even empowered to 

expropriate urban building land for public uses with
out entering into protracted and debilitating legal pro
ceedings. But it was far from powerless. The Social 
Democratic municipality of Vienna could-without 
legal or other impediment-change building practice 
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within the compass of its own building prognm and 
the borders of the urban territory over which it had 

jurisdiction. And this is what it chose to do: to build 

according to its own standards-"standards that no 

private or speculative builder could achieve" -and ac

cording to its own programmatic requirements. '09 Red 
Vienna chose, in others words, to build agllinst, while 

remaining safely within, the legal parameters of the 

building code.''0 

The decision to insert GmuinJtlnmtm into the 

cltisting fabric of Vienna, therefore, was a decision to 

engage not only the topognphy but also the history of 

Vienna and to enter into debate with the forces that 

had shaped it. By intricately interweaving the spaces 
of the "New Vienna" with those of the "Old Vienna," 

the Social Democrats seized the opportunity to gener
ate a discursive, dialectical space in the city that de

sta~blized, even while it seemed to reinforce, traditional 

relationships between building and city, insider and 

outsider, public and private property and space. 
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What of the funn of the new proletarian dwelling space in the Social Democratic city? It would seem that before 
1923 the Social DemocraiS had no fully developed concept of the proletarian dwelling spaces it proposed to build. 
Though the construction of housing had been a major tenet of the party's Kmmmmlllpolitik (communal policy) 
since 1900, the question of its specific fonn wts not addressed until after World War 1.1 

The first programmatic description of the new and through collaboration with "private" architects. 
dwellings was formulated by GustaV Scheu in Febru- "By distributing commissions for new buildings 
ary 1919. Each aparunent, he suggested, would .,con- among a larger number of architects in private prac-
sist of at least two full-size rooms,'" including a "living tice than hitherto," Hugo Breilner declared, "we ex-
room/kitchen," and would be provided with "adequate pect that new ideas and plans will be generated ... 
light, air, and sunshine ••.• Even within the compass which will significandy advance our WO/mkultm:"7 

of the smallest dwelling, each unit would be fitted with Not surprisingly, the Social Democrats were per-
functional, labor-saving, easy-to-use equipment. In ceived as having no spatial program for the dwellings 
particular, there would be gas, wtter, and electtic light they were planning to build, beyond improvement of 
in every dwelling, flush toileiS in the compass of the the appalling conditions in Vienna's existing working-
apartment itself, and built-in closets and cabinets."2 class tenements. The sharpest criticism of this appar-
Depending on the size of the individual dwellings, ent lack of a coherent theoretical or even typological 
baths would be provided either within the apanment conception of the new proletarian dwelling space, and 
or in communal facilities. Where rC:asible, there would the municipality's seemingly ad hoc approach to find-
be elevators and central heating, and all inhabited 
rooms would be oriented towud the sun. In buildings 
with very small apartments, the municipality would 
provide communal playrooms for children.' Such 
housing, well above the general standards of the time, 
was hardly realizable under current circumstances in 
Vienna. Scheu was clearly describing an ideal nther 
than formulating a real program.4 

Before 1923, descriptions of the housing the So
cial Democrats proposed to build in Vienna (by city 
building officials and the party leadership) generally 
took the fonn of a long list of existing "housing evils" 
that the new buildings would abolish. In other words, 
the new buildings were conceived negatively, in tenns 
of the forms they would not take.J Thus, according to 

Scheu, they would not be "jerry-built"; they would 
have "no long corridors:' .,no light shafts," "no shared 
toilets or water taps."6 Beyond these prescriptionst the 
Social Democfats assumed that the spatial program 
for the new housing, and the architectonic form of the 
buildings themselves, would emerge out of practice 

ing a solution, came from a small group of socialist 
architects-Franz Schuster, Franz Schacherl, and josef 
Frank in particular-identified in the press as "left 
radicals."' These architects claimed that the munici
pality of Red Vienna evinced little knowledge of typo

logical research and innovations in spatial planning 
developed in Germany and elsewhere in Europe at 
that time. The Viennese concept of qualitative im
provement, they charged, was nothing more than the 
embourgeoisement or traditional working-class dwell
ing space and domestic habits, reflecting the essen
tially middle-class values of the Social Democratic 
party leaders and their architects.' 

This charge was taken up by subsequent histori
ans of Red Vienna and its housing program, including 
Manfredo Tafuri, Karla Krauss and Joachim Schlandt, 
and 0. Matthias Ungers.10 Tafuri judged the Viennese 
concept of the proletarian dwelling deficient typologi
cally, suggesting that the plans of the "dwelling cells" 
evinced a "great disinterest in typological research." 
Theirorganizationwas"en- tirely empiric~( and full of 
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inconveniences on a functional level."11 According to 

Ungers, "In terms of their technical planning and con

struction, these housing complexes could hardly be 

considered experimental. Only by pre-World War I 

standards do they seem advanced:' To Krauss and 

Schlandt, "the effect of the plans was the unimagina

tive pttit-emiJtJurg«Jisment of the working class. Collec

tive forms could not be imagined by the planners. For 

those responsible for the program, progress for the 
proletariat meant elevating them to middle-class stan

dards of living."" 

This critique warnnts close enmination, not 

only because it raises important questions about the 
Viennese conception of working-class Wolmltulmr 
(domestic culture) and the sociopolitical program of 

Red Vienna as a whole, but also because it calls into 

question the ideological underpinnings of the post

World War I housing effort in Europe and the reform

ist politics of modem architecture with which it was 

identified. just how conventional were the plans of the 

apartments in the Viennese Gemeindelmutenl How 

were these plans developed? What relationship did 

they bear to existing working-class and middle-class 

apartment plans in Vienna? Finally, how did they dif

fer from the Taylorized apartment plans developed 

during the same years in the new German housing es

tates outside Frankfurt and Berlin? 

EVOWTION OF THE "GEMEINDE·WIEN·TYPE" 

Although the Social Democratic leadership of Red Vi

enna was unable to articulate the spatial politics of its 

new housing program in a programmatic set of plan

ning principles before 1923, city building authorities 

did have a well-defined set of prescriptions regarding 

the equipment, access,layour, exposure, and organiza

tion of the new working-class dwelling. By 1923 these 

prescriptions had been fonnulated into a precise roster 

of planning guidelines developed by the Architektur

abteilung (Architecture Bureau).u Known as the 
"Gemeinde-Wien-Type" (Vienna Council Type), the 

new proletarian dwelling was an apartment that Franz 

Siegel described as "consisting on average of a full

size room, kitchen, and KRIIinett [a small bedroom). All 

rooms are directly lit and, in order for the kitchen to 

be used as a Wohnlrliche [living room/kitchen), a scul

lery is built in so that unpleasant tasks of the domestic 

hearth are removed from the living space of the 

kitchen."14 These guidelines continuously evolved. As 

Josef Birmer, head of the Architecture Bureau, noted, 

"specific guidelines were given out, but over time 

these were repeatedly improved and revised."•s 

The Gemeinde-Wien-Type did in fact emerge 

out of practice, in the worst period of postwar inflation 

between 1919 and 1923; during that time, the city's 

building efforts were confined to converting disused 

military barracks, school buildings, and half-built ten

ements purchased from developers who had been 

unable to complete them during the war. These 

conversions usually were of higher quality than the 

standard tenement plan, including improvements such 

as proper ventilation for kitchens and toilets; gas, elec

tricity, and water supplied to each apanment; and 

additional corridor windows. 16 But they did not 

approach the new standards of hygiene, comfon, and 

social amenity that the Social Democrats had pre
scribed for their new buildings. 

The first building to meet the Social Democrats' 

new standards for worker housing was Margareten

giirtel90-98, begun in 1919 and completed in early 

1921.17 Later expanded and renamed the "Mettleins

talerhof," this building was the first real Gtmeindebn11 

of Red Vienna. Like the other housing built during 

this period, it was a conversion and expansion of a pre

existing building, begun in 1916 and left unfinished 

during the war. The original building and its later con

version were both designed by Raben Kalesa, an ar

chitect who had studied with Friedrich Ohmann at the 

Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna; he had designed pri

vate apartment buildings and single-family howes in 

Vienna before and after World War I, but his only 1761177 
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other interwar housing project wu a revision ofLoos's 

site plan for the Lainzer 1iergarten Gnnensietlhmg in 

1921 when Laos's scheme was rejected by the Gentl$

senschnft Friedenstadt. 11 

The site (figure 6.1, section D-3), on the outer 

edge of the working-class district of Margareten (V), 

consisted of five building lots along the Margareteng

Urtel (part of the Gorrelstrasse). The building itself 

rested on the foundations of the old Linienwall, which 

had been torn down only a few decades earlier to make 

way for the outer ring road (Giirtelstrasse) and Stadt
bnhn. Construction of the five apartment houses on 

the site had reached the mezzanine level when work 
was stopped in 1916. To judge from Kalesa's plans for 

the redesign of the block in 1919, the original build

ings on the site were most likely standard small apart

ment houses of KMmuflhmmgtn (small apartments), 

each house organized around a single staircase leading 

to long, single-loaded corridors along which the stan

dard kitchen-corridor-type apartments wen:: ranged, 

and within which the shared toilets and water basin 

were located. 

This organization was radically changed in 

Kalesa's redesign of the block. In the new building 

(figure 6.2), which comprised all five parcels facing 

onto the GOrtelstrasse, there are no long corridors; all 

moms are directly lit and ventilated; and toilets, run

ning water, gas, and so forth are contained within the 

compass of each apartment. Except for a few slightly 

larger units intended for professionals (usually physi

cians), the lOS apartments are more or less standard

ized. Each has a small entrance hall or foyer (the only 

space in the apartment without its own external win

dow), Wohnkikhe with attached scullery, one full-si7.e 

room, and a lavatory. Some apartments have two full

size rooms, or a room and Knbillett-but otherwise 

there is little variation. 

Margaretengilrtel 90-98 departed rndically from 

the standard tenement plan in its larger organization 
"c ..,,.11 R,.thPr rh,.n lnna o:inall'-ln,.dPd cnrridor<1.. rhe 

apartments are vertically stacked, with four or five 

apartments on a staircase landing. This arrangement 

not only allowed each inhabited room (as well as each 

toilet) to have a window, but also made it possible to 

have a few cross-ventilated apartments that spanned 

the block. Though standard features of middle-class 

apartment buildings, the new organization along a 

vertical rather than a horizontal circulation spine and 

the direct ventilation and natural lighting of all rooms 

were novelties in working-class dwellings. I' 
The building was also novel in section (figure 

6.3). It was the first municipal housing in which the 

city's new lower ceiling height-reduced from the Vi

ennese standard of 350-300 em (II ft. 6 in.-IU ft.) to 

a little over 260 em (8 ft. 6 in.)-was introduced. An 

economy measure that reduced the initial building 

costs and the subsequent heating costs, the lower ceil

ing height also hru:l cultural and political significance. 

The new vertical dimension (which became standard 

in subsequent Gmtrimlebnuten), combined with win

dows in every room, changed the proportions of the 

rooms of the Kleiii11JOhnung, narrowing the variance 
between the vertical and horizontal dimensions and 

Aooding the interior with light (figure 6.4). It also gave 

the working-class dwelling a distinctive spatial charac

ter of its own, so that it no longer had the quality of a 

pinched and pared-down version of the middle-class 

dwelling. 

The innovations in plan and organization introduced 

in the Margaretengilrtel block became standard in the 

eleven municipal housing blocks begun in 1922, even 

though the buildings themselves differed considerably 

in size, organization of communal and public spaces, 

and architectural elaboration.!l1 The apartments in 

these buildings were of three basic types, consisting 

of either one or rwo full-size rooms, or a room and a 

Knbil1ett, in addition to the Vonnmn (small entrance 

hall), Woh11kliche with attached scullery, and toilet. The 

variations to this nroR:ram were minor. Some units did 1781179 
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not have the Umvmn, some were without a scullery, 

and some had a small balcony (though this was rare in 

the early blocks), but all had the basic components: 

one or two rooms, Wohnkiicht, and toilet. All had elec

tric light, gas, and water. Each room intended for oc

cupation, including the toilet, was directly lit and 
ventilated. There were usually four apartments on a 

landing, though in some of the blocks there were 

three. Often-as, for example, in the Erdbergerhof 

(Ill) by Karl Schmalhofer, the Fuchsenfeldhof (XII) 

by Schmid and Aichinger (see figure 7 .17), and the 

Margaretengiirtel block-the toilets were rucked into 

the poche: of the curved stairwell wall. Generally the 
toilet was accessed from either the scullery or the 

small entrance hall. 

In 192) the Gemeinde-Wien-Type apartment 

plan was further standardiz.ed.11 Two apartment types 

(figure 6.5) were developed: one measuring )8 square 

meters and consisting of a small entrance hall, living 

room/kitchen, toilet, and one full-siz.e room of ap

proximately 20 square meters; the other measuring 48 
square meters with an additional smaiii<Pbinttt. In the 

housing built during 1924 to 1927, approximately 75 

percent of the apartments were the former and 2Sper
cent the latter, slightly larger type. There were also a 

very small number of even larger apartments with rwo 
full-size rooms and a few one-room (srudio) apart

ments for single tenants that consisted of an entrance 

hall, toilet, and a bed-sitting-room equipped with 

cooking facilities. All conformed to the new, lower 

ceiling height, and each unit had running water, a flush 

toilet, a gas cooker, and electric light. Many also had 

private balconies of considerable siz.e.n 

In the city's own publ ications on the building pro

gnm and in the socialist newspapers Arbtiter-Zdnmg 

and Dit Nttlt Wrrtschllft, Stadtbauamt officials empha

sized key components of the municipal apartment, 

which had very particular culrural significance.11 The 

flush toilet and water tap physieilly contained within 

the apartment have already been mentioned in this re-
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gard; others included the entnnce hall (figure 6.6), a 
small space usually measuring no more than two 

square meters. A "buffer against cold and noise;• it was 
also an interstitial, transitional zone mediating the 
passage from public to private space.14 In addition, the 
entrance hall prevented kitchen smells from spreading 
into the communal stairwell, something that had been 
unavoidable in the Gtmgkiicbnlhims where kitchen 
door and window both opened onto the internal corri

dor.15 But its importance was not really quantifiable. It 

added little space to the apartment and could not be 
considered an additional room. It did, however, add a 
gn.ce note to the proletarian dwelling, an interstitial 
zone not only between inside and outside, but often 
also betWeen the newly internalized toilet and the so
cial living space of the apartment itself; something in

essential that improved the dwelling's quality. In part 

because of this, as we will see, the entrance hall be
came a contested feature of the new proletarian 
apartment. 

THE "TAYLORIZED" WOHNKOCHf Anothe' key 
component of the new proletarian dwelling wu the 
Wohnlditht, the living room/kitchen. It was hardly a 
new feature; indeed, it was one of the identifying com
ponents ofthe traditional worldng-class home, and the 
centnl space of worldng-class life. "Whatever time the 

Viennese worker has during the day," city building of
ficials argued, "is spent in the ldtchen, and if there is 

no dining table available to sit at, [he] will perch on 
coal box or bcnch."1' The Wolmlditht, finnly rooted in 
worldng-class domestic life, was crucia:l in binding the 
new proletarian dwelling to the old. As a mult, it too 
was a contested space. 

But the Wolmkiitht also had an economic founda
tion, as city officials explained. The average worker 
did not have the resources to heat the living and bed
rooms of his apartment; the ldtchen stove, therefore. 
wu the primary source of heat for the entire dwelling. 
Since the municipality was unable to provide central 
heating in the new housing, it had to improve upon 
the system already in place 

to make the kitchen as livable as possible, so that it becomes 

a real live-in kitchen. This is done by repJacing the oJd coal 

stoVe with a gas cooker and by removing those kitchen lliSks 

which involve water fruan the central living area o£ the 

kitchen. The gas oven produces no soot, no ashes. no smoke, 

and no din. In the scullery meals will be prepared, vegelllbles 

and meat washed, and dishes cleaned. For this purpose the 

scullery is provided with a single or double basin sink, with 

dim::t wtter supply. The scullery gives access to the IIVlll~ 

fitted with freeslllnding faience toilet bowl, water lllp, and 

basin, which meets all modern requirements. In a kitchen 
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such as this, which has a 16-10 square meter area, there is 

room for a dining table, which also serves the housewife as 

work table, the children as play and srudy place.u 

Modemitation of the traditional Wolmkiidn in

volved not only newly equipping it with ps stove, 

double sink, and inremal water supply but also reor

ganiz.ing it both to make the best possible use of the 

available space and to make the kitchen itself easier 

and less labor-intensive to operate. The new Wobn

kikht was to be more efficiently planned according 

to the "Taylor work method" -a method, officials 

claimed, that had great advantages for the housewife.11 

Although the modestly equipped VieMese Wobnkikbt 

seen in contemporary photographs seems far removed 

from the sleek tiled surfaces, gleaming appliances, and 

aluminum finings of the most famous Tayloriz.ed 

kitchen of the period, the "Frankfurter Kuche" de

signed by Margarete Lihotzlcy in 1926, its origins were 

the same. In I 922 Lihotz.ky had designed a Wob,kiicbt 
with "kitchen niche or scullery" for the Osterreich

ischer Verband fur Siedlungs- und Kleinprtenwesen 

(6VSK). This design, as she acknowledged in an ar

ticle published the previous year in Srbltsisrbts Htim, 
was profoundly inAuenced by the American system of 

Scientific Management developed by Frederick Wins

low Taylor (1856-1915) and known as Taylorism; she 

also drew on the ideas regarding labor-saving ways to 

organiz.e and equip the domestic interior put forward 

by Christine Frederick in Tbt Nnv Hotutkttpi11g: Effi

dmry Smdits ;, H~Jit MaJ/agmmlt (1913). Frederick's 

book had been translated into German by one of the 

leading proponcnn of scientific management in Ger

many, Irene Wine, and published as Dit rntifmtllt 

Haushaltsfiibt·mtg (Rational Housekeeping) in 1920.:~ 

Lihot'Lky's cooking niche design of 1922, a model of 

which was built and exhibited at the Ratba111 in Vienna 

in September 1922 (figure 6.7), was informed by Fred

erick~ analysis of work patterns in the kitchen and her 

proposals for efficient spatial organization. Two prin-
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ciplt:s guided Lihotz.lcy's design. First, the stove

cooking surface and source of heat-should, like the 
hearth in the old 8autntm1bt (farmhouse kitchen), be 

centrally located. Second, all other kitchen functions, 

particularly those involving water, should be removed 

from the central living space of the Wohnkiicht and 

located in a specially designed KDthniJChtn· odn- Spiil· 
kikbentinrichttmg (cooking niche or scullery/JUtchen 

installation), as Lihotz.ky called it, which could also do 

service as bath. and washroom. 

Lihotzlcy focused her auention on the design of 
this Ktnhnischtn·Spiilkiicbenti11richtung (figure 6.8). Her 

niche, which measured 2 m X 2.05 m and had 95 cm1 

workroom, contained the water heater; a washtub that 

could be covered when not in use and converted into 

work surface; a drainboard; shelves for kitchen uten· 

sils, buckets, and pots and pans; a sink; and a stor1ge 

area for fuel (in 1922 the apartments were still sup~ 

plied with coke·burning stoves). The tub, sink, and 

walls surrounding the oven and encasing the W1!ter 

heater were all poured concrete, as was the floor, 

which had a central drain and 10 em high w.~ll base. 
All comers were rounded and there were no sharp 

edges on any of the molded surfaces. Lihonky applied 
for a patent for her kitchen niche design and was 

granted protection for three years. The Spiilkiidn pro· 
duced for the OVSK and exhibited in 1922 was never 

manufactured on a large scale. It did, however, be· 

come the model for the "work niche." or Wirtsthafu· 

11ischt, exhibited in the RAthntu in September 1924 and 
later installed in the new housing.10 

The new Wtrt.uhnftmischt was a refinement of the 

Lihotzlcy model. Though connected to the Wohnkiicht, 

it could also be closed off from it by a curtain. It mea· 

sured 1.95 m X 1.60 m and was equipped with a 

Gemeinde.Wien·Type gas stove next to which was a 

cupboard with five drawers; a sink with a shelf under· 

neath it for buckets, pots, and so on; a dninboard with 

a shelf under it for various utensils; a tub with wooden 

cover that could double as table or work surface: a ns· 
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fired hot-water heater that could supply w.~ter to rub 

or sink; a double-burner cooktop; a folding table; a 

kitchen closet with compartments (or cutlery; a rotat

ing waste bin that could be emptied (rom the entrance 

hall; a folding stool; and an ironing board that flipped 
down (rom the side o( the kitchen closet into the living 

area o( the Wobnltiicht. As in Lihottlcy's model, the rub, 

sink, and cabinet underneath it, as well as the floor and 

12 em high base, are all o( a piece, formed (rom seam

less poured concrete. Spatial relationships were also 

carefully calculated. For example, cutlery could be 
taken with the left hand (rom the work surface above 

the tub, rinsed in the sink, and rerumed to the drain
board, without the dishwasher having to stretch or 

""~· ':..:.· ....... .. 

pass anything (rom hand to hand. Time-motion dia
grams comparing the traditional VieMese Wohnkiitht 

to the new efficient, space- and labor-saving Wimthaf

tmistht designed (or the municipal apartments ap
peared in the Arbtittr-Zeitung in May 1924.'1 

Live-in kitchens with the new Taylorized work 

niche were first installed in one o( the city's new hous

ing blocks, a building o( cwenty-six apartments at 

Bergsteiggasse 28 (XVII), designed in 1924 by an ar

chitect named Otto Polak-Hellwig (figures 6.9 and 

6.10). The plans (or this building, which were exam

ined and discussed in detail by the city council, were 

touted as both a novelty and something o( an experi

ment. Aside (rom the new kitchen the apartments had 

1
6.8 O.slgAdNwlnglfof I 
cooklngnlcbe,bylhoh:kv, 
1922. 
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other innovations: gas and electric meters in the stair

wells (which could be read from outside the apart

ment-an important consideration for tenants who 

worked outside the home and were away during the 

day), a garbage chute in the stairwell that emptied into 
bins in the basement, and in some cases built-in 

closeu.11 

Many of the municipal apartments built at this 

time did not have tubs or built-in closets; those that 

did drew a surcharge for "luxury" fittings. Generally, 

however, the apartments were unfurnished. Emphasis 

was instead on the durability of materials and on work

manship in the consuuction of the buildings them

selves. After 1922 all rooms had hardW?od floors, 
except for the kitchen niche, toilet, and balconies, 

where poured concrete floors were covered with tiles. 

The walls were plastered, the ceilings were reinforced 

concrete, and the standardized wood- and metal

framed windows had ventilation panels and wooden 

slatted blinds (]ahmsim). Apartment walls were 

painted, sometimes in brightly colored shades of 

green, orange, and yellow. There was electricity 
throughout the building, and after july 1927 gas stoves 
were installed free of charge in every apartment.u 

IUILT·IN FURNITURE In 1924, as an experiment, the 

Stadtbauamt sponsored the construction of a small 
apartment building of thirty-three units with built-in 

furniture (figure 6.11). It was designed by Anton Bren

ner (1896-1957), a young architect who had trained 

first with josef Frank and Oskar Strnad at the Kunst

gewcrbeschule (1920-1925) and then briefly with Pe

ter Behrens and Clemens Holzmeister at the Academy 

of Fine Arts (1925-1926). 1~ Brenner embraced Ger

man ideas of household rationalization and was a 
strong advocate ofTaylorism in the home. He had of

ten come into conflict with the building authorities 

in Vienna as well as the architectural establishment, 

whom he had accused (in a 1923 article in the Wimn· 
Tngblatt), of being reactionary and unreceptive to new 

Pln .. ~~rfA uuftrArchileU AMua Bruner.- A•sliluu" l Wic:oc:• Sl~dtbu~"'' 
0bcft>Vftlk"'.r,.....,,,.lt<l•r<ba•t<>f.in•i.tot..n1 

u.,,,. ,c.-Jo;,..,. , .,.. ..... ,...o~y ... ;..,v..n.....,.~ ... ..;, ...,lf' ........ v.;,,;.tw..,. 
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ideas. u But in spite of this he managed to convince 
Stmltrat Siegel to build his design for a municipal 
apartment building at Rauchfangkehrcrgasse 26 (XV), 

equipped throughout with built-in furniture. 
Brenner's design had built-in cupboards in the 

kitchen and closets in each room. Kitchen and living 
room were separate. Unlike the standard Gemeinde
Wien-Type apartments, the living room and bed
rooms were heated and separated by a wall of closets, 
some opening into the bedroom, some into the living 
room. The boldest innovation in Brenner's plan, how
ever, was a pair of foldaway beds (Klltpp/llttm) in the 
living room; they could be stowed in a ctvity in the 
wall (Klfi/Jpbtttnischt) during the day and separated 
from the rest of the living room by a folding screen at 
night. Brenner's plan also included a large open loggia 
(with built-in flower boxes) accessible from the stair
case landing. 

Brenner's plans for the Rauchfangkehrcrgasse 
apartments were published in Germany, where they 
generated considerable interest.u In 1926 Brenner 
himself went to Frankfurt, where he worked with 
Ernst May; in 1929 he was invited to teach at the Bau
haus in Dessau, though he only remained there for one 
trial year and returned to Vienna in 193 I. J7 In Vienna, 
however, Brenner's innovations did not generate much 
interest, nor did the proponl (put forward by Brenner 
and others), to provide all of the new municipal apart
ments with built-in furnirure take root. The reasons 
were largely economic. Although (as Brenner had ar
gued) bUilt-in, foldaway furniture made it possible 
both to reduce the size and to increase the number of 
rooms in the apartment, the city maintained that the 
cost of building and installing the furniture was pro
hibitive. Tenants would have to come up with an in
stallation fee of about 1,200 to 1,500 schillinp, which 
most could not afford. Jl Even Otto Neurath, who was 
generally in favor of typological innovation, pointed 
out that built-in furniture was not ideal for tenants of 
rented apartments; after paying for its installation, 

they would have to leave their furniture behind if they 
moved." But cost was not the only consideration. 

PROLETARIAN WOHNIIUlfUR: FURNISHING THE 
NEW DWELLING The question of how to furnish the 
new proletarian dwelling was a practical problem for 
the tenants, but it was a highly charged ideological is

sue for the architects, Social Democratic intellectuals, 
and party leaders involved with the building program. 
On both levels, the new municipal apartments pre
sented a special problem. As Neurath pointed out in a 
1924lecture on "Proletarian Livingn delivered to the 
W"ttnrr Frtn~enkMnitte (the Women's Committee of the 
Vienna Social Democratic Party), the new dimensions 
of the proletarian apartment-no longer high, narrow, 
and dark but more evenly proponioned and bright, 
with lower ceilings and numerous windows-required 
differently scaled furnishings.40 To help tenants find 
suitable and reasonably priced furniture and other 
household articles for the small, bright spaces, the mu
nicipality created advice bureaus and other organiza
tions to counsel them, as the OVSK had done for 
settlers a few years earlier. 

In 1922 the 6VSK and the Gemeinwirtschaf
tlichen Siedlungs- und Baustoffanstalt (the Public 
Utility Settlement and Building Material Corpora
tion, or GESIBA) had founded a Warentreuhtmtl 

(goods trust) through which settlers a.nd tenants could 
order good, inexpensive furniture and other house
hold articles. The Wtnmtreubtmd also offered con
sulting services and would send prospective buyers to 

manufacrurers of well-designed and well built furni
ture, who discounted their prices for referred custom
ers.•• The idea behind the W~~rentreuband, an initiative 
of Margarete Lihotzky, was that it would be a kind of 
"poor man's'" Wiener Werkstitte and Werkbund. But 
unlike those organizations, Lihotzky emphasized, the 
new trust was not concerned with raising the quality 
of craftwork or involved in producing handcrafted ob
jects from expensive materials. Instead, it was dedi-
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cated to worlcing with industry so as to "to Nise the 
geneNI standard of living [Wohnnive:m) of the work~ 

ing class, which;' Lihotz.ky maintained, "has little tra~ 

dition, and therefore also fewer prejudices than the 

hourgeoisie."41 The Warentrfflhand began with apan~ 

menc furnishings and fixrures and later expanded to 

encompas.~ clothing, ce~mics, and other ankles of 

daily use. 
The municipality also sponsored a series of 

housing~related exhibitions featuring full~scale mod~ 

els of furnished apartments that visitors could walk 

through, and providing model interiors, furnished by 

various architects, in the apartments of some of the 

housing blocks themselves. The ellhibitions and model 

interiors spoke directly to the new tenants' needs to 

accommodate both the furniture they owned and that 

which they needed to acquire in the new space of the 
municipal apartment. For example, in an exhibition on 

hygiene (Hygitnrau.mtlhmg), organized by the Depan~ 

ment of Health <1nd Welfare, held from 28 April to 30 

june 1925 in the Messepalast(a building in the Prater 

devoted to exhibitions and trade fairs), a full~scale 

model of a typical municipal apartment was furnished 

with simple, solidly built wooden furniture, showing 
readily available inexpensive contempoNry furnish~ 

ings that a tenant could acquire, or might already own 
(figure 6.12). The furniture itself, built of dark~stained 

wood, was boxy and inelegant, in marked contrast to 

the delicate English~inspired "reform furniture" (thin, 

lightweight ladderback chairs, benches, and gate~leg 

tables) designed for the Sitdhmg houses by Lihotzky, 

Frank, and other architects in the 6VSK Bnubiit-o (see 

figure 3.17). Yet the pieces exhibited-with their 

nraightforward, unomamenred forms and revealed 

construction-provided tenants of the new buildings 
with a ~dically simplified model of the domestic inte

rior, one very different from the standard petit hour~ 

geois aparnnent of the time, which was generally 

furnished with bulky and heavily d~ped chairs, tables, 

and cabinets (figure 6.1JV' 

The largest and ben~known city-sponsored exhi

bition was "Wien und die Wiener" (Vienna and the 

Viennese), held in the Messepalast in 1927. For this 

exhibition, the Wiener Hausratgesellschaft (Viennese 

Household Association), which was founded to pro
vide furniture for the new apartments in the Gnntindt

bnuttn, joined with well-known architects such as josef 

Frank, FHnz Schacher!, and Karl Schanelmtiller, as 

well as with Wiener Werkstiitte designers Oskar 

Haerdtl and josef Hoffmann to create model interiors. 

These were furnished, for the most pan, with readily 

available small-scale furnirure suitable for the new 

municipal apartments, though in some cases the fumi~ 
ture was designed by the architects themselves ... From 

contempof1llry images of these model interiors, it is 

clear that the starting point for their design-con
sumption mher than production-was very different 

from that of the model interiors designed by the archi-
1
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tects who participated in the encdy contemponry 
Gennan Werkbund exhibition at Weissenhof outside 

Sruttgart.u Rather than integrally designed Gtsamt

kunsrwerkt (total works of an), the new proletarian in

teriors shaped here-in panicular that designed by 

fnnk (figure 6.14), for whom the concept of assem

blage was a fundamental principle of interior design

were composed of "found objects" that were af
fordable and readily available from commercial ven

dors. The emphasis on accessibility and affordability 

remained the constant theme of exhibitions on furni

ture and interior design organized by the municipality, 

as well as those organized (under Frank) by the Aus

trian Werkbund, including exhibitions like "Der gute 
billige Gegenstand" (the good inexpensive object) held 

in the Museum of Art and Industry in 1931 to 1932:06 

In the late 1920s temponry exhibitions were re

placed by a permanent design center and exhibition 

space: the Advice Bureau for Interior Design and Do

mestic Hygiene of the Austtian Association for Hous
ing Reform (Die Bentungstelle A.ir lnneneinricht:ung 

und Wohnungshygiene des Osterreichischen Verban
des A.ir Wohnungsreform), created in December 1929 

and housed in the Kari-Man:-Hof. The purpose of the 

Btmtlmgtttllt, which was known by the acronym 
"BEST," was to counsel tenants in the new buildings 

on how to furnish their apartments and to introduce 

them to new furniture and industrial design. h thus 

functioned both as an advice bureau and a showroom.41 

The director of the BEST, Ernst Lichtblau, was 

an architect who had tnined with Otto Wagner, had 

been associated with the Wiener Werkstitte before 

the war, and whose private pnctice in VieMa in the 

1920s and 1930s (before he emignted to the United 

States via England in 1939) was primarily domestic ar

chitecture and interior design. In 1925 he founded his 

own design firm "for the production of objects of ev

eryday use, purpose-made [in) unpretentious work

manlike materials.""' Lichtblau was a member of both 

the Austrian and German Werkbund and had exhib-

ited at the Werkbund exhibition in Stuttgan in 1924, 

as well as the international design expositions in Paris 
in 1925 and 1929. He also designed two Gtmtindt

bnttttn, one on his own and one in collabontion with 

other architects."" 

As director of the BEST, Lichtblau (together with 

Ludwig Neumann, secretary of the OVSK, and fellow 

Werkbund members Josef Frank, Walter Sobotka, 
Carl W itzmann, among others) ran the advice bureau 

and organized lecture series in which architects and 

designers, including other Ausuian Werkbund mem

bers, spoke. 10 In the BEST showrooms Lichtblau in

stalled a permanent exhibition: a model interior of a 

municipal apartment furnished with articles designed 

by himself and others (figure 6. 15). The purpose was 

to showcase good, inexpensive, and technically inno

vative contemporary design and to demonsttate how 

such furnishings could be accommodated and ar
ranged in a typical working-class apartment to make 

1
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the most effective use of the available living space. The 

emphasis was on small-scale, space-saving, and multi

purpose articles. Furniture on exhibition included la

quered steel folding chairs and tables (often painted in 

bold primary colors), carpets and rugs, small wooden 

side tables, and innovative space-saving items like a 

collapsible child's play table that could be easily stored 

behind a door or cupboard, foldaway beds, linoleum

covered serving trays, and so on. The BEST was open 
on Friday and Saturday afternoons, Sunday momings, 

and most holidays. Admission to all exhibitions and 

events, like use of the consultation services, was free 

of charge." 
The BEST was considered a success; the advice 

bureau was heavily used, and the lectures, exhibitions, 

and other events promoting "simple practical design" 

held at the center were genenlly well-atter~:ded. Yet its 
impact, and that of the earlier temporary exhibitions 

on the Wohnk11ftur of the vast majority of working

class tenants in the new Gm~tinJtbntlttn, was negli

gible. The center's efforts to involve industry in the 

enterprise, in order to increase production and lower 

the cost of some of the more innovative designs, never 

really bore fruit. Much of the furniture on display at 

the BEST was beyond the means of most proletarian 
households. n 

For many working-class tenants the move into a mu

nicipal apartment was the beginning of a new way of 

life. For the 6rst time they did not have to fear sum

mary and arbitrary eviction by hostile landlords. Be

fore the war, most working-class families had been 

forced to move several times in a year, and to take in 

subtenants and bed-tenants in order to pay the rent

but now they had a home that they could afford, that 

they did not have to share with stnngers, and that they 

could count on staying in for a long time. The new 

proletarian dwelling was, therefore, no longer just a 

place to sleep but a place to live/' For the 6rst time, 

in other words, the VieMese working-class tenant had 
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both the opportunity and the need ro invest in the 

dwelling itself; ro furnish and decorate it as he or she 

chose.s-~ 

For most proletarian families, furnishing the new 

apartment involved first accommodating the few cher

ished possessions that had survived the family's many 

moves, then gradually acquiring additional furniture 

and household articles. One tenant recalled: "We all 
slept in one room, because we hadn't enough furniture. 

We just had our double bed and one child slept with 

my husband and the other with me. But little by little, 

as time went on, we bought more pieces of furniture. 

Some years later, when the third child was born, we 

bought another bed and furnished the Knbinett, which 

the two older children moved into. Tht youngest still 
slept in our double bed until he was fourteen:•n 

Though it often rook many years to equip the new 

apartment, the tenants were subjects of their own liv
ing space, which they could furnish when and however 

they chose. Josef Hoffmann recorded that in the 

Klosehof, a Gemeimlebttu he designed in 1924, he had 

wanted ro substitute brightly colored paint for the 
standard wall moldings and to paint broad stripes 

across the ceilings of the living rooms, as he had done 

in some of his private villas. But city officials would 
not allow it, claiming that the inhabitants wanted, and 

were entitled, to personalize their own spaces. 56 

Thus, it appears that city officials did not pursue 

the idea of fitting the new municipal apanments with 

built-in furniture in pan because at some level they 

recognized the importance of allowing Viennese 

working-class tenants ro bring something of them

selves into the new proletarian living space (not 

merely, as "left radical" architects charged, because 

city officials had capitulated to the popular taste of a 

proletariat not yet raised to full class consciousness 

and still aspiring to middle-class luxury). Traditional 

working-class furnishings and cherished knick

knacks-the "trivial trinkets" scorned by architects 

and socialist intellectuals alike-were the signifiers of 

home for a social class that until that time had led an 

essentially nomadic life (see figure 6.13). They had 

their place, along with the traditional working-class 

Wolmkiitbt, in the new proletarian dwelling as well. 

Yet the harshest criticism of traditional working
class Wohukultm· and deepest scorn for the sentimental 

knickknacks with which working-class families decor

ated their homes came from the Social Democrats 

themselves. Helmut Gruber cites several instances of 

official denunciation of working-class taste, including 

a particularly uncharitable attack by Richard Wagner 

in the socialist journal Bildrmgsm-beit. Wagner, a news

paper editor who was active in developing cultural 
work in the trade unions, wrote disparagingly of the 

prevailing taste among the proletariat for "holy pic

tures, pictures of royalty, postcards and artistically vul

gar reproductions, and particularly the homemade 

antimacas5111rs used to prettify the furniture."" While 

others were more constructive in their criticism, offer

ing suggestions for ways in which the working-class 

home might be "tastefully" decorated, in general the 
attitude of Social Democratic officialdom toward Vi
ennese workers' evident preference for cultural prod

ucts of"low quality" was contempt. 

Clearly, as Richard Wagner himself pointed out, 
the Social Democrats had failed ro develop a cultural 
theory comparable to the party's political theory.sw 

Taste was loosely construed to be a matter of class con
sciousness. Accordingly, it was assumed that once the 

working class had achieved political self-realization, 

cultural self-realization would follow; the proletariat 

would naturally reject the sentimental trinkets of petit 

bourgeois culture in favor of cultural forms that fol

lowed directly from the characrer of its own social and 

political organization, defined by Neurath as objec

tive, egalitarian, uniform, clear, and straightforward. 59 

This position was forcefully argued by the so

called left radical architects Franz Schuster and Franz 

Schacher!."" In "Proletarische Archirektur" they 

claimed that the Viennese working class was unre- 1921193 
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ceptive to such innovations as built-in furniture and 
the austere functional forms of Bauhaus-inspired fur
niture design, because the proletariat-particularly in 
Austria-had no understanding or deeper sense of its 
own domestic culture ... What most proletarians un
derstand as a well-furnished dwelling is such a deceit
ful and false illusion that we must do our utmost to 

disseminate true concepts of proletarian dwelling 
types,,. they announced and continued: 

What (the proJerarian) understands by individuality or per

sonal taste is nothing other than the collective expression of 

other social classes. No matter how impersonal, how little 

individuaUty exists in a bourgeois dwelling with all of its de

ceitfulness, it appears to the worker as something to sttive 

for. He rakes over, without a thought, all these obsolete, 

dusty fonns and believes that he has achieved his own do

mestic culrure (mhnkultnr]. He Fears simp]icity, clarity, and 

objectivity in his home, fears tbat if he furnishes it simply 

and objec:rively all pocb')', culrurc, and an will disappear 

from his dweJiing. 61 

The root of Viennese working-class resistance (and 
the resistance of low-level Social Democratic building 
officials) to built-in furniture and other space- and 
labor-saving innovations, they maintained, was a lack 
of class consciousness, a failure of proletarian cultural 
self-realization. 

According to Schuster and Schacher!, proletarian 
Wohnltultur was "the culture of objectivity, cleanliness, 
and clarity:' These were the attributes that created "the 
most efficient and satisfying environment for the 
housewife and would lead to freedom from domestic 
drudgery (Wbhngreur/)." What use is it, they asked, "if 
woman is free in society and yet: remains the slave of 
an obsolete domestic romanticism [~nP11111mrtilt); 

when she wastes her time cleaning the many nooks and 
crannies, dusting the insignificant knickknacks?P6.1 
The proletarian must be educated to reject the obso
lete trinkets of bourgeois domesticity in favor of his 

own domestic culture of "objectivity, cleanliness, and 
clarity:' 

These were familiar themes of leftist critique of 

bourgeois domestic culture in the interwar period. 
The same arguments in favor of the new functionalist 
aesthetic had been put forward by Bruno n.ut in Dit 
Ntut Wohmmg: Dit Fnm 11lr &bO'pforin (Tbt NnD DwtiJ_ 

ing: WomtmRSCrt~~tor) in 1924.6J In 1926Uuttookup 
the theme again in an article in Dtr Auj/Hm, conceived 
as a conversation between two women: Frau Schubert, 
who lives in a minimally furnished functional modern 
apartment, and Frau TausendschOn (whose name sig
nifies "a thousand beauties"), who lives in an apart
ment cluttered with memorabilia she and her husband 
have collected throughout the many years of their 
marriage. Frau TausendscMn can never find anything 
and is always exhausted from dusting her many trin
kets. while Frau Schubert, unencumbered by house
work, has time and energy for other pursuits,., 

Like Schuster, Taut bases his defense of the aus
tere, uncluttered interior, unburdened by history or 
memory, on the pseudo-feminist argument that it re
duces the domestic work of the housewife.ln fact nei
ther architect actually questioned traditional gender 
roles or took issue with the conventional division of 
labor in the home that assigned housework exclusively 
to women. Of course, Schuster and Taut were not 
alone in this, and we will return to the issue of gender 
and to both the failure of architects during this period 
to adequately address the role of women, and the in
ability of either democratic socialism or democratic 
capitalism in interwar Europe to conceive nontradi
tional roles for women within the context of radical 
programs of housing and urban reform. 

A forceful critique of Schuster and Schacherl's ar
gument regarding class consciousness and architec
tural aesthetics, and the progressive social claims they 
and others made for the new architecrure, was offered 
by Ernst Toller, the well-known German theater critic 
who toured the Viennese housinll in 1926. In an ar-
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tide that first appeared in the Berlin journal Dit Wtlt
/JOhne and wts later reprinted in the AJ-btitt,--Zititung 
in March 1927, Toller asserted that the stripped-down 

functional forms of Bauhaus-inspired design were not 

proletarian cultural forms but the cultural products of 

bourgeois ideology, expressing not so much a proletar

ian collective consciousness as a highly refined bour

geois aesthetic sensibility. 

It is significant, I believe, to determine that the worker gen

erally loves frivolous ornament and hu no understanding of 

the new s.impliciry of modem architecture. Why? The mod

ern architect comes to his simpliciry from frivolous, luxuri

ous superHuiry. He has gone beyond luxury and for his new 

forms has extracted only the functional elements. The 

worker on the other hand has known only conditions of want 

and need. Everything in his old dwelling was grey and mo

notonous. Luwry was a dream and ideal .... He yearns for 

a little beaury/embellishment, which he can only recognir.e 

in the form of frivolous ornament, and all he finds is suber 

simpliciry. Because the qualitative diFference berween this 

form of simplicity and the simpJic:ity he has known is not 

manifestly apparent, his displeasure and discomfort with it is 

understandable. It therefore seems that the ruling law for the 

worker of our generation is that he must travel a little further 

along the false w11y5 (/1711.1tgt] of the bourgeoisie, in onler 

evenrually to be able to reject them out of inner necessity.61 

Implicit in Toller's critique of Schuster and Schacher), 

and of functionalist discourse generally in the 1920s, 

is the observation made fifty years later by Peter 

Gorsen that uHere [in the functionalist discourse), the 

progress of the avant-garde regarding the man in the 

street, who lived within the ambit of anachronistic 

constraints, showed its rigid, ruthless character. And 

showed itself as a form of the supremacy of the indus

trial 'establishment.' In fact, instead of socializing ar

chitecrural and technical progress-that is, instead of 

opening it up to everybody-it limited itself to crit
ici?in ... rhp, mAinrirv nf rhnore who lived in backward-

ness and within lower-middle-class limitations.-toM 

The most swtained critique of functionalist dis

course in relation to prolenrian Wohnlmlturwas devel

oped by josef Frank. In 1919 Frank had circumscribed 

the role of the architect in the design of the domestic 

interior for all classes of society. In an article on the 

furnishing of living rooms, he declared that living 

space should be designed so that it can accommodate 

an inhabitant's possessions without losing its own 

character. The architect should provide a scaffolding 

or frame for dwelling, not prescribe and arrange furni

ture or objects-that is the business of the inhabitants, 

if the space is to have life. *The living room is never 

finished and never unfinished;" he stated, "it lives 

along with the people who inhabit it.tt67 But Frank 

published his most forceful condemnation of func

tionalist interior design in two articles in the official 

publications of the German Werkbund exhibitions 

(the Weissenhofsiedlungand "Die Wohnung") atStu.tt

gan in 1927. Frank's own contributions to the exhibi

tions-particularly the interiors of his houses in the 

Weissenhofsiedlung, which he had furnished ac

cording to his principle of "assemblage" with an as

sonment of tables and chairs, upholstered fauteuils 

and sofas, brightly colored fabrics, and boldly pat

terned carpets and curtains-had been severely criti

cized by newspaper critics and by other architects who 

participated in the exhibition (in particular j. j. P. Oud 

and Le Corbusier), who found Frank's interiors "femi

ninely appointed," uobtrusive," "middle-class:• "pro

vocatively conservative," a "bordello .... Frank wrote 

the articles to defend and explain his own work, on the 

one hand, and to launch a counteroffensive against his 

critics, on the other. In the first he dismissed the no

tion of Eh1bt:itlkblteit (unity), arguing (in a reprise of 

Laos's argument regarding the relationship between 

inside and outside in "Architecture" (1910)) that the 

interior and exterior of a house should not be designed 

as an aesthetic unity.M 'While it makes sense for a 

house to be shaoed like a cube. it makes no sense for a 19.41195 



chair within it to be shaped like a cube in order to 
achieve aesthetic unity. Inside and outside, he asserted, 
should be conceived in marked contrast to each other. 

In "Flippancy as Comfort for the Soul and Flip
pancy as a Problem," Frank's contribution to the offi
cial caralogue of the Weissenhofsiedlung exhibition, 
he assumed a more belligerent tone.70 The cultural 
elite (i.e., middle-class intellectuals), he claimed, advo
cate simplicity and sobriety because they have a surfeit 
of comfort-physical, intellectual, and spiritual-in 
their lives. Those on whom they are imposing their 
standards, however, do not. 

{E]very human being has a certain measure or sentimentality 

which he has to Sltisfy. The scientifically or anistically cre

ative person deals with sentimentality during his work ... so 

that he has no need or it when he is resting. The industrial 

worker lives altogether solemnly, which has, after all, made 

him suitable For representation as an allegorical figure ..• , 

Solemn are such things as love, death, hunger, uncertainty, 

unemployment, championship, mechanical work, organiza

tion; and there are no means within this sort or liFe, by which 

quietness and recreation are offered to the intellect. (S) 

Frank follows these observations with a direct at
tack on Le Corbusier, one of his principal detractors at 
Weissenhof: ''The modem-culture-prophet says (and 
this is part of his alphabet): 'the human, who uses the 
train, the car, the airplane, cannot possibly on his re
turn home. sit in a Louis quatone-quinze-seize-chair, 
without becoming aware of an intrinsic lie and without 
appearing ridiculous to himself. Our age demands so
briety, simplicity, sinceri~ mechanical work; were one 
to generally meet these demands it would become a 
total culture, like those which the negroes are nid to 
still have. Why continue to drag along the whole junk 
of the past?"' (6). These assertions, Frank argues, are 
based on false assumptions; one who considers the 
condition of the worker arrives at quite different con
clusions. The worker, who works in a solemn way, re-

quires sentimental surroundings once he returns 
home; he wants to rest from his occupation. Rest "pre
supposes a superfluous, perfunctory activity which ex
tends beyond the necesnry.'" which engages the mind 
and body and therefore provides a distraction from the 
more sober aspects of life (6). 

Here Frank makes an astute observation: ''The 
more something is decorated, the more it has a calm
ing effect, provided that we can look at it for long 
enough, since we have the feeling that everything 
must be completely comprehended within the dura
tion of its contemplation." He illustrates this point 
with a comparison. While a waiting room, a space oc
cupied for a short time on the way to somewhere else, 
is comprehended in a glance and can therefore be 
plain, a Persian carpet is never fUlly comprehended 
and can be contemplated for an ut;alimited amount of 
time. "The demand for bareness," Frank notes, "is 
made particularly by those who think continuously, or 
who at least need to be able to do so, and who can 
obtain comfort and rest by other means. Their enter
tainment is of a higher intellectual order; they have 
books and pictures, which have been presented to 

them by artists who are on friendly terms with them; 
in this case playful embellishment is unnecessary" (6). 

The fUnctionalist discourse can be faulted not 
only for objectifying the worker and disregarding the 
actual needs and desires of the working-class subject, 
Frank argued, but also for undermining the very rela
tionship between modem design and industrial pro
duction it sought to promote. In the past, objects of 
daily use were "individually produced by craftsmen, 
which accounts for their numerous variations, while 
today they are manufactured mechanically in series." 
Over time, objects made to serve a very particular pur
pose have changed their form, but objects of daily we 
such as household utensils have changed very little 
over time "and examples from past epochs are still be
ing used with great success." Nevertheless, he charges, 
"a large section of our profession is now incessandy 
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occupied with the alteration of these objects for the 
satisfaction of our sentimentality," (5) even though no 
real demand exists For such personalized, individual
ized household utensils. The rerum to craft produc
tion of household objects (such as cudery) is a fonn of 
"rherapy." "Handicrafts are made in order to be m11tle, 
not in order to be used"; rather than ntisfying a de
mand, the designers of these objects are attempting to 

generate a market for their products and a sphere of 
activity for themselves. "Today we pretend to search 
for the thing as such; the chair as such, the carpet as 
such, the lamp as such, things that already exist to 

some extent. In fact, we are actually looking for the 
occupational possibilities which arise from them" (6). 

As an example of such producer-driven, rather 
than user- or consumer-driven, design, Frank later il
lustrated a series of"Bauhaus" handles (for doors, cab
inets, knives, and pots) and compared them to readily 
available, commercially produced "evolved" rather 
rhan "invented" designs (figure 6.16). The Bauhaus 
handles "all consist of basic geometric shapes. They 
are therefore very 'simple,' but are less suitable for use 
by the hand. Handles for the same functions, as they 
look nonnally, and as they are produced by indumy[,J 
... fulfill a function, but who would call them 'func
tionalist'?1171 The point here, as Frank notes later, 
is that the Bauhaus designs derive less from a consid
eration of function, simplicity, or ease of use than 
from an aesthetic preference for certain fonns (classi
cally derived geometric solids) and for a machined 
"look:' Much of the rhetoric regarding machine-made 
fonns is likewise merely a smokescreen for aesthetic 
preferences. 

What, then, is the relationship between function
alism and modernism? In "Flippancy" Frank insists, 
"Our contemporary life is rich enough to assimilate 
many things to which we have grown accustomed, de
spite their having originated in an earlier period of de
velopment .••. One can make use of everything which 
one c:an make use of. Those thinfi that have become 
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useless will [naturally) be discarded" (6). Who is more 
modem in his attitudes, Frank asks, the individual who 
accepts things as they are, or he who conserves their 
transitory parts by modernizing them? "That is the 
fate of our refonners. They always defend themselves 
against the right wing, not realizing that they already 
stand on the right,. (6). 

Frank's antifunctionalist polemics and the heavy 
sarcasm with which he weighted them have led some 
to see him as a cunnudgeon, whose own position with 
regard to contemporary architecture was essentially 
negative, even antili!.odem.n In fact Frank upheld an 
ideology of architecture that was profoundly modem, 
one that was both affinnative and committed politi
cally to the principles of social democracy, to individ
ual freedom and ethical equality. It was from these 
beliefs that his revulsion for totalizing self-referential 
systems derived, particularly his aversion to Gennan 
neuu Barten, which he regarded.- in the words of one 
historian. as "an attempt to impose a specific national 
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art, in this case a German style masquerading as inter

nationalism, on the rest of Europe.'I7J 

These attitudes isolated Frank. Though he was 

closely associated with the German Werkbund (he W1S 

the only Austrian invited to participate in the Weis

senhof'siedlung) and was one of the leading personali

ties in the Austrian Werkbund, Fnnk's sharp criticism 

of the tenets of both organizations confused his col

leagues and ultimately alienated him from both insti

tutions. His relations with the German Werkbund 

became strained after Weissenhof.ln 1928 he W1S in

vited to join ClAM (Congris lnternationaux d'Archi

tecture Modeme) and attended the first two meetings, 

bur he resigned in 1929 because of fundamental ideo

logical differences}" In general, Fnnk's aversion to 

dogma and to programmatic statements of purpose 

makes it difficult to identify a coherent theoretical po
sition in either his architecture or writings. Whether 

Fnnk's ideas had currency among city building offi

cials in Vienna is also difficult to determine. He was 

highly regarded as a professor at the Kunstgewerbe

schule and for his work within the Austrian Werk

bund, as well as for his involvement with the Gennan 

Werkbund and ClAM. He W1S accorded great respect 

by socialist intellectuals, particularly those associated 
with the OVSK and those in the circle of Otto Neu

rath, with whom he worked on the design and organi
zation of the Siedlungs Museum and later also the 

Gesellschafts- und Wirtschafts Museum (Social and 

Economic Museum) in Vienna. Certainly Fnnk's 
work and writings were known to city building of

ficials. and as a fellow socialist he would have been 

considered an ally.75 Frank himself, however, was non

partisan in his criticism of contemporary architectural 

practice and discourse, and in 1926 he directed one 

of his most famous amclcs at the Social Democrats' 

building program. 

"WESTERNIZING" THE NEW DWELLING SPACE 
By 1926 the neun Bautn had begun to make incursions 

into the apartment plans of the Social Democrats' new 

buildings in Vienna. In September 1926 delegates to 

the International Town Planning and Housing Con

gress (lntemationaler Stli.dtebau- und Wohnungskon

gress} were taken on tours-organized by the city 

administration, the congress's official host-of the 
new housing blocks. 76 The general verdict of the vis
iting planners and housing experts was that the Vien
nese apartments were too small and had too few 

rooms.77 City building officials responded immedi

ately by announcing that in the new building program 

for 1927, four new apartment types, measuring 40, 49, 

57, and 21 square meters respectively, would replace 

the old 38 and 48 square meter units.71 In addition to 

the four standard types, each of the large buildings 

would contain a limited number of bigger apartments 

for physicians to use as combined home and office. 

Aside from having more rooms, the apartments would 

also be provided with storage space in basement or 

attic, balconies, and gas and electricity. In some of the 
later buildings provision was made for installing gas 

stoVes and portable showers in the kitchens, though 

the actual equipment had to be supplied by the 

tenant.J' 

The principal objective of the new types, ac

cording to building officials, was to "approach more 

closely Western (European] housing and living stan
dards" by increasing the number of rooms without 

greatly increasing the ftoor area of the dwelling.80 In 

fact, however, it was not so much the size and number 

of rooms in the new apartment types that differenti

ated them from the earlier Gemeinde-Wien-Type as 

the functional designation and organization of those 

rooms. In the new plans (figure 6.17) the Wobnkiicbl, 
central space of the proletarian dwelling, was elimi

nated and replaced by a "working kitchen" (Arbeits
kRthe) and separate self-contained living room. The 
cooking niche or scullery also disappeared, so that the 
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linked SpiilltNcbt, wash area, and toilet that had been a 
feature of many of the early apartments was also dis
pensed with. In the new plans, the toilets all opened 
off the small enttance hall. 

The most plausible explanation for these changes, 
and in particular for the elimination of the identifying 
feature of the Gemeinde-Wien-Typeproletariandwell
ing, as characterized in 1923, is that the h~ing au
thorities in Vienna were inftuenced by contemporary 
planning research and particularly by new plan types 
being developed in Frankfurt by Margarete Lihott.ky 
and others, working under the direction of Ernst 
May.81 According to Lihotzky, the objective at Frank
furt was to keep the area of the apartment as small (and 
therefore as inexpensive) as possible by efficiently 
planning its interior spaces. The Frankfurt design 
team, principally L.ihotzky and Ernst May, had con
cluded that the traditional Wolmkiitbt, in which wood
or coal-burning stoves functioned as both cooker and 
living room hearth, was an anachronism since the 
stoves at Frankfurt (as in Vienna after 1926) were gas 

fired and could be rurned off when not in use for cook
ing; the double use therefore no longer represented a 
fuel economy.~.~ The K«bniscbe or Sp;;lldkbt-a re
finement of the traditional Wobnltikbe that Lihotzky 
had developed earlier in Vienna-also no longer had 
currency in Frankfurt. Since the Frankfurt apartments 
were centtally heated, there was no need for the 
kitchen to open onto the living space of the apartment 
at all. The ideal solution and most efficient we of 
space, L.ihotzky and May concluded, was to separate 

the cooking area from the living area; to make the 
kitchen and living room into discrete though intercon
nected spaces, divided by a sliding door. The new 
kitchen developed by Lihotzky in 1926 was now a 
"working kitchen" (.Arbeitsltiicbt) for meal preparation 
and related tasks, but not for eating or other domestic 
or recreational purposes. In the development of the 
new kitchen designs, as well as the type plans for the 
Frankfurt apartments (which, aside from the inclusion 
of bathrooms, differed little in terms of layout from 
the post-1926 Viennese types), Lihotzky employed 
Taylorist methods of time-motion study. The design 
development drawings for both are covered with nota
tions and calculations of distances between sink, stove, 
dining table, and so on and are criss-crossed with di
rectional patterns mapping the principal routes ttav
eled between these domestic landmarks.0 

The Arbtitsltiicbt was the core of Lihorzky's fully 
developed "Frankfurt kitchen," which was mass
produced and built into 10,000 apartments in ten Sied
ltmgm in Frankfurt in the late 1920s (figure 6.18). The 
fully equipped Frankfurt kitchen was fitted with a 
range of labor and space-saving innovations, including 
built-in canister-scoops for ftour, rice, sugar, and the 
like; a warming oven; dish drainers: a movable lighting 
fixture; a foldaway ironing board; and a cutting table 
with waste catcher. Though the Viennese kitchens 
were neither so well equipped nor always as directly 
connected to the living/dining room of the apartment 
as in the Frankfurt plans, the concept of discrete work
ing kitchen and adjacent living room was cenainly 
thesame.IH 

The Viennese efforts to "Westernize" the domes
tic space of its working class by introducing new apart
ment plan types was greeted with censure on both 
sides of the council chamber. As St11tltmt Siegel had 
predicted, the opposition was quick to point out that 
though the new Westernized ~:parbnents had more 
rooms than the earlier types, the rooms themselves 
were actually smaller than those in the Gemeinde-
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Wien·Type apanments built before 1927." The SO· 

cialist critique was more nuanced, focusing less on the 
size of the rooms than on their new org;mization. In 

August 1926,JosefFnmk published a satirical article 
in Dtr At1jbat1 titled "The People 's Housing Palace: A 

Lecture Presented on the Occasion of a Groundbreak
ing That Never Took Place" ("Der Volkswohungs· 

palast: Eine Rede, anlisslich der Grundsteinlegung, 
die nicht gehalten wurde").16 Frank~ argument ~s 

not with the dimensions of the rooms but with how 

the new plan dismantled the working·class home. The 

separation of kitchen and living room, Fnnk argued, 

was a pointless functional differentiation of space that 

destroyed the traditional proletarian dwelling typol

ogy: "Domestic culture is not a matter of the number 

and size of inhabited rooms, but the way in which the 
means at hand (the spaces themselves) are used .... It 

is the comprehensive layout of a dwelling, the _deter

mination of the rooms, that is the fundamental mark 

of such a culture" (109). 

For Frank, the signi6er not only of the working

class dwelling but of contemporary domestic life in 

gener11l was the Wohnltiicbt. "We know," he wrote, 

"that the greatest propoction of civilized humanity 

lives in the kitchen; not in our little kitchenette, but in 

the so-called Wohnkiidu .... Yet, the new apartments 

... are described to us as , , , 'a progressive develop

ment' .. (and we are told that) an entirely new apart

ment type is gaining currency. It represents a complete 

rejection of the live-in-kitchen system (Wohnkiichm

.ryntm). Even the smallest apartment will have an 

entrance hall and its own kitchen." In other words, 

Frank warned, "The Wohnltiiche, the greatest achieve

ment of our settlement time, is being dismantled and 

we are calmly returning to our old standard of the 

speculatively built dwelling, from which the essence of 

this 'entirely new apartment type' is derived" (109). 

The working-class dwelling before 1920 had in 

fact always been little more than a corridor, divided 

by walls into rooms. In the usual Viennese Kltinst

wobmmg (tenement apartment), consisting of kitchen 

and one room, the kitchen was the room in which the 
family actually spent time; the room itself was reserved 

for sleeping and representation, since "one could not, 
of course, show anyone into the kitchen" (108-109). 

This attitude, along with the corridor-like plan of the 
dwelling, was borrowed from the bourgeoisie (which 

itself had copied the en61ade ammgement of rooms in 

palace apartments of the aristocracy in its own hous

ing), and represented the aspirations of that class. The 

return to such a spatialization of bourgeois domestic 

ideology in the new municipal apartments, Frank 

charged, was itself an embourgeoisement of proletar

ian living space. Frank~ charge is worth considering. 

So too is the relationship, in tenns of spatial organiza

tion, between the new proletarian dwelling and both 

the traditional Viennese wor!Ung-class dwelling and 

the typical bourgeois apartment plan. 
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THE POLITICS OF THE PLAN The Gemeinde~ 
Wien·Type plan can in many ways be read as an inver~ 
sian of the traditional Viennese working~dass KJeinst
wohmmg or tenement plan (see figures 2.14 and 2.15). 
Its principal objective was to eradicate the most op~ 
pressive features of the old tenement: the long corri
dors, shared tap and basin, shared toilets, and 
indirectly lit rooms. These features were also the 
typological signi6ers of the proletarian tenement, the 
identifying features by which these tenements were 
known as "Gangknchenhii.user" (kitchen-corridor 
houses) or "Bassenahii.user" (water basin houses). In 
the Gemeinde~Wien-Type apartment each of these 
markers of type and class was systematically erased 
from the plan, and the old Gangltiichmlhms or Bnssenn
lmus type replaced by the new Gemeinde·Wien-Type 

<= figure 6.5). 
Yet it is important to note that in the development 

of the Gemeinde-Wien-Type, the Social Democnns 
also drew on the housing reforms of earlier genera
tions. More than two decades before, the famous jubi
lee Houses, built in 1898 to celebrate the fiftieth 
anniversary of Emperor Franz jose~ accession to the 
throne (see chapter 2), had eliminated the long single
loaded corridor from their plans. The apartments, like 
those in the Gemeintlebtmten, were stacked, with four 
or five units on a landing. Each apartment also had 
its own toilet, though these were located outside the 
apartment on landings flanking the stairs.87 Of course 
thejubilii.umshiuser as they were called, were a unique 
effort at housing reform during that period." But they 
also targeted the identifying features of the specula
tively built tenement. So too did the prewar housing 
built for railway workers in the Betriebsbahnhof in 
Speising; these units were still ranged along single
loaded corridors running the length of the building, 
but all the rooms were directly lit and most of the 
apartments had both a small entrance hall and toilet 
within the compass of the apartment itself.19 

Considered in this context, the Social Democrats' 
Gemeinde-Wien-Type apartment was little more than 
a synthesis of the vertical organi%8.tion of the jubilee 
Houses and the internalized toilets, entrance halls, and 
directly lit rooms of the Betriebsbahnhofhousing. But 
the similarities in the projects ultimately derive from 
their common root: the type-model for both the ear
lier housing refonns and the new proletarian dwelling, 
as Frank and others pointed out, was the typical Vien
nese bourgeois apartment. Indeed, just as the shared 
water t111p, external toilet, and long single-loaded corri
dor were identifying fearures of the working-class ten
ement, so the vertical organization of stairwells and 
landings, internal water supply, and internal toilet 
were identifying fearures of the middle-class apart
ment block in Vienna.110 

But there are telling differences between the re
formed proletarian Gemeinde-Wien-Type dwell
ing and the typical Viennese middle-class apartment. 
A characteristic feature of late-nineteenth- and early
twentieth·century upper-middle-class apartments 
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(e.g., those built along the Ringstrasse) was an enfilade 
of the principal rooms of the apartment, with each 

opening into the next. Thus occupants could traverse 

the entire length of the apartment through these 
rooms, which were typically ranged along the front of 
the building and faced onto the street (figure 6.19). 

The rooms themselves were generally undifferentiated 
as to function. As Josef Frank noted, such an enfilade 
of grandly proportioned rooms was characteristic of 

aristocratic spatial organization and had been bor
rowed from baroque palace plaMing. 91 Behind these 

principal rooms of the apartment, opening onto small 

back courtyards and airshafts, were the service areas: 

backstair, kitchen, bathroom, and servants' quarters. 

These two zones within the apartment were at once 

separated from each other and interconnected by a 

long corridor, which functioned as a circulation spine; 

it offered an alternative parallel passageway through 

the apartment, from which the main suite of rooms 

could be serviced and along which servants could pass 

without intruding into the family living spaces. The 

corridor, therefore, functioned both as a channel pro

viding access to all rooms and as a social divider, phys

ically and visually separating the rooms in which the 
bourgeois owner or tenant lived with his family from 

the spaces in which the servants labored and lived. The 

apparent openness of the suite of interconnected 

rooms and p8rallel corridor was an illusion.91 In fact, 

the corridor split the building internally along class 

lines into two distinct zones; a privileged public and 

representational middle-class front of the house and a 

subordinate, utilitarian working-class back of the 

house. 

The distinctive mark of the traditional proletarian 

tenement building in Vienna-the long corridor 

along which were ranged the small passage-like apart

ments of the working class-was therefore embedded 

in the bourgeois apartment plan. More precisely, the 
long corridor of the proletarian Gtmgkiirhmhmu had 

been extruded from that plan. In the context of the 

Gangltiichmhaus, however, the corridor ran not parallel 

to an interconnected suite of rooms but perpendicular 

to the one-room proletarian dwellings that were them
selves little more than passageways attached to its 

spine. Thus the interior space of the traditional Vien

nese working-class tenement consisted almost entirely 

of directional space, of corridor. 

The Gemeinde-Wien-Type breaks significandy 

with this pattern: even in its later "Westernized" ver

sion, the corridor disappears entirely from the plan. 

The designated circulation space that remains-for 

example, the stairwell landings and the small entrance 

halls-is both multidirectional and multiuse, with the 

character more of a PlAtz (a p/tla or a city square) than 

a street. Eliminating the long interior corridor also 

eradicated the qualitative and class difference between 

the front and back of the building. The most common 

arrangement in the new blocks was to have four apart

ments on a landing; two facing the street and two fac

ing the internal courtyard (figure 6.20). But since the 

rear-facing apartments looked out onto large garden 

courtyards rather than narrow air shafts, the street

facing dwellings were no longer privileged and the 
back, courtyard-facing apartments were no longer dis

advantaged or considered undesirable.9J In fact, the 

new proletarian blocks, unlike the traditional apart

ment houses of Vienna, no longer had a back but 

rather two fronts; one facing the street and one facing 

the courtyard. The urban implications of this arrange

ment will be considered in the next chapter. 

Removing the corridor from the proletarian 

dwelling also had important consequences inside the 

apartment. While movement through the apartment 

was certainly directional, the absence of designated 

circulation space gave it a particular character. The 

typical entry sequence advances from threshold to 

small entrance hall, from hall to Woh,/tiirhe, from 

Woh,kiirhe to bedroom and/or Kilbinett. Movement, in 

other words, is from room to room. Instead of being 

channeled by means of a corridor, traffic within the 
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apartment is filtered through spaces that are as Aex

ible, multipurpose, and multidirectional as possible.04 

Published descriptions by city building officials of the 

many different ways in which spaces like the Wohll
lrikht and Spiillriitht could be inhabited suggest that the 
proletarian dwelling space was intended to be multi

functional. The Woh11lriitl~t was a place for cooking, 

eating, and attending to household ~sks, but it was 

also a place for study, play, and whatever leisure activi

ties the proletarian family had time for. The Spiillrikht 

doubled as scullery and bathroom. At different times 

it could be used for washing vegetables or other food 

preparation, for cleaning dishes, or for bathing-that 

is, for any household activity requiring water."' Re

Aecting a synthetic nuher than an analytical under

standing of function, the planning of the Gemeinde

Wien-Type dwelling clearly miliu.ted against built-in 

1-IC:HTHOF 

furniture or other fittings that would in any way re

strict or limit the uses to which the spaces in the apart
ment could be put. The underlying ordering principle 

was multipurpose condensation, rather than func

tional division, of space. 
This distinction becomes clear if the Gemeinde

Wien-Type, or even its later Westemited version, is 

compared to the small apartments produced in Ger

many during this time. The spatial planning studies 

carried out by Alexander Klein for the German hous

ing agency, Reichsforschungsgesellschaft fiir Wirt

schaftlichkeit im Bau- und Wohnungswesen (known 

as the Rfg}, are especially interesting in this regard. In 
the late 1920s Klein produced a series of rype-plans 

for housing at minimum cost as well as space, some of 

which were later built in Bad Dilrrenburg near Leip

zig.96 These were based on a rational analysis of the 
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organization of space within the small dwelling. In a 

famous eX111mple published in 1927, Klein demon

strated-by means of diagrams showing the "neces

sary movements" of occupants within differently 

configured spaces-the efficiency of the new func

tional apartment plans developed under the auspices 

of the Rfg, compared to the typical late-nineteenth- or 

early-twentieth-century apartment plan of approxi

mately the same size {figure 6.21).91 In the new eco
nomically and efficiendy planned dwelling there is, as 

in Vienna, almost no dedicated circulation space. But 

the routes through the spaces-the patterns of use and 

occupation-are rigidly prescribed. And in Klein's 

How line diagrams, circulation is both channeled and 

clearly inscribed in the plan. Bathroom and kitchen ac

tivities are carefully separated from each other; bath

room activities are linked {by How lines) to the 

bedroom, while kitchen activities are connected only 

to the living/dining room. There is no intersection, 

overlap or friction, between them. By conttast, if one 

were to plot the circulation and use patterns of the 
typical Viennese Gnn~indeiNm apartment, the plan 
{like the old aaad Example" used by Klein) would be 

overlaid with a tangled web of intersecting, overlap

ping lines. 

The objectives of the Viennese housing authori

ties were clearly different from those of the German 

Reicbsforschtmugmllstbaft. The latter sought, as part of 

a larger effort to modernize and rationalize the na

tional economy, to produce a "Functional House for 

Frictionless Living" by means of TI.ylorist time

motion studies. Space in the Taylorized living envi

ronment was shaped by movement, by the exCcution 

of prescribed tasks performed within it. These, Klein's 

studies suggest, were most efficiendy performed, and 

generated the least amount of friction, if the bedroom/ 

bathroom functions were physically separated from 

the kitchen/living room functions. 98 

Indeed, the organizational principles of the "Tay

lorized" plan reject type in favor of function. Conven-
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tiona I notions of public and private, of front and back, 
of representational street-Facing living rooms and util
itarian rear-Facing service areas (kitchen, bathroom, 
etc.) arc thrown out in favor of dwelling space con
ceived as a series of functionally differentiated opera
tional zones. The principal domestic workstation 
obviously was the kitchen, where the housewife was 
envisioned-and in fact often also portrayed in photo
graphs and 61m footage of the time-as the expen 
operator of the efficiently planned and outfitted 
Hworking kitchen." 

Feminist historians have shown that the Gennan 
effort to Taylorize the domestic interior was part of a 
larger project to redomesticate the Gennan house
wife; to remove her from the workplace, which she had 
6rst entered during World War I and where she com
peted for jobs with men, and to resettle her in the 
home, where she would be provided with a well
equipped, technologically advanced workstation for 
perfonning her domestic tasks.99 The housewife, thus 
accommodated, could be reintegrated into the work
force to perfonn essential-though of course Wl
paid-national service by providing her Family with a 
healthy orderly home, "the source from which new, 
healthy and strong forces continually stream into 
our {GennanJ indusaial enterprises."100 "Rationalized 
house work," as Mary Nolan has pointed out, "was not 
only central to the economic well-being of Gennany 
but also to women's roles as both mothers and citi
zens." As Marie-Elizabeth Ltiders, a Gennan expert in 
the new science of home economics, argued at the 
time, it was "a state-political task of the greatest im
pomnce, a cultural duty."101 The ideology of house
hold rationalization, therefore, was but one of the 
many facets of Gennan nationalist ideology; Such ra
tionalization, as Charles Maier and Jeffrey Herf have 
pointed out, was as readily embraced by Social Demo
crats as by bourgeois conservative groups in Germany 
for its promise of economic recovery and prosperity.l01 

The Viennese Social Democcats were also con
cerned with the new role for women created by the 
reform of the proletarian home, but in Vienna it was 
not to be played out within the domestic space of the 
individual household. Reducing the domestic burden 
of the housewife, as Otto Neurath and Margarete Li
hottky explained to the Women's Committee of the 
Social Democratic Party in 1924, would give proletar
ian women more time for political work.101 Images of 
the interiors of the new Viennese apartments pub
lished by the mWlicipality in the 1920s are in Fact very 
different from contemporary images of Gennan 
apartment interiors. Rather than depicting housewives 
at their workstations competently operating the do
mestic machine, the Viennese illustrations show inte
riors either Wlpeopled or occupied by a family at 
rest-reading the newspaper, sitting at the Wolmktlcbt 
table, daydreaming at an open window or balcony 
door. Girls in particular are shown engaged in intel
lectual pursuits; reading, studying, lost in thought 
(6gurcs 6.22 and 6.23). Such activity as bene6ted party 
or state took place elsewhere, outside the home. 

Indeed, the city produced and published a far 
greater number of images of the communal laundries, 
libraries, clinics, child-care facilities, kindergartens, 
public baths, gardens, parks, playgroWlds, swimming 
and wading pools, theaters, lecture halls, and the like, 
emphasizing that the new political and economic life 
of the proletarian city was to be shaped not in the pri
vate space but in the public a'nd commWlal space pro

vided in the new buildings. Not only are the laundries, 
clinics, and other commWlal facilities shown in full 
operation, but they are also depicted as the sites of 
technological, sociological, and scienti6c innovation 
in the new socialist city. 104 These arc the areas in which 
the Social Democrats conce"ntrated innovative techno
logical equipment: steam-powered washing machines 
(KMpfmlupltxkmel), centrifugal spinners, manglers, 
electric drying apparatus, ironing rooms with steam 
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irons in the laundries (figures 6.24-6.26); rubs and 
showers with molded aluminum stalls in the bathing 

facilities; the newest dental and medical equipment in 

the clinics (see figure 1.5); innovative teaching tools 

and furnishings, as well as library and workshop facili
ties in the kindergartens; toilet, changing room, wash

ing, and cooking facilities in the child-care centers; 
climbing apparatus, wading pools, sandboxes, benches, 

and pergolas and trellises for shade and shelter in the 

playgrounds. The public areas were also the principal 

sites of artistic and other embellishments: sculprural 

ornament, decorative metalwork, Rower boxes, and 

other plantings. 
The public areas in the Gennan Siedhmgrn built 

outside Frankfurt and Berlin during this time were 
also carefully considered and provided with land

scaped parks, gardens of different kinds, and-for ex

ample, at Niederrad outside Frankfurt and Zehlendorf 

outside Berlin-also with ponds and wading pools,1°1 

But it was the private, not the public spaces, that were 
the focus for research in the new German housing de

velopments of the 1920s. This difference may reftect 
something observed by Ernst May: the character of 

the new minimum-cost housing would be detennined 

by the "detriments of the present dwellings" it was de
signed to correct.•o. In Gennany, where neither the 

prewar nor the postwar housing shortages had been as 

acute as in Vienna, the concern of housing authorities 

was with the density of building in cities like Berlin 
and Frankfurt, where speculative tenements were 

tightly packed into back lots. Lack of privacy, along 

with the absence of light and air, were seen as the prin

cipal evils of the traditional working-class dwelling in 

German cities. The emphasis in the new housing, 

therefore, was on providing "living income earners;' as 

they were called, with hygienic-light- and air

filled-private space in units that, ideally, could be in

expensively built and efficiendy operated,101 

In Vienna, where historically the working class 

had led a nomadic life and had been marginalized first 

, 
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outside the city walls, and then behind the stucco
ornamented facades and back courtyards of the outer

city tenements, the issues were not only privacy and 
hygiene, but also identity and place. The concept of 
type-as historically evolved building fonn associated 

with place-thus played a key role in the-Social Dem
ocrats' conceptualization of the new proletarian dwell
ing in Vienna. 

Because of the new vertical dimensions of the 
Gemeinde-Wien-Type dwelling and because all 
rooms, including the toilets, had windows, with all of 
the windows in any given unit facing either the street 

or the courtyard, the facades of working-class dwell
ings for the first time in Vienna gave the full measure 
of the working-class home. And since the windows in 
the new buildings nor only had different dimensions 
from those in the privarely buill structures around 
them but also were standardized, they created a dis· 
tinctive pattern on the facades that was both new to 
Vienna and panicular to the Gemtindtbnnttn-and 

was therefore a mark both of difference and of identity. 
Distributed throughout the city, the Germtimlebnmtn 
therefore for the 6rst time gave the proletariat a public 
identity and distinctive presence on the streets of Vi· 
enna (6gures 6.27 and 6.18). 

One of the more curious aspects of this was the 
sudden and unprecedented appearance of small toilet· 
room windows. Toilets had never faced onto the street 
in either working·class or middle-class apartment 

buildings in Vienna. Their windows-already distinc· 
tive because of their size, and often funher empha· 

sized by grouping, clustering, or exotic shape
became identifying features of the new buildings.'01 

The street·facing toilet windows became the target of 

antisocialist jokes re~rding the "ugliness" of the new 
buildings, which were described as .. large chamber 
pots" because of them. 10010 More ominously, the small 

toilet-room windows were ascribed a defensive func· 
tion by opposition politicians, who charged that the 
buildings themselves were designed as fomesses, sited 
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strategically throughout che city, and that the small 

toilet windows were intended to serve as gun emplace

ments.uo Though the belief was ridiculed by Social 

Democrats-as well as by Werner Hegemann, who 

wrote satirically in 1937: .,The real purpose of these 

small openings, so the 'Christians' maintained, could 

obviously be no other than to serve as machine gun 

portals from which the ruthless laborers planned to 

pour death into the hearts of Christian owners of de

preciated old tenementsN-it was nevertheless widely 

held. 111 As the events of February 1934 proved, the 

Gnneindtlmuten provided little protection against the 
insttuments of modern warfare deployed by the Heim

'IJH!hr. But they did create a distinctive and unprece

dented proletarian presence in the city that both 

acknowledged the political significance of those who 

lived in them and visibly laid claim to the public do

main of che street. 

Yet it would be inaccurate to suggest that the Vi
ennese succeeded, where the Germans had failed, in 

establishing conditions that made possible the self

realization of the proletarian subject. As Helmut 

Gruber and others have shown, the Social Democrats 

in Vienna were as incapable as their counterparts in 

Germany of conceiving an autonomous proletarian 

subject, or even of imagining nontraditional roles for 

women within their program. Despite party rhetoric 

lauding the creation of a new active role for women in 

political work, the liberating power or salaried work, 

and the possibilities for transforming the traditional 

proletarian marriage into "an erotic-comradely rela

tionship of equals,N the primary role of the socialist 

woman in Red Vienna was homemaker, wife, and 

mother.m Her task was to provide comfort and sup

port, a home where her husband could recover his 

strength after work and could find peace and refresh

ment so that he would "no longer feel the need to go 
out" in search of comfort and recreation.m In particu

lar women were che principal guardians of the next 

generation. Motherhood-to nurture, support, and 

educate the young-was the primary social and politi

cal role of their gender. Rationalization of the house

hold was promoted in Vienna, as it was in Frankfurt 

and Berlin, as the primary way to reduce the working 

woman\; triple burden of job, household chores and 

child rearing. But, as Helmut Gruber points out, .,the 
time gained ... was not to be at [her] own disposal[;] 

..• the socialist reformers had already allocated it."llt 

Rather than freeing women to pursue their own inter

ests, relieffrom housework would enable them to bet

ter perform their domestic-familial duties as mother 

and wife. Gruber and other historians of Red Vienna 

have shown that women gained neither status nor in

creased leisure through paid work, s.ince women's sala

ries (S0-65 percent of men's salaries for the same 

work) afforded them neither free time nor che finan

cial wherewithal to hire professional help or acquire 

labor-saving appliances.••s 

The modern apartments apparently did little to 

change this. As Pirhofer and Sieder discovered, many 

women gave up jobs outside the home once they 
moved into the new buildings, partly because they no 

longer needed the income, but also partly because of 

social pressure to devote time and energy to .. home

making.'"116 Research has also shown that the social 

services provided in the buildings did not relieve the 
domestic burden ofhousewife and mother in quite the 
way they were intended to, or were portrayed as doing 

in the city\; official literature. Kindergartens, for ex

ample, only accepted children at age four, so younger 

children needed alternative care; some opened at 8:00 

A.M., though the average workday began at 7:00A.M.; 
some did not provide lunches; and most closed for ex

tended holidays and when there were outbreaks of 

contagious childhood diseases. The communal laun

dries required housewives to complete the entire fam

ily washing within the single washday allocated each 

family per month (as noted earlier, though the su

pervisors were all male, men were not allowed in the 
laundries-ostensibly to protect the modesty of 
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women who removed their outer clothing to do 
the washing). m 

In general the Social Democrats in Vienna can be 
(and have been) H.ulted for not having explored alter
native, less traditional forms of socialized living.11' 

Proposals were made, but never followed up. In 1919, 
for example, Otto Bauer had proposed a revolutionary 
form of communal housing that would include "cen
tral kitchens and laundries, ••. play- and classrooms 
for children, common dining rooms, reading and 
game rooms for adults, and the cooks, laundresses, and 
child-care specialists required for the functioning of 
these communal facilities." In 1924josefFrank's asso
ciate, Oskar Wlach, described a scheme for such an 
establishment in Die Neue Wirtstlmft: Sietlltmg row 
housing could be built around a central courtyard 
space in which community facilities were located. 119 

But the only attempt to realize such a program, 
the Einkikhmhmu (central kitchen house) Heimhof 
built in 1925 to 1926, never really worked because it 
was unsuited to H.milies with children. The project it
self had originated as a prewar residence for single 
professional women, which had been built by the 
middle-class housing association "Heimhof" in 
1912.120 In 1922 it was expanded to include families in 
twenty-four units with central kitchen and dining 
room. In 1923 the Heimhof association requested a 
subvention from the municipality to enlarge the facil
ity. Finally in 1925 funding was approved, the project 
was taken over by the municipality, and Otto Polak
Hellwig, the architect who had designed the first 
apartments equipped with Lihotzky's new Wirtsclmft
sldkhr in 1924, was commissioned to design it. Com
pleted in 1926, with 352 one- and two-room units, a 
central ki~ehen, and a dining-room that between meals 
converted to a cafe {which, like the traditional Vien
nese KR/foehau.r, was provided with current magazines 
and newspapers), the Heimhof was a luxuriously ap
pointed facility. The ki~ehen offered a selection of four 
different menus per day (including one vegetarian), 

meals could be taken in the dining room or in one's 
apartment {dumb waiters were provided to tranSport 
meals), and cleaning and laundry were done by house 
staff. In addition, there were reading rooms, hot-water 
baths and showers, and a roof terrace.l11 

But the labor-saving services and installations in
troduced in the Heimhof did little to benefit working 
mothers. Most obviously, the residence itself was not 
suited to proletarian families with children. The units 
were small (270 of the 352 apartments consisted of one 
room only), and the rent and service costs were be
yond the means of most working-class families. In 
general the tenants in the Heimhof were either single 
adults or working couples with no children. And as 
Helmut Gruber has pointed out, the municipality also 
did little to promote this new housing fonn, or explore 
ways in which it could be adapted to the needs of&~
lies with many children. An article by Otto Neurath 
in the Arbeiter-Zeittmg in june 1923 did promote the 
central kitchen house as the socialist housing form of 
the future; at the same time, he noted that in its 
current manifestation the Bmlttkbmbtms was only 
"outwardly communal;' since it lacked child- and 
youth-care facilities, and was better suited to middle
class intellectuals with no children and good incomes 
than it was to large proletarian families. Indeed, 
the ideal fonn for such communal housing, Neurath 
proposed, would be the combination Siedlrmg

Einktlchmhlmr, where each H.mily lived in its own small 
row house but took its meals and shared child-care and 
domestic chores with the rest of the community 
(Gemeinsdmft). 11z 

In general, the idea of the centralized kitchen 
house (regarded with suspicion by conservatives, de
spite its middle-class roots) was dismissed by working
class housewives as not meeting their needs and, in any 
case, beyond their means.ll1 Ambivalent about such 
labor-saving schemes to professionalize and rational
ize housework, many working~class women were in
timidated by the machinery provided in the Gemein- 2121213 
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dtiHmtm laundries; they worried that bringing labor

HYing machines or professional help into the home 

would have an alienating effect and would deny them 

individuality and control over their own private 

space.•"' For most working-class women in Vienna it 

was a moot point, since such services and appliances 

were generally unavailable and unaffordable. 

Yet revisionist histories of the building program 

by Pirhofer, Sieder, and Gruber, among others, have 

argued that working-class women were actually disad

vantaged by the move into the new housing, since it 

meant living without the support of extended family 

members and without the "building familyN of the tra

ditional working-class tenement-the network of fe
male companions (since neither men nor children 

were expected to help, or did) with whom domestic 

chores and child care had been shared in the old 

811S1e1111- and Gtmg/tiichmhihuer. 11s It is true that the in

dividual dwelling unit in the Viennese GmuindtiHmtm 
was small, prescriptively so, providing sufficient space 

for only a small nuclear family. (As an English archi

tecture student remarked, "che families ... must boil 

themselves down to the standard size Rats, or take the 

consequences.")u' Large families with many children 

("kinderreiche Familien") could only be accommo

dated with difficulty, extended families not at all. 

Thus, Pirhofer, Sieder, and ochers point out, the new 

proletarian dwelfing helped dismantle the traditional 

loosely constituted working-class household, without 

reconstituting the network of support and association 

it had supplied. u7 The basic social unit in Red Vienna, 

as in Weimar Germany, was the nuclear family. In 

large measure this reftected the persistence of nine

teenth-century bourgeois attitudes among the party 

leadership, but it also corresponded to the Social 

Democrats' larger purposes-to replace the tradi

tional bonds of the extended proletarian family and 

household with new class-based political filiations. u• 

The necessary demythologizing of Red Vienna in 

the revisionist histories of the last two decades has 

brought to light the many shortcomings of the Social 

Democratic housing program, which earlier historians 

either overlooked or refused to acknowledge.IJ9 But 

these histories have tended in tum to romanticize the 
happy female subculture of gossip and support that 

sustained working-class families in the old tenements; 

in so doing they have reinforced gender codes and be
littled the hardship endured by the women who lived 

and labored under those conditions. The new history 

has also given insufficient consideration to the spatial 

aspect of women's lives and its qualitative improve

ment in the Gtmtindtbtmtm. Women's space in the tra

ditional working-class tenement of the llmmrRIMus or 

G~mg/tiichmlmus type was concentrated in the kitchen

corridor nexus, pushed deep into the interior and back 

of the tenement building. This is where women la

bored and where, in the course of their labors, they 
sociali-zed with neighbors and the extended .,building 

family" of traditional tenement life. For the most part, 
women lived well behind the stucco-fronted street fil
cades of the tenements, far removed from public view, 

from male society, and from the life of street and ciry. 

By erasing the corridor from both the building and 

apartment plans of the GemtindtiNntttn, the new hous

ing broke apart the embedded space of women's do

mestic and community life in the tenements. But it 

also relocated the activities that had taken place within 

that space to courtyard, balcony, and communal work

place. In the Gt111tindtlmttttn the sphere of female ac

tivity within the dwelling was pushed out to the 

periphery of the building where it became both visible 

and sighted. And although the working-class woman 

who lived in the Gemthldtlmuten continued to perform 

domestic tasks largely unaided by labor-Hving appli

ances, professional help, or spouse, she no longer la

bored hidden from public view. Her kitchen was 

bright and airy, supplied with water, gas, and electric 

light; iu spaces were often extended by a balcony that 

looked out on the public space of street or courryard. 

Similarly, the washing of laundry {the heaviest domes-
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tic labor) was no longer a task perFormed in isolation 
and unseen. To be sure, there were restrictions and 
sometimes intimidating supervision; but laundry was 
removed from the private space of the apartment to a 
communal space outside the home-a space, more
over, that was configured like the shop floor of a fac
tory (figure 6.26), that was shared with other women, 
and that was bright, centrally located, and actually 
equipped with labor-saving machinery. 

The Gemeindelmuten thus did more than qualita
tively improve the living and working conditions of 
the proletarian housewife. By blurring the boundary 
between public and private living space, between 
housework and work performed outside the home, be
tween family and larger community, it also extricated 
women from the service zone hidden from pUblic view 
and deeply embedded in the bowels of the old tene
ment, moving them into the privileged and highly visi
ble public space and communal society of courtytrd 
and collective workplace. 

The new dwellings in the Gemeimlelmuten provided 
each proletarian family with its own hygienic, private 
living space. But that unit was not, as the architects of 
ClAM would have it, an urban "cell:' the fundamental 
dwelling unit, which needed only to be multiplied to 
constitute the larger social aggregate of settlement or 
town. Rather, the individual dwelling, as Otto Neurath 
described it, was like a brick in a building, a compo
nent pan of a highly differentiated whole that was 
much more complex than the sum of its paru.uo The 
provision of private living space did not fulfill Red Vi
enna's own mandate to house its working-class popula
tion, nor was the single-fimily home considered to be 
the full extent of the new proletarian dwelling. Instead 
that private space was embedded in the larger socio
spatial matrix of the Gtmeimlelmu, inserted into the 
fibric of the city, which in Vienna represented the full 
measure of the new proletarian dwelling. 
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I THE INDIVIDUAL APARTMENT BUILDING IS NOT THE OBJECT, BUT RATHER THE lARGE 

BLOCK WITH HUNDREDS OF DWELLINGS. THAT IS THE OBJECT TO ORGANIZE.-Franz Siegel, 

Der Tag (1924) I 

Like the private dwelling space, the communal space 

of the Grmeimlelmu emerged out of practice and was 

shaped by policy rather than by a precise architectural 

program. Indeed, programmatic descriptions of the 

new socialist housing blocks, before the city began to 

build, tended to be both vague and utopian. Beyond 
noting that the new housing would "encompass not 

only individual building lots, but entire cily blocks" 

and would have "spacious courtyards with extensive 

lawns and play areas for children" the Social Demo

crats had no clearly articulated architectural program 

for the new buildings. Instead, the architecture of the 
Gemeindelmuten evolved gradually in that early gesb

tion period between 1919 and 1923, before the post

war inflation subsided and fuii-SC11le municipal build
ing operations could begin. 

But whereas the Gemeinde-Wien-Type apart

ment plans were developed by city housing authori
ties, the Grmeindebau as a distinctive urban building 

typology was shaped in a few key buildings by a small 

ilumber of architects-most of them students of Otto 

Wagner-who played a central role in the architec

tural conception of Red Vienna. This chapter will ex

amine in detail the relationship between Wagner 

School practice and the Social Democrats' building 

program, along with the question of why the Social 

Democrats entrusted the conception of such an im

portant aspect of their program to these architects. 

But if we first look at the buildings, aspects of that rela

tionship will already become clear. 

HUIEIT GESSNER AND THE MmUINSTAUR· 
HOF: FROM BLOCK TO GfMffNDf.lfOF In the 

previous chapter, Robert Kalesa's building at Marga

retengiirtel90-98 was examined as the original site of 

the Gemeinde-Wien-Type dwelling plan-the first 

building in which the municipal apartments con

formed to the new standards, dimensions, and organi

zation esbblished by the city for worker housing. But 

there was another way in which the structure was 

groundbreaking. Margaretengiirtel 90-98 comprised 

five building lots along the GOrtelstrasse.• Yet jn 

Kalcsa's building the five parcels and the building itself 

are treated as a single unit with much of the ground

level space, outside and inside, as well as the attic story 
treated as common area in which facilities for the gen
eral use of tenaius are located (figures 7.1 and 7.2). 

Kalcsa's plans for the building, dated 25 June 1919, 
show a child-care facility with playrooms, W111shrooms, 

a small kitchen, a sandbox, and other play structures at 

ground level in one of the rear courtyard tracts; in the 
attic were clothes washing and drying rooms, atelier 

space, and storage areas, alongside three roof gardens 

(figures 7.3 and 7 .4). The designation of the courtyard 

and parts of the ground floor, attic, and roof of the 
building as communal areas for the use of all tenants 

was unusual in Vienna; even in middle-class apartment 

buildings, where the courtyard space was often quite 

extensive, such areas were reserved for the exclusive 

use of the owner-landlord and not generally accessible 

to tenants. The collectivization of this space in the 

Margaretengiinel building, therefore, marked a radi
cal departure from conventional practice. It also estab

lished a new relationship of part to whole, and 
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THE lED HOP 

between individual dwelling unit and collective apan
ment block. Each tenant in the new building was pro
vided not only with private living space (which in all 
probability was of higher quality than any he or she 
had known before), but was also allocated space out
side the unit, in communal, shared spaces designated 
for collective use. 

The spatial innovations introduced in the Mar
garetengiinel block were adopted in other municipal 
housing blocks built before 1923, including the Erd
bergerhof (III) by Karl Schmalhofer, Balderichgasse 
27 (XVII) by Karl Ehn, and Enenkelstrasse 36, known 
as "Haus im alten On" (XVI), by Hugo Mayer.z Lo
cated in traditionally working-class neighborhoods 
throughout the city, most of these early buildings were 
designed by the Stadtbauamt's own architects. Gener
ally small, with eighteen to seventy-one units, the new 
buildings occupied between two and five standard 
building lots and contained four or five Roots of stan
dardized aparhnents. Though few of these early build
ings were as well provided with communal facilities as 
the Margaretengiirtel block or the later Gtmeit~de

lmutm, each nevertheless had a limited amount of 
communal space in the basement, attic (where clothes 
washing and drying facilities were usually located), 
and small courtyard area behind the building. 

But it is in their footprint that these first Gnnein
Jebtmten differ most strikingly from speculative build
ing practice in Vienna. Encompassing several lots, the 
new buildings occupy their sites in a way clearly indi
cating that the underlying property lines of late
nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century lot division 
inscribed in the Regulimmgplan no longer signify 
(figures 7 .I and 7 .5). Superimposed on the old /Ugulie
,.,,f)p/lffl, the ground plans of these buildings show 
emphatically that it is the municipality building at 
large scale for itself, not the speculative builder devel
oping the urban terrain lot by lot. 

Kalesa's MargaretengOrtel building, the first of 
the city's large apanment blocks, therefore established 

both a new internal organization and a new scale of 
residential building in the city. It also gave fonn to one 
of the fundamental prJnciples of the socialist housing: 
that the new proletarian dwelling encompassed more 
than the living space of the individual unit and com
prised not only private but also public space in the city. 
In the second phase of building on the site-in which 
the Margaretengfirtel block was expanded to become 
the Mettleinstalerhof-this principle helped trans
form not only the traditional scale and organization of 
urban building in Vienna but the urban morphology 
of the city itself. 

In 1919 the municipality had acquired the re

mainder of the block behind Kalesa's building, be
tween the Margaretengiirtel and theJohannagasse (see 
map, 6gure 6.1, section DE-l). This area, on the es

carpment, fosse, and counterscarp of the old Unien
wall, was sharply graded terrain that had been parceled 
into blocks and building lots, but not built on, before 
World War I. By the end of 1922, when the Austrian 
currency finally stabilized, the municipality had funds 
to build and engaged an architect, Hubert Gessner, to 

design a large, 141-apartment extension onto Kalesa's 
building. 

1
7.5Sit.plan.Enlberv-hof I 
(111),brKc.ISchmolho~ 
1922. 
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Hubert johann Karl Gessner {1871-1943), one of the 

principal architects of Red Vienna, played a key role in 
forging the link between Red Vienna and the Wagner 
School. Yet despite his importance he has remained 

virtually unknown omside Vienna} Gessner W11S the 

only Wagner pupil with known connections to the So
cial Democratic Party. Born in Wallachisch-Kiobouk 

near the Moravian capital of BrUnn (Brno), Gessner 

studied building at the HOben Gt'llltrlmchule (trade 
high school) in Briinn from 188S to 1889; in his final 
year, one of his classmates was AdolfLoos (Josef Hoff
mann, two years behind, attended the school from 

1887 to 1891). From 1889 to 1894 Gessner worked, 

first as a draughtsman and later as Baumeister (project 

architect), for a series of builders and architects in Mo
ravia. In October 1894 he matriculated at the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Vienna, where he was admitted (along 

with fellow [though Czech] Monvian Jan Kotera and 

Slovene Josef PleCnik) to Otto Wagner's first master 

class or Spezialscbult for Arcbittktur. According to Ru

dolf Perco, another Wagner pupil who later worked in 

Gessner's office, Gessner was not one of Wagner's 

"so-called favorite pupils"f!ogtntmnten Litblingmhfiltr). 

The reason, Perco explained, was that Wagner, as a 

great builder-architect (Nurarchitekt), was not drawn 

to pupils of a similar bent; rather, he favored those 

"whose talents complemented his own artistic ego;• 

who were theorists and artists rather than builders ... 

Nevertheless, Wagner did take Gessner on in his ate

lier after the latter had gnduated from the Academy 

in 1898. Gessner worked in Wagner's office from early 

September 1898 to late October 1899, a period during 

which Wagner was working on the Linke Wienzeile 

houses, the Nussdorf Lock, and of course also the 

Stadthabn-projects on which Gessner might have 

worked.5 

After leaving Wagner's office, Gessner 6rst re

ceived an "artist's grant" (Kiinstlerstipmdiwn) and then, 

through Wagner's influence, a position in the Mora

vian provincial building office (Landttbauamt Miihmr) 

in Briinn, which he held for two years. From 1899 un

til1918, Gessner, who had opened a private practice 

around 1900, divided his time between Briinn and Vi

enna. In I 90S he fanned a partnership with his 

younger brother Franz (1879-1975) that lasted until 

1912, when they separated, apparently for personal 

reasons.6 

An early project of this period was decisive for 

Gessner's subsequent career. In 1901 Gessner won a 

competition for a workingmen's home or labor club 

(Arbeiterbcim) in Favoriten (X), a working-class district 

of Vienna. In the course of the work on the project 

he became acquainted with Viktor Adler, leader of the 

newly founded Austrian Social Democratic Party, who 

had also founded the Verein Arbeiterheim Favoriten 

(Favoriten Workingmen's Home Association)? This 

friendship earned Gessner the lif~long support of Ad

ler and the patronage of the Social Democratic Party. 

(After 1934 Gessner had virtually no work, and in 

1938 his license to practice, or Zivilarthiteltt Befiignis, 
was revoked.) Even before World War I, Gessner, who 

apparently never officially joined the Social Demo

cratic Party, became known as the "party architect .... 

In addition to the Arbeiterheim Favoriten, the signi

ficance of which will be considered later, Gessner 

designed a number of other buildings for Social 

Democratic Party organizations, including ware

houses, administrative offices, factories, and bakeries 

for the socialist-run cooperative societies (Kmmnn

Vereine). The bread factory was a building type in 

which Gessner became something of a specialist. Be

tween 1908 and 1921 he built ten large bread factories 

throughout Austria, Moravia, and Bohemia. Gessner's 

most spectacular bakery of the period was the Ham

merbrotwerke in Schwechat (figure 7 .6) outside Vi
enna (190811909), a massive complex that included 

factory, mill, silo, and administration buildings; in 

both its scale and abstract classicism it prefigured Pe

ter Behrens's AEG High Tension Materials Factory in 

Berlin-Wedding of 1910.9 In 1910 Gessner also de-



signed a building on the Wienzeile (on the opposite 

side from Wagner's apartment blocks of 1898/1899) 
for the socialist publishing house "Vorwlirts" (For

ward)-publisher of the Arbtittr-ZtitJmg, the newspa

per founded by Viktor Adler. In 1912 Gessner was 

responsible for a major addition onto the Atbeiter

heim Favoriten. During this period he also built apart

nlent houses, a small number of freestanding houses, 

and provincial hotels for priv.~te clients. 

Gessner continued to build during the war: hous
ing for factory workers and railway employees, an 

electrical engineering plant garage (Eitlttrognmgt tnit 

Ein{riedu11g), and in 1917 an accumulator factory. Un

like most architects in Vienna, Gessner had work im
mediately after the war. Between 1919 and 1922 he 

built bread factories in Vienna (Fioridsdorf), Lim;, 

and Morava-Ostnva (Moravia), offices and workshops 

for the Wiener Eisenbahn AG (Vienna Railway Co.), 

a branch of the Atbeiterbank (Workingmen's Bank), 

and an apartment for Karl Renner, hrst chancellor of 

the Austrian Republic.10 Most of Gessner's factory 

buildings were powerfully massed and classicizing, 

though the provincial bakeries (e.g., the At·btittrbiilt
tni, or "workers' bakery," in Rosenthal, 1910, and 

Spatenbrotwerke in Linz, 1921) tended toward a neo-

Biedermeier, vernacular classicism-the style of 

"around 1800" (Utn 18(}()) popular at the time. 11 His 

urban office and apartment buildings, in contrast, fol

lowed the urbane model of the Wagner's Mituhiiu.str 
(apartment houses) of the 1890s (see hgure 7 .18): 

rational disposition and clear articulation of parts, fa

cades animated by ornamental metal- and brickwork, 

glazed tiles, and geomeo-ic surf.lce patterns etched 

into rendered cement wall facing. It is not surpris

ing-in view of his connection to the Social Demo
cratic Party leadership, and given his prewar portfolio 

of large-scale urban and industrial buildings-that 
Gessner would receive one of the newly elected Social 

Democratic city administrationS 6rst large housing 
commissions. 

Gessner's addition onto Kalesa's Marpretengi.lrtel 

building extended it around the three remaining sides 

of the city block to create a perimeter block enclosing 

a large central courtyard or Hof. The addition also 

provided a new arcaded enttance facade (6gure 7. 7) on 

the johannagasse -(parallel to the Margaretengi.lrtel). 

With the new entrance front Gessner choreographed 

a new entry sequence (6gures 7.8·and 7.9). Instead of 

gaining access to the individual apartments from stair-

\'···--· .... I SchwechGI,neorVItnn•,H ... 
MttG.nn•r•rchhKt, 
1~1909. (~CHU· 
nv.lmlorehitelrt{I931)J. 
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THE RED HOI' 

wells entered from the street, as in the original block 

and as was customary in Viennese apartment build

ings, the reconfigured Mettleinstalerhof was entered 

through round-arched portals on the Johannagasse, 

which led into the centnl courtyard. Around it were 

the stairwells to the apartments in the new block, as 
well as the Metzleinstalerhofs communal facilities . To 

the child-care facility provided in Kalesa's block, the 

new structure added a central (machine-equipped) 

laundry, bathing facility (with tubs and showers), pub-

lie lib~ry. and a kindergarten-all of which were 

accessible from the courtyard and located in the base

ment, ground, and hrst Aoors of the new structure 

(figures 7.8 and 7. 9). The central courty1rd, therefore, 

was both the common space and institutional locus of 

the Metzleinstalerhof. 

Gessner~ addition transformed the block in two 

ways. The new entrance front on theJohannagasse ef
fectively turned the original building around, reori

enting it away from the Margaretengtirtel toward the 
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interior of the district to define a new public square. 

At the same time the Metzleinstalerhof opened the in

terior of the block to the street, thus turning the tradi

tional urban perimeter block of Vienna itself inside 

out to create a new form of semipublic space in the 

enclosed courty1rd. In this M~Y a new pattern of entry 

was structured, as residents and visitors moved from 

the public space of the street, through the semipublic 

space of the courtyard, to the private space of the indi
vidual apartment.u 

Typologically, the Metzleinstalerhof recovered 

the open courtyard of the traditional Viennese Hof 
hlnu. By connecting the interior courtyard space of the 

block to the street (figure 7. 10), the Metzleinstalerhof 

recast what would normally have . been the private 

space of the property owner into the public space of 

the city. And although this space (as critics of the so

cialist building prognm have often pointed out) was 

subject to the surveillance of residents and building 

superintendents, it ~s-and remains today-freely 

accessible to all. In other words, by embedding the 

Sitteesque square within the building block itself (see 
figure 8.4), Gessner changed the relationship and 

value of both courtyard and m eet-blurring the dis
tinction not only between front and back, but also be

tween inside and outside.u The courtyard is both 

freely accessible from the street and enclosed within 
the private space of the building. It is thus simultane

ously part of the public space of the city and part of 

the private (or at least semiprivate) space of the Hof. 
The spaces of the Metzleinstalerhof have many 

uses and, like Robert Musil's modern urban citizen in 

Dtr Man11 Ohnt EigmKhafttn (Tht Man withotlt QJtali
titJ, written during this period and published in 19)0), 

also many characters. •~ The courtyard is park, circula

tion space, place of assembly, play area, and garden. 

The building itself houses dwelling space, commercial 

space, and space fora ttnge ofcuh:ural and social insti

tutions. The character of these spaces is multipurpose 

and plurivalent, as they integrate rather than separate 



THE RED HOF 

functions . They also mediate the passage between the 

public and private dimensions of urban life; in the pro

cess, they desrabiliu traditional concepts of boundary, 

not only between inside and outside but also between 

insider and outsider. The effect of the multifunctional 
spaces of the Menleinsralerhof is, therefore, to under

mine the spatial order of rum-of-the-century "en

gineer's planning" in the service of speculative 

development of the urban terrain. 

The planning authorities who laid out the expan

sion plan for this area in the 1890s had sought to order 

urban space by precise classification of the constituent 
elements of urban form-streets, blocks, squares, pub

lic parks, infrastructural systems-according to func

tion (circulation, recreation, residence, commerce, 

industry, and so on), so that they could be rationally 

reassembled and the future growth of the city pre

cisely planned.'' Rather than analytically subdividing 
the terrain according to the functions of its compo

nent parts in order to parcel out those pans for private 
development, the new "red" Gnntindt-Hof(municipal 
courtyard) merges and weaves together a variety of 

functions to create a spatial fabric that has neither 
fixed character nor set use.16 This quality of the Hof 
and the spatial organitation of the Metzleinstalerhof 

generally-from the planning of the apartments to the 
carefully modulated progression from public to pri

vate space (6gure 7 .I 1), as well as the designation of 
the courtyard as a shared, social space in which the 

communal facilities were located-became hallmarks 

of the new communal housing blocks and were gradu

ally codified into design guidelines or "principles" for 

the new Gtmtindt1Hmttn .11 

TYI'OLOGICAl ORIGINS OF THE "RED" 
GIMEINDf·HOF The Metzleinstalerhof was hailed 

by the Social Democrats as the first realization of a 

nadie1l new form of proletarian dwelling space in Vi

enna. Featured in all the party~ early propaganda liter

ature as a "type-model" for the new housing the 

1
7.11EnttanceftOni,Meh:·l 
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municipality planned to build in its five-year program, 

"hundreds of thousands of images" of the original 

Margaretengiirtel block were distributed to voters 

during the 1923 election campaign.•• Opposition poli

ticians criticized the socialists for touting as exemplary 

of the new housing principles a structure that had been 

substantially built during the previous Christian So

cialist administration. This W1S, of course, not true. 19 

But the relationship of the Metzleinstalerhof to ex

isting Viennese building typologies is an important is

sue, and it has never been satisfactorily addressed. 

Just how original or innovative was the Metzleins

talerhof? Typologically, neither the Hofnor the perim

eter block wu new to Vienna. Both had deep roots in 

the medieval court- and coachyards of Vienna's outly

ing villages and in the seventeenth-century inner-city 

Hoflmus, the distinctive urban housing typology ofVi

enna's burghers. The most direct line of descent W1S 

from the Klosttrhlifo, the large apartment blocks built 

by monastic orders in the early nineteenth century. ~a 

These buildings-like the Schottenhof (1831-1834) 

(see figures 2.4, section C-6, and 2.12) designed by 
the famous Biedenneier architect Josef Kornhii.usel 
(1782-1860)-were monumental neoclassical struc

tures, built around large interconnected courtyards; 

the apartments were accessible from either street or 
courtyard, depending on their location. ll The Klorter
hof was the antecederit of both the late-nineteenth

century Nohrlmietlmus (grand apartment house, as 

built on the Ringstrasse) and the tum-of-the-century 

Stiftungtbof (philanthropic housing project) like the 

Emperor Franz-Josef jubilee Houses of 1898 (see fig

ures 2.24, 2.25), which were the direct antecedants of 

the socialist Gemeinde-Hof.u 
But for all the similarities between the Metzleins

talerhof and the Jubilee Houses-which contained a 

large, landscaped courtyard, bathing facilities, laun

dries, shops, a public library, a lecture hall, and a 

health and welfare center-there are important spatial 

and typological differences. In the Stiftrmgtbof the 

boundary between city and Hofis clearly demarcated, 

The courtyard, though larger and more pleasant than 

the traditional tenement courtyard, is the same typo

logically. But the Metzleinstalerhof courtyard is differ

ent, or rather it is two things at once: both building 

courtyard and public place, just as the Metzleinstaler

hof itself is a hybrid, part dwelling place and part civic 
institution. It is this plurivalent aspect of the new so

cialist Gemeinde-Hof, as well as the distinctive spatial 

sequence (from public space of the street, to semipub

lic communal space of the courtyard, to private space 
of the apartment) that distinguishes the Gemeindelnm 
as an urban building typology, both from the tradi

tional residential Hof-types of Vienna and from the 
courtyard and perimeter block forms of housing built 

during this period in Holland and elsewhere in 

Europe.11 

Programmatically the Metzleinstalerhof differed 

from traditional Viennese residential architecture in 

key particulars: the mix of public institutional facilities 

and workers' dwellings, the scale and density of build

ing, organization (courtyard access to communal as 
well as private spaces), direct ventilation and lighting 

of all rooms, and equipment of the individual apart

ments with W1ter, gas, and toilets. These all had been 
determined by the municipal Housing and Welfare 

Departments and were prescribed in the city building 

office guidelines. Indeed, in its program the Metzlein~ 
stalerhof would seem to have a different lineage alto

gether from that tnced by most architectural 

historians who have addressed the issue. Rather than 

looking to the late-nineteenth-century Stiftungrbof, 
one might turn instead to a relatively new early

twentieth-century building type, the Arbtim·beim: a 

hybrid institutional structure and residence, in which 

socialist party cultural organizations were incorpo

rated with workers' apartments. Hubert Gessner, who 

(with his brother Franz) designed the first Arieiurbeim 
built in Austria, the Arbeiterhcim Favoriten (1901-

1902), played a key role in shaping the type.z.~ 
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Nicknamed "Das Rote Haus" (the red house), 

Gessner's Arbtittrhtim fronted onto the Laxenburger 

StrtSst, one of the main arteries of Favoriten (X). At 

ground and mezzanine level were two assembly halls 
for "meetings, festivities, concerts, theatrical produc

tions, public readings, lecrures," together with a res

taurant, classrooms, offices, a reading room, and 

library (figure 7.12). On the upper floors were forty 

small apamnents (Kltinwohntmgm) for workers.11 This 

organization WOIS clearly articulated on the facade 

(figure 7 .I 3), where the public rooms at street level 

were distinguished by tall windows and red walls, and 
where the white walls of the apamnents above were 

inlaid with a geometrical pattern of glued red tiles.1• 

The ArbtittrbtitrJ WOIS further decorated with sinuous 

Jugtndstil wrought-iron balconies and entryway gates 

shaped into plant and animal forms. (According to a 

cuntemporary review, the wrought-iron entrance gates 

depicted a red fighting cock.)11 

Typologically, Gessner's Arbtittrhtitr1 combined 

the domestic spaces of the working-class tenement 

with the public rooms of the workers' union (Arbtiter

vtrtin), a rum--of-the-century building type that had 

taken shape along with the unions and other instiru
tions of the fledgling labor movemem in Austria

Hungary. ArbtittrVtrtinshiilutr were built throughout 
the Habsburg lands and Germany around 1900. Ac

cording to the Arbtiur-Zeitttng, that year there were 

union buildings under construction in Pilsen, Brilnn, 
Prague, and Budapest, as well as in Berlin, Furth, and 

other German cities.11 But the most famous example 

of the type was the Maison du Peuple in Brussels de

signed by Victor Hom (1861-1947) for the Belgian 

Worker's Socialist Party, completed in 1899, a year be
fore the Arbeiterheim Favoriten competition. Gessner 

clearly knew Horta's innovative building and espe

cially its top Aoor assembly hall, a masterpiece of art 
nouveau structural ironwork, which he later evoked in 

his own assembly hall in Favoriten.19 

Like the Maison du Peuple, the Arbeiterheim 

Favoriten was, in Viktor Adler's words, "a building of 
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the (class) struggle" (tin HariS dts KAmpfts). Its forms 

and spaces were designed to evoke and further that 
struggle: to be "a fortress of solidarity, the material 

consciousness of power turned brick and stone."10 As 
josef August Lux wrote, describing the project in fAr 
Arrhittftt in 1903, this posed a particular problem for 

the architect. 

To design a building for the modern prolcttriat is an inter

esting and difficult task that is seldom encountered by archi

tects, and that is a modem challenge of uceptional 

signifie1nce ... A rigorous discipline is required in order 10 

find the proper dimension; w give the impression of g111n. 

deur, without being brutal; 10 be simple without appnring 

impoverished; to be rigorous without becoming severe or 

ausu:rc. However class-conscious and filled with j}arty feel

ing such a building must be, the household gods of comfon 

and hospitality must not be neglected .. . An euct knowl

edge of the needs of' modern worker 0rg11niution is a pre

requisite, and beyond this purely factual knowledge is the 

necessary ability to give visible ellpression to the social ideas 

that such a building should embody. 11 
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In 1911, when Gessner was commissioned to de

sign an extention to the Arbtitrrhdm, he had a much 

dearer conception of the type itself. The addition 

(figure 7 .14), directly behind the original building, 

fronted onto the jagdg1sse and housed socialist union 

offices, dub and association rooms, dance and lecrure 

halls, a large gymnasium, and three additional floors of 

small "workern apartments. These new facilities were 

grouped around a large open courty.'rd through which 

the assembly rooms, party offices, culrural facilities, 

and apartment floors in the complex could be reached. 

The new facade (figure 7 . I 5) was considerably more 

monumental and expressive of the public character 

and political significance of the building than the ear

lier one had been. Centered on the concave curve of a 

recessed entrance bay, it had a massive civic base (in 

which the double-height public rooms were located) 

and a more intimately scaled domestic rone above. In
stead of smooth cement rendering and elegant linear 

surface ornament, the facade was clad in exposed red 

brick. This W1S as revolutionary a material and treat

ment in the context of late imperial Vienna as Hom's 

light metal sttucrure W1S in rum-of-the-cenrury Brus

sels.'l Like the Maison du Peuple, the Arbeiterheim 

I,.,. .......... ,..,.," I don,thowlngcourtyOnl, 
"'"""'hoi~ ondapattnMnt 
"-s.Art.tiM ..... mfO¥o,. 
!Mn,dot.dJo_.,1912. 
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Favoriten also became a center for socialist cultural 

activity; it was the site of eight annual party congresses 

between 1903 and 1933, of university courses, of 

lectures and other events (including film and theater 

productions) sponsored by the Vollubildtmgwm in 

(people's educational association), of conceru, and of 

festivals, as well as the location of the last public read

ing by Karl Knus." 

We should not be surprised that a decade later, 

Gessner and the Social Democratic city officials 

charged with giving architectonic form to a new con

ception of socialized urban living in the Gnnti,Jt
bauttll would look to the Arbtittrbtim, in which worker 

housing was spatially incorporated with Social Demo

cratic Party cultural and social institutions. It seems 

reasonable to suggest that the Arbtiterbtim was the 

most direct type-model for the Metz.leinst1lerhof. And 

though the traditional residential Hoftypes of Vienna 

underlie its fonns, they were assimilated through 

Gessner's own earlier appropriation of those types in 

the Arbeiterheim Favoriten addition of 1912. 

THE WIENER GEMfiNDE8AU: SCHMID AND 
AICHINGIR'S FUCHSINFILOHOF The first pur

pose-built Gnnti,dtbau-that is, the first building 

conceived according to the city's new planning guide

lines for communal housing blocks-was designed by 

Heinrich Schmid (1885-1949) and Hermann Aich

inger (1885-1952). Fourteen years younger than Ges

sner, the partners Schmid and Aichinger had also been 

students of Ono Wagner; they had one of the most 

successful practices in interwar Vienna and designed 

some of the largest and most significant Gnntindt
bautm in Red Vienna. Yet, like Hubert Gessner, they 

are virtually unknown outside Austria.14 Schmid was 

from the small Lower Austrian town of Waidhofen on 

the Ybbs River, a tributary of the Danube. Aichinger 

was from V6cklabruck, south of Linz in the largely al

pine province of Upper Austria. Students together in 

Otto Wagner's master class from 1907 to 1910, they 
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beg1n p~cticing while still at the Academy of Fine 

"'"· Their early student work consisted of small villas 

and town houses in Aichinger's home province of Up

per Austtia. ln 191211913 they designed a g1rden sub

urb, "Osnnark;' in Hiening, Vienna's district XIII. 
The picturesque siting and vernacular stylism of the 

eighty one-, two-, and four-family houses were typical 
for Sitdltmg and g1rden suburb design of the preWilr 

period. During World War I Schmid and Aichinger 

began to receive larger, government-sponsored com

missions. In 1914/1915 they designed a ttoop hospital, 

the Rainer-Spital, a large complex with 530 beds. Bu.ih 

in Hietting, it w;~s a grand neobaroque composition 
with four linked pavilions set in a formal garden. The 

buildings themselves were in the then-popular neo

Biedermeier style of "around 1800:' with broad 
hipped rook, round-arched arcades, and plain surfaces 

except for a small amount of classicizing ornament.u 

The most important building of Schmid and Ai

chinger's early career before the Fuchsenfeldhof was 
the central office of the Osterreichische Verkehrsbur

eau (AuStrian T~vel Bureau) in Vienna. Built in 1922 
to 1923, though designed earlier, the Verkehrsbureau 

was stnuegially sited directly opposite josef Olbrich's 
Secession building on the edge of the Karlsplatz just 
outside the Ringstrasse. On a plot ofland between the 

Linke and Rechte Wienzeile, at the head of Vienna's 
famous open-air street market (the Naschmarkt) and 

at the hub of seve~) ~diating streets, it was a traffic 

island, exposed on all sides and visible in many direc

tions from a conside~ble distance. The site was also 

directly above one of Otto Wagner's major feats of 

structu~l engineering and urban design: the inte

g~ted runnel and covered waterway of the Stndtbahn 
and Wien River Canal (see figure 2.23). It was a site, 

therefore, that was filled with signifiance for the cen

tral office of the Austrian travel bureau; centrally lo

cated for both foreign and local t~velers in the city, it 

also literally rested on the complex interlocking sys-

terns of the urban inf~strucrure that bound the city of 

Vienna itself together. 

Schmid and A.ichinger's design, mindful of both 
the spatial and tempo~) dimensions of the site, dem

onstrates the skill in dealing with complex urban con
ditions that would distinguish their Gemeindeba11tm." 

Structurally, the building was hung between the long 
w;~lls of the double-height central booking and ticket 

hall, the foundations of which sat on pylons on either 

side of the Stndtbahn tunnel direcdy beneath it (figure 

7.16). The pylons also supported the entrance hall and 
two ftoors of offices above it, which were cantilevered 

out over the arched roof of the Wien Canal and faced 

Olbrich's Secession building. The exterior massing of 

interlocking red and white stucco-faced cubes is per

haps a nod to that famous landmark of the Wagner 

School, but it also reftecu the interior organization of 

the Verkehrsbureau itself: a central booking hall with 

offices wrapped around three sides and two more 

floors of offices above. Such clarity, as well as the intti

ate interweaving of building sttvcture and space with 

the larger spatial and infrastructural order of the 
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city-reinforcing and inflecting it at the same time

is reminiscent of Otto Wagner's St11dtbllhn stations and 

came also to chancterize Schmid and Aichinger's sub

sequent housing designs. In the case of the Verkehrs

bureau, the building was literally bound into the 

underlying infmtructure; the St11dthllhn line under

neath the building was used to transport construction 

materials to the site. These were unloaded from drays 

and moved by electric elevator to the particular loa

tion in the building where they were needed.~' 

Equally predictive of Schmid and Akhinger's later 

work was the tendency to cloak such Gromt11dt con

ceptions in a VolltiKb {regional) mantle; in this case, 

the red and white stucco and neo-Biedermeier details, 

which combine the "national" colors of the Federal 

Republic's new flag (and its railway cars) with the or

namental details of an indigenous architecture, in an 

attempt perhaps to root it in place and imbue its forms 

with a national chancter. The result, particularly in 

the cosmopolitan context of the site-flanked by Ol
brich's Secession, Wagner's K.arlsplatz. St11dtbahn sta

tions, and Loos's Cafe Museum, as well as by Fischer 
von Erlach's K.arlslcirche-seems provincial and belies 

the structural complexity, ntional clarity, and under
lying urbanity of its spatial conception. 

Fuchsenfeldhof: Phase I The Fuchsenfeldhof, built 

in two phases during the same period as the Verkehr

sbureau (April 1922-February 1923), was likewise 

clear and rational in its organization and intricately 
woven into the urban fabric of its site." The site (see 

figure 6.1), in one of Vienna's outer districts (Xll) 

known as Meidling (derived from "Murlingen" or "by 
the Wlllls," a reference to Roman walls in the district), 

had belonged to the Monastery KJostemeuburg since 

the eleventh cenrury; for much of that time, it had 

been used for agriculrural purposes. Like other out

lying parts of Vienna, Meidling became increasingly 

industrialized through the nineteenth cenrury. Brick

works (including the Wienerberger company), textile; 

and later metalwork and machine-building factories lo

cated in the area. Toward the end of the nineteenth cen
rury, worker hutments of the most inferior kind were 

built around the brickworks and factories. 19 

The city block on which the Fuchsenfeldhof was 

sited had been partially built upon before the city ac
quired it in 1922. A building originally intended for 

the commercial market had been abandoned (at the 

Pannn, or ground-floor level) when the Austrian 

monetary crisis brought construction in Vienna to a 

halt in 1919. When the city took over the site, Schmid 

and Aichinger, who had designed the original build

ing, were commissioned to redesign it in conformity 

with the Social Democrats' new guidelines for munici

pal housing . .u.The new building, which contained 212 

apartments, several shops and workshops, a large area 

for one of the city's cooperative stores, a child-care fa

cility (Kindn-hon), a central steam-powered laundry, 

and communal baths, occupied the wider, eastern end 



of rhe long uapezoidal ciry block (figures 7.17 and 
7.18).~' A fully integmed mix of institutional facilities 

and living spaces, it bore the hallmarks of the new SO· 

cialist Gtmti11dtbtm: large enclosed courtyard, com

mon enuyway, courtyard access to communal facilities 

and private Jiving quarters, stack (as opposed to cor

ridor) circulation, Gemeinde-Wien-Type apartment 

plans with rooms facing either courtyard or street, dis

tinctive st<~~ndardized fenesuation (figure 7.19), and 

new vertical proportions (which in this case allowed 

for the insertion of an additional story, while still ad· 

hering to the zoning restrictions regarding building 

height). Indeed, the Fuchsenfeldhof an be read as a 

direct tra.nscription of the GtmtindeiHtrt program. 

Schmid and Aichinger's achievement was to shape 

that program with an expressive logic that makes both 

the organization and purposes of the complell, multi

functional spaces of the Gtmtindtbnu immediately ap

parent. Though fully integrated in plan and section, 

the public, private, and communal zones in the build· 

ing are easily distinguished from each other by 

changes in massing, surface tellture, color, and fenes· 
tration. This legibiliry elltends as well to the organiza

tion of the highly articulated courryard space (ligure 
7.20), where a covered arcade, pathways, plantings, 

changes in surfacing materials, benches, and play 
structures encode the many different uses to which the 

communal outdoor spaces can be put. 

Organizational dariry in the Fuchsenfeldhof re
sults from a conception of the pans in terms of the 

whole. Each element in the multipurpose complex is 

conceived in relational ra.ther than absolute terms, as 

contingent upon rather than distinct from the others. 

Like Robert Musil's "man without qualities," the many 

characters (or qualitites) of the Gtmtindtbau spaces 

(public, private, institutional, domestic, recreational, 

commercial, etc.) coexist, overlap, interpenetrate, and 

together constitute a complex multifaceted and con

standy shifting identity. At different times one or the 

other function may dominate, but none alone charac· 

- - ·- .......... -
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terizes the whole. Both inside and outside, the spaces 

of the Fochsenfeldhof are filled with possibility-not 

because they are undifferentiated as to function, bot 

precisely beause they accommodate so many func

tions and encode so many different uses. 

Fuchsen.feldhof. Phase U In its expanded form 

(figure 7 .11}, the Fuchsenfeldhof added another, urban 

dimension to the relational molti~lent spatial logic of 

the Gnntindtbtw. h would seem from the contract 

drawings of the original building that the Fochsenfeld

hof was intended (perhaps from the beginning) to en

compass the entire city block. 41 Phase two, which 

beg21n construction in 1923, encompassed the remain

der of the city block except for the southwest comer, 

which was occupied by two prewar apanment build

ings. Grouped around three courtyards, the new struc

ture added 267 apartments, four shops, two work

shops, an instructional workshop (Lthrwultrtiittt), a 

kindergarten, a reading room, additional laundry and 

bathing facilities, playgrounds, a wading pool in the 

largest of the new courtyards that convened into an 

ice sluting rink in the winter, and a new monumental 
entrance front on the Neuwallgasse. 

Aside from increasing its size and amenities, the 

extension added a new urban dimension to the Fuch

senfeldhors program. The original design had con

nected interior courtyard and street, opening up the 

spaces of the Hofto public view and use. In the second 

phase of building, the interior space of the entire city 

block, now a series of linked courty1rds, was con

nected to the street. Linked courtyards were not new 

to VieMa. One nineteenth-century tenement type, 

known as the "Durchhaus" (literally, "through" or 

''passage house"), was a long, narrow building with 

linked courts that extended the width of the city block 

and had facades on parallel streets. But the linked 

courtyards of the Durchhmu were internal passages 

that had neither a distinctive presence nor a significant 

impact on the street (see map, figure 2.4, section E-7 

for hgure-ground plan). The Fuchsenfeldhof, in con

trast, is a perimeter block with a powerful presence on 

four streets; through its monumental gateways and 
linked courtyards, it not only cuts a passage through 

the center of the city block but also connects the pub
lic spaces around it in a new way. The entrance facade 

on the Neuwallgasse (figure 7 .22), for example, proj

ects forward from the building line appropriating the 

public space of the pavement within its arcade and 
merging the communal space of the courtyard with 

the public space of the street. And though the park 

across the street (see site plan, hgure 8.46) remains 

public, it too is visually appropriated by the monu· 
mental new entrance front that dominates it. As a 

consequence its relationship to the Fuchsenfeldhof 

becomes unclear. 

The same is true o( the parklike spaces inside the 

courtyards (figure 7 .23). Are these interior or exterior, 

public or private spaces? Their uncertain character 

was remarked on by a contemporary reviewer: "\Vhen 

one looks toward the Fuchsenfeldhof from across the 

[Wilhelmsdorfer) park ... one stares, astonished, and 
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asks oneself in wonder: Is this the enormous palace of 
a millionaire, is it a casdc, or a museum or what else 

could it be? ... On striding through the gateway, a 

new surprise follows. One stands before an over

whelming garden courtyard, and is ag1in thrown into 
confusion; Is this the jousting court of a fortified 
castle, . or the market square of a medieval town, 

framed by houses of uniform height?"-~' 

While remaining firmly within the strictures of 

the Rtgulimmgtplim, the Fuchsenfcldhof calls into 

question the relationship between building and public 

space that the Rtgulimmgspltm defines. Is the Fuchsen

feldhof a public or a private building? Is it residential 

or institutional? Is its centnl courtyard an enclosed 

private space or an open civic space? And how does it 

relate to the spaces around it? Is it a building in a park, 

set within its own grounds, or is it a park enclosed by 

a building? The codes are not dear; or more precisely, 

the building encodes so mtony characters, and its 

spaces accommodate so many uses, that its identity is 

continually shihing and unstable. The Fuchsenfeldhof 

is in fact both public and private, domestic and civic; 

its courtyard spaces are both open to the city and en

closed within its walls. 

How much of the effect of the Fuchsenfeldhof was the 

intended result of program? As we have seen, the So

cial Democrats' design guidelines purposefully de

parted from established building practice in Vienna. 
The new Gttnti11dtbau was both larger and less densely 

built than the traditional Viennese apartment block; 

the organization, proportions, and ascribed uses of its 

interior spaces, including the public nature of its 

courtyard spaces, all represented significant depar

tures from standard building practice in Vienna. But 

beyond the dynamics of type and program there was 

something else in play: the way in which those spaces 

were shaped, the way in which they related to each 

other and to the spaces of the city around them-the 

"rigorous discipline" by means of which the new 

buildings gave "visible expression to the social ideas" 
embodied in their program.""' That factor was neither 

specified in municipal guidelines for the new housi ng 

nor, it seems, even imagined by the municipal authori
ties who were responsible for drawing up those guide

lines. Instead, the architectonic character of the early 

Gmuindtbauten derived from practice, and it was 

shaped by the architects-students of Otto Wagner

who were first commissioned by the city to give form 

to the social contents of its program. 

THE ROLE OF PRACTICE: THE WAGNER SCHOOl 

The role of Wagner School practice in shaping the 

building program of Red Vienna raises important 

questions that have never been satisfactorily answered: 

Why did Wagner School architects play such a key 

role in the Viennese building program? And why did 

the Social Democnts entrust the conception of their 

building program to these architects? 
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The reasons are still a matter of conjecture, 

though they were generally architecrural ra.rher than 

political. On the whole, the Wagner School architects 

were not socialists. Only Hubert Gessner was associ

ated with the party leadership, and even he was not 

actually a member of the party. A number of other 

Wagner students were employed in the Stadtbauamt. 

Karl Ehn (who designed the icon of Red Vienna, the 

Karl-Marx-Hof, in 1927) was the most prominent, but 

there were several others as well: Engelbert Mang, 

Gottlieb Michal, Konstantin Peller, Karl Schritt

weiser, Karl Stoik, and josef Ludwig.4f But aside from 

Gessner and Ehn, the Wagner School architects who 

dominated the program, and designed the largest and 

most significant buildings of Red Vienna-Heinrich 

Schmid and Hermann Aichinger in panicular, but also 

Emil Hoppe and Otto SchOnthal, Franz Kaym and Al

fons Hennanek, Rudolf Perea, Josef Hoffinann, Leo

pold Bauer, Ernst Lichtblau, Alfred Chalusch and 

Heinrich Schopper, Camillo Fritz Discher, and Paul 

Gfld-had no known connections to the Social Dem

ocratic Party or political ties to city hall."' To explain 

their preeminence in the city's program we must look 

to their Wagner School training and professional 

formation. 

Architecturally, the Wagner School architects had 

been the progressives of the prewar period. Wagner's 

"Special School for Architecture" (Sptzi•lrthulrfor Ar

chitr!ttur) at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna was 
itself considered to be the best architecture school in 

the Danube monarchy;47 Admission was competitive 

and highly selective. Few architects of the many who 

applied were accepted (usually six or seven srudents 

each year out of a pool of applicants ten times as 

large). It would appear that the only criteria for admis

sion were talent and merit. "I want to teach a superior 

minority, not an inferior majority," Wagner is said to 

have declared. 411 Social or other connections had little 

currency with Wagner, who reponedly turned down 

the sons of a number of prominent filmilies.49 

The three-year course of study in Wagner's Spe
zillbcbule was rigorous, intensive, and required full 

commitment to the principles upheld by the mas

ter.so Wagner's opening address to the Academy in 

1894 stated his position clearly: 

1 am the reprcsentltive of a certlin pmnkal trmd [Wagner's 

emphasis) ... , The realism of our time must pervade the de

veloping work of art. It will not harm it. nor will any d~:cline 

of art ensue as a consequence of it; r:r.ther it will breathe a 

new and pulsating life into forms, and in time conquer new 

fields that today are still deVoid of art-for example, that of 

engineering. OnJy thus can we speak of a real improvement 

in an. I would even maint1in that we must force ourselves in 

this way to reach a char:r.cteristic style representative of us. 

You see therefore that I, in proceeding from such principles, 

do not preach anything like giving up your ideal goals, but, 

on the contrary, consider it my task to train you to become 

children of our time, among whom I also count myself. 

There you have, as it were, my credo ... J1 

The architect's first consideration, when solving archi

tectural problems, must be practical: "ask yourself 

this: how will this solution relate to modem man, to 

the assignment, to the genius loei, the climatic condi

tions, the materials at hand, and the financial means? 

Only thus can you hope to elicit true appreciation, and 

only then will the works of architecture that today are 

met for the most pan with incomprehension or a cer

tain tentativeness become generally understandable, 

original, and everi popular."JZ It was the architect's task 
to elevate these facts, these "conditions of life of our 

time;• to art-to give shape to time itself by creatively 

interpreting the purpose, necessity, means, and char

acteristics of the historical moment. "IT 1s •.. CER

TAIN," Wagner emphasized two years later in Moderne 
Arcbite/rhlr, 11THAT NEW PURPOSES MUST GIVE BIRTH TO 

NEW METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION, AND IY THIS REA

SONING ALSO TO NEW FORMs:•u 
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The principal problem facing the modern archi
tect, in Wagner's view, was the new scale of the me
tropolis. Wagner School training accordingly focused 
on urban arc:hitecrure, and in panicular on the prob
lem of building in the existing city at a scale commen
surate with the new social character and economic 
organization of the modem metropolis. This architec
tonic problem-of reconciling the old with the new
preoccupied Wagner throughout his career and was 
central to the Wagner School curriculum both in the 
early years of Wagner's master class, when Hubert 
Gessner was at the Academy (1894-1898), and in the 
later years When Schmid and Aichinger were students 
(1907-1910). 

The problems assigned to students in each of the 
three years of the program actually varied little in the 
nearly twenty years that Wagner taught at the Acad
emy {from 1894 to 1912).14 In the first year students 
were assigned projects similar to the first "task they 
will face when they enter into professional life, 
namely, [the design of) a simple Viennese apanment 
house [Wimer Mietshmll);' in order to give them a 
sound training in building and a full appreciation of 
the problems involved. 55 The students were forced to 
grapple with the need to combine dwelling and com
mercial space on urban blocks of different sizes and to 

respond to a variety of site conditions. 16 

The second year focused on the design of"a pub
lic building, with all its complicated interior planning 
and characteristic exterior organization.ots7 In the third 
year students were given "eJ:otic problems," design as

signments for imaginary buildings "that [they would) 
probably never encounter in (professional] life"-fan
tastic projects, usually conceived at equally fantastic 
scale, "for the training of the aspiring artist's imagina
tion," in order "to ensure that the divine spark of imag
ination that must always be alight in an architect 
become[s] a luminous Rame."11 

Like the Social Democrats' Gemei,ddmuten, 
therefore, the Wagner School design projects were 

generally large buildings with complex functions and 
urban site conditions. The problem in the design of 
such buildings, as Wagner expounded in Moderne Ar
thiteltttn; his apodictic instructional handbook on ar
chitectural practice first published in 1896, was 
compositionai.19 Though "there is no recipe for archi
tecrural composition," Wagner stated at the beginning 
of his chapter on the subject, there isceminlya meth
odology that can be prescribed. 'AAer the conception 
of the basic idea, it is proper to define the needs of the 
building program, to organize them simply and 
clearly, and thus to produce the skeleton of the work. 
This organization must coincide with the develop
ment of the floor plan, since the latter above all in
volves creating the clearest and simplest axial solution 
for a building by shifting the spaces and spatial fonns 
in an empirical way until a so-called academic plan, a 
building type, emerges .. (82). Later on Wagner states 
that "A simple, clear plan in most cases requires the 
symmetry of the work. In a symmetrical arrangement 
there is some measure of self-containment, complete
ness, balance; an impossibility of enlargement; even 
self-assurance ... Yet, "where the shape of the site, pur
pose, means, or reasons of utility in general make 
complia.?ce with symmetry impossible ... an asym
metrical solution [is) justified" (86). 

It is easy to relate the method prescribed here
beginning with the "expansive idea" (86) and proceed
ing through an analysis of program to a spatial organi
zation in which the symmetrical figure of the plan is 
empirically modified according to the particular de
mands of site, purpose, means, and utility-to the 
contained monumentality and skewed symmetries of 
Wagner's own buildings, such as the Landerbank of 
1882-1884 (figure 7.24) and the Neumann depart
ment store on the IGi.rntnerstrasse and Anker building 
on the Graben, both of 1895.10 It is a method of design 
that proceeds from a unified conception of the whole 
to a clear aniculation of relationships among parts; it 
encompasses not only the spaces inside the building 
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but also the spaces outside and around it. Wagner ex
plains, "More often than not the scale of composition 
must be extended to include the total picture that will 
emerge; then the architect has the surely welcome op
portunity to use his ability to influence and determine 
those things that will heighten the effect, prepare the 
view, create visual resting points, etc:' (83). 

Developed in plan, the building is visualized in 
perspective. "When composing,N he continues, "the 
architect has to place great importance on the effect of 
perspective; that is, he must organize the silhouette, 
the massing, the projections of the cornice, the distor
tions, the sculptural line of the profile and ornaments 
in such a way that they appear properly emphasized 
from a SINGLE VANTAGE POINT (Wagner's emphasis). 
This point will, of course, be that location where the 
work can be viewed most frequendy, most easily, and 
most naturally. Nearly all monuments show what great 
value their designers placed on this condition" (86). 

This was pan of what Wagner termed .. the strat
egy of architecture" (84)-the adjustment to site and 
control of vantage point, the relation between archi
tecture and artistic effects. Wagner depicted his own 
projected buildings in elaborate perspectiveS that not 

only conveyed the three-dimensional form of the 
buildings but also carefully situated them within the 
context of their urban sites (e.g., ligures 2.21 and 9.3). 
As we have seen, four such "strategic" representations, 
showing projected Stlldtbabn stations on four signifi
cant sites in and around the city center won Wagner 
the St11dtlmlm commission in 1894.61 

In Modtrne Arcbitektur Wagner elaborates further 
the signilicance of vantage point in the composition of 
urban buildings. In general, he notes, "Buildings on 
narrow streets ... must be profiled very differendy 
and present flatter ornaments and a more delica1:e 
structure than buildings on broad streets and squares, 
or those in which a disnnt effect is fitting" (87).41 But 
more often than not, the situation is more complex 
than this, particularly under current conditions in 
which "the demands of the unprecedented concentra
tion of people in large cities ..• account for a certain 
gnndness that often pervades modem worksN (83). 
Under such (modem) conditions, where both the 
spaces and buildings are large in scale, architecture 
must be "composed for two viewing distances. Many 
buildings with domes and towers, triumphal arches, 
and the like demonstrate this fact. With the exterior 
of such buildings, therefore, the aim was certainly two

fold: the facade with its details was to satisfy the per
son on the square or the street, while the high, richly 
silhouetted superstructure was either an integral part 
of a vethu:a or resonated harmoniously with the city
scape in order to become a characteristic landmark 
visible from afar" (87). In other words, because of the 
increased scale of spaces and buildings in the modem 
city, urban structures are generally seen from many 
vantage points, near and far. The implications for ar
chitectural composition are clear. If buildings are to 
function visually at two or more viewing distances 
within the city, they must (with these perspectives in 
mind) incorporate several scales in their design. 

In Wagner's own work thi!i intensely visual, per
ceptual understandin.r of composition, which accom-

I'·" o ........ ""''"'"'"l •rbanlr,graundplan,byOtta 
Wogn.r, 118l-1884.(Kcortz,. 
WiuamAnfolltdesXX. Jail. 
rfluntNrts, 11(1906): 360). 
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modnes the constantly shifting vantage point of the 

urban viewer, is carefully alculated. In the Postal Sav

ings Bank, his largest urban building (built between 

1904 and 1906, and 1910 and 1912), middle, near, and 

distant viewing points are meticulously considered. 

From across the Rings~sse (6gure 7.2S), the cen~l 

pavilion of the main faade is crowned by an enor
mously tall decorative superstructure, which gives it 

both a pronounced vertical emphasis and a powerful 

presence on the Ringstrasse. This superstructure is all 

but invisible from the square directly in front of the 

building (6gure 7 .26). From that point, however, the 

long lateral wings flanking the centtal pavilion are visi

ble, and the dominant impression is horizontal rather 

than vertical. This effect is reinforced by the chaMel

ing of the rusticated base at street level, a detail that is 

not visible from the more distant vantage point across 

7.25 OppwQ,~<~p:Pottol 
So-dngt Bonk, Ono WogMr 
orchlt-.ct, 1904-1906,1910-
19t2,seenffomocrontM 
Rlngwou.,photG19tO. 

7.26 PoltoiSawlngtBonk, 
tHnfromOr. l<orf. 
Luegorplolts,phml980. 

7.271Mt:Postol$oodng• 
8onk,COMOrof81bonttono 
ond RoHnburstnttrono, 
photi>1910. 

7.28 ~lefr: Aportm
blocki.,. .... UnQWI
.oMo,Otto~rordllt..:t, 
1191-1199,ptlotol9t7. 

7.29 l.lnh Wlomollo opart· 
m- blocks, seen hom tho 
comOfofl<&"..-gosse, 
photol997. 
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ZIN5HFIU5 'WIEN 'Ill' NEU5TIFT5 '40' 

the Ringstnsse. On the rear and side faades, which 

front onto narrow inner-city sueets, the dominant ho

rizontality is more emphatic: the surfaces are tauter 

and Aatter, the detailing more resuained, its eff«tS 

concentnted at street level. Only at the comers (6gure 

7 .27), where more distant views present themselves, is 

the eye led upwml to the decorated projecting cor
nice line. 

Wagner's less monumental buildings, particularly 

his apartment blocks of the 1890s and early 1900s, 

show a similar engagement with both the spatial and 

temporal contingencies of their urban sites. The 

aparonent blocks on the Linke Wienzeile and KOst

lergasse (IV) of 1898-1899, for example, are con

tained discrete apartment blocks when viewed from 

across the low stalls of the open market (the Nasch
markt) in the middle of the Wienzeile (6gure 7 .28). 

The one visible facade of the midblock Majolica 

House is gathered together under a low hipped roof. 

KOstJergasse 3 is also contained latenlly, in this case 

between giant ornamental pilasters. At the comer 

(6gure 7 .29), where the building is visible from a great 
distance, the pro61e becomes more active and the sur

faces more plastic. At close range both buildings rigor

ously mainHin a pedestrian scale, and their surfaces 
dissolve into a transparent wall of shop windows at 

street level along the Wienzeile. The continuous gla~

ing stops at the corner of the KOst1ergasse, a second

ary, less heavily tnfficked st:reet than the Wienzeile, 

where business is most1y IOCilll and conducted in small 

shops and workshops. Here the more modest scale of 

trade is accommodated by modestJy scaled doors and 

shop windows. The same pragmatism that imparts 

such clarity to the faades of the buildings also makes 

the disposition of their intemal spaces-shops below, 

four Aoors of apartments above, served by elevators 

and therefore equiV11ent in scale and status-dearly 

legible from the street." 

In one of his last apartment blocks of 1909, on the 

corner of Neustihgasse and DOblergasse (Vll), this 
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legibility becomes explicit as Wagner litenlly in
scribes the internal organization and topographical 

significance of the building on its facades (figure 7.30). 

Along the street fronts commercial and pri~te wnes 
are demarcated by horizontt~l bands of black glazed 

tiles set into the rendered cement walls at mezzanine 

level. The four apartment stories above this line are 

themselves bound together by a narrow dotted outline 

of black glaud tiles. Aside from the boldly projecting 

coffered cornice, omamenr.~l effects are concenttated 

at street level, where, as Adolf Loos observed, "archi

tecrure has to strike its greatest chord" since "modern 

man, who hurries through the streets, sees only that 
which is at his eye level."94 Bot Wagner in this building 

made a further concession to the busy urbanite, who, 

it would seem, is envisioned traveling by automobile 

or streetcar along the Neostiftgasse. High op on the 

facade, in letters and numbers large enough to be read 

from a disr.~nce and while moving at considerable 

speed, Wagner inscribed his building with its street 

address: "Neustiftgasse 40." He thereby not only ac

knowledged the temponl dimension of spatial percep

tion in the dry bot also introdoce4 a new dimension 

to the notion of legibiliry, whereby the urban building 

1
7.JI .... rlol¥1ewof$10<ft. I 
IHth~tatatlon,JOMf. 

1t&tt.nt<o-(Gort•llnl•), 
photo 1994. 
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functions as a sign, marldng its own loe2tion and that 
of the viewer precisely on the street map of the city. 
The city and its cartographic representation thus 
merge, making explicit one of Wagner's fundamental 
tenets: the architect who builds in the city participates 
in its interpretation. To build is to represent and 
through representation to remake, to combine the dy
namics of history and type with the &cts of modem 
life. 

The work of Wagner's that most clearly demon
strates t:IUs position, and at the same time also exhibits 
the urban qualities that distinguish the Gtmthldelmutrn 
of Gessner as well as those of Schmid and Aichinger, 
is the Stttdtlmhn. Considered brieRy in chapter 2, this 
wu a project that occupied Wagner and his office-in 
which many of his students, including Huben Gess
ner, were for V11rying periods of time employed-for 
more than eight years. An enormously complex under
taldng, the St11dthnlm program called for the integra
tion of the mettopolitan railway system with the new 
ring road (Gtlrtelstrasse) and regulated waterways run
ning through the city. Its consuuction involved the in
senion of thirty-six metropolitan stations, as well as 
viaducts, tunnels, bridges, embankments, and other 
large-scale structures throughout much of Vienna. 
One of the Lueger administration's major moderniza
tion projects of the 1890s, it provided Vienna with its 
first mu"n.icipal railway and regulated waterway system. 

The Stlllltlmlm stations, though unrelated pro
grammatically to the Gtmtindelmutrn, are closely re
lated in tenns of the urban architectural problem they 
presented. Like the Gemtindtlmutm, the Stadtbalm was 
an architectural program that involved the insertion 
and integration of a great number of large, socially sig
nificant new structures into the existing fabric of the 
city. The railway buildings, like the socialist housing 
blocks, were new building types with significant urban 
organizational functions. The design problem in each 
case was to create a repeatable type for a group of 
buildings that were related by purpose but often dif
fered significandy in their specific architectural pro-

gram, their size, and the historical and topographical 
conditions of their sites. 

The Stadtlmlm stations configure the city as a 
complex spatial network where movement is constant 
and conceived in three dimensions. The proportions 
and tectonics or the structures simultaneously anchor 
the Stlldtbnbn in place and detach it from the tradition
ally conceived spaces around it (figure 7.31). The 
monumental, classicizing masonry buildings, viaducts, 
and bridges architectonically echo the proponions and 
scale of the buildings around them, thereby rooting 
each structure to the panicular context of its immedi
ate site. Yet each structure is also penetrated, and 
linked to the next, by a tensile filigree of iron railings, 
canopied galleries, and railway tracks that threads 
through the city-sometimes ~hove, sometimes be
low, sometimes at grade-linldng stations, viaducts, 
and tunnels into one continuous structure conceived 
atthescaleofthecityitself. 

The St11dtbahn thus relates to the city at both local 
and metropolitan scales. The stations, which link city 
and railway, mediate the passage from street to train, 
as well as the transition from pedestrian to metropoli
tan pace and scale. Vertically they bridge the distance 
between elevated viaduct or underground tunnel and 
ground level. Often sited at the intersection of major 
traffic routes, as for example along the GUnelstrasse 
or Danube Canal, they both connect and mark the 
points of overlap between old and new systems and 
patterns of circulation in the city (figures 7.32 and 
7.33). 

The metropolitan railway system also transfom1s 
existing spatial relationships. While retaining the un
derlying structure of the historical space of Vienna, 
the Stadtlnllm superimposes a new scale and order 
upon that structure to recast it in the metropolitan im
age of the train itself. Places separated by great dis
tances are brought into contact, while others that are 
geographically proximate become estranged because 
of the absence or direct railway connections betWeen 
them. Locally, however, the individual station build-
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7.32 Sladfbolln ttG"on, 
w.JhrlngertiiGIJeOIInt.fMc• 
tlotloiGo'"londWahrlngu
tl'nlu.,tt.owlnglnt.,ro· 
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car,andolovotodtGIIwoy 
Unot,photo 1926. 
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ings and Viaducts reinforce the existing scale and pat

terns of their surroundings and mediate the passage 

between ciry and railway, local and metropolitan scale. 

Inscribed with street and district names, these struc

tures function as an elaborate system of signage 

throughout Vienna, marking points of intersection 

and interweaving old fabric and new. According to 

Wagner's paradigm, therefore, the Stadtbahn reinter

prets the city, connecting past and present to shape the 

historic moment. 

Like the Stndthilhn, the two Gnmindtbntlttll we 

have looked at so far, in particular the Fuchscnfeldhof, 

also function at both metropolitan and local scale. 

Contained, monumental, and symmetrical in its mass:,a 

ing, the Fuchsenfeldhof, for example, has a public,' 
civic presence that dominates the park and streets 

around it. But this larger scale and monumental pres; 
ence are predicated on distant viewing from Wagner's' 

prescribed "single vant2ge point." Viewed from close 

by, or as one moves around and through the building,. 

the monumental presence recedes and the facades~ 
with their distinctive fenestration and vertical propor~ 

tions, become a register of the proletarian dwellings• 
and communiry life contained within. At d ose vie~-~ 
ing, therefore, it is the local scale of dwelling place and 

daily life that dominates. .,; 
This shifting back and forth between near and~ 

distant viewing points, between a perception of the 
building in its entirety from a stationary vantage point; 
and in itsdct2ils from a moving vantage point, and the~ 

double register of metropolitan and local presence im

part what Wagner described in one of the most evoca-,. 

tive passages in Modm1t A rchittltttlT as a "sensuous 
intensity" to the Fuchsenfcldhof. . 
One of the attributes peculiar to human perception is that in 

examining any work of art the eye seeks a point of rest or 

concentration; othenvi:re a painful uncertainty or aesthetic 

uneasiness occurs. 'Ibis will always prompt the architect to

design a focal point where the rays of attention combine or 

organize themselves. . . An important human characteristic , 

having an ev.:n suonger influence on the architccrural com

position is the need and desire to intensify sensuous effects. 

When the~e are gratified, a higher contentment is achieved . ., 

The sensuous apprehension of the impression made by 

a great monumenral design, for example, can perhaps be ex

plained in the rollowing way. First the general image is indis

tincdy grasped, and only some moments later the eye and 

impression slowly concentrate on a point, during which time 

the silhouette, distribut ion of color patches, border, and total 

urangement continue to have an effect. 

The resting of the eye:. has occurred. 
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Only then does the need appear to apprehend the effect 

of the individual para and details by constar.dy shifting the 

viewpoint. 
The satisfaction of such human demands through artis-

tic creation is to be counted among the most difficult tasks 

of architecture .... The laws according to which such tasks 

are to be solved fonn an integral part of the main idea of the 

composition and frequendy act like a revelation to the cre

ator of such works. They are, as it were, the counte1p0int of 

architecrure.(B7-B8) 

This passage, so evidendy infonned by tum-of
the-century German aesthetic theories regarding the 
perception offonn, is clearly indebted to Adolf Hilde
brand's distinction (in Das Problnn tier Form in tier hil
tirntien Kmut (1893)) between "visual" and "kines
thetic" perception; the former occurs when the eye is 
stationary and takes in an object from a distant vantage 
point; the latter, a "near view," occurs when the eye is 
forced into motion in order to grasp the object in its 
entirety.61 But Wagner seems to combine Hildebrand's 
essentially optical understanding of perception with 
Augun Schmarsow's exacdy contemporary phenome
nological, empathetic conception of kinesthesis, ac
cording to which perception of the particularly 
architectural attribute of RAumgutaltung (spatial form
ing) involves the body as well as the eye in the percep
tual process.66 For Wagner (as for Schmarsow), it is 
not only the eye but the "viewpoint" that shifts, the 
body that "perceives" architectonic fonn as it moves 
through constructed space. In Motlernr Ar-chitrlttur, 
therefore, it would seem that Wagner has assimilated 
the perceptual theories of Hildebrand and Schmarsow 
to the broad spatial matrix of the city, transforming 
these theoretical conceptions of the way in which ob
jects are perceived simultaneously as wholes and as 
fragments, as 6gure and ground, in tenns of "point" 
and "counterpoint," into a theory of architectural 
composition in the city. 

This was a formal dialectic upon which a design 
method could be based. The "sensuous effects,. of this 
perceptual, intensely visual conception of architec
tural composition are the plurivalency. complex mul
tiple codings, and shifting identity of the Gemri'IJ
tirlnmtm observed earlier. It is a formal dialectic in 
which the relationship between point and counter
point can be easily translated into an architecture of 
social relations between collective and individual, city 
and dwelling. And it is thus that the Fuchsenfeldhof 
reveals its social contents (dialectically) through care
fully calibrated shifts between point and counterpoint. 

Though over the next ten years the 400 GmlrirJtlr

INmtm built by the municipality of Red Vienna were 
individually and eclectically shaped by more than 190 
architects and by the conditions of each site and build
ing program, the relationships of scale and organiza
tion integral to the type remained constant. Like the 
iron tracks and railings that had literally bound to
gether Wagner's St11dtllllhn stations, viaducts, and 
bridges a generation before, the distinctive propor
tions and spatial hierarchies of the Gemrintk!Nmten
as well as their standard window sizes, and the inscrip
tions printed in bold red letters on their facades: 
"Erbaut von der Gemeinde Wien in den Jahren 
... " (Built by the municipality ofVienna in the years 
... )-were a continuous thread that bound each 
building to the Social Democrats' political purposes, 
identifying it as part of a larger architectural program 
that encompassed the entire city of Vienna. 

As we will see in the next chapter, the relationship 
between that program and the city establishes a dialec
tic at the level of the city plan between building and 
city, between the old spatial order of the nineteenth
century Rrgulienmgspltm (development plan) and the 
new spatial order of the socialist Gemrimlrbtmtm-a 

dialectic that destabilizes while seeming to reinforce 
the old and that posits a new order of relationships 
among public and private space, identity, and owner
ship of the urban terrain. 

2.4812.49 







By the time the Fuchsenfeldhof was nearing completion, the Social Democrats' first five-year building program 

was well underway. More than fifty private architects had been hired, and in 1924 construction began simultane. 

ously on more than forty sites throughout Vienna. The commencement of large-scale building operations also 

marked the beginning of a new planning strategy. The new building sites, though located {as before) in relatively 

dense urban areas, were to be larger than hitherto, and the blocks themselves were to be bigger, comprising only 

"large building groups." Each was to contain as many dwelling units as possible, while still adhering to the Social 

Democrats' guidelines regarding density, organiution, and program.• 

The new buildings were also to be brought "into courtyards in the interior." Often, however, a few Iars 

line with existing and projected building as specified had already been built upon. In such cases, "it was sel· 

in the city's Gmmrlrtgulimmgrp/tm" {general develop- dom possible to find a solution using the simple sys--

ment plan) of 189].1 This was a complicated process tern of perimeter block consttuction. The existence of 

requiring reciprocal adjustment: buildings in the interior of the built up Iars required 

a planning strategy (known as) Lilckenverbau1111g [infill 

It was necessary on the one hand to align the new building building) ..•. In such cases it was necessary to deploy 

projects with the general development plan, and on the other the building masses in a way that would mask the fire· 

to modify the Gtnmlrtgulirrungrplnn itself to accommodate walls and airshafts of the old buildings, and at the same 

new traffic: and ttansponation requirements, new town plan- time yield a satisfactory garden/courtyard solution."5 

ning concepts, as well as the very particular building sran· A third site condition offered considerably greater 

dards [imposed by the municipality] for the new municipal possibilities. "Where the municipality owned several 

housing blocks. The result was a profusion of novel, and adjacent city blocks, the intervening sntets could be 

sometimes difficult [0 master, problems. Often the existing closed to vehicular traffic, circulation redirected, and 

configuration of city blocks and building lou, based on the the blocks linked in such a way that a large building 
speculative system (under which the development plan itself complex [Grosnvo.bnnn/agt>) spanning two or more city 

was originally drawn up), and the new building standards blocks could be accommodated:' In such cases "it was 

were incompatible! possible, despite the constraints of the existing street 
plan, to break free of the usual pattern of develop-

The prob~em was thus an urban one: to reconcile the ment, and to give the architect free rein; an opportu· 

programmatic and spatial requirements of the new nity previously only afforded by monumental, public 

structures with the existing development plan; to con· 

travene without violating the legal building code. The 

new buildings therefore established a dialectic be
tween the old spatial order of the city plan and the new 

order of the Gnnrintlelmutm. ~ 

SITE CONDmONS According to city officials, there 

were four typical site conditions with which architects 

commissioned in 1924 had to contend. The first was 

"a complete city block •.. bordered on all sides by ex

isting streets. As a rule the type which emerged was a 

simple perimeter block [RimdverbauungJ with spacious 

building commissions in Vienna."' 

A fourth condition existed only in the so·called 

expansion zone, on the periphery of the city, where it 

was not necessary to consider the prescriptions of du: 

development plan. Here, aside from .,taking into ac

count major traffic routes, zoning restrictions regard

ing building height, and elastic guidelines regarding 

building type, designers had a free hand" to design 

entire landscaped .,residential quarters" (Wobnvirrul). 

Often, "in order to explore all possibilities, commis-

sions for many of these larger planning projects were 
awarded by competition . ..., 
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Each sire-dependent solution to the problem of 
reconciling new building standards with the existing 
Rrgnlitrtmgrp/tm implied a different relationship be
tween building and city.' When we examine these vari
ous solutions, the spatial politics of those relationships 
and the organizing function of the Gmuim/elnmml 
l:hemselves become clear. 

THE PERIMETER BLOCK: BUILDING AGAINST THE 
CODE In terms of its building footprint, the perime
ter block remains firmly contained within the city 
plan, but (as city officials also noted) it allows the ar
chitect considerable "freedom in the development of 
the plan.'"" Indeed, the problem of accommodating as 
many units as possible on the site, while maintaining 
the low density, stack organization, and courtyard ac

cess specified in the building office guidelines, was re
solved in a variety of ways. 

One of the most coherent groups of large Gmuin
tlebarnm was built alongside Hubert Gessner's original 
Gemeindebtm, the Metzleinstalerhof, on the Margar
etengOrtel. This area (see map, figure 6.1, sections 
DE-3 and 4), where the Giirtelstrasse, following the 
line of the old Linienwall, curved southeast around the 
district of Margareten, had early on been targeted by 
the socialists for large-scale development.1a Demoli
tion of the outer defense line in the 1890s had freed 
large expanses of open land for development. The area 
had been regulated, and street and building line plans 
drawn up. But the blocks had not yet been parceled 
into building lots. Indeed, much of the land that had 
previously abutted the inside Mil of the old defense 
line was still agricultural and had been used during 
World War I for allotment gardening. 

The core of the MargaretengOrtel development, 
the work of Hoben Gessner and the firm of Schmid 
and Aichinger, was built between 1924 and 1927.u 
The first building to follow the Metzleinstalerhof on 
the site was Hubert Gessner's Reumannhof, built in 
1924. It was named after the first mayor of Red Vi-

enna, jacob Reumann (who had retired in 1923), and 
was intended to be the centerpiece of the new 
development. u 

One of the largest Gemeindehtmtm to date, the 
Reumannhof comprised 485 apartments, 22 stores, a 
child-care center and kindergarten, several meeting 
rooms, and central laundry facility; it occupied 6,603 
square meters on the Margaretengfirtel just north of 
the Metzleinstalerhof.u Gessner's original design 
(figure 8.1) was unusual and became immediately con
troversial. SpaMing two blocks. it had at its center a 
twelve-story tower set back from the street and 
flanked by two six-story perimeter blocks enclosing 
courtyards. The tower, Gessner explained, was to be 
40 meters tall, "approximately ... twice the height of 
a contemporary Viennese apartment building."14 Its 
base was to cover an area of 550 square meters and to 
contain six three-room apartments on each floor, for a 
total of seventy-two apartments in all. Heralded as 
"the first skyscraper in Vienna," Gessner's Reumann
hof design sparked furious public debate regarding the 
appropriateness of high-rise housing, and tall "sky
scraper'" construction for any purpose, in Vienna.11 

The general consensus among professionals and non
professionals was that Vienna did not need skyscrap
ers. Unlike the island of Manhattan, the argument 
went, VieMa was neither congested nor circum
scribed in area. There was still plenty of building land 
available outside the old city center; and even in the 
center there were many single-story buildings with 
large courtyards in the inner districts that had survived 
since the eighteenth century, offering possibilities for 
development. High-rise housing, particularly in the 
absence of elevators (which were not provided in the 
ReumaMhof rower, though space was provided for 
them to be added later-once the city could afford to 
install and run them), was considered to be not merely 
an inconvenience but an imposition on the inhabitants 
of such buildings.16 
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Gessner offered a contextual defense of his de

sign. The building was not a skyscraper at all, he 

claimed. ''Just because a building has six more stories 

than another isn't cause for designating it a sky

scraper," he wrote. 17 Its height was in fact a function of 

its site and was calculated, he argued, according to the 

width of the street onto which it faced. The street in 

this case, the Gi.inelstrasse, was not only extremely 

wide but also had a large public park on the other side, 

so that the Reumannhof fronted onto an open area ap
proximately t 20 meters across.•• The site was there

fore appropriate, even particularly well-chosen, for a 

building of exttaordinary height. 

But Gessner's design was in fact less a response to 

site than to d~elopments outside Vienna .. and to the 
search that engaged Europeans as it did Americans in 

the 1920s for a new scale and system of building in the 

metropolis. Aher World War I, European enthusiasm 

for the skyscraper was newly associated with the idea 

of the "specialist city" or business core of the mod

em metropolis.•• In German-speaking countries, a 

number of well-publicized competitions-Berlin 

Friedrichstrasse (1921), and Hamburg Messehaus 

(1924-1925), as well as the international competition 

for the Chicago Tribune building, which attracted 

thirty seven German entries (1922)-focused atten

tion on the tall building as both a new office type and 
Jtn Jt"hitf'_rtnnir er.lurinn tn innoOr-rirv rnnuMtinn_lO 

In Vienna, two other highly publicized projects 

for skyscrapers on prominent sites were under consid

eration in 1924. The llrst was a twenty-four-story of

flee building on the grounds of the Rossauerkaserne, 
adjacent to the Danube Canal on the Ringstrasse. The 

second, a proposal of Leopold Bauer, was for a twenty

five-story office building on the site of the old 

Naschmarkt adjacent to the Karlsplatz.11 Like the 

German competitions, they were for office buildings 

only and did not include housing or any other residen

tial component. Neither did the slightly earlier (1922), 

and likewise unrealiz.ed, design by Adolf Loos for a 

multifunctional high-rise complex, intended to be a 

cultural "forum" with theater, restaurant, cafe, hotel, 

and other recreational facilities grouped around open 

courtyards, sited on the grounds of the former Palais 
Modena (later the Modenapark) in district m.u 

The international discourse regarding the sky

scraper as a modernizing instrument of urban land re

form in the 1920s culminated in Raymond Hood's 

proposal, ''A City under a Single Roof," published in 

1929 (just before the stockmarket crash) in Tbt Nation's 
Bruintss. :• In that article Hood suggested gathering to

gether commercial, residential, cultunl, and profes

sional premises in large multiform complexes, each 
occupying several city blocks. Such microcities "under 

a single roof'' would solve transportation problems in 

metropolitan centers by eliminating commuter traffic, 

thus reintegrating urban functions and civic life. 

European Social Democrats-and, it seems, 

Viennese building authorities in particular-were fa

vorably inclined towards the new American mega

structures, not so much to solve traffic problems in the 

city as to provide an integrative model of urban social 

and infrastructural organization. It is not without sig

nificance that Fnmt. Musil, before he bea~ome director 

of the Vienna Stadtbauamt in 1925, traveled to the 

United States "to study the spirit of world citizenship 

in its living workshop" in Boston, New York, and 
nthf'r m:llinr ~iriec< . "This kinrl nf Amerir:llnism_" wrote 
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the Viennese critic Max Eisler, who interviewed Musil 

for the German journal Modrrne Bauformen in 1925, 

"can only have a positive impact on the mature devel

opment of Viennese building."H 

Not only building officials but also architects in 

Vienna evinced an interest in the synthetic fonns of 

American urbanism in the 1920s. Gessner himself sug

gested that "in a metropolis •.• dwelling (or residen

tial, floors) should only really begin on the fourth or 

lifth Aoor above ground since at that level big-city 

dwellers are offered what they so urgently need: sun 

and fresh air. If church spires and cupolas tower over 

the sea of inner-city buildings, why should not dwell

ing and office towers be admissible, so long as they do 

not deprive their neighbors of light and air? Once the 

lirst tall building [Hoehhau.r) is built in Vienna, its ad

vantages will be grasped. For Vienna a new era will 

begin, as it did when the old city wtlls came down."15 

Here Gessner wts echoing arguments put forward a 

few years earlier by the Gennan architect and advo

cate of high-rise housing Bruno MOhring, who in 

1921 suggested placing residential towers in land

scaped park.s.16 But the image evoked by Gessner-of 

tall buildings with a business base and residential su

perstructure-can be related more directly to August 

Perret's similarly organized ''Avenue of residential 

towers," published in L'lllustnttion in 1922; it was part 

of a theoretical project, "Tower Cities," which occu

pied Perret and Charles Lambert, an architect in his 

office, in the early 1920s.17 Certainly, the towered 

housing block that integrated work and living space in 

the city was part of the socialist conception of the 
modern metropolis, figuring in Neurath's "Stidtebau 

und Proletariat" as well as Ludwig Hilberseimer's 

"Hochhaus Stadt" (high-rise city), developed in the 
same year as Gessner proposed his Hochhmu scheme 

for the Reumannhof.18 

And despite the controversy over the height of the 
Reumannhof tower, it appears that the Social Demo

crats endorsed Gessner's scheme. "Until now such 

projects were not feasible," Der Tag reported in Janu

ary 1924, "because they violated the regular building 

code. The current city administration, however, taking 

into account the housing crisis and prevailing condi

tions has reserved the right to approve such projects if 

they meet with general approbation and can be archi

tectonically integrated into their sites. Thus the exe

cution of this project has been approved by the city, 

and is moving ahead."19 But the municipality subse

quently withdrew its support. Franz Siegel announced 

on 10 january that ''The project of architect Gessner, 

like a whole range of other skyscraper projects, •.. is 

not being considered; we will in this year ... build a 

large [housing) complex on the Margaretengilrtel, but 

it will not be over normal height."JO Gessner was 

forced to redesign the Reumannhof, reducing the 

tower to six stories of apartments capped by two 

"penthouse" Aoors of artists' ateliers with terraces and 

balconies. The new· design was presented to the city 

council and approved on 30 May 1924. Construction 

began two weeks later.J• 

Even with the tower reduced to eight stories, 

Gessner's executed design (figure 8.2) wts scaled to the 
larger context of its site.J1 The 180-meter-long facade 

fronting onto the MargaretengUrtel dominated not 

only the boulevard but also the 20,400 square meter 

Haydn Park beyond it. This was one of the Social 

Democrats' largest new public gardens, designed in 

1925 by Josef Joachim Mayer; it wts located on the 
site of the former Hundsturmer Cemetery, where the 

composer josef Haydn (after whom the new park was 

named) had at one time been buried.n At the northern 

end of the park was a playing lield of approximately 

6,000 square meters for outdoor sports and gymnas

tics. The remainder of the park was furnished with 

benches, paths, playgrounds, changing rooms, public 

toilets, and a milk bar. 

The revised Reumannhof design resembles an

other popular multifunctional American building type 

that had gained currency in Europe before World War "'"" 
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I; the grand hotel, open to the street and furnished 
with a wide range of social and physical amenities.14 

But the baroque composition of the new scheme (fig

ure 8.3} is also 611ed with cultural memory and local 

associations. The large central pavilion and the fore

court with flanking wings and side courts, as well as 

the palette of the ReumaMhof's red and yellow stucco 

facades (set plates 2 and l), recall Vienna's eighteenth

century garden palaces-including SchOnbruM, just a 

few miles west of the Reumannhof itself. But, as was 
so often the case in Red Vienna. the historical and 

typological reference is evoked only to be subverted 

by its new context. Unlike the seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century garden palaces of baroque Vienna, 

including the Pal a is Belvedere and Schwanenberg (see 

Wieden district IV, 6gure 2.4, sections 1-9 and 1-10), 

which are close to the cicy center and extend the order 

of the internal spaces across vast gardens that unfold 

behind them, the Reumannhof has neither landscape 

nor gardens but rather the untidy proletarian district 

of Margareten stretching out behind jt (6gure 8.4). Yet 

the Reumannhof does oroiect forward and. like the 

8.2 Oppotifo; Reumonnhof 
e~c•osJHoydnPotlt,G.1-• 
GO'Ch'*",Jf24-J925,ph
CO. J92$, 

8.3 Roumonnhof, gf'OWMI. 
ondflnt-floorplol>t 1924. 
(81Hn ... ~~(lt26), 
l :n. 
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buildings on the R.ingsmasse, is oriented toward the 

grand boulewrd in front of it (figures 8.5 , 8.6, and 

plate 4). Gessner's accomplishment in the Reumann

hof is to combine this larger presence with a local 

presence, provided by shops, cafes, clinics, park spaces 

with benches, and trellises along the street, that are 

scaled to the pedestrian and the daily life of the 

district. 
The ReumaMhof is the defining monument of 

the Margaretengilnel development, wh..ich was soon 

dubbed the "R.ingstrasse of the Proletariat" (figure 

8. 7). But unlike its namesake, the Proletarian R.ing

stnsse did not demarcate a boundary; it served instead 

to link together districts that had been sepaHted by 
a wall and fosse for more than two centuries. These 

connections were reinforced by the three large Gtm
tindtbamm designed by Heinrich Schmid and Her

mann Aichinger, built alongside the Reumannhof and 

Metzleinstalerhof between 1925 and 1927 (figure 8.8). 

The first two, the Herweghhof and the Julius

Popphof, front onto the Margtretengilrtel.u Con
ceived as a pair, the facades facing the boulevard mir

ror each other in terms of massing and ordonnance, 

even though the Popphof, with 400 apartments, is 

almost twice the size of the Herweghhof. Inside, 

however, the courtyards of the two buildings are 

1
8.6 R.umonnhof,lllftt I 
IGcodeolongMo~n· 

gOote~ photoc.o. 1925. 
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remarkably diff~r~nt. Since both were built on th~ ~s

carpment of the old Linienwall, they had to accommo

date dramatic shifts in grade. In the Herweghhof 

(figure 8.9), this is done by means of broad terraces 

linked by a central T-shaped staircase with Ranking 

pergolas that gives the courtyard space the quality of a 

Renaissance palace courtyard, reinforced by the con

crete pilasters and imbricated columns that Aank the 

SiebenbruMenfeldgasse entrance inside the court

yard. By contrast, the Popphof courtyard spaces are 

tall and narrow (figure 8.10), intricately woven around 

an internal block that bisects the courtyard and medi

ates the dramatic drop in grade from the Margareten

gilrtel to the Siebenbrunnenfeldgasse. The feeling of 

the spaces, reinforced by the jagged profile of the 

stepped gable ends along the Einsiedlergasse, evokes 
the town square of a medieval hillside village rather 

than the terraced garden of a Renaissance palace. 

Begun somewhat later, the Maneonihof can be 
understood as a response to the urban conditions ere-

ated by the two earlier blocks. Set back from the 

Margaretengtirtel, it provides a link between the new 

edge and the old interior of Margareten. Correspond

ingly the Maneonihof has two entrance fronts; one 

facing a narrow park between the Herweghhof and 

Popphof (figure 8.11), the other straddling the Fendi

gasse, which at the time was a significant access route 

connecting the area ouuide the Gilrtelstrasse to the 

interior of Margareten. This is the principal entrance 

front of the Matteottihof(figure 8.12), a monumenul 

gateway that functions as the enttyway into iu court

yard and the district behind it. The pani is not unusual 

in itself. Bruno MOhring, for example, published a se

ries of designs in I 921 for monumenul buildings 

bridging streets, which he proposed for various sites 

in Berlin." Magazines of the I 920s are filled with de

signs for megasttuctures straddling city streets, few of 

which were actually built.' 7 But the significance of 

Schmid and Aichinger's monumental entrance piece 

on the Maneonihof is that it does double duty as 
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courtyard entry and city goneway; it provides access to 

both the interior of the Hof and the public space of the 

district behind it, merging city street and Gnmh1dr· 
bnu courtyard. 

Collectively, the Herweghhof, julius-Popphof, 

and Matteottihof perform several urban operations. 

Exploiting the irregular topography o( the site and eK· 

isting street patterns, they bind together and mediate 

the passage between the broad "Ringstrasse of the 

Proletariat" and the old (abric o( Margareten, creating 

a spatial environment that is both intimate and grand. 
Every transition from open to enclosed space, (rom 

terrace to street, (rom courtyard to enttyway is care· 
fully considered; mediated by coMecting stairs and 

views (figures 8.13 and 8.14), facilitated by inscrip

tions, lamps, illuminated signs, and other markers of 

place embedded in the fabric o( the buildings them· 

selves. The effect, described by a contemporary ob

server, is "an odd air o( invitation .. . (that) compels 

the stranger to wander through the courtyards, and 

under archways: uneKpected . .. lights and shadows 

beckon him on:' and almost imperceptably merge the 
spatial order of the historic city with that of the new 

socialist Gnntindtbnu. '' 
Between 1927 and 19)2 the "Ringstnsse o( the 

Proletariat" extended northward along the Margar

etengtirtel (figures 8.15 and 8.16). During these years 
other Gmu;,ldtbtmtm were built on both sides o( the 

Giinelstrasse, as well as schools, a bus depot, and an 

employment office. 19 lndividually, each new Gmuindt 

bnu performed the same sociospatial function o( open

ing the interior space o( the city block on which it was 

built by means of one or more open courtyards, em

bedding the municipality's new public facilities in the 

courtyard space, and connecting the new communal 

space to the public space o( the street. In each case, the 

existing spatial grid o( the city remained intact, but the 

way in which the spaces in that grid were apponioned 

and used was radically different (rom before. Together, 

the Gtmtindtbnutm that constiruted the Ringstrasse of 
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the Proletariat alloctted not only private but also pub
lic living space to a social class that had previously had 
access to neither. Often the allocation of public space 
was achieved by careful siting, by disposing the masses 
of the new buildings so that they enclosed or otherwise 
forged connections to existing squares, parks, and 
streets around them. Though they left the underlying 
spatial organization of the city essentially unchanged, 
by their presence they changed its signifiance. 

Karl Ehn and the Logic of'I)rpe No architect con
ceived the transfonnational potential of the Gmuindt

bnu as an urban building typology delimited by the 
city plan more clearly than Karl Ehn. Best known as 
the architect of the Karl-Marx-Hof, Karl Edmund 
Ehn (1884-1959), along with fellow Wagner students 
Hubert Gessner and Schmid and Aichingcr, played a 
central role in the Social Democrats' building 
program. 

Thirteen years younger than Gessner and a year 
older than Schmid and Aichinger, Ehn completed the 
three-year course of Wagner's master class just before 
Schmid and Aichinger entered the school in 1907. -to 

After graduating, Ehn worked briefly as site architect 
(BIIuleiter) for the firm of Badstieber &: Reiner and 
then as project architect for the Sloven ian Max Fabiani 
(1865-1962), one of Wagner's best-known early assis
ttnts, who worked in Wagner's office from 1894 to 

1898. Around 1900 Fabiani had designed several im
portant apartment buildings in Vienna, with glazed 
commercial space below and tile-faced apamnent 
floors above (including Ponois &: Fix, 1899-1900; see 
figure 9.2), which advanced the direction of Wagner's 
famous apartment buildings of the 1890s on the 
Wienzcile. Later (1905-1914) Fabiani wts architec
rural advisor to Fran:r. Ferdinand, heir to the Habsburg 
throne, and built throughout the empire in Slovenia, 
Trieste, Gori:r.ia, and Vienna. Fabiani wts working on 
one of his most famous prewar Viennese buildings, the 
neobarocue Urania Cultural Center (1905-1909). 

while Ehn was in the office.41 In 1908 Ehn left Fabiani 
for the Vienna Stacltbauamt, where he remained until 
his retirement in 1949. 

As a person Ehn has remained enigmatic. The son 
of a joiner or cabinetmaker (7iscb/u), he appears to 

have been the perfect civil servant, rising steadily 
within the ranks of the Stacltbauamt. In 1927, the year 
after he received the commission to design the Karl
Man:-Hof, Ehn was promoted to Ober-St•Jtlnnmzt (se
nior architect).42 In 1950, following his retirement, he 
received the honorary tide Stnlltmlt (senator). Evi
dently proud of his academic qualifications, Ehn 
signed his drawings "Karl Ehn, Alcademischer Archi
tekt" (academic architect), something that fellow \Mig
ncr students Gessner, Schmid, and Aichinger never 
did. By his own account (given in 1959), Ehn belonged 
to the Social Democratic party brieRy from 1927 to 
1929; but otherwise he remained politically unaffilia
ted throughout his long career. Yet as a city employee 
who began service in the empire, who achieved profes
sional recognition and acclaim for his work in the ser
vice of Red Vienna in the 1920s and early 1930s, who 
continued to work through the 1930s and 1940s dur
ing the Austro-fascist Doll fuss and Schuschnigg years, 
on through the anschluss with Na:r.i Germany. World 
War II, and into the Allied occupation of Austria after 
the wtr-without loss of starus-Ehn would appear to 

have been able to please many masters. Ehn's personal 
affiliations arc unknown; he never married and ap
pears to have lived by himself, latterly in district XIX 
not far from the Karl-Man:-Hof. 

Ehris second large Gemeinddtm, the Bebelhof of 
1925-1926, is an archetypal perimeter block (figure 
8.17; see also map, figure 8.16, section A-3 and 4).n 
Built around the circumference of a trapezoidal city 
block, it contained 301 apartments, eighteen shops or 
other commercial premises, five ateliers or workshops, 
a large meeting hall, a tuberculosis clinic, a youth-care 
facility, a playground, and a wt~ing pool. All these 
facilities were accommodated with absolute claritv "''"' 
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and conrrol: the shops on the street at the base of the 

main facade; the re.~idential zone above, set back from 
the street and separated from the public zone by a bal
cony extending the entire length of the facade (figure 
8.18); and the two zones pulled together into a monu

mentally conceived street frontage where battered py
lons and cylindrical projecting bays topped by flag 

poles flank the entrance and seven-story towers con
tain the corners. Except for the clinic on the northeast 
corner, which has its own entnmce on the Langenfeld-

gassc, the Bebelhof is entered from a single cntryway 

at the center of the Steinbauergasse.++ 
The courtyard (figure 8.19), which occupies the 

entire interior space of the block, is large and open. 

But its spaces are highly articulated. Movement 

through the courtyard is precisely choreographed. 

C irculation and service areas are demarcated by paths 

and paved walkways that skirt the central garden space 

and the city's new "Colonia System" garbage contain

ers housed in roughcast reinforced concrete enclo-
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sures. Concrete pergolas originally framed the wading 
pool and playground in the center of the courtyard. 

Other parts of the courtyard, planted with gnss and 

provided with park benches and other garden furni

ture, indicate their designation for adult use. 

The highly programmed organization of the Be

bclhof courtyard spaces is best understood in light of 
the observation by city building officials in 1926 that 

the courtyards were not always used or valued by resi
dents of the new buildings, because they were a type 

of space-part public, part private, enclosed yet freely 
accessible-that was unfamiliar to those for whom 
c:hey were provided:" The issue of estrangement is sig
nificant. Though ftmiliar in its forms and even its or

ganization-which did not differ much from the 
public parks in all Vienna districts-the new garden/ 

counyard was verfrmtdtt, or made strange, by enclo

sure within the courtyard of the building; that trans

fanned the public park into an ambiguous public/ 
private courtyard.401 

A similar ambiguity exists between the Bebelhof 
and the city block it occupies. By hollowing out the 
center of the block, the BebeJhof and other Gemeindt
lmuten like it transform territory that was private, and 
traditionally occupied by building, into space that is 
both public and freely accessible, though contained 
within the built-up perimeter of the city block. ~7 

While in its footprint i:he building and city block are 
one, the traditional ratio of mass to void has been re
versed; as a result, in plan the Bebelhof looks like a 
figure-ground inversion of the traditional city street 
and block. 

In the Lindenhof (figures 8.20 and 8.21) designed 
in 1924 and sited on a long narrow block in Vienna's 
district XVIII, Ehn internalized not only the city park 
but also the street and flanking sidewalks around it. 
ExPloiting the topography of the site, Ehn created a 
series of stepped terraces in which the public facilities 
of the Hof are located.~• In the middle terrace is the 
linden tree (from which the complex derives its name), 

a day-care center with large meeting hall, and a play
ground; on the lower level is a youth center and li
brary; on the upper level is a park with benches, paths, 
ftowerbeds, and fountains. Open at both ends, the 
Lindenhof appropriates the public space of the Sitte
csque city square for its communal courtyard. 

The Lindenhof was planned in conjunction with 
the more or less contemporary Pfannenstielhof across 
the Kreuzgasse, designed in 1924 by Erich Leischner, 
also a Stadtbauamt architect."' This block was actually 
designed to bridge a new street and tram line that were 
to pass through it (see figure 8.21). In the end the 
street was not built, but a new semienclosed public 
space was created in the center of what would other

wise have been an impenetrable city block. 

Perimeter Block Variations The need to provide as 
many housing units as possible on a given site without 
compromising the city's standards of hygiene, building 
density, light, air, and space led to a wide variety of 
different planning solutions. A common one, panicu
larly when a block was long and narrow, was "to pull 
the front of the building back from the building line 
{&m/inie] and place a forecourt or garden courtyard in 
front of it."10 A good example is the Simonyhof (figure 
8.22) built in 1927 to 1928 in district XII, where, be
cause of the availability of land with good railway con
nections and other urban infrastructure, a large 
number of Gemeindtbtrutm were built. Unique among 
Gemtindebtmtm, the Simonyhof was named after its ar
chitect, Leopold Simony (1859-1929), who was an 
"elder statesman,. of worker housing and housing re
fonn in late imperial Vienna. Together with Theodor 
Bach, Simony had designed the Kaiser Franz-josef 1-
jubilii.ums-Stiftung Uubilee) houses in 1898.51 

Open on one side, the Simonyhof courtyard is 

configured as a large forecoun fronting onto the 
Koppreitergasse.n Such generous forecoun spaces, 
and the resulting break in the building line, were un
usual for Vienna, particularly in buildings of Klein-
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wobmmgm (small apartments). Simony emphasized 

the novelty by a dramatic buildup of forms at the 

points where the building line is broken and the court

yard opens out to meet the street. In a slightly later 
Gnntindtbalt of 1929, on the corner of the Angeli~sse 

and Neilreichgasse (X), Simony highlighted the cut in 
the building line even more dramatically by making 

the building look as if it had been literally sliced and a 

portion of its fabric surgically removed-leaving raw 

srucco wall and sheared gable prohle-to create the 
forecoun. u Another example of a forecourtlcourtyard 

is the FrOhlichhof (XII, 1929) (see map, 6gure 8.16, 

section 8-4 and S) by Engelbert Mang.14 Like Simony, 
Mang focused the "effects" of his building on the 
street, exploiting the irregular profile and break in the 

building line resulting from the open, street·facing 

courtyard to draw attention to the low density of 

building on the site. 

The Eberthof (XV) and Thuryhof (IX), by Viktor 

Mittag and Karl Hauschka (built 1925-1926), are 

striking earlier examples of this treatment.11 Both 

buildings, which use a rich palette of colors, materials, 

and vernacular architectural forms, dramatically open 

up the block to the street, displaying the parks, play. 

grounds, and other facilities within them. The Thury. 

hof (figure 8.23) even draws the street through one of 

its courtyards, slicing a diagonal pathway across it 

from the Markgasse to the Fechtergasse. Perhaps the 

most dramatic example of this willful opening of the 

courtyard to the street is the Lieblcnechthof (XII, 

1926-1927), by Karl Krist (see map, figure 8.16, 

sections 8-2 and 3).56 Here the building meanders 

through the center and along the peripheral comers of 

a triangular site to define a series of enclosed, semi· 

enclosed, and open courtyards that connect its spaces 

to the surrounding streets. 

Another solution to the problem of fitting as 

many units as possible on a shallow site, while main· 

taining low density, was to insert a low, single·story 

wing along the south side of the block. This option, 

used by Siegfried Theiss and Hansjaksch in the Quar· 

inhof (X, 1924) and by Emil Hoppe and Otto SchOn

thal in the Ziiricherhof (X, 1928-1930), solved many 

problemsY It maximized use of the site yet allowed 

light into the courtyard; at the same time, it main

tained the building line and gave the structure a con

tinuous street front along a major thoroughfare. This 

method of completing the perimeter block became a 

relatively standard technique for dealing with long 

narrow sites-particularly on bwy streets, where the 

low street-framing wing could be used to house the 
public facilities of the Gnmhultbtm and to shield the 

courtyard from street noise and dirt. Such was the case 

in Hoppe and SchOnthal's ZUricherhof, where the low 

screen provided a continuous commercial street front 

along the busy Laxenburgerstrasse. In the Quarinho(, 

Theiss & Jaksch used a similar pm-ri, although there 

the low block containing the kindergarten was located 

at the narrow end of the rectangular block, probably 

because it both faced south and fronted onto a public 

garden across the street." 
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Often, as in the Hanuschhof (III), begun in 1923, 
in which the two strategies we have just looked at were 
cleverly combined, the most difficult sites brought 
forth the most ingenious solutions. The architect, 
Robert Oerley (1876-1945), one of the most promi
nent members of the profession in interwar Vienna, 
had no formal training as an architect. Instead he had 
studit:d painting and drawing at the Kunstgewerbe
schule (from which he graduated in 1896), and sub
sequendy trained as a cabinetmaker in his father's 
workshop. It was apparently while he was working for 
his father on the family house that Oerley decided to 
become an architect. He subsequently acquired a mas
terbuilder's and then an architect's licence, became a 
member of the Vienna Secession (from 1907 to 1939) 

and a founding member of the Austrian Werkbund, 
and from 1915 on served as vice-president of the Zen
tralvereinigung der Architekten Osterreichs (Central 
Association of Austrian Architects). Before World 
War I he had built a few large factory buildings, but 
he had specialized in single-family houses and built 
several villas in Vienna's middle-class suburbs.w He 
worked best at small scale with a rich palette of materi
als, and he was known especially for his interiors and 
furniture designs. This work, as well as the plans and 
surface ornament of his later Grmrindelmutm, includ
ing the Hanuschhof, shows a fondness for complex ge
ometric figures and patterns. 

The Hanuschhof (figures 8.24 and 8.25) was built 
on a narrow triangular piece of land between the Dan
ube Canal and a major service station of the municipal 
Stmmnlmlm (streetcar).60 Oerley's plan for the Ha
nuschhof made maximum use of the available area by 
Dpagging the building in a meander pattern of set
backs around the perimeter of the bloclc. The idea of 
the setbacks-or street courtyards (Strnssmhiifo), as 
they were called in Vienna-was perhaps informed by 
Eugene Henard's famous proposals for "boulevards a 
redans" in Paris, published betWeen 1903 and 1906 in 

Btudu mr Its trtmsform11ti07lstk Pm-is, which Le Corbu-
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sier assimilated into his .,immeuble villas" designs dur
ing the same period.'1 Oerley's StTtu:srnhiifo combine 
Henard's simple rectangular setbacks with the latter's 
"boulevard a redans triangulaire." But a more likely 
model for Oerley's scheme existed closer to home. In 
the last years of the empire, some of the most advanced 
housing (in terms of physical planning) was that pro
vided by the municipality for its employees. One no
table example, builtin 1913 for municipal tram work
ers (across the Danube Canal from the Hanuschhof 
site), had a distinctive meander plan and made use of 
similar setbacks. Ill 

Inside, the Hanuschhof frames a semicircular 
courtyard with garden and playround oriented toward 
the canal, along which Oerley placed a low, two-story 
structure containing the bathing and laundry facilities, 
library, kindergarten, and cus~dian's aparnnent,6J 

1

8.23 Thuryhof(IX)g~GUnd I 
plon.byVlkhtrMittagancl 
Karl Hau•chka. 1925. 
('TlNH)hof.WehnltaUIGIIIap 
derG~WMnimiX. 
llairllii1926D:7J. 
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This low block brought light and air into the court
yard and afforded the apartments in the other blocks 
exrended views across the canal to the Prarer, Vienna's 
largest public garden and amusement park. In the 
Hanuschhof, therefore, Oerley combined a series of 
forecourts with a large central courtyard and low, 
southeast-facing screening block. Yet there is an integ
rity to Oerley's scheme that derives from a consistent 
use of the site's own ttiangular shape, which is carried 
through the scheme at every level of the design: in the 
setbacks, projecting bays, and even the corner stair 
plans. 

Other, more commonly used perimeter block typolo
gies derived directly from traditional Viennese urban 
housing types. One in particular, a reinterpretation of 
the nineteenth-century Drwchhmu (passage house), 
was a serial arrangement of linked courtyards. Two ex
amples are thejanecekhofby Wilhelm Peterle and the 
Beerhof by Karl Schmalhofer, two interrelated blocks 
in district XX.64 Aligned end to end, the two Hiift 
(figure 8.26) were designed in concert in 1925. As in 
the prototypical Durdlbaru, the serial courtyards in 
both are linked together internally by passageways 
that cut through the center of the block. Also like the 
original Dmthlnms, the janecekhof has large arched 
entryways at either end. But whereas passage through 

.-'SJL· 
•7f', 

the Drwchbaus, as the name implies, is linear, along a 
single directional axis, circulation in and through the 
linked courtyards of the Grmeindrbautm is multidirec
tional and dispersed, since the courtyards open not 
only onto each other but also out to the streets around 
them. Once again, the typological form, in this case 
the Durcbhmu, is transformed by its new context. 
Transposed from midblock infi.ll building to free
standing perimeter block, the linked courtyard build
ing assumes a curiously contradictory aspect. Though 
the monumental boundary walls of the perimeter 
block appear massive and contained, they are in fact a 
completely porous membrane through which the daily 
life of city and Hof filters as it flows back and forth 
between street and courtyard. 

Another perimeter block composition with firm 
typological roots in Vienna was the baroque ordon
nance of large central court flanked by smaller side 
courts, adopted by Gessner to monumental effect in 
the Reumannhof. Leopold Bauer, in the Vogelwiedhof 
(XV) of 1926, an overdy historicist nco-Renaissance 
design, reversed the syntax of Gessner's ptmi by en
closing the central courtyard and flanking it with open 
side couns.61 

There were many other permutations of the pe
rimeter block. Each of the variations we have looked 
at so far-blocks with open courtyards, with a low 

~-': :-.. r . .; . .::.; ;.r .. t-f-

1
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screening block on one side, with setbacks or with 

structures housing communal facilities inserted into 

the courtyard; a series of linked courtyards; or a com
bination of forecoun and side couns-had its own 

variants. In each case the plan was developed by recon

ciling the prognmmuic and spatial requirements of 

the Gmltindtbnu to the existing conditions of the site. 

And in each case the determining characteristics of the 

site were themselves changed by the solution they 

brought forth . 

But there were other ways in which the underly

ing orga.nization of the city plan W111s actually runs
formed by the Gnntimltballtm, One of these was 

through a type of construction called Uklttltwrbnll

'mg, interstitial or infill building. 

ti)CKENVI.8AUUNG AND THE SPATIAl POllnCS 
Of HINEINWACHSIN Translated litenlly, Liiclttll

wrbaum•g means "building to fill in the gaps.n A type 

of building that is often overlooked, it nevertheless ac

counted for approximately half of the new buildings 

constructed by the municipality, particularly in the ci
ty's older and more densely settled districts. Like the 

new "red" Hof, the Uiclttnvtrbnmmg was also stntegic, 

but it usually functioned incrementally and its impact 

was cumulative, apparent only gndually over time. 
The city's Liickmvn-!Mmmg was done in a decep· 

tively unobtrusive way. In built-up areas, where large 

parcels of land were not available, the municipality 

would acquire small clusters of vacant lots and use 

them to reconfigure the existing urban fabric. Some· 

times this was done incrementally, sometimes in a sin

gle building operation. 

An example of the former is the construction 

around one of the earliest Gtmti,Jtbnutm, the so

called Erdbergerhof in district III. The original struc

ture, built in 1922 (discussed briefly in chapter 7), oc

cupied two midblock lots on the Drorygasse (see 

figure 7 .5). Though it was entered from the street, it 

also had two small courtyards at the back. In 1925 a 
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second building (figure 8.27) was built on a vacant lot 

at the northeast end of the block. This later building, 
designed by another architect (Bruno Richter), 

fronted onto the Dietrichgasse, where a large portal 

gave access to its internal courtyard. ln the interior of 

the city block this courtyard (figure 8.28) was joined to 

the neighboring courtyud of the Erdbergerhof. The 
older building was reconfigured so that its internal 

spaces could be accessed from the courtyard, and the 

rwo buildings were merged to constitute a single uni
fied Gnminde-Hof with a communal enttance on the 

Dietrichgasse. 
ln the mid-1920s other Gmuit~deba11tm of the 

early 1920s were added onto in this way, transfonning 

them from traditional street-fronting buildings into 

communal Gmttitldt-Hiifo." Occasionally this kind of 
internal ttansformation was achieved in a single build

ing operation. Three examples will suffice. ln each, 

two or more sites on a city block, fronting onto differ
ent streets and therefore without any visible connec

tion to each other, were joined internally at the center 

of the block. Here, as elsewhere, the available sites 

were midblock parcels, left over after the prime corner 

lots (usually snapped up first) had been developed pri

vately before World War I. The Franz-Silbererhof 
(Ill), by Georg Rupprecht, named after a socialist 

union leader and built in 1927 not far from the Erd
bergerhof, has three facades, each facing onto a differ

ent street (figures 8.29 and 9.22). In the interior of the 

block they are joined by a narrow internal wing and a 
large central courtyard from which all of the I 52 

apartments in the complex are accessible. From the 

streets it is not evident that the buildings are spatially 

connected. The same is true of the Schilttauhof (II, 

now XXII), designed by Alfred Rodier, Alfred Stut

terheim, and Wilhelm Tremmel and built on the north 

bank of the Danube in 1924.6 ' The Schiittauhof (fig

ure 8.30) has cwo facades, each five or so midblock lots 

long, that face onto parallel streets on opposite sides 

of the block. The facades, quite differently aniculated, 

8.27 Oppoti«~: Dlttrlck
p~ael•(lll),alreond 
grouncf."- plan, by Bruno 
Rlehttr,doted0etoberl927. 

8.28Planofeaurtyard 
(ICI«<enllnldngearller 
ftdb1tf9erhaf,Kor1Sclwna!. 
hoferarchltut,ton
IMollclln9.Dietrlchgoue3•, 
INnaRlchterarehltut. Plan 
byRtchtet,date40ctabet 
1927. 
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appear unrelated from the street, but they are con
nected internally by the shared courtyard that occu

pies the entire central portion of the block between 

them. 

The third example of this kind of interstitial 

building, and the most interesting because of the dif

ficulty of the site, is Pragerstrasse S6-58 (XXI) (figure 

8.) 1). It was designed by three architects, Felix Augen

feld, Hans A. Vetter, and Karl Hofmann, and built in 

192S." Like the SchUttauhof, it cuts through the block 

and has facades on the Pragerst:rasse and Kolonies

t:rasse. In this case, however, the cut, though deep, is 

narrow; and in order to maximize the available space, 

light, and air, the building zigzags through the site

carving out two courtyards and an internal world only 

visible, as in the architects' drawing of the building, 

from an aerial perspective. 
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The signifi~nce of this kind of internal transfor-

mation is made particularly clear by a cluster of small , ~~~ . 
Gemtintltballttll built incrementally in the late 1920s 

(another period during which there was a great deal of 
u;cktnwrbmmng) in Penzing (XIV), one of Vienna's 

already densely built old working-class districts."' 

Here, on six adjacent blocks, in an area bordered 

roughly by the Hiitteldorferstrasse, Drechslergasse, 

and Gurkgasse, sixteen separate buildingS, varying in 
size from 13 to 247 uniu and designed by seventeen 

different architectS, were built over a period of five 

years.7CI 

Facing onto different streetS, the new buildings 
(figures 8.32 and 8.33) appear unrelated. In the inte

rior of the blocks, however, they are linked together 

by common courtyards, which are the access points to 

the apartments and to the commWlal facilities pro

vided in the different buildings. Without actually 

breaching property lines, the parklike spaces of these 
courtyards also serve the privately owned older tene

ments abuning them, supplying them with air, light, 

and greenery and, significandy, also opening them up 

to view. By exposing the hidden backlands of the old 

tenements, as the Arbtittr-Ztittmg pointed out, the 
new buildings guaranteed that .. the difference between 

the old building standards of private capitalism and the 

new standards of the (socialist( Gmuintlt can be stud- -~ 

ied" in situ.71 They also ensured that working-class 

misery could never again be hidden behind stately 
street hades. 

This kind of Uitkmwrbsutmg was a method of 

inten>ention with considerable resonance not only at 

the time but for the future as well. Without destroy

ing anything or displacing anyone, Liitkmwrbauung 

steadily transfonned the living conditions of Vienna's 

working population by opening up the existing living 

space in d1e city to air, light, and view. In many ways, 

such construction is the spatial correlative of the 

Austro-Marxist concept of hintinwacbttn, the slow 

growth toward socialism from within capitalist society 
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(discu!iSed in chapter 1). Externally, from the street 

nothing substantial has changed (see plate 27). New 

buildings have been inserted into the ciry block and 

pps in the building line have been filled, but other

wise the physial aspect of the street has remained the 

same. Inside, however, the spatial character of the 

block has been radically transformed and its spaces ap

propriated for new social uses. 

PLANNING IN THREE DIMENSIONS So far we 

have looked at the relationship between the Gmuimit

bnuttJJ and dcy in terms of the immediate relationship 

between building and site. But the impact of the Gnn
tilldtbnt~ttn built after 1923, particularly those which 

occupied an entire dry block, extended far beyond the 

boundaries of their sites and engaged the ciry not only 

in plan but also in elevation. 

Often the new large Gr,ei11dtbat1ttn were used ex

plicit1y to reconfigure the existing urban topography 

and infrastructure. The Schlingerhof (figures 8.34 and 

8.3S) in Floridsdorf(XXl) is a case in point. Built from 

1925 to 1926, on the site of an old psworks in the 

heart of Vienna's indusnialz.one, it was designed by 

Hans Glaser and Karl Scheffel to frame and provide 

storage facilities and support services for a new district 

market, the Floridsdorfer Markt, which would replace 

the old (no longer tenable) market at Am Spin.11 The 

site had many advantages for both the market and the 

Schlingerhof. It was near the Floridsdorf railway sta

tion and adjacent to a major north-south traffic artery, 

the Briinnerstrasse (the old road to the industrial cen

ter of Moravia}, as well as to the largest concenuation 

of nineteenth-century workers' housing in Vienna, 

most of it built in the 1870s and 1890s for factory and 

railway employees. 

8.l•Schttno••hof(XXI), 
QIOunct.floOlplan,ohowlng 
~rtyorckondmo•to:.tplac•. 
byHon~Giat•randKorl 
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Wollnhowanlogt<h<G .. 
....m.J.Wie~~intX'Xl. a.aitk 
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The Schlingerhof forecourt, which embraces the 

marketplace, is fronted by a continuous row of shops 

sunnounted by four stories of apartments and a 

clock tower. Behind it are four more enclosed and semi

enclosed courtyuds. The Schlingerhof had many of 

the st11ndard services provided in the larger Gmuindt
bautm: child-care center, kindergarten, youth center, 

public library, central laundry, restaurant, and I<Affit
hat~s, in addition to 417 apamnents and thirty-one 

shops. The basement, however, was given over to mar-

ket and city. It housed several workshops and branch 

facilities of the Department of Sanitation (responsible 

for street cleaning and sewers), as well as offices, star· 

age, and two freight elevators for the market. The 

Schlingerhof was thus a strategic insertion into the ex

isting fabric of Floridsdorf that provided this ne

glected working-class district with a major new 

commercial, social, and culrural hub around which the 

district itself would gradually be transformed from a 

factory zone into new socializ.ed urban quarter. 
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Often such larger-scale tnnsformations were ef

fec(ed by grouping together or clustering Gtmtintit

/Niuttn into "neighborhoods."11 In district XI around 

the newly created Herderplatz. (figure 8.36) a group of 
discrete buildings, designed by different architecu, 

was built around one of the first municipal housing 

blocks, the Alfons-Penoldhof, built in 1923. Yet the 

idea for the development originated even earlier than 
this. The elliptical Herderplatz first appears (pro

jected, but not yet built) on the RtgulimmflPIIIn of 

1907.H During and immediately after World War I, 

the tnpez.oidal area bordered by the Lorystrasse, 

Grillgasse, Drischiitzgasse, canal, and railway tracks 

had been planted with "wild" allotment gardens. In 

J92Z a school was built in the center of the square; 

apparently, the idea to develop the area into a residen
tial quarter had already taken shape.11 

Between 1924 and 1929 five large Gnntindtba14ttn 

were built around the square. Each added a range of 

social services and other public amenities to the area: 
a dental clinic, child-care and bathing facilities, work

shops, ateliers, a workers' health insurance office, and 

a phannacy, as well as a number of commercial prem
ises. Together, the cluster of Gnntintitbautm around 

the Herderplatt (figure 8.)7) created a socialized 
urban enclave in an area that had fonnerly had little 

urban character of infrastructure and few, if any, ame
nities, Like the Schlingerhof, therefore, the Herder

plan was a strategic implant on the city's urban edge, 

intended to function as the genn of a new residential 
quarter, which it was anticipated would develop 

around it. More Kltinrtndt than Gromtadt in iu forms 

and spaces, this was urbanism conceived locally, in 

terms of the public space of everyday life-focusing 

on neighborhood, communicy, and the city's edge 
rather than iucenter. 

Elsewhere, however, in areas where the scale and 

order of the big cicy were more 6nnly established, the 

generative Plntzmach1mg of the Gmttindtbauttn was 

conceived not only locally but also more broadly, tak-
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ing into account the larger strucrure of the city.76 Hu
ben Gessner's Lassallehof, built in district 11 on a 
commanding site at the crossing of two major streets 
a few blocks from the Prater and the Reichsbliicke 
(which coMected the center of Vienna to the ex
tremely popular new "worker's beaches" on the upper 
Danube), is a good example of this." One of the earli
est large Gnntim/tbtmtm planned, the Lassallehof was 
also the first building for which a design competition 
was held . Gessner, who won second prize, was 
aw.~rded the commission together with a team of 
younger architects in his office: Hans Paar, Friedrich 
Schlossberg, and Fritz Waage.'' 

Like the other large Gnntirultbauttn, the Las
sallehof (figures 8.)8 and 8.39) embedded the munici
pality's new public services deep within its internal 
courtyards. But it also ctrefully wove these facilities, 
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which were accessible fro!D the street as well as the 
courtyard, into the existing urban infrastructure. The 
building itself had a monumental presence on the 

street; a row of shop fronts and a public library along 

the main street, as well as an eight-story tower with 
avo floors of artists' studios at the top. The tower both 

dominated the Lassallesuasse and commanded a 

broad prospect from the ReichsbrOcke to the Prater

stem. A beacon visible from a great distance, it made 
the Lassallehof a landmark of the district and the focal 

point for further Social Democratic development of 

the area, including another Gemeindrlmu by Gessner 

directly across the Lassallestrasse. This building, the 

Heizmannhof, which housed not only 213 apartments, 

a lcinderganen, central bathing facilities, and artists' 
studios but also a fire station, was even more than the 

Lassallehof, intricately interwoven with the sociotech

nical infrastructure of its surroundings. 79 

SMALL-SCALE "TINKERING" WITH THE URBAN 
FABRIC Throughout Vienna small interventions, of
ten in the form of modest comer additions onto ex

isting buildings, had an impact that extended far 

beyond the parameters of their sites. Many of these 

buildings were designed, like the clusters of larger pe
rimeter blocks we have just examined, to redefine the 
edge of existing city blocks and function as connective 
tissue, mediating and negotiating the distance between 

divided or hitherto unconnected urban areas. It seems 
plausible that the typological origins for this kind of 

intervention are to be found in Haussmannian urban

ism. Certainly in Haussmann's modernization of Paris 

in the 1860s and 1870s, comer buildings were fre

quently used to mediate the transition from taller 

buildings on the main streets to lower buildings on the 
sidestreets.110 

A particularly effective intervention of this kind is 

the Pestalozzihof (XIX) of 1926 by Ella Briggs, the 

only woman architect other than Margarete Lihotzky 

to receive a commission from the municipality of Red 

Vienna. Briggs appears to have been exceptional in 

many ways. Married before World War I (possibly to 

an American),81 she was born Ella Baumfeld in Vienna 
in 1880, and studied painting at the Kunstgewer

beschule from 1901 to 1905/1906. She subsequently 

studied architecture at the 'Iechnical University in Vi
enna (from 1916 to 1918) before transferring to the 

Technische Hochschule in Munich, where she com

pleted her training and received the degree of Diplom
ingmieur in 1920. Between 1920 and 1923 Briggs 

worked in architectural firms in Vienna, New York, 

and Philadelphia. From 1923 to 1936she practiced in

dependently in Vienna and Berlin, where she built a 

number of apartment buildings and small houses. In 
1936 Briggs, who was jewish, emigrated to England; 

she continued to practice in London, where she lived 

until her death in 1977 ,N 

The Pestalozzihof (figures 8.40 and 8.4n occu
pies a corner site in an area in district XIX that at the 

time was without basic urban infrastructure such as 

paved streets and sidewalks. The building itself was a 

multifunctional complex. It housed a kindergarten, 

dedicated to the pedagogue after whom the Pestaloz

zihof itself was named, and 119 standard Gemeinde

Wien-Type apartments, as weJI as a Lrdipheim or 
residence for single tenants, ateliers, shops, and a sub
station of the municipal electrical works. Though not 

a large building, the Pestalozzihof had considerable 

impact on the area, creating an urban condition and 
commercial nexus where none had existed before.•, 

Generally the architects commissioned to design 

such small comer buildings tended to exploit the high 

visibility of their sites by infusing their designs with 

an eye-catching, dynamic plasticity. Frequently these 

corner interventions became what Fritz Neumeyer has 
called "polemical islands of modernism'" in the histori

cal city-fragmentary insertions that introduced a 

new and intentionally dissonant syntax of modem 

"streamlined" or mechanistic forms ... These included 

curved bands of strip windows, su~h as Erich Mendel- 2841215 
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sohn was building in Berlin and Stuttgart at the time; 
in some cases constructivin sculptural masses frag
mented the comer itself into an abstract composition 
of boldly projecting balconies and deep voids.81 An ex
ample of an emphatically "modern" treatment of the 
corner is Fritt judtmann and Egon Riss's block of 
1928-1919, at Diehlgasse 20-26 (V) (see figure 9.21), 
where balconies at the comer and the entire wall along 
the Brandmayergasse dissolve into deeply undercut 
horizontal planes, joined vertically by broad planes of 
mullioned glazing that enclose small verandas.• 

The masterpiece of small-scale tinkering to large
scale effect was an even more modest comer building 
on the Weimarerstrasse (XVIII) of 1924-1925, de
signed by Karl Dimhuber, an architect and engineer 
who trained at the 'nchnical University in Vienna and 
then worked in the office of Theiss & jalcsch for six 
years. In 1922 Dimhuber began practicing on his 
own, and between 1924 and 1929 he designed five 
Gmuimltllllutm {three smaller ones on his own and 
two larger ones in conjunction with other architects), 
as well as a number of single-family houses for private 
clients.17 The Weimarerstrasse building (figures 8.42 
and 8.43), which contained twenty-three apanments, 
two ateliers, and space for a lending library, is interest
ing for its combination of streamlined and organic 
forms: balconies wrapping the comer, smooth convex 
planes alternating with deep voids, wavelike curves 
and countercurves along the Weimarersttasse facade." 

But Dimhuber's building is most notable for its 
masterful urban composition. Not only does it termi
nate the block with a powerful sculptural gesture, but 
it functions as a hinge between the built fabric of the 
district on the east side of the Weimarerstrasse and the 
new Schubertpark {also designed by Dimhuber) on 
the west side of the street. (The park was built direcdy 
behind the new building, on the site of the old Wiihr
ing Cemetery in which Beethoven and Schubert had 
been buried. Dimhuber won the competition for the 
park in 1921. but it was not executed until 1924-

1925.) The Schubertpark, which consisted of a public 
garden with playground ar.d milk bar, as well as a 
walled "memorial park" with monuments to the com
posers, was on land two meters or so above the level 
of the Weimarerstrasse. Sited at the junction of street 
and park, Dimhuber's building functions as a linchpin 
that negotiates the steep drop in grade by extending 
the concrete walls of its terraced forecourt across the 
landscape to form angled retaining walls that zigzag 
up the hill alongside the ramps that connect the street 
to the park. 

There are many more examples of small local in
terventions that function as connective tissue between 
divided or previously unrelated urban areas. Some
times, as in the case of the Weimarerstrasse building, 
the connection forged also served to shape new public 
space. Often, however, the reconfigur-ation was per
ceptual rather than actual, achieved by enclosing or 
otherwise connecting the new buildings to existing 
squares, parks, or streets around them, while leaving 
the underlying spatial organization of the city planes
sentially unchanged. 

But there was yet another way in which the spatial 
organization of the city was actually reconfigured by 
the Gmttindtlmuttn. That was through the most fa
mous structures of Red Vienna, the Gnmint/tbmuen 

that bridged streets and spanned several city blocks to 

create Hsuperblocks." 

THE SUPERBLOCK AND THE POLmCS OF SCALE 
We have already looked at some Gemtintlthtmtm, like 
Schmid and Aichinger's Matteottihof and Leischner's 
Pfannenstielhof, that extend over city streets to join 
together two or more city blocks. In both these ex
amples, and in the many other instances where the de
vice was used, it not only was a linking mechanism but 
also provided the ~eans for increasing the number of 
units that could be accommodated on the site. But an
other important consequence was· not explicitly in
tended: these buildimzs. in which the citv street was 2161287 
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incorporated into the space of the Gnntim/BHmtm, 
themselves introduced a new relationship between 
building and street in Vienna. 

In the first five years of the building program, be
tween 1923 and 1927, a significant number of large 
superblocks were built in dense, long-urbanized areas, 
where for various reasons-gcnenlly awkwtrdness of 
shape, size, and location of blocks or issues of owncr

thip-dusters or portions of city blocks had remained 
undeveloped or only partially developed. 89 One of 
thete was a ngged collection of small urban frag
ments: a triangular wedge-shaped block and one-half 
of its neighbor in Oijbling (XIX), abutting the Gartel
strassc where it curves north to cross the Danube. In 
192S three Wagner School architects-Karl Dorf
meister, Rudolf Frass, and Rudolf Perco, who associ
ated with each other on other Gnntimltbatm but 
otherwise practiced indcpendendy-were commis
sioned to design the Professor-Jodlhoffor the site.90 

A relatively small complex, with 271 aparnncnts 
and a dozen or so shops, the Jodlhof did not enclose 
the interior space of the two blocks in its courtyard but 
rather the street that divided them, leaving external 
parks on the leftover comers of the triangular site 
(figures 8.44, 8.4S, and 9.14). As a result, what would 
normally be outside the building-the street-is in
side it, and what would normally be inside the court
yard-the garden-is outside it. But there is a further 
reversal. Although the street, where it penetrates the 
jodlhof, is conscripted into the space of the courtyard, 
it is not contained by the courtyard but continues on 
through it and out into the district of 06bling in both 
directions (figure 8.4S). The Jodlhof then, more em
phatically even than the bridge buildings we have 
looked at so far, reverses the traditional relationship 
between inside and outside, building and street, so 
that the boundary between Hof and city is now not 
only unclear but indeterminate. 

The masters of this kind of intervention were 
Schmid and Aichingcr, whose urban superblocks were 

tighdy woven into the existing fabric of Vienna while 
nevertheless remaining distinctive in tenns of their 
own spatial organization. Am Fuchsenfeld, built in 
1924 to 192S, was Schmid and Aichingcr's first su
perblock of this kind. It was situated dirccdy across the 
Ungenfeldgasse from the finn's earlier Fuchsenfeld
hof.91 Am Fuchsenfeld itself spanned four city blocks 
that had been reconfigured several times since the 
originallhp/immgsp/tm for the district was laid out in 
1892 (see map, figure 6.1, section." B-1 and 2, C1 and 
2). Sliced on the diagonal by a new street (the Rizy
gasse) in 1904, and then diced again along the grid in 
191 0, when the area was parceled into building lots, 
by 1924 it was an irregular cluster of angular frag
ments that had been developed on its eastern edge 
along the Malfattigasse.92 

Schmid and Aichingcr's response was to recon
figure the site again. Instead of conforming to the Rr-
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gulirrungsp/tm, they chose to give the building its own 

willfully independent footprint (figure 8.46). By bridg
ing the two streets that intersect at the center of the 
site, Schmid and Aichinger increased the volume of 
the building, making it possible for Am Fuchsenfeld 
to accommodate the 604 apartments and large number 
of communal facilities in its program in a single con
tinuous structure that spans all four blocks on the site, 
as well as the streets that bisect it (figures 8.47 and 
8.48}.'1 The boundary between this inner public zone 
and the public zone outside Am Fuchsenfeld is marked 
by towering gateWays that both signal points of enay 
and function as markers of the new commercial
communal nexus where the facilities (twenty nine 

shops, baths~ laundries, a kindergarten, a day-care cen
ter, a clinic, and meeting and lecture halls) that serve 
both the Hof and the district outside are located. At 

Am Fuchsenfeld, therefore, the footprint of the build
ing superimposed upon the old Regulimmgsplan in
troduces a new relationship between the socialist Gem

eindebau and the city, in which each participates in the 
other (figure 8.49). 

In the Rabenhof (Ill), Schmid and Aichinger's 
masterpiece of this type of intervention, the instru
mental, organizing function of such superimposition 
is especially clear. Won in a limited competition, the 
commission was for a complex of buildings to be exe
cuted in three phases between 1925 and 1928.94 They 

were to be located in one of Vienna's old inner sub
urbs, on a difficult but strategic site not far from the 
city center and midway between the principal places 
of employment for the working population in the dis
trict: a major cargo terminal of the southern railway 
line, the Danube Canal, and the central stockyards and 
municipal markets. The site itself (figure 8.50), unlike 
the other superblock sites we have looked at so f.ar, had 
to be cleared of existing buildings: a disused military 
barracks (the Krimsky-Kaseme) and a dense cluster of 
dilapidated small workshops and laborers' cottages, 
which constiruted one of the few classic slums in Vi
enna. The land had to be acquired piecemeal because 
the city lacked effective expropriation laws. The 
Rabcnhof, therefore, was designed and built in parts 
(figure 8.51). 

The first area to become available was between 
the Baumgasse and the Rabengasse, a semirurallane 
that curved through the site and that for cenruries had 
been an important link betWeen the two principal 
thoroughfares of the district. This lane became the 
central spine of the complex, along which were placed 
many of the social services, cultural facilities, and co

operative stores provided in the Rabenhof, around it 
the interlocking network of enclosed and semien
closed residential courtyards grew as the old buildings 
on the site were gradually cleared away (figure 8.52). 
Throughout the Rabenhof private, public, and semi-
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public zones are dearly demarcated from each other. 
Along the street (figure 8.53) a civic brick base identi
fies this zone as the public, commercial, and collective 
heart of the Hof. Inside the courtyards (figure 8.54) the 
communal facilities (laundry, kindergarten, etc.) are 
likewise distinguished from the stucco-faced residen
tial zone above, where balconies and angular bay win
dows mark the private living space of the Rabenhof. 

At its northern end the Rabenhof bridges the Ra
bengasse, which is channeled through it via a monu
mental archway at the base of a block of apartments. 
The remaining streets (inscribed on the IUgrdimmtp
p/tm of 1923) were closed to vehicular traffic. But the 
routes they traced, and therefore also the existing pat
terns of circulation in the area, were preserved in lanes 
and footpaths that cut through the Rabenhof court
yards, connecting them to the surrounding streets 
via stepped terraces, arched passageways, and gateways. 
By preserving and reinforcing the existing spatial pat
terns of the district, this enonnous complex-housing 
between 4,000 and 5,000 people in 1,100 apartments, 
as well as a library, dental clinic, health insurance of
fice, kindergarten, theater, laundry and thirty eight 
stores-fit almost seamlessly into the existing urban 
fabric (figure 8.55). At the same rime, however, by in
corporating the existing spatial patterns of the district 
into its plan, the Rabenhof also laid claim to them. 
Thus the Rabengasse, and the Rodengasse next to it, 
at once cut through the Hof and are appropriated by 
it. They are therefore part of the communal space of 
the Rabenhof, and at the same time also part of the 
city. The effect is to blur the boundary between inside 
and outside-so that Hof and city, with apparently 
equal claim to the public domain of the street, merge 
and become one. 

The Rabenhof and the many other Gmreindtlmuten. 

built throughout Vienna that straddle streets to create 
superblocks are instrumen~al in other ways, too. 
Bridging and binding together building, street, court-

yard, and public square, the superblocks reintegrate el
ements of the urban fabric that had been tom apan by 
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century planning, 
transfonning them into an interlocking network of 
plurivalent spaces. Furthermore, the spaces defined by 
the intersection of the superblock plan and city plan 
have their own distinctive scale, which differs from 
that of either city or superblock alone. Though the 
buildings span several blocks and house hundreds and 
often thousands of people, the scale of the spaces de
fined by the intersection of superblock and city block 
is intimate, idiosycratic, and peculiar to these 
buildings. 

Like the strategic insertions of the Lilckmvwlwu
ung, the superimpositions of the superblock have an 
operative, organizing function. By imprinting a new 
scale of urban building on top of the old, the urban 
superblock makes clear both the economics and poli
tics of its scale: no longer is the speculative builder of 
Vienna's tenements developing the city lot by lot, but 
the socialist municipality is building according to its 
own scale and for itself. Most of all, it Is the coexis
tence of parallel spatial structures that not only makes 
the relationship between building space and city space 
seem ambiguous, ftuid, and indetenninate but also sets 
up a dialogue between them. By preserving the old or
der (of the Regulimmgsplan) the Social Democrats 
allow the new order (of the superblock) to engage it, 
to enter into debate with it, and to call it into question. 
But it is impor~ant to note that the intraurban su
perblock functions as a critique of the historical city 
not because it disrupts the existing order, but precisely 
because it-like AdolfLoos's Hans am Michaelerplatz 
of 1910, which had enraged the Viennese half a gener
ation earlier-engages the existing order in a wa.y that 
problematizes it by polemically "'exposing what is 

present,"''S The political instrumenllllity of this proce
dure, and the difference between it and the procedures 
of radical architectural practice at the time, become 
clear when we examine the most famous counter-
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project of Red Vienna, the Winarslcyhof and the as
sociated Tnrassenhnt4S projects of 1923-1924. 

COUNTERPROJECT:TIRAASSENHAUS-WINAASKY· 
HOF Like the Rabenhof, the Winarslcyhof was a 

superblock, in this case spanning three city blocks and 

containing 760 apartments, a library, a meeting hall, 
shops, ateliers, and workshops. Unlike the other Ge
mtinJtbautm, however, it was a project of the Osterrei

chische Verband fUr Siedlungs- und Kleinganenwesen 

(0VSK). The Winarslcyhof was in fact the last in the 

series of projects and planning proposals put forward 

by the OVSK in 1923 to 1924 in an effort to redirect 

the socialist building program toward dispersed low· 
density development.9d The first of these projects (dis

cussed in chapter S) was for the ill-fated Gmn-11/archi
ttkturpllln (general architectunl plan).'1 The second, 

which followed from it. was a series of Tm-~~ssmh4t4S 

(terraced housing) projects, out of which the Winar

skyhof itself evolved. 

Terrasrmbaw Projects In 1923 three architects who 

had been involved in the Gmtmlnrchittkturplnn proj· 

ect-Adolf Loos, Peter Behrens, and Oskar Strnad

prepared designs for Tm-~~ssmhiitMn; apartment blocks 

with garden terraces, which they and Otto Neurath 
(under the allSpices of the OVSK) proposed to the city 

as high-rise garden alternatives to the perimeter block 

construction embraced by the Stadtbauamt. 

The idea most likely came from Loos, who had 

experimented with Termssmbnt4S forms before the war. 

In 1912 he had built his first house with terraces in 

Vienna, the villa for Gustav Scheu, in the suburb of 

Hietzing. By stepping back the upper stories of the 

house, Loos explained, he had been ;~ble to give the 

second-floor bedrooms and third-floor rental unit ac- 2981299 
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public zones are clearly demarcated from each other. 
Along the street (figure 8.53) a civic brick base identi

fies this zone as the public, commercial, and collective 
heart of the Hof Inside the courtyards (figure 8.54) the 
communal facilities (laundry, kindergarten, etc.) are 

likewise distinguished from the stucco-faced residen
tial zone above, where balconies and angular bay win
dows mark the private living space of the Rabenhof. 

At its northern end the Rabenhofbridges the Ra
bengasse, which is channeJed through it via a monu
mental archway at the base of a block of apartments. 
The remaining streets (inscribed on the Replienmp
p/tm of 1923) were closed to vehicular traffic. But the 
routes they tnced, and therefore also the existing pat
terns of circulation in the area, were preserved in lanes 
and footpaths that cut through the Rabenhof court

yards, connecting them to the surrounding streets 
via stepped terraces, arched passageways, and gateways. 
By preserving and reinforcing the existing spatial pat
terns of the disttict, this enormous '-omplex-housing 
between 4,000 and 5,000 people in 1,100 apanments, 
as well as a li.bnry, dental clinic, health insunnce of
fice, kindergarten, theater, laundry and thirty eight 
stores-fit almost seamlessly into the existing urban 
fabric (figure 8.55). At the same time, however, by in
corpor.ning the existing spatial patterns of the district 
into its plan, the Rabenhof also laid claim to them. 
Thus th~ Rabengasse, and the Rtldengasse next to it, 
at once cut through the Hof and are appropriated by 
it. They are therefore pan of the communal space of 
the Rabenhof, and at the same time also pan of the 
city. The effect is to blur the boundary between inside 
and outside-so that Hr{ and city, with apparently 
equal claim to the public domain of the street, merge 
and become one. 

The Rabenhof and the many other Gnneindtlmuten 
built throughout Vienna that straddle streets to create 
superblocks are instrumental in other ways, too. 
Bridging and binding together building, street, court-

yard, and public square, the superblocks reintegnre el
ements of the urban fabric that had been torn apart by 
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-cenrury planning, 
transforming them into an interlocking network of 
plurivalent spaces. Furthermore, the spaces defined by 
the intersection of the superblock plan and city plan 
have their own distinctive scale, which differs from 
that of either city or superblock alone. Though the 
buildings span several blocks and house hundreds and 
often thousands of people, the scale of the spaces de
fined by the intersection of superblock and city block 
is intimate, idiosycl'111tic, and peculiar to these 
buildings. 

Like the Stl'111tegic insertions of the Liickenvtrlmu
ung, the superimpositions of the superblock have an 
operative, organi:r.ing function. By imprinting a new 
scale of urban building on top of the old, the urban 
superblock makes clear both the economics and poli
tics of its scale: no longer is the speculative builder of 
Vienna's tenements developing the city lot by lot, but 
the socialist municipality is building according to its 
own scale and for itself. Most of all, it is the coexis
tence of pal'1!111el spatial strucrures that not only makes 
the relationship between building space and city space 
seem ambiguous, fluid, and indeterminate but also sets 
up a dialogue between them. By preserving the old or
der (of the Replienmgsp/tm) the Social Democrats 
allow the new order (of the superblock) to engage it, 
to enter into debate with it, and to call it into question. 
But it is important to note that the intraurban su
perblock functions as a critique of the historical city 

nor becawe it disrupts the existing order, but precisely 
because it-like Adolf Loos's Haus am Michaelerplatz 
of 1910, which had enraged the Viennese half a gener
ation earlier-engages the existing order in a way that 
problematizes it by polemically "exposing what is 
presenC:'95 The political instnunentality of this proce
dure, and the difference between it and the procedures 
of radical architecbll'1111 practice at the time, become 
clear when we examine the most famous counter-
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project of Red Vienna, the Winarskyhof and the as

sociated Tnmsstnbnus projects of 1923-1924. 

COUNTERPROJECT:TERRASSENHAU$-WINARSKY· 

HOF Like the Rabenhof, the Winarskyhof was a 
superblock, in this case spaMing three city blocks and 

containing 760 apartments, a library, a meeting hall, 

shops, ateliers, and workshops. Unlike the other Gt 

meindtbautm, however, it was a project of the Osterrei

chische Verband fUr Siedlungs- und Kleinpnenwesen 

(OVSK). The Winarskyhof was in fact the last in the 

series of projects and planning proposals put forward 

by the OVSK in 1923 to 1924 in an effort to redirect 

the socialist building program toward dispersed low

density development,,. The first of these projects (dis

cussed in chapter S) was for the ill-fated Gmerlllarcbi
ttltmrplnn (general architectural plan}.' 7 The second, 

which followed from it, was a series of Ttn'tiHtnhatu 

(ternced housing) projects, out of which the Winar

skyhof itself evolved. 

TerrtuSmbau.t Projects In 1923 three architects who 

had been involved in the Gtnmrfarthittltnwpbm proj

ect-Adolf Loos, Peter Behrens, and Oskar Stmad

prepared designs for Tnnmmhiiusn; apartment blocks 

with garden terraces, which they and Otto Neurath 
(under the auspices of the OVSK) proposed to the city 

as high-rise garden alternatives to the perimeter block 

construction embraced by the Stadtbauamt. 

The idea most likely ca,me from Loos, who had 

experimented with Ttn'tiHtnhotu forms before the war. 

In 1912 he had built his first house with terraces in 

VieMa, the villa for Gustav Scheu, in the suburb of 

Hietzing. By stepping back the upper stories of the 

house, Loos explained, he had beef! able w give the 

second-Roor bedrooms and third-Roor rental unit ac-

I ~~:::.fromtt.eol~ I 
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cess ro their own private outdoor space on large ter

races. The type, Loos argued, was not (as his critics 

claimed) alien and therefore inappropriate to Vienna: 
HThe thought of the Orient wu far from me in the 

case of this design. I was merely of the opinion that it 

would be of great convenience to step out onto a large 

communal terrace from the bedrooms, which are lo

cated on the first floor [above ground]. Anywhere, in 

Algiers as well as in Vienna."" 

Of course, by 1923 both the 1imusmbaus type 

and the idea of urban roof garden were current. The 

year before, Le Corbusier had exhibited his "im
meuble villas" as well as a model of the Maison Citra
han at the Salon d'Automne in Paris, where he and 

his sponsors, the Groupe de L'Habitation Franco

Americaine, were promoting the high-rise garden 
apartment as "A New Fonnula for City Housing."" In 

an article in Dit Neue Wirtstlmft in 1923, Loos himself 
made a case for the terraced apartment building as a 

housing form particularly well suited ro urban prole

tarian living: "It has always been my desire ro build 

such a terra.ced house for workers' housing. The fate 
of the proletarian's child from its first year oflife to its 

day of entry inro school seems particularly harsh to 
me. The child, locked up by its parents, should have 

the prisonlike Rat opened up by the communal terrace, 

which allows for neighborly supervision."100 The idea 

waS hardly new; Henri Sauvage and Charles Sarazin, 

who had designed worker housing in Paris before 

World War I, had built an apartment building with 

stepped terraces on the rue Vavin in 1912, and Loos 

himself had already adapted the Scheu House type ro 

proletarian purposes.I01 In 1921 he prepared designs 

for Sitdhmg row houses with roof terraces, which were 

never built but which he used ro illustrate a lecture de

livered in London at the Royal Instirute of British Ar
chitects in March 1922.•a.z 

The Tm71SSmlmus schemes prepared by Loos, 

Behrens, and Strnad in 1924, however, were not theo

retical exercises; they were site-specific designs for an 

area between the Favoritenstrasse and Laaerberg

strasse in Vienna's district X. Laos's block (figure 

8.56), which faced south onto the lnzersdorferstrasse 

(now Kennergasse), was an adaptation to multistory 
living of his earlier schemes and the volumetric .RJmm., 

p/fl7l he had employed in them. The building wu com

posed of two slightly curved parallel blocks with 

stepped profiles. Each 84-meter-long block contained 

two different types of quarters. Those opening onto 

the south-facing terraces or Hochltrtlssm (elevated 

streets) were two-story apartments, organized like 
Laos's Siedltmg houses with spaces for daytime activi

ties on the lower level and nighttime activities above. 

Storage areas for these units were located behind the 

apartments themselves, in the interior of the block. 

Facing north were one-srory apartments, provided 

with balconies. At ground level were workshops and, 

along the Staudiglgasse, studio apartments. 

Loos's Twrt~SSmhmu clearly owes something ro 
Sauvage and Sarazin's building on the rue Vavin, and

in concept, if not design-to Michael Brinkman's 

Hochstnlsre and duplex apanments in the Spangen 
housing estate in Rotterdam, completed a few years 
earlier. 1oJ But Laos's project is also a remarkable at

tempt ro recuperate his own prolebrian Gtwtmsiedhmg 
house (with its work and rest zones, and vital connec

tion to the outdoors) and to give it an urban multilevel 

life. It was rejected by city housing authorities, offi

cially because the cost wu considered to be prohibi

tive, but Laos's prickly relationship with building 

authorities in Vienna certainly did not help in gaining 

acceptance for his revolutionary scheme. Margarete 

Lihot7.ky, who was closely associated with Loos at the 

time, attributes the city's outright rejection of the 

scheme to Loos's mocking reply, "fire sbtions:• when 

he was asked by a Social Democratic politician what 

the "underside of the the terraces" was intended for. 101 

Nevertheless, Laos continued to develop the Ter
rsmnhtlus concept in two subsequent projects of the 

same year-a scheme for twenty villas with roof ter-
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r1ces on the Cote d'Az.ur and the Grand Hotel Baby· 

Jon-both of which also remained unexecuted. The 

second project is panicularly interesting for its skylit 

communal core in which swimming pool and skating 

rink were to be located, showing the promise of Laos's 
stepped section as a communal housing type. 101 In 
fact, fifty years later a Ttrrnsrmhmu, designed by Vien
nese architect Harry Gliick, ~s actually built on the 
Inz.ersdorferstrasse near Laos's site. This structure, 

built in 1974, had a parking garage and large self

service grocery store in the "underside of the terraces," 

and a swimming pool on the roof. 106 The H«hnrnnt 

of course had its own signifiant later life, most no
tably in Alison and Peter Smithson's Golden Lane 

housing project in the early 19SOs .. 07 

Peter Behrens's TtrnmmhntiS scheme for the same 

site was more conventional and, as Pommer and Otto 

point out, also foreshadowed his later Weissenhofsied

lung building of 1927 .. ot Developed out of an unexe

cuted project of 1911-1914 for AEG (the Allgemeine 

Elektrizitats Gesellschaft) housing, known as Siedlung 

OberschOneweide, and designs for "double garden 

houses" published in 1918 in a brochure, "Vom spar

samen Bauen" ("On Economical Building"), Behrens's 

scheme consisted of single-story aparnnents with ter-

races, stacked so that the apartments decreased in size 

and depth as they rose through the building. '09 

Oskar Strnad's scheme for the tenth district site 

was the most ambitious (figure 8.57). Unlike Loos and 

Behrens, he attempted to address the larger program 

of the Gtntr~~fnrchittlmwplnn, which was to integrate 

new fonns of high-and low-rise housing into the ex

isting fabric of Vienna. Occupying almost the entire 

site between Favoritenstrasse and Laaerbergstnsse, 

StrnadS project consisted of several structures: a large 

elliptical apartment block with stepped terraces facing 

inward onro a cenml park, a tree-lined allee, a number 

of small houses distributed throughout the park, and 

low-rise row houses outside the ellipse. The most in

teresting aspects of Strnad's project are its historical 

and typological references. After 1919, Strnad worked 

primarily as a theater and set designer, and together 

with the director of the Volkstheater in VieMa (Alfred 

Bernau) he had developed a design for a theater in the 

round with tripartite stage for the production of 

"Drei-Szenen-Theater" (three st2ge theater).no Be

yond the obvious reference to the Greco-Roman am

phitheater, Strnad's scenic composition-with its 
inward-facing elliptical terraces, picturesque land

scape, and even the small pavilions distributed 
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throughout the park-is dearly indebted to john 

Nash's 6rst design of 1811 for Regent's Park in Lon

don.111 Equally interesting is the relationship between 

Strnad's elliptical apartment block, published in Dar 
/(mmWatt in 1924, and Bruno Taut and Martin 

Wagner's horseshoe-shaped Hufeisen housing est.ne 

buih between 1925 and 1927 in Berlin-Britt. an ex

urban site perhaps better suited to the social spectacle 

shaped by the 6gure of the plan. II! Strnad's scheme, 

like the other two, was rejected as too expensive. 

Win:arskyhof In late 1923, as compensation, the 

bVSK and the architects who had worked on the 

failed Gtntnrlarchittlthlrplmt and rejected Tn-r4SStnhtnu 

projects were awarded the largest commission yet 

given to .. private" architects. To the original group of 

11ve architects the 6VSK added four more: three from 

its Baubijro-Margarete Lihottky, Fran:r. Schuster, and 

Georg K2rau (later replaced by JUri Dirnhuber)-and 

the fourth Oskar Wlach (who was in private practice 

with Josef Frank and Oskar Strnad). 111 Together, the 

newly assembled team of nine architects was to de

velop a scheme for a three-block site bordering a rail

way viaduct that arced through the district of 

Brigittenau (XX). 

The original plan (6gure 8.58), dated November 

192}, was for stnightforward perimeter block con

struction, with each architect taking one segment. 

This scheme was soon abandoned and the project re

conceived (6gure 8.59) as a superblock spanning the 

rwo rectangular blocks and a smaller perimeter block 

on the adjacent triangular site. 11 ~ Again each architect 

was apportioned a discrete part of the whole (with 

Loos, Lihotzlcy, Schuster, and Dimhuber allocated the 

triangular block, later named Otto-Haashof). Inter

nally, the pans are all more or less uniform in their 

apartment plans and stack organization.111 

In elevation, however, each segment is an individ

ual essay or signature piece of its designer. None of 

the schemes had terraces, thou~h some, in particular 

those by Frank, Lihotdcy, and Dimhuber, made con

spicuous use of balconies as organizing elements. 

Frank (see 11gure 8.64) provided each apartment with 

a small balcony and cut away the corners of his block 

to create open loggias. Lihot:r.ky also organiud her 

units around open loggias, which were, however, con

tained within the volume of the building. Dimhuber, 

who was given an angular comer site, conceived his 

1
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balconies as continuous horizontal bands and USed 
them to visually bind the comer. 

Laos had originally proposed a Ten-asrmlmtu with 
two-story units that stepped down into the central 
courtyard, for the entire triangular block.••• His much 
more modest executed building (with which, ac
cording to Lihottky, he had little to do, after handing 
the project over to her when his Tnmssmhatu design 
was rejected in early 1924) is a laconic grid of windows 
on otherwise unomamented srucco fac-ades . m Inside, 
the courtyard facade (figure 8.60) is broken down into 
classically balanced segments, four bays wide, Ranked 
by narrow stairwell bays that project forward from the 
building line. 

The urbanity and classical repose of Laos's seg
ment contrast markedly not only with Dimhuber~ dy
namic sculprural composition but also with Franz 
Schuster~ original design for the facade on the Passe
ttistrasse. Schuster's design is equally laconic, but by 
means of narrow vertical rows of exposed brick in
serted at intervals along its length (eliminated in the 
built strucrure) the facade breaks down into smaller lo
cal symmetries, in their attenuated proportions and 
detailing reminiscent of the balanced Tessenow
inspired composition and intricacy of his SitJitmg 

house facades (discussed in chapter 3). 
Schuster was not alone among the Winarskyhof

Haashof architects who sought to "de-monumen
ulize" and animate the stolid mass of the block by a 
play of small-scale surface detail. Oskar \-Vlach, who 
was primarily a designer of interiors and fornirure, 
used shallow setbacks, painted window frames, and 
horizontal stripes to break down the scale of his fa
cade. josef Hoffmann's segment (figure 8.61), through 

which the Leysmsse passes and the Winarskyhofitself 
is entered from the Stromstrasse, has the classical ca
dences of Laos's block. But these are overlaid with 
small-scale neo-Biedermeier deuils-triangular pedi
ments and round-arched openings-that reduce both 
the sense of mass and the containment of the block 
itself."" 
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By conmst, Oskar Strnad (figure 8.62), in the 
counterpart to Hoffmann's segment-the block bridg

ing the Leystrasse on the Kaiserwassersrrasse-con
ceived a remarkably powerful classicit.ing composition 
that dramatizes its dual and contradictory function, as 

it acts both as entryWay and boundary wall. Manfredo 
Tafuri attributes the perfect balance of static and dy
namic principles in Strnad's entrance pavilion to the 

inftuence of Peter Behrens and the "solemn syntax" of 
his own contribution to the Winarslcyhof.11 ' Indeed, 
Behrens's building (figure 8.63), a freestanding rectan
gular perimeter block with a low single-story pavilion 
at one end in wh.ich the libnry and meeting hall were 
located, is arguably the most coherent and successfully 
resolved piece of the Winarskyhof; but it is also a more 

or less self-contained sO'Ucture. 110 Invisible from out
side the Winarslcyhof, Behrens's building encloses a 
courtyard within the courtyard of the Winarslcyhof it
self. Behrens's response to this condition was to re
verse the standard organization of the Gnntindtb#ll in 
his block, turning the Gm~tindt-Hofitselfinside out by 
placing the entrances along its outside edge and ori
enting it away from the courtyard and Leystruse at its 

center. Though it incorponres the street into its plan, 
Behrens's block, like those that encircle it, turns its 

back on it. 
What is the significance of these reversals and in

versions? How does the Winarslcyhof signify as a 
counterproject of the OVSK? We know that the ar
chitects of the Winarslcyhof were bound by the same 
constraints regarding prognm, building density, 
apartment siz.e, layout, and stack 0rg11nization as the 
other architects commissioned to design Gmltimlt

ba,ttn. But as the Winarslcyhof shows, there was con

siderable room for maneuver within these parameters. 

Indeed, the municipal guidelines regarding site plan
ning and architectural treatment were both vague and 

ftexible; neither the distribution of building mass on 
the ground nor the formal language to be employed 
in the articulation of that mass was specified with any 

8.59 0ppoli,.: Wiflon~ltyhof, 
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clarity or precision. And it was in this regard that the 

Winarskyhof staked out a position that was polemical 
in relation to both the "New Vienna" and the "Old." 

The Festschrift published in September 192S to 
commemorate the opening of the Winarskyhof in
cluded the following passage: "In their work the archi
tects wanted to prove that the cubic effect of the 

massing, the flat roofs, quiet horizontality, spacious
ness of building tracts and spaces around them, and 

the complete absence of decoration on walls and cor
nice lines can be fully expressive of a truly modern; 
consciously democratic metropolitan image rGrosr~ 

statltbild)."111 The buildings, however, belie their de
scription. Not only were the walls and cornice lines of 
the Winarskyhof not completely free of decoration, 

but the roofs of the buildings were also not acrually 
ftat.1u Yet photographs reproduced in the Festschrift 

and other municipal publications (figures 8.64 and 
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8.65), as well as in contemportry architectural jour~ 
nals, conspired with the written description of the 

structures to present an image of radical modernity, by 

suggesting that each segment is a separate structure, a 
Ztilmhau even, standing free of the others and open 
to the city. Published versions of site and floor plans 

(figures 8.66 and 8.67) also tended to suppress the 
closed figure of the Winarskyhors footprint. In both 
rhe Fen~~hrifr~~ontllru:efBitmer's nearlv ~ontemnorarv 

Ntubnutm Jtr Stadt Witn (1926), for example, the Wi~ 
narskyhof plan can be read as a series of open-ended 

Ztiltnbnllttn, laid out in parallel rows across-and 

seemingly indifferent to-the existing grid of the city. 
Yet as the buildings and figure-ground plans of 

the city attest, this representation belies the dosed 
footprint of the Winarskyhof, which is a perimeter 
block contained within a perimeter block-which 
~nl!n!O rwn citv hloclcs. hut (unlike s~hmid and A.i-

8.65 Wlno•dl,t.of, lmogu 
publlah~bydMm11nklpollly 
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chinger's Rabenhof, for example) closes itself off from 
the city street that bisects it. Though the Leystrasse 
passes through its courtyards, the Winarskyhof turns 
its back on the street that is fenced off from them and 
remains separate. Thus while in published form the 
Winarskyhof positions itself polemically in opposition 
to the socialist Gemeindtbautm, materially it sets itself 
in opposition to the historical city. Though not in fact 
comprising parallel rows of Lilenlnmtm, it was con
ceived in the spirit of the German row-blocks: in op
position to both the scale and order of the traditional 
city. Unlike the superblocks by Schmid and Aichinger, 
which are 61led with small-scale adjustments, accom
modations, and concessions to established patterns of 
use and circulation, the Winarskyhof uncompromis
ingly selS itself apart from the city around it. There is 
no ambiguity between inside and outside; the bound
aries between Hof and city, though breached, are 
clearly drawn. The Winarskyhof interrupts the con
tinuous spatial narrative of the city in a way that has 
more in common with avant-garde techniques of in
tervention and the defamiliarizing procedures of mon
tage than with the complex historically rooted 
dialectics of Wagner School urbanism. 111 Yet the radi
cal"'modernity" of the Winarskyhof-"'the flat roofs, 
quiet horizontality, spaciousness of building tracts and 
spaces around them, and the complete absence of dec
oration"-touted in the contemporary architectural 
press was largely rhetorical, and existed principally in 
word and graphic image. 

The oppositional stance of the Winarskyhof 
marked it as a counterproject of the OVSK. Neverthe
less, all of the architects who participated in the 
scheme {except for Loos, Lihotzky, and Schuster, who 
had left Vienna by 1926) continued to design Gemein
debautm for the municipality. In these later buildings, 
which had nothing to do with the OVSK, they devel
oped some of the ideas introduced in the Winarsky
hof, but they also engaged the Gmuindelnm itself as an 
urban architectural problem. 

LATER GIMIINDEBAUTfN IY BEHRENS. HOFF
MANN, FRANK Peter Behrens designed two IUnher 
Gemehldelnmten. The first, begun in 1924 and com
pleted in 1925, was on the Konstanziagasse in district 
XXI, an industrial zone with prewar tenements and 
little existing urban infrastructure. The executed 
building (figures 8.68 and 8.69), only a small part of 
the scheme originally conceived for the area, is inter
esting for the almost equal balance between dwelling 
space and public facilities: municipal kinderganens, 
assembly rooms, maternity clinics, a public library 
with extensive reading rooms, workshops, storage 
facilities for city street-cleaning equipmenr, and a 6re 
station.1N With characteristic clarity, Behrens divided 
the complex into two parts; an H-shaped residential 
wing enclosing two courtyards (bracketed by the 
street-cleaning facilities and fire station) and an insti
tutional .,square," open to the street, around which 
were grouped the large assembly hall, kindergarten, 
and clinics and which was clearly intended to be a so
cial and cultural nexus for the area. Behrens's buildings 
establish the spatial conditions for such development 
with typological rigor. The residential blocks are sim
ply detailed and are scaled to the big city. Together 
with the public institutional square, they have an ur
banity and logic of form that are absent in the more 
picturesque KJein.rt11dt conception of some of the other 
projects of this kind. 

Behrens's third building for the Gemeinde Wien, 
the Fran2.-Domeshof {1928) on the MargaretengOrtel 
{figure 8.70; see also the map of Margaretengiirtel 
area, figure 8.16, section C-5), occupied all but two 

comer lots on a long narrow block north of the 
Metzleinstalerhof,IZJ The Domeshof seems to embody 
both the idea of the GemehiJebtm as a distinct urban 
building typology and Behrens's own conception of 
urban building as designed to be apprehended in a 
state of distraction. Straightforward aniculation of 
parts-commercial base, residential superstructure 
denoted by grouped windows and balconies, commu- 3101311 
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nicacing nair, and communal forecourt-is combined 
with powerful massing and an emphatic comer com~ 

position o( intersecting cubes, planes, and roo( angles 

that commands a broad prospect, both fixing the (orm 

in the mind and anchoring it to the urban grid. 

Jose( HoffrnaM also designed other Gmuinde~ 

lnmttn. The KJosehof of 1924-1925 (figure 8.71) was 

built on the site o( a (onner gasworks in an area slated 

(or development into a "Gm1tindebauten quarter" in 

district XIX. 11' At the time, however, the streets had 

not even been paved. The Kloseho( was an innovative 

response to this condition. In the middle o( a per(ecdy 

square courtyard contained by an unbroken perimeter 
block, HoffrnaM placed a tall, narrow ·freestanding 

tower. Originally the tower, which housed a kinder~ 

garten and laundry in its base and five stories o( apart~ 

ments above, was intended to poke up over the top o( 

the perimeter sO'Ucture. HoffmaM described his in~ 

tention: .. The building was originally a big square that 

enclosed a large gardenlike courtyard. But since this 

solution did not provide enough apartments, it was 

necessary to build in the overlarge courtyard. In the 

end I arne up with the idea o( a tall towerlike middle 

tnct, which would leave untouched the peripheral 

coortyud tracts and which I wanted to build several 

stories higher." This was not permitted-even though, 

as he claimed, "no one in VieMa could explain why 

not."m As built, the tower (figure 8.72) was only two 

1
8.70 frcrm Oofn~t~hof M. I 
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stories higher than the perimeter structure, and there. 

fore invisible from the street. Compositionally, it was 

designed to introduce what Hoffmann called 

.. rhythm" into the Klosehof; a distinctive set or pro. 

ponions and irregular grid or windows that would 

provide a counterpoint to the Klosehors balanced 

street facades (hgure 8.73) HoffmaM's treatment of 

the Klosehof hcades-white rendered cement facing, 

with projecting window frames painted red; small 

porthole·like toilet·room windows; recessed balcon· 

ies; and exposed drainpipes treated as an attached, very 

thin, giant order framing the stairwell bays-was 

sharply criticized. Both city officials and residents 

were unhappy with the Klosehof, which was assailed 

in the press for its "barrackslike appearance." Max 

Ermers (Adolf Loos's friend and associate) viciously 

attacked Hoffmann and called the Klosehof "one or 

the ugliest buildings ohhe postwar period."•n In 1925 

and again in 1926 Hoffmann was compelled to defend 

his design and respond in print to the charge that as 

an architect to the rich, he had little affinity for this 

kind of work: "I know and love the 'little people,' with 

whom I have labored in workshops for decades, and I 

believe, With their help, to have found the dehnitive 

type. I believe that building without unnecessary ar· 

tistic facadism, in a simple unpretentious manner, 
finding charm in the juxtaposition of wall and win· 

dow-suits these people. These people often have 

unrecognized artistic sensibility and are not to be 
underestimated."119 

Hoffmann's condescending tone may have fueled 

the bitter controversy over the Klosehof design. But 

the dispute itself concerned HoffmaM's idiosyncratic 

conception of the GtmtiTtdtbau as a building type. For 

him it was a house writ large, because or both its size 

and its composition of many dwelling units. 110 Viewed 

in this way, the architect's task was to develop an eco· 

nomical, large-scale syntax for the refined formallan· 

guage that he had developed in his houses for private 

clients before World War I. The solution, which Hoff-
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mann suggested he had found in the Klosehof, was es

sentially an essay on the wall. "For an architect of feel
ing," he explained, "the wall is a wonderful element of 

incomparable value. My idea was to emphasize this 

even more and thereby to give value to the otherwise 

simple building; to leave the wall itself irregular and 
occasionally to give it a small decoration-a flower, a 

leaf, or a piece of fruit-was to employ a completely 
unusual, unfantiliar, and previously unaied 

method."ll1 The tower in particular, "with irs monu

mental walls, with only one window on the sides, of

fered the rare opportunity . . . which I seized upon 

with enthusiasm, ... to give ... ivy ... and ... ailan

thus, the indigenous weedlike plants of the Viennese: 

courtyard, a beautiful painterly place" on which to 

grow.m Interestingly, this is how Hoffmann pictured 

the building-with vines and flowering trees trained 

along irs walls-in the drawing that illustrated his de
fense of the building in Die Neue W"trtsdmft. Both the 

pm1i of the incarcerated tower and the idea of the pro

letarian dwelling place as garden wall, to be Orgllni

cally decorated by nature herself with the common 

weeds of the traditional Viennese courtyard, were po

etic and certainly eccentric in the context of Red Vien

na's social program. The tower, however, did have a 

typological antecedent in one of Vienna's most famous 
late-eighteenth-century buildings, the so-called N~~r

renturm (1783) or "fools' tower" of the A/Jgememe 
Knmkmlmus (general hospital), by Isidor Carnevale
• cylindrical perimeter block with a (not quite) free

standing building in its center. Though critics of the 

Klosehof never associated it with the N~~TTn~trmn, the 

relationship of its pm-ti to that of the fuols' tower, 

which like many other eighteenth-century mental 

wards housed not only the insane but the indigent, 

may have contributed to the Klosehof residents' un

easiness with Hoffmann's scheme. uJ 

In his last Gemeindelmu fur Red Vienna, a closed 

perimeter block on the Laxenburgerstrasse in Favor

iten (X), designed in 1931, Hoffmann continued his 

essay on the wall. In this instance he animated the long 
street and courtyard facades with an intricate surface 

pattern generated by the superimposed grids of differ

ently shaped and dimensioned windows and balconies 

with thin iron railings. The result is a continuously 

shifting interplay of figure and ground across a broad 

field; a play of surface and mass that alternately dis

solves and reasserts the material substance of the wall 

itself. 
Josef Frank also continued to build fur the munic

ipality. Between 1924 and 1931 he built three Gemeiu
delnmtm and collaborated on a fourth with his parmer 

Oskar Wlach in 1931 to 1932. Frank, unlike Hoff

mann, engaged the Gememdebau as a sociospatial 

rather than syntactical problem. His first, unexecuted, 

design for the Wiedenhoferhof (XVII) of 1923 at

tempted to merge Terrt~~m~htuu, Zeilenlnm, and su
perblock in a single scheme in· which a central street, 

flanked by stepped blocks, is channeled through the 

base of a long apartment block on the northern edge 

of the site.m In the final executed version (figure 8.74) 

Frank reversed figure and ground, replacing the cen

tral street with a rationalized ZeilmiNIN that juts into 

and bisects the large courtyard space enclosed by a 

nearly square perimeter block. According to Frank 

two considerations determined the outward aspect of 
the building (figure 8. 75 and plate 20) "accommoda
tion to urban context" and its acharacteriution as 

social housing." In order to satisfy both these 
requirements of site and type, Frank explained, "the 

facades are generously scaled without any great pileup 

of masses or superimposed structures. Only the log

gias open the building toward the public square on the 

southwest side. The impression is unified, and the ho

rizontal rows of apartment windows are interrupted 

only by the vertical accent of the continuous stairwell 

glazing. The building derives its principal effects from 

its orange-red color, white window frames, and hori
zontal coursing."m Organizationally, Frank reversed 

the typical disposition of dwelling and social space in 3161317 
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the Gemtindebtmttn, Instead of placing the communal 
facilities (workshops, baths, etc.) in the courtyard, he 
distributed them, along with the cooperative stores 
and shops, around the periphery of the block. The 
courtyard tract was a more or less pure residential 
Zlilenbau sited along a north-south axis with the apart
ments facing east and west. 

In his subsequent Gemtindtbtmten Frank adapted 
the formal and organizational principles established in 
the Wiedenhoferhof to different site conditions. His 
building on the Sebastian-Kelch-Gasse (1928), a small 
infill structure in the dense proletarian district of 
Penzing (XIV), exemplifies Frank's ability to turn the 
limitations of a confined and awkward site to extraor
dinary effect. Carving out a forecourtlgtrden space 
along the Sebastian-Kelch-Gasse {figures 8. 76 and 
8.77 and plates 21 and 22), Frank opened the building 
to the street, but he also bracketed its communal gar
den with corner pavilions that clearly demarcate this 
space from the public domain of the street and the 
commercial zone of the comer shops at their base. 
Frank's lut two Gmttindtlmutm, the Leopoldine 
GIOcklhof (1931) on the Gaudenzdorfergtlrtel (XII) 
(just north ofHaydnpark; see figure 8.15) and Fickey
strasse 8 (designed with Oskar Wlach in 1931) along 
the Simmeringer Hauptstrasse (XI), display the char
acteristics of the buildings begun in the last years of 
the building program when the municipality was 
strapped for funds and politically besieged. They are 
self-contained perimeter blocks that-in comparison 
to the earlier Gnntindtlmuttn,- are coarse-grained in 
relation to the city plan and lack the subtle adjust
ments to topography and patterns of use that distin
guished Frank's earlier Grmeindtbtmtm.u6 These and 
the other perimeter blocks built after 19)0, which 
seem hermetic and disengaged, reflect the political re
alities of the last years of Red Vienna, when the mu
nicipality itself became increasingly an embattled and 
interiorized enclave. 

KARL-MARX.HOf The Kari-Marx-Hof, completed in 
1930, is deservedly the central monument of Red Vi
enna. Careful examination of the building in relation 
to the historical and spatial conditions of its site and its 
making reveals that the Kari-Marx-Hof interacts very 
differendy than the Winarskyhof with its specific ur
ban context and with the city as a whole. 

The built version of the Karl-Marx-Hof was not 
the original scheme for the site. The first design, by 
the Tirolean architect Clemens Holzmeister (1886-
1983), was actually much closer to the Winarskyhof 
than to the final executed design by Karl Ehn. Holz. 
meister, who had studied at the Technical University 
in Vienna before and during World War I, had been 
awarded one of the Social Democrats' most important 
early commissions in 1921 for a municipal cremato
rium near Vienna's Central Cemetery. Holzmeister's 
gothicizing design for the crematorium was filled with 
folk references and expressionist details that pleased 
both anti-clerical socialists and Roman Catholics. 
Though it was awarded third prize in the competition, 
it was selected over the winning scheme because "it 
fit best into the area."m It was perhaps this quality of 
Holzmeister's work, its apparent contexrualism, that 
l~d Franz Siegel to approach him in 1926 regarding 
the Hbuilding-up of Heiligenstadt," the site selected 
for the Kari-Marx-Hof.u• Of his work on the project 
Holzmeister recorded, "I worked for half a year and 
developed a fairly regular plan for this enormous proj
ect. I started with the family; from the tasks of the 
family; from the mother who has to cook and at the 
Hme time look after children. For example, regarding 
the kitchen: How do I build a kitchen where a child 
can sit in the sun? From this problem I developed the 
entire design. And the whole Siedhmg looked very uni-
fonn and unromantic:•u• 

Holzmeister's Sitdhmg, intended for a narrow 
one-kilometer-long strip of land known as the "Ha
genwiese" that lay between the embankment of the 
Franz-josef railway line and the Heiligenstadter-
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strasse, consisted of parallel rows of Ztilmbtm blocks 
grouped around sunken rectangular gardens. In the 
&gulimm&'Pftm of 1909 {figure 8.78), this area had 
been subdivided into small, irregularly shaped blocks. 
Holzmeister's scheme (figure 8.79) reconstiruted the 
site, allowing only three streets {one preexisting) to cut 
through it. The buildings themselves were to be three
story blocks with balconies facing the lawns and gar
dens between them {figure 8.80). Yet despite the ap
parent openness of the site plan, Holzmeister's 
Sitdlung rurns its back on the area around it. Oriented 
toward grass, sun, and air, and away from the street, 
the Zeilmlmutm are interiorized and disengaged from 
the area around them; the site itself is far less pene
trable than the porous perimeter block construction 
typical of the GnneiJitkbtmtm. 

Holzmeister's design was rejected by the munici
pal building authorities. "I showed the design to Stndt

mt Siegel, whose response was, 'This time, professor, 

you were clearly uninspired:" Holzme.ister recalled.140 

If more extensive deliberations took place, no record 
of them has survived. But it seems that the commission 
was awarded to Karl Ehn sometime in 1926, since 
Ehn's preliminary design for the Karl-Marx-Hof was 
complete by October 1926, when a photograph of the 
massing model was published in Dit Neue Wn1'Scbtlft.'~' 

Ehn's scheme (figure 8.81), which was built with 
only minor changes, was less diffuse, more focused 
and hierarchical, than that of Holzmeister. Rather 
than dividing the site into clusters of freestanding 
row-blocks, as Holzmeister had done. Ehn treated the 
complex as a single continuous strucrure, penetrated 
at intervals by pedestrian pathways and streets that 
pierce the fabric through broad, round-arched open
ings. At its center is a large public square, framed by 
the monumental centerpiece of the Kari-Marx-Hof 
and flanked by its long enclosed co~rtyards. 

1
0.78 ................... , 
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At the time it was built (1926-1930), the Kari
Marx-Hof was the largest single building in Red Vi
enna (figure 8.82). The size or a small town, it encom
passed a total area or IS6,027 square meters and, once 
occupied, housed a population or 5,000 in 1,400 apart
ments. It had two central laundries, two communal 
bathing facilities with tubs and showers, a dental 
clinic, maternity clinic, a health insurance office, li
brary, youth hostel, post office, and a phannacy and 
twenty-five other commercial premises, including a 
restaurant and the offices and showroom of the BEST, 
the city-run furnishing and interior design advi~ cen
ter (Die Beratungstelle fiir lnneneinrichtung und 
Wohnungshygeine des Osterreichischen Verbandes 
Air Wohnungsrefonn).141 One continuous building 
more than a kilometer long, its central square (figure 
8.83) covered an area of 10,480 square meters; its 
courtyards together encompassed 127,276 square me
ters, while its front facade along the Heiligenstidter
strasse was 1.2 kilometers long. 

With its scale alone, the Karl-Marx-Hof changed 
the significance or the very concept of perimeter 
block, courtyard, and facade. Discussion of the project 
in the press and city council is telling in this regard. In 
Dit Neue Wirtstlmft, Ehn's scheme was described by 
city officials as "a garden city-like structure" in which 
"Siulhmg and garden city character are combined with 
multistory building ...• Despite its enonnous dimen
sions, this structure will be treated, more than other 
buildings, in a garden city-like manner."14J To describe 
Ehn's unified, massively scaled structure as a "garden 
city" seems incongruous. But when these remarks are 
considered in the context of the controVersy over the 
municipality's planning strategy, triggered by the 
Tenth Congress of the International Federation for 
Housing and Town Planning in September 1926 (held 
in Vienna while Ehn was preparing his preliminary 
design for the Karl-Marx-Hof), their significance 
emerges. As we noted in chapter 6, the general con
sensus of the congress was that the Gtmemdelllmtm had 

too many stories, the apartments in them were too 
small, and the courtyards they enclosed were too nar
row. Delegates expressed their disapproval of the Vi
ennese buildings during the screening of a film on the 
housing program; images of the Siulhmgen received 
sustained applause, while footage or the large Gemeirl
delnmten was viewed in stony silence. 1+1 

The Viennese were quick to respond to the criti
cism or the international housing and planning com
munity. In the weeks following the congress a steady 
stream of anicles in the Arbeitw-Zeitung, Dit Neue 

Wirtscbaft, and other Social DemocNtic party newspa
pers quoted the laudatory comments of foreign del
egates-particularly from England and Holland, 
countries whose housing policies were considered to 
be the most "advanced" in Europe.'4s The Social 
Democrats defended their own policies, reiterating 
the reasons for building at high density in the city and 
ultimately faulting the lack of effective laws of expro
priation for making such building necessary in the 
firstplace. 146 

Yet even before the toWn planning congress took 
place in Vienna, authorities appeared to be moving 
(rhetorically, at least) in the direction of prden city 
or Sitdlung planning ideals. In June 1926 Siegel had 
announced that in 1927 "we hope ..• to make the 
transition to a time when Vienna will be in a position 
to strive for the real housing ideal: the single-family 
and cwo-family house in a garden Sitdhmg." 147 At. the 
closing event of the congress, Stlldtbaudirtlttor Musil 
proclaimed the "end or the period of multistory build
ing in Vienna," and Raben Oerley, vice-president of 
the Austrian Association of Architects, announced that 
he had just been commissioned to dclign a 1,600-unit 
garden city in Vienna.148 Six months later, Franz Siegel 
declared that "Even the large housing blocks of today 
are to be considered emergency housing .... The mu
nicipal administration has always been aware that its 
multistory housing blocks do not represent the ideal 
modern building form .... The worst of the housing 
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crisis is now over; from now on, therefore, Vienna will 

move increasingly in the direction of garden city and 
Sirdhmg movement ideals .•.. Even this year the con

struction of a garden city Sittlhmg . .. will begin, and 

will consist of only multifamily houses.n149 But when 
this program-which included the Karl-Marx-Hof
was presented to the city council, opposition council

lors were quick to point out that. what was described 
as garden city-like construction was in fact just a 
"slightly lower multistory apartment building." The 
Social Democrats' use ofthe term Gnrtmrtlldt (garden 
city), conservative politicians charged, was evidence 
not so much of a change of heart or policy as of the 
party's embarrassment (Schmngtftib/J over the recent 
negative press its program had received.•so 

In the end the international congress had little 
impact on the municipality's policies regarding build

ing type. Karl Ehn's laconic statement in the Kari
Man:-Hof Fesrschrift seems to bear this out: 01It was 
necessary [in 1926) to decide on the type of construc
tion, whether a Sietlhmg, a garden city, or a compact, 
closed block of flats. The International Congress of 
Architects [ski held in Vienna at just this rime, re
Rectc:d the many different opinions prevailing on this 
question. The municipality of Vienna decided to carry 
out the scheme in the form of a closed block of Aats, 
with large garden courtyards."1' 1 But when Ehn's de
sign was presented in june 1927, it was clear that the 
Karl-Man:-Hof, though not a Sitdhmg, was not a 
.. closed block of Rats,. either. A conservative councilor 
pointed out, 

In this project, the courtyards are tteated in a wholly unusual 

manner. We see courtyards in the dimension of 10,000-

15,000 square meters. These are in fact no longer court

yards; one ctn no longer label a space of such dimensions a 

Hllusbo{(building courqrard) •.. Even large public squares 

in Vienna comprise only a ponion of the area covered by one 

of these courtyards .. , A new type has been creared: a build

ing without courtyard, since that which is here encl05ed is no 

courtyard, but rather a public space through which Streets 

are channeled. It is impossible that the vut courtyards (of the 

Karl-Man.:-Hof) are only at the disposal of the inhabitants of 

these buildings. These will be open public places. Compan:d 

to what we have built so far, we are building something new: 

buildings without courtyards, buildings surrounded by pub

lic circulation space and squares ...• It is an "inberween

thing" (ein Mirtrltling) somewhere betWeen an open and 
closed building fonn.ur 

Indeed the scale of the Karl-Marx-Hof courtyards did 
more than change the significance of the traditional 
building courtyard; as further examination will show, 
the realignment of building and city effected by the 
"Mittelding,. had far-reaching implications for the re
lationship between space and politics in Red Vienna. 

The Kari-Marx-Hof is carefully adjusted to the 
panicularities of its site between the Stildtlm/m station, 
Heiligenstidterstrasse, and the city's largest sports sta
dium on the hill beyond (figure 8.84). It preserves the 

·central square, which earlier city plans show was con
temporary with Wagner's station building. But by 
framing the square, the Karl-Marx-Hof reconfigures 
it into the central forecourt of the new building. The 
square itself, however, remains public and likewise ori
ented toward the station and the street. The main fa
cade, which fronts onto the station and the (newly 
appropriated) square, functions at both civic and do
mestic scale. The semicircular arches, (figure 8.8S) re
duced in number from nine to six in the final executed 
scheme, are gateways that mediate the passage be
tween train station, square, and football stadium be
yond, while the windows and balconies above mark the 
apartments within.•u 

Though the two large residential courtyards abut 
the central square, they cannot be entered from it. In
stead, they are entered from the streets that run the 
length of the complex. As in the Rabenhof, the coon
yards are penetrated by cross streets, one of which not 
only cuts through the Karl-Marx-Hof but passes un-
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der the railway Jines behind it to link up with major 

arterial roads leading into the city center. The kinder

gartens, clinics, libraries, and other facilities, as well as 

the shops and cafes, are all clustered at the points 

where main streets, cross streets, building, and Hofin

tersect, creating communaVpublic nodes serving resi

dents and nonresidents at regular intervals along the 

1.2 kilometer street front of the Kari-Marx-Hof. 

These functions are marked by great hemicycle arches 

at the base of massive square blocks. Painted sky-blue, 

they contrast vividly with the shifting planes of the 

sandstone-yellow walls and red balconies that step up 

and down the Kari-Marx-Hof's long facades (figure 

8.86 and plates 12-14). 11~ Inside the courty1rds (figure 

8.87 and plate 17) the vivid colors and active wall sur

faces of the street facades give way to broad uniformly 

colored wall planes, horizont<~lly striated by long bal

conies. The sides of the courtyard are so far apart that 

to the eye the Kari-Marx-Hof seems to consist of 

widely spaced Ztiltnbautm that face each other across 

vast expanses of lawn. Spatially, the effect is both more 

open and more Ouid than the tightly packed freemnd

ing blocks of Holzmeister's original scheme. Though 

in plan a perimeter block, the Kari-Marx-Hof is nei

ther an impenetrable foruess nor disengaged from the 

urban context of its site. Quite the contrary; its spatial 

order is chaHcterized by a subtle interpenetration of 

public, private, and communal space that not only 

allnws for the Ouid passage between city and Hofbut 

also puts special emphasis on the points of intersection 

between them. 

Yet-and this is one of the reasons for its em

blematic mtus-the instrumentality of the Kari

Marx-Hof extends far beyond the immediate context 

of its site. Situated at the point wh.ere river and railway 

traffic enter the city from the north, its red arches, 

1 
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liered towers, and masts for flying banners are visible 

for miles. Symbolizing both w;~.ll and entry, this eru~ 

blem of Red Vienna is a symbol of the dry itself. The 

JUrl-Marx-Hof became the icon of Red Vienna be~ 

ause its elemental forms and colors most powerfully 

embodied the idro of Red Vienna. But the full force of 
that idea really becomes evident only in the plan and 

its relationship to the spatial organization of the his

torical dry of Vienna. Because of its enormous size, 

the Kari-Marx-Hof can no longer be perceived or un

derstood as a perimeter block. Instead, in plan, it reads 

as a figure-ground inversion of the traditional rela

tionship between built and unbuilt territory in the city. 

But the invened figure is imprinted upon and coexists 

with the figure itself-and that is the structure~ politi
cal significance. 

Manfredo Tafuri and Francesco Dal Co recognize 

an "epic tonality" in the heroic fonns of the Kari

Marx-Hof that made it "an individual, a symbolic 

unity pridefully counrerposcd to the urban context?' 

For them it embodies "the essence of the great bour

geois novel (which) is the drama that counterposes the 
positive hero to society."•H But the "epic" quality of 

the Kari-Marx-Hof can also be related to a very differ
ent form of drama. Indeed, the Kari-Marx-Hof per

forms an operation not unlike the more or less 

contemporary epic theater of Bertold Brecht. As 

Brecht explained, one of his intentions was to refunc

tion or functionally transform (71711fo11ktionierm) tradi

tional theatrical practices by exposing the techniques 

by which they operate. Brecht's method, described by 

Walter Benjamin, was to interrupt the action of the 

drama, often by means of songs, in order to "counter

act an illusion in the audience." The interruption, 

whkh for Brecht made this fonn of theater epic, had 

an "organizing function": it "compel{ed) the listener 

to adopt an attitude vis-i-vis the process, the actor vis

i-vis his role."11• Brecht~ epic theater becomes instru

mental as it e.llposes the techniques by which tndi

tional theater operates, thereby subvening those 
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techniques and functionally tr111nsforming (11tn.fimlt

tioni~n) the theater itself into a radical political 

practice. "Umfunktionierung" is a procedure that 

operates, and Brechtian epic theater a cultural practice 

that becomes instrumental, by entering into debate 

with what is already there. It is a procedure that has 

much in common with both the insertions of the Liklt

envniJOutmg and the superimpositions of the Karl

Man:-Hof, the Rabenhof, and the other superblocks 
of Red Vienna. 

In fact, if we look at some of the superblocks that 

were built on the periphery of Vienna's built-up outer 

districts-in areas relatively untouched by the tum of 

the century RttJIIimmgrplnn, where there was no es

tablished urban order-we see much more clearly the 

significance of this critical engagement with the e~~:

isting order of the city. Many of the commissions for 

these building complexes were awarded by competi

tion. Often the competition brief involved urban de

sign of the site as well as the area around it. The 
peripheral superblocks therefore were conceived as 

generative. Their purpose, aside from providing a 

large amount of new housing, was to establish the 
scale, public spaces, and traffic patterns for future 

development. 

WOHNVIIRTil: THI PIRIPHIAAl SUPIAilOCK 
The first of these large exurban developments was the 

Sandleitenhof, located in a border zone between dis

tricts XVI and XVII, between the hills of the Wie

nerwald and the factory and tenement development of 

Ottakring (figures 8.88 and 8.89). It was one of the few 

areas in Vienna that had been laid out along pictur

esque lines with winding streets and irregular blocks 

in rurn-of-the-century development plans, though 

none of this had yet been built. 111 The limited compe

tition for the Sandleitenhof, which included I,S87 

units and e~~:tensive communal facilities, was held in 

1924. The brief specified that the northern portion of 

the site was to adhere to the existing Rtgulimmgrplnn 
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and that construction here was to be "open form:• Ur

ban design of the southern segment was left to the dis

cretion of the designers, though the buildings here 
were to be .. perimeter block construction."•st Both 

parts together were to mediate berween the industrial 

and semirural zones that abutted each other on the 

site. The jury of five architectS (Heinrich Schmid, 

Hermann Aichinger, Robert Oerley, josef Hoffmann, 

and Clemens Holzmeister) selected three firms

Hoppe, SchOnthal, and Matouschek, Theiss & jaksch, 

and Krauss & Tolk-and divided the site up among 

them.119 Hoppe, SchOnthal, and Matouschek were 

given the large southern segment of the site; the other 

rwo firms collaborated on the northern segment.•~ 

The rwo parts remained distinct. The buildings 

on the triangular northern site are small rwelve-unit 

structures, oriented away from the street to frame 
small parklike spaces between them. They are richly 

deniled with elaborate surface decoration derived 

from a range of vernacular sources. Hoppe, SchOn thai, 

and Matouschek's portion south of the Rosenacker

strasse is both larger and more broadly conceived. The 

buildings, linked together in continuous rows, wind 

through the sloping site to define an intercoMected 

network of open, closed, and semienclosed squares, 

g<lrdens, and streets. The emphasis is on public space 

and the Sitteesque composition is sc~nographically 
conceived, with framed views, shifting focal points, 

8.88 OpposiM: s-dloiMn· 
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and picturesque incident. Whereas the image evoked 
by Theiss & Jalcsch's segment is a rural village or Doif 
(see plate 23), the spatial conception of the lower seg
ment is the provincial town or Kleinstodt. 

Not all of the jurors favored the scheme. Some 
suggested that .. in its entire conception [it} is too soft" 
and that"a sweet country air [f*lcba-stimmrmgJ hangs 
over the whole project." Others apparently favored it 
for just these reasons, 6nding its country air appro
priate to the site and an antidote to the "abominable 
character" of the nearby tenements and factories. 161 

But what distinguishes the Sandleitenhof from 
the urban superblocks of Karl Ehn-or those of 
Schmid and Aichinger, for that matter-is not the for
mal vocabulary of the buildings but the hennetic, 
interiorized quality of the complex as a whole. Sand
leitenhof, set down in the midst of fields and allotment 
gardens, establishes its own urban conditions.1'r Un
like Am Fuchsenfeld and the Rabenhof, for example, 
it does not wrest its spaces from the intrac
table grid of the late-nineteenth-century city. Instead, 
disengaged from the historic city and the economic 
imperative of its plan, the urbanism of the Sandleiten
hof is a pastiche. Except at its north and southeastern 
edges, where its buildings meet and engage the ex
isting streets and spatial patterns of the districts of Ot
takring and Hemals, the urban conception of the 
Saridleitenhof is indeed .. soft"-its traditionally con
ceived spaces lack their own history. 

In later peripheral superblocks, which were built at 
considerably lower density, much of the picturesque
ness of the Sandleitenhof disappeared. The Kari
Seitthof, begun in 1926, was one of the most impor
tant of these new large blocks. Named after Vienna's 
second Social Democratic mayor, it was intended, like 
the earlier Reumannhof, to be .. a city within the city;' 
the center of a new district.16, The site chosen for the 
development was in Floridsdorf (XXI), an industrial 
area north of the Danube, where the city owned a 

great deal of land. The otiginal idea had been to build 
several smaller structures on many different sites 
throughout the district, as had been done in the more 
densely built-up parts of the city. This was abandoned 
in favor of a single large complex that would function 
as the core of the new development.• .. 

As with Sandleitenhof, a competition was held in 
order to generate an utban concept for the area. In this 
case three architects were invited: Robert Oerley, Kat! 
Krist, and Hubett Gessner, who won the competi
tion.161 The governing principle of his design, Gessner 
explained, was that the Kati-Seitzhof should not look 
like a worker's colony.1" Certainly, in plan, Gessner's 
original scheme bore a striking resemblance to Gott
fried Semper's original design for the New Hofbutg 
(Imperial Palace), which had double exedra facing 
each other across the Heldenplatz. Like the New Hof
burg, only half of Gessner's original scheme for the 
Kari-Seitzhof, and thus only one of the exedra-shaped 
forecourts, was built.1" The spatial organization of 
this part (figure 8.90) was detennined by a broad cen
tral boulevard, which was originally intended to be a 
shopping street with an open-air market down its cen
ter and shops on either side. That plan was not real
ized, but the residential blocks aligned perpendiculatly 
to the street were built and sited in conformity with 
Zei/enlum principles along a north-south axis, so that 
1,530 or 90 percent of the 1,700 apartments in the 
Karl-Seitzhof faced east, west, or south.•a 

The centerpiece of the Kari-Seitzhof was a hemi
cycle forecoutt framing a fonnal garden (figure 8.91). 
Baroque in spirit and ordonnance, this forecourt with 
its great curved facade and triumphal archways was 
evocative of the industrial buildings that sutrounded it 
as well as of the New Hofburg. In particular the mas
sive blocks of the clocktower (figure 9.6) at the notth
em end of the curve recall Gessner's own factory 
buildings of the 1910s and early 1920s. Gessner, like 
Ehn at the Karl-Marx-Hof, adopted the spatial lan
guage of power, of domination, in the Seitzhof. Yet the 
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difference between the rwo buildings is telling; it has 

10 do not so much with massing, proportions, compo

sition, and color as with their positions in relation to 

the fabric of the historical city. Despite the siu, mon

umen~l forms, and powerful figure of its plan, the 

Karl-Seitzhof has linle impact on the city beyond its 

boundaries. Transplanted to the periphery, the enor
mous superblock (figure 8.92) affects neither the or

ganization nor the operation of the historic city. Like 

the Sandleitenhof it establishes its own (though very 

different) urban conditions; it does not engage the 

nineteenth-century Rtgulimmgspftm. It thus neither 

grapples with nor enters into debate with the old order 

but, set apart, remains contained within itself, a "built 

utopia at the edge of an urban reality very little condi

tioned by (it).""" By absence rather than presence, 
therefore, the Karl-Seitzhof reveals the conditions by 

which the organizing function of the superblock op
erates, and by which the superblock itself becomes 

instrumental, mmsformational, operative. It demon

strates that only when the superblock comes into con

tact with the existing order, when its spatial 

orpnization intersects with and engages the plan of 

the historical city, does it have an impact on "what is 

1
8 .90 Kort.Selnhot,p.-llml- I 
IICiryplon(lfllrd...,.,lof>),by 
HuH<t Gn111w, 1926. 
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present."170 By itself the superblock uansforms 
nothing. 

The George-Washingtonhof of the same year shows 
this dynamic in a different way. Also one of the new 
large "~rden city-like" complexes inaugumed in 
1926, the Washingtonhof-originally known as "Am 
Wienerberg-SpiMerin am Kreu~" after a late 

Gothic t1bernacle adjacent to the site-contained 
more than I ,000 apartments and extensive communal 
facilities. 111 The commission was awarded to Karl 
Krist and Robert Oerley after the Karl-Seitthof went 
to Hubert Gessner. Originally it was to have been a 
Sitdltmg located on a different site. m Both architects 
had already designed two-family houses for the earlier 
site, but the George-Washingtonhof was not to be a 
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Sitdltmg. Instead it was to be garden city-like: low 

three~story perimeter block construction enclosing 

five loosely coMected large courtyards (figure 8.9l). 

Not simply a Mittt/Ji11g (somewhere between an open 

and dosed building form), it '"s also at first intended 

to be a hybrid Gnnti11Jtbat~-Gnrtt11Sitdhmg building 

type, with each unit allotted its own g:arden plot 

(though the g:ardens were to be ornamental, not pro

ductive). In the end, however, the courtyard gardens 

were communal, each planted with different trees or 

bushes-birch, lilac, maple, elm, acacia-after which 

the courtyards themselves were named: Birkenhof, 

Fliederhof, Ahomhof, Ulmenhof, Akuienhof. 

Like the neighboring Siedlung Am Wasserturm 

(see figure l .2l), the George~Washingtonhof was 

an experimental project: part Hof, part Sitdhmg. Its 

spr.~wling spaces, as a result, have a hybrid character. 

Though enclosed, they lack the urban density of the 

Hof Though intimately identified with their plant~ 

ings, with g:ardening, and with cultivation, they lack 

the vital connection to the land of the productive 

Gmmsitdltmg. The attempt to synthesize Hof and 

Sitdltmg results in spaces that are neither Hof-like nor 

Sitdllmg-like, that are somehow disengaged from both 

the city and the land. 171 

Once again it is at the points of intersection be

tween the new building and existing patterns of use in 

the area that the George-Washingtonhof engages and 

affects the larger topography of its site. Situated on the 

border between two districts (X and XII) and two 

zones (industrial and residential), and at the intersec

tion of two major traffic arteries (the Triesterstr.~sse, 

an old trade route to the Adriatic port city, and the 

Raxsrrasse, a broad east~west boulevard planned in the 

late 1890s as an "outer GUrtelsmsse" or Vo/Jtsri,g) the 

George- Washingtonhof occupies a key site. Part of its 

function , according to city building officials, was co 

act as a "gateway into the city from the south ."' 74 It 
did this with considerable ambiguity. Just west of the 

Triesterstrasse the Geor~~:e~Washine:tonhof brid~~:es 

the westward continuation of the Raxstrasse (where 

it diminishes in size and becomes Unter

Meidlingerstrasse) with a monumental double-arched 

gateway. But unlike the other large Gmuindtbat4tt11 
that bridge streets to create superblocks, the Washing

tonhof spans a street that never enters the space of the 

Hofitself; instead it skirts around it, passing along the 

outside northern edge into the district of Meidling. 

Though inscribed with its name, the monumental 

gateway is in fact the point of enoy not into the 

George-Washingtonhof, but rather to the city. 

The largest and one of the last superblocks of Red Vi~ 

enna was the Friedrich-Engels~Piatt-Hof (1930-

19ll). Its architect, Rudolf Perco (1884-1942), was a 

curiously alienated figure. Born in Gori"tia in the Ital

ian territories of the Habsburg Empire, Perco studied 

in Vienna and received his architectural ttaining in 

Otto Wagner's master class from 1906 to 1910. Subse~ 

quently he worked for Hubert Gessner (1906-1911) 

and Friedrich Ohmann (1911-1912). At home neither 

in Austria nor Italy, he spent World War I imprisoned 

in Italy, and returned to Vienna to p~actice architec

ture in 1919. Perco's architectural oractice in the "''"' 
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1920s consisted mosdy of work for the Gemcinde 

Wien (three Gmtti11JebauwJ including thejodlhof dis

cussed earlier, in addition to the Engels-Piat~-Hof). 

Aher t 934 he was without work, though he joined the 

Nazi Party and denied having had any association with 

the Austrian Social Democratic Party.• 7s 

Much of Perea's architecrure was unexecuted. He 

entered several competitions for large public buildings 
and monuments in cities throughout the former 

Habsburg lands. In 19)2 he published a number of 

these projects alon~~: with a pro~Uammatic tteatise. "On 

the Path toward the Impending Fifth Rebinh of the 

Antique: A Program for a Genuine Architecture," 

which called for a synthesis of the figural and the ratio

nal in modern architecrure, a synthesis of Greek clas

sicism with a rationalized, modular proportional sys
tem.'76 Perco~ unbuih work, representative of these 

ideas, was characteriz.ed by gigllntism and combined a 

stripped-down classicism with repetitive modularicy. 

The Engels-Piatz-Hof was Percol first opportu

nity to build at a scale that approached his imaginary 
work. It w~-~ hv f~r thP. ll.nrP.u ~nmmi~<:inn PP.rco had 
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received From the municipality.177 The site, 115,300 
square meters or open fields, was in Brigittenau (XX) 

on the Former flood plain of the Danube between the 
river and the canal, and adjacent to the Floridsdorfer 
bridge. 1711 Perea's building (figure 8.94), which encom
passed the site, covered only one-quarter of its area. 179 

The spaces it enclosed, thereFore, were enormous. 
The central courtyard, as the Arbeittr-Zritrmg noted, 
could accommodate the Rsthnus (city hall), one ofVi
eMa's largest public buildings, and still have 2,000 
square meters left over. 180 The buildings (figure 8.95) 
were also taller than the norm: six, seven, and some
times eighr stories high, they towered over the railway 
sheds and industrial buildings around them. Yet the 
cubic massing, the consttuctivist forms of towers (see 
figure 9.15 and plate 19), the ironwork balconies, brick 
chimneys, and washhouses were intended to be con
textual, evocative of factory buildings, smokestacks, 
and warehouses. 

But the dominant order of the Engels-Piatt-Hof 
is integral to the project itself and derives from Perro's 
concept of a rationalized, modular classicism. Because 
of the classical symmetries, gridded sur&ces, and ex
tensive use of exposed metalwork, the Engels-Platt
Hof is often related to Otto Wagner's later work of 
around 1910 and especially to his Grossstildt project of 
1911. (The Engels-Piatz-Hof actually seems closer to 
Wagner's first unexecuted design For the Vienna Uni
versity Library of 1910.) But there are significant and 
telling differences between Perco's project and 
Wagner's late buildings. 

Though Wagner made extensive use of the grid 
in the plans and elevations of his buildings, as well as 
in urban designs such as the projected disttict XXII for 
Vienna published in Dir Grosssttldt, his designs never 
derived from either an overarching set of mathemati
cal proportions or a system of modular units. Instead, 
bWidings such as the Postal Savings Bank and 
Neustiftgasse 40 (discussed in the previous chapter) 
operate at several scales, are composed for many dif-

ferent viewing distances and angles, and repeatedly 
overlay one set of proportions with another. Perro's 
building lacks the finely tuned urban sensibility of 
Wagner's buildings-the accommodation to different 
viewing distances and the balance of "main idea" and 
"counterpoint," which Wagner discussed in Modrmr 
Arthitrlttur. 181 In the Engels-PI:Itz-Hof, point is with
out counterpoint. The modular composition of the 
building negates the notion of balance between point 
and counterpoint and evinces little interest in the 
Qsensuous effects,. produced by that balance, which 
were fundamental to Wagner's architecture. 

The dehumanizing scale and order of the Engels
Platz-Hof are better understood in relation to the po
litical and economic realities of the time. In 1929 the 
impact of the world economic crisis was exacerbated 
in Vienna by the withdrawal of federal support for the 
building program.10 Politically also Red Vienna was 
embattled and on the defensive by 1930, when the 
Engels-Platz-Hof began construction. This was a 
time, as Helmut Gruber observed, when politics, "in
stead of providing a protected environment for culture 
. • . depended more and more on cultural expres
sion."•ll The colossal scale and repetitive cadences of 
the Engels-Platt-Hof can be understood as evidence 
of the municipality's loss of conb'OI over political 
events in Austria and the spatial politics ofits own pro
gram in Vienna. But they also attest to the emergence 
of a new kind of power in Europe against which the 
conciliatory Social Democratic policies of Red Vienna 
would prove defenseless. Karl Seitz's defiant declara
tion at the official dedication of the Engels-Piatt-Hof 
in july 1933, a few months after Adolf Hider had es
tablished a dictatorship in Gennany, is all the more 
poignant For its hopelessness: "Even if the world is to 
become filled with devils, this Vienna will stand un
moved and 6rni [kiihl his ans Herz), a haven of democ
racy, a haven of the spirit, a haven of liberty, a bulwark 
against fascism and dictatorship."IIM 
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In this chapter we have examined the relationship be
tween building and city in the Social Democratic pro
gram of Red Vienna. I have argued that the new "red" 
Hof recovered a historically rooted building type, the 
Ho.fotms, and thereby reestablished the vital connec
tion between street and interior of the city block in 
Vienna that had been obstructed since the nineteenth 
~entury. In the process, an enormous amount of pri
rate space was reclaimed for public use in the city. But 
the building program did more than recover an indig
~nous preindustrial urban building typology; it unrav
=led the plaMing principles that had enabled the 
;peculative development of the capitalisr city in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The 
GnneintieiNmtm created spaces that were part public, 
~art private; that were both open and closed; that were 
1vailable for circulation and public use but also en
=losed within the built-up circumference of the city 
llock; that overlapped with the existing urban grid but 
mdermined the logic of its order. They accomplished 
:his by replacing the analytical structure of streets, 
:>loclts, and open squares with multiple-purpose, 
:nultiple-use spaces that blurred the boundary be
:ween public and private. Even the perimeter blocks 
10d small infill buildings (Lflcltmverbtnmng) that te
nained within the building line of the Regulienmgsp/lm 
1ad an impact on the area around them, visually ap
lropriating public space, forging links between di
fided or previously unrelated urban areas, and 
lstablishing new circulation patterns through the po
"Ous substance of their own building mass. 

But it is the urban superblock that makes the sig
lificance of this kind of realignment most clear. 
:nsened into the existing fabric of Vienna, the Karl
\llarx-Hof, Rabenhof, and other large building com
Jlexes that bridge streets to form superblocks engage 
1ot only the topography but also the history of their 
1rban sites, preserving "what is present" and at the 
:arne time introducing their own willfully aberrant 
cale and organization into the city. 

We have no evidence that the intense debate over 
the contested space of the city evinced by these Gr
nuintlebautm was programmatic. Instead, the spatial 
ambiguities, contradictions, and multiple codings that 
result from the intersection of city and building plan 
seem to emerge (to borrow Otto Wagner's words) 
"lilre a revelation •... They are, as it were the counter
point of (the] architecture" itself.1" The political in
strumentality of the new buildings lies in the decision 
of the Social Democrats to build against the code 
without changing it, thereby alloWing the old and new 
order to coexist. Indeed, careful analysis of building 
and street plans has revealed a dialectic between old 
and new, as the new order enters into debate with, and 
throws into question, the authority of the old. 

This process by which the building becomes a 
radical instrument iri the city is, as we have seen, simi
lar to the Umfimlttionienmg employed by Bertold 
Brecht in his politically engaged theater during the 
same period. Like Brecht's songs interjected into the 
narrative of the drama, the GtmeintldHmtm, inserted 
into the dense urban fabric of Vienna, destabilize as 
they appear to reinforce the existing order of the his
torical city. Intricately interwoven with the historical 
spaces of Old VieMa, the spaces of the New Vienna 
not only call into question the traditional sociospatial 
relationships they describe but also generate a discur
sive space in the city that is tangible, public, and per
petually unresolved. 
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In October 1926, a two-part article, "The Gemeindebau1en of the Ciey of Vienna," appeared in Wamuuhs Monats
hqte ftir Baukrmst uruJ Stiitltebau. The first part, a "favorable appreciation" by Breslau architect GUnter Hirschei
Protsch, who had attended the International Housing and Town Planning Congress in Vienna the month before 
was followed by a "more critical appreciation" by the journal's editor, Werner Hegemann.1 A focus of both re~ 
views was the architectural pluralism of the Viennese buildings. For Hirschel-Protsch it represented .. the liberty 
of the building concep1" (Fnihrit tlu Baugttltmkens), .,the striving of social stt'lu:• and as such 1he "happiest solu
tion to the housing problem." Though variously shaped, the buildings, according to Hirschei-Protsch, were gen
erally characterized by "smooth sober Sncblichlttit, good use of materials, and finely balanced proponions .•. , 
Where the occasional omamenul decoration has been applied, the effect is not particularly disturbing. Color, in 
plaster and paint, has also been pressed into service."' 

Th Hegemann, however, "the Viennese images" 
presented in the issue gave "an overview of the archi
tectonic form-chaos that today is being advanced and 
is much in demand in Vienna." The building program, 
the most extensive urban architectural undertaking of 
the time, represented a "missed opportunity." "Instead 
of large-scale anistic uniey;• the GemrintleiNimm, Heg
emann claimed, represented "' a multitude of individ
ual, inherently unconnected design solutions." The 
buildings "in no way appear to have been commis
sioned by the same client, for whom one would as
sume it would have been necessary to develop some 
overarching architectonic principle."J 

The two commenuries illustrate not only the 
controversial nature of Red Vienna's architectural plu
ralism but also the ideologically charged terms in 
which the discourse regarding form was conducted. 
Favorable critics like Hirschel-Protsch saw the formal 
eclecticism of the Grmrimlrbnutm as a reflection of the 
ideological pluralism of Vienna's Social Democracy, 
the result of a liberal system that allowed for difference 
and fostered individual self-expression.~ The true 
measure of its success was the "satisfaction of the in
habitants," which Hirschei-Protsch found "was every
where expressed" in Vienna.' 

According to Hegemann, "'The opposite was in 
fact true." The <~form-chaos" of the Viennese building 
program was not so much due to .,the municipaliey 
allowing each architect full freedom" to develop his 
design as it was to the provincial petit boui'KCQis taste 

ofViennese city building officials. "Except for the few 
[projects] whose provincial small-town folk-an idiom 
appeals to the taste of building officials, each archi
tect's work is violated-subject to expen opinion and 
improvement by building department bureaucrats
in innumerable meetings:16 In other words, according 
to Hegemann it was not the liberality of Red Vien
na's policy toward architects but the municipality's 
complete lack of policy regarding the forms of its ar
chitecture that accounted for the eclecticism of the 
Grmrintlrlmutm. The absence of a coherent architec-
tural program allowed minor officials in the build
ing department to make important architecrural 
decisions.7 

The questions raised by these commentaries
Was the architectural pluralism of Red Vienna the re-
suit of Social Democratic policy, or the absence of pol
icy? If the former, what was that policy? If the latter, 
how could such an important component of the build
ing program be neglected?-have remained unan-
swered and continue to polarize critical debate on the 
architectural language of the Grmtintltbautm. 

The first postwar histories of Red Vienna's build
ing program looked to the buildings themselves for 
answers. Helfried Kodre, in "Die Stilistische Ent-
wicldung der Wiener Gemeindebauten" (The Stylis-
tic Development of Viennese Gemeindebauten, 
1964), attempted to trace the evolution of a .,revolu
tionary style" in the Gnntintltbtruttn, defined by a set 
of principles-"'revolutionarv" in relation to the ore-
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vailing "bourgeois style"-rather than a set of shared 
formal characteristics.• Kodre traced this evolution 
across three overlapping style phases: an early residual 
"bourgeois style" phase, which was a prewar holdover 
characterized by vernacular forms and ornament; a 
fully developed "revolutionary style,'" variously char
acterized as "expressionistic" and "cubistic"; and fi
nally a decline of"expressive Clan and dynamism" into 
a late "Sncblicl# style" in which "pure function [Z'lllt'd
miissiglteit) prevailed."' Yet, as F. C. Wult. pointed out 
in a doctoral thesis of 1976 on the GemeinJdnmtrn, the 
idea of evolution is difficult to sustain if the style peri
ods in question are (as Kodre maintained) synchro
nous. Wult. himself suggested that the stylistic 
evolution of the GemeinJUmutrn mirrored the political 
trajectory of Red Vienna. According to this argument, 
an initial "period of tentative searching,'" in which pa
latial architectural forms were combined with intricate 
surface detail, was followed by a "period of radicaliza
tion" in the late 1920s; that turn to "the cubistic treat
ment of facades and building masses" paralleled the 
radicalization of Social Democratic politics in Vienna 
around 1927.10 Yet even a cursory look at the buildings 
designed before and after this date shows that this 
chronology is unsupponed by the architectural 
evidence. 11 

In the 1970s most historians and critics of Red Vi
enna abandoned such efforts at periodization along 
with stylistic analysis of the buildings; they looked in
stead to the politics of Red Vienna for answers to the 
questions raised by Hegemann and Hirschei-Protsch. 
Based on an analysis of the Social Democrats' social 
and cultural programs for Vienna, Karla Krauss and 
Joachim Schlandt.argued in 1970 that the formal vo
cabulary of the Gmei,Jelmutrn-in which expression
ist styles of the period were combined with the 
Viennese tradition of monumentality-constituted a 
bourgeois (not a proletarian) representation of class 

con6ict. The eclecticism and reliance on traditional 
building forms were funher testimony to the Social 

Democratic leaders' fundamentally bourgeois concep
tion of culture, also evident in the party's educational 
and welfare programs (discussed above in chapter 1). 
By means of fonresslike towers, archways, monumen
tality, axiality, and symmetry the GemeinJehimtrn could 
manifest massiveness and militancy, but they could not 
symbolize proletarian solidarity. 11 

This argument was taken up and elaborated over 
the course of the 1970s and early 1980s. Peter Hailro 
and Mara Reissberger (1974) argued that the buildings 
reflect the political position of the Social Democratic 
party, which was threatened by rising fascism in Aus
tria but was also ideologically insecure because of its 
essentially petit bourgeois program, the aim of which 
was to domesticate the working classes rather than 
lead them to revolution. The Gmteimleblmtm them
selves, they argued, ghettoit.ed the workers.u Wilhelm 
Kainrath (1977), like Krauss and Schlandt, argued that 
the "formal pathos,. of the GemeinJUmutm was more 
representative of Wagner School architectural con
cepts than proletarian class consciousness; in the same 
volume, Karl Mang suggested that the pluralism of the 
buildings was not anomalous but representative of Eu
ropean modernism in the 1920..14 Oswald Matthias 
Ungers (1978) argued that the radical so~iopolitical 
content of the Gemli11Jellllutm was belied by their con
ventional technology and typology. Adolf Krischanitt. 
and Otto Kapfinger (1980) examined the synthesis of 
the Wagnerian Kimperial tradition of building" with 
the socialist municipal program through design; in a 
series of "Viennese studies," they emphasized the con
tinuity of the former over the novelty of the latter.u 
For Gottfried Pirhofer and Reinhard Sieder (1982) the 
aesthetic program of the GemeinJelmutrn came closest 
in moral tone to the simple unpretentious formalism 
of Heinrich Tessenow. The superblocks, however, 
spoke of power; and the rhetoric of their grand axial 
compositions, Pirhofer and Sieder suggested, was a di
rect reflection of the authoritarian-patriarchal struc
ture of the party and most of its political-cultural or- ''" ... 
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ganizations. In 1985 Helmut Weihsmann attempted 
to assimilate the Stilgescbichte (stylistic periodization) 
ofWulz to this ideological critique in an effort to tnce 
a political-aesthetic evolution (through three phases) 
to the final "neutralization of form" in the last build
ings of Red Vienna. 16 

But the relationship between the forms and poli
tics of Red Vienna was analyud with the greatest clar
ity and methodological rigor by Manfredo Tafuri in 
1971 and 1980.17 According to Tafuri the Viennese 
Gmteintlelumtm adhered totally to the Social Demo
crats' political program. The pluralistic fonnal lan
guage of the buildings reflected not merely the 
bourgeois cultural values of the party leadership but 
a fundamental conuadiction between the Austro
Marxists' revolutionary doctrine and the reformist 
policies of the Social Democrats' municipal program. 
It also demonstrated the party's misplaced confidence 
in the efficacy of parliamentary democracy, and espe
cially its anachronistic concept of commWlity and 
class . .,If the particular task of language is to organize 
itself inrelligibly. to show the silence that surrounds it, 
how can it say anything about a political hegemony 
still founded on the equivocal ideological bastion of 
Brlidtrlichkeit [brotherhood]?" Tafuri asked. '"The 
'play of forms,' for the most 'tragic' of the architects of 
Red Vienna (Ehn, Gessner, Perco, Behrens]:' Tafuri 
claimed, "has no meaning. What they accomplish with 
their architecture is the exhaustion of style."11 "(T)he 
language used in the Hiift,'" he maintained, "is ... at the 
edges of illogicality .... It contains a negative lesson, 
... that true action must occur without pathos, that 
the rerum to a collective dwelling form is an incoher
ent act."1'The buildings, Tafuri concluded, are like the 
sociopolitical project of Red Vienna itself-heroic, 
idealistic, accommodating, hopelessly self-deluded, 
and utopian-unable to fulfill the promise of their 
claims. 

Also writing in 1980, Friedrich Achleitner re
jected the idea that the architecture of Red Vienna was 

"the aesthetic expression of a reformistic socialist con
ception." But at the same time, he asserted that "a 50_ 

cial democracy which is capable of drawing up and 
carrying forward a revolutionary programme for mass 
housing, the results of which were really allotted to the 
workers, to the homeless, to those who lived at the 
lowest point of 'minimum existence,'. , . was cap

able of developing an aesthetic programme which al
lowed these new political-scientific contents to be ell:
pressed."10 And, according to Achleitner, Red Vienna 
did develop such a program, "in the sense, however, in 

which every built work-with the due historical per
spective-is the mediator of the spirit of its age and 
can be analyzed as a phenomenon of its times."!l 
Those times, later characterized by Achleitner as a 
volatile suspension of "progressiveness and persis
tence, political ambiguity and cultural indecisiveness," 
brought forth both the political program of Red Vi
enna and the "aesthetic and semantic pluralism a of the 
architecture.zz But astute as these observations are, 
they beg rather than answer the questions raised at the 
beginning of this chapter. 

MUNICIPAL POLICY I AISENCE OF POLICY One 
might begin to address the unanswered questions by 
asking what the municipality itself had tony about the 
semantic dimension of its architectural program. 
Once again, we find no clear programmatic statement 
regarding architectural language or form. According 
to Scheu and Breitner, the "architectonic shaping" of 
the buildings was to emerge through collaborative 
practice. "The municipality will take into account the 
wishes of the architects brought in to collaborate and 
will guarantee them extensive influence," Scheu de
clared in 1919. Breitner reinforced this when he pro

posed in 1923 that "by distributing commissions ... 
among ..• architects in private practice ... new ideas 
. .. will be generated."U In 1924 Otto Neurath went a 

step further, suggesting that the unprecedented collab

oration between the proletariat, "the powerful of the 
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new era," and the architectural profession would create 

"new building forms" and bring forth "big, clear, in

berendy truthful building ideas."l4 
The closest thing to a programmatic statement 

recorded in the city council minutes was Franz Siegel's 

declaration in January 1924 that wrhe exterior ar

rangement of the facades will be freely modeled on 

Old Viennese building forms [Ait-Winur &mformm]; 

simple forms appropriate to popular housing." The 
reference is telling. Later that year Siegel amplified it 

by noting that "the identifying character of the new 

housing , .. that accounts for its striking appearance is 

exterior simplicity, ennobled by a certain so!emn dig

nity and monumentality."25 These qualities, Siegel 

noted, distinguished the Gem1intl1lmutm not only 
from other contemporary buildings but, significandy, 

also from earlier prewar housing forms. The Z1itsrhriji 
des Ostnnicbiscbm lngmitur- und Arrbiultun-Vtr~ints 
concurred: while "the puritanical simplicity of the mu

nicipality's early buildings [executed in 1922 during 

the currency crisis] conformed to prewar municipal 

building practices," the buildings designed after 1923 

displayed .,a freer organization of masses, a richer de

velopment of the street facades by means of bay win

dows, loggias, balconies, plaster moldings, tiles 
[Bibtntbumu:zieglln], and a liberal provision of arti

sanal work [Proftssitmistmarbeitm] ... that give them a 
favorable aspect of comfortable habirabiliry."16 

Indeed, a constant theme of the aesthetic dis

course in official publications on the building program 
was the difference, in tenns of architecrural vocabu

lary and materials, between the new buildings and the 
traditional working-class tenements of Vienna. If 

there was an official position regarding architectural 

expression, or an officially endorsed principle under

lying the design of the Gmttindtllllutm, it was this no

tion of alterity; that the Gtm1intlffllutm should be 

radically different in formal aspect from the despised 

"Mietskasemen" of the prewar era. In volume 3 of Dns 
Ntut Wim, published in 1926, this was stated explic-

idy. The prewar tenement .. offered little comfort, but 

was overloaded with architectonic trimmings, pointed 

and round-arched gables and dormers, turrets, super

structures and the like; imitations of an inappropriate 

palace architecture, while inside •.. wretchedness pre

vailed. The Gt:mtimltbauttn, by contrast, avoid such 

architectonic trimmings; their effect is due to auspi

cious organization, to dignified and simple forms, and 

to the deployment of architectural elements such as 

balconies, bays, loggias, and terraces that open the 
dwellings to the sun and improve the qualiry of life 
within them."n 

In subsequent publications such as Dtls Nmt 
Wim: Bin Album mit Plan, a photographic survey (with 

a map on which were plotted the new municipal build

ings, parks, and other facilities; see figure i.l) pub

lished by the Vienna i.nd Lower Austria Thurist Board 

in 1932, the concept of alterity was developed funher. 
According to the Album's introductory text, the differ

ence between prewar housing and the socialists' post

war building effort hinged on the relationship between 
Z'DI«<tform (functional form) or Nutzfonn (use form) 

and Klmstfmn (artistic form). Borrowing concept and 

terms from rurn-of-the-cenrury German-Austrian 

discourse on tectonics-particularly from Otto Wag
ner's discussion of construction in Modmrt Arch;ultnn; 
which was itself informed by the mid-nineteenth

century tectonic theories of Semper, BBtticher, Heinz

erling, and Redtenbacher-the anonymous author of 
the introduction noted that "'A building has first of all 

to serve a material purpose (or function), and insofar 

as its form does no more than this, it has nothing to 

do with art. However, since pure functional form 

(ZW«kform] is only an idea [ttw.fs Gtdachtu], its mate

rial realization in built form can never be only func

tional, but becomes both expressive and beautiful; in 

this way Z'1J1«kform becomes Knnstfmn."11 But, and 

this is the imponant distinction, «usefulness or func

tionality and the expression of fi.mc;tion are by no 

means one and the same thing. A functional building ... , ... 
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does not necessarily appear to be so, nor is a building 

that looks functional necessarily actually functional." 

Furthermore, the author claimed (with regard to Vien

na's prewar housing), neither the fact nor the appear

ance of usefulness or functionality have anything 

direcdy to do with an absence of applied ornament. 

"Prewar worker renements were objectionable, but 

not primarily because they were decorated with all 

kinds of columns and pilasters that supported nothing, 

and all sorts of bays and balconies that were unusable 

(though useless, these features did not affect the way 

in which the building functioned) but because their 

plans • . • did not fulfill the material purposes of 
dwelling."~' 

Yet despite the secondary significance of outward 

appearances, the author noted, "functional expression 

[in architecture) is the natural expression of the eco

nomic and social organization of our time:• In the 

Gemeimlr:IHiuten, therefore, functional expression "is 

accowtted for." But it is "brought into harmony with 

the existing need for embellishment [Sclmm&be

diirfoi:s) of the Viennese," whose home "is one of the 
most magnificent German cities" in which "burgher 

houses were embellished ... with taste, even in pre

imperial times." The author concludes, "Happily the 
municipality ofVienna has taken the popular need for 

embellishment into account and in its buildings has 

endeavored to achieve a classical balance between 

Nutz.. tmd K.tmstform {utilitarian and artistic form]; in 

that the unlimited Nut.zform is completely realized as 

K:Jm:stform . •.• This achievement cannot be valued 

highly enough, since time is short, art is long, and 

soon people everywhere will be satiated with dull so

briety [Nlichtmtbeit] and the Viennese will be pleased 

that dullness has not been perpetuated in their city."JO 

If, from the passages quoted, it is not possible to 

reconstruct a coherent municipal policy regarding ar

chitectural form, we can nevertheless identify certain 

attitudes regarding the expressive purposes of the 

Gtmrinlklmuten and the means by which those pur-

poses were to be achieved. In public statements the 

municipality disparaged the profusion of "function

less" ornament on the facades of prewar tenements be

cause the decorated street facades masked the misery 

and confinement of life within the renements. Yet the 
municipality also abjured the rational functionalism 

espoused by German modernists, maintaining that 

functionalism in architecture was a principle, not a 

quality of form: "Neither S.chlicbluit, nor the elimina
tion of shameful housing conditions is sufficient; the 

developed social consciousness wants something posi

tive, a [new] domestic culture [Wohnkultur)."11 Clearly, 

the expressive function of the Gtmt:indt:btmtm-to ar· 
ticulate the difference between the new Wobnkultur 

and the old un-Kultur of Vienna's nineteenth-century 

renements-could not be realiiecl by reductive means, 

that is, by stripping away ornament or renouncing the 

expressive function of architecture itself. Rather, the 

synthesis of"Nutt- und Kunsr:Form:' the process elab

orated in the Album by which functiqn mutates into 

art, was to be achieved by shifting focus to the (func
tional) life-enhancing architectural features of the new 

buildings that were conspicuously absent from the old 
tenements-balconies, bay windows, loggias, terraces, 

garden courtyards, and so on-and developing those 

elements into a fonnal syntax expressive of the build

ing program's social contents. 

Though different from the previous generation of 

worker housing, the new syntax was not without his

torical precedent. The model, as Siegel declared, was 
Alt-Wimrr Bnuformm, the traditional Viennese build

ing forms of the preindustrial era, the indigenous 

bourgeois vernacular or Biedermeier style of "around 

1800." While Siegel explicitly connected the forms of 

the Grmt:hult:lnmtm to Vienna's Alt-Wimrr BRUformen, 
in the public statements issued by the municipality 

that connection was made implicitly, by the descriptive 
terms-"dignified," "simple:• "planar," "smooth," "re

strained surface decoration," "finely balanced propor

tions," "cheerful," "comfortable," "cozy." "auspiciowly 
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planned," and the like-that were used to describe 

both the new buildings and ViennaS indigenous Aft· 

U'it11tr &mformm. 11 By descriptive association, there· 

fore, the Gnmindtb1111tt11, in the official publications of 

Red Vienna, took on not only some of the formal 

characteristics of the Viennese Biedermeier but also 

its cultural signifiance and moral character, including 

d1e bourgeois ideals of comfort and decorum.11 

We are returned to Hegemann's assertion that the 

aesthetics of Red ViennaS building program were de· 

termined by the petit bourgeois taste of Vienna's 

building authorities, who favored "provincial small· 

town folk·art" architecture.•• This needs to be recon· 

sidered both in light of the public statements issued by 

the building officials quoted above and in relation to 

practices within the building department itself. 

STADTIAUAMT: CONSERVATIVE I UIEAAL PRAC· 
TICES The conserv.~tism of building officials was a 

constant refrain in criticism of the program by the ar· 

chitects and intellectuals (including Loos, Ermers, 

Frank, Schuster, Neurath, and Lihotzky) who favored 

Siedfung housing over high·rise apartment building.11 

Anton Brenner, disaffected by the repeated rejection 

of his designs for built·in furniture, claimed that many 

of the building deparnnent bureaucrats were hold· 

overs from the ancien rigime, who held both architec· 

rurally and politically conserv.~tive views." Certainly, 

Mu Fiebiger, director from 1920 to 1925, who had 

been employed in the Stadtbauamt since 1892, was 

known more for his resist1nce than his openness to 

new ideas. However, his successors Fnnz: Musil, an 

engineer whose particular expertise was transportation 

systems, and Franz Siegel, a socialist politician who 

came out of the building rndes, were both men of the 

new order and, by all accounts, open·minded

though neither was trained as an architect or (one 

would assume) had a sophistiated understanding of 

the ideological significance of style or issues such as 

Aat versus pitched roof in contemponry architectural 

discourse." 

1

9.1 ....... ,,..K23-:19 I 
!XVII),KariEhnordlltect, 
192)..1924.(~-
totm .... no. 6(Hov.mber 
1925): 370) 
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In the end, the most convincing testimony to the 
stylistic biases of the Stadtbauamt are the buildings de
signed by Stadtbauamt architects themselves in the 

years 1919-1923, before the city began distributing 

contracts to architects in private pnu:tice. Photo

graphs and plans of a representative group of the these 
buildings, designed by among others Hugo Mayer, 
Adolf St6cld, Erich Leischner, Friedrich Jickel, Gott
lieb Michal, and Karl Ehn, were published in Ostn-
nichs Bau- und Weorkkunst and MDtltme Bauformm in 

1925.11 Without exception, the buildings. including 
Ehris Balderichgassc (figure 9.1), were characterized 
by a restrained application of neo-Biedenneier relief 

decoration (medallions, strip moldings, etc.), colored 

plaster, triangular pediments, round-arched loggias, 

and the like. Many of the architects who designed 

these early Gemeindtblmtm had been in the Stadt
bauamt before the war, and the style of their buildings 
differed little from the municipal structures they had 

designed then.J9 "One looks in vain [in these build

ings] for the familiar characteristics of worker housing 

built [in the last quarter of the nineteenth century) in 

Vienna. The new buildings resemble far more closely 
the domestic architecture of a hundred years ago," 

wrote Siegfried Theiss, president of the Austrian Fed

eration of Architects."" 
The Stadtbauamt clearly favored the neovemacu

lar style of an architectu~ developed from craftwork 

and local traditions popular in the prewar period. But 

exactly what that architecture signi6ed for Social 

Democratic city building officials is not so clear. As we 

will see later in this chapter, Biedermeier forms were 

promoted by both reactionary and progressive politi

cal groups; by architects who espoused antiurban, 

antimodem, nationalist and conservative views; and by 
others who espoused progressive views and whose en

gagement with Biedenneier forms was directed to

ward a modem synthesis of progress and tradition . 

Indeed, for many progressive architects and critics in 

the prewar period, Biedermeier architecture, which 

wts the early-nineteenth-century urban vernacular of 

Vienna, was seen as the local origin of Vienna's great 

city urbanism.41 

For both progressive and conservative archi
tects (including Stadtbauamt officials, who clearly be

longed to both camps), the Biedermeier signified 

"anti-Griimlnuit" architectural and cultural val

ues. Whereas the Grlindnuit (the period of late

nineteenth-century industrial expansion in Austria) 

was characrerized by regressive historicism in archi

tecture, reflecting the rising economic power of an ir

resolute middle class, the Biedenneier signi6ed a 

social order that was corporative, anti-individualist, 

and rooted in authentic middle-class social and eco

nomic relationships.n The social values associated 

with the Biedermeier-domesticity, family, and Gt
mrinscbaft (community), combined with formal sim

plicity and honesty-were deemed by city building 
officials (and one would assume by the pany leader

ship) in Vienna to be appropriate for the Social Dem

ocrats' social housing program. "Several of the new 

buildings;• Max Eisler noted, "favor a bourgeois com

promise; not in plan, but in their forms. Since they 
connect to local tradition, their effect is pleasing:"~J 
Indeed, as Achleitner has suggested;' a certain middle

class masking-which permitted the realization of the 
City Council political program with fewer compro

mises-was not really so disagreeable to the party 

leaders."+~ 

But of course, the work of the Stadtbauamt archi

tects accounts for only a small part of the total produc

tion of Red Vienna. Only a few municipal architects, 

most notably Karl Ehn, Karl Krist, and Engelbert 

Mang, were involved in the design of the large and im

portant Grmrimlrbnutrn built after 1924. Instead, it 
seems that it was principally the design of the munici

pality's GrmtiPidt Sietlhmgrn, 6nanced and built by the 

municipality not by cooperative building societies, 

that devolved to Stadtbauamt architects-in particular 

Hugo Mayer, Karl Schartelmiiller, Wilhelm Peterle, 
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and Karl Schmalhofer.~5 Most of the Gf:lllt~indebtmtm 
built between 1923 and 1934, however, were designed 
by .. private" architects. 

These circumstances nise a further question: 
Wbat influence did the Stadtbauamt bureaucrat
architects have on the designs developed by architects 
in private pncrice? According to the administrative re
port ( Vet"DDIIItrmgsbnicht) for the period 1923-1928, 

The architecture bureau had great inll.ucnce on the develop
ment of the building plans, but at the same time was mindful 
of the need to give private architects as much larirude as pos
sibJe in the mastering of their tasks. This required great cir
cumspection, much experience and empathetic ability, as 
well as strictest objectivity (on the part of the municipal ar
chitects] to lind "the useful" in so many artistic proposals, 
and a middle ground between the polarized positions of pri
vate architects and public interest .... (The relationship be
rweenJ building advisory board, freelance, and municipal 
architects (was characterized as one of) reciprocal inter
change, (through which] the most diverse architectural solu
tions were realized.-16 

A number of well-known practitioners corrobo
rated the municipality's account of its dealings with ar
chitects. In July 1927 Siegfried Theiss wrote in a 
popular tabloid that "As client the municipality must 
be given great credit for presenting no particularly ob
structive prescriptions-except perhaps for the prohi
bition of flat roof's-to the artistic intentions of the 
designers.1147 We will return to the municipality's pro
hibition of flat roof's, and the semantic significance 
attached to the visible roof in the Social Democnts' 
program; for our purposes here, what is remarkable is 
both that Theiss was the only architect to raise the is
sue in print and that he evidendy attached relatively 
little significance to it. Apparendy this emblem of the 
Modem Movement did not hold the symbolic value 
for Viennese architects that it held for proponents 
(and opponents) of das neue Bnrtm in Germany at the 

time.• Furthennore, the prohibition of flat roofs was 
not stricdy held to by city building officials; major 
portions of the Reumannhof and Karl-Marx-Hof, for 
example, had flat roof's-a fact that seems to bear out 
Theiss's testimonial. 

In 1928 Peter Behrens contributed an article to 

llauwth that appeared to be leveled directly at Hege
mann's criticism of Viennese building officials made in 
W.t1S111Uths Mrmt~tsht.{k. Behrens praised the municipal
ity as the "ideal client" for entrusting the design of the 
majority of irs buildings to architects in private prac
tice, something that the profession had hitherto only 
"dreamed and hoped for." Behrens also defended city 
officials against the "intentionally unjust" suggestion 
that "building authorities influenced architecrs !'g&inst 
their will, or even vio!ated [the work of) the architects 
they employed." Instead, Behrens claimed, "the head 
of building operations" in Vienna (presumably Siegel) 
"wants nothing other than, and understands his pri
mary responsibility to be" to provide architects with 
support and advice based on his long years of practical 
building experience. Behrens also took on the "cal
umny" that Viennese officials were unsophisticated 
and unschooled in archirecrunl matters. Siegel, Beh
rens insisted, "made use of the results of all relevant 
scholarly theory." Indeed, .. in order to familiarize him
self with foreign means, to dnw comparisons and 
deepen his knowledge, he had traveled to Germany, 
Holland, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Spain, and Russia." 
Furthermore, Behrens claimed, the freelance archi
tects commissioned by the city to design its buildings 
are not just a small group of architecrs, who have been 
"housebroken" and are familiar and easy to work with, 
but "the greatest of Vienna's manifold talents."'W 
Whether Behrens's endorsement of the city's practices 
is genuine or merely expedient (as Hegemann inti
mated most such testimonials were), it was echoed by 
other private architects, who also did well by the 
municipality. 

"''"' 
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In the Arbeittr-Ztitrmg in 1928, Heinrich Schmid 
(of Schmid and Aichinger) was emphatic that ''The 
Gemeinde Wien employs a large number of Viennese 
architects, whose architectural convictions range from 
archconservatism to extreme modernity, to design its 

housing blocks, without imposing any lUnd of restric
tions or raising objections regarding form. The Ge
meind~ gives unrestrained approbation to the point of 
view that it is the architects alone who are responsible 
to their own "artistic' conscience and their fellow 
man."SO Schmid's argument was not with the GnnthuJe 
but with the press. It is not the Gemtindt that imposes 

restraints on architects, Schmid claimed, but politics. 
The only architectural criticism of the Gnntindt/Hmtm 

that gets published, he claimed, is "politically par
tisan:' That aside, there is no public or professional 

discourse regarding the architecture of the GtmtiHJe

/muten in Vienna, a lack that handicaps the profession 
both economically and creatively. By either ignoring 
this major cultural achievement or rejecting it whole
sale on political grounds, the press devalues itself, 
neglects its cultural responsibility, and does a 
disservice-not ro the Gemeinde Wien but to the ar
chitec:tunl profession and architectural culture gener
ally in Vienna. "Criticism is progress," Schmid 
declared,f• Without it the profession and architectural 
culture genenlly stagnate. Schmid's point is well 
taken. It has been the fate of the Gnntimltbtmten, ever 
since they were built, to be understood in terms of the 
political meanings ascribed to them by partisan critics. 
But (as I will argue later) by denying architecture its 
own public discourse, by fixing and limiting the mean
ing of the Gtmtirultbtmtm to the political conditions 
of their making, politics in interwar Vienna displaced 
that discourse to the buildings themselves. By the mul
tiplicity of reference of their polysemic forms, the 
Gemeimltlmuten constructed a discourse rather than an 
objective presence on the streets of Vienna • 

But before examining this point in debil, we must 
return briefly to the SUidtbauamt. The municipality's 

position regarding the role of freelance architects in 
its program is perhaps best summed up by a sbtement 
that appeared in the Arhtitn--Uitung in 1926; "Art is 
no luxury; it is necessary for an aspiring people. The 
city of Vienna acts on this principle by entrusting the 
design of its utilitarian buildings to imporbnt archi
tects, and the decoration of the buildings to important 
sculptors."" In other words, municipal policy, as the 
party's representatives (Scheu, Breitner, and Siegel) 
had first formulated it, was to employ significant ar
chitects and to rely on their abilities to give the pro
gram architectural distinction. 

Professional status was clearly important in se
lecting architects, as attested by the city's repeated ref
erences-in city council minutes, administrative 
reports, newspaper articles, and official publications
to the prominence of the architects employed ro de
sign its buildings. But professional status was neither 
the only nor the primary criterion. In 1924 the rector 
of the Academy of Fine Arts appealed ro the Depart
ment of Public Works to provide irs professors, Peter 
Behrens and Clemens Holzmeister in particular, with 
building commissions. Stndtrllt Siegel answered, "be
cause of the enormous Rood of appeals for work from 
the architectural profession, it strikes me as impossible 
to give further contracts ro gendemen who have al
ready had such contracts. In the distribution of such 
work I am therefore forced to give priority to those 
artists who have not yet received commissions ... That 
reply suggests a policy of employment driven by social 
and economic, rather than architectunl, concerns. 
Though there was much grumbling in the bourgeois 
press about corruption and the awarding of most com
missions without public competition, there is also no 
evidence that political affiliation or graft played a role 
in the distribution of contracts." 

Indeed, the city's claim that a major objective of 
the building program was to provide employment for 
architects, anists, and of course the building trades 
seems borne out by its practices. But it also seems 
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clear that the distribution of contracts was not without 
bias. Comments by Siegel, in response to objections 

raised by opposition city councilors to Hubert Gess
ner's design for the Reumannhof (see figures 8.1-8.6), 

are telling in this regard. 

While the architect5 Hofinann (JK), Loos, Sb'llad, Behrens, 

and whoever they all are subscribe to a great simplicity in 

keeping with their (artistic) convictions, an architect such as 

Hubert Gessner is a person who inclines more toWard the 

magnificent in his buildings ...• And if the execution (of his 

work) is more expensive, which it is, than that of other archi

tects. it is my view that a metropolis like Vienna has the obli

gation-not in eVCI}' case, but occasionally-even with 

popular housing, to undertake something panicularly spec

tacular. A5 everyone has a favorite object in his own home 

that he regards as its jewel, so this building (the Reumann

hof) will be the jewel of the Gemeinde Wien's housing for 

this year.•• 

Clearly, Siegel inclined more toWard the "magnifi
cence" of Gessner than the simplicity of Hoffinann, 

Behrens, Loos, and the others. On two notable occa

sions-first in the Lassallehof competition, when the 

Stadtbauamt overruled the decision of the profes
sional jury and awarded the commission to Hubert 

Gessner, and second when Holzmeister W11S replaced 
by Karl Ehn as designer of the Kari-Marx-Hof-the 

preferred status of certain architects was particularly 
clear (both projects are discussed in chapter 8), 

Yet aside from a taste for "magnificence" and the 

"spectacular," it seems that city building officials es

poused no particular architectural ideology. Nor was 

there a dominant architectural personality in the city 

building office. Herein lies one of the fundamental dif

ferences between Vienna and German cities like 

Frankfurt, Berlin, and Hamburg that were also in

volved in large-scale municipal housing construction 

at this time. In each of the German cities an archi

tect-Ernst May in Frankfurt, Martin Wa.gner in Ber-

lin, Fritz Schumacher in Hamburg-was appointed by 
the mayor to head its planning and building opera

tions. These architect-administrators, in cooperation 

with the political authorities, had jurisdiction over all 

building activity in the city and were also responsible 

for shaping a comprehensive development plan. Each, 

in consequence, was able to put his stamp on the 
building program of his city. n This was not the case 

in Vienna. As we have seen, there was no city planner 

or city planning authority in interWar Vienna, a situa

tion deplored by the editorial board of Dw Auflnm and 

one that Neurath had attempted unsuccessfully to rec
tify with his Genrmbmhiteltnwp/tm project in 1924.56 

No single architect in the building department had 

anything like the authority that May and Wagner had 

over planning and building operations in Frankfurt 

and Berlin. 
In Vienna, politicians rather than design and 

planning professionals were in charge. The problem 

with this arrangement, according to Hegc:mann and 

the editors of Dw Aujlmu. was that the politicians were 

not qualified to make decisions regarding planning or 

design. ·~ politician, who has hitherto concerned 

himself with generai political questions. can hardly be 
expected to be better schooled in cultural and ar

chitectural matters than the building authorities and 

specialists responsible for these matters •..• The poli
ticians and bureaucrats were not the people to give a 

task of such overwhelming importance a cultural, ur

banistic, and artistically significant direction," Hege
mann wrote in the Wn.rmutbs article.U But, he insisted, 

the blame was not to be laid at the feet of the politi

cians whose "attirudes were liberal" and who would 

have been "easy to influence in architectural matters, 

if the architectural community in Vienna had had this 

aim in view and wanted more than merely to secure 

building contracts for itself. The Austrian architec

tural profession deserves the greatest possible repro

bation for taking up the political program to build 

25,000 dwellings, without developing and improving 

the cultural and social aspect of that program."58 
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Hegemann's assessment that the politicians were 

unqualified but amenable to professional counsel, and 
the architects complicit in the socialist municipality's 

tiilure to develop a coherent architectural program for 
its buildings, is perhaps accurate. But it is equally 
likely, as Friedrich Achleimer suggests, that apolitics 

did not give architecture that importance of priority 

which the architects would have wished."5' Indeed, ac

cording to Margarete Lihotzky contracts seemed to be 
distributed without discemable principle, so haphaz

ardly that some architeciS speculated that the distribu
tion was made by "alphabetical order,...., 

With the exception of intellectuals like Gustav 
Scheu and Otto Neurath who, through their associa
tions with Loos and Frank, were engaged (albeit mar

ginally) in the architectural debates of the time, 
particularly reg:arding functionalism and rationalism, 
Social Democratic politicians in VieMa evinced little 
knowledge or interest in the architectural or ideo
logical debates of the avant-garde. An anide in the 
Arhtitw-Zeitung tided "Neue Bauformen" ("New 
Building Forms"), reviewing an exhibition of housing 
designs by students of Hoffmann, Strnad, Frank, and 
others at the progressive Kunstgewerbeschule, reflects 
the prevailing attitude of Social Democratic official
dom to avant-garde work. While it was noted that the 
exhibited designs showed cognizance of .,the contem
porary need for planned; large-scale concep
tion based on modern technology:• few of the "often 
revolutionary design solutions are directed toward 
proletarian-socialist development:' Indeed, the Ar
btitu-Zritrmg reviewer scolded, they "tended toward 
the playful" and were too "fanciful," the emphasis be
ing on "originality" rather than the "stem reality of 
providing useful proletarian housing" or "earnest so
cial work ..... • This suggests that the editors of the 
ArWittr-Ziittmg espoused a sober "socialist realism." It 
also suggesrs the possibility, raised by Achleimer, that 
"being conventional and even reactionary in other sec
tors is precisely part of the character of revolutionaries 

in whatever sector:'6l C..ertainly the prohibition of flat 
roofs, and Siegel's stated preference for Gessnerian 
embellishment over Loosian simplicity, would seem to 

bear this out. 
But Siegel's praise of Gessner also raises one of 

the central and as yet unanswered questions regarding 
the Viennese building program: What was it in the 
work of Wagner School architects that made their 
buildings so satisfying to Social Democratic politi
cians as well as to the working-class tenants of the 
buildings themselves? What aspects of their training 
or professional formation equipped these architects to 

give satisfactory expressive form to the social contents 
of the Social Democrars' municipal program? Some of 
the factors have already been touched on. 

ROLE OF THE WAGNER SCHOOL In the previous 
two chapters I argued that Wagner School architects 
played a key role in shaping both the revolutionary 
spatial organization of the Grmrindrbmltm and their 
relationship to the traditional city. The evolution of 

the Grmrim/r/mu as an urban building typology was 
traced in the Metzleinsthalerhof by Hubert Gessner 

. and the Fuchsenfeldhof by Schmid and Aichinger, 
buildings that established a new relationship between 
private and public space; building and city in Vienna. 
Furthermore, I argued, the approach to building on a 
large scale in the city, represented by these and other 
Gemrinddtmtm designed by Wagner School archi
tects, derived from their prewar training in Otto 
Wagner's master class and atelier. By the 1920s, most 
of these architects were in their forties and 6fties, and 
well-established professionally. In their experience and 
training, therefore, they were singularly well equipped 
to handle the scale and complexity of the architectural 
problem presented by the Social Democrats' building 
program. But there are other, more elusive factors in 
the Social Democrats' affinity for Wagnerschule 
architects. 
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The intellectual leadership of the Social Demo
cratic party shared with Wagner a positive orientation 
t(Wilrd the Grrmstadt, a belief in the technological and 
social progress associated with metropolitan life, and 
rhe signi6ctnce of Vienna as a WtltstRtlt-a world city 
wirh an imperial heritage and cosmopolitan future, 
entirely modem yet historically fully self-aware.'1 

Though many of Wagner's students had distanced 
themselves (even before World War 1) from the radical 
modernity of Wagner's Grossstmh and from his enthu
siasm for the technological social character of the 
great city."' in their own aparanent and office build
ings designed in the 1910s, a number of them-in
cluding Hubert Gessner, Emil Hoppe and Otto 
ScMnthal, and Rudolf Perco-sought tO reconcile 
their teacher's concept of the deracinated Grossstittlt 
with the genius loci, to (re)root the modem, technologi
cally advanced, cosmopolitan life of the metropolis in 
local traditions and conditktns ofbuilding.65 Of course 
Wagner's own .,expanding metropolis'" in Die Gross
stlttit was clearly modeled on Vienna itself-divided 
into boroughs/districts, interconnected by concentric 
ring roads-and therefore rooted in the historical 
city.66 

Many of Wagner's students turned explicidy to 
local tnditions of building as well as to Camillo Sitte's 
"artistic" principles of urban composition. Ferdinand 
von Feldegg, editor of Der Anhikkt, documented the 
shift in 1908: ·~und fifteen years ago, when the 
modem movement appeared with elemental force, 
the younger generation believed with the total com
mitment of their enthusiasm that they were striving 
for something that was artistically quite new and had 
never ex.isted before. Otto W11gner's Modn71e Anhi
tektJtr was their breviary. Since then things have 
changed. Following the initial enthusiasm came a 
calming-down period, critical reflection set in .... 
Suddenly we are peering not into the blue future but 
into the gray of the past .... 7 Feldegg here is not refer
ring to the Czech, Hungarian, Slovenian, and Cro-

atian students who returned to their native provinces 
and whose work was directed toward a politically mo
tivated break with Vienna and aimed at developing an 
anti-cosmopolitan national regionalism.• He instead 
has in mind those Wagner students who remained 
in Vienna and continued to espouse Wagner's big
city ideals as well as to "embrace a scintillating 
traditionalism:169 

But it would be wrong to understand by this that 
Wagner School architects reaeated from the eco
nomic and political realities of their time into a regres
sive and sentimental Heim11tkmut (folk art), and that 
the rationalist, positivist, and cosmopolitan ideals of 
Wagner were transmuted by his students into a ro
mantic, uaditionalist regionalism. The engagement of 
Wagner School architects with local traditions of 
building and with the vernacular was instead some
thing both more creative and more complex. It was in
fonned by the same progressive ideals that underlay 
the school's typological research into building fonns 
appropriate to contemporary conditions of urban life, 
and it was fully theorized within the context of that 
investigation. 

Wagner School. Vernacular, and the Metropolis 
Wagner School interest in the vernacular began at the 
Academy of Fine Arts and was fostered by Wagner 
himself. Students were encouraged to study the indig
enous rural architecture of the countries they visited 
while traveling on the many travel Stipmtlim (sti
pends) awarded by the Academy. The Wagner School 
itinerary, which was broader than the usual academic 
travel plan, included not only Italy but also North M
rica, the Balkans, and Turkey as well as Western Eu
rope-France, Belgium, England, Holland, and often 
also Germany and Switterland. Wagner counseled his 
students to study not only the rural vernacular of those 
countries (and especially the Mediterranean house) 
but also the modem urban vernacular.ofWestem Eu
rope's capital cities and industrial centers. He is re- 3521353 
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corded to have advised a student who intended to visit 

classical sites in Italy to also study developments in the 

modern mea-opolis: "Don't look so long at the old 

uash; rather go to Paris and look around."" 

In the Wagner design curriculum, study of the 

vernacular was closely related to the first-year design 

problem; the standard Viennese apartment building, 

or Mittshaus. Within this context, Wagner developed 

a theoretical concept of modem urban building. The 

concept itself was grounded in Gottfried Semper's Bt
Htidungtthtorit, a central tenet of Wagner's pedagogy 

and practice• The theory of Btkltidung (dressing or 

cladding), which Semper referred to throughout his 

theoretical work but developed most fully in Der Stil 

in den ttchnischm tmd ttltttmiJthtn Klintttn odtr prllktischt 
Amhttik in the early 1860s, posited the origins of ar

chitecrure itself in craft work, panicularly in the textile 

arts. 71 Cladding and strucrure, though separate sys

tems representing the spirirual and material demands 

of the architectural object, evolve together in Semper's 

theory to shape standard building types that are them

selves in constant evolution.H The implications of this 
ide:~ for practice were twofold. On the one hand, ver

nacular buildings could be understood to represent an 
architecture that had evolved out of use and custom, 

and was therefore inextricably bound to the social and 

technical practices of the time and place in which it 

was produced. On the other hand, the concept of Be
kltiJJmg identified the facade as an expressive field for 

architecture, a covering that had an all-important 

rommuniative function with respect to the city: to 

convey the specific (as opposed to typological) mean

ing of the building and to mediate between it and the 

world. Thus conceived, the idea of an urban vernacu

lar architecture that wa~ in constant evolution pro

vided a foundation for semantic as well as typological 

research in Wagner's master class-a way, as the 

Wagner School architects themselves described it, of 

"leaving stereotype behind" and breaking with histori

cism. 74 The tile-faced Ponois & Fix building, of 1899-

1900 (figure 9.2), by Max Fabiani, who was not a 

Wagner student but worked for Wagner during this 

period, is exemplary of this development. Eduard 

Seider noted that for Josef Hoffmann (as well as for 

other Wagner srudents) the forms of vernacular build

ings .. were believed to owe nothing to the historical 

styles of 'high art' and accordingly appeared accept

able as sources of inspiration, especially since they 

were supposed to be an inspiration in mancrs of prin

ciple, not of fonn."1S 
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Wagner School engagement with vernacular 

ronns of building, therefore, was part of a sustained 

investigation into type and language, a line of research 

directed toWard formulating an architecture adequate 

to the demands of modern urban society.76 The central 

concem was thus not with the preindustrial roots but 

with the contemporary conditions, of constantly 

evolving and therefore still vital local traditions. "This 

was different from the ideological populism of some 

upholders of folk style:• Franco Dorsi and Ezio Godoli 

point out. "The \Migner School reclaimed tradition as 

1 repository of values beyond history. It aimed at 

founding its architectural idiom on elementary laws of 

building, ..• [an investigation that] went beyond geo

political, ethnic, and national boundaries."77 

The distinction is important. Wagner School in

terest in vernacular forms of architecture was distinct 

from the presern~tionist concerns of consern~tive 

groups such as the German Bund fUr Heimatschutz 

(Preservation League), founded in 1904, for whom the 

presern~tion of indigenous architectural traditions was 

part of a nationalist cultural agenda. The fostering of 

regional Heimntltrmst by preservation groups in Aus

tria and Germany, as well as (early on) by the journal 

Hohe Wnrte, was part of a larger effort to identify a 

common cultural heritage that would unite all social 

classes by habit, custom, and historical affiliation, 

rather than by consent, in a regionally conceived 1-Wit 
(people)." For the most part, the locus of that heritage 

was the rural countryside and small provincial towns, 

where connections to the land and preindustrial cul

ture were imagined to be still vital. Ideologically, 

therefore, notions of Volk and Heim11tstbutz were often 

associated with a narrowly conceived nationalism and 

with "pan-German" attitudes that were antiurban, 

antiindustrial, anticapitalist; antithetical, in other 

words, both to the big city and to notions of techno

logically based social progress.'9 

Adolf Loos, who viewed the movement as perni

cious, wrote in 1914 of the proponents of Heim11tstiJ in 

Vienna, "Instead of taking the newest achievements of 

our culture and of our intellectual life, inventions, and 

experiences, to the countryside, the vernacular artists 

are trying to transport the rural manner of building to 

the city." Vienna, he warned, was in danger of becom

ing "despicably countrified," of being transformed by 
"Munichization," as Bavarian and other imported ver

nacular forms were grafted onto standard Viennese 

building types. For Loos, it was nol the introduction 

of foreign elements in Viennese building that was per

nicious, but provincialism, the fact that the propo

nents of Heimntku:n.rt wanted "to reduce great cities to 

small towns, and small towns to villages."80 The met

ropolitan vernacular, represented by his own Haus am 

Michaelerplatz (see 6gure 9.19), Loos claimed, was

like the cosmopolitan culture of the big city itself

both a richer and a more subtle concoction. Like "the 

Viennese cuisine, [which] is Viennese even though it 

uses herbs from the distant orient," the Haus am Mi

chaelerplatz incorporates techniques and materials 

from ancient Greece and twentieth-century America 

and still remains Viennese, tied in all essentials to the 

traditions of "building [of] our fathers."11 

Wagner, according to Friedrich Achleitner, "prob

ably had liberal, Gennan nationalist sentiments," 

though his "political convictions were not stressed and 

did not appear to play a role [in his pedagogy]."11 

Whether or not they played a role in his teaching, 

Wagner's German nationalist sentiments were in any 

case 6rmly rooted in the cosmopolis and in a centrist 

conception of both national culture and executive 

power. Wagner's students, in contrast, who came from 

all parts of the Habsburg lands, brought with them a 

profound intuitive knowledge of the folk traditions of 

their native provinces. A few-among them some of 

Wagner's most gifted students: Josef PleCnik, lstvlin 

Medgyaszay, Jan Kotera-responded to the experi

ence of tum-of-the-century Vienna and nationalist fo

ment in their homelands (as much. as to Wagner's 

teachin2') bv developing these traditions into a mod- "'"'' 
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ern, politically charged national idiom when they re~ 

turned to build in their countries of origin.8J But the 

locus of Wagner's pedagogy, like his practice, was Vi

enna, the cosmopolitan capital of the Danube monar

chy. Wagner himself repudiated the idea of national 

styles of architecture, claiming that more significant 

cultural differences existed between city and country

side, urban and rural life, than between cities or rural 

areas on opposite sides of national borders. Within his 

teaching, the notion of indigenous art or Heim11tltrmst 
had a very particular meaning, elucidated by Wagner 

in notes on his Neustiftguse building of 1909 {see 
figure 7.30); Hthe political, economic, and climatic 

conditions, the living habits, taxes, building regula

tions, land prices, inventions, available materials, rates 
of pay, etc. etc. influence the manner of building in 

every country, and in particular in every city. These 

real conditions must. consequently, find artistic ex

pression. As these things are more or less different in 

each country and city, it follows that the appearance 

of the buildings in each must also be different. It is 

possible, in this sense, to speak of a 'Heim11tlnmst.'"" 
It was this materialist and urban conception of 

Heimntlmnst that drew Wagner's students to early

nineteenth-century Biedenneier architecture in par
ticular, seeing in it a precedent for building that was 

both urbane and firmly rooted in place and local prac

tice. They were, of course, not alone in this. The wide

spread appeal of Biedenneier culture in the early 

1900s has already been noted. It was due in part to the 

precapitalist. communitarian social values associated 

with the style and period. For progressive as well as 

conservative architects (of all political stripes) the 

building of "around 1800" was valued as authentic; an 

architecture bound up with local conditions, customs, 

and art:isanal practices. Most saw their efforts to con

nect with this tradition not as historicist but as re

establishing ties to still-vital traditions of building and 

conditions of civic life. Rather than reviving Bieder

meier fonns, they were constructing a bridge across 

nineteenth-century (Griinde~-zeit) revivalism to con

nect the present day with architectural practice that 
was rooted in the historical city, but was not: itself re
vivalist.•s Unlike historicist Ringstrasse architecture of 
the previous generation, this effort to reconnect with 

a tradition of building that was urban, developed from 

craftwork, and suited to local customs was viewed as 

both progressive and modern. For the Wagner School 

architects, connecting with Viennese Biedenneier tra

ditions was a way of rooting modem architecture fit 

for the Grossstadt in the material, cultural, and social 
conditions of the local urban landscape. 

Yet, as lain Boyd Whyte and others have pointed 

out, Wagner's students were drawn to Biedenneier ar

chitecture not only by the symbolic significance of the 

style but also by the formal properties of the buildings 
themselves; their "simple beauty,,. elegant proportions, 

clear elementary fonns, straight lines, broad areas 

of flat unadorned wall surface, restrained ornament 

concentrated around doors and windows, and their 
comfort, livability, and light.86 Tutored in Semper's Be
ltleidnngsthtorie, Wagner's students would have been es
pecially sensitive to the compositional self-sufficiency 
1nd urban significance of the Biedermeier (acade.17 

Biedenneier facades, as Elisabeth Koller-Giiick 

has demonstrated in Wiener Biedermeier Hi/user, were 

composed by means of a geometrical {as opposed to an 
arithmetical) proportional system based on the golden 

section. The harmonic major-minor proportional ra

tios resulting from this method of composition, 

Whyte has observed, gave the Biedermeier facade its 

own abstract geometric composition that was inde

pendent of the spatial organization or the building be

hind it.a• The Biedenneier facade was also (as we 
noted in chapter 2) carefully adjusted to the width or 

the street as well as to the other spaces and buildings 

around it (see figures 2.10 and 2.11). The idea of the 

independent urban street facade, oriented outward 

toward the public spaces of the city, reappears in 

Wagner's Modn'tle Architelttm; where at the end of the 
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chapter on composition he lists among the principal 

concems of the architect designing urban buildings 

"constant respect of the vista in the projection of the 

street" and "plaMing the size and importance of 

buildings and monuments in harmony with the image 

of the city, square, or street."19 

While there is no indication that Wagner used the 

golden section to design his facades, some evidence 

suggests that Wagner's students Hoppe, Kammerer, 

and Sch6nthal may well have done so in some of their 

prewar aparbnent buildings.90 But whether Wagner or 

his students actually used a geometric method of com

position when designing their facades is less important 

in the current context than the correspondence be

tween Wagner's principles regarding the composition 

of urban buildings "for two viewing di.stances"-the 

double register of point and counterpoint he described 

in Modnwe Arcbitekmr-and the major-minor propor

tional n~tios calculated in relation ro the urban spaces 

around them, which distinguished VieMese Bieder

meier facades. The result in both cases is balance and 

containment; integrity of the whole sustained by the 
carefully calibn~ted adjustment of part to part and part 

to whole. We have already identified balance, contain

mem, and relationship of whole ro parts and parts to 

each other as distinctive features of Schmid and Ai

chinger's Fuchsenfeldhof (see figures 7.17-7.23) as 

weJI as other GemefnJe/muten designed by Wagner's 

srudents. Deliberate or not, that correspondence-in 

terms of urban sensibility and abstract compositional 

meter-between the Wagner School buildings and 

Vienna's indigenous urban vernacular may have been 

one reason that the GemeinJeiHiuten, as Achleitner ob

serves, "appeared as the most narun~l thing in the 
world" in the urban space of the Vienna.91 

There is, of course, another reason that they ap

peared so narural in Vienna. For the Wagner School, 

the ge11ius lOti involved not only Vienna's indigenous 

urban vernacular, the Biedcrmeier, but also the Vien

nese baroque. Indeed, the work of Vienna's baroque 

architects, in particular johann Bernhard Fischer von 

Erlach, was as important for the collective memory of 

Vienna as-if not more important than-the work of 

Komhiusel and the anonymous cn~ftsmen who shaped 

the VieMese Biedermeier. Wagner himself was often 

portrayed as the heir and successor ro Fischer von Er

lach in Vienna. Particularly in his projects for public 

buildings, Wagner engaged and "modernized" the 

monumental urban typologies shaped by Fischer in 

the early eighteenth cenrury. Werner Oechslin argues 

that Wagner's appropriation of the architectonic syn

tax of Fischer von Erlach's grandiloquent baroque 

compositions was informed by both the Beltleithmgr
tbeorie of Semper and Carl Bijtticher's distinction {in 

Die Tekttmik tier Hdlenen [1844)) between the decora

tive stylistic Hfll# {husk or shell) and the tectonic and 

spatial essence or Kern (kernel or core) of the architec

tonic work of art.w In monumental urban composi

tions such as the War Ministry design of 1907-1908 

and the Kaiser Franz-josef-Stadtmuseum of 1907-

1909 (figure 9.3), Wagner embodied Fischer's archi

tecronic syntax, its ordonnance and massing, in a shell 

that contained within it the kernel of a new spatial and 

structunJI concept appropriate to the modem charac

ter and purpose of the building.'l 

The disengagement of decoration, or of the sur

face elements of style, from the tectonic and spatial 

essence of archicecture was a fundamental tenet of 

Wagner's pn~ccicc and his teaching, and the theory of 

Beklritlung as well as the concept of Kern and Hiille that 

informs it provide important insights into not only 

how Wagner appropriated, adapted, and modernized 

the Biedermeier and baroque traditions of VieMese 

architecrure but also how his students modified 

Wagner's own monumental urban idiom in their Ge
meindebtntten. In the massive gateWays of the Raben

hof, Kari-Seitzhof, and Kari-Marx-Hof, for example, 

Schmid and Aichinger, Gessner, and Ehn stripped 

away the ornamental overlay and assimilated Wagner's 

monumental compositions to the n.ew sociospatial and 

strucrun~l conditions of the underlying corefonn. 3561357 
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The relationship of the forms of the Gnntindt

btmtm to the sculpture conceived by artists and com
missioned separately from the architecture, with 
which the Gnntindtbautnl were often embellished is 
telling in this regard. As we know, the division of tasks 

between architects and sculptors in Red VieMa was 
part of the city~ employment policy and a fundamen

tal part of the Social Democnts' economic program. 
Yet the fact that in Viennese architectural traditions 

there was both precedent and premise for the separa

tion of decontion from building, or surface from un
derlying s011cture was not mere coincidence. And 
when that principle was conceived in terms of a divi

sion of labor the effect on the work, was novel (6gure 
9.4). "It is as if certain blanks which had been marked 

out 'decoration' on the dnwings, had been filled by 
creations conceived for another purpose," Margaret 
Gillett, an English architecture student, wrote of the 
Gnmindtlmuttn she saw in 19}0. After visiting a con

struction sire on the MargaretengUnel, Gillett re
corded that "the bricklayers and other workmen 
grumble at the lack of detail. 'One has only to build 
one portion and the rest goes the same,' they say. ,,.. 

Indeed, it is in the cons011ction photographs commis

sioned by the city that the stripped coreform of the 
buildings is most boldly revealed (see, for example, 
tigure4.5). 

Although it is possible to identify certain general 
tendencies, one cannot speak of Wagner School archi-
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recrure as an entity. There \nS a great deal of differ

ence among the architects and the buildings they 

designed (or the municipality. Furthermore, some 

Wagner students played a major role in the program, 

dt$igning several key projects, while others were only 
marginally involved and designed at most one or two 

small buildings. Of those who were most important to 

the program, in particular Hubert Gessner, Heinrich 

Schmid and Hermann Aichinger, Karl Ehn, and to a 
tesserdegree Rudol(Perco and josef Hoffmann (many 

0 ( whose buildings have been considered in other con

texts already), there ~s wide divergence in terms of 

formal ~bulary, articulation, and deU~il. 

Hubert Gessner, Heinrich Schmid, and Hennann 
Aichinger Both Gessner, who came from Monvia, 

and Schmid and Aichinger, who came from small 

towns in the provinces of Lower and Upper Austria, 

incorponted regional vernacular forms and ornamen

tal motifs into their early Gtmtindtbautm designs: or

namental glazed tiles, pedimented door and window 

frames, and angular projecting bays on the Metzleins

talcrhof (pl3[e I); stucco moldings, terra-cotta panels, 

round-arched openings, and oriel windows on the 
Fuchsenfeldhof. In their later buildings, the transcrip

tion of folk-art forms and Biedermeier motifs is less 
literal. The forms themselves become increasingly ab

stract, and their relationship to Biedermeier or other 

indigenous architectural traditions more a matter of 

proportions, massing, and composition than imita
tion. Both tinns achieved a synthesis o( baroque mon

umentality and Biedenneier intimacy, of Gromt11dt 

anonymity and rooted local identity. Yet in their build

ings the tirms showed significant differences as well. 

Gessner adhered more faithfully than Schmid and 

Aichinger to the orpnizational precepts elucidated by 

Wagner in Modmtt AnhittltnlT. his plans, particularly 

for the Reumannhof (1924) and Seitzhof (1926), :ue 

geomecrical, classicizing, and symmetrical. In their 

massing, Gessner's GmreindtiNmtm are monumental 

I 
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and cubic like his prewar factory buildings. The lower 
piece of the ReumaMhof appears to have been taken 
almost literally from Gessner\: bread factory building 
of 1921-1922 for the Czech Grmanlti/Ufgmllschaft in 
Mon.va-Ostrava.•s In both the MetzJeinnalerhof and 
Reumannhof this larger monumental scale, or Gross
formiglttit (bigness, of scale and conception), is offset 
by small-scale surface pattern-the rhythmic play of 
windows, bays, arched openings, and surface orna

ment, often of Biedermeier derivation (figure 9.5, 
plates 1-4)-that registers the more intimate spaces of 

dwelling and community life inside. In this way the 
intimate domestic character of the Gtnltindt-Hofis lit
erally interwoven with its monumental metropolitan 
identity. 

In the Lassallehof (1923) and Seitzhof, the ver
nacular detailing, window bays, balconies, and other 
signifiers of private dwelling and of the intimate scale 
of daily life are confined to the interior courtyard fa
ades (figures 8.39, 8.91,8.92, and plates 5-6). On the 
exterior, Grossformigktit-in which images of Ameri
can gnnd hotel and skyscraper megastructures and so
cialist factory buildings (figure 9.6) are combined with 
baroque scenognphy and classical symmetries-is 
untempered and speaks mosdy of power. 

Schmid and Aichinger's buildings, though equally 
monumental, are less rigidly scanned and more intu
itive, empirically plaMed, and integntive than Gess
ner's. Their design is driven by considerations of ur
ban conrext and site rather than by geometric panems 
and classial symmetries. In general, the large idea or 
Grost[mn of Schmid and Aichinger's buildings, once 
conceived, is molded and reshaped by small-scale ad
j~nments to site, angle of view, local character, and 
issues of use, practice, and custom. In this the partners 
followed the emphasis Wagner placed in Modnnt Ar

chittktur on urban considerations in the composition 
of monumental buildings; his emphasis on the need to 
extend the scale of composition "'to include the total 
picture," by encompassing not only the space inside 
the building but also the spaces outside and around 
it,.,. 

In Am Fuchsenfeld (1924-1925), the Biedermeier
inspired ornamental details of the Fuchsenfeldhof 
(1922-1925) have been simplified and geometrically 
abstracted (figures 9.7 and 9.8). The principal effect 
derives from proportional relationships and spatial hi
erarchies. Broad areas of color (dark red or green be
low, white above}, and standardized windows and 
doors variously grouped and shaped, differentiate, in 
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their relation to each oilier, the commercial, public, 
communal, and private spaces inside the buildings. 

While much of the detailing can be related to Bieder

meier forms, the core of the Grosrform is decidedly 

Wagnerian. In particular the monumental gateways 

with arched openings, through which the streets tr1v
ersing the site are channeled, are in all but detail the 

realization of unexecuted designs by Wagner such as 

the centerpiece of the main facade of the War Ministty 

of 1907-1908 (figu.e 9.9). 

The vocabulary of forms in these buildings and 

Schmid and Aichinger-s other Gtmtimitbdlltm along 

the Margaretengi.irtel (V), the Rabengasse (III), and 

the HUtteldorfer Str1sse (XIV) is highly eclectic. 

Biedermeier-inspired pedimented door and window 
frames, small balconies with iron railings, angular bay 

windows, and intimate garden terraces play across the 

broad masses of the buildings. The triumphal arch
ways in these buildings (see figures 8.12, 8.53, and 9.8) 

recall the grand urban partis of Otto Wagner, Bruno 

MOhring-s postwar skyscraper megastructures, and the 

Amsterdam School housing of Michael de K.lerk and 

Piet Kramer."1 The patterned brickwork throughout 
the Rabenhof (figure 9.10) and the partners' somewhat 

later Somogyihof (1927) also recalls the bonded brick 

of the Dutch housing. Elsewhere Schmid and Ai

chinger used explicidy medievalizing forms; for ex

ample, in the stepped gables of the Julius-Popphof (see 

1 
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figure 8.1 0) and the picturesquely conceived arcades in 
Am Fuchsenfeld and the Rabenhof. But the terraced 
gardens. grand T-shaped staircase, and curious "incar
cerated" concrete columns in the Herweghhof court
yard (see figure 8.9) suggest Renaissance and baroque 
rather than Gothic inspiration. 

In the Rabenhof, Schmid and Aichinger's master
piece, all of these historical allusions are merged with 
modernist abstract neoplastic asymmetries, broad ex
panses of sheer wall surface slashed by horizontally ex
tended wjndow bands and balconies, constructivist 
reinForced concrete lampposts, and tensile metal flag
staffs and balcony railings (plates 7-11). Beneath the 
eclecticism, distinct spatial hierarchies and a consis

tent use of materials bind the Rabenhof together and 
clearly demarcate its private, public, and semipublic 
zones. Margaret Gillett's description of these spaces 
conveys the sense of discovery and narrative unFolding 
experienced when the Rabenhof courtyards and public 
spaces are traversed fur the first rime. 

In the courtyards . . . a system of irregular alley ways ... 
wean an air of adventure. The intereSt of a shadow round a 
comer is an invitation to investigate further. A hidden light 
at night Jives an annosphere of mystery. There are terraces 
at different levels. pointed archways leading ro enclosed 
courtyards over which hang an almost monastical peace. The 

public buildings have been Jiven their right significance. 
The theatre and laundry stand a little way back from the Ra

bengasse frontage. They have a stately reserve in contrast 
with the eager showy spirit or the shops that toe the building 
line on the opposite side in a graceful curve .... Dimen
sional interpretation of ideas seems the shortest way to de
scribe the effect produced by this modem simplici~• 

The debt to Wagner is unmistakable in the hierarchi
cal spariai order, the precisely choreographed move
ment from courtyard to covered passageway to terrace 
and street, and the carefully considered practical de
tails such as brick facing, metal fittings, and ligh~ 

fix ...... 

Karl Ehn Karl Ehn also moved from a more literal 
engagement with local building traditions in his early 
Gmuintklmutm to a freer "dimensional interpretation 
of ideas.b Ehn's first GtmrindtiJau on the Balderich
gasse (1923) made explicit use of Biedermeier surface 
ornament (see figure 9.1). In the Siedlung Hennes
wiese of 1923 (see figure ].28), Ehn combined the lo
cal vernacular wjth elements of the fashionable 
English Arrs and Crafts-inspired garden city architec
ture." Ehn appears to have been keenly aware of 
trends in architectural fashion. Over the course of 
the building program his designs became increasingly 
free of applied ornament or direct references to re
gional styles, embodying instead a heterodox eclectic 
modernism. 

In the Lindenhof of 1924 (see figure 8.20) Bieder
meier references have all bur disappeared, reduced to 
a concentration of ornamental relief arowtd windows 
and doors. Otherwise there are local references; the 
long narrow courtyard and gated entrance flanked 
by vestigial pilasters particularly evoke the early
nineteendt-century buildings dtat stood near the Lin
denhof. In general, however, the Lindenhof moves to
ward simple classical massing and a rational ordering 
of parts, a move that has been attributed to the influ
ence of Peter Behrens, who began working for the city 
of Vienna in the same year. 100 But the facades also 
show the influence of Amsterdilm School housing, 
which we know Stadtbauamt architects had visited in 
the early 1920s; the rounded bays that function visu
ally to link the stepped masses of the Lindenhof's long 
facades give them the dynamic urban quality that dis
tinguished the street facades of de Klerk and Kramer 
in Amsterdam South. 

Ehn used similar dynamic linking devices on the 
facades of the Bebelhof of 1925 (see figures 8.18 and 
8.19), where the balconies create an irregular sculp
tural grid that infuses the surfaces with a nervous en
ergy evocative of the syncopated rhythms of big-city 
traffic. Thus the symmetry of the whole gives way in 
the details to dynamic modernist asymmetries. At the "''"' 
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same time, the battered fonns at the base of the build. 

ing and the fomesslike character of the main entrance 

give the Bebelhof the appearance of a geometrically 
abstracted medieval keep. The eKpressionist energy of 

the Bebelhof also animates the facades ofEhn's Szidzi· 

nahof of the same year (figure 9.11). Here, although 

the pani is derived from Wagnet's University Library 

project of 1910, the bold horizontal striation and 

folded surfaces recall the faceted street facades of the 

prewar "cubist" buildings ofWagner's Cz.ech students, 

Pavel Janak and Josef Chochol, in Prague. 1o1 

In the Kari-Man:-Hof the disparate elements of 

Ehn's eclectic modernism are most powerfully brought 

together. Though elements of the earlier buildings, 

particularly the balconies used to enliven and visually 

unify long stteet facades, are still there, the expres

sionist details and faceted surfaces have been replaced 

by smooth walls and bold cubic massing. Ehn's formal 

language was heterodox; filled with memory and local 

references, it was also attuned to the new rhythm and 

syntax of international modernism. For example, at the 
south end of the kilometer-long Heiligenstidter

str'llsse facade the Karl-Man:-Hof tenninates in a 
round glaz.ed comer pavilion that housed the BEST 

furniture showrooms and a cafe (see figures 4.5, and 
8.86). A popular device of the period, the glazed cor

ner was also something of a modernist signature piece; 

it had been used a few years earlier in housing projects 

by J . J . P. Oud in Hook of Holland (1924-1927) and 
by Hendrik Wijdeveld in the Hoofdweg housing in 

Amsterdam (1925-1927). 101 Elsewhere, in the strategic 

manner of Schmid and Aichinger, Ehn used exposed 

brick to emphasize corners, frame balcony openings, 

and set off some of the communal and commercial 

spaces from the private dwelling spaces of the Karl

Man:-Hof. 

But the principal effect of the building derives 

from the composition of its elemental masses and 

contrasting colors (plates 12 , 1), and 14). At intervals 

along its enormous length great hemicycle arches, at 
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the base of massive cubic blocks (originally painted 

sky~blue or red), bridge the streets that cut through 
the Hof It has often been pointed out that these struc~ 

rures, suipped of ornament, resemble the primordial 
aiumphal arches and geomeuic solids of French "rev~ 

olutionary" architecrure. But far more signihcant than 

the correspondence berween Ehn~ elementary geome~ 

tries and the early neoclassical projeca of Claude· 

Nicholas Ledoux and EtieMe Louis Boullee is the fact 

that these simple cubic masses are embedded-as in· 

deed is the entire composition of the Kari·Marx· 

Hof-in the "fantastic .. design projects of Wagner's 

master class, on which students (including Ehn) con.; 

centrated in their second and third years of instruc· 

tion. •o• As if its design had been dipped in an acid bath 

of modern monl aesthetics, the K.ari·Marx·Hof (hg· 

ures 9.12 and 9.13) emerges from the encrusted Stil· 

hiilst of these "imaginary'" student projeca as a 

Ktn~form, still organized according to the grandilo· 

quent spatial hierarchies of these projeca but with the 

ornamental detail stripped from their triumphal arch· 

ways, towers, linked pavilions, ponioos, portals, and 
arcades. 11M Margaret Gillen's observations regarding 

the unadorned surfaces, enormous scale, and bold 

massing of the Kari·Marx·Hof, under construction at 
the time she viewed it, are telling: .. The new block has 

no detail, the ironwork has been constructed of plain 

bars of metal. The lamps are taken from stock, and the 

curved line with rwo exceptions {the round archways 
below the towers and the glazed corner pavilion hous~ 

ing the BEST) has vanished completely, and more 

stress has been laid on coloured plaster."'o' 

It is by these means, by relying on the "dimen

sional interpretation of ideas" and an abstract vocabu· 

lary of elemental forms and colors rather than using 

historical reference or timeworn formal typologies, 

that Ehn establishes the dialectical terms of Wag· 

nerian composition-the double register of point and 

counterpoint, civic and domestic scale, cype and pro

gram-in the Kari·Marx·Hof. 

1
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The dialectic itself is most dramatically conceived 
in the composition of the main front of the building 

(plates 15 and 16), where the monumental figure of red 
arches, tiered towers, and masts for flying banners 

stands out-visible for miles-against the ochre 
ground of the block behind it. Embedded in this ab

stract composition of elemental forms and colors are 

images of profound significance for the collective 

memory of Vienna. Aside from the vestigial Bieder

meier pediments that poke up above the roofline be
tween the towers, the frontispiece itself contains 

within it both the towers, masts, and banners of the 

RAtlnniS, Vienna's neo-Gothic city hall, and the 

rounded arches of the Burgtor, the neoclassical city 

gate in front of the Hoflmrg. It is easy to unders~nd 

why the frontispiece of the Kari-Marx-Hof-combin

ing images of Vienna's urban domestic culture, civic 

authority, and boundary wall-was such a powerful 

symbol and became the emblem of Red VieMa. Yet 

Ehn's consummate achievement in this building, and 

the ultimate significance of the Kari-Mao-Hof de

sign, is that it merged this symbolic presence with the 

quotidian (plates 17 and 18). It joined tiered tower and 

apartment balcony, monumental figure and modest 

habitation, civic presence and residential purpose in a 

composition that registered the distinct dimensions of 

each while constructing a unified identity for both. 
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Rudolf Perro and Josef Hoffmann Two other 
Wagner School architects developed distinctive archi

tectuNI languages in their work for the Gemeinde 

Wien. Rudolf Perco, who designed the Friedrich
Engels-Piatz.-Hof, one of the last large Gtmtindt

batlttll of Red Vienna, had already designed three 

smaller Gtmtindtbartttn (two in collabo~tion with 

other Wagner School architects) before he received 
the commission for the Engels-Piatt-Hof in 19)0. His 

first two buildings, the Professor-Jodlhof of 1925 
(with Rudolf Frass and Karl Dorfmeister) and Wie

nerbergstraSSe 16-20 of 1926 (with F~ss. Dorfmeis

ter, Camillo Discher, and Paul God) were primarily 

distinguished by their expressionist detail. Jodlhof 

(figure 9.14) in particular (noted earlie~ for its inge

nious site plan) combined cubistic folded and faceted 

surfaces with constructivist metalwork in balconies, 

lampposts, and flagpoles to create a highly animated, 

plastic composition that exploits the sculptural possi

bilities of its exposed comer site. Perco~ slightly later 
Holyhof (1928) was also on a corner site, but it em

ployed a completely different formal vocabulary. 

Rather than jagged angular facets, the Holyhof facades 

are smooth and classically balanced with horizontal 

stringcourse and quoin moldings, and bull's-eye attic
story windows. On the corner, the mass of the building 

recedes behind balconies, shaped into a great con
structivist pin-jointed clamp. 

The Holyhof contains in germ the stylistic vocab
ulary of the Engels-Pim.-Hof: Wagnerian paneled 

surfaces and broadly classicizing massing, combined 

with modernist transparencies and constructivist 

aS)'Tnmetries (figure 9, I 5). The dimensions of the later 

building, which contained just under 1,500 units (the 

Holyhof contained just over 100), are so enormous 

that the grid of paneled walls, windows, and balcon

ies-referents of human scale and dwelling-become 

by endless repetition a modular system that makes the 

building itself seem scaleless. Yet in its details, panicu

larly the transparent metal balcony screens (plate 19) 
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and the plastic sculptural fonns of the brick clock
tower and reinforced concrete balconies, the Engels
Piatz-Hof shows the significance of the Wagnerian 
dialectics of Grosiform and constituent part. 

For josef Hoffmann, unlike most of the other 
Wagner School architects who built extensively for 
the Social Democratic Gtmrinde, the most brilliant 
and productive phase of his career was already behind 
him. The most famous Wagner student to build for 
the Gemeinde Wien, Hoffmann had a definite cachet 
as one of the founders of the Wiener Werkstll.tte a"-d 
an architect with an international reputation. But he 
was also a controVerSial figure in the context of Red 
Vienna. Known as a designer of houses for the rich, 

he was deemed to have little affinity for the socialin 
building project and the primitive technology and 
sttipped forms of its "poor man's modernism." His 
contributions to the building program, particularly 

the Klosehof of 1924 (see figures 8.71-8.73), which 
was sharply criticized in the press, seemed to bear this 
out. Yet in the three buildings he designed for the mu
nicipality (the Klosehof, Winarskyhof, 1924 (see fig
ure 8.61]; and the much later Laxenburgerstrasse 94, 
one of the last buildings commissioned by the Gr
meirule in 1931 ), Hoffmann endeavored to develop an 
architectural language that was both distinctive and 
appropriate to the Gemeirulebtm and its programmatic 
contents. Considered withiD the terms or Hoffinann's 
own creative engagement with Biedenneier funns and 
proportional systems, these buildings represent the 
coherent shaping of an idea; a consistent, carefully 
thought out, and elegantly proportioned solution to 

the problem or proletarian dwelling based on a con
ception of the apartment block as a house writ large. 
The task for Hoffinanh was to translate the refined 
f'ormallanguage developed in his prewar houses into 
an econOmical large-scale syntax appropriate to the 
socialist multiple-unit dwelling f'onn. Hoffmann's 
solution-a unified and simplified conception of 
the whole, with primacy or place given to the wall as 

an independent field fur expression-was Founded 
on Semperian Be/tleithmgstheorie. But it also derived 
from Hoffmann's proFound understanding of early
nineteenth-century Biedenneier Facade design, where 
surface pattern was characteristically detached from 
underlying Form; and the most original aspect or this 
idea, which Hoffmann elaborated in his deFense or the 
much-maligned Klosehof design, was to let nature or
nament the otherwise undecorated walls or the Ge

meirulr-Hof by training vines, in particular ivy and 
ailanthus, up its facades. 106 

The other Wagner School architects who built fur the 
city were less involved in the program and thw less 
engaged with the essential character of the Gemei•
tlelnm as a distinctive architectural problem. These 
included Emil Hoppe and Otto SchOnthal {Sandleit
enhof, 1924 [figure 9.16], and Ziiricherhof, 1928); 
Franz Kaym and AlFons Hetmanek (Herderplatz, 1925 
[see figure 8.37], and Four Gemeimle Siedlungen de
signed between 1921 and 1931 [see figure 3.26]; Al
fred Chalwch and Heinrich Schopper (Gallhof, 1924; 
Hueberhof, 1929; and Goethehof, 1928, with Frass, 
Mayer, Mittag, Hawchka, Rotmiiller); and Camillo 
Fritz Discher and Paul Giid (Anton-Kohlhof, 1927; 
Pemerstorferhof, 1925; Wienerbergstrasse 16-20, 
1926, with Perea, Frass, and Dorfineister). They. to

gether with the Stadtbauamt architectS Mang, Srockl, 
and Michal, assimilated vernacular neo-Biedenneier 
detail onto Grossstadt monumentality with varying de
grees of success. 

There were of course also exceptions among the 
Wagner students; for example, Leopold Bauer, an out
spoken conservative, conceived his work in direct op
position to Wagner School "modernism" and adopted 
a straightforward Renaissance classicism in the Vogel
wiedhof (1926) and his contribution to the Paui
Speiserhof(I929).107 Another Wagner student, Ernst 
Lichtblau, in the Julius-Ofuerhof (J926) and espe
cially his block in the Paul-Speiserhof, 1929 (figure 
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9.17), developed an abstract classicism chartcteriz.ed 

by strong corner accents, dear articulation of pans, 

and sheer wall surfaces offset by rhythmically grouped 
windows and (in the ase of the Speiserhof) glaz.ed 
balconies. It is possible that Lichtblau's work, as well 
as the later buildings of Ehn, Wlach, Strnad, and oth
ers that move away from surface ornament to formal 
abstraction and the simple classical massing of monu

mental forms, owe something to the presence of Peter 
Behrens in Vienna. 

THE PRESENCE OF IEHRENS Behrens be~n teach

ing at the Academy of Fine Arts in 1921 , and in 1924 
he designed buildings (discussed in chapter 8) in the 

Winarskyhof and on the Konstanziagasse (XXI). Both 
buildings (se~ figures 8.63 and 8.69) are notable for 
their containment, organizational clarity, and elegant 
classicizing proponions. Tafuri maintains that they 

were ex~mplary in providing an abstract classicizing 
alternative to the complex historially rooted dia

lectics of Wagner School composition. The cubic 
massing of Behrens~ buildings W1S infonned by a con

ception of rype based on a model of perception-mo· 
bile, kinesthetic, distracted-identi,;ed with the dry 
and metropolitan life. The rapid pace of urban life, 
Behrens had argued in 1914, required the simpli,;a

tion of architectonic means. "Our age no longer sees 
architectUre in the formation of detail, but rather in 
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the proportional grouping of great masses .. . to se~ 

cure a wholly appropriate total effect."101 In order to 
be easily and quickly grasped by an urban populace in 

perpetual and rapid motion, architecture must com

municate its purposes through typification. In the case 

of a multiple~unit urban housing block, this meant the 

dear and unambiguous articulation of its fundamental 

components: commercial base, dwelling Aoors de~ 

noted by grouped windows and balconies, and com~ 

municating stair. Behrens~ last building for Red 

VieMa, the Domeshof, 1928 (see tigure 8.70), seems 

10 embody both his idea of the Gnntindtltntt and his 

own conception of urban building designed to be ap~ 

prehended in a state of dist:raction. Straightforward ar~ 

ticulation of parts is combined with bold sculptunl 

massing, particularly where the building meets the in
tersection of two busy SO'eets. Instead of evoking the 

dynamism of modem city life and traffic in the forms 

of the Oomeshof itself, Behrens gathers together the 

weighty volumes of the building in a composition that 

seeks to counterpose those kinetic forces . 
The Gtmtindtbautm by Behrens~ students-in 

particular Alexander Popp, who was his teaching assis

tant at the Academy and ran his VieMa office-are 

very much in the manner of the master: bold plastic 

compositions, apparently developed in the studio in 
plasticine models (figure 9.18), and chancterit.ed by 

strong comer emphasis and sculptunl massing of hal-
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cony and stairwell volumes. 109 The wider reach of 

Behrens's inAuence in Vienna-on architects such 

as Ehn, Lichtblau, Wlach, and Sttnad-is debatable. 

The reception of his work in Vienna was mixed. Neu

rath, for example, was skeptical; "Behrens flucruates! 

(in and out of a] classicism of the proletariat. If noth

ing else he practices (the) cubic-romanticism (Wtiiftl
romantik] associated with the Weimar Bauhaus:•no 

Certainly the classicism and bold cubic massing were 

evident in these architects' earlier works and had their 

own Viennese roots in the prewar architecture of 

Wagner, Leos, and Frank, which had moved emphati

cally away from small-scale decoration to monumental 

formal abstraction. Furthermore, the urbanistic fea

tures of Behrens's buildings-the dear demarcation of 

functional zones and the strong comer emphasis

were already identifying features of the Gemtindt

bJJutm long before Behrens used them to such great 

effect in the Domeshof in 1928; they probably owed 
more to the inAuence of the Amsterdam School. Fi

nally, the reduction of decorative moldings and proj
ecting bays in the later designs of Ehn, Lichtblau, and 

others probably have as much to do with the introduc
tion of new building codes in Vienna in 1929/1930 as 

with the example of Behrens's work. Aside from legt~~l 

izing the municipality's guidelines regarding density, 

ventilation, and so on, the code specified uniform 
building height within zones and discouraged the use 

of"nonutilitarian" building methods. It also permitted 

the use of glaz.ed balconies, which proliferated after 

1929 and distinguished Lichtblau's Speiserhof block 

in particular.111 

THE PARTICULAR CASE OF LOOS As he had done 

earlier in the Siedlungsamt, Loos took on the role of 

"insider as outsider" in relation to the city's Gnntindt

bau construction as well.m He shared the monumental 

cosmopolitan Gromtadt ideals of Wagner, and his 

grandiose unexecuted urban projects, including the 

Plan of Vienna (1909-1912) and the Monument to 

Emperor Franz-Josef(l917) are as monumental, clas

sicizing, and imperial in dimension and pretention as 

any design by Wagner.'' ' But Leos approached the de

sign of the Gtmtindtbn" in the same way that he had 
approached the problem of the Sitdlung house; as a 

cultural problem. The solution, in his view, was the 

1UraStmhni4S (discussed in chapter 8), which was re~ 

jected by city building authorities. 

The only Gm1tindebau designed by Loos, the 

Durchlaufstrasse wing of the Otto-Haashof, 1924 (see 

figure 8.60) was apparently conceived by him but re

vised and executed under the direction of Lihotzky 

and Schuster .... Since Leos, by all accounts, did a lot 

of designing on the construction site, one can assume 

that he was far less involved in the design development 

of this building than he was in his other built work.••s 

Nevertheless, the mute facades of Laos's Haashof 

block provide an instructive contrast to Wagner 
School work. Like Hoffmann, Leos conceived of the 

Gmttindtbau typologically, as a house writ large. For 

Leos, however, this signified an anonymous, elegantly 

proportioned, conventionally clad civic exterior that 
conveys its purposes withoU[ rhetoric or condescen

sion-with neither the Crrossfonnigktit (bigness) of 

Ehn, Gessner, and Schmid and Akhinger, nor the 
"poor man's" aesthetic refinements of Hoffmann, it is 

instead a simple, uncompromising statement of fact. 

But there is another, more significant way in 

which Laos's work affected the larger architectural 

program of the Gmuindtba11tn1. Under the title 

"Problems of Form;' the editors of Dtr A1ifbn11 (Schus

ter and Schacher!) published a pair of images in the 

August-September 1926 issue of the journal (figure 

9.19): Loos's Haus am Michaelerplatz (popularly 

known as the "Loos-Haus") and the entrance front of 

Schmid and Aichinger's Fuchsenfeldhof. In the text 

accompanying the images the editors noted that when 

the Loos-Haus was built in 1910-1912, "it brought 

forth a storm of indignation-authorities, press, and 

public declared it impossible-the 'facade' was too 
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simple-was not 'architecture' -in the Vienna City 
Council an excited 'Loos-Haus-discussion' took place. 
[Yet) today the 'building style' [Bnustil) of the 25,000 
dwellings built by the municipality ofVienna is closely 
related to the spirit of the 'Loos-Haus'-today this ar
chitecture is generally accepted-indeed, superficially, 
it has become the architecture of the broad public."116 

Irony aside, Schuster and Schacherl's paired images 
(cropped to emphasize the similarity of the buildings) 
vindicate the claim Loos made for his architecture 
generally and for the Haus am Michaelerplatt in par
ticular: that it was a modern metropolitan vernacular, 
conventional in form and conception because its 
forms were conditioned by the historical and cultural, 
as well as the economic and social, circumstances of 
their production. 

Indeed, the comparison suggests something far 
more important than the acceptance by 1926 of the 
stripped forms of the Loos-Haus, which had appeared 
so radical in 1910. Underlying the fonns of both the 
Loos-Haus and the Fuchsenfeldhof are the ordon
nance and massing, the tectonic and spatial Kn7l or 
corefonn, of Vienna's traditional urban building ty
pologies. What the paired images therefore show is 
that the particular changes rung on the shell of that 
core form-in the case of Laos's building, shearing 
away surface ornament to reflect the novel organiza
tion of the plan and to leave the walls unadorned and 
the windows without "eyebrows"; in the case of the 
Fuchsenfeldhof, manipulating that syntax of wall and 
window to register both the individual and mass pres
ence of the newly enfranchised working-class popula
tion of Vienna-not only give it new significance, but 
signal the transformation of the core form itself. Al
though the iMovations introduced in such buildings 
may eventually become conventional, Schuster and 
Schacher! point out, the ideas driving those changes 
remain as threatening and revolutionary as they were 
when the buildings themselves were new.117 This is a 
point to which we will return. 

SCHUmR, FRANK, AND THE POLEMICS Of 
"PROLETARISCHE ARCHmkTUR" LikeLoos,Franz 
Schuster was a harsh critic of both the Wagner School 
and socialist building authorities, and his block for the 
Haashof was similarly characterized by an economy of 
expressive means. But simplicity for Schuster was not 
as it was for Loos, a function of relentless logic applied 
to the analysis of custom and use. Rather it was a pro
cess of formal reduction-elimination of the "inessen
tial" directed toward the development of impersonal, 
timeless, ideal types. Schuster's conception of type as 
an immutable distillate is very different from Laos's 
concept of "conventional building," which under
stands traditional practice and contemporary social, 
economic, and technological conditions as vitally in
terrelated and therefore convention itself as continu
ously changing. 

These divergent notions of type underlie each ar
chitect's critique of the Social Democrats' building 
program and reflect the very different ideological po
sitions from which their polemics were iaunched. For 
Loos the issue was not so much the proletarian dwell
ing as Viennese Wolmkultm· and the cultural signifi
cance of modern urban life. For Schuster, a socialist, 
the issue was fundamentally political. The task of the 
architect, he argued, was to develop architectonic 
forms and an expressive language appropriate to the 
new social and economic order. In two anicles in Dtr 

Auflmu (1926) Schuster developed this theme. In "Der 
Zusammenbruch der Kunst" (''The Collapse of Anj 
he argued that high an and culture are no longer vi
tally connected to society. The mass of humanity, 
Schuster claimed, is alienated from the artifacts of in
dustrial culture because those anifacts no longer bear 
any relationship to their everyday life. "It is high time 
that we stop speaking past one another," he declared, 
and develop ways of "making ourselves understand
able to each other." Since the form chaos of contempo
rary art and architecture is a reflection of the general 
chaos of modern experience, it is necessary to establish 
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some common ground of human experience on which 
ro base a widely comprehensible language of forms. 118 

In "Von der Notwendigkeit einer Baugesinnung" 
("On t:he Necessity for Conviction in Architec[Urej, 
Schuster proposed that the common ground was "the 
great social, economic, and intellec[Ua( changes that 
have taken and are still taking place." These were pri
marily socialism and industrialization. 119 He warned 
that the Gtmtintlrbauttn, in emulating "palace (and] 
castle architecture;• betrayed a petit bourgeois "ro
manticism, a superficial self-aggrandizing senti
mentality that masks, disavows, and fearfully avoids 
the inexorable, relentless clarity-the pure will-to
form-of a great mass of humanity toward unity, com
munity, and the suppression of individualistic self-
interest.aua 

In "Proletarische Architek[Ur," Schuster and 
Franz Schacher! claimed that the socialist will-to-fonn 
expressed itself eloquently in the mass demonstrations 
and parades of proletarian organizations in which hun
dreds and thousands march in formation and in uni
form. They argued, "precisely this image of large
scale unity, of impersonality moves us .•. [while] we 
find disturbing the groups of women, children, and 
men dressed in their casually selected, fashionable, in
tentionally individualistic clothes, which follow these 
highly organized, cohesive, and in outward appearance 
unpretentious and objective phalanges" of working 
men. These images of seriality and mass identity typi
fied the new social and economic order. Therefore, 
"Why should not architects develop a corresponding 
technologically advanced language of seriality and 
typification in their buildings for the new society?"1n 

Schuster's efforts, both in his polemical writing 
and his architecture, were directed tow11rd synthesiz
ing this rationalized serial notion of typification with 
his mentor Tessenow's conception of rooted, pure, 
simple, understandable fonns, "about which there is 
something primitive!' ("The very best we could do 
with a house would be to make a rather careful box;• 

"Thssenow wrote in Ht~usiHm tmd Dn-gltithm.)Lll As 
"Proletarische Architek[Ur" reveals, this was not 
merely a matter of form but involved the .,proletarian
izationa of the middle-class values and middle-class 
vir[Ucs-"diligence, seriousness, straightforward per
severence, love of order, practice of cleanliness" -that 
were the ideological underpinnings ofTessenow's con
cept of type. In Schuster's own block for the Otto 
Haashof (discussed in chapter 8) embodies the tension 
between, and essential incompatibility of, proletarian 
mass organization and bourgeois particularity. 

josef Frank, an acerbic critic of both the Wagner 
School and the German .,functionalists," was quick to 
recognize the inherent contradiction in Schuster's 
critico-architectural project. Frank's own position was 

defined by rejection of both Wagner School rhetoric 
and the rationalist and functionalist polemics of the 
German modernists. In a lecture, "Was ist Modern?" 
(''What Is Modem?j, delivered to the Gennan Werk
bund at its annual congress in Vienna in 1930, he di
rectly attacked the position taken by Schuster in 
"Proletarische Architektur": "The striving for com
plete simplicity is pathetic; it is pathetic to want to 

make everything the same, so that variations are no 
longer possible, to want to organize everything, to 
force all people into a large homogeneous mass."114 It 
was not his 6rst salvo; earlier he had written, "AAl uni
formity has pathos; our modem architecture that to a 
large extent strives for uniformity in order to finally 
bring the wild confusion of individualistic building 
fonns to a deserved end, is essentially pathetic.aus 

In his principal theoretical work, Artbittlttur 11/s 

Symbol: Elemenu Jrutstbtn ntum Bmuns (!l.rchit«tun 11s 

Symbol: Elemmts qfNtu Gtrman Building, 193 1), Frank 
argues against the functionalist claims of Gennan 
modernism and for a nondoctrinal, inclusive modem 
architec[Ure "that can absorb all that is alive in our 
time, yet still remain an organically integrated artistic 
creation [organiuh grwntbsmn Gebi/Jt].." Modem Ger
man architec[Ure, he complains, "may beslltblith, prac- 3161317 
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tical, in principle correct, often even channing, but it 
remains lifeless" because it has so little to say about 

modem human experience-about "the multiplicity 
of our world" and "our very legitimate feelings, which 

are a fundamental part of modem life and its symbol, 

modem architecture."u' Man needs symbols, Frank 

asserts, and does not know the significance of what he 

is seeing, if that meaning is not conveyed through slo· 

gans or catchwords: "The architectural symbol, once 
comprehended, is slogan become fonn. We can there

fore call the style of a particular time a collection ofits 

symbols. It follows from this that the architecture of 

our time caMot be conceived as a Zmdtlnmst [func

tional art), the task of which would be ostensibly to 

fulfill a function, since the fulfilling of functions can 

be neither completely comprehended nor given last
ingfonnn(ll). 

Although Frank does not present a rigorously for
mulated theory of architectural signification in Archi
ultnw 11/s Symbol, he does offer a sustained critique of 

functionalism. The new Gennan architecture is far 

from reaching its expressive potential, largely because 
it fails to aspire to it: ''The endlessly repeated non· 

sense that once upon a time all architecture was rep
resentational and that now it serves functional needs 

... is a lie; the only difference is that now (rather 

than pomp and monumentality) poverty is repre· 
sented"(l29). This, Frank maintains, is one of the 

principal reasons that the "new architecture" has so 

little appeal for the working classes. ''The question is 
often asked, Why is the modem style, which was OS· 

tensibly invented for the lowest classes, not greeted 

with endtusiasm by them?" The reason, Frank sug

gests, has to do with the representational nature and 

political significance of architecture itself. The work

ing class has never had desirable images of its own; 

therefore the concept of self·representation has had 

little appeal. 127 "The proletariat today is fighting for 

the nme symbols that the middle class [wrested from 

the aristocracy) in the nineteenth century •.• Power 

and representation are inextricably bound together, 
And the worker distrusts the symbols bestowed upon 

him, so long as others exist and the new ones funda

mentally belong to anists who live outside society and 
are regarded from all sides as fools" (116). 

The worker resists the fonns of the new architec

ture not because they are incomprehensible to him but 

because !:hey are in fact illogical; "!:he whole world 

strives to make life as comfortable as possible and 

therefore railway carriages and ship cabins are mod

eled as far as possible on the domestic spaces of the 
house; (contemporary) Gennan architecture instead 

strives to model the dwelling on the railway carriage, 
in which one can, if one has no alternative, sleep tOr 

one night" (131). Indeed, Frank charges, the ration

alist rhetoric of the Modern Movement involves a 

serious self-deception; "The words functionalism, 

constructivism, elementarism and such like are devel

oped in order to propagate a new type of ornament 

that no longer encompasses the decoration of finished 

objects, but everything from plan to orthography

and elevates decoration to such monumentality that it 
is no longer recognizable as such" (129). Despite che 
claims or its proponents, the forms or modem German 

architecture do not have much to do widt function, 

simplicity, or machine production; they instead derive 
from an aesthetic preFerence for cenain classically 

derived forms, geometric solids, and a machined 

"look."u• The machine itself, Frank points out, never 

invented a form; it was always used to manuFacture ob

jects once their form had been invented (130). The no

cion !:hat by eschewing historical reference the forms 

or the new German architecture somehow Free them· 

selves of the cultural baggage of the past: is a further 

misconception. "There is no such thing as tradition

lessness"; tradition is an essential part of cognition

dte means by which we know our world (134, 166). 12' 

Like Laos, Frank conceived his own work in rela

tion to a complex notion of convention or tradition, 

and in tenns of a dialectic of type and idea. 11° Frank's 
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buildings for Red Vienna-the Wiedenhoferhof, 
1924 (see hgures 8.74 and 8.75); Winarskyhof, 1924 

(see figures 8.64 and 8.65); Sebastian-Kelch-Gasse 

1-3, 1928 (see hgures 8.76, 8.77, and 9.20, and plates 

21 and 22)-are among the most satisfactory architec

tonic solutions to the problem presented by the Social 

Dcmocr1tic Gtmtindtbntlttn. Responsive to custom 

and place, they are at once spare and empathetic, care

fully planned in relation to use and site, individualistic 

in terms of color and detail yet thoroughly integrated 

into the urban context of their sites. Much of the origi

nal color has since disappeared, but conrempor1ry 

descriptions document their effect. The Wieden-

hoferhof (plate 20), for example, was described by 
Margaret Gillen as ua symphony • , , of onmge plas

tered wall, white windows and [metal) railings, con

crete balconies, and green gates. There is nothing but 

the unpretentious homeliness, the wann colouring, 

and satisfying grouping of balconies ... to mark it out 

beyond its fellows, but its simplicity is its genius and 

the proportions its beauty."• II 

Frank pointedly eschewed the rich allusions and 

monumental posrure of the Wagner School and of 

Behrens in his buildings. But his conception of simple 
straightforward building was also at variance with that 

of Schuster-not only because he ~ed bright color 

1
9.20 Sebol!loft.ll:elch-Gotsel 
1-l,Jonffrollllotchltect, 
1928,photo 1910. 
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{which Schuster's mentor, Tessenow rejected outright 
as "superficial, dilettante, or inappropriate," particu

larly for urban buildings), m but also because of the 
evident focus in his buildings on incidental aspects 

of program and site, rather than on the development 

of timeless type fonns. Sebastian-Kelch-Gasse, 1-) 

(figure 9.20), a small infill building in the XIV district, 
is exemplary in this regard and seems to embody most 
completely Frank's concept of the modern building 

tradition. Once again Gillett, who visited the building 
just after its completion, provides a vivid description 

of the original impact, color, and detail (plates 21 and 

22). Situated in one of the most "disreputable dis
tricts" of Vienna, it was "like a diamond in muddy wa

ters." She continues: 

The scrap of land upon which it is built abuts on an old 

building, and Professor Frank ... hu attached the new 

building to it, so that the whole plan lies in. the shape oF an 

anciem: arrow head or letter A. It is difficult to imagine a 

greater conmst betWeen the two styles, yet the connection 

is a great deal less crude than some of the pseudo-style addi

tions which are usually thought essential For the extension of 

beautiful old buildings at the present time. Professor Frank 

has carried on the line of W:ade and guttering, and the slope 

of the roof. The silhouette is thus uninterrupted. The old 

window levels and cornice are disregarded, and the venieal 

rather than the horizontal line of the new windows is empha

sized by the tiers of balconies on one side and by a long stair

case window on the other. The bloclr. is in the severest mode 

of the modems, the ironwork mere crisscross, interlaced 

wire, the doonnys simple openings and the columns round 

shafts without entasis which give the building a delicate look, 

not as if it were springing from the earth, but rather as if 

gendy poised upon it, and this feeling is enhanced by the 

taller balcony on the top story. The walls are coloured plas

ter, ..• the south front is pale eggshell blue with brick-red 

painted balconies, the courtyard tending on the dark side is 

cheered by reddy sand and cement walls in sections finished 

on the line in the plaster which is there to allow Cllpansion 

and contraction to take place. The lettering ..• is in dark 

blue:"111 

Typical and idiosyncratic at the same time, this build

ing even more than Frank's larger Gemeimlrlllmten em

bodies his notion of a modern architecture that is alive 

to the variability of human nature and experience, and 

that serves rather than dictaus habits of use. "The new 

architecture," he wrote in Arrbitelttur n/s Symbol, "will 

be born of the whole bad taste of our period, of its 

intricacy, its modeyness, and sentimentality, it will be 

a product of all that is alive and experienced at lirst 
hand: at last, an an of the people instead of art for the 

people" (188). 

DIVERSITY IN DETAIL, UNIFORMITY IN ALL 
ESSENTIALS It is impossible to account for the full 

range of formal solutions and artistic personalities 

contained in the building program of Red Vienna. 

One group has not yet been acknowledged: beyond 

the Stadtbauamt, the Wagner School, Peter Behrens, 

Adolf Laos, Franz Schuster, Josef Frank, and those 

whose contributions to the building program have 

been considered and whose sphere of inftuence ex

tended beyond the parameters of their own work. 
there were also more than a hundred other architecrs 

who built for the Gemeinde Wien. 

They were almost all local, in their practice if not 

training; many had received their professional educa

tion in Vienna as well. 1" Like the architects who had 

trained with Otto Wagner, they were influenced by 
their master: Friedrich Ohmann or later Peter Beh

rens and Clemens Holzmeister at the Altndemie; Carl 
Konig, Max von Ferstel, and Karl Mayreder at the 

Technical University; or Heinrich Tessenow, Josef 

Hoffmann, Osbr Strnad, andJosefFrank at the Kunst· 

gewerbeschule. That influence often took the form of 

reaction, as in the case of Laos, Frank, and Sttnad, 

who moved purposefully away from the historicism of 

their teachers at the Technical University. Frank and 
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Strnad in tum, together with Wagner students josef 
Hoffmann and Ernst Lichtblau, put their stamp on the 

Kunstgewerbeschule, the progressive, craft-oriented 

school where they taught in the 1910s and 1920s. Fre

quently students would spend a year or two with dif

ferent professors at the Academy and the Technical 

University, so that there were few "schools" centered 

around a single figure (comparable to the Wagner 

School}. 
Along with Wo!gner, Carl J(ijnig (1841-1915} was 

one of the preeminent teachers in turn-of-the-century 

Vienna. For thirty years (1883-1913) he occupied the 

chair in classical and Renaissance architecture at the 

Technical University; he has received little critical at

tention, although he taught the most significant 
Vienna-trained architects active in the 1920s, includ

ing Laos, Frank, Strnad, Wlach, Holzmeister, Theiss, 

and jaksch. J(ijnig, whose own work was in an expan

sive yet elegant neobaroque style, was stylistically con

servative in relation to Wagner. Yet his teaching 

focused on the underlying structural and linguistic 

foundations or classicism; here, though not in his own 
practice, K6nig was progressive and liberal, open to 

new ideas and accepting of positions that differed 

from his own. He was highly regarded by his students, 
including Laos and Frank, who both rejected the his

toricism of his work but remained profoundly engaged 
with the classical tradition in their own formulations 

of a modem building practice.•u 

At the Academy of Fine Arts, Friedrich Ohmann 
(1858-1927) ran the second master class or Spezial
sth~tllfih· Arthitelttm: Ohmann was an expen in the Bo

hemian baroque; like Wagner, he began his career as 

a historicist "Ringstrasse architect" who in the 1890s, 

turned to a fluid Secessionist style, of which his pavil

ions and Wien River regulation sttuctures (1903) in 

the Stadtpark are exemplary.u6 Unlike Wagner, Oh

mann's work was considered "romantic" and lyrical; it 

was often presented in highly evocative and beautifully 
rendered drawings. m 

The work of Ohmann's students, who included 

among others Viktor Mittag and Karl Hauschka (who 
designed the Eberthof and Thuryhof in 1925), and 

Franz Freiherr von Kraws andJosefThlk (who collab

orated on the Sandleitenhof, 1924), was characterized 
by picturesque massing, vernacular forms, bold color, 

and Sitteesque principles of urban composition.U8 

Karl Oimhuber, another of Ohmann's students, 

adopted a modem vocabulary of dynamic "stream

lined" curved surfaces in a series of comer buildings

including Weimarerstrasse I (see figure 8.43) and part 
of the Otto-Haashof in 1924-that nevertheless re

tained the picturesque compositional principles of his 

teacher and are scenographically conceived to take full 
advantage of their exposed urban sites. u9 Before set

ting up his own practice in 1921, Dimhuber worked 

for the firm of Theiss &jaksch, one of the more suc

cessful architectural practices of the interwar period. 

Originally from Slovakia and northern Bohemia, Sieg

fried Theiss, who was appointed professor for orna
ment and interior design at the Technical University 

in 19181 and his partner Hansjaksch had also studied 

briefly with Ohmann after first training with Carl 

K6nig at the Technical University. Theiss andjaksch's 

work was eclectic, technically sophisticated (making 
extensive use of reinforced concrete), sometimes inge

niously planned (particularly the "butterfty" Roor 
plans of their Sandleitenhofbuildings), and marked by 

a profusion of animated surface ornament drawn from 

Biedenneier and a whole range of regional folk art tra

ditions (plates 23 and 24). Interestingly, the Htimllt
lmnst or folk themes that distinguished the firm's 

Gmrtindtbt~~ttm are generally absent from Theiss and 

Jaksch's work for private clients in the same period. 140 

In their suburban villas of the late I 920s and the fa

mous "Hochhaus"-Vienna's first actual.,skyscraper," 

an eight-story apartment block with a thirteen-story 

rower, built (by the Creditinstitut fHr Offentliche Un

ternehmungen und Arbeiten) on. the Herrengasse in 

the heart of the inner city in 1930 to 1932-they 3801381 
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adopted the sleek formal austericy of dn$ ntut Bnutn: 

large expanses of industrial gluing, white walls, Aat 
roofs, porthole windows, and so on. 141 For Theiss and 
Jaksch, as for a number of other architects who de

signed housing for the "red" Gmuindt (Kaym and 
Hetmanek, for example), monumentality and vernac
ular detailing constituted a "proleurian .. style in their 

work. The modernist forms of the nttm Bnum, fos

tered by middle-class and corpon.te clients, were re

served for industrial buildings, bourgeois houses, and 
institutions of high culture. Of course, there were 
many architects who did not distinguish in this way 
between public and private work. Aside from Frank 

and Wlach, other graduates of the Technical Univer. 

sity-induding the partners Fritzjudtmann and Egon 

Riss, who incorporated glazed balconies imo their 

small block on the Diehlgasse in 1928 (6gure 9.21)

eschewed vernacular themes in their Gmlthldtblluttn 

as in their private work and attempted to mold the 

standardized elements of the socialists' prognm into 

their own strtightforward and sachlich language of 
form. 1 ~1 

Other architects who trained at the Technical 

University and elsewhere adopted folk themes in their 

housing. Sometimes these were given an expressionist 

medievalizing inflection, as for example by Karl Krist 
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and Otto Pruucher in the Liebknechthof (plate 25) 

and Carl-Lorenshof, both built between 1926 and 

1928. Sited in district XII not far from Karl Ehn's Be
belhof (see figure 8.18), the two structures emulated 

the forms of Ehn's building (battered and buttressed 

walls, pointed arches, angular bays, faceted surfaces, 

etc.), motifs later abandoned by Ehn in favor of a more 

abstract formal syntax. 
Many architects focused on the surface of the 

wall, infusing their facades with an intense plastic en

ergy. Typical of this tendency is a group of small infill 
buildings of the late 1920s in district XIV around the 

Cervantesgasse, Hickelgasse, and Griindorfgasse, de

signed by several different architects: Rudolf Heger, 

Theo SchOll (see hgure 8.J2), Karl Holey, and Hein

rich Ried (see figure 8.33), and Heinrich Vana. 14• 

Mostly Liicltmvtrbnmmg, these small buildings gener

ally have only one narrow street facade on which the 

entire effect of the building is concentrated. Often key 

architectural elements like balconies, arched entry

ways, and staircase windows-the "signifiers" of the 

new housing-become the entire facade. Grouped 

together into bold sculptunl masses, or given pris
matic form and covered with geometric surface pat· 

terns, they are developed into its central architectonic 

theme (plates 26 and 27). Other Liiclttnvtrlnumng-for 
example, in the vicinity of the Rabenhof in district III, 

the Fnn2.-Silbererhof, 1927 (figure 9.22) by Georg 

Rupprecht, and Dietrichgasse 32-)4, 1926, by Bruno 

Richter-exemplary of the way in which small infill 

buildings, through the "odd originality" of their de

tailing: expressionistic beak.like projecting balconies 

and animated surface patterns, are made to stand out 

against the urban mattix of the late-nineteenth

century city. The front facade of Clemens Holuneis
ter's Blatthof(XIV) of 1924 (figure 9.23) is an extreme 

example of the way in which ornament, raised to truly 
monumental scale, transforms the facade itself from 

field to figure; it becomes an enonnous decontive mo

tif set into the otherwise continuous fabric of the typi

cal Viennese working-class district. 
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Robert Oerley, the self-trained architect whose 

professional schooling (at the Kunstgewerbcschule) 

had been in painting and drawing, also made much use 

of geometric figures in his designs. Yet in Oerley's 

buildings the figure remains graphic in quality, part of 

a larger pattern that appears both embedded in the 
plan and incised on the wall. In Oerley's Hanuschhof, 

1923 (see figures 8.24 and 8.25}, the geometric shape, 

in this case a triangle, is the organizing figure of site 

and building plan, and it appears on the facades and in 

the stacked balconics.144 

It is clear from the £oregoing examples (and of 

course as many others could be cited) that the number 

of variations that could be produced on the typified 

structural and organizational framework of the Ge
meindrbau was e:draordinarily large. The building pro

gram not only accommodated but £ostered diversity. 

Whether this phenomenon was due, as Tafuri would 

have it, to the weak political resolve of Red Vienna or, 

as Achleitner suggested, to the fact that "politics did 

not give architecture that importance of priority 

which the architects would have wished" depends 
largely on the position from which the phenomenon 
itself is observed.l4s 

THE IMPACT OF STANDARDIZADON There is still 
another dimension to the architectural pluralism of 

the building program that has not yet been fully exam

ined: the extensive and unprecedented use of stan

dardi7.ed building parts in Red Vienna.1401 The visual 

impact of this standardization on the city was enor

mous. The dominant impression given by the build

ings scattered throughout Vienna was diversity in 

detail, but uniformity in all essentials.141 The individ

ual changes rung on this standardization by the 190 

architects who designed the nearly 400 buildings con

struCted in Vienna between 1923 and 1934 have to be 

seen in relation to the dominant and persistent note 

the standardized clements struck throughout the city. 

The standardized elements themselves were de

signed by architects in the Architecture Bureau of the 
Stadtbauamt.•>~~ The principles followed in their con

ception were simple design, solid materials, sound 
construction, durability, ease of manufacture, and 

economy of production. Their forms were based on 
preexisting types; they were conventional in the sense 
that their designs derived from "evolved" types and 

represented a refinement of readily available industrial 

products that could be (and were) ordered in large 

quantities from established producers of such objeas. 

The visual impact of these objects and standardization 

generally was recorded in drawings (figures 9.24 and 

9.25) and words by Margaret Gillett; 

the st11.ndardised details [in the new buildinp] reach a very 

high level of perfc:c:rion. They have been used with that kind 
of grace that allows one to meet a farRiliar lamp standard or 

st11.ircase moulding in a strange building as one would meet 

an old friend .... The makers and designers have reduced 

their productions to the simplicity of bath t11.ps, gas jets, and 

e1ectric light switches. The ngue impression .of uniformity 

that one feels at first is made by their unobttusiveness .•.• 

rrhe mouldings] are mere wood-bloc:b with rounded or 

splayed angles. They are frames for simply propon:ioned 
windows, with broad, sqoare panes or twO-panelled 

doors .... The fittings are widdy different from the compli

cated nee-Georgian rrash so often met with in England. 

There are no wlgar donr-knockers to fray the temper of the 

postman, nor curly imitation door-handles or window

calChes: even the lamps, with a few exceptions, are mar

shalled into a few varieties plain enough to form a part of a 

good manydesigns.1""" 

The standardized proportions and parts, even more 

striking at the time the Gnneindebautm were built

before many of their distinctive features were written 

into the building code in 1929/1930-provided a typi
fied structural and organizational framework on which 
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each architect could, and was encouraged to, ring his 
own idiosycratic changes. These seemingly contradic

tory aspects of the new buildings-their standardiza

tion and striking individuality-were cOnstant themes 

of contemporary discourse on the buildings. .. Stan

dardization [is] one of the main filctors in the evolu

tion of {the Viennese] new style .... Upon [these 

conditions] each architect has built his own interpreta

tion of the age and by the similitude of these interpre

tations comes the gradual moulding of the style. 

Evolution appears as a species of £atalism seasoned 

with ideas, and in its odd originalities uncannily in or

der," wrote Gillett.150 The Gnneindebtmtm were easily 

recognized as interrelated because o£ their similari

ties-their distinctive proportions, window sizes, spa

tial organiution and hierarchies, as well as by the 

pa~Uferation of balconies, bay windows, terraces, and 

loggias on their £acades. But they were also distinctive, 
recognizably related to each other, and easily distin

guished £rom the (priwtely built) buildings around 

them by the extraordinary individuality of their detail

ing. This stamp of difference was both important and 

intentional, because it represented the willful reversal 

of standard practice in Vienna. 

Vienna's speculatively built prewar tenements 

were distinctive for the elaborate mass-produced 

poured cement ornament applied to their street fa

cades. This ornament could be ordered m grw £rom 

the Wienerberger Brick Factory, whose catalogue in

cluded a wide range of decorative details, IS• The tene

ments were also distinguished by their absence o£ 

standardization. 
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each architect could, and was encouraged to, ring his 
own idiosycn.tic changes. These seemingly contradic
tory aspects of the new buildings-their standardiza
tion and striking individuality-were constant themes 
of contemporary discourse on the buildings. "Stan
dardization [is] one of the main factors in the evolu
tion of [the Viennese] new style •..• Upon [these 
conditions] each architect has built his own interpreta
tion of the age and by the similitude of these interpre
tations comes the gradual moulding of the style. 
Evolution appears as a species of fatalism seasoned 
with ideas, and in its odd originalities uncannily in or
der," wrote Gillett. ua The Gemrhtdelmutm were easily 
recognized as interrelated because of their similari
ties-their distinctive proportions, window sizes, spa
h .. ! ,..,..... .. ;7<11hnn !Ontl b; .. ...,.....,h;..., ,. • ..,..11 !IC hv rh .. 

p.a'!Jiferation of balconies, bay windows, terraces, and 
loggias on their facades. But they were also distinctive, 
recognizably related to each other, and easily distin
guished from the (privately built) buildings around 
them by the extraordinary individuality of their detail
ing. This stamp of difference was both important and 
intentional, bectuse it represented the willful reversal 
of standard practice in Vienna. 

Vienna's speculatively built prewtr tenements 
were distinctive for the elaborate mass-produced 
poured cement ornament applied to their street fa
cades. This ornament could be ordered en grot from 
the Wienerberger Brick Factory, whose catalogue in
cluded a wide range of decorative details.111 The tene
ments were also distinguished by their absence of 
cl'!lntl,.rY!i .. ,.tinn 
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The Gemeir~debtnuen, in contrast, were distinctive 

(or the rigorous typification of windows, doors, and 

other building components, and the unregimented, 

highly individualized, often handcrafted omamenta

don of their facades. In other words, that which had 
been standardized in the speculative tenement was in

dividualized in the Gemeindebiuum; that which was 
random and unregulated in the tenement was brought 

under firm conttol and typified in the Gmreindelmutm. 
Again Gillett's observations are to the point; "On the 

first tour of inspection, two differences from the popu
lar idea of municipal buildings are noticed. First there 

is the obvious effort after beauty of design, and then 
the buildings are well built and of sound materials: 

there is only that slight flavour of impe~naliry, a 

vague unifonnness, not unpleasing •..• On closer ac

quaintance it is discovered to be cawed by the subde 

ringing of changes on this one economy of the Vien

nese authorities, standardization.'"IU 

FROM PICTURE EDUCATION TO TYPE·FORM Yet 

this economic program of standardized moldings, 
window frames, fittings, lamps, and so on did not 

translate into or even imply an overarching aesthetic 

or architectonic program. And Tafuri, Achleimer, and 
others who have addressed the issue are correct in as

serting that the Viennese Social Democrats did not 

develop a coherent aesthetic program for their 
buildings. 

They did, however, develop a method of visual 

communication through standardized type-fonns as 

part of a wide-ranging program of public education 

and information that had far-reaching implications for 

the architecture of Red Vienna. Indeed, if we examine 

the buildings in light of this work, it becomes evident 

that by means of a carefully conceived language of 

type-forms, the discourse regarding architecture and 

politics in Vienna-stymied in the press by partisan 

politics-was displaced from the printed page to the 

street. It was translated from slogan and headline in 

pamphlet, poster, and newspaper to the facades of the 

buildings themselves. 
Before they began building on a large scale in 

1924, the Austro-Marxist theorists and Social Demo

cratic politicians who conceived Red Vienna may not 

have had a precise concept of either the architectural 

forms their buildings should take or the urban form 

appropriate to the socialist city; but they did, as we 

have seen, have very clear ideas about the role of space 

in politics and, more particularly, the role that archi

tecture and urban form could play in the construction 

of an urban socialist society. And, though historians 

of Red Vienna have generally failed to examine it any 

depth, the Viennese Social Democrats also had a very 

well-developed idea about how architecture commu

nicates-or to put it another way, how social and po

litical ideas can be communicated through built form. 
This understanding was rooted in the theoretical 

foundations on which the Austrian Social Democratic 

party itself had been built. In chapter 1 the origins of 

Austrian Social Democracy were traced to nineteenth

century workers educational associations {Arbeiterhil
thmgsvereine), the only labor organizations permitted 

under the repressive laws of the Habsburg Empire. 

Both in theory and practice the Social Democratic 
Workers' Party of Austria (founded in 188811889) 

continued to put particular emphasis on its pedagogi

cal, acculturating role and on the central importance 
of Bildung, of educating the proletariat toward social

ism and power.111 The primary instruments of reform, 

and the cornerstone of Red Vienna's municipal pro

gram, were its social, cultural, and pedagogical institu

tions: the clinics and counseling services of the health 

and welfare program, the schools, kindergartens, in

fant care and adult education centers, youth organ

izations, public libraries, theaters, art and music 

organizations, sport clubs and festivals, and of course 

the housing program, which were all designed to re

shape proletarian life in Vienna along socialist lines. 
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An imponant component of all of these programs 
was public dissemination of information about them. 
In lectures and publications, including newspapers, 
magazines, books, posters, films, radio broadcasts, ex
hibitions, and other fonns of public presentation, the 
purposes and methods of the Social Democrats' pro
grams were continually set before the public; carefully 
explained in words and images, they were represented 
in all the media awilable at the time.11~ To supply the 

agencies responsible for disseminating infonnation, a 
vast archive of visual and written materials was assem

bled. The new buildings and the innovative soda! 

facilities located in them (ldndergartens, clinics, etc.) 
were systematically and comprehensively photo

graphed, as were the more ephemeral events associ
ated with the building proV<'m: the official opening 

ceremonies, other celebrations held in their spaces, 

visits by foreign or local dignitaries, open houses, and 
the many exhibitions staged by the city in the build
ings and elsewhere. us Aside from photographic docu
mentation, the municipality hired artists to render 
buildings and events in drawings and carpenters and 
model makers to build scale models of buildings, 
parks, and internal furnishings. Extensive film footage 
was shot, some of which was screened at the Interna
tional Town Planning Congress in 1926. And of 
course a vast number of working drawings and written 
documents were collected. by the city building 
office.156 

Among the most successful instruments of repre

sentation was the ongoing series of exhibitions orga
nized by the municipality and often held in the RRthtms 
itself (figures 9.26 and 9.27). These exhibitions were 
concerned primarily with the building program, but 
also with a wide range of municipal programs and in
cluded the Health and Welfare Department's Hygirne
mumlhmg (hygiene exhibition) of 1925 (see figure 
6.12), which featured a full-scale furnished mock-up 
of one of the new Gemrindebml aparnnents, and the 
BEST furniture and housewares showrooms (see 61:-

ure 6.15) located in the Kari-Marx-Hof. The building 
program and the issues associated with it, from town 
planning to fittings and furnishings, were not only 
physically present in the lives of Viennese workers but 
were also-because of the drawings, models, photo
graphs, and so on generated in its production-partic
ularly well suited to presentation in an exhibition. 

The exhibition fonnat for disseminating infor
mation on housing, toWn planning, and building 
techniques was first exploited by the Osterreichi
scher Verband fUr Siedlungs- und Kleingartenweseu, 
(0VSK) and Gemeinwirtschaftlichen Siedlungs- und 
Baustoffanstalt (GESIBA), who (with assistance from 
the municipality) joindy organized a series of five an
nual Allotment Garden and Settlement Housing Exhi
bitions beginning in 1921. Held on the Rathausplatz 
in front of city hall, they featured full-scale model 
houses with interiors and fumjture designed by archi
tects associated with the settlement movement (see 
chapter 3). These immensely popular open-air exhibi
tions spawned the first pennanent exhibition on hous
ing and toWn planning (figure 9.28), comprising 
materials from the Rathausplatz exhibits, which 
opened in 1923 and was located on the Ringsttasse at 
Parking 12. Known as the Museum fllr Siedlung and 
Stiidtebau (Settlement and Town Planning Museum), 
it was organized by Otto Neurath (who was general 
secretary of the OVSK at the time) and was conceived 
as both a didactic exhibition and a practical advice cen
ter for settlers who could consult with the architects 
and other professional staff of the OVSK (including 
AdolfLoos), who were on hand to answer questions.1s7 

In 1924, aher the OVSK closed its &r~biiro and 
ceased to play a significtnt organizational role in the 
municipal housing program, Neurath turned his at
tention to the "intellectually more gratifying problem" 
of developing a museum to publicly disseminate infor
mation about the housing program, its objectives, and 
achievements. In particular, as he wrote to the Ger
man art historian Franz Roh, what was needed was 
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"furniture, household objects, but also pictures 
(graphic art)."u• Thus Neurath requested that Roh 
share with him his knowledge of "contemporary 
graphic techniques, color lithography etc. as well as 
pictures,. that could be useful for presenting informa

tion about worker housing, hostels, child-care facili
ties, and so on. "We are just at the beginning," he 
wrote in late 192] or early 1924. "We have large or

gani~tions at our disposal for the purposes of propo
ganda, but very little ro show or communicate at this 
point. It is often sad."Ut 

The situation changed once large-scale building 
opentions commenced. In 1924 Neurath wrote agt.in 

to Rob, "We are in an activist frame of mind here, be

cause the worker administration in our city is build
ing and decorating so much! Our orgaJtiution has 
great plans . . . we are convinced that the reolizati111l 

[Neurath's emphasis] of the new art will fall to the or
ganized proletariat. The currendy so inventive bour
geoisie appears to be no longer capable of driving the 
artistic cultural politics of a whole city; it creeps along 
at a snail's pace."160 In October 1924 Neurath took 
Hugo Breimer, Red Vienna's councillor for finance, 
around the museum and proposed the foundation of 
a Gesell.schafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum (Social and 
Economic Museum). By the end of the year the city 

council had voted in favor of the proposition, and the 
new municiPal museum, with Neurath as its director, 
was founded on 1 january 1925.161 Neurath recalled in 
Archit«tuml R.et:onl some years later: "It was our pur
pose to build up a museum and expositions so that ev
ery one could understand how the government was 
using the taxation revenues. We had to show not only 
the problems of housing, of public health, of educa
tional organization in Vienna, but also similar prob
lems and their solutions in other countries, and their 
social and economic background and the interrela
tionships between all these problems."1' 2 In December 
1927 the Gesellschafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum 
(GWM) opened its new oennanent exhibition space 

in the Volkshllllt (hall of the people) on the ground 
floor of the &ztbinu. It was conceived in the spirit of 
Neurath's other work, "not for cxpens, {but] for the 
public:• as an instrument in the radical democratiza
tion of cultural life. The space itself consisted of two 
square rooms. One was a lecture hall in which slides 
could be projected. The other was permanent exhibi
tion space in which there was a large map of Allstria 
made of illuminated glass panels onto which a con
stantly changing set of magnetic symbols of n11tural re
sources, industries, and the like was attacheJ. The 
remaining exhibits consisted of specially designed di- . 
dactic wall panels with graphic and photographic in
formation on the building and other programs. There 

were also models (made of plasticine or wood) of the 
new buildings, parks, and other works under construc
tion throughout the city. Neurath experimented with 
a new kind of building model made of layered sheets 
of glass on which the floor plans of the building were 
drawn, which enabled the viewer to see the vertical 
and horizontal organization of the internal sp111ces. 
There were still other larger scale models of Sietllrmg 
howes with finished interiors, into which visitors 
could peer, and then relate their visual experience to 

abstract representations of the same spaces-~o
graphic drawings: plans, sections, 111nd elevations
thillt were affixed to the pedestal on which the model 
itself was placed (see examples in figure 9.28). The 
wall displays were mounted on movable panels th111t di
vided up the space of the hall and could be easily re
arranged. The did111ctic p111nels themselves Clime in one 
or two standard sizes so that they could be slotted into 

picture moldings that ran continuously around the 
room. These were placed at what was considered to be 
optim111l viewing height; three feet of wall space was 
left bene111th them so that three-dimensional dis
plays-models, books, apparatus, and so on-could 
be placed on tables below (figure 9.29).16, 

In acknowledgment of the fact that the working 
m111n has time to visit 111 museum onlv 111fter work the 
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museum itself was open at night. The displays were 

also artificially lit with night viewing in mind. In addi

tion, there were branch exhibition spaces in different 

parts of the city; the original Parkring space, as well as 

on the Tuchlauben (I) and in Am Fuchsenfeld (XII). 

The centrally located Tuchlauben space, in which the 

displays were topical and changed frequendy, was 

open all through the day as well; it was conceived and 

used as a "drop-in" location that could be visited on 

the way to and from work. 164 

The exhibits and representational techniques em

ployed in these displays were developed by Neurath 

together with a team of graphic designers headed by 
the Swiss and German graphic artists Erwin Bernath 

and Gerd Arntz. There were also consultants (in fields 

such as medicine, biology, etc.) and one architect, Jo

sef Frank, who designed the exhibition space and lay

out. To Neurath, Frank had distinguished himself 

as "the one socialist [architect] who tries to make 

his style accessible to young people, the settlers, the 

GtmeiHde."1M Frank's ideas on architectural semantics 

resonate throughout Neurath's descriptions of the mu

seum, its purposes, and the techniques of presenta

tion developed. 

In May 1926 Neurath published an article in Der 
AujlNm, "Rationalism, Working Oass, and Building 

Form:• in which he framed the principles, regarding 

the formal language of modem buildings and how in

formation about them should be conveyed pictorially 

in publications, exhibitions, and the like, on which the 

GWM was founded. Neurath began by stating that 

.. the necessity for an ornament- and decoration-free 

architecture, the need to regard the building as a kind 

of machine, is self-evident and yet happens so little, 

despite the fact that it is so much talked about!" The 
reason, he suggests, has to do with a fundamental mis

conctption about the machine and its relation to 

building. To regard the building as a kind of machine 

is to make a judgment not about appearance but rather 

about the appropriateness of the fonns of its campo-

nent parts to the tasks it (like the machine) is designed 

to perform . .,One can only judge if a machine is well

designed if one understands its inner workings:'166 

The Hme holds ttue for architecture. Yet, Neurath 

claims, most popular newspapers and magazines, even 

proletarian ones, only illustrate buildings-including 

technologically advanced new baths, communal build

ings, and housing complexes-by means of exterior 

photographs. These give information about propor

tions, roofs, moldings, bays, balconies, arcades, and 

the like, but make it impossible to judge whether or 

not the architect has provided the maximum light, air, 

bathing facilities, meeting space, and so on possible 

within the limits of his budget. 167 Such information 

should be of particular interest to the proletariat for 

whom these buildings are being built: indeed, Neurath 

asserts, the cunent situation in Vienna has cast the 

worker in a new role, that of client. And if the prole

tariat today is not yet capable of generating new forms, 

it can certainly foster innovation by irs own discrimi

nation, by exercising the client's prerogative to make 

choices. 

In order to develop a real understanding of WOhrJ

tecbnilt (the technicalities of housing design), however, 

the worker must be given adequate visual information 

by which to judge the effectiveness of a design. The 
study of Roar plans is a beginning, according to Neu

rath, and "[t]he number of people who can read a plan, 
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not just to orient themselves but to be able to judge 

the effectiveness of a design, is increasing." Still, there 

is much work to be done; Neurath asks, "when will 

workers who visit an architecture exhibition direct 
their attention primarily to the plans?"• .. Basically, he 

concludes, when they are properly eduated to do so. 

Neunnh sees the current emphasis on external ap

pearances as a bourgeois phenomenon fostered by 

high art, and particularly the "machine artn of avant

garde painters, including the socially engaged Fern and 

Leger. Implicit in a painting such as Leger's Tht &nf 

fold (Das Gtriist), which had been recently exhibited in 
Vienna (,;gure 9.30), is the assumption, Neurath 

claims, that the rationalization known to the worker 

through his familiarity with machines, with political, 

union, and cooperative. organizations, is perceptible in 

paintings ,;ned with disembodied machine pam, 

gleaming rods, gears, wheels, interloclcing cylinders 

and planes, and that these images evoke the visual sen

sation of stepping into a modem factory. But it is pre

cisely these expressions of the machinelike, and this 
play of external appearances, that have so little to do 

with either the essence or substance of the machine 
itself. The idea that the worker will identify with the 

industrial, mechanistic imagery of modem construc

tivist painting is ill-conceived. The representation of 
machinelike objects in these paintings by a jumble of 

machine parts-pistons, gears, and the like-has as 

little to do with the rationalist essence of the machine 

as the poetic description of a locomotive as a ,;re

breathing dragon has to do with the actual workings 

of a steam engine. Constructivism, Neurath charges, 

"seems satis,;ed to make a spect<~cle of rationalism 

rather than to strive for a deeper engagement with its 

principle." It is a form of "romanticism that evades 

reality.""" 
Neurath as well as Frank had many connections 

(personal and professional) to the Bauhaus. Both had 

visited the new building in Dessau and had lectured 

there and in Weimar. 110 Neurath in particular agreed 
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with the technical, socially driven agenda of the school 
and understood its primary purpose to be "the build
ing of houses and the production of furniture, fittings, 
and type-models that can be used by industty and the 
trades as prototypes for mass production:'171 Yet both 
Neura.th and Frank were skeptical of the ideology of 
nrue SAchlkblteit that informed Bauhaus design and 
were critical of the superficial "functionalist" stylism 
of much modem Gennan building. Regarding Crop
ius, who lectured in Vienna in 1924, Neurath wrote, 

"He brought us nothing new. He himself is certainly 
not a significant architectural personality. But the fact 
that attempts are being made to close the Bauhaus on 
political grounds is scandalous."m 

"Why is it that until now our architecture has not 
very strongly reRected the spirit of rationalism?" Neu
rath asks in the Aufoau article. The answer, he sug
gests, is that a social organization that puts so little 
store by united effort or solidarity will have little use 
for an architecture infonned by such ideas. Only after 
the proletariat has been a client for a long time-and 
has learned to read building plans with a knowledge
able and critical eye and to understand how the char
acter of its own organization can be translated into 
architectural fonns and spaces-will rational architec
ture win the day.m 

Neurath's conclusion underscores the significance 
of his efforts at the GWM: "Dissemination of knowl
edge about housing and the organization and equip
ment of dwelling space is becoming an increasingly 
significant component of worker education:'174 But 
the purpose of that education is not merely to develop 
in the working class an appreciation for unornamented 
simple forms and efficiently planned spaces, but rather 
to develop discrimination of a very high order-the 
ability to distinguish between appearance and sub
stance at every level of the work. Like Frank, Neurath 
athcks the functionalist claims ofGennan neurs lhmm. 
An absence of ornament, he asserts, does not necessar
ily mean that an object is either well-built or useful. 

The appearance of function is not itself functionalism. 
The problem then, is how to educate a politically or
ganized but multiethnic, multilingual, and semiliterate 
working-class population toward such high levels of 

In another article published later that year in Dtr 
Aufoau, titled "Tasks of the Social and Economic Mu
seum in Vienna.," Neurath directly addressed this 
question.l75 The primary task of the museum, he 
stated, is to "make clear complex relations in society 
and economics, in biology, the engineering sciences, 
and a number of other fields;' to present abstract ideas 
and quantifiable infonnation about a diverse range of 
subjects-from industrial production to emigration, 
mortality, unemployment, commodity exchange, the 
fight against tuberculosis and alcoholism, nutrition, 
the significance of sport, education, housing, and so 
on-in a clear, universally comprehensible fashion. 176 

Words, he decided, were inadequate to the task. 
«Words make divisio~;~, pictures make connection,'" he 
wrote in JnurnatitmRI Picture Lmgu11ge. What was 
needed was an international language of fonn, a .. sys

tem of optical representa.tion:•m The existing meth
ods of graphic representation most often used to 

present social scientific facts-line and bar graphs
were too abstract and intimidating for people who had 
not been trained to read them. The solution, Neurath 
declared, was "Pictures!" But, he noted, "this insight 
is not in itself sufficient; one has to know how to use 
pictures correctly."171 

How, for example, should one represent quantita
tive differences in pictures? Usually, Neurath points 
out, this is done by juxtaposing large and small ver
sions of the same figure. But this method, as he shows, 
is problematic. If one takes the figure of a man, for 
example, and doubles the size of the original figure in 
order to represent two men, the quantitative relation
ship between the two figures becomes unclear, because 
in order to double the height of the figure, one must 
also increase its width. In tenns of area, therefore, the 39.41395 
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larger figure ends up being considerably more than 

twice as big as the smaller figure. In order to make it 
clear that dte larger figure represents exacdy twice the 
quantity signified by the smaller figure, a written cap
tion is necessary. The correct method of show:ing 
quantitative differences with precision in pictures, 
Neurath suggests, is to multiply rather than increase 
the dimensions of the figure. Thus one needs only to 

double the number of figures to indicate that a quan

tity is twice that represented by a particular figure. 
The image is self-explanatory, unambiguous, and 

needs no verbal elaboration. The entire meaning can 
be read, unmediated, direcdy from the picrure itself 
(figure 9.31).179 

Between 1925 and 1934 Neurath and his team of 
graphic designers, typographers, and scientific experts 
at the Gesellschafts- und Wirtschaftsmuseum devel
oped and refined these ideas regarding representation 
into a syntactical language of pictorial imagery. In nu
merous articles as well as in the book lnternlltitmal Pic
ture l..mJgua~ (published in England in 1936, after 
Neurath had emigrated to Holland and established the 
International Foundation for the Promotion of Visual 
Education in The Hague in 1934), Neunth outlined 

the basic rules of structure and use of this picture 
language, which became known as "the Vienna 
method."1811 Although this is not the place for a full ac-. 
count of the rules and structure of the picture language 
developed at the GWM, a brief digression into the 
"Vienna method" is warranted by the insights it pro
vides into the semantic discourse of the Gmteindt

lmuten themselves. 

The Vienna Method "Man needs symbols, but he 
doesn't know what he is seeing if the meaning of what 
he observes is not articulated in easily understood slo
gans," Josef Frank wrote in the introduction to Archi
uktura/s Symbol.••• One of the frequent mistakes made 
in education based on verbal language, Neurath 
claimed in lntern11titmlll Pichwe !Angu11ge, was to take 
note only of details and to see nothing of the general 
view. Teaching-pictures, as he called the figures of his 
pictorial language, are particularly well suited to keep
ing the general view in mind.10 Part of the reason is 
that pictures are not signs in the manner of words, but 
are statements. A teaching-picture that uses the system 
properly gives all the important facts in the statement 
it is picturing. "At the first look you see the most im
portant points, at the second, the less important 
points, at the third, the details, at the fourth, nothing 
more-if you see more, the teaching picture is bad" 
(23). A well-designed teaching-picture excludes all un
necessary details and puts facts before the eye in a sim
ple, straightforward way. Because of its simplicity, the 
picture can be kept in the memory far better than ei
ther a verbal description of the same facts or a more 
complex: image. 

The teaching-pictures used by Neurath in the di
dactic panels of the GWM are type-forms; typified 
figures of buildings, cars, people, and so on. But they 
also picture activities, professions, practices. They are 
informed by an idea of type as convention that is very 
different from the concept of generative prototype un
derlying the ideology of neue Sach/Khltrit. Neurath's 
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pictorial signifiers were designed to endure. "Giving a 

sign its fixed form for international use, possibly for a 

great number of years, is responsible work," Neurath 

wrote. "The signs have to be like good letters. It will 

not do to take the tute of the present day u our only 

guide; we have to take into account the experience of 

history"(30). 

Type-forms or "ISOTYPEs" (an acronym for 

"International System Of TYpographic Picture Edu

cation"}, as Neurath named his system in 1935,111 had 

to be clear in themselves without the help of words as 

far as possible. They also had to be significandy differ

ent from one another, so that they could not be con

fused. Each sign had to be so simple that it could be 

put in lines like letters, yet it also had to have enough 

visual interest that the viewer would not tire of seeing 

lines of the same sign (26). "It would be an error;• 

Neurath wrote, "to put a number of pictures before 

the eye which were as uninteresting as the statements 

they take the place of" (43}. The figures had to be ap

pealing as well as easily understood in order to awaken 

interest in the subject. 

Though the ISOTYPE picture language is not a 

sign-for-sign parallel of word language-Neurath 

notes that the "parallel in a normal language of a com

plete 'language picture' is a complex group of state

ments; and an account in words of what is in a group 

of language pictures would make a book" (20)-ISO

TYPEs nevertheless function in syntactical relation

ship to each other as linguistic signs do. The 

significance of each part of the picture is dependent 

on the sense of the complete picture and on its relation 

to the other parts of the picture. Thus "shoe" and "fac

tory" can be joined in a single image to signify "shoe 

factory," and so on (figure 9.32}. Like words, ISO

TYPEs also signify in relation to each other, and can 

be used "again and again to make quite different state

menu." They can be combined in a number of differ

ent W1ys; for example, by superimposing one image 

upon another ("root idea and addition"), where one is 

~ '""' t mil ...... .. 
~ shoe-workll I 
~ """" ......... .,. ........ J.- coal produced 

by machlu 

fl. ahoes procluced 
by handwork X 

"the dominant form and the other a qualifying figure. 

Or a sign can be placed outside the root picture and 

function as a "guide-picture"-providing an adjunct 

to, rather than showing a quality of, the root idea 

(figure 9.))) (36). J"he governing principle in the com

position of all signs is that "The order of signs seen by 
the eye has to be in relation to the best order for keep

ing in memory marks on the mind .... Our fact pic

tures have to give as small an amount of detail as 

possible. In this they are the opposite of ... a camera 

picture. Every ISOTYPE picture has to make use only 

of such details as are necessary for an account in the 
language of science" (42). 

There are of course many more rules for the com

bination of signs as well as for the use of color in the 
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ISOTYPE picture language elaborated by Neurath in 

lnurn•tiomtl Pirture l.angu•gr and his other books on 

the subject. And much could be said about their rela

tionship to Neurath's philosophical work and associa

tions with Vienna Circle logical positivism, to early

twentieth-century theories of structural linguistics, 

and to the experimental work in typography and color 

carried out at the Bauhaus and e1sewhere at the time

all of which warrant further study.• ... 

Here I want to concentrate on one other possible, 

and unexplored, connection-that betWeen the rules 

of ISOTYPE developed at the Gesellschafts- und 
Wirtschaftsmuseum and Red Vienna's municipal 

building program-and to propose that the tech

niques of representation and the ideas regarding com

munication developed in the museum and used to 

disseminate information about the building program 

were incorporated into the buildings themselves. I am 

not suggesting that city officials made a programmatic 

effort to translate the rules of picture language into 

architectural fonn, which would be an absurd claim, 

or even that the former directly inBuenced the latter. 
Rather, I hypothesize that both programs were in

formed by a similar set of ideas regarding language, 

communication, and ways of "making clear complex 
relations in society and economics,. to an ethnically 

and culturally diverse ~rking-class population with 

little or no formal education. 

Both the building program and the apparatus for dis

seminating infonnation about it were part of a com

prehensive effon to give visible, tangible, and easily 

comprehensible form to abstract social and political 

concepts. The word, as Helmut Gruber has shown, 

and especially the printed word, played a key role in 

this project and in the Social Democrats' efforts gen

erally to raise the workers to a higher cultural level and 

create a proletarian counterculture in Vienna.181 The 
party's publishing efforts were enonnous. By 1930, 
C:n1her dncumenr:s. 127 newsrnmers 2nd inurn2ls were 

published by party orpnizations; these included 7 dai

lies, 68 specialized periodicals, and 52 trade union 
weeklies.•• Generally, the Social Democrats put tre

mendous emphasis on literacy in their program, not 

only in Otto GIOckl's school refonns but also in the 
party's adult education programs, the network of 

worker libraries it created, and the broad range of cul

tural activities it fostered. These efforts demonstrate 

how greatly the Social Democrats valued education 

and learning. But they also attest to the patty's em
battled stance throughout the 1920s and early 1930s; 
its need to garner popular support for its programs in 

Vienna in order to counterbalance the party's visibly 

eroding power in the Federation. The result was a pre

occupation with techniques of communication, with 

representation, with disseminating infonnation about 

itself and countering the attacks of political adversar

ies. The buildings constructed by the municipality 
participated in this effort. Like the information con

tained in Neurath's didactic panels about the policies 

that produced the Grmeinddtmten, the buildings 

themselves also had to communicate not only their 

own material purposes but the ideas that engendered 
them, in a clear and straightforward manner. 

In the slew of official publications that have been 

cited many times in the foregoing pages, the munici

pality of Red Vienna put forward the purposes of its 
building program in terms of a set of distinctive fea

tures of the GnneindtiNntttn that distinguished them 

from the prewar worker tenements they were built to 

replace. These features included garden courtyards, 

communal entryways, balconies, directly lit rooms, 

stairwell or stack organization, and of course the wide 

range of communal facilities provided in the new 

buildings. These were the constant tropes of this liter

ature. Repeated over and over again they imprinted 

themselves on the consciousness of every Viennese 

worker, as they had already done on the buildings 

themselves. These elemenr:s-illusuated in city publi
c~tinn<~. ~nd in!ii:isred hv the municioal buildinll offi-
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cials who oversaw the execution of the prognm
bet1me the typological markers, as well as objects of 

identification, for the new socialist housing. And by 

their dominant presence they bound together the 400 

variously shaped GmuimlthniiWI constructed by the 

"red" municipality throughout Vienna. (Tellingly, 
housing built after the demise of Red Vienna, between 

19)4 and 19)8-including buildings designed by ar

chitects like Karl Ehn who had shaped the "red" Gt-

111tindtbtmtm in the 1920s-is almost entirely laclcing 

in these markers of rype.)11 ' Like the details in Neu
rath's ISOTYPEs, which "have to have teaching

value," these architectural details have a quality of in

dispensibility and purposefulness about them.'" "One 

feels on looking at the new buildings," wrote Gillen, 
"that every line has its reason. Even the decoration, 

in the fonn of sculpture, balconies and entra.nce gates 

seems to be there with a purpose.""' 

That sense of purposefulness manifest in the 

buildings was reinforced by their representation in 

party-sponsored newspapers and magazines. A good 
example is Dns It/tint 8/nn, a small tabloid that began 

circulation in 1927 and was intended to draw worlcing

dass readers away from reactionary popular tabloids 
such as the 11/ustrimt Kro11m-Ztitrmg. 1110 In 1927 and 

1928 Das It/tim Blatt published a series of short ar
ticles, "Die Kunst im neuen Wien" ("Art in the New 

Vienna"), each illustrated with a freehand drawing (by 

an artist named E. 0. Braunthal) of a detail of one of 
the new buildings. Once again, text and images focus 

on the distinctive typological markers of the Gnmil•

titbnutm: portals, courtyards, arcades, balconies, stan

dardized windows, communal facilities, kindergartens, 

and so on (figure 9.34). By emphasi~ing the common 

features of the GnntinJebnutm and at the same time 

providing vivid illustration of the diverse ways in 

which these features could be, and were, individually 

shaped in different buildings, the articles reinforced 

buth the idea of type and the value of difference asso

ciated with the Gmuindtlumun; they also underscored 
I
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the significance of the dynamic interplay between 

them that underlies the conception of the whole 
program. 

The municipality's "prohibition of flat roars:· 

noted by Siegfried Theiss in 1927, is significant in this 
context.191 Aside from the fact that Rat roofs were con
sidered more expensive to build and maintain, the visi
ble roof had a representational significance for the 
Social Democrats that was unrelated to (and arguably 
uninformed by) either the allegorical significance 
attached to the pitched roof by traditionalist modern 
architects like Heinrich Tessenow or the ideological 

significance attached to the flat roof by its proponents 
in Germany (as _the preeminent symbol of the Modem 
Movement). 19.1 One of the cardinal principles upheld 

by VieMese city building officials was that the Gr

mtindtlmutm should have an "easily comprehensible 

form." The concern was not so much that the roof be 
angled rather than Rat, but that it be evident, clearly 

visible, and recognizable as roof. It was not the pitch 
but the visibility of the roof, its "clear and simple ap
pearance," that was important for the legibility of the 
form. 1'J 

The value placed on the roof illustrates both how 
the buildings were designed to communicate and what 
the message was that they were intended to convey. 
Like the ISOTYPEs, the Gm~eindelmutm communi
cared by means of conventionalized type-forms. And 
like the statements embodied in the conventionalized 
ISOTYPE picrures, which were sttucrured accord
ing to the internal logic of "root-idea, .. "additions," 
"'guide-pictures," and so on, the significance of the 
Gemeindebauten was conveyed by the interrelation of 
dominant and qualifying figures. Within this system 
the visible roof had syntactical value as a sign, a con
stituent part of the "'easily comprehensible form" of 
the Gemeindelnnaen. lt was by means of such signs or 
conventions-balconies, arcades, portals, roofs-that 
the Gemeinde/Nmtm became legible in themselves and 
in relation to the city, communicating how each build
ing was ro be used and what its relationship was to the 

larger program of Red Vienna, as well as to traditional 
building practices and the physical fabric of the histor
ical city of Vienna. The effectiveness of these easily 
comprehensible type-forms in communicating their 
purposes and significance is attested by the remark of 

a foreign visi[Or that "every office and factory worker 
[encountered on a tour of the Getneindebauten in (926) 

is precisely informed about the buildings; interest in 
the program is universal." 1'*~ 

But there is also another way that the Gmuinde
lmutrn signified according to the structural logic of 

Neurath's ISOTYPE language. Historically Vienna is 
a city of walls, gateways, portals, arcades, courtyards, 
balconies, and terraces. It is a city built on many levels 
and several vertical planes; it is spatially divided and 
interconnected by defensive walls, viaducts, bridges, 
and runnels through which its irihabitants are habitu
ated [0 circulate on many levels above and below 
ground. The Grmeindelmmm appropriated both the 
spatial patterns and markers of city and dwelling, not 
only because they were so deeply rooted i.n the cultural 
fabric of Vienna, but also because it was precisely 
these markers of place and identity that had been so 
resolutely denied the tenants of Vienna's oudying 
working-class tenements. By appropriating the formal 
typologies of the historical city, the GrmeindebtmteR 
took possession of the culrural symbols of Vienna and 
laid claim to the collective memory of its citizens. 
This goes some way toward explaining why the forms 
of the Gnneindelmt1tm were so satisfying to their in
habitants and to the Viennese working-class in gen
eral. lc also explains why the same buildings-and 
particularly the Kari-Marx-Hof(figure 9.35), in which 
city wall and arched gateway, toWn hall and domestic 
courtyard are powerfully merged in a single iconic 
figure-were so infuriating to those whose exclusive 
right to those symbols was challenged by the new 
order. 

Like Laos on the Michaelerplatz, the Social 
Democrats who built the New Vienna in and around 
the Old Vienna had (in Karl Kraus's words) "built an 
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idea;· the full force of which is only really evident in 
the program as a whole.19S As signs, the typological 
markers of the Gnmindtlumtm functioned syntacti
cally in relation to each other; but also individually and 
collectively in terms of an absent referent. By their 
presence, therefore, the Gmuindtbatlttn predicated the 
absence of the Old Vienna, whose forms and spaces 
they had appropriated for their own (plate 28). It was 
in this sense roo that the Gtmtindtballtrn were conven
tional, rooted in the formal cypologies of the historical 
city. Like Loos's Haus am Michaelerplatz, their novel 
syntax soon ceased to shock and became "accepted as 
the architecture of the broad public."1106 Yet even 
though their forms were gradually reassimil:ned into 
the urban vernacular of Vienna, and some of the more 

distinctive features of the Gnntindtbnutm were ab
sorbed into the legal building code in 1929/19}0, the 
idea of Red Vienna from which the forms themselves 
derived, lost neither its force nor its capacity to inspire 
hatred and fear. Indeed it was at the idea of Red Vi
enna that the reactionary forces of the Htimwthr lev
eled their guns when they fired on the K.ari-Marx-Hof 
and the other Gnntindtbnutm in February 19}4. And 
in the end, it was the idea, not the buildings, of Red 
Vienna that they destroyed. The buildings survived, 
and their continued presence in Vienna as social hous
ing and protected monuments of Austrian national 
heritage anests to the instabiliry and mutability of 
built ideas. 

1
9.35 Kori-Mo,.Hof,l(otl I 
Ehn ordrltKt. 1927-1930. 
phol1l19JO. 
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63 Hoffmann, "Pro1ctarisches Siedeln," 142. 

64 On Kritgrrbtimstiitttnsittlhmg, see Renate Schweitzer, 
"Der matlich gef&derte, der kommunale und der gemein
nOa.ige Wohnungs- und Siedlungsbau in Oaterreich bis 
1945," 2 voJs. (Ph.D. diss. Technische Universitiit Wu:n, 
1972). 251-273. On Kampffmeyer's invoJvement in the Vi
ennese Friedenstadt project, see Novy and F6rster, rinfocb 
lwum, 50; Hans Kampffineyer, PrhJmrttnlt (jena: Dieder
ich,l918). 

65 Loos was appointed by Scheu. See Rukschcio and Scha
chel, Adolf lAGs, 258; Allmeyer-Beck et al., &biltk-Libotdy. 

21. 

66 On the senlement plan, see Dat Ntut W'un, 1:28]; 3:13-
14. The plan was illustrated in DtrAnjlmu, nos. 819 (1926): 
120-121. 

67 DtuNer~tW'un,l:274. 

68 Anton Weber, Dit Wolmtmgpditilt tlrr GrmeinJt Wim, 
(Vienna: Deutsch-Osterreichischer Stiidtebund, 1926), 
46-SI. 

69 On building methods, see Franz Schacher!, "Das Oster
reichische Siedlungshaus: I. Sparbauweisen," Dtr Anf""u, no. 
2(1926):21-24. 

70 Hans Kampffmeyer, Sittllung 11ntl Khinprtrn (Vaenna: 
Verlag Julius Springer, 1926), 83: "Den ersten Waener Sied
lungen merkt man an, dass dem Atchitekten die ibm gestellte 
stidtebauliche Aufgabe noch ungewohnt war~ The article 
was also exerpted in Dtr Auf""u; see Hans Kampffmeyer, 
·~us der Wiener Siedlungsbewegung," Der AujiMu, nos. 819 
(1926): ll0-135. 

71 The cooperative settlements, as Max Enners observed, 
lacked Kdistinctive stylistiC development" or the new build• 
ing type. Max Ermers, FtmdJrift tlrr Sittllung liN/ tlnn Rosrn
hiigtl (Vienna, n.d.). 16 ("einer eindrucksvollen Stilbildung 
llir diese neue Bautype"). 

72 Loos. ''Tag Der Siedler"; AdolF Loos, "Die modeme 
Siedlung," a lecture delivered on 12 November 1926 in the 
Haus des Deutsehtums, Stuttprt, reprinted in Sbntlkhr 
Srhriftrn, eel. F. Glock, voJ. I (Vienna: Herold, 1962). See 
Rukschcioand Sc:hachei,AdolfLHr, ]20. 

73 Loos, "''ag der Siedler." l.ool resumed this theme in his 
lecture "Die modeme Siedlung," where he elaborated the 
significance oF the Ahort. See also Rukschcio and Schachel, 
Atlo/fl.oot,257,322. 

74 One or the earliest disquisitions on the Zriknlwll'IHist 
(row-block construction) was by RudoiFEberstadt. H11ntllmtb 
tlu mlm~rmtltlrrWolmrmgrftrtgr(Jena: Verlag Gus
tav Fischer, 1920). 257-259. I am indebted to Renate Blnik
Schweitur for directing me to this reference. Richard Pom
mer notes that the earliest "canonical" Zrilenbllu project to 

be built was Otto Haesler's Gcorgsgarten Sirtllrmg or late 
1925-1927 in Celie. For the history of Uilmlnm housing, see 
Richard Pommer, "The Architecture oF Urban Housing in 
the United States during the Early 1930s:• ]ournllloftbe Slli
'IJ ofArtbitrawl'lll Historhlns31 (1978): 259-260, and idem, 
"'Mon: a Necropolis than a Metropolis': Ludwig Hilber
seimer's Highrise City and Modem City PlaMing:• in Rich
ard Pommer et al., In thrShmlnlofMits: Ludltlig Hilbmlimrr, 
Anbittrt, &/IKIIIOI; tmt/ tJrNn P/llnnrr (Chicago: Art lnsti.Nte 
oF Chicago; New York: Rizzoli, 1988). 16-53. See also Mark 
Swenarton, "Rationality and Rltionalism: Theory and Prac
tice or Site Planning in Modem Architecture, 1905-1930: 
AA Files, no. 4 (july 1983): 49-59. 

75 Loos refers to Migge repeatedly in his lecture 8 Die mod
erne Siedlung." See Rukschcio and Schachel, AtiG/flMs, 322. 
Loos also referred to Migge earlier in "Wohnen Iemen!" 
(1921), where he quoted Migge's claim that the Sirtllung 
movement required a •new mankind" with "modem nerves." 
See Rulcschcio and Schachel, AtiG/f Loot, 257; Loos, "Woh
nenlemen!" NrursWitlltrTIIgbltm, IS May 1921,8. 

76 DtttNrur W'un, 1:284. 

n Leberecht Migge, Dir Gmrnltnhur tlrs 20. ]llhrbuntkm 
(jena: Eugen Diederich, 1913), 6. 

78 Inge Meta Holbusch, '"Everyone SelF-Sufficient'-The 
Urban Garden Colonies of Leberecht Migge," in Burck-
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hardt, 1Be H+t*bl.mi, 68. Hulbusch also notes thllt there WliiS 

opposition to Migge's idea of the urban working garden. For 
example, UJrich Wolf (an official in the Franlcfun Gmm
tmlt) argued that the worker needed recrelltion not another 
burden: see Ulrich Wolf, "Ganenproduktion oder Gamn

konsum als Grundlage moderner Griinflichenpolitik im 
Stiidtebau," StilrhtHN 24 (1929): 289-290. 

79 These precepts were enumerated in "Die moderne Sied
lung" of 1926, but the ideas were probably already developed 
in a lecture, aOber Gamnsiedlung" (On garden settle
ments). that Loos delivered in Vienna, 12 September 1920; 
see Rukschdo and Schachel, AdDif l..oos, 320. 

80 On the S.ubliro, see Allmeyer-Beck et al., Sthiittr
Ubo.U,.2S. 

81 On Loos's Sirtlhlrrg housing, see Rukschcio and Scha
chei,Atlo/f!Ms, 533-556. 

8Z Ibid., 536-539. 

81 Ibid., 541-543. For Loos's own definition of Rllump/tlll, 
see 318-319. The general bibliography on Loos and the 
RA~lm!Jhn is extensive. See in particular Dietrich Worbs, 
"Der Raumplan in Wohnungsbau von Adolf Loos, .. in Alhlf 
Lt»s, JB70-19JJ: lblumphm, w;m,,,.p., (Berlin: Die Ab
demie,(1983), 64ff.;Max Risselada, ed., lblmnphm 'llfrSfa Pliln 
Lim (Delft: Delft Univenity Press, 1988); and Burkhardt 
Rukschcio, ed., Arlolf lAos (Vienna: Graphische Sammlung 
Albertina, 1989). 

84 AdolfLoos, An tim Jhmths- Wibmmgr-JUHJ SitJhlngsfondr 
(V'"aenna: published privately, 1921). 

85 Roben Kalesa, the architeCt selected, was a student of 

Friedrich Ohmann at the Academy of Fine Ans in Vienna. 

He designed one of the first of the large GnntintitiNIMtm. See 

chapters 6 and 7. 

86 Novyand Forster, rinfothHMm, 140-143; Rukschcio and 
Schachel, Adolfl...tw, 260-263, 266, 534-539. 

87 Dta Nrut w-. 3:215; Karl Richter, "Die Refonn der 

Waener Bauordnung," Arbriur-Uitung, 2 June 1920, 1-2. 

88 Elsie Altmann-Loos, Mrin Ltbrn mit Atlolf lAOS (Vienna: 
Amalthea Verlag, 1984), 169-172. The event is also de
scribed in Rukschcio and Schachel, AJoi[Uos, 264-266. 

89 Alnnann-Loos, Mrin Lrllrn, 172. 

90 Ibid., 172. Elsie also noted that visitors stole books, 

vases. ashtrays and other articles that Loos had brought from 
home to decorate the house. 

91 FOrster, "Die Siedlungen," 92. See also GottFried Pir

hof"er and Gtinther Uhlig, "Selbsthilf"e und Wohnungsbau,n 
ARCH+ 33 (1977): 4-11. 

9Z On row house design, see Raymond Unwin, Cntagr 
Plllns 1111d Crmnmm Srnsr (London: Fabian Society, 1902); 

Raymond Unwin, Nothing Gainrtlhy DrlrTmnDJing! HIIW tbr 
Ganim City 7jpr of Dtvr/opmrnt MofJ Brnrfit Both o-rr ami 
Omlpirr, 3d ed. (London: Garden Cities and Thwn Planning 
Association, 1912); Peter Behrens and Heinrich de Fries, 

J.im sparstm~m BaNm: Ein Brimg ZHr Sirtlhmgsfmgt (Berlin: 
Bauwelt, 1918); Hennann Muthcsius, Klrinbans 11nd KJrin
sirdlnrrg (Munich: Brockmann, 1918); Heinrich Tessenow, 

INIUMu und Dlrglrkbrn, 4th ed. (Baden-Baden: W. Klein, 
1953). On the row house-type and the garden city move

ment in England and Gennany, see Hamnann, Dlntsrbr Gar
tmstathbrwrgung, 52ff.; Walter Creese, ed., Tbr l.rgttq of 
lblymomllhtuin (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1967). For 

the row house in Dutch housing of the period, see Donald I. 
Grinberg, HINUing in tbr Nrtbrrlands, 1900-1940 (Delft: 
Delft University Press. 1977). For a discussion of the row 
house-type within the context of Sirdhmg design and mod
ern architecture in the 1920s. see Richard Pommer and 
Christian F. Otto, Wrissmbof 1927 and tbt Matlrm MlnJmmt 

in Anbit«turr (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 
73-74. 

93 Leopold Bauer, Grmm/ woh11r11 11nJ frruJig Aitrn: l'rrlb
Jrmr 11nsmr Uit (Vienna: A. Schroll, 1919). Gennan 

•Homes for Heroes» or Krirgrrhrimstiittm proposals also 

provided examples of house types in which panic:ular em
phasis WliiS put on the productive garden. See Schweitzer, 

"Der staadich gefOrdene his 1945,• I :249ft". 

94 One of fifteen architects, Loos began working on his 
contribution to the project in june 1921. The Siedlung 

Heuberg wu 1 joint project of the municipality and the 



Heuberg cooperative society. The site plan was by Hugo 
Mayer, an architect in the city building office. Other archi
teCts included Margarete Lihotzky and the partners and for
mer Wagner students Franz Kaym and AJfons Hennanek. 
The SitJIHng itself was a "model-experiment,• a didactic 
LthnitJiung (instructional settlement). The materials were 
donated by American Quaker orpnizations; the settlers who 
built the houses were for the most part employed in the 
building trades and were therefore trained for the task. Visi
tors to the third Khinprttll Hml Siull1111g exhibition at city 
hall in September 1921 were taken to the site to view the 
construction in progress; when completed, several houses 

were fitted and furnished by their designers and opened to 

the public. The Siedlung Heuberg was also intended to ex
empli£y the communal life sustained by the cooperative Sitd
hmg, and its communal functions were more fully realized 
than in many of the SitJh111gm of this period. It had a Gm
tJUtn~rlmftslm~a (community center) with meeting hall, Klf
fotlmus (caFe), terrace, commercial spaces, workshops. 
cooperative stores, living/work quartets for a physician, kin
dergarten, and youth shelter (Jugelldbtim). Little of this sur
vived beyond 1927, when the cooperative was disbanded and 
the settlement itself amalgamated with the Gnnritulnirtlhmg 
Wien-West, a city-built and administered settlement. See 
Novy and Forster, ,;,forb Mum, 166-167; AJlmeyer-Beck et 

al., Scbllttt-Ubotzlty. 46; Friedrich Bauenneister, "Lehrsied
lung/Heubergl," OtrSittlkrQune 1921): 91; Rukschcio and 
Schacbci,AtlrJfLoos, sss-ss6. 

9S QuotedinGravagnuolo,L«u, 171.SeeKulb,Atlol.fLoor, 
illus. 104-112: Loos's houses are shown in plan, elevation, 
section, and isometric projection. 

96 Posch, w,.,. Gtwtmst.IJrbrwtgung, 41. Posch argues 
that Loos's scheme is indebted to Eitelbetget and Ferstel, 
who published a proposal in 1860 for row houses with party 
walls that could share roof support; see Rudolf Eitelberger 
and Heinrich Ferstel, Dtu hiirgwlitl# Wilbnb.ar rmJ dtu w,_ 
m~r Ziruhaus (Vtenna, 1860), 42. 

97 Dtu Ntw Wim, 1:288 ("fremdartig anmutende Flach
dicher und Terrusengincn"). 

98 See Rubchcio and Schachel, AJJ[Leot, 24S. 

99 The bibliognphy on the efforts to rationalize housing 
production in Weimar Gennany is too extensive to cite here. 

For 1 survey of the Sinllrmgm, see Liselotte Ungers, Dir 
Stu:bt 1llltb ,;,. ntwn Willmform: Sirt/lungm tlw ZfiHinzigw 
J•hn tltnnll& 11ml btutt (Sruttgan: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 
1983). Pommer and Otto, in Wiisunbof 1921 (chap. 8, 'Ra
tionalization' and 'Standan:lization'•), frame the issue within 
the context of Werkbund discourse. For a discussion of Tay
lorism in Gennany, see Mary Nolan, Vuions of Modrmity: 
AJIIIrictln Busims:r 11nd tht ModtmilllltiMI pf GtmlllfiJ (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1994). 

100 Loos certainly idealized the culture of urban prole
tarian productive gardening, as he also idealized early
nineteenlh·century Biedermeier culture. For an interesting 
discussion of Loos's attitudes towan:l Biedenneier culture in 
the context of rum-of-the--century Gennan architectural 
theory, see Mitchell SchWJ.rzer, Gmmm Anbittmm~l T1Hory 
ll1lti tbt SMTtb for Modtm /Jmtily (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 199S), 162-164. 

101 Loos's status in the municipal building bureaucracy was 
ambiguous; see the statement in Dtu N1111 Wm1, 1:291, that 
the Sirtlhmgm built after Loos's tenure were "'less simple and 
monotonous" than those built during the period when Loos 
was chief architect of the Siedlungn.mt. Loos's own frustra
tions with the municipal bureaucracy are recorded by Erm
ers: see Enners, ·~us Adolf Loos' Siedlene.it," 12-14. See 
also Rukschcio and Schachel, AJWfL«u, 273, 282-293. 

102 For the Krhgtrbthlurittl, see Novy and Forster, tinft«b 
IMuen, 20; Schweitzer, "Der staadich geforderte his 194S," 
1:249. 

103 Mayer's scheme, published in Heinrich Goldemund, 
Dit Kllittr Kswi-K:ritgrrbtinmilnt in AJptm (Vienna: Gerlach 
und Wiedlung, 1918), resembles 1 similar project by Bruno 
Taut; see Whyte, Bm110 Talll, 49-SI. Schweitzer, •Der staat:
liche gef&derte his 194S," 1:2SI-273, deals extensively with 
the Krilgmltinmilttm projeccs in Austria and Gennany.: See 
also Albert Lichtblau, w,.,. WilbnJIJifiiiOiitik 1892-1919 
(Vienna: Verlag Air Gcsellschaftslaitik, 1984). 114. As the 
war dragged on, the scheme came to nothinJ. After the war 
the Siedlung Hirschstetten was built on the site. But this 
project had little in common with Mayer's original design. 
On the Apem Siedlung, see Helmut Weihsmann, Dtu Rote 
Wum (Vaenna: PJomedia, 1985), 272. 
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104 The site (an elevated plateau west of the Linienwall) de
rived its name, "Auf der SchmeJz," from a foundry (&bmrlz) 

built on the site in the early 1800s. This had long ceased 
operation by 1890. when FUnfhaus became Vienna's district 
XV. From 1864to 1918AufderSchmelzwasusedua mili
tary drill and parade ground. In 1910 a portion of the land 
was sold for development. In the same year Ono Wagner 
published a proposal for the newly n:leased land, which he 
suggested should be UHd for new facilities for the Academy 
of Fine Arts. Wagner's design, which included mUHum, stu

dio, and teaching space, incorporated the fonner Schmelzer 
Frirt/hof(cemetery) u a memorial park with mature trees and 
plantings. Two years later Wagner entered a reduced version 
of the scheme, for a smaUer site In the area, in the compe
tition for the Kaiser Franz-josef-Stadtmuseum (1912). 
Though awarded first prize, it was abandoned when war 
broke out in 1914. (Otto Antonia Graf, OtttJ Wirgmr. 0., 
wtrk tks Arthitrltun, 2 voJs. [Vienna: Bohlau, 1985], 2:624-
6)), sugsests that the scheme was essentially an elaboration 
of the Artilms project of 1880.) In the meantime, this part of 
FUnfhaus had been parceled, sold, and developed. By 1914, 
much of the area was densely built worlcing-class tenements. 
The western portion, still known as Schmelz, continued to 
function as a drill and parade ground. During the war, it was 
taken over by allotment gardeners, who parccJed it into nar
row lots and used it to grow food. Many of the allotment 
gardens evolved into "wild" senlements. One, "Zukunf't" 
(Future), founded in 1917, still exists. Sec Katharina Schild, 
"Siedlung Schmelz: Freiriume einer Waener Wohnhausan
lage der Ersten Republik" Diplomarbeit, Technische Uni
versitiit, Munich, 1989). lam indebted to Maria AubOck for 
directing me to this work. See also Felix Czeikc, Wienrr Br
zJrltsltH/nnflihrrr Rllthlftlwim-Ffin/IMtts (Vienna: Jugend und 
Volk, 1980), 23, 25; Renate Banik-Scbweitzer, "'V'aenna:• in 
M.J. Daunton, ed., HORSing the Wbrftn, 1850-1914: A Cum
/JIImtivr Prrsptttiw (London: Leicester University Press, 
1990), 117. 

105 Originally intended to contain 1,000 units in ISO two

story row houses with small gardens, Schmelz was considel'
ably reduced when construction (financed in large part by 
the state Housing WeJfare Fund) began in 1919.In October 
1920 the first houses were completed and occupied; by De
cember 1920,42 buildings. 308 units, and 14shops had been 
completed. The remaining 13 buildings, 103 apartments, 
and the centnll square were completed in a second building 

phase, September 1921-May 1922. See Hans Hafner, "Die 
Bautitigkeit der Gemeinde Wien,• Zeitstlnift tits Osrm.;.. 
cbisdJm /Dgmiau- fl1lll Arthitciun-Vnmu, nos. ISI16 (18 
April1924): 127;0.SNnnW'un, ]:93. 

106 Fritz Stahl, "Die Gartenstadt Sraaken:' Wir.mrlltb.s M,.. 
RlltsJxftcfilr Blllliulllf tmJ Stiitlttbtm 415 (191811919): 137-
197. Karl Kiem. "'Die Gartenstadt Staaken als Prototyp der 
modemen deurschen Siedlung,• in Lampugnani und Schnei
der,MIIIkmeArrhitrlttrn; 133-149. 

107 The first buildings were constructed of•Ersatzbaumat
erial• {literally, "substitute building materials"), hollow ce
ment block and softwood flooring, and had two stories of 
apartments. Each unit was allocated a narrow kitchen garden 
in the interior of the city block. See Hafner, "Die Bautiitig
keit," 127; lkr Mw W'un, 3:92-93. In its successive stages 
of construction, Schmelz chronicles the evolution of Social 
Democmic housing policy between 1919 and 1924 and 
traces the municipality's gradual progression from a 
KhiNtlhlt conception of communitarian living to a Gromt.IJt 
conc:eption, from the notion of an integnl gardenldwelling 
unit to a integrated block of unified dwcJiings. In 1922 to 

1923, the easte~n portion of the park in Mayer's original plan 
was built with three-and four-story apartment buildinp. 
The prdens according to plans approved by the Stadtbau
amt on 21 April1922, were planned as kitchen or H•IU IJII'
dens. But when completed in 1923, they enclosed a 
landscaped park rather than allotments. Along the outer edge 
were a few shops and a municipal library. Thus, along with 
the allotment gardens, much of the village character of 
Schmelz disappeared in the third phase of building. In the 
fourth phase of building (1924) five-story urban apanment 
block enclosing a forecourt with loggias, bays, pergolas, 
lawns, trees, and benches (also by Mayer) moved Schmelz 
even further away from the Khinrtnth, the earlier image to· 
ward the Gnmsttult spirit of the GmwintltbttNtm. 

108 Novy, •RosenhUgel Pioneers:• 47-49. 

109 Enners quoted in ibid., 49-SO. 

110 Hugo Mayer, "'Die KJeingutensiedlung RoscnhOgcl:' 
DuSittlltr, no. I Uanuary 1921): 12-13; quoted in ibid.,47. 

Ill Novy, •Rosenhfigcl Pioneers," 47. The original kitchen 



gardens at Rosenhiige], like Laos's gardens, were inspired by 
Leberecht Migge; they were designed to maximize the pro
ductive capacity of the nmow lot, with a single path along 
one side providing access to the vegetable beds ranged along 
its length. The houses were supplied with electricity, water, 
gas, and drainage. but not sewers. 

liZ Generally, as in the other Gmrnsittllnrrgrn of this pe
riod, two type-plans were employed. One, with a narrow 
street front of between 4.5 and S meten;, was intended for 
houses sited on the north side of the street. The second, in
tended for the south side of the street, had a wider street 
front of between 6 and 9 meters. The steep internal stain 
followed the direction of the structural beams. The houses 
themselves were two stories high and usually also had an attic 
and full or panial basement. On the second Roor were two 
or three bedrooms. At ground level were a small entrance 
hall or vestibule, the J%bnklkbr, a washroom, and occasion
ally also a small workroom. 

I ~3 Novy, "Rosenhiigel Pioneers," 49-SI. 

114 Paul Mebes, eel., Um 1800: Artbitdttlr und H11nthsrri 
;, lttztm :fthrbtmdrrt ihrer tTUititmrllrn Er~tuidtltmg. 2 vols. 
(Munich: F. Bruclanann, 1908). For HtimlltnH and neo
Biedenneier in Gennany, see Petsch, "Deutscher Wcrk
bund," BS-93; Christian F. Otto, "Modern Environment and 
Historical Continuity: The Heimatsehutz Discourse in Ger
many." ArtJo-144, (1983): 148-157. 

liS Ennen quoted in Novy, "Rosenhiige] Pioneers,'" 49-SO. 

116 OttoNeurath toFranz.Roh,letter, 19june 1924, Cor
respondence and Miscellaneous Papers of Franz. Roh, Ar
chives of the History of Art, Gerty Research Institute, Brent
wood, California (hereafter cited as Roh Collection, GRI). 

117 For Frank, see johannes Spalt and Hermann Czech, 
]osefFiwnk, 1885-1961 (Vienna: Huchsehule fOr angewandte 
Kunst, 1981); Christopher Long, "josef Frank and the Crisis 
of Modem Architecture" (Ph.D. diss., University of 1Cxas, 
1992). Nina Stritzler-Levine, eel., J-f Fmnk, Arthittct 11nd 
Dtsigntr (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996). Frank's 
interior at Weissenhof, furnished with upholstered chairs 
and sofas, plush cushions, colorful rugs, and curtains, was at

tacked by Le Corbusier, Oud, and Hegemann for its provoc-

ative conserv1tism. See Long, "Frank," chap. 4; idem, "The 
Wayward Heir: josef Frank's Vaenna Years, 1885-1933," in 
Strittler-Levine, Josr/ Ftwnk, 44-61; Pommer and Oao, 
wr;ssmbof/927, 46-47,99-100, 126-127. 

118 Novy and F6rster, einfoth ,..,, IS9. See also Otto 
Kapfinger, "josef Frank-Siedlung und Siedlungsprojekt," 
Um &n 10 (August 1986): J9-S8. 

119 Ar6titrr-Z,;nmg. ljuly 1922,8. 

IZO In 1926 Kampffmeyer was to recommend such an ori
entation; see Kampffmeyer, Sitt/lung nnd Kleingmtm, S6-S7. 

IZJ A year before he designed the Hoffingergasse Siedlung, 
Frank had published (together with the engineers Hugo 
Fuchs and Franz Zcttinig) a propoul for cast concrete Sitt/
lttll!! houses, three stories high, six units per house. (fhere 
were also a few single-family detached houses.) The layout, 
however, foreshadowed Frank's Hoffingerguse plan: an ir
regular grid of streets on which the rows of houses pinwheel 
around a central square (in which the station of an under
ground railway was to be located). In the text, Frank ex
plained that the rows of houses, each with a small front yard 
(a buffer to absorb dust from the street) and long, naiTOW 
kitchen garden at the bade, were amnged along tbree types 
of streets: the widest (IS meters) flanked by houses on botb 
sides; narrower streets had houses on only one side; and 
there were 2-meter-wide lanes between the garden fences. 
The same relationship of house to street and hierarchy of 
circulation spaces infonns the Hoffingergasse plan. See josef 
Frank, Hugo Fuchs, and F. Zettinig, "Wohnhiuser aus Guss
beton,'" DrrArrh;tdt 22, no. I (1919); reprinted in Spalt and 
Czech, Fnmk, 112-IIS. 

IU Werner Hegemann, "Kritisches zu den Wohnbauten 
der Stadt Wien:• JKmnnt.bs Mtm~~tsbtftt for Bllukrmst wul 
Stl/dtrbtrn 10 (1926): J6S, 366. 

IZ3 Allmeyer-BP.ck et al., Stbiit11-Lilmz/ty, 17-18. Strnad 
took overTessenow's students, when the latter left for Dres
den in 1919. Hoffmann had twenty students, half of whom 
were women who were studying KM~ (applied arts 
or handicrafts) rather than architeCture in order to find em
ployment in the Wiener Werkslitte. Tessenow had one 
woman student from Schlesien, who returned to Gennany 
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after completing her studies in 1917. Strnlcl,like Frank. had 
studied at the 1echnical University. where he earned a doc
torate in 1903. He subsequendy worked for Friedrich Oh
mann for three years, and in 1909 was brought into the 
Kunstgewerbeschule by josef Hoffmann, with whom he de
signed the exhibition rooms for the Austrian Pavilion at the 
Werkbund exhibition in Cologne in 1914. Though Stmlcl 
coU.borated with Frank and Osbr Wlach on house projects 
and two Gmnint/riNI,tm in the 1920s, his own practice after 
1919 focused on theater and stage set design. On Strnad, see 
johannes Spalt, ed., Osltar StrmuJ 1819-1915 (Vienna: 
Hochschule Rir angewandte Kunst, 1979); Ottobr Uhl, 
Modmu Arthitel:mr in Wim: ~ Otto J.Hrprr his IHMte (Vi
enna: Schroll-Verlag, 1966), 122. 

124 Allmeyer-Beck et al., &h;;ttt-UhotUy, 19. Lihotzky 
also worked for Roben Oerley for a few weeks in 1919, but 
left because she found his practice "too conservative." 

115 In 1916 Lihotzky had won first prize in a competition 
for worker housing sponsored by the Kunstgewerbeschule; 
see ibid., lB. 

116 DtrTag, 6january 1923,4. 

127 NovyandFarster,tin.focUw'"n,IJ5. 

118 Ibid. 

129 Allmeyer-Beck et al., StbUttt-Lihotzky, 18, 38. 

130 On Lihottky's refonn furniture. see Navy and F&-ster, 
einfotb IHI11m, 78; Allmeyer-Beclr: et al., &biJtte-Lihotzky, 38-
39, SO, 66-67. On Strnad, Frank, and Viennese furniture de
sign in the interwar period, see Gerhan Egger et al. Nmu 
Bibnen: Wimrr b"'"'"'""'fiSIIIItang 1918-1918 (Vienna: 
Ostem:ichisches Musewn filr angcwandte Kunst, 1980). 

131 On the Frankfun kitchen, see Peter Noever, ed., Die 
Fnmlforttr Kikhe vtm MMpnte Schfltte-Lih«z/ty (Berlin: 
Ernst und Sohn, 1993). 

132 Allmeyer-Beck et al., &hiine-Libotzlty, 52-Sl, 92-99. 

133 Ibid., 47-49. 

134 Navy and Forster, einfoch IHI11m, 76, 78. The interiors 
by Karau had aKombinationm6bel nach dcm System ameri
kanischer Bticherkasten" (combination furniture according 
to the American bookcase system) designed by the an:hiten· 
Allmeyer-Beck et al., Stblittt-Libotzlty, 54-59, 60. ' 

ll5 Navy and Farster, tiRfocbiHI~~m, 178-179. 

ll6 On Schuster, see Johannes Spalt, ed., Fnm:m: &buster 
1892-1912 (Vienna: Hochsc:hule fllr angewandte Kunst 
1976); Harald Sterk, "Wohnbau zwischen Ideologic, Polirik 
und Wirtschah: Entwi.cklungspanlleJen im Massenwohnbau 
der Gemeinde Wien," in Lisbeth VVIJ:chter-Blihm, ed., Wim 
194 f tltn»r I d•~~~«h {Vienna: C. Brandstitter, 1985), 119ff. 

137 The Rannersdorf Siedlung was designed shonly aFter 
Tessenow left Vienna. Construction, which bepn in 1921, 
was managed by an:hiteca (Hugo Mayer and Engelbrecht 
Mang) in the city building office. It was pubJished in Wm
mutbs Mm•ul#fte fiir &ui:Hnst tmd StldtriNiu 10 (1926): 41. 
On Tessenow in Vienna, see Herbert Sommer, cd., Htirib 
TtsmlfiDI (Vienna: Hochschule fHr angewandte Kunst, 1976). 
The project is also mentioned in Gerda Wangerin and Ger
hard Weiss, HtiRridJ Temn~nV, Ein &umeistrr 1176-1950: 
Lrhm, Lrbrt, JK-nt (Essen: Verlag Richard Bacht, 1976), 128. 
'Thssenow's houses are completely altered. Plans by Hugo 
Mayer For additional houses, designed in 1923, are in the 
Wiener Stadt- und Landesan:hiv, Vienna. Brief notes on this 
later addition and Tessenow's row of houses are in Wcihs
mann, Rote Wim, 246, and Navy and F6rster, tinfotb Hum, 

132. 

138 Tessenow, "House-building and Such Things," 20. 

139 Franz Schuster and Franz Schacher!, "Proletarische Ar
chitektur," Dtr KAmpf, (1926): 34-JS. 

140 Franz Schuster, Dtr Auftmu, no. I (1926): I. 

141 For an insightful discussion o£Tessenow's critical posi
tion, see Hays, "''bsenow's Architecture as National 
Allegory.:" 

142 Am Wassertunn was published by Franz Schuster, "Die 
Siedlung 'Am Wassertunn,•• Dtr Auftm•, nos. 819 (1926): 
IS2-IS9. In the same year it also "appeared in Jfiml11thsMa-



,.nbej'tt ftir 8611/tnmt nntl Stiitlttlmu 10 (1926): 1Sl-IS6. It 
was also featured in "Eine Einfamilienkolonie an der Stadt
pnze:'DitNtlftWirtsclMft, IS February 1926,10-11. 

141 The link to allotment gardening is emphasized by 
Kampffmcyer, "Aus der Wiener Siedlungsbewegung,'" I l I; 
Franz Schuster, "Das Osterreichischc Siedlungshaus: 11. Der 
Lagcplan der Siedlung," DwAujlm11, no. l (1926): 16; idem, 
"Fonnprobleme: Der Kleinganenpark-der Vollcspark der 
Zukunft,• Dw Attjl¥n, no. l (1926): 41-46; Severin Baier, 
"Die Osterriechischc Siedlungsbewegung," in Ludwig Neu
mann, ed., Dill J.Jihnmrgmrtml in Ostnnich (Vienna: Thalia, 
t929),2l5-2Sl. 

144 Migge collab01111ted with May on the design of the al
lotments at Frankfurt. One of the best comparative analyses 
of interwar housing and urbanism is Gcn Kibler, J.Jihnmrg 
tuM Stmlt: Htmdmrg. Fr.n'fort, Wif'll: Modtllt rnilllm J.Jihn
ms ;, dm twnzigtr].brm (Brauschweig: Friedr. Viewegund 
Sohn, 1985'). See also GUnther Uhlig, "Siedlungskonzepte 
von L. Migge und ihre refonnpolitische Bedeutung," in Ltb
tntbt Miggt (1881-193S)-Gilrtmltllltnr tlu 20. Jabrnntlmr 
(~ssel: Gesamthochschule Kassel, 1981), 96ff. 

145 Migge's arguments regarding self-sufficiency of the ur
ban dweller and containment of the urban territory are 
found in Leberecht Migge, Jttltn~~~~nn Stllmwrsorpr Oena: 
Diederich, 1919), and a series of articles in Sittlhmgs
Wirtsdmft, published between 1925 and 1929. 

146 On the ideology of decentralization and interwar hous
ing in Fnnkfurt and Berlin, see Manfredo Ta£uri, HSozialpol
irik and the City in Weimar Gennany," in TIN Spbtn 11ntl tht 
lAbyrinth: ArHint-Gmlu 11ml Artbit«fflrt .{ram Pin111ui to tht 
197fh, trans. Pellegrino d'Acierno and Robert Connolly 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1987), 197-233. In the same 
volume see also Martin Wagner's. "The Socialization of 
Building Activity," 2]4-26]. See £urther regarding Waemar 
urbanism GUnther Uhlig, "Town Planning in the Weimar 
Republic: Socialist Aspects of Rcfonn," Artbittcttmll Ass«iss
tim Q1111rttr/] II, no. I (1979): 24-38. 

147 Adolf Miiller, aDie Siedlungsbewegung," Dw Brtritbs
rt~tl (1921):261. 

148 Otto Neunth, Ommicbs Khingiirttn- nnJ Sittlkrt~rJ~~n
inltiMm (Vienna: Wiener Volksbuchhandlung, 1923), 34. 

149 Fbrstcr, "Die Siedlungen,• 92. lnRrcstingly, an antiso
cialist settlement orpniution was founded in Vienna in 
192 I and announced in the conservative daily; see "Kieingar
ten und Ganenhaus: Schaffung cines chrisdich-deutschen 
Arbeitsausschusses,• Rtic/npttsr, I February 1921, I. 

ISO A little more than S,2SOSiedlungunitswere builtin the 
period from 1921 to 19)4, comprising less than 10 percent 
of the total housing built by the municipality during that 
time (II percent of the total housing built between 1919and 
1934). See Czeike, Wimdmft.r- 111111 &zialpolitilt, Heft II, Sl. 
City council minutes and notices in the socialist newspapers 
docwnent the municipality's repem:d assurances that the 
consauction of cooperative SitJirmg housing would not 
abate: Gemeinderats-Sitzung, 21 September 1921, in Amtt-
6/stttlrrSttnlt W'~t~~(29.9.1923): 1001. TheArbtitrr-:Uinmg, 
21 August 1924, 10, announced that the city "will continue 
to provide undiminished suppon to the coopentivc settle
ment movement." 

IS 1 Design and production of SitJhmg housing continued 
to be adminismred by the Siedlunpamt, which opented on 
a reduced scale untill934. Between 1919and 1934tbe Sied
lungsamt supCJYised the consauction of7,000 dwelling units 
in forty-five Sittlhmgm. Although around twenty-four archi
tects were employed in two design bureaus, six architects 
(Schuster and Schacher!, Hugo Mayer, Karl Schartelmoller, 
and the partners Fnnz Kaym and Alfons Hetmanek) de
signed more than half of the houses in the nine largest 
Sittlhmgm. See Novy and Forster, tinjiub Hum, 85: The 
Sittllllngtn wen: locued, according to Loos's Sittllrmgspkln, in 
three principal zones; see 'Dt#Ntlft W~t~~, 1:284. 

ISZ On Kaym and Hetmanek, see Marco Pozzetto, Dit 
&bllltOtto JUrpn:r 1894-1912 (Vienna: Anton Schroll Ver
lag, 1980), 226-227, 232. On Weissenb&:kand Am Flotzer
steig Siedlungen, see Novy and Forster, tinfocb Mutn, 
149-15'2; Weihsmann, R.tt W"~t~~, 24S, 3l2-3B. 

1SJ Both Sirtl/nngm were published in a well-illustrated 
article, "Bautlttigkei.t der Waener Stadtvei'WIIItung. Die 
Siedlungen: Am Flotzersteig und Weissenb6cbtnsse," 
fhttmicbs fltm- NnJ Wrrk/tumt (1925/1926): 277-283. Im
ages also appeared in MoJmu &uformm II (1926): 429; and 
WimnNtbs Mot~~~tsbtfu ftir &ni11nst rmd Stiitltt!HJ11 10 (1926): 
363-364. 
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154 For Wagner school preoccupation with the vernacular, 
see chapter 9. See also lain Boyd Whyte, Thnr Anbit«U 
fr- tiR Mtuttr CIIIStofOno JHrgmr: Emil H9pp1, M•ml Klml
nmw; Otto Stbiintlltll (<Ambridge, Mus.: MIT Press, 1989), 

32-SO; and Eduard E Seider, Josef HoJ/miiiUI: 1M Anhit«
,.m Kfmlo: M11110grt1Pbs •Rtl C.tlliogrw of Wirir (Princeton: 
Princcmn University Press, 1985), particularly chap. 3. 

155 Franz Kaym and Alfons Hetmanek, Wolnutinrn for 
Mnucbm, brutr rmtl 'llltlrfl": Eiw Shlllk zur WohRJUJ&fT'frwm 
(Vienna: Tal, 1919). The project also appears in idem, Frrmz 
1Wym mul Alfons Hrtnumrlt. Alllflfilhrtr B•atrn (Vienna: El
bemtlhl Verlag, 1931). 

156 Further regarding Ehn, see chapter 8. On Hermes
wiese, see Karl Ehn, "Bauti:tigkeit der Wiener Stadtverwal
rung: Die Siedlung Hermeswi~," Ostrmiths &m- und 

Hoirikun.n (1925): 73-80. Images were also published in 
MtHirmrlhllformrn II (1925): 3SS-3S7. 

157 See note I 56. Henneswiese is also discussed in Novy 
and FOnter, rinfoch Mum, 162-163, and A. Atherton-Smith, 
trans. Hermann Werner, Dir liintllithen Sirllhmgt11 in W"rrn 
urul UmgtMRg (Eisenach: R. Matte, 1925). 

158 Ehn, "Bautiitigke.it Herme£Wiese," 73. 

159 Schartelmtlller, an architect in the city building office, 
specialized in Skdlung design. On Lockerwiese, see Weihs
maM, Rotr Wim, 354; Novy and F6rster, rinfocb Hnrn, 182. 

Multiple-use S(l*Ces such as the Wohniiicbr, kitchen
workroom-washroom, garden work space, etc. were elimi
nated. This corresponded to developments in the apanment 
plans or the Gnmim/W.11tt11 after 1926, according to which 
the Wohniikbr was replaced by a separate kitchen and living 
room (see chapter 6). 

160 Enners quoted in Safran and Wang,Athlfi.Mr, SO. 

161 Hegemann mentions the Hoffingergasse incident in 
"Kritisches," 365, 366. Otto Neurath made the same obser
vation regarding the settlers in "Sti:dtcbau und Proletariat," 
Du KAmp/21 (1924), 2)6. 

162 Ludwig Neumann, "Das Organisationsproblem der 
Osterreichischen Siedlungsbewegung," Drr AnjiMn, nos. 819 
(1926): 136-137. 

163 Posch, w,. O.nmrtmhhrwgrmg. 82. 

164 Charles 0. Hardy, assisted by Robert R. Kuczynski, The 
Hotuing Prognnn of tbt City of V"ltmllf {Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings Institution, 1934), 69. 

165 For the Werlcbund Siedlung, see Spalt and Czech 
Ftrmi, 145-161; Otto Neurath, "Die intemationale Werk~ 
bundausstellung in Wien," Dir Form 7 (1932); idem, 
"Gitlcklic:hes Wohncn: Die Bedeurung der Werkbundsied
lung fllr die Zukunft," Arllritrr-Uitrmg, 19 june 1932, S; 
Wolfdieter Dreibholz, "Die internationale Werkbundaus
stellung, Wien 1932" (Ph.D. diss., 1Cdmieal University, 
Graz, 1977); AdoJfKrischanitz and Otto Kapfinger, Dir w,_ 
•rr WrrltbnrWirtlhlng: Ddtnm11ttnif1n titur Emr"'"'"B {Vi
enna: Compress, 1985). 

166 Friedrich Achleitner, "The Osterreichisclu:r Werkbund 
and Its Relations with the Deutscher Werkbund," in Burck
hardt, 1M wmthlfntl, 110. 

167 Schuster did not panicipate; Brenner and Plischke, stu

dents of Strnad, Frank and Behn:ns, represented a younger 
generation of architects. 

168 Pommer and Otto, in Wtimnbof 1921, ISO, note that 
none or the foreign architects invited had panicipated in 
the Weissenhofsiedlung. They were considered "second
stringers• compared to the leading modem architects who 
participated in the German Werkbund exhibition. 

169 On the split within the Austrian Werkbund, see Ach
leitner, "0sterreichischer Werkbund:' Ill. 

Chapter 4. Vaenna Builds on Itself 

Chapter epigraph: Max Ermers, "Housing Policy in Vienna, 
1919-1934, .. TrnDn •ml Country Planning 9 (194111942): 140. 

I The authoritative secondary literatun: on the municipal 
program or Red Vienna (see chapter I, note II) provides de· 
tailed accounts or the financial srruc:rure, social, cultural, ed
ucational, and housing policies of the Gemeinde Wien, but 
on the whole these texts do not deal in any detail with the 
decision-making processes by which these policies were de· 
veloped. The principal monographs on the building pro
gram-Jo"ritz C. Wulz, "Stadt in Veriinderung: Eine 



,rchitekturpolitische Studie von Wien," 2 vols. (Ph.D. diss., 
Stockholm, 1976); Karl Ma.ng, ed., Kmmn11ntrler Hibnb.tu in 
W'mt: Aufln'r«b 1923-1914 Alllftrtlbhmg (Vienna: Presse
und Inf'ormationsdienst der Stadt Wien, 1977); H•ns Haut
mann and Rudolf Hautmann, Dif Gnmilllhlmlltm tlu RDun 
W'11111 1919-1914 (Vienna: Sch6nbrunn Verlag, 1980); Man
fredo 'Iilfuri, ed., Vimu Rossa: Ill politinl nsitlmzM/t ntlkl V'r
rnrm s«it~list11, 1919-1911 (Milan: Electa, 1980); Helmut 
Weihsm•nn, Dill lblte Wm~ (Vienn•: Promedia, 1985)-do 
not address these questions in any detail. The only work to 

closely examine the city council minutes (Gemrimkmtspmo
hllr) is Renate Schweitzer, "Der staadich gelbnlerte, der 
kommunale und der gemeinn11tzige Wohnungs- und Sied
lungsbau in Osterreich his 1945:' 2 vols. (Ph. D. diss. Tech
nische Universitit Waen, 1972). The calendar of discussions 
in the city council meetings is given in Franz Patzer, "Zeitta
£el slimdicher Sitzungen des Wiener Gemeinderates von 
1918 bis 1914 mit den wichtigsten Verhandlungspunkten, 
wie Kundgebungen, W1hlen, BeschiOsse, Anfragen, Antri
gen, usw.:• in Strtiflicbttr 1111/ die Wimer KlmmrlmllljHI/itik, 
1919-1914 (Vienna: Jugend und VoJk, 1978), 61-121. The 
official publications of the city of Vienna-in particular Dill 
N1111 Wim, 4 vols. (Vienn•: Geme.inde Wien, 1926-1928); 
Josef Bitmer, Dir NIIIINI11tm tlerSttltlt Wim, 2 vols. (Vienna: 
Gerlach und Wiedling, 1926-1910); Anton Weber, Dir 
Wobmmgsp4/itik Jrr GmuinJr Wirn (Vienna: Deuuch
Osterreichisher Stidtebund, 1926); and Robert Danneberg, 
VimNII IUitlerS«itrlin Rnlr, trans. HJ. Stenning(London: La
bour Party, 1928)-also do not discuss the process by which 
decisions regarding the building program were reached. 

2 The archives of the Siedlunpamt and the Departments of 
Housing and lbwn Planning were apparently destroyed in 
afire. 

3 The city council meeting minutes-Grmrimirmtr
SitzHIIgtH, Sttnogmpbiscbr Protolrollr-are in the Stadt- und 
Landesarchiv, Vienna. Schweitzer, "Ocr staadiche gef&der
tebis 1945:' examines the annual budget debates in detail. 
But decisions regarding architectural design and architec
tural program were not made or discussed in these meetings. 

4 The principal repo5itory of documents is the Wiener 
Stadt- und Landesarchiv which contains the Amtsb/An tlrr 
Sttltlt Witn (administrative reports), city council minute 
books, and the 1rchives of the Division of Public Works. 

Contemporary publications include Ludwig Neum1nn, ed., 
Dm Wolmmrpesrn in Ostemicb (Vienna: Thalia, 1929), 
which contains essays by a number of officials in the City 
Building Office and other municipal departments responsi
ble for the building program; Rudolf 1illmann, ed., Prst
sdnift brmiUf.ltll- •nlilss/itb tier Hnntkrtjtlbrftirr ties W~tt~er 
stmhlm1U1711trs (Vienna: Deutscher Verlag fl1r Jugend und 
Volk, 19lS), contains importlnt information regarding the 
organization of the administrative departments responsible 
for the building program. 

5 Thm Bottomore and Patrick Goode, eds., Anstro-M•r%ism 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), 288. On Danne
berg, see Leon Kane, RHrrt IJt.mubwg: Ein prtlgmtltiscbrr Rr
lllist (Vaenna: EuropiVei'Iag, 1980). 

6 The evolution of Social Democratic housing policy as 
well as the new tax structure and the roles played by Danne
berg, Breimer, and others in the development of policy •nd 
program Ire elucidated in Mlren Seliger, Snitl/Jrmoltmtir 
umi Ktmm1111111lptJitik in W'~tn: Zu einigm Aspdtm~
nttiscber Politik in Jer ,..,_ nmi ZfDisdJmkrirgsseit, Wiener 
Schriften, Heft49 (Vaenna:Jugend und Volk, 1980), 91-117; 
Maren Seliger and Karl Ucakar, W'11n: Po/itisrbr Gurbicbtt, 2 
vols. (Vienna: Jugend und Volk, 1985), 1058-1067; Rainer 
Baubock, WohnungrpolitillimmiiiiJrmoltmtistbm W'~ml919-
1914 (S1Izburg: VerlagWolfgangNeugebauer,1979), 128-
ll9. For a comprehensive treaanent of the financial policy 
of Red Vienna, see Felix Cze.ike, Wirtsdmfts- nml Sozi•lpolitik 
tier Gmuimh W'1m in thn ernm RrpHIIIill (1919-1914), Wie
ner Schriften, Heft 6, II (Vaenna: Verl1g Air Jugend und 
Volk, 1958, 1959), Heft 6. 

7 Ch1rles A. Gulick, AtiStrist,frwn HAbsburg to Hitltr, 2 vols. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1948). l:lS7, 164-
171. The decision to finance the program out of current tax 

receipts had been taken in 1922, but the Social Democrats 
were not able to act on it until192l, after the Austrian cur
rency stabilized. In spite of a brief lnjllltitmshmjtmkmr (a 
boom caused by inflation) in 1921, the country's revenues 
were almost nil. Tile boom, supported almost entirely by 
foreign credits, was over by spring 1922. Loans received 
from Czechoslovakia 1nd Great Britain were eKhausted. As 1 
result the downward plunge of Austtian currency acellerated. 
Measures were taken to restore foreign confidence by curb
ing expenditures and increasing taxation. But by summer 
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1922 the federal deficit WliS increasing at a rate of a hal( bil
lion CJ'OWJIS per month and the countty WliS in a state o( 
panic. That summer Monsignor Ignaz Seipel, Austria's 
newly instated Christian Socialist chancellor, attempted to 
secure a loan (rom the Allied powers-threatening to relin
quish raponsibility for nmning the countty i( help was not 
forthcoming. The strategy &iled, and Seipel (a shrewd and 
ruthless politician known as the •prelate without mercyj 
employed a new tactic. Negotiating first with Prague, then 
with Berlin, and finally with Italy for the incorporation of 
Austria first into Czechos.lovalda, then Germany. and finally 
Italy, he forced the Allies, who were greatly alanned by the 
prospect of any such alliance, to respond to his demands. 
The result was ratification o( the Geneva Protocols in Octo
ber 1922, whereby Austria was gr&Jlted a substantial loan 
from the League of Nations. In exchange for the loan, Aus
tria wu forced to agree to a program of monetary refonns, 
to accept supervision of the administration o( the loan by a 
League-appointed Commissioner-General, and to guarantee 
that the new republic would fonn no alliances with foreign 
powers but would retain its political and economic indepen
dence and territorial integrity. The protocols were accepted 
on 24 October 1922. On 28 October 1922 a reconstruction 
law was passed empowering the Seipel cabinet to take all 
measures necessary within the limiu of the program agreed 
upon with the League to balance Ausaia's budget within rwo 
years. On 18 November 1922, inflarion in Austria stopped. 

8 Dit Nrut Wirttthtlft, II june 1925, 10; quoted in Felix 
Czeike, Libmtlr, Cbristlitbstninlr uml Saziti/Jrmokmtisthr Kmu
mulllllpDiitilr (1161-1914): lJtJrguttllt""' Brispirl drr Grmrimlr 
W"rrn (Vienna: Verlag filr Geschichte und Politik, 1962), 91. 

9 Gulick,Arurrhr, 1:144,169. 

10 Weber, WobmmgspDiitilr, 31. See also Gulick, Austri6, 
1:483-484, in wbich Weber's contention is examined 
carefully. 

11 The federal Rent Control Act or December 1922 re
placed the imperial decrees that had been issued during the 
war to protect tenants againsr arbitrary notice and war 
profiteering by landlords (see chapter 2). 1bese had been 
rendered ineffectual by posrwar currency devaluation. Since 
the decrees more or less prohibited rent increases, the land
lord's income (rom rent had been reduced to practically 

nothing, making it impossible for house owners in Vienna 
to maintain or repair their buildings. Furthermore, since the 
value of the crown changed almost daily during this Period 
leases had constandy to be renegotiated, which created 1~ 
administrative nighnnare for the rent offices set up to deal 
with these maners. See Gulick, Atutri11, 1:439-441. 

12 Ibid., 442-445. For a detailed exposition of the Milttr
srbntz, its history, changes to the law, and political banles 
over it, see Baub6ck. Walm~mfiJHIIitilr, 26-84. 

13 There was violent opposition to the new rent law by 
landlords throughout Austria. When the final draft of the 
proposed act became public in the (all o( 1922, the landlords 
in Vienna organized a strike, cutting off water supply and 
electricity; refusing to collect rents, pay taxes, and clean 
pavements in front of buildings; and removing telephone 
wires, mailboxes, and cross-wires supporting streetcar cables 
(rom their buildings. It was not a success, fiz.ding out on the 
first day. Opposition to rent conaol continued, however, and 
was to a large extent drawn along party lines, with the Social 
Democnu supponing rentconnol and the Christian Social
isu opposing the law. Of course, the Christian Socialist fed
eral government upheld the law on the grounds that it was 
essential to the national economy, as well as to ensure the 
proper upkeep of the e!dsring housing stock in Vienna. 
Gradually the issue of tenants' protection evolved into a par
liamentary struggle between the Social Democrats and the 
Christian Socialists for the suppon of the disaffected middle 
classes most severely affected by the rent resuictions. For a 
full discussion of the struggles against rent control and ten
ants' protection, see Gulick, AIUtri11, 1:459-479; Baubock, 
Wobnu11gtpolitilr, 38-49, 79-fJ7. 

14 For a discussion of the economic and political justifica
tion of the Rent Control Act, see BaubOck, Wobnu11WIJIIIitilr, 
56-66. 

IS Charles 0. Hardy, assisted by Robert R. Kuczynski, Tbt 
HOHSing Progrmn of thr City of V'nnmr. (Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings Institution, 1934) 17-18, argues that rent contrOl 
had the positive effect of diminishing overcrowding in small 
apanments since tenants were less inclined to take in subten
ants and lodgers in order to meet the cost of rent. 



16 Even before rent control the municipality had been 
steadily atquiring large areas oF building land within the city 
11: one-seventh to one-tenth of the prewar real estate prices. 
Ibid.,83. 

17 It is important to note, however, that only a compara
tively small amount or the land owned by the municipality 
bciOJe 1919 WIS suitable for large-scale building, Most oF it 
had been alreldy designated For some other public usc, was 
built up, or was siruated beyond the zone oF convenient pub
lic transportation, see ibid., 78. The prewar land purchases, 
which could not lead to new housing construction, aggra
vated the existing housing shortage in the city by n:stricting 
the existing supply of land, decreasing private building activ
ities, and driving up rents; see Gulick, Austria, I :416-417. 

18 For the Social Democrats' land acquisition policy, see 
Hardy, Howing Prvgrtmt, 77-85; Baub6ck, WolmffJIFIIOI#il, 
140-142; Hautmann and Hautmann, o;, G,imi~Mutm, 
50-51. 

19 In February 1922-thar is, befon: the currency stabiliza

tion-the city council passed a rent tax law thatwu intended 
to provide the municipality with a new source or building 
funds. Because or the monetary crisis, however, the city real
ized only a relatively small income From this tax. After the 
stabilization that rent tax wu abolished. See Gulick, ANStritl, 
1:445,434-435. 

20 Weber, WrJn1tmt;SP4/itil, 22-23. For a detailed account oF 
Vienna \I tax mucrure, see Czeike, WirtsdMfts- tmtl SIIU6ipQ/i
tii, He& 6, 61-106. Sec also Gulick, ArutriR, 1:354-406, 
esp. 398-406. 

21 Gulick,AIIJI'ri6, 1:362-367. 

22 BaubHclc, WolJIItmgspa/itii, 128. 

23 For the annual building program or 1923, see Gemein
drats-Sittung, I February 1923, in Stenographische Proto
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Deutscher Werkbund," in Lucius Bun:lchardt, ed., TIR '*'*
fnmd: HistMy aruJ ltlrohgy, 1907-1931 (New York: Barron's 
Educational Series, 1980), 102-113; Astrid Gmeine and 
Gottfried Pirhofer, Der Ommicbisrhtr mrltblmd (Salzburg: 
Residenz Verlag, 1985). 

75 Frank received several commissions from the city and 
built five Gtmtimh/Hiutm betWeen 1924 and 1931. jouma1s 
in the archives of the Division of Public Works suggest that 
city officials kept up with c:omtemporary developments in 
architecture. Fnnk's work with Neurath on the museums is 
diS:CUSSed in chapter 9. 

76 Tbe three previous international congresses were held in 
Gothenburg (1923), Amsterdam (1924), and New York 
(1925). The two main topics addressed in Vaenna were land 
use and its implications for city and regional planning, and 
the rational distribution of single-Family and multiple-family 
housing. Discussion focused on the latter issue, with dele
gates taking positions on both sides of the "H«h#mn versus 
FIMblmu" debate. See also "Das Bodenproblem und seine 
Beziehung zur Stadt- und Landesplanung," "Die rationa1c 
Verteilung von Einfamilienhaus und Mehrfamilienhaus," 
Der Au}Nn, nos. 11112 (1926): 203-206. The congress and 
its impact on the Viennese housing program are discussed in 
chapters5and8. 

77 "Nachwort zum Stlidtebaukongress," Der AujiNin, no. 10 
(1926): 192. Interesting in this regard is an article by Ernest 
L. Harris, American consul general in VICRJUI, nWork
ingmen's Housing in Vaenna" Monthly lAbor Rt~Jhm (1931): 
6-16, which stated that "recendy, opinions {regarding apan
lnent size) abroad (outside Austria) have changed to the be
lief that the residential size originally desired (from 700 to 

760 square feet) can no longer be maintained on account of 
exorbitant rent and lack of money. Thus, for example, vari
ous German experts proposed the construction of small 
dwellings which have areas betWeen JOO and 500 square 
re.~'(ll). 

78 Because the first five-year program had reached its target 
figure of 25,000 units two years ahead of schedule, 1 new 
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program to build an additional 5,000 dwellings by the end of 
1927 was inaugurated at the end of 1926. The 40 square me
ter apartment (432 square feet of usable space) had a 9 m1, 

kia:hen, 18 m'living room, and aiO m1 bedroom, as well as 
a 2 m' entrance hall and a I m' toilet. Approximately 55 per
cent of all apartments built after 1927 were of this type. The 
49 m' (517 sq. ft.) type had a 7 m' kitchen, an 18m' !ivins 
room, and two 10.5 m1 bedrooms, hall, and toilet (25 percent 
were of this type). The largest, measuring 57 m' (603 sq. ft.) 
had a 7 m1 kitchen, two 18 m1 rooms, and an additional II 
m' Killnwrtt, haD, and toilet. There was also a small studio or 
bachelor unit of21 m1 (216 sq. ft.), cons.isting of a 2 m1 hall 
in whic:h a gu cooker was located and off of whic:h was the I 
m' toilet room, as well as an 18 m1 room with a water tap 
and sink. These lut two types accounted for approximmly 
20 percent of the units built from 1927 on. In 1931 the one
room units were reduced to 18 m' and a new type of apart
ment comprising a front hall, full-size room, kitchen, and 
toilet with a total area of 35 m' was introduced. See Prn.wi
trmgsllerirbt (1923-1928): 1219-1221; Charles 0. Hardy. as
sisted by Robert R. Kucz;ynski, 1M HOIISing fugnnn of tiR 
City of V"~t~~u (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 
1934), 62-66. 

79 Hardy, HIJIISiwg ITognmr, 65-66. 

80 Franz Siegel, "Ein Rtickbliclc: unci ein Ausblick: Die 
Gemeinde baut weitere ftlnftausend Wohnungen:• Dit Nrur 
WirtttiH{t, 17 June 1926,2. 

81 Nor wu adherence to the previous fonn absolute. As 
early as 1924, Siegel had specified that ano particular empha
sis will be placed on the WiJbiJ'ilirhf IS a component of the 
apartment plan, and that ordinary K«bltNtbtn [cookins 
kitchens] were penni.ss.ible." Amttrlmlm'l:, 1 February 1924 
(BD 380/1924), reprinted in Mang, K.rnmnu'lttlkr KMR
IIilu,n.p. 

82 Peter Noever, ed., Die Frr111i{urter Kikbt VOfJ Mtugt~nte 

SthUttr-Libotzlty (Vienna: Ernst und Sohn, 1993), 8. 

83 For Lihomky's plans, see ibid., 10-11; Renate Allmayer
Beck et al., M•rpmr &hiittr-Libotzky: Sozillk Artbiuinn; 
Uitungin einn J•brlnlnJrru (Vacnna: Osterreichisches Mu
seum ftlr angewandte Kunst, 1993), 236-238. 

84 See note 82. 

85 Siegel, aEin Rtickblick:' 2. 

86 Frank, aVolkswohnungspalast," 107-111; hereafter cited 
parenthetically in the text. 

87 Renate Banik-Schweitzer, "Vienna," in M. J. Daunton, 
ed., HfNIIing tM UW!m, 1850-1914: A c-pmtiur Prrsp«
tiw (London: Leicester University Press, 1990), 134. 

88 See Paul Kom, Wm~., Anfong Jet XX J•brbundrns, 2 
vols. (Vienna: Verlag von Gerlach und Wiedling, 1905-
1906),2:451-456. 

89 The plans are reproduced in Walter Ohlinger, ed., Dtu 
Rotr Wun, 1918-1934 (Vienna: Museen der Stadt Wien, 
1993), 47. The apartments provided in the first phase of 
building, completed in 1912, were conventional G.ngiikbm
IMus units. The Gemeinde-Wien-Type also drew on the mu
nicipal housing built in 1913 for the employees of the 
Tramwaygesellschaft (Tramway Association), whic:h shordy 
before had become a municipal monopoly. Often this hous
ing was built into the upper stories of existing station or ad
ministrative buildings, where offices, waitings rooms, etc. 
occupied the ground Roor and lower levels. The apartments 
provided were hardly different from those in contemporary 
speculative tenement blocks, though some of the housing 
built for railway workers in new purpose-built apartment 
blocks, such IS that for the Beuiebsbahnhof Speising (de
signed in 1913), improved on this model. 

90 Regarding the middle-class apartment plan, see Hans 
Bobek and Elisabeth Lichtenberger, Wirn: S.ulkbr Gtstolt 
aNI En111Jidh111g srit Jrr Mittr Ju 19. ]ttbrbmu/ms (Vienna: 
BOhlaus Nachf., 1978), 86-94; Gert Klihler, UfJhnung untl 
Srlllh: H~m~6urg, Fnmltfort, Wun: MoJr/k trJZill!m Kflblffllt in 
tim ZVH~nsigrr ]6/mn (Braunschweig: Friedr. V~eweg und 
Sohn, 1985), 387. 

91 Frank, "Volbwohnungspalast," 109. 

92 Robin Evans made 1 similar point about the enfilade of 
interconnected rooms with parallel corridor in relation to 

English seventeenth-century country house plans; see Ev
ans, aFigures, Doors, and Passages,• An:bjtrttrm~J Drsip 
(1978): 272. 



93 Franz Musil, director of the Stadtbauamt, recorded in 
192S that HofiwbnUNfl" (apartments facing the courtyard), 
which in the past had been considered inferiot, were greatly 
in demand in the new buildings; see Musil, "Der B:au von 
25,000 Wohnungen durch die Gemeinde Wien," SttltisrisdR 
MintilllllfiR thrSttult Wirn (1925):107, quoted in Czeikc, 
Wirmlmfts- mNI Sozitllpolitill, Heft: II, 61. 

94 In "Der Volkswohnungspalast," 109, josef Frank illus
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by Hubert Gessner for the Kari-Seitzhof, 1926) in which an 
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from the kitchen to the master bedroom. Frank criticized 
this kind of planning for aping the representational order of 
the palace apartments at Versaille.s. The characterization of 
the spatial movement through the enfilade as filb'lltion fol
lows from Robin Evans's evocative description of a similar 
passage through interconnected rooms in "'Figures, Doors, 
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95 See Fuchs, "'Der Modcme Wohnungsb:au,D 8. 

96 Sec Alexander Klein, "Versuch cines graphischcn Verfah
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Otto, Wtismbof, 192166-61. 
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notion of contamination through physical contact. 
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bridge University Press, 1987), 22-53;jcffrcy Hcrf,Rtmtitm
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tiN Tbiwl Rtkb (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
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103 Arhtittr-Zeinmg, 2 April1924, 7. 

104 See, for cxamp]c, Dsu Ntllf Wirn: Ein Albllm mit Plan 
(Vienna: Elbemiihl, 1932); and of course also the four
volume Dm Ntut Wim (1926-1928). 
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form: Sirtlluugen tltr Z'IDIInzJgw Jalwr Jimtab anti btutt (Srutt
gart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1983). 
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108 Of course the toilets themselves were not visible. Some 
tenants of the new buildings saw the street-facing toilet win
dows as a mark of inferiority, since middle-clw toilets never 
vented onto the street, and worried about potential loss of 
prlftC¥. Neurad!. attributed the "'proletarian prejudice against 
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ments faced narrow airshafts, which not onJy offered less 
privacy but were also less heald!.y; and that in the Gmuindt
lmntm those airshafts had been eliminated. See Otto Neu
rad!., "Rationalismus, Arbeiterschaft und Baugestaltung," Der 
A".fltm,no.4(1926):S3. 

109 Gemeinderats-Simmg, IS May 192S, in Stenograph
ische Protokolle (829/34): 12S6. See also Hafner, "Die Bau
tiitigkeit der Gemeinde Wien," 129, who noted that the 
street-facing toilet windows were heavily criticized. josef 
Hoffmann\ Klosehof of 1924, in which d!.e toilet windows 
were round porthole-like openings, was considered to be 
panicularly objectionable. HoffmaM defended d!.e design in 
"Das Volkswohnhaus:' 

110 This argument was put forward by Josef Schneider and 
C. Zell, Der P•ll tkr RIJtm Ptstrmg (Vienna: Manz, 1934), in 
which the authors argue d!.at the entire building program had 
a defensive purpose, wid!. the blocks themselves designed 
as foi"D'essles smtegic:ally located near bridges. railway sta
tions,ea:. 

111 HegemaM, Cit] Pltmning Hmuing, 2:280. See also the 
anonymous n.tiric:al anic:le aoie strategisc:hen Plansch
becken" (The strategic wading pools). Arbtittr-UitJmg, 20 
January 1932, S. For an earlier antisocialist tract in which the 
foi"D'essl d!.eory is presented, see Eduard Jehly. Ubn ]Mm 
RtJttt W"lftl (Vienna: General Secretariat der Christlichso
zialen Partei Osterreich, 1930). For the persistence of the 
fortress d!.esis, see J6rg Mauthe, "Der phantastische Ge
meindebau," Altt Mnd M.odrme Kmut 6, no. 44 (1961): 
17-20 (d!.ough here it is given positive validation). 

112 See chapter I. The quotation is from Helene Bauer, 
"Ehe unci soziale Schichtung," Dw Kmnpf 20 (1927): 319-
322. For an excellent general discussion of the role of women 
in the Social Democratic program of Red Vienna, see 
Gruber,JWI V"mn~~~, chap. 6. On the role of women in Vien
nese Social Democracy, see Doris lngrisc:h, lise Korotin, and 
Charlotte Zwianer, eds., Pmnrn im Umkriu Ju AIIStrtnHiirzis.. 
mNS(VieMa: lnstitutAirWissenscbahund Kunst, 199S). 

Ill In a speech tided "Mieterschutz, Volkskultur und Allto
holismus," delivered on 20 March 1928 to the Viennese 
Workers' Abstinenc:e Federation, Otto Bauer noted that evi

dence of the success of the new housing program was the 

testimony of a worker who had told him d!.at he now goes 
out only rarely. because he is saving to furnish his new dwell~ 
ing. In the same speech Bauer remarked d!.at the worker who 
after an eight-hourworkday, comes home to an apartment i~ 
which children are crying, laundry is being washed, etr. will 
wanr only to go out to the tavern. Bauer, like most of his 
colleagues, paid little attention ro the lor of working women, 
who also returned from an eight-hour workday but were re
sponsible for taking care of children, meal preparation, and 
cleaning as well as their spouse's c:omfon. 

114 Gruber,JWI Y"lftlmr, ISO-lSI. 

115 Ibid., lSI. 

116 Pirhofer and Sieder, •z.ur Konstitution der Arbeiter
familie,D3S3. 

117 Gruber, Rttl Y"11nmr, IS2, 1S4. 

118 In addition to Pirhofer and Sieder "Zur Konstitution 
der Arbeiterfamilie," and Gruber, Rttl VnnrM, see in panicu~ 
lar Klaus Novy. "Selbsthilfe als Reformbewegung: Der 
Kampf der Wiener Siedler nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg,N 
ARCH+ SS (1981): 26-10; idem, ''The Rosenhtlgel Pio
neers: On the Real Revolution of Workers Housing by the 
Viennese Settlers," 9H, no. 6 (1983): 4S-SS. 

119 Otto Bauer, Drr JKg zum Saziolimna, (Vienna: Iantz. 
Brand, 1919), 116-21, quoted in Gruber, lWI Y"tmmr, SO; 
Oskar Wlach, "Zentralwirtschaftshiuser," Die Ntlll 

Wirtsrbtlft, 17 January 1924,11-12. 

120 For the history of the Einkiithrnlmtu type (which was 
primarily a middle-class housing form) and the Heimhof 
project itself, see Gottfried Pirhofer, aLinien einer kultur
politischen Auseinandersetzung in der Geschic:hte des Wie
ner ArbeitCJWOhnungsbaues," Wimrr GudHrbubliittrr 33, no. 
I (1978): 1-10; Giinther Uhlig, "Zur Geschichte des Einktl.
chenhauses," in Lutz Niethammer, ed., Uibllt'll im Wnndtl 
(Wuppertal: Peter Hammer Verlag, 1979), ISI-170. The 
project is also discussed by Gruber, Rrtl Y"11nmr, SI-S2, who 
noteS that a publicity film was made of the EinkikhrniJIIus in 
1922. 



Ill For the 1925'-1926 building, sec Helmut Weihsmann, 
O.Ullute W~m, (Vienna: Promedia,I98S') :UI-322. 

112 Ono Neurath, "Einldlchenlbtus," Arbtiur-Litang, 2 
june 1923, 6. Oskar Wlach elaborated on this idea in :mar
ride published a few months later in which he described a 
des.ign for combined Siedlrmg housing and centralized 
kitchen, child-care, and other community Facilities; see 
Wisch, "Zentnlwirtschaf'tshiuser,11 11-12. 

123 See P:irhofer, "Linicn einer kulrurpolitischen Ausei
nandersetzung," 4-10; see also discussions in city council 
meetings. in particular Gemeindcnts-Sitzung, 9 March 
1923, in Stenographischc Protokolle (829/10) 864. 

124 Gruber, Rul V"mnM, 52. 

125 Sec in particular Sieder, "Housing Policy. Social Wel
fare, and Family Life," 39-40; Pirhofer and Sieder, "Zur 
Kons!:iNtion der Arbeiterfamilie," 3S'3-3S'S'. 

126 Margaret Gillett, "Modernism for the Masses," unpub
lished paper for the RoyallnstiNtc of British Architects Fi
nal Eumination Uuly 1930), 8, courtesy of Hubert Mumy. 
For Gillett see chapter 9, note 94. 

127 Sieder, "Housing Policy, Social Welfare, and Family 
Life," 39, 38; Pirhofcr and Sieder, "'Zur KonstiNtion der Ar
beiterfamilie," 3S'9; Gruber, RttJ V"1t111111, 63. In the early pe
riod adult siblings and in-IIWS sometimes lived with tenants' 
families, but not later; and tenants were not pennitted to 

sublet space in the aparbllcnt. On prewar family struc:ture 
and life in the tenements,seeMichaeljohn, H•~t 
nml MirtrrtkmJ: WobllVfl"hiilmisn nml Wolmnfohn~r~gtkr Un
tmdlkbttn in Wien, 1890-1923 (Vaenna: Verlag flir Gesell
schaf"tskritik, 1982), 116-12S'; WoJfgang HOsland Gottfried 
Pirhofer, WObntn in Wien 1848-1938: Stmlirn zu,. Ksnstitatitm 
tin MtumnDOimrns (Vienna: Franz Dcutic:kc, 1988), 61-81. 

128 According to Gruber, RrJ Vnnmr, 63, "Municipal hous
ing thus created two forms of the worker family: one was 
isolated as a small family within its four walls and basic utili
ties, and shut off from spontaneous peer contact through 
landings with only twO to four apartments and narrow stair
wells; the other ~as part of the large building family of 
shared facilities representing the community, their class, and 
their party:" 

129 Hans Hauunann and RudolfHautmaM, Die Gennimk
Hutrn Jrr Rottn Wirru 1919-1934 (Vienna: Sch6nbrunn Ver
lag, 1980), and Mang, Kimm111mrlr,. Womr6vm, arc particularly 
uncritical of the Social Democnts' program. 

110 Neurath, "Stidtebau und Proletariat," 239. For ClAM's 
position, see Die WrJn~r~ngfth'tltu &istrnzmininmm, 7. 

Chapter 7. The Red Hof 

Chapter epigraph: Siegel quoted in Max Enners, "Stadttat 
Siegel aber kommunale Baupolitik," Drr T.g, 23 February 
1924,7. 

1 Designed by Kalesa in 1916 fora private developer, these 
buildings had reached the mezz~niru: level when construc
tion stopped during World War I. 

2 In 1924 an extended article on the municipality's early 
buildings-i.e., those between 1919 and 1922-was pub
lished by the head of the H«hbtttmbkihlflg, Hans Hafner: 
"Die Bautlltigkeit der Gemeinde Wien auf dem Gebiete des 
Hochblus in den jahren nac:h dem Kriege," Zritsrhrift Jrs 
I:JmrrrH:bisdmJ ltrgrnieu,.- muJ Anhil.>trlrtrn-Vminrs, nos. IS'/ 
16(18April1924)t_l27-143. 

1 On Gessner, see Hubert Gnmrr, ZiWlllnhitrlrt: B•utrn 11m/ 
&nstiifr (Vienna: ElbemUhl Verlag, 1932); Ottokar Uhl, 
Modmn Anhitrknw in W"~t~~: ~ Otto w.,.,,. his brutr (Vi
enna: SchroJI-Verlag, 1966), 110-111; Friedrich Cupn, 
"Hubert Gessner 1871-1943," ArrbitrlttarAktur/1, no. BS (IS' 
October 1981): 29-H; Marw Pozzetto, Di1 Sdlnk Otto 
'*rpm 1894-1912 (VieMa: Anton Schroll Verlag, 1980), 
224; Franco Borsi and Ezio Godoli, V"~t~~u/900: Arrhilrmln 
lind Drsign (New York: R.izzoli, 1986), 207-241. The Gessner 
Archive. recendy depo5ited by the architect's daughter, 
Margarete Slupetzky, in the Graphische S.mmlung Al
benina, is still uncatalogued. The following biographical 
information is from a 1...16rnskluf (biographical outline) in 
manuscript in the Gessner archive, apparendy prepared by 
Slupetzky; the oudine is hereafter cited as LtbrnJMiif, Ges
sner Archive. 

4 The quotation is £rom typescript of 1 speech delivered by 
Perco in honor of Gessner's sixtieth birthday in 1931, tided 
"Zum 60. Geburtstage Hubert Gessner," in Nachlass Rudolf 
Perco, Wiener Stadt- und Llndesarclriv, Vienna. See also .... , .... 
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Ono Antonia Grar, IN KrgmtRf' W.pmrhult (Vienna: ju
gend und Volle, 1969), 8. Grar notes that Wagner did not 
employ his best students in his office; usually he hired stu

dents For their drafting rather than design or conceptual 
dcilh. 

S See Perco, .. Zum 60. Geburtstage," Perco Nachlass. 

6 !Mtnslmf, Gessner Archive. Even less is known about 
Franz Gessner, who continued to practice on his own in Vi
enna. Pozzetto, IN Sdlult Om Higmn. 223, notes that one 
reason For the younger Gessner's obscurity was his shyness 
and reluctance to promote himself. Accurding to Poueno, 
Franz (a student of Ono Wagner From 1903 to 1906) was 
more talented than his older brotbe"r. See also Dorsi and Go
doli, V"mmt~l900, 308. 

7 Jan Tabor, noas Pathos des KampFes, das Chaos des Kom
promisses, das Weh des Erinnems: Zur Baugeschichte der 
Osteneichischen Sozialdemokratie," in Helene Maimann, 
ed., Dit Brnm 100 }111m: Osttmitbistbt SozWJt'llfOinltir 
1161-1981 (Vienna: Verlag Christian Brandstitter, 1988), 
298. On the Arbeiterheim Favoriten, see Markus Kristan, 
"Das Arbeiterheim Favoriten: Teil 1-Der Wettbewerb," 
Winbnltrbt, nos. 119/120 Qanuary/February 1993); 126-
130; idem, "Das Arbeiterheim Favoriten: Teil 2-Das vol
lendete Bauwerk,'' JKottMwrbr, nos. 1211122 (ApriVMay 
1993): 109-112. 

8 l...elmultlrif, Gessner Archive. 

9 On Gessner's prewar worlc, see Czagan, •Huben Ges
sner," ll; and Hubert Gmnn; ZirlilrnThillkt. 

10 See bibliographical reFerences in Dorsi and Godoli, Vi

mlllll900, 338; see also note 3 above. 

11 The neo-Biedermeier, and Wagner School engagement 
with it, is discussed in chapter 9. "Urn 1800" is a reFerence to 
the highly influential book edited by Paul Mebes, Um I BOO: 
ArrbiukhlrtmtiH~imlttztlnJ•brbt4rukrtilmrtnulitio

Rf'lltll &tDJi&lu"', 2 vols. (Munich: R Bruclanann, 1908). 

12 In 1910 Hennannjansen had included perimeter blocks 
opened up For pedestrian traffic in his unexecuted Gross
Berlin comoetirion entrv. But here the underlvin1r conceDt 

was separation or pedestrian and vehicular traffic, not a new 
Form or socialized urban living. See Gert Iahler, Uf7hn,g 
und Stmlt: HmnbRrg, Fn1Rkfon, Witn: MoJt/lt J'Oililllm KiJJ.. 
wns in tim Z"IINigzigrr Jtrhr~~~ (Braunschweig: Friedr. Vieweg 
undjohn, 1985), 40-41, 165. 

13 Sitte in Fact recommended that urban gardens and parks 
should not be traffic islands but should instead be enclosed 
by buildings. He also provided historical eumples or such 
enclosed parks. See George R. Collins and Christiane Cra
semann Collins, Cmnillo Sint: Tbt Binb of MoUrn City Pkrn
ning (New York: Rizzoli, 1986), 240-241. See also Kiihler, 
WobnungllndStlldt, 161-165. 

14 See Robert Musil, Tbt M11n without Qu11litits, trans. 
Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser (London: Pan Boob, 1988 
(1930)),1;34: 

theinhlbitantofacounrryhasatleutninechancters:apTOI"cssional 
one, a hllional one, a ciYic one, a dass one, a geognpbieal one, a sex 
one,aconscious,anunconsciousanclpcrhapseventooaprivaleone; 
he combines them all in himself, but they dissol~ him, md be is 
rally nothinr but a little channel washed out by all these triddinJ 
streams, which llow into it and dnin out of it apin in order to join 
other linle streams fillinJa~r channel. Hence every dweller on 

earth also lw 1 tenth character, which is nothins ~or less d11n 
the passive illusion of •paces unfilled; it pennia 1 man everythins, 
with one exception; hi= hit)' not: tab seriously whu his at least nine: 
othcrcbanttersdoandwhathappenstothem,inothcrwords,the 
vcrythinJthHoushttobethefillinsofhim. 

Dorsi and Godoli, in Vimu 1900, 32-B, draw a parallel be
tween the same pamge and the multiple characters oF Wag
ner's Stlllhllilbn structures, noting the difference between 
Wagner's conception oF type and that embodied in Guimard's 
Paris Metro. 

IS For a clear expo-sition of this approach to the develop
ment or a lhbtmungrp/lln and the arrangement or its ele
ments-SITIIJJt, Pl4tt, &nblock-see Collins and Collins, 
Ctm~illoSittt,l5-43. 

16 This integrative conception of urban spatial planning is 
not without precedent in Vaenna; it can be seen as deriving 
From both Camillo Sitte and Otto Wagner. In City P14nni"' 
Aaordimc to Artistic Prind/Jks. Sitte maintained that one of 



Otto Antonia Graf, Dir ~ Wifgrnr:rtlnllt (Vienna:Ju· 
gcnd und Volk, 1969), 8. Graf notes lhat W.gner did not 
employ his best students in his office; usually he hired stu
dents for their drafting rather than design or conceptual 
skills. 

5 See Perco, "Zum 60. Geburtstagc," Perco Nachlass. 

6 Ubmsltmf, Gessner Archive. Even less is known about 
Franz Gessner, who continued to practice on his own in Vi· 
enna. Pozzetto, Dir Sdmlt Otto Wifgrnn, 221, notes that one 
reason for the younger Gessner's obscuricy was his shyness 
and reluctance to promote himself. According to Pozzetto, 
Franz (a student of Otto Wagner from 1901 to 1906) was 
more talented lhan his older brothe:T. See also Borsi and Go· 
doli,Y~mtwl900,308. 

7 jan Tabor, "Das Pathos des Kampfes, das Chaos des Kom· 
promisses, das Web des Erinnerns: Zur Baugeschichte der 
6sterreichischen Soz.ialdemolaarie," in Helene Maimann, 
ed., Dir Bntm 100 J•brr: Osttrrritbisebe S~mtir 
1188-1981 (Vumna.: Verlag Christian Brandstiitter, 1988), 
298. On the Arbeiterheim Favoriten, see Markus Kristan, 
"Das Arbeiterheim Favoriten: Teil 1-Der Wettbewerb," 
~.nos. 119/120 Uanuary/February 1993); 126-
llO; idem, "Das Arbeiterbcim Favoriten: lei! 2-Das vol· 
lendete Bauwerk." J+inbtwrW, nos. 1211122 (ApriVMay 
1991): 109-112. 

8 Lnlmslauf, Gessner Archive. 

9 On Gessner's prewar work. see Cugan, "Hubert Ges-
sner,'" 31; and HuHn Gunm; z;vihm/Httln. 

10 See bibJiographical references in Borsi and Godoli, Vi· 
tniHII900, ll8; see also note 3 above. 

II The neo·Biedenneier, and Wagner School engagement 
with it, is discussed in chapter 9. "Urn 1800" is a reference to 

the highly in8uential book edited by Paul Mebes, Urn 1800: 

Anbittknw•ndH~ imlm.ttnJ•brbumienibrrr ITIIditifl.
•tlltn EmvlidiN•g, 2 vols. (Munich: F. Brockmann, 1908). 

IZ In 1910 Hennannjansen had included perimeter bJocks 
opened up for pedestrian traffic in his unexecuted Gross
Berlin competition entry. But here the underlying concept 

was separation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic, not a new 
form of socialized urban living. See Gert Kibler, Hibntmg 
muJ Sttult: Htnllburg, Fnmltforr, Wim: Modrllr mi11k11 uw,. 
fff'llr itJ Jrn ZTINlf,Zigrr ]11brrn (Braunschweig: Friedr. Vieweg 
undjohn, 1985), 40-41, 165. 

13 Sitte in fact recommended that urban gardens and parks 
should not be traffic islands but should instead be enclosed 
by buildings. He also provided historical examples of such 
enclosed parks. See George R. Collins and Christiane Cra
semann Collins, CtnniUo Sinr: Tbt Binb o[Mflllrm City n,,.. 
ning (New York: Rizzoli, 1986), 240-241. See also Kiihler, 
Wobntmgt~ndSitltlt, 163-165. 

14 See Robert Musil, Tlw M~~t~ fiJitbo#t Q11•litin, trans. 
Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser (London: Pan Books, 1988 
[1930]),1;34: 

the inhabinnrora counny has at least ninecharac:ters: 1 proQional 

one, 1 national one, 1 civic one, 1 dllfS one, 1 geognphinl one, 1 se:r. 
one, a o;onscious, m unconst:iOIJS 1nd pe:rhap:s evm too 1 pri1111e one; 

he combines them •II in himselr, bur they dissolve him, and he is 

~allynothingbutalinleehannelwuhedoutbyallthesetrickl.ing 

s!Rarns, whic:h Row into it and drain out or it apin in order 10 join 

other little s!Rams filling another channel. Hence every dweller on 
canh also lw 1 tenth charac:ter, which is nothing more or less than 

the JHIPive iiJUiion or tpaces unfilled; it permi(S I 11*1 eVCJ'}'lhin1o 

with one exeptiOJJ; he may not take seriousJy what his It least nine 

other charac:ters do uad what happens 10 them, in other words, the 
very thing that ought to be the filling o£ him. 

Borsi and Godoli, in Y~rnRIII900, 12-33, draw a piraUel be· 
tween the same passage and the multiple characters of Wag
ner's Sltltltllllbn suuctures, noting the difference between 
Wagner's conception of type and that embodied in Guimard's 
Paris Metro. 

15 For a clear exposition of this approach to the develop· 
ment of a BriNiu""&fPkPn and the arrangement of irs ele
meniS-Sttwsr, P/11~ Bnubltxlt-see Collins and Collins, 
CtnnilloSittt, 35-41. 

16 This integrative conception of urban spatial planning is 
not without precedent in Vienna; it can be seen as deriving 
from both Camillo Sitte and Otto Wagner. In City Pl•nning 
Ammling 111 Anistk Prirrriplrr, Sitte maintained that one of 



primary problems with analytical "engineers' planning"' was 
the notion of zoning, of spatially segregating urban functions 
within the ci~ See in particular Sine's chap. 9, "Modern 
Systems,"' in Collins and Collins, Ctmrillo Sittt, 229-242. 
Wlagner in Dit GIWSStflth also maintained that each borough 
ofthe Gromtflth must mix urban functions if it is to be vinl 
and meet the social needs of its inhabitants. 

17 According to these guidelines each new building was to 

be built around 1 central courtyard, which was to occupy no 
less than 50 percent of the site. The private and communal 
space of building was to be entered from the courtyard. This 
was to be carefully landscaped and equipped with benches 
f'or adult relaxation and play areas for children, as well as ac
cess to specially designated playrooms and kindergartens 
with trained personnel within the building. The courtyard 
was to be entered from the street through one or more large 
entryways. In larger buildings there would be central laun
dries equipped with modern steam-powered washing ma
chines and drying apparatus; communal showers and tubs 
available (for a nominal fee) to all tenants; public libraries; 
tuberculosis, preRII'II, dental, and other clinics; health insur
ance facilities; cooperative stores; workshops; and often also 
branch offices (lltu#nsttllm) and supply depots, or other 
facilities, of the Deparnnent of Public Works, Health and 
Welfare, or Housing, or other divisions of the city adminis
tration. For building specifi:cationslguidelines, see lJJu Nrue 
Witn, 4 vols. (Vienna: Gemeinde Wien, 1926-1928), 
3:53-56. 

18 Gemeinderats-Sitzung, 21 September 1923, in Steno
graphische Protokolle (B29/15): 2502-2503. 

19 Ibid. Only the five lots on the MargaretengOrtel had 
been built on before 1919, and as already noted, construction 
had stopped at the mezunine level before the buildings were 
purchased by the Social Democratic municipality and recon
figured by Kalesa into MargaretengOrtel90-98. 

20 For the transfonnation of naditional building typologies 
during this period see Hans Bobek and Elisabeth Lichten
berger, W'H'n: &nlirlR Guttllt urul &tumfthmg nit tkr Mim 

tkr 19. J•hrhfl'lrtkns (Vienna: Hennann B6blaus Nachf., 
1978), 61-72, table 2. The lineage from the K/4mrl#f, traced 
in ibid., table 1, is retraced in every subsequent architectural 
history of the Grmrimkllllutm, including Karl Mang. ed., 

Kumm11ntrkr Wobllhn" ;, Wim:Au./fm«h J92J-1914AtUSWtlb
hmg (Vienna: Prase- und Informationsdienst der Stadt 
Wien, 1977), Sima Ingbennan, "Nonnative and Evolution
ary Housing Prototypes in Gennany and Austria: The Vien
nese Superblocks, 1919-1934," OpptJritions, no. 13 (Summer 
1978): 79-80; Manfredo Tafuri, ed., VrmiM lWtil: 14 po/ititll 
mMmz.illh nrlt. Vmnur sotilllin•, 1919-1911 (Milan: EJecta, 
1980), 20-21; Helmut Weihsmann, Om Rott W'1111, (Vienna: 
Promedia, 1985), 86-89; Klihler, WObmmg wuJ Sttnlt, 
321-323. 

21 On the Stift or KlontriHf, see Bobek and Lichtenberger, 
Wrm, 212-220; Theodor Jaeger, "Der Wohnbau auf Wiener 
Boden," in Rudolf1illmann, ed., Fuurbrift bmJrugrgdm .,_ 
/llss/icb tltr Hnllt/trtjtlbrftitrtlts w,.,. stmhiMRilflltts (Vienna: 
Deutsche Verlag fUr Jugend und Volk, 1935), 187-189. This 
type of building had a middle-class Knf•dt equivalent: the 
GrwsmittbtmsOarge apartment house), a type in whlch Kom
hiusel specialized. On Komhiusel's work of this kind, see 
Georg W. Rizzi and Roland L. Schachel, Dit Zins6lttttr 
im Spiitutrl: ]Ott[ KmtbiillStlt, Sondeneihe der Wiener Ge
schichtsblli.tter, Band 4 (Vaenna: Verein fUr Geschlchte der 
Stadt Wien, 1979). 

22 Bobek and Lichtenberger, W'H'n, 214-220; Renate 
Banik -Schweitzer, "Vienna," in M. J. Daunton, eel., HDIISing 
thl KW*en, 1850-1914: A Com}Mmtiw Persp«tiw (London: 
Leicester University Press, 1990), 134; Wolfgang Hasland 
Gottfried Pirhofer, Wobnm in Witn 1848-1918: Stlldim zur 
Ktnrstitldiorr tlu Mll.mm6ti!Jnms (Vienna: Franz Deuticlr:e, 
1988), 82-90; Jaeger, "Der Wohnbau auf Wiener Boden," 
187-201; Paul Kortz, Wnn mn Anfimg tkt XX Jobrlmmlrrts, 
2 vols. (Vienna: Verlag von Gerlach und Wiedling, 1905-
1906), 2:452-453. 

23 One can argue that the courtyard was conceived by the 
Social Democrats as a protected public space, as an internal
ized street or square. Certainly, socialist reformers tended to 

characterizethecitystreetasclangerous,asthelocusofdis
on:ler, decadence, and promiscuity in the city. See, for ex
ample, Robert}. Wegs, Growing Up Wiriing Clm:s: Omtinuity 
tmt1 Cbangt 111t1tmg VrmiWt Youth, 1890-1918 (University 
Park: Pennsylvania State Univetsity Press, 1989), 68-74; and 
Hans Safrian and Reinhard Sieder, "Gassenkinder, Sb'ISIIen- · 
kimpfer: Zur politischen Sozialisation einer Arbeitergenera
tion in Wien 1900 bis 1938," in Lutz Niethammer and 
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Alexander von Plato, eds., "Wir ltritgmptz flmlrn Uitt": •uf 
tkr Srttbt 11Mb dtr Erfobmng tits Klltts m 'fllltbjmbistisrbm 
lARtltm (Berlin:J.H.W Dictt, 1985). 117-ISI. Regarding 
courtyard housing elsewhere at the time, a good example of 
a more or less contemponry project was Michael Brinkman's 
Spangen Housing, Rotterdam, of 1919: a perimeter block, 
Four stories hiJh, around a large garden courtyard. But the 
apartments were accessed by a continuous gallery internal to 
the block, and there was vehicular access to the laundry bloclc. 
in the center of the courty~rd. The spaces are not communal; 
the garden is broken down into small plots that accord with 
the subdivision of the housing units. This was stllndard 
in the Dutch housing of the period. Sec Kenneth Frampton, 
"Tbc Evolution of Housing Concepts, 1870-1970:' Lonu ln
kmlltioiUII, no. 10 (1975):24-33; idem, "The Generic Street 
as a Continuous Built Fonn," in Stanford Anderson, eel., On 
Strnts (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1986), 314-117. 

14 On the competition see Kristin, "Das Arbeiterheim Fa
voriten; Tcill," 126-110. Gessner was awarded the commis
sion in 190 I, after winning a competition (on the strength of 
his plan), juried by, among others, his mentor Otto Wagner; 
two other architects, Klrl Mayreder (professor of architec
ture at the Technical University in Vacnna) and Julius Dei
ninger (professor at the StllfltsgewtriludJult); and Viktor 
Adler (founding father of the Social Democratic Party), who 
at the last minute replaced jacob Reununn (who later be
came the first socialist mayor of Red Vienna). 

15 See Arlltittrl.im P11uuritm (VieMa, n.d.), 127, (a Fest
schrift probably published in 1902). The program for ~ 
building was published in the Wtt11tr S.uindrutrit-Uitnng on 
20 December 1900, IS well IS in the Arlttikr-Ztihmg on 2 

December 1900. There were thirty-nine entries in the com
petition. A number of them were exhibited in the Staat:sge
werbeschule in March 1901, and all of the prize-winning 
designs, with the exception of Gessner's first prize-winning 
enay and that of Ernst Dittrich, which won second prize, 
were published in Chr Arrhitrltt in 1901, along with entries 
by the Wagner students Leopold Bauer and Rudolf Meli
char, Paul and Emil Hoppe, and Adolf lUtter von Inffeld. 
See Kristan, "Der Arbeiterheim Favoriten; Teil I," 128-110. 

Gessner's design is lcnown from drawings in d1e Gessner Ar
chive, Graphische Sammlung Albertina. 

16 For a detailed description of the building, which is now 
a hotel, see Kristan, "Das Arbeiterheim Favoriten; Teil 2" 
109-112. I 

17 ArWikr-binmg, 24 August 1902, 8. Kristan, "Das Ar
bciterheim Favoriten; Teil I,D 110, maintains that Gessner 
was influenced by some of the other competition entries (in 
particular those of Leopold Bauer and Hans Mayer) in the 
final executed version of the building; it is not possible to 

verify this, since Gessner's original competition drawings 
have not survived and were never published. 

18 ArlTtittr-Uitung, II November 1900,7. 

19 On Horta and the Maison du Peuple, see A. Hoppen
brouwen,J. Vandenbreden, andJ. Bruggemans, V'mor Hottfl 

~~rrhiltC10110gmphit (Brussels: Conf'ederation Nationale de Ia 
Construction, 1975). Significandy, the Maison du Peuple, 
together with new ArWittrvminsbiiiiW' in Austria-Hungary 
and in German cities, was reviewed in theArWittr-bitungin 
November 1900, at the time of the Amittrbtim competition. 

30 Adler quoted in 'Illbor, aDIS Pathos des Klmpfes," 298. 

31 Josef August Lux, HDas Arbeiterheim,D Chr Arrbitr~t 9 
(190)):14-16. The article was subscquendy excerpted in var
ious German, Austrian, and English journals. See J. A. Lux, 
"The 'Arbeiterheim' or Worlanen's Home, Vienna," TbtSIII
Jie 30 (November 1901}: I SO-l S:J. See also Kristan, "Das 
Arbeiterheim Favoriten: Teil 2," 112. 

32 Akos MoraVlinszky, Dit Emtummg tltr S.u~unst: wtgt 
Ztu-Motltmti71Mindtllr0JIIIl900-1940(Salzburg: Re.sidenz, 
1988), 106, notes that exposed brick signified a revolution
ary, industrial, working-class material in Central Europe. 
Among Wagner students, its use was due to the influence of 
Dutch and English architecture, which they studied at the 
time. Gessner had used exposed brick and rouJhcast in other 
buildings for socialist organizations: e.g., the Worker Coop· 
erative, Favoriten (1906), and the Krankenkasse, BrUnn 
(1901-1905). 

33 Friedrich Achleitner, Dmmichisrbt Anbittlttur im 20. 

P,brhumkrt, Band 3.1, Wien, 1.-12. Bezirk (Vienna: Re
sidenz Verlag, 1990), 259. 



34 The principal sources on Schmid and Aichinger include 
Heinrich Stbmidt~ml Hel"'lttnln Aithintp Zivil•rthitdtm: Bnt
uihft IUid Af19fiibrtl &mtm (Vienna: Elbemuhl Verlag, 
1931); Pouetto, Die &b11k Otto Higmr, 211, 246. 

35 This commission probably led to a subsequent one fur 
another hospital, the unexecuted Kaiserin Zita-Hospital 
(1917-1918); see Stbmitl nml Aithintp Zivillnhitdtm, 8. 

36 The building was extensively illusuated in ibid., 10-12. 
It was also pubJished in °Der Neubau des 6stem:ichischen 
Verkehrsbureaus in Wien," 6~~~~nichs S.u- IUid JKrkiwut 
(1925):170-175. 

37 "Der Neubau des &lterrdchischen Verkehrsbureaus," 
174-175. 

38 The dates f'or the FuchsenfeJdhof given in Hafner, "Die 
Bautlitigkeit der Gemeinde Waen," llO, are confinned by the 
contract drawings in the Wiener Stadt- und Landestrchiv, 
Vienna, which are dated March 1922. 

39 Erwin Fleger, "Die Anflinge des 12. Ber.irks Meidling," 
in MeN/ling, 90 JtrbnHi W"nn (Vienna: Verein Rir Geschichte 
der StadtWaen, 1980),l-9.1n 1893, when the outer suburbs 
were incorporated into Greater Vienna, Meidling became 
the city's district XII. A decade and a half later, in 1907 the 
boundary between Meidling and Margareten, district V. in 
which the Meu.leinstalerhof was built was moved east to the 
Margaretengtlnel. This had zoning implications, since the 
inner districts (those which had been located inside the Li
nienwall) were zoned f'or building up to Four storia (above 
ground and mezzanine), while the outer districts, including 
Meidling, were zoned for only three. Throughout this pe
riod, the monastery retained ownership of a large part of the 
central area in the district, which remained undeveloped un
til it was gradually acquired by the municipality between 
1919and 1923. 

40 Hafner, "Die Bautitigkeit der Gemeinde Wien," llO. 

41 Arhtittr-Litung, IS October 1924,7. 

41 Ground-Aoor plans of the original building show cov
ered passageways leading from the large centnl courtyard to 
a narrow space behind the Hof itself. Most likely the re-

maining building lots were acquired after the first phase of 
construction had begun. 

43 Arbtiter-Zeitung, 30 October 1924,6. 

44 The quotation is from Lwr, "Das Arbeiterheim," 15. 

45 Pozzeno, DitSthllk Otto JKrgmr, 211-253. According to 

Pozr.cno, Ludwig had been a contemporary of Gessner's in 
Wagner's first master class (189411895). and was a leading 
architect (Spituntrrthitrltt) in city hall who had considerable 
influence on the development of the municipal building pro
gram (238). Yet precisely what his tole in and contribution 
to the program might have been, Pozzctto himself was un
able to establish, and he suggested that it was no longer pos
sible to do so. 

46 Ibid., 211-2Sl. 

47 Friedrich Achleitner, "Comments on VieMese Architec
tural History: Motifs and MotiVItions, Background and In
ftuenccs, Therapeutic Nihilism," in Kenneth Frampton, ed., 
A NnJJ JKrwrf Austritm Arrhittttr~n (New York: Institute for 
Architecture and Urban Studies, 1980), II. 

48 The remark was recorded by Wagner's daughter, Chris
tine LUtgendorff-Gyllenstonn, in an unpublished memoir 
on Ono Wagner, written in 1969; quoted in lain Boyd 
Whyte, Tlnw Anhittttr from the Mtuter Cllus flj"Otto ~ 
Emil Hoppe, Marrtl Irimnnenr, Otto &blntbal (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 1989), 10-11. Wagner said more or less 
the ume thing in his inaugural address at the Academy of 
Fine Arts; "Contrary to the view of my immediate predeces
sors, I am of the opinion that only a few truly talented archi
tects should have the benefit of the training at this school." 
See Otto Waper, Mothm Arthit«tnrt, trans. Harry Francis 
Mallgrave (Santa Monica, Calif.: Getty Center f'or the His
tory of Art and the Humanities, 1988), appendix 8, 159-162; 
quotation, 161. Wagner's lecture was first published as "Bau
kunstlcrisches Lehrprogra.nun," lklltsdw lhoztit111Jg, 21 Oc
tober 1894: reprinted (in Gennan) in Pozzctto, Die Sdmk 
Otto JKrgnen, 144-146. 

49 Liltgendorff-Gyllenstorm recorded that Wagner turned 
down the nephew of the "minister president" among others; 
seeWhyle, TbmArthitttts,I0-11. 
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HoM•to~s239-253 

SO On the 'Wagner School, see Pozzetto, Dir &huh Otto 

Wilgnm; Graf, Dir wrgwmr WagnrrsdJult; idem, "'Wagner 
and the Vienna SchooJ,D inj. M. Richards and Nikolaus Pev
sner, eds., Tbt Anti-Riltifmf/W (foronto: University of To
ronto Press, 1973), 85-96; Borsi and Godoli, Vrmmr 1900, 
157-lOS, l36-341; and Whyte, Tbrrr Architrcts, esp. 10-31. 

51 'Wagner,MoJemArtbitrcturr, 159,160. 

52 Ibid., 160. 

53 Ibid.,93. 

54 For the curriculum, see. Poztetto, Dit Schnk Ono 
Wilgmn, 17-24, and 'Wagner's own description of his teach
ing program in his inaugural address to the Academy in 1894 
reprinted in Wagner, Modrm Arthitttturr, 159-162. 

55 Wagner,MotlrmArcbiteaurr, 161. 

56 Between 1895 and 1899 'Wagner School design projects 
were published annually in Drr Artbitrkt, in a series of ar
ticles by various studenu in the current master class under 
the tide "Aus der 'Wagnerscbule." See M(ax] F(abiani), ·~us 
der Wagnerschule," DrrArtbitrltt I (1895): 53-56; idem, "Aus 
der Wagnerschule an der Akademie d. bild. Ktlnste, Wien:• 
Drr Arrhitrltt 2 (1896): 45-SO; j. K(otera(, "Aus der 
'Wagnerschule MDCCCXCVII," Drr Arcbitrltt 3 (1897): 
supplement; "Aus der Wagnerschule MDCCCXCVIII," 
Drr Arthitrkt 4 (I 898): supplement; L. Abels, "Aus der 
Wagnerschule MDCCCIC,D Drr Anbittltt S (1899): supple
ment. From 1900 on the schooJ produced iu own publica
tions: P. Roller, ed., Aus tlrr w..,...hnle MCM (Vienna: F. 
jasper, 1900), P. Roller, cd.,Austltr Waprscbulr '01 (Vienna: 
F. jasper, 1902); Wilgnmchult 1902, intro.j. A. Lux(Leipzig: 
Baumgartner's Buchhandlung, 1903); K. M. Kerndle, ed., 
Wilgnmthnlt, 1902101 II1Hi 1901104: P,vjrlttr, Strulim nnd 
Sltizzm liiUS tlrr Sprzi•lschult fttr Arcbitrkmr tlu ONrlltlumt 
Ono J%-gnrr, Profmor•n drrU.Afuulrmittlrrbiltlmtltn Kfinstt 
in W"tm (Leipzig: Baumganners Buchhandlung, 1905); 
"Zehn jahre Wiener Wagner-Schule," Drut.reht /Jsuzritnug 
39 (1905): 430-432; Ernst Lichtblau, ed., Wilgmr.rchnle, Ar
kitm •us Jm J•hrrn 1905/06 mu/1906101: Ntbst tillmr Au
IMng (Leipzig: Baumgarmers Buchhandlung, 1910); Otto 
Sch6nthal, ed., D.rr EbrtNjtlbr Ono Uipr.rtmtltr U. AINuk
mU tltr bi/Jmlhu KNnstt in W"tm: Arhitm rrinrr &hiiltr, fu
jrktr,Strulimn. Sltizzm (V'aenna: E. Kosmaclr:, 1912). 

S7 'Wagner,ModtrnATtbitrcturr, 162. 

S8 Pozzetto, DieScbnlr Ono l#lpr.r, 145. 

S9 Mutltnu Archittlttnr was republished with minor chanps 
in 1898; third and f'ounh editions, with more extensive 
changes, were published in 1902 and 1914. In the last edition 
Wagner added two new chapters and chanpd the title to oi, 
&ukuiiJt unsrrrr Zeit (The building art of our time). For the 
publication history of the book, including all of the chanps 
in the different editions, pJus an excellent critical introduc-
tion and English transJation by Harry Francis Mallgrave, see 
Wagner, Motlrm Artbittttnrr. References to this edition wiU 
hereafter be made parenthetically in the text. 

60 For the plans of these buildings. see Otto Antonia Graf, 
Ono J.Uiptr. O.S Uirlt tits Arrhitrlttm, 2 vols. (Vienna: BHh
lau, 1985), 1:250-256. 

cJI See GUnther Kolb, Ono Wtlgntrunddit WientrStmlt&lbn, 
2 vols., Beitritge zur Kunstwissenschaft, Band 2911 (Munich: 
ScanegVerlag,l989), 154-212. 

62 Here Wagner would appear to be influenced, as wae 
many planners of the time, by the aesthetic prescriptions of 
Hermann Maertens, Dtr optiscbr MIIIIS#ttlb fHirr tlie T1lrme 
uml Pruis tits iisthetiuhen Srbtns in tlrr biltlrmim Kmur (ROM: 
Cohen, 1877; 2nd ed., Berlin: Wasmuth, 1884), regarding 
the proper relationship of building mass to surrounding open 
space in order to achieve optimum viewing distances. Maer
tens, who was a statistician, was very precise in his calcula
tions, specifying the exact angle of vision for appreciating 
different aspecu of a building from details to overall mass
ing. On Maertens's influence on planners, in parricuJar on 
josef Stilbben, see Collin.s and Co!Uns, C11111iUo Sittr, 48-50. 

63 The revolutionary organization of these buildings. built 
speculatively by 'Wagner himself, has been pointed out by 
others. In particular, the traditional hierarchy ofgrandpimlo 
no/Jilt and decreasing ceiling height of apartments on the 
floors above, was abandoned. All ftoon have equivalent ceil
ing height and other dimensions. In addition, in the comer 
building, the staircase is extruded into the space of the court· 
yard, increasing occupied floor space within. For plans, * 
Graf, Ono Wilgner. Dar Wrrk, 1:122-326; see also Whyte. 
Tbrrr Arthitras, 13-14, who disawes the significance of the 



buildings for Wagner's students at the time, for whom the 
site was assigned as a studio design problem. 

64 AdolfLoos, KMein Haus am Michaelerplatt,"lecture de
livered II December 1911; see Burkhardt Rukschdo and 
Roland Schachel, Athlf l...otu, Lrbm um/ mn (Salzburg: Re
sidenz Verlag, 1982), 163. 

65 Hildebrand's CSS11.Y has been translated into English with 
an introduction by Harry Francis Mallgrave and Eleftherios 
lkonomou, as "The Problem of Form in the Fine Aru,K in 
EmJHitby, Form, •Htl Sp.u: Problmtt in Gel"'lllln Arstbttin, 
1111-1891 (Santa Monica, Calif.: Getty Center for the His
tory of Art and the Humanities, 1994), 227-279. See in par
ticular229-232. 

66 Schmanow's inaugural address at the University of Leip
zig, where he occupied a chair from 1893 to 1919, aoas 
Wesen der architektonischen Sc:hOpfung" (The essence of 
architectural creation), is reproduced in English in ibid., 
281-297. On Sc:hmarsow, see Mitchell W. Schwarzer, ''The 
Emergence of Architectural Space: August Schmarsow's 
Theory of Rllumgrstaltung, .. Asmnhlagt, no. IS (fall 1991): 
49-61. 

Chapter 8. Building and City 

I Dir Jltrwltrmg Jer IJtmtksbaupmadt W"rtn in Jtr Zeit 'IXIIII 

1.1. 1921-11.12.1921,2:1223, [hereafterdted1s Vrrwhungs
btricbt (1923-1928)) Hans Hafner, aoie Bautiitigkeit der 
Gemeinde Wien auf dem Gebiete des Hochbaus in den 
jahren nac:h dem Krieg.n Zeitsrhrift tlu listrtnicbisrbm ln
gtllitllr-umiAnbitdttn-Vininu, nos. 15116 (18 Aprill924): 
141-142; "Das Bauprogramm der Gcmeinde Wien," Dit 
Nt~~t Wirbrlmft, 7 February 1924, 9. 

z Virwltrmgsbtrkht(l92l-1928): 1224. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Ernst Schiiller, "Die .Stadtplanung Wiens seit Beginn des 
Weltkrieges," in RudoJfTilbnann, ed., FutsdJrift btmusgep
btn 11nliisJiith tl1r Hurulmjllbrftitr tin W"rtnlr strultbt'"tlmtts 
(Vienna: Deutsche Verlag Air jugend und Volk, 1935), 84, 
records changes regarding land use and building line made 
to the eKisting lhplitrungtpkm in various locations where 
GrmlimiiiNiutm were built. 

S Virrlmhrln&Jblritbt(l923-1928): 1224,1225. 

6 Ibid.,l225. 

1 lbid.,l226. 

8 Guidelines issued in February 1924 specify dearly that the 
new buildings are to be well lit and ventilated, while at the 
same time making maximum use of the awilable space to 
build as many apartments as possible. See "Neue Richdinien 
fOr die Durcl!ftlhrung von Wohnbausbauten, Abiinderung 
betreffend die AusR!hrung der Wohnhausbauten," Amtrv

trn~wk, I February 1924 [BD 380/1924). Quoted in Klrl 
Mang, ed., Kommuwkr J.Kb*•;, W"llft': Alljlwtd 1921-
1914A'II1Strllhlnng (Vienna: Presse- und Informationsdienst 
derStadt Wien, 1977), n.p. 

9 Virrmlltungs«ritbt (1923-1924): 1224. 

10 The area is known as the Franki~Grilnde after the devel

oper julius Frankl, who bad amassed the land before World 
War I and sold it to the Social Democratic Grm~iruh just 
after the war. See FeJix Czeike, Lihmrk, ChrinlitbJozitlk uml 
&w.illldrmoimtisrhl K,lllltlfpolitik (1861-1914): Dtwgtstllh 
11711 B1isph/tltrGmnimk w,. (Vienna: Verlag fOrGeschichte 
und Politik, 1962). 85. 

II The municipality published a brochure on the develop
ment, Dit WohnbiiUSIIRI#grtJ tkr Gnnlimlt Wim im V. Brzi,.j 
Mmpntmgii1111 (Vienna: Waener Magisttat, [1928)). 

12 Gemeinderats-Sitzung, 30 May 1924; in Stenograph
ische Protokolle (B29n3): 1769: ~iegel notes that the Reu
mannhof"will be the Gcmeinde WieM jeweJ in the building 
program of the current year." Ir was also pubJished in josef 
Bittner, NIHNlutm thr Sltltlt W"11n, 2 vols. (Vaenna: Gerlach 
und Wiedling, 1926-1930), 1:6, plates 2-6. 

11 The site had undergone a series or transformations since 
the street and building line plans for the distric:t were first 
drawn up in the R~gJ~Iitmngsp/lln of 1892. A single large rect
angular block in 1892, it was subdivided into two blocks in 
1903; then in 1913 the larser of the twO bJocks was opened 
up with a Stmssnlbof, an open forecoun at the center of the 
block. Gessner's plan thus represented a reversion to the 
original building line plan. These changes are documented in 
the Gcneralstadtplan der Bundeshauptstadt Waen (1:2880), 4641465 



Wiener Stadtbauamt, Wiener Stadt- und Landesuchiv, 
V~enna, hereafter cited :as Gmmllstdtplan w;,, Wiener 
St11dt- und Landesan:hiv. 

14 "Der erste WoJkenknrzerin Wien," lHr Til(, 10January 
1924,7. 

15 Articles appeared in almost all the major newspapers; sec 
"Die Stadt Wien als Bauherr: WoJkenknrzer oder gewOhn
liche Hochbauten?" ArWiter-Zeitung, II January 1924, 8; 
"Mein Wolkenkn.tzer," Dtr Til(, 2 February 1924, 4; "Keine 
WoJkenkratu:r in Wien," Dtu New Atht-Ubr-Bk.n, 10 Janu
ary 1924, 2; "Wohnhausbauten der Gemeinde Wien," 
Uitstbrifttltr&mmistrr, 1July 1926, 1,6. 

16 "Mein Wolkenkratzer," 3. 

17 "DerersteWolkenkn.tzerin Wien," 7. 

18 DieNenrWirtstHft, IOjanuary 1924,9. 

19 Sec chapw 4. See also Jean-Louis Cohen, Scennofthe 
Worltl to Onne: Blwopettn Anhit«trnT atulthe Amerialn Clml
lenge, 1893-1960 (Paris: Flammarion, 199S), 31, 107. Ac
cording to Die N~~tt Wirtschllft, 10 January 1924, 9, "In the 
last years before the war the wish became ever louder to in
sert high-rise buildings [H«hb.tnten) on the American model 
into the cityscape ofVaenna. This would have made it pos
sible to hike advantllge of the ever-diminishing Janel. The 
reactionary frame of mind of that time, however, was stub
bornly opposed to these plans, reinforced by architects who 
were of the opinion that tall buildings would disfigure Vi
enna. Since then much has changed and now the issue is top
ical again.• 

10 See Cohen, Smm of the ~+&rid, IOS-117; and Dietrich 
Neumann, "Die W&llrmlrmturKmnmm!" Dentsthe HodJIJHruer 
derZ'IIItmZit~r Jahre (Braunschweig: Vieweg und Sohn, 199S); 
Florian Zinunennan, ed., Du Scbni ntKb Jnn T1mnhtlnr: lHr 
ltlunvenhnm'b ll«bbMnr tm1 &Imhof Fri«<rirbstmst Berlin 
1921122 (Berlin: Arson Verlag, 1988). 

11 Sec ArWitrr-Uitung, II January 1924, 8; "Keine Wol
kenkratzer in Wien," 2; Max Enners, "Wiener WoJkenk
ratzer, Wiener Projekte und ihre Aussichten," Dtr Tag. I 
February 1924, 3. 

1Z For the Modenapa.rk project, see Burkhardt Rukschcio 
and RoJand Schachel, Adtllf l...otu, lAbm mul Jfllrl (Salzburs:: 
Rcsidenz Verlag, 1982), 270-271. 

11 Reprinted in Manfredo Tafuri, 1"'le Sphm tuu1 the L.J,y. 
rinth: Awmt-gtmhr ami Arthit«trnT {ram Pirtrnesi to tb, 19?Q, 
trans. Pellegrino d'Acierno and Robert Connolly (Cam
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1987), 190-19S. 

24 Max Eisler, "Neuwiener Baukunst," Modrr.e &ll.formm, 
no. II (192S): 3S8: aVon dieser Art Amerikanismus ist For 
die reifende EnrwickiW'Ig des Wiener Bauwesens nur Gutes 
zuerwarten." 

25 Die Nelli WirtstJHJft, IOJanuary 1924,9. 

26 Bruno M6hring, Ohriie Jl&niifl tltr TlmNhlllllr niM tlk 
loimNSSttzllllflll ,,. thnm tie in Berlin grbtlllt 'lllll'llrnlrunnm 
(Berlin: Ernst Wasmuth, 1921), 18. 

27 See Cohen, SaUls of the mwld, 117-121. 

28 See Richard Pommer, "'More a Necropolis than a Me
tropolis': Ludwig Hilberseimer's Highrise City and Modern 
City Planning," in Richard Pommer et al., In the SbtuhtrJJ of 
Mks: Lm/ruig Hi~imer, Artbit«t, &lnmtor, triM UrHn Plan
,, (Chicago: Art lnstirute of Chicago; New York: Rizzoli, 
1988),33-39. 

Z9 •Der erste Wolkenkratzer in Wien," 7. 

30 Siegel quoted in "Keine WoJkenkntzer in Wien," See 
also Siegel, "Der Hochbau auf dem Margareteng«rtel," 9. In 
a city council meeting Siegel reponed that "in this case we 
had to pour a great deal of water in the architect's wine:• 
Gemeinderats-Sitzung, 30 May 1924, in Stenographische 
Protokolle (B29/23): 1771. 

31 The new design is described in Gemeinderats-Sitzung. 
JO May 1924, in Stenographische Protokolle (829/23): 
1770-1772, for its approval, see 1772. Dates are on the plans 
for the Reumannhofin the Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv. 

32 A Festschrift was published at the opening of the new 
building: Dit WobnlmHSIInlngr dtr Gtn~eimlt W"nn "Reumttnn
H9f' im V.lhzirk (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, (1926)). 



Jl Mayer was an architect in the city building office. On the 
Hl)ldnpark, see Diu Ntw Wim, 4 vols. (Vienna: Gemeinde 
Wien, 1926-1928), 3:29. Haydn's gravestone WliS relocated 
in an exedra-like dearing at the southern end of the park. 

34 For a discussion of the inHuence of American hotels on 
European architects before World War I, see Cohen, Scenes 
of rill mrtd, 46-49. 

35 The first wu named after the poet and revolutionary of 
1848 Georg Herwegh (1817-1875); the second was named 
in 1949 after one of the founders of the Social Democratic 
party julius Popp (1849-1902). The mW1icipality published 
a Festschrift on the three buildings: Dit J.HJhnlM'II.AI'nf.rgm tier 
Gnwilllk W'~m im V. Bnirk. Mtugt~ntmgiiml 76, 78, 80. 
Mnrpretmgib'ttl 82 (Htrwgb-Hoj}. Ftntligiust 36, J7 
(M•IfHtti-Htf) (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, (1928D. 

36 Miihring, Ober tlil Von#gt. On Mahring, see Ines Gesine 
Wagemann, Drr Anbitdt Brrmo M6bring 1863-1929, Bei
trige zur Kunstgescbichte 8 (Bonn: Wehle, 1992). 

37 For a significant Viennese competition of the period, see 
"Die Verbauung der BUrgerversorgungshausgrUnde," Omr
nitbs B•u- rmtl U+rk.tumt (1929):181-189. See, for example, 
the Friedrichstrasse competition for a hypothetical sky
scraper organized by MOhring together with a consortium of 
Berlin businessmen, who formed the Thnnhaus Aktienge
sellschaft (lbwer Corporation). in Zimmermann, DtrSclmi 
nlfciJ t/nn 7hrm/mHS. 

38 Margaret Gillett, "Modernism for the Masse.s," paper for 
the Royal Institute of British Architec11 Final Examination 
(July 1930), 27-28; courtesy of Huben Murray. In a series 
of drawings Schmid and Aichinger studied the effect of the 
buildings from different angles, near and distant viewing 
points, and the quality of the space framed by them. Though 
the drawings no longer exist, photographs of them in the 
Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv document changes in the 
design ohhe buildings. 

19 The new GtnttitultfNINtm, beginning with Peter Beh
rens's Domeshof of 1927-1928, were less conrexrual and 
more self-contained than the early buildings by Gessner and 
Schmid and Aichinger. In 1928-1929, a small 72-unit block, 
Diehlgasse 20-26 by Fritz judtmann and Egon Riss, was 

built next to the Domeshof, and the competition-winning 
design of August Hauser for the josef-Haydnhof, a large 
rectangular perimeter block with 304 apartments and a 
courtyard occupying almost two-thirds of the site, was built 
across the Gl1nelstrasse. (For the Haydnhof competition, see 
"Wettbewerb GaudenzdorfergUrtel, Wien," IJrurnitbs lhr~
,mJ w;nktmst (1927-1928):257-260.) Finally, josef Frank's 
LeopoJine-GI6cklhof, an austeft:, rationalized, almost per
fectly square perimeter block, was insened between the Hay
dnhof and the Haydnpark in 19ll to 1932. Frank's, 
Behrens's, andjudtmann and Riss's buildings are discussed in 
this chapter. 

40 Biographical information on Ehn is from Karl Edmund 
Ehn, Personal Akten, Waener Stadt- und Landesarchiv. On 
Ehn, sec also WimrrZtinmg, 18january 1950, 5; lbltblmHS 
KDnvptnulmz, 31 july 1959, 1570; Marco Pozzetto, Die 
Sclmlt Ono Wilptn 1894-1912 (Vienna: Anton Schroll Ver
lag,l980),218. 

41 Marco Pozzetto hu suggested that Fabiani was responsi
ble for much of the preparation and writing of Wagner's text 
for Motltm~ Artbitdtnr; see Pozzctto, Mnx Fllbitmi: Ei" Ar
cbiteltttlw Mflllllrthil (VaeMa: Tusch, 1983), 14. Harry Fran
cis Mallgrave, in the introduction to his English translation 
of Wagner's text, refutes this suggestion, arguing that " .•. 
Motkrn Arrbittmtn is a denticulate and carefully crafted 
work, meticulously revised, enlarged, or shortened in places 
over its four editions. Stylistically, it is without question the 
work of one author." Sec Mallgrave, inuoduction to Otto 
Wagner, MotkrnAnbit«turt, trans, Harry Francis Mallgrave 
(Santa Monica, Calif.: Getty Center for the History of the 
Art and Humanities 1988), 27-28. Further regarding Fabi
ani's Miltsbttus buildings in Vienna in relation to Wagner's 
apartment houses of the same period, sec Franco Dorsi and 
Ezio Godoli, Jlimn.r 1900: Artbit«tun •mJ Duign (New 
York: Rizzoli, 1986). 208-209. According to Pou.etto an
other employee in Fabiani's office befme World War I was 
AdoJfHider, who worked as a draftsman for three months in 
1912; see Pozzetto, Mtu Fdi611i, 16, 30. 

41 The Kari-Manhofbegan construction in October 1926; 
see Di1 y,_.m,,g tier Br,u/niiii"Ptsttult Wim in tlu Ztit ~ 
1.1.1929-31.12.11, 1:590. Hereafter cited as Jlirw/twngrbw
itht(l929-1931). 
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43 Named after the first leader of the Gennan Social Dem
ocntic Party, August Bebel (1840-19B), the Bebelhof was 
built in 1925' to 1926, not far from the Fuchsenfeldhof in 
district m. It would seem from discussions of the building 
in the city council that Elm's original design had included an 
additional struc:ture inside the centnll courtyard, which was 
eliminated (after objections were raised by the Chri5tian So
cialist opposition). See Gemeinderats-Sitzung, IS March 
1926, in Stenographische ProtokoJie (B29/41): 4221. 

44 The single entryway was a conaoversial and disputed as
pect of the Bebelhof design extensively discussed in city 
council meetings. In Gemeinderats-Sitzung, IS March 1926, 
in Stenographische Protokolle (829/41):4221-4225, Franz 
Siegel noted that the Social Democrats acknowledged the 
need for more than one entryway into the larger Gmnimlt
"-tm and countered criticism of the Fuchsenfeldhof, Reu
mannhof, and Bebelhof on this score by pointing out that 
they all had more than one entryway and that in the Reu
mannhof"a whole street passes through the building and ex
pands into a square,'" from which the individual stairwell 
entnlnces are reached. 

4S D«Nr~~tWin#htrft,l7junel926,2. 

46 The sense of Vrrfrrmtl11ng (alienation) here can be related 
to Walter Benjamin's use of the tenn in his description of 
Bertold Brecht's epic theater. See Walter Benjamin, aWhat 
Is Epic Theater?" in 1/hnnimniom, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. 

Hany Zohn (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), ISO. For 
regulations governing behavior in the courtyards and ani
wdes toward them, see Reinhard Sieder, "Housing Policy, 
Social Welfare, and Family Life in 'Red Vienna: 1919-
1914:' Om/ HistMy ll, no. 2 (1985): 40; Gottfried Pirhofer 
and Reinhard Sieder, "Zur Konstitution der Arbeiterfamilie 
im Roten Wien: Familienpolitik, Kulwrrefonn, Alltag und 
Aestbetik," in Michael Mittenuer and Reinhard Sieder, eds., 
Himtrisdle Ftm~Himfin'stbrmg (Frankfurt Suhrbmp, 1982), 
358. For example, children were not allowed to play on the 
grass except in designated areas. This and other rules were 
apparendy deeply resented by residents of the new buildings. 
But the same regu]ations resaicring areas in which children 
could play pertained to Vienna's public parks. In fact, resaic
tions on behavior in the garden courtyards generally can be 
seen as canyovers from the rules applied in all Viennese 
public parks. 

47 But, as was noted in the VrMINIItlfnghrrkbt, perimeter 
block construction was not always "simple," even when con
fined to a discrete bJock. Because of the size and shape of the 
block on which the Bebelhof was sited, Ehn was able to build 
on the perimeter of the block and at the same time to cover 
a little more than SO percent of its area (actually 53.7 percenq 
see Yrnmlltu~t (1923-1928): 1257). More often, other 
solutions had to be found. After 1929 many more "simple 
perimeter blocks" were built than in the early years of the 
program, possibly in response to criticism from the interna
tional housing and town planning community that the 
GmrrimkMifttn were too densely built. The later perimeter 
blocks, built between 1929and 1931, tended to be less dense, 
covering generally only around l 3 to 40 percent of the site. 

48 Like the Bebelhof, the spatial organization of the Lin
denhof responded to the existing conditions of its site: in this 
case, the north-south exposure of the majority of the apart
ments, the steeply graded site, and the adjacent park. To 
avoid nonh-facing units, Ehn organized the plan so that two 

of the three apartments on each landing had doubJe north
south exposure, while the third faced south and had a loggia 
or balcony. All the north-facing windows therefore looked 
out onto either the central courtyard or the park, and all the 
south-facing balconies opened onto the courtyard or street. 

49 This building was named (in 194S) after Franz Pfannen
stiel (1902-1945), a member of the Austrian underground 
killed by the Nazis. The two buildings were designed in con
cert and as an urban unity. See Bittner, Nruk111Un Jrr Sttult 
W'rrn, 1: 16-19, plates 12-19; Osttrnkln B•u-111111 Wint.tunst 
(1925-1926): 354-358. 

SO Vrnm~lttmgrbtritbt (1923-1928): 122S. 

Sl Leopold Simony had also designed housing for two in
surance companies in the early 1900s, including a working 
man's accident insurance company. The latter was built 
1904-1908. On Simony, see Helmut Weihsmann, Dtlsllstt 
Wim (Vienna: Promedia, 1985), 384-845; Friedrich Ach
leitner, OnrmichisdleArrbittl:twrim 20.}trhrh11Rtlm (Vienna: 
Residenz Verlag, 1990), 3.1:181-182,264, 267; 3.2:169. 

SZ Vrrwnltxn,peritbt (1923-1928): 1257. The Simonyhof 
contained 164 apartments and five shops. 



53 Achleitner, Otsu~nitbistMArtbiuktrn; 1.1:267. 

54 Mang, a Wagner student (from 1907 to 1909) and mu
nicipal employee in the StlltltHHtrmt, designed five Gt111ti,J,.. 
lmuttn. He associated with Heinrich Tesscnow and Hugo 
Mayer on the Rannersdorf brewery housing (designed by 
Tessenow) in 1921. The Siedlung Rannersdorf is discussed 
briefly in chapter J. On Mang, see Pozzctto, Dir &brdr Otto 
W.tpfn. 218; Hans Hautmann and Rudolf Haunnann, Dir 
GtmtimlriHiuu" Us Rou" Wlm.S 1919-1914 (Vienna: Schon
brunn Verlag, 1980), 498. The Frohlichhof originally housed 
149 apartments and three stores; Vtrt~N~itrmpritbt (1921-
1928): SS86. It was named after Katharina Frohlich (1800-
1879). wife of the Ausuian dramatist Franz Grillparzer. 

55 Named after the Gennan social democratic politician 
and statesman, Friedrich Ebert (1871-1925); Vwwlmnp,r
kht (1923-1928): 1253, 1260. The Eberthof contained 197 
apartments, nine shops, a youth-care center, and kindergar
ren. Thuryhof contained 107 apartments, a large kindergar
ten facility, and two commercial premises. The architects 
had been students of Friedrich Ohmann at the Academy of 
Fine Arts. On Mittag and Hauschka, see Weihsmann, Das 
Rm Wmr, 180. Achleimer, lbtr~nkllisrM Artbitdtm; 
] .I :247, claims they were students of Peter Behrens. 

56 Krist was a Stadtbauamt architect who designed a num
ber of large GemeimlriHiutrn, but little else is known about 
him. On his work for the Gemeinde Wien, see Haunnann 
and Hautmann, Dir Gt111tirultNutrn, 496. The Liebbech
thofwas named after Wilhelm Liebknecht (1826-1900), one 
of the founders of Gennan Social Democracy. It contained 
426 units, six stores, a youth center, health insurance office, 
central laundry. and gardens; see Vtrwtlnmgshrritht (1921-
1928): 1257. 

57 Theiss and jaksch, both had been students of Friedrich 
Ohmann at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna and then of 
Carl Konig at the Technical Universi~ who had an extensive 
practice during the interWar period, are discussed in more 
detail in the next chapter; see also Georg Schwalm-Theiss, 
Tbrisr i:t J•W. Arrhitdtm 1901-1961 (Vienna: Edition 
Christian Brandstiiner, 1986). The Quarinhof was named 
after Josef Freiherr von Quarin (1737-1814), who had been 
rector ofVaenna University and of Vienna's General Hospi
tal (Aigemeine Krankenhaus). Emil Hoppe (1876-1957) and 

Otto Sch6nthal (1878-1961) were students of Otto Wagner 
from 1898 to 1901. The ZOricherhof (named after the city 
of ZOrich in 1949, in gratitude for financial help after World 
War ll) contained not only 211 apartments, twenty stores, 
and a kindergarten, but also tuberculosis and dental clinics. 
It would seem that the original program for the Zilricherhof 
included a cinema, which in an early scheme had been lo
cated in a separate pavilion at the center of the block fronting 
onto the La1enburgerstruse, and was topped by a monu
mental obelisk-like pedestal surmounted by a statue. The un

executed design is reproduced in w,. Arthitdtrn: Emil 
Hoppr r111d Otto Srblintbtd-Projtlnt rmd •rugrftlbrtr &111m 
(Vaenna: Elbemohl Verlag, 1931). See also lain Boyd Whyte, 
Thm Arthitrttt frum tbt MIISUr Ckus of Om W.rgmr. Emil 
Hoppr, Mtmtl Klmnntrtr, Otto Stblintlllll (Cambridge, Mus.: 
MIT Press, 1989), 90. 

S8 In 1927 Schmid and Aichinger used asimilarpt~niin the 
Somogyihof (named for the Hungarian writer Bela Somogyi, 
1868-1920) on the Hotteldorfer Strasse (XIV), Consider
ably larger than the ZOricherhof-with 360 apartments, 
twenty-three stores, Tuberculosis clinic, kindergarten, 
youth-care center and youth hostel, playground, and large 
communal laundry-it covered a nearly 20,000 square meter 
area on the site of a disused machine-building factory. In 
this case the low brick screening-block contained shops and 
courtyard entryways facing the street, with the Somogyihof's 
extensive laundry facilities (twenty washing machines and 
drying, mangling, and ironing rooms) on the courtyard side. 
The Somogyihof is a remarkable example of Schmid and Ai
chinger's ingenuity in dealing with difficult sites. Built on 
uneven terrain, acquired piecemeal and with some difficulty 
because of problems relating to the aity's laws of eminent 
domain, it occupies about two-thirds of the city block. In or
der to incorporate all pans of the extremely irregular site 
into 1 perimelel' block, Schmid and Aichinger reconfigured 
the block ioelf by transfonning the Mosbachergasse into a 
pedestrian walkway. This allowed them to increase the di
mensions of the Hof by pushing the block out beyond the 
building line on the Mosbachergasse. The courtyard itself is 
exceptionally large; it is more like a park, with paddling pool, 
lawns, pathways, and stepped terraces, which accommodate 
changes in grade as well as the mature trees already on the 
site. The main courtyard is Unked to subsidiary U-shaped 
enclosures at the rear, where kindergarten, playground, and 
hostel were located. For the Somogyihof, see Ostr~nitln BaN-



tmd wtrk.tmut (1930-1931): 269-278. For the Quarinhor, 
see Binner, NnlMw:n dtrStmh w,., 1:8-9, plates 7-8; Ost
emirhs B•n- IUid '*'*"""n (1925-1926): 149-163; Modtrnt 
lhlllformrn, no. II (November 1925'): 378-385; Schwalm
Theiss, Tbtiss lr J•.tsrh. 68-69. 

S9 On Oerley, Peter Nigst, Rsbert Oriey. voJ. 3 of Parrr.its 
iintmicbiscber Anbiu.tm (Vienna: Springer Verlag, 1996), 
the catalogue or an exhibition held at the Architektur Zen
b'Um Wien, 1996. 

60 Arhti~Uitrmg, 16 August 1924, 6; apparendy the site 
wu chosen for im good railway and tram connections. Dur

ing the war the land, already owned by the city, had been 
turned into allotment prdens. Site pJans in the Wiener 
Stadt- und Landesarchiv show gardens and paths. The prox
imity to water also made it an ideal site f'or growing food. 
The building wu named after Ferdinand Hanusch (1866-
1923), who framed modem labor law in Austria. 

61 On Le Corbusier's "immeuble villas" designs, see Stanis
laus van Moos, l..e Corbtaitr, E/t11m1ts of II SJ"tlmis (Cam
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1979), IS' I. 189. On Henard, see 
Peter M. Wolf, Etlgblt Hiunlam/ the BtginRi~~&JofUrlnlllinn 
in Pmis, 1900-1914 (The Hague: International Federation 
for Housing and Planning; Paris: Centre de recherche d'ur
banisme, 1968). 

62 See Achleitner, DsttTTtkhistMArtbiuktllr, 3.1:101-102. 

6) The remaining facilities-nine shops, twenty three 
workshops, and 4 34 apartmenm, as well as a branch of the 
city street-cleaning works-were located in the taller pe
ripheral blocks. See Vn1JIII!tungsbtridlt (1923-1928): 1249. 

64 Both architects worked in the Stadtbauamt. The two 
Gmnirukbt~Nttn were named (post-1945) after local polio:i
cians who were active in district affairs; johann Janecek 
(1881-1932), a Social Democratic Member of the National 
Assembly, among other posts; and Rudolf Beer (1863-192 3), 
Social Democratic city councillor from 1919 to 1923. The 
larger of the two, the janecekhof (with 840 apartments) oc
cupies an entire city block; the Beerhof'(with only 479 apart
ments, but also kindergarten, commercial premises, large 
communal laundry, and bathing facilities serving both 
blocks) occupies about two-thirds or an adjacent block across 

the Donaueschlngenstrasse. The program of both buildings 
is given in Vtrw/tHngrhtricht(1923-1928): 1268. 

65 Jltrumlnmgrhricbt (1923-1928): 1261. On Bauer, see 
Borsi and Godoli, V'~tnn•/900, 305-306, ll7; l..rop«d S.un; 
seine Amr:INrntmg in NW1 rmtl l*ri (VieMa: ElbemOhl \fer.. 
lag,l931). 

66 One eump]e is Balderichgasse 23-29 (XVII), by Karl 
Ehn (1922); see i'Jstemirhs &11- um/ Hlrr.tkumt (1925-1926): 
185; Modtnn &nformm, no. II (November 1925'): 370-171. 

67 At the time this area wu in district II. Little else is 
known about the building's three architects. 

68 Augenfeld had been a student of Adolf Loo5; Vetter had 
been 1 student of Osbr Strnad and Heinrich Tessenow at 

the Kunstgewerbeschule. 

69 On 14June 1929 an amendment to the law of eminent 
domain (Entrigxnrrgsgnetz.) was passed by the provincial as
sembly, empowering municipalities to tear down w1healthy 
residential buildings and to build healthy housing in their 
place. See Felix Czeike, Wirtsdmfts- Nml &nitllplllitik dtr 
Gt:mtimlt WitH in tltr Ersun Rtpubl;k, 1919-1914, Wiener 
Scbrihen Heft 6, Heft II (Vienna: Jugend und Volk, 195'6, 
1959), Heft II, 49-S'O. This led to an increase in infill build
ing in areas such as district XIV; where there was substandard 
late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century worker hous
ing. Examples of later I..JkftewwrfmNurlg in this area include 
Meisselstrasse 73 (XIV), by Theo Scholl (designed 1928), 
and Gr!lndorfgasse 4 (XIV), by Heinrich Ried (designed 
1928). Plans are in the Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv. 
'There was also an economic advantage to building in this 
way. The city could lower costs on the delivery of materials 
and storage by building on several sites in the same area at 
the same time. This aspect of the program wu discussed in 
city council: Gemeinderats-Sitzung, IS December 1926, in 
Stenographische Protokolle (B29/49): 293S'. 

70 See Hautmann and Hautmann, Dit Grmtimlt/mnttll, 
lS'7-l63. 

71 Arhtittr-Uinmg, 30 October 1927, 6. 



7Z Little is known about lhe architects. They collaborated 
with Leopold Bauer and Emsr Lichtblau on another large 
Gnntintltbtm, the Paul-Speiserhof, in 1929. See Hautmann 
and Hautmann, Dir GmninthiNiutm, 490. A Festschrift was 
published by the city at the opening of the Schlingerhof: 
Dit WolmiHIIIIIfnhfge dw Gmttimlt w, im XXI. Brziri: 
•SdJI;ngrr-Hor Brlim~~rttmst, PloriJsdorfor Mmr, Pitlr•
gsssr, lAttgmst (Vienna: Waener Magistrat, (1926)). 

73 Sometimes this was done in a single building program, 
sometimes incrementally. An enmple of the Fonner is the 
group of buildings on the Obldn:herpsse (XIX), 1924-1925. 
See Dit WtJJniHINnlnl•gen tltr Gmuituk W1t11;, XIX. Bniri: 
Ohkirtbg6su (Vienna: Wiener Magistnt, (1925)); Bittner, 
NeuHutrntkrGmltinJtW~m: 14-15, plates 10-11. 

74 See Gmmrlsrtuhphm W~tt~, Wiener Stadt- und Landesar
chiY. An article on the complex that appeared in Dit Nt"' 
Wirtsrhtlft, 2 june 1927, 7, noted that the group or buildings 
was intended to represent a small town. The municipality 
also produced a Festschrift on the occasion of the opening of 
the last building added to the complex; see Dit Kiblrb.ttut~n
lagrthr Gmnimlt Witn im XI. Brzirt: l.Arynrtrm, H.mlpm, 
Hmletp/lltz (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat,(l927)). 

75 Subsequently, in the late 1920s the square was enlarged 
and a wading pool, playing fields, and a park were added. See 
Achleimer, Ostnn~Artbittktur, ].1:298. 

76 For Sitte's concept of PkltzmMhnng, see George G. Col
lins and Christiane Crasemann Collins, Cm~~illo Sim: T.W 
Birth of Modem City Pltmning (New York: Rizzoli, 1986), 
65-67. 

77 The Lassallestrasse, likewise named after Ferdinand Las
salle (1825-1864), a Founder of the Gennan Social Demo
cratic mcwement, was an extension of the Praterstrasse, a 
main thoroughfare in district II extending from the Danube 
Canal through the Praterstem (Vienna's Place de !'Etoile, 
laid out at the same time as the Pnter Park in the early 1870s 
and the site of the International Exposition of 1871), to the 
Reichs Bridge ewer the Danube. The Handelskai along the 
south bank of the Danube had just been regulated, making it 
possible for the area to be deYeloped. The new workers' 
beaches along the Danube were immensely popular. Helmut 
Gruber records the Viennese working-class passion for 

swimming during this period; see Gruber, Rtd V'wn,tr: &:pn-
immt ;, mrJti,,g-Citm Cultun, 1919-1934 (New York: Ox
ford University Press, 1991),121-122. 

78 The competition, which was open to all Viennese archi
tects, was held in fall192l. Ninety-one submissions were re
ceived, and three prizes and nine commendations were 
awarded. A design by Karl Krist, an architect in the city 
building office, won first prize; the second prize went to Hu
bert Gessner, and the third to a design by Wilhelm Wahl
meyer and Karl Hauschka. The jury included priYate 
architects-Karl Hofinann, Siegfried Theiss, Hans jaksch, 
Franz Kaym, and Robert Oerley-as well as officials in the 
city building office: Friedrich jickel, who was head of the 
Architecture Bureau until 1926; StmhnJr Franz Siegel, and 
Max F'aebiger, StlllhiHirulirtlrtorat the time. On the competi
tion, see Hafner, "Die Bautiitigkeit der Gemeinde Waen:' 
142. Alfredo Passeri, "I superblocchi Yiennesi: un'analisi ti
pologica:• in Manfredo Tafuri, ed., V'~mM Q.OSSII; I• politktlrt
sidmzi61u nrO• ,.,,. IOCitllistA, 1919-1991 (Milan: EJecta, 
1980), 160, suggests that the team was assembled by the city 
building office. EYidence for this is lacking. It seems more 
likely that the team was assembled by Gessner, since the 
younger architects were for the most part already employed 
in his office. 

79 So named (in 1945) after Otto HeizmaM (1895-1942), a 
member of the Ausaian underground killed in World War 
II. Other Gm~~irrtkM"tm in the area include Radingerstrasse 
21 (1927), by FranzZaba; Ybbsstrasse 31-ll (1927), by Fer
dinand Kaindl; Harkortstrasse l (1927), by Otto NadeJ; 
Ybbsstrasse 40-42 (1927), by Erich Leischner; Wolmut
strasse 14-16 (1927), by Gusrav Schllfrig and Hennann Rei
ser; and Hermann Fischerhof, Ybbstrasse I 5-21 (1928), by 
Otto Pnuscher. See catalogue section, HautmiM and Haut
mann, Dir G~t~~~intklmutrn, 261-270. 

80 For this tradition and the urban function of emphatic 
comer buildings in Parisian planning under Haussmann, see 
FranfiO,is Loyer, Ptrris Ninttrmtb Cmt11ry: AnbitmHTt•ml Ur
banism, trans. Charles Lynn Clark (New York: Abbeville, 
1988), 276-279. 

81 In Ubmmmt w,.,r AJrus!urb the first lisring for Ella 
Briggs-Baumfeld (at IV Taubstummengasse Ill) occurs in 
1914. The same volume lists 11. Captain Allan Briggs, milirary 
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attache at the American Embassy in Vienna from 1914-
1917. I am indebted to Renate Banik-Scbwietter for this 
<efe=oe. 

82 Briggs is one of the many architects practicing in Vienna 
during the interwar period who have not yet been studied as 

they deserve. I am indebted to Banik-Scbweitzer and Lynne 
Walker for biographical information on her from the Gtbltm
lnlcb filrJie lnwlitiscbl Crdnugmrtiruk in Vienna and the Brit-. 
ish Architectural Library Biography Files. lam alsu indebted 
to Banik -Schweitzer for refering me to one of the few pub
lished sources on Briggs: Sabine Plakolm-Forsthuber, Kllnr

tltrinnm;, Osllrnitb 1891-1938: Mil/uri; Pllutilt, Ardntdtur 

(Vienna: Picus, 1994), 263-264. Briggs~ connections to the 
Gemeinde Waen, and the reasons for h.er status as the only 
woman architect commissioned to design one of the large 
GntuilllhiNiuttn, remain to be detennined. 

83 The municipality published a brochure on the building, 
Dif WolmlmUSIIrll.ge tkr Gemrimlt Wim: Prstalor.zi-Hofim 19. 

Bnili: PhiliPJHIIIirhg.m (Vienna: Wiener Magistnt, (1926D. 

84 Fritz Neumeyer, "The Second-Hand City: Modem 
Technology and Changing Urban Identity," in Marc M. 
Angeli!, ed., On Arcbitrmtrt, tbt City, and TrdmokJgy (New 
York: Association of CoUegiate Schools of Architecture and 
Butterworth Architecture, 1990), 16-25. Neumeyer inter
prets Menclelsohris urban department stores, such as the ex
tension of the Masse building in Berlin (1922), as aalmost 
Dadaist" insertions into the old Fabric of the city (24). For 
Mendelsohn's work of the 1920s, see Erich Mendelsohn, 
Erirb MrnJt/D/m: Dar Grstnntsthaffm tlu Ardnttltttn (Berlin: 
Rudolf Mosse Buchverlag, 1930), tnnslated into English by 
Antje Fritsch and published as Frith Mmtlrhobn: Cnnplrtr 

Ufnir, uftbt Arcbitrct: Sltrttbrr, Duignr. Builtlingt (New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 1992); Kathleen james, Erkb 
Mmtlrbolm •ntl thr Arrbit«ttlrr uf Gmm~n Motkmimr (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 

85 A building on the comer of Rinnb6clcstrasse and Scbnei
dergasse (XI) of 1928 by Alexander Popp. a nudent of Peter 
Behrens (whose own essay of this kind is considered below), 
is a good example. On Popp and the Behrens school, see 
chapter 9 and Karl Maria Grimme, Pmr Btbnns untl stint 
Wmm- Afutlmisrhr Mtirttrstbult (Vienna: Adolf Luser Ver
lag, 1930). 

86 judtmann and Riss trained with Leopold Simony at the 
Technical University in Vienna. See Weibsmann, RMr w-,, 
377,382. 

87 Dirnhuber is another critically neglected architect of the 
interwar period. Biographical infonnation is from ]trhrlmtb 
tlrr Wimtr Gtrrllstbtrft (Vienna: Verlag der Wissenschaf
tlichen Gesellschaften Onern:ichs, 1929). In 193la mono
graph on his work was published by ElbemOhi-Verlag, as a 
part of its Wiener Architelm:n series. See Zillilartbitrltt Dr. 
lrrg. K.rl Dimhllbn; Ztbn}tlbrrfnisdmffmder Anbittltt 1921-
1931: Einr AIISJDilbl VIm Entfl11iifrn und tuugeftihrttn Blllltrn, 

foreword by Max Eisler (Vienna: Elbemahi-Verlag, 1931). 
The Weimarerstrasse building and adjacent Scbubertpark 
were widely published at the time. See Bittner, Neubtluttntltr 
Gmeimk, 1:20-21, plate 20; Josef Bittner, "Die neue 
Bauepoche der Stadt Wien," Arbtittr-Ztitung, 31 March 
1926, 6; "Bautitigkeit der Wiener Stadtverwaltung: Umge
staltung des A1ten Wihringer Ortsfriedhofes in die Olren
tliche Gartenanlage 'Schubertpark,'" Orternkln 81111- niNI 
Wi-rltkunst (1925-1926): 292-299. 

88 As Neumeyer and others have pointed out, this dynamic 
and pJastic treatment of the facade became something of a 
convention for corner buildings in Central European cities 
in the 1930s. Neumeyer, as noted earlier, sees Erich Mendel
sohn's Mosse building in Berlin of the early 1920s as exem
plary and inRuential in this regard, introducing purposefUlly 
dissonant streamlined Kocean liner• imagery into the heart 
of the city. Akos Moravlinszky, in contrast, relates the plastic 
organic fonns of buildings such as the Weiman:r
sttasse block to Le Corbusier's more pJastic work of the 
1910s, which be sees as instrumental in this development. 
See Altos Moravinszky, Die Enunmmg Jtr Bnultunrt: wtgt 
zur Mwkmt in Mitttln""'flill900-1940 (Salzburg: Residenz 
Verlag, 1988), 142. 

89 Often these consisted of dusters of small irregular a left
over" sites, adjacent to the Sttultbtlbn or Gilrtelstrasse, that 
had little potential for commercial development and re
mained when these major infrastnx:tural works were com
pJeted in the 1890s and early 1900s. Other groups of parcels 
were located on the site of the Fonner Linienwall. After 
World War Ilarse tncts of land, previously owned by the 
Crown-military parade grounds, bamcks, etc.-were 
newly available for development by the city. A number of 



arge parcels of inner-city land owned by monastic orders 
.vere sold to the municipality in the early 1920s. Sometimes 
:he religious orders, politically opposed to Red Vienna, re
ilsed to sell to the socialist municipalit¥- See W. K. Korthals 
1\.llCS, "Die Wiener Raumplannung der Zwischenkriegs
u:it-Stadtplannungund Wohnungsbau 1919-1934:" (mas
:er's thesis, Institut Air Stadt- und Regionalforschung der 
Ikhnischen Universitlit, Wien, 1990), 48-52. 

10 On Dorfmeister, Frass, and Pen:o. see Pozzetto, Dit 
~tiJHk Ono JUrptr.r, 218,222, 241. Perco, who designed one 
)f the largest GmnintkJJIIutm of Red Vienna, is discussed 
aterinthischapter. 

H Known originally as Am Fuchsenfeld, after World Wtr 
II the suucrure was renamed Edmund-Reismannhof to com
nemorate a Social Democratic city councillor who died at 
'-uschwitz in 1942. In official publications Am Fuchsenfeld 
s presented as phase three of building on the Fuchsenfeld 
;ite (phase one: the original Fuchsenfeldhof fronting onto 
l.iingenfeldgasse; phase two: the addition fronting onto 
~euwallpsse). See Bitbler, NrHIMntm tier Sttlllt W'lflf, 1:28-
12, plates 26-36. The project was also published in 6ner
"'itbs &,.. 11mi Uirkkumt (1924-1925): 12-18; MOihrnr 
rJilufonnm, no. II (November 1925): 83-85,364-369. 

in: These chanps are documented in Gmertdmultpllm Wim, 
Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna. The plans are 
fated 1892, 1904, 1910, and 1929. 

~3 In Schmid and Aichinpr's original scheme (published in 
Wodenuo &u.formm, no. II [November 1925): 364)., the Ri
tygasse continued through the building at the comer of the 
l..ii.npnfeldgasse and Murlinpngasse. 

~ For the competition and program, see Dit Uibn.&.twlii
Qgr drr GmtinJr Wirn im /11. Brziti: BnumgtUSt-RIIbrng;ust
r.t•in~Mirolmup/tltz. (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, 
1928]). 

~5 The quotation is from Walter Benjamin, aThe Author 
IS Producer," in Rrjl«tiom: &mys; Apbmimu, Autohisgmpbitrll 
W'rilingr, ed. Peter Demetz, trans. Edmund Jephcott (New 
fork. Harcourt Brace jovanovich, 1978) 235. According to 
Uri Kraus in Dit Ftdrl, nos. 313/314 (December 1910): 5, 
:.Oos's building infuriated the Viennese, not because it was 

ntdically modern (which it was not) but because Loos "had 
built them an idea" ("'Er hat ihnen don einen Gedanken 
hinpbaut'")-because the building polemically engaged 
what was there. On Kraus and Loos, see Edward Timms, 
Karl K'mra: Apoollyptk S•tirist (New Haven: Yale University 
Ptess, 1986), 124-128. 

96 According to Margarete SchOtte-Lihotzky it was Otto 
Neurath who led the project and obtained the commission 
for the OVSK, which was n:sponsible for assembling the ar
chitects (identified by city building officials as athe mod
ernsj and planning the building. See Margarete SchOtte
Lihottky, "Mein Freund Otto Neurath," in Friedrich Stadler, 
ed., ArlRitrr/HidNng ;, thr Z'Uiisthmmtgn.rit, Otto MNmtb

Gm/ Arntz (Vienna: Locker Verlag, 1982) 40-41. 

9'1 Spearheaded by Otto Neunth, pneral seaetary of the 
OVSK its purpose was twofold: first, to designate cert11in un
developed p1rts of the city IS future allotment and settle
ment zones; second, to devise a fully integrated an:hitectural 
plan, inFormed by "the spirit of mass organization," that 
would bring into architectonic unity all forms of urban 
building: residential (high- and low-rise), industrial, com
mercial, and institutional. Neurath assembled a team of ar
chitects-Adolf Loos, josef Frank, Olkar Strnad, Josef 
Hoffmann, and Peter Behrens-to work on the plan. By the 
end of 1923 they had come up with six allonnentand settle
ment zones and had presented their plan to the city. But the 
more detailed, fully integnted Anhitelmupkm was never de
veloped. The quotation is from ArWitrr-Zritflng, 24 October 
1923,5. 

98 Adolf Loos, "Dis Grand Hotel Babylon," Dif Nrw 
Wirtsclmft, 20 December 1923, 10-11. For the prewar his
tory of the 1irT~US~nbtms, see Richard Pommer and Christian 
R Otto, wtissrnbqj, 1921 •ml tbt Motlrm Mwemrnt in An:hi
tft'tlln (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991) Ill
liS. 

99 See Cohen,&rnaoftbt m.rl.rl, 56-5'1. 

100 Loos, "Das Grand Hotel Babylon," 10. 

101 Sauvap had designed worker housing in 1903 for the 
Societe Anonyme des Lopments Hygi~niques l Bon Mar
eM, as well u "low-cost" housing (Habitation l Bon Mar-

4721473 
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che) at 7, rue Tr6taigne in Paris, whlch was remarkable for im 
extensive collective services. With Sarazin he designed other 
Habitations ~ Bon Marcbe in Paris. See Maurice Culot and 
Lise Grenier, Hmri SallVIIfl 1873-1932 (Brussels: Archlves 
d'Archltecture Modeme, 1976). 

102 Rubchcio and Schachel, Atl«fl.Mt, S47-S48. 

103 On Brinkman's Spangen housing estate, see Maristella 
Casciato. Franco Pansini, and Se!Jio Polano, eds., Olmultt 
1870-1940: Cinii, C.S., Artbitntum (Milan: Eleen, 1980), 

90-91. 

104 Lihotzky quoted in Yehuda Safran and Wilfried Wing, 
Tilt Ardlilfttllrl of Athlfl...oos (London: Arts Council of Great 
Britain, 1985), 53. Elsie Altmann-Loos, Mrin Ubenmit Atl«f 
Laos {Vienna: Amalthea Verlag, 1984), 203, records that 
Loos's scheme was rejected because of co.u:. See also Bened
etm Gravagnolo, Atlolf LIHu, T11tory and J%rir, ttans. C. H. 
Evans (New York: Rizzoli, 1982), 177. On Lom's difficulties 
with city building officials during 1920 to 1923, when he was 
chief architect of the Siedlungsamt, see chapter J. 

105 On the Grand Hotel B111bylon project, see Rukschcio 
and Schachel, Ad«[ lAM, 283-286; 571-579. 

106 On Glock's project, one of many social housing 
schemes executed for VieMa's post-World W.r II Social 
Democratic municipality, see Kun Freisittcr and Harry 
GlOck. Stziirltr ~ Entstth"ng, Z~~~ttrnd, Ahtrmrtiwn 
(Vienna; Verlag Fritz Molden, 1979), 78-102; Gerhard Ha
bant. etal., I%Jmmin Wmr; WolmllllumitGtsinmmg(VieMa: 
Europalia 87 Osterreich, 1987), 164-70. 

107 For discussion of the later life of the Hotbnmst and 
panicularly the Smithsons's Golden Lane housing proposal 
of 1952, see Kenneth Frampton, aThe Evolution of Housing 
Concepts, 1870-1970," Lotus lnttmstionsl, no. 10 (197S): 

24-J). 

108 Pommer and Otto, Wrissrnbo.f1927,112-IIS. 

109 Ibid., 114-115. On Behrens's scheme, see Helga Grie
pentrog, aPeter Behrens in Wien (1921-1936)," in 1ilmann 
Buddensieg and Elisabeth Liskar, eds., Witn um/ Jit Arthi
ttlttur Ju 20. ]trhrbundtrts (Vienna: BOhl111u, 1986), 81-86; 

and Fria. Neumeyer, "The Workers' Housing of Peter Beh
rens," in 1ilmann Buddensieg et al., lnthutrit-KMitur: p,1,. 
Bthnns and tbt AEG (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1984). 
124-137. 

110 See joh•nnes Spalt et al., Dtr Artbittltt Or.lwr Stmstl: 
Zum buntlmsrm Gtbmstsfl 11111 26. Olrtobtr 1979, eahib, cat. 
(Vienna: Hochschule fUr angewandte Kunst, 1979), •nd 
Ono Niedennoser, Oslrsr Strnad (Vienna: Bergl~tnd, 196S), 

See •lso Max Eisler, Oshr Strntltl {Vienna: Gerlach und 
Wiedling, 1916); idem, aOskar Strnad zum SO. Geburtstag,• 
DtNtsrbt Kmut untl Drhmltion )] <J•nuary 1930): 2Sl-268. 
Eisler wrote regularly on Strnad's work in the period from 
1919 to 1930 in Jnnrmltlttmltion, Motlnm lhlnfonnrn, and 
Dtntstbt Kmut Nml Dtlmrstion. For the influence of Strnad's 
furnirure design on Lihotzky, see chapter l. Strnad's smdio 
ar the Kunstgewerbeschule is described by Ernst A. Plischke, 
who srudied with him; see Plischke, Emst A. Plisc61tt: Bin 
Lmn mit Artbittl:tflr (Vienna: Locker Verlag, 1989), 33, 
34-39. 

Ill On Nash's first scheme for Regent's Park, see John 
Summerson, Gorgisn Ltnulon (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1978), 177-190; idem, ThtUftsnJ Wm+ofJobnNtub 
(London: Allen, 1980). 

112 On Strnad's "published scheme, see Ono Neurath, 
aGeneralarchitekrurplan," Dm KMnsthlntt 8 (1924): 109, 110-

111. ForT~tut's Hufeisen project in relation to the society of 
the spectacle, see Richard Pommer, "The Spectacle of the 
Weimar Siedlungen," in jean Clair, ed., Tbt 1920s: Agt ojt/Jt 
Mrttvpo/is (Montreal: Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 
1991),271-283. 

Ill On Oskar Wlach (1881-1963), see Ottokar Ubi, Moll
trw Ardlittlttur In W'~tr~: Von Ono Ufrgnt~· bit btHtt (Vienna: 
Schroll-Verlag, 1966), 126; Christopher Long, "The Way
ward Heir: j05ef Frank's Vienna Years, 188S-1931; in Nina 
Stritzler-Levine, ed.,]Gsr{Fmnlt, Artbitttt and Dnignrr (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 46-47; Herbert A. 
Strauu et al., lnttJ7liltionnl Biogntpbksl Dictionary ofCrntnll 
&roprnn Emigrit, 19JJ-194f (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1981), 

2:12SS. 

114 According to Margarete Schtitte-Lihotzky, the second, 
executed site plan for the Winarskyhof was drawn up by 
Oskar Strnad (person•! communication, June 1996). 



115 Strnad's apamncnt plans are an exception, eccentric for 
the inclusion of a small internal corridor (GtmtJ between the 
three principal rooms (R%nklkht, Zinnnn; Kmnnm') of the 
apamnent. 

116 Loos's sketches For the Haashof are reproduced in 
Rulcsc:hcio and Schac:hel, AJo1f lAos, 474. See also Dietrich 
Worbs, "EntwUrfe von Adolf Loos fl1r den sozialen Woh
nungsbau,• in Buddensieg and Liskar, W'rm ,u Jir Anbi
ukrlrdrs20.J•brhumlms, 151-158. 

117 Rukschcio and Schachel, AJolf Loos, 575; Renate 
Allmayer-Beck eta)., M•rpnu Stblltu-Ubmlty: &zitllt Ar
tbiuktllr Ztitztllgin tiRU Jabrbumln1s (Vienna: bster
reichschcs Musewn For aJI8CWIIndte Kunst, 1993), 61-63. 

118 An early Facade study For the building, identified as 
such by Eduard Sekler, suggests that Hoffmann had origi
nally intended m cover the Facade with surFace ornamenta
tion of an Expressionist folk an character. The study is in the 
Bauhaus Archive, Berlin. See Eduard F. Seider, JDSr/ Hujf
m•nn; Tilt Artbiuttrmll Wimt: M011GfPph tmd C.t•logw of 
l+&rks(Priru:eton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 400. 

119 Manfredo Tafuri, "'Das Rote Wien': Politica e fonna 
della residenza nella Vienna socialism, 1919-1933," in 'Iit.furi, 
Vn~tm~Ruu., 68. 

120 The Winarskyhof also contained a kindergarten, shops, 
ateliers, workshops, communal baths, and a laundry. See Bit
tner, Ntn/Mnun dtrSttult Wnn, 1:24-25, plates 21-23; see 
also the Festschrift published by the municipality on the 
occasion of the official opening, Dit WohniMnsl~nl.gt thr 
Gm~~indt Wnn "Wi~~t~IX]/nlf" im XX. Bnirlr Str~m~strtust, 
"irgtrrttHStmsst, Kilisntututt1Jtmsst, Ptutnistnust (Vienna: 
WienerMagistrat,(l925)). 

121 Otto Neurath'sstarement (in "Generalarchirekturplan," 
I 08) that one of the principal purposes of the Winarskyhof 
was to demonstrate that "buildings by different architects 
who want to express their personality can be brought into 
harmony" is significant in this context. In the same anicle 
Neurath described the project as consisting of "three hous
ing blocks with around 700 apanmenu," which suggesu that 
the project still in play (or at least familiar to Neurath) at the 

beginning or 1924 was the fim unexecuted sire plan, dated 
November 1923. 

113 Regarding the procedure or montage referred m here, 
see in particular Benjamin, "The Author as Producer," 234-
35. Regarding montage:, photomontage, and painting in the 
period, see Matthew 1eitelbaum, ed., Mtmt6gl tmd Modern 
Lift, 1919-1942 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992). 

114 The larger scheme was abandoned because of problems 
acquiring the land. See Dit Wobnbtmmnl•fl thr Gmrtindt 
W"~tn imXXJ.. Bnirlr: Ksn.rt.~, w,,..,~, HtnU 
Sttgwgtrm (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, (1925)). 

115 Behrens received the collll11ission in 1928, the same 
year that he published a flattering article in B•mwh lauding 
the Social Democratic administration as the "ideal client" 
and praising the Gemeinde Wien for •entrusting the design 
of its buildings to architects in private pracdce" (S.IIfHh, no. 
41 {1928]: 976). See further chapter 9. The Domeshof was 
named after Franz Domes (1863-1930), a union leader and 
Social Democratic city council member. 

116 It was named in 1949 after one of the victims of the 
February 1934 lighting, Viktor Klose (1904-1934). The site 
wu adjacent to the old Wlihring cemetery; pan of which wu 
converted into a public park For the new residential area. 

117 DhNtwWirtsdmft,2July192S,13. 

118 Enners's articles appeared in Dtr Tag. 19 July 1925, 8; 
12 August 1925, 5; 26August 1925,7. The quoted press crit
icism is from Dit Nrnt Wirtsdmft, 6 July 1926, 3. The 
Klosehof also received negative n:views in the Arlltittr
Ztittmg, 9 August 1925, II, and in other newspapers; see 
SeJder,Jost!Hoffm•nn, 203-205. 

119 Dit New Wimdmft, 8 July 1926, 14. Hoffmann pub
lished another defense of his design in Arbtittr-Ztitnng. 9 
August 1925, I I. 

130 SeJder,JosrfHof/mtlnn, 204. 

131 DirNrwWin.rdmft, 2July 1925,13. 

131 Ibid. 
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111 For the Ntmmtunn and Allgrmrinr Knmimb.JU, see 
Robert Waissenbergcretal., KllusisismJUin Wim:Artbiulttrtr 
tmtl Pltutilt, exhib. cat. (Vienna: Hiswrisches Museum der 
StadtW~en, 1978), 125-127. 

ll4 The fint scheme for the Wiedenhoferhof was des.igned 
in December 1923. See johannes Spalt and Hennann Czech, 
Jose!Fnm!t, 1885-1967 (Vienna: Hochschule fUr angewandte 
Kunst, 1981), ll4. 

115 Dir Wohnbtnutmlllgrthr Grmrimk Wim, W"mlrnboftrbo.{. 
im XVII. Brzirlt Kowgrrssplatz, Prrl#bgogtnrr, Uillrrgtmr, Hrr
hinggassr (Vienna: Wiener Magistm, (1925)), n.p. The 
building was named after josefWiedenhofer (187J-.1924), a 
union official and Social Democratic member of the Na
tional Assembly (1919-1924). 

116 Frank and Wlach's preliminary site models f"or the lat
ter building attest to the more nuanced, carefully considered, 
and no doubt more expensive spatial organization the archi
tects originally conceived f"or the Fickeystnsse site. For the 
early site models, see Spalt and Czech, Josr/ Ftwnlt, I SO. 

ll7 Holzmeister is quoted in Dietmar Steiner, "' ... was 
man denkt, das zeidutet man .. .': Ein Gesprich mit Clem
ens Holzmeister," Um /Jim, no. 4 (May 1981): 63. Regarding 
the crematorium, mysticism, and incorporation of the ruins 
of a late Renaissance villa on the site, see Achleimer, Osurni
rbisdJrArtbitrlttllr, 3.1:294-295. In 1924 Holzmeisterwas ap
pointed professor at the Academy of Fine Arts, where he took 
over Friedrich Ohmann's Mristrndmlr. For Holzmeister, see 
Uhl, Modrmr Anhitrktm; 113-114; CJemens Holzmeister, 
Artbitrltt in Jrr Zritvmuir: Clmmu Hfllamtistrr (Salzburg: Das 
Bergland-Buch, 1976). 

118 Steiner," ... was man denkt," 63. 

119 Holzmeister is quoted in ibid. The scheme is illustrated 
in Armand Weiser, Nrur JKrltltwut: Ckmrns Hskmristrr 
(Berlin: Friedrich Ernst HUbsch Verlag, 1927), 3S. 

140 Holzmeister is quoted in Steiner, " ... was man denkt," 
63. 

141 Dit Nrur Winsrb.ft, 14 October 1926, II. 

142 The Kari-Marx-Hof was also the most extensively pub
lished and publicized building project of Red Vaenna, even 
outside Austria. See in particular Drr K.rl M~Hof. Dit 
Wohnb.IISIIIll•gttlrrGmtrimh Wirn•nftlrr H•gmwim in Hri
ligmntttlt (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, (19JO)); Karl Ehn 
"Karl Marx-Hof," trans. Margaret Hare, G.rrlm Cititr .,.;. 
Tuum Pl•11ning 21, no. 7 (1931): 179-182; Donald Brooke 
"The Karl Marx Hof, Vienna," ]fRI,.,.I oftht /&ytiiiMitutr f 
BritishArtbitrcts, Jrd scr. 38 (1911): 671-677. 

143 DirNturWirtsdmft, 140ctober 1926,11. 

144 Zriurhrift tlrslhurnithi.rthm lngminw- uml Artbitdlm
VnYilfl, nos. Sl/52 (1926): 516. 

145' See, f"orexamp]e, "Wiens Leistungen Wid das Ausland,• 
Dir Nrnt Wimdmft, 10 February 1927, 6. Receiving particu
lar attention were the comments of one of the English de)e.. 

gates, Mr. Harris (head of the education department of the 
British Ministry of Welfare): "The Viennese housing pro
vides dear proof that the domestic culture (Wohnltultnr) of 
the large city dweller is not exclusively and alone advanced 
through the settlement movement. No garden -city can pro
vide the city dweller with appreciably better domestic ctd
ture (U%nlt11ltur) and domestic hygiene than the housing 
blocks built by the city of Vienna." They were quoted in Dir 
Nrw Wittldmft, 23 September 1926, 2, as well as in city 
council: Gemeinderats-Sittung, 27 July 1927, in Steno
graphische Protokolle (829/60): 2338. 

146 See Otto Bauer's campaign speeches juS[ before the 
April 1927 elections, quoted in Arllritrr-Zrinmg, Jl january 
1927, 3; DrrT.,, S March 1927,2; DirNrurPrrirPnssr,6 
March 1927, IO;DirNrurWirrsdHift,10March 1927,5. 

147 DirNrur WirtsriHJft, 17 june 1926,2. 

148 ZritltbrifttlrrS.117Nristrr, 20 September 1926, 7. 

149 Dir Nrur WinsriHift, 28 April1927, }. This article, tided 
"The Stones of Vienna Have Spoken," was published just 
after the Social Democratic party had gained 123,000 votes 

(60.3 percent) in Vienna in the federal elcctionofApril1927. 
The positive outcome of the election was raken as an en
donement of the party's housing program. A couple of 
months later Siegel aMounced: aWe will build garden cities, 



first of all two: one near Spinnerin am Kreuz with 1,200 
aptrtments, and one at am Tivoli" (both in dimict XII); Dit 
NtntWirrscbtlft, 2June 1927; 6. 

ISO Gemeinderats-Sitzung, IS December 1926, in Steno
graphische Protokolle (B29/49): 2937-2938. 

lSI Dtr KArl M•r.r-Hofi Dit WDimiNIIIIIml•fl, 4. An English 
version of the same text was amibuted to Ehn; see "Karl 
Man:-Hof." 

IS2 Gemeinderau-Sitzung, 10 June 1927, in Stenograph
ische Protokolle (B29/61): 2940-2941. 

ISJ Masses o£ people streamed through the archways when 
football man:hcs were played in the stadium, which at the 
time was the largest such f"ac:ility in Europe; see Gruber, Rill 
V"reniUI, 142. Reduction of the number of arches and the in
crease in their diameter (to 16 meters) led to SD"'ll:tural prob
lems. Because of the marshy land on which the Karl-Man:
Hof was built, the Foundations of one of the side D'll:ts began 
to sink sbonly after consuuction began in 1927, delaying the 
completion of the building. A solution was found: a rein
forced conc:rete frame embedded in the structure, supported 
by Roating(cone-shaped) foundations. The opposition made 
much of the str\ll:tural difficulties, proclaiming the Karl
Man:-Hof a "scandal" and evidence of the shoddy buildina: 
methods employed by the socialists. For a summary of the 
c:onsuuction history of the Karl-Man:-Hof, see Susanne 
ReppC, Dtr Kllri-M~~r.r-Hof: Gurbkbu tiiiU GmnimlmiMuntl 
ninw 1lnwJmw (V"aenna: Pic:us Verlag, 1993), 29-42. 

I 54 Ehn, who may have been part of a Stadtbauamt delega
tion to Holland in the early 1920s, was perhaps inHuenc:ed 
by Michael de Klerk's and Piet Kramer's Amsterdam South 
housing for the socialist housing societies De Dageraad and 
Amstels Bouwvereeniging (ABV). Begun in 1921, the ABV 
housing along the ABV-buurt made much use of stepped bal
conies along the street facades and of "streamlined" rounded 
corners. TIWl De Dagenad housing was remarkable for its 
variously colored briclr. (yellow-orange, red, bluish-purple) 
used to evoke the name of the building society: De Dageraad 
or the Dawn. It is interesting in this connection that an En
glish reviewer compared the palette of the Karl-Man:-Hofto 
"sunlight." See Brooke, "The Karl Marx Hof, Vienna," 674. 

ISS Manfredo Tafuri and Franc:eKO Dal Co, Motlrm Arrbi
rumrr, trans. Robert Erich Wolf (New York: Abrams, 
1979),193. 

156 Quotations from Benjamin, "Tbe Author as Producer," 
228-229. See also Benjamin, "What Is Epic TI!eater?" 
147-154. 

157 The curvilinear street plan for the area dates from be
tween 1892 and 1904. See Gmmlst•tltp/lln W"un, Waener 
Stadt- und Landesarchiv. The plan, which was not imple
mented at the time, shows the inftuence of Josef Sdlbben's 
picturesquely conceived prize-winning entry in the Gmtml
rtplierungrpl6n competition of 1892. For Sdlbben's plan and 
its inRuenc:e on Viennese planning, see Collins and Collins, 
Camillo Sine, 97-99. 

ISS For the competition, see Ommkb.r &m- rmtl JJ.&-tiurut 
(1924-1925): 48-S2; Motltrm &u{omml, no. 3 (1926): 74, 
and no. I L (1926): 430-412; Gemeinderats-Sitzung, 20 Feb
ruary 192S, in StenOgraphische Protokolle (B29/32): 462-
463. Seven finns were invited to complete. The competition 
entry by Ernst Lichtblau, who was one of Wagner's last stu
dents at the Academy, was For Zlilmlmutm ranged in parallel 
rows on either side of a c:entralall6e. 

159 On Hoppe and SchOnthal, who collaborated with fel
low Wagner student Franz Matouschek(I874-193S) only on 
this project, see Whyte, TbruArrbittas.. For Matouschek, see 
Pozzetto, Die &bult Ono ~ 218-239. For Theiss and 
Jalcsch, see Georg Schwalm-Theiss, Tbtiu i7 }tlltstb. Franz 
Freiherr von Krauss andJosef"rulk are less well-known; see 
F. Knuu mulJ. "Riilt, Arrbittlttm Z. V. Arug~fiibm lhutm rmtl 
Entu~tirfr, 1906-1916 (Vienna, (1917)); Borsi and Godoli, Vi
,.,. 1900, 346-347; Weihsmann, Du Rott W"un, 378. 

160 The competition brief, building program, and the proj
ect itself ("mc:luding the adjacent park) were described and 
illustrated in WobnlmUIIUIMgt Sntlltitm. Gsrtm- WHI Bl
tlmmklfl 11m ~tz im XVI. Bnirlt (Vienna: Wiener 
Magistrat, (1928]). Aside from 1,576 apanments it con
tained seventy-five stores, a restaurant, cafe, three ateliers, 
fifty-eight worbhops, seventy-one warehouses, a garbage 
c:ollection facility, three large bathlng and laundry facilities, 
a library, pharmacy, three child-care centers, a post office, 1 

cinema/theater, and one of the largest kinderprten buildings 
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in Red Vienna, equipped with terraces, extensive play
grounds, wading pools, etc. 

161 The jurors were not identified by name; Gemeindems
Sittung, II November 1924, in Stenographische Protokolle 
(B29/26): }179. 

162 Indeed this was one of the conditions o£ the commis
sion. According to the Vtrwlnmgsftritht (1923-1928): 1227, 
the architects were given free rein to plan the area; the new 

plan would later be incorporated inm the RrgulirrwnfiPitln. 

163 DnNrwWirtsrlltlft,21january1926,3-4. 

164 DieNellt WirtsriNift, 17 june 1926,4. 

165 The competition designs, exhibited in city hall, repre
sented three very different solutions. The scheme of Karl 
Krist consisted of loosely interconnecting perimeter blocks 
framing large public squares and parks and spaMing the in
tersecting streets. Picturesque and diffuse, its principal point 
of interest is the coMection it forges between the new hous

ing and the market garden zone just west of the site. See Dir 
Ntut WirtsciHift, 21 january 1926; 3-4, and 17 June 1926; 
4-S;Arltfi,...:Uinmg, 3 February 1926; 5-6. The market gar
den iaelf was a novelty in Vienna; see Max Ennen, "Fruch
tbare Volksparkanlagen: Ein Experiment der Gemeinde 
Wien, .. Uitdriftdrr Bttumimr 13, nos. 26/27 (1926): 9-10. 
Two design propouls For it were discussed by Franz Schuster 
in "Form Probleme: Der Kleingartenpark-Der Vollcspark 
der Zuhlnfr: Zwei Projekte und ein Gegenvorschlag," Dtr 
Auj/IIIN, no. 3 (1926): 41-46. Schuster proposed his own ra
tional rectilinear scheme as an alternative to the axial neoba
roque geometry of the schemes under discussion and argued 
For antipictu.resque, anridassical design For utilitarian gar
dens o£ this type. 
Oerley submitted five schemes. Two were exhibited and pub
lished; both reflected his interest in geometric figures ar
ranged in repetitive patterns. The first, an extrapolation of 
his Hanuschhof(l923), divided the site into two elongated 
acute triangles with setback perimeter block construction. 
The second, the most interesting of all the schemes, con
sisted of a cellular egg-crate or honeycomb composition of 
thirty-two interconnected hexagonal courtyards. Vehicular 
traffic was restricted to the perimeter of the complex; inside, 
the web o£ counyards was completely porous. This concept 

may have influenced the German housing and planning ex
pert Alexander Klein, who developed a very similar scheme 
for a residential district, under the auspices of the &itbsf
ontbrm~ft, in 1928. See Alexander Klein, "Beitrigc 
zur Wohnfrage," in Fritz Bloch, ed., Probltmr ria LNtrU: n,. 
WObniHiu (Potsdam: Maller und Kiepenheuer, 1928), 116. 
145. It is interesting in this context that Camillo Sitte in Dtr 
StiitltrbtiN characterized the hexagonal or honeycomb site 
plan in 1889 as "an idea of such really oppressive ugliness, 
.•. such appalling tediousness, and ..• labyrinthine lack of 
orientation .... Yet, incredible as it seems, it has become a 
reality in Chicago .. (Collins and CoJiins, Camille Sitrt, 242). 

166 Dit Ntut Wirtsdmft, 17 june 1926; 4. Gessner appean 
also to have prepared at least three schemes For housing 
7,000 people in I, 700-1,900 aparanents. The first two, sym
metrically organized around large squares and parks, were 
oriented north toWard the Voltagasse and connected to a 
street pattern laid out (but not built) in tum-of-the-century 
development plans for the area. The third, partially executed 
scheme linked the Seitthof to a large new sports stadium 
acrossthejedleseerstrasse. 

167 The text ac:companying the plan in Dir NtHt WirtJrbllft, 
17 June 1926, 4-S, makes no mention of the Hofburg but in
stead notes that the facade is equal in length to the RAtlmlli. 

168 Ibid.,4. 

169 Manfredo Tafuri, Arcbit«tun om/ Utopitl; Dnigu 11ml 
Q,pitalist Dtvtlopmrnt, trans. Barbara Luigia La Penta (Cam
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1976). 109. 

170 The quoted phrase is from Benjamin, "The Author u 

Producer,"2]S. 

1?1 The building was renamed in 1932, on the 200th anni
versary of Washington's binh. It contained fony-three 
5hops, a centnl laundry, street-cleaning storage Facility, 
youth-care center, library, kinderprten, and mother's advice 
clinic. The total area was 99,917 square meters, 28,278 (28.3 
percent) of which was built upon; 3 1,114 square meters were 
given over to gardens. See Vtrrmrltuut;IMritbt (1929-1931): 
5586. 



J 72 This was, in f'act, the project Oerley announced at the 
closing ceremonies of the town planning congress. Because 
of difficulties acquiring the land on the original site, the proj
ect was moved to Am Wienerberg, adjacent to Vienna's 
largest brick-making concern, the Wienerberger company, 
as well as Franz Schuster's Am Wasserturm Siedlung built by 
the GESIBA in 1924. See Dh KWm.lwiU#Ifi"B' dtr Gmnirulr 
W"1111 hn XIXJI. Brzirlt, ~ W"~tllwlmg-Spimmin 11111 

Kmn." (Vienna: Wiener Magistrat, (1930)). 

173 Tile somewhat alienating quality of these spaces is per
haps reflected in their later history; in the 1990s, the Wash
ingtonhof courtyards became a center for teenage drug trade 
in Vienna. 

175 Perc:owas a perpetual student; in the early 1920s he en
rolled in the faculty of architecture and engineering at the 
1khnical UniYW~ity; in the late 1920s he took 8 doctorate 
in law at Vienna Universit% and in the late 1930s he studied 
rhetoric at the National Academy of Music and Art in Vi
enna. Perea's papers are in Nachlass Rudolf Perc:o, Wiener 
Stadt- und Landesarchiv, Vienna (hereafter cited u Perc:o 
Nachlass). See also Ursula Prokop, aRudolf Perc:o 1884-
1942: Architektur jenscits von Tradition und Modeme• 
(Ph.D. diss., Vienna University, 1997). 

176 Rudolf Perc:o, •Auf dem Wege zur kommenden Rinten 
Wiedergeburt der Antike. Programm einer wirklichen Ar
chitektur," Ostrrrritbistbt Knnst 3, no. 12 (IS" December 
1932): 5-14, •Jrrwege, neue und ewige Wahrheiten llber 
moderne Baukunst,• Ostnnichs &u- und l*rkbrut (1930): 
249-253. For his built and unbuilt projects, see Perco, "lrr
wege, neue und ewige Wahrheiten llber modeme Baulrunst." 

177 Perco designed three other Gtmtindrlmntm: the 
Professor-Jodlhof(XIX), with Frass and Dorfmeister, 192S; 
the Holyhof (XVII). 1928 (discussed in this chapter)> and 
Wienerbergstrasse 16-20 (XII). with Discher, GQtl, Frass, 
and Dorfmeister, 1926. 

178 The land had been used for allotment gardens after 
World War I. See DmKJrinrBJ.tt, 13July 1932, 8;Arilfitrr>
Uitnng, 17 July 1933, I. 

179 Perea's original scheme was for 2,200 apartments (to 
house 9,000 people), two communal laundry buildings, bath
ing facilities, library, theater, cinema, assembly hill, medical 
and dental clinics, shops, and 8 kindergarten. Only part of 
this scheme (1,467 apartments) was built. The contract and 
correspondence between Perco and the Gemeinde Wien in
dicate thllt the project was scaled back; see Perc:o Nachlass. 

180 Arki,...Zrinmg. 9 July 1933,6. 

181 Wagner, Motkm Anbitmln'r, 88. 

181 Rainer88ubtick, WobnrmgspolitiiimmilliJrmolt,.risdml 
W"~tn 1919-1914 (Salzburg: Verlag Wolfgang Neugebauer, 
1979), 1]9. See Czeike, Klmrmlllllllptllitii, 93: redistribution 
of tax revenues in 1929 favored conservative provinces and 
resulted in reductions for VIeru!a. Berween 1930 and 1912 
Vrenna's share in federal distribution of tax revenues 
dropped from ll7 .6 m 72.4 million schillings. In 19]], fol
lowing the dissolution of Parliament, the federal government 
decreed 8 number of emergency measures that involved fur
ther cuts for V~enna, which 111: the same rime had to pay un
employment benefits m the thousands of newly unemployed. 

183 Gruber, Rttl V"~m~M", 183. 

184 Arl1ritrr>-Uitmrg, 17 July 1933,1. 

185 Wagner, Motkm Anhit«tWY, 88. 

Chapter 9. Architecture and Proletariat 

I Gunter Hirschei-Protsch, "Die Gemeindebauten der 
Stadt W~en," and Werner Hegemann, •Kritisches zu den 
Wohnbauten der Stadt Wien,• Jfi.rmnth.r Mrmnulwftr fiir 
&uinnst mul StiftltriMu 10 (1926): 357-362, 362-370. 

1 Hirschel-Protsch, aoie Gemeindebauten,• 360, 362. 

3 Hegemann, "Kritisches," 367, 368. 

4 A similar attitude was expressed by Max Eisler in "Neu
wiener Baukunst," Motkmt &n,{rlmml, no. II (November 
1925): 375. Whether characterized by •the populism of 
Schmid-Aichinger, or the more rigid scanning of Theiss
Jakscb, or the experiments of the leFt-ndical group.• the out-
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ward f'orms of the buildings. Eisler claimed, were less sig
nificant than the "guiding idea" or the program, which was 
"to deveJop the simplest, most useful dweJiing-type and to 

modiFy it according to convenience, to find the proper me
dian betWeen collective and Family life, to lighten the burden 
of housewiFe and mother, and to build a youth of play and 
earnestness fur children-that underlies the different f'orms 
of the buildings." 

S' Hegemann, "Kritisches," )62. 

6 lbid.,368. 

7 The same opinions were expressed by other a~hitects and 
planning proFessionals. including Franz Schuster, Otto Neu
rath, Ernst May, and Martin Wagner, in a continuing series 
of articles in Der Artjllllu throughout the one year (1926) of 
its existence. See in particular Franz Schuster, "Es geht um 
Wiens stidtebauliche Entwicldung!, Der AlljHu, nos. 11112 
(1926): 211-212; Ernst May, "Hochbau oder Flachbau," Dtr 
AujHu, nos. 819 (1926): 145-146. 

8 Helfried Kodri, "Die Stilistische Entwicklung der Wie
ner Gemeindebauten (Wohnbauten 1919-1938)" seminar 
paper, (Kunsthistorisches lnstitut der Universitit Wien, 
1964), 31. Excerpts were published in Helfried Kodr6, "Die 
Entwicklung des Wiener Sozialen Wohnungsbaues in den 
Jahren 1919-1938,"' dtr •Hfo#n 19, no. 9 (September 1964): 
343-347. Kodre's concept of revolutionary architecture, and 
the connection he makes between Red Vienna and the uto
pian projeca; of aaude--Nicholas Ledoux and other French 
"revolutionary architeca;" around 1800, draws on the earlier 
article of ]6rg Mauthe, "Der phant:astische Gemeindebau,"' 
Altellml'lllfHimlr Klmst 6, no. 44 (1961): 17-20. 

9 Kodri "Stilistische Entwicklung,• 26, 31, S6. 

10 F. C. Wulz, "Stadt in Verinderung: Eine a~hitekturpoli
tischc Studie von W1en in den Jahren 1848-1934," 2 vols. 
(Ph.D. diss., Stockholm, 1976), 1:489. 

11 As we hive seen, buildings characterized as radical by 
Wulz because of the cub.istic composition of the.ir masses and 
lack of surface ornament (including AdoJf Laos's and Mar
prete Lihotzky's Haashofbuildings) were designed in 1923 
to 1924, long before the radicalization of politics in 1927. 

Buildings characterized as historicist and conventional by 
Wulz because of their vernacular stylism continued to be 
built in the late 1920s and early 19l0a; see, for example, the 
l..ii&rnllfriniHimg of 1928 on the Sebastian-Kelth-Gasse 1-6 
(XIV). by Heinrich Vana, exactly contemporary with Josef 
Frank's neighboring GmtrindriNIM (described by Wulz 15 ex
emplary of the new St«bbitbftit). 

12 Karla Krauss and Joachim Schlandt, "Die Wiener Gem
eindewohnungsbau-Ein sozialdemokratisthes Programm,• 
in Hans Helms and ]Orn Janssen, eds. Kltpit•linisrber StitJ
tdwu (Neuwied: Luchterhand, 1970), lll-121. See also Joa
chim Schlandt, "Die Wiener Superblocks," Hirk 1 (1970): 
221-226; idem, "Economic and Political Aspects of Soci11 
Housing in Vienna between 1922 and 1931," trans. Simaln
gberman, Oppositions, no. ll (summer 1978): 84-87. 

13 Peter Haiko and Mara Reissberger, "Die Wohnhaus
bauten der Gemeinde W1en 1919-1934," Arr:hitbtst, no. 12 
(1971): 19-S1. 

14 Wilhelm Kainrath, "Die gesellschaftspoJitischc Bedeu
tung des kornmunalen Wohnbaus im Wien der Zwischen
kriegszeit," in Karl Mang, ed., Kmnmrmt~kr J.J&bnHM ;, Wrm: 
Alljlm«b 1921-1914 Aussrmhluwg (Vienna: Presse- und In
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